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Preface

This dictionary provides a basic vocabulary of agricultural terms. It is ideal
for students of land management, environmental and veterinary sciences,
and is a handy reference for those working in the agriculture industries,
especially those for whom English is not a first language.

Each headword is explained in clear, straightforward English and quotations
from newspapers and specialist magazines show how the words are used in
context. There are also supplements including conversion tables for weights
and measures and a list of world commodity markets.

Thanks are due to Dr Mark Lyne, Department of Science, Agriculture and
Technology, Writtle College and to Dr Stephen Chadd, Course Director at
the Royal Agricultural College, for their help and advice during the
production of this new edition.



Pronunciation Guide

The following symbols have been used to show the pronunciation of the main
words in the dictionary.

Stress is indicated by a main stress mark ( � ) and a secondary stress mark ( � ) . Note
that these are only guides, as the stress of the word changes according to its position
in the sentence.

Vowels Consonants
� back b buck
ɑ� harm d dead
ɒ stop ð other
ai type d	 jump
aυ how f fare
aiə hire � gold
aυə hour h head
ɔ� course j yellow
ɔi annoy k cab
e head l leave
eə fair m mix
ei make n nil
eυ go ŋ sing
�� word p print
i� keep r rest
i happy s save
ə about ʃ shop
i fit t take
iə near tʃ change
u annual θ theft
u� pool v value
υ book w work
υə tour x loch
� shut 	 measure

z zone

Pronunciation is given only for technical entries. For a full guide to pronunciation
of all basic words and phrases, the A & C Black Easier English Intermediate
Dictionary (0-7475-6989-4, £9.99) is recommended.



A
AAAA abbreviation Arboricultural Associa-
tion
AAPPAAPP abbreviation Average All Pigs
Price
AAPSAAPS abbreviation Arable Area
Payments Scheme
Abandonment of Animals Act 1960Abandonment of Animals Act
1960 noun an Act of Parliament which
made it an offence to leave an animal unat-
tended if this was likely to cause distress or
pain to the animal
abattoirabattoir noun a place where animals are
slaughtered and prepared for sale to the
public as meat
abdomenabdomen noun a space in the body situ-
ated below or behind the diaphragm and
above or in front of the pelvis, containing
the stomach, intestines, liver and other
vital organs
Aberdeen AngusAberdeen Angus /��bədi�n ��ŋ�əs/
noun an early maturing breed of beef
cattle, which are naturally hornless and
usually black all over. Aberdeen Angus
cattle usually have a rather small headed
and a long deep body. They are highly
valued for quality beef.
abioticabiotic /�eibai |�ɒtik/ adjective not
relating to a living organism � abiotic
factors
abiotic stressabiotic stress noun stress caused by
environmental factors such as drought or
extreme heat or cold, not by biological
factors
abiotic stress resistanceabiotic stress resistance noun
resistance in organisms to stress arising
from non-biological causes such as
drought
abomasal ulcerabomasal ulcer /��bəυmeis(ə)l ��lsə/
noun a disease common in both calves and
adult cattle. Calves show poor growth and
lose appetite. In rare cases, cows may bleed
to death.

abomasum

abomasum /��bəυ|�meisəm/ noun the
fourth stomach of a ruminant. � omasum,
reticulum, rumen
abort

abort verb 1. to stop a process or the
development of something before it is
finished, or to stop developing � The
flowers abort and drop off in hot, dry
conditions, with no fruit developing. 2. to
end a pregnancy in an animal and prevent
the birth of young 3. to give birth before
the usual end of a pregnancy (technical)
Also called miscarry
abortion

abortion noun a situation when a preg-
nancy in a farm animal ends prematurely,
generally as the result of a disease or infec-
tion (technical)
abreast parlour

abreast parlour /ə|�brest �pɑ�lə/ noun a
type of milking parlour where the cows
stand side by side with their heads facing
away from the milker. � herringbone
parlour, rotary parlour
abscess

abscess noun a painful swollen area
where pus forms
abscission

abscission /�b|�siʃ(ə)n/ noun the shed-
ding of a leaf or fruit due to the formation
of a layer of cells between the leaf or fruit
and the rest of the plant (NOTE: It occurs
naturally in autumn, e.g. leaf fall, or at any
time of the year in response to stress.)
absorb

absorb verb to take something in � Warm
air absorbs moisture more easily than cold
air. � Salt absorbs moisture from the air.
absorption

absorption noun 1. the process of taking
in water, dissolved minerals and other
nutrients across cell membranes 2. the
taking into the body of substances such as
proteins or fats which have been digested
from food and enter the bloodstream from
the stomach and intestines 3. the taking up
of one type of substance by another, e.g. of
a liquid by a solid or of a gas by a liquid
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abstract 2
abstractabstract /�b |�str�kt/ verb to remove
water from a river so that it can be used by
industry, farmers or gardeners
abstractionabstraction /�b |�str�kʃən/ noun 1. the
removal of water from a river or other
source for use by industry, farmers or
gardeners 2. the removal of something
such as gas, oil, mineral resources or gravel
from the ground
AcaciaAcacia /ə |�keiʃə/ noun a species of tree
often grown for its pretty leaves and blos-
soms
ACAFACAF abbreviation Advisory Committee
on Animal Feedingstuffs
acariasisacariasis /��kə|�raiəsis/ noun a skin
disease caused by ticks or mites
acaricideacaricide /ə |�k�risaid/ noun a substance
used to kill mites and ticks. Also called
acaridicide
acaridacarid /��kərid/ noun a small animal
which feeds on plants or other animals by
piercing the outer skin and sucking juices,
e.g. a mite or tick
AcaridaAcarida /ə |�k�ridə/ noun the order of
animals including mites and ticks. Also
called Acarina
acaridicideacaridicide /��kə |�ridisaid/ noun same
as acaricide
AcarinaAcarina /��kə |�ri�nə/ noun same as
Acarida
ACASACAS /�eik�s/ abbreviation Advisory,
Conciliation and Arbitration Service
ACCACC abbreviation Agricultural Credit
Corporation
acceptable daily intakeacceptable daily intake noun the
quantity of a substance such as a nutrient,
vitamin, additive or pollutant which a
person or animal can safely consume daily
over their lifetime. Abbr ADI

‘A UK wide consultation on the use of the
colourant canthaxanthin in animal feed,
used to give farmed salmon its pink
colour, has been launched by the Food
Standards Agency. Brussels’ Scientific
Committee on Animal Nutrition said:
“Some consumers of high levels of
produce from farmed fish were likely to
exceed the acceptable daily intake for
canthaxanthin”.’ [The Grocer]

accessaccess noun 1. a place of entry, or the
right of entry, to somewhere 2. the right of
the public to go onto uncultivated private
land for recreation. � Countryside and
Rights of Way Act
acclimatisationacclimatisation /ə|�klaimətai |

�zeiʃ(ə)n/, acclimatization, acclimation

/��klə |�meiʃ(ə)n/ noun the process of
adapting to a different environment (NOTE:
This process is known as acclimatisation
if the changes occur naturally and accli-
mation if they are produced in laboratory
conditions.)

COMMENT: When an organism such as a
plant or animal is acclimatising, it is
adapting physically to different environ-
mental conditions, such as changes in
food supply, temperature or altitude.

accommodation landaccommodation land noun land
available for short-term tenancy
accreditaccredit /ə|�kredit/ verb to recognise
officially
accredited herdaccredited herd noun a herd of cattle
registered under a scheme as being free
from Brucellosis
accredited milkaccredited milk noun milk from a herd
accredited as being free from Brucellosis
accumulated temperatureaccumulated temperature noun the
number of hours during which the temper-
ature is above a particular point, taken as
the minimum temperature necessary for
growing a specific crop (NOTE: In the UK,
this is usually taken to be the number of
hours above 6°C.)
aceracer /�eisə/ noun a maple or sycamore
tree. Genus: Acer.
acetonaemiaacetonaemia /ə|�si�təυ |�ni�miə/ noun a
disease affecting cows, caused by ketone
bodies accumulating. The animal loses
appetite and the smell of acetone affects
the breath, the urine and milk.
acetoneacetone noun a colourless liquid that has
a sweetish smell and is flammable, used as
a solvent and in the manufacture of organic
chemicals. Formula: CH3COCH3.
acheneachene /ə|�ki�n/ noun a dry single-seeded
fruit that does not split open (NOTE:
Achenes are produced by plants such as
dandelions and sunflowers.)
acidacid noun 1. a chemical compound
containing hydrogen which dissolves in
water and forms hydrogen ions, or reacts
with an alkali to form a salt and water, and
turns litmus paper red 2. any bitter juice
acid depositionacid deposition /��sid �depə |�ziʃ(ə)n/
noun same as acid rain
acid grasslandacid grassland noun a type of vegeta-
tion that typically grows on soils that drain
freely and are low in mineral nutrients, and
may also occur on post-industrial sites.
The range of plant species found is small. �
calcareous grassland
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3 activated sludge
acidic

acidic adjective referring to acids � acidic
properties
acidification

acidification /ə|�sidifi|�keiʃ(ə)n/ noun
the process of becoming acid or of making
a substance more acid � Acidification of
the soil leads to the destruction of some
living organisms.
acidify

acidify /ə |�sidifai/ verb to make a
substance more acid, or to become more
acid � Acid rain acidifies the soils and
waters where it falls. � The sulphur
released from wetlands as sulphate causes
lakes to acidify. (NOTE: Feed additives can
be used to acidify animals’ urine, which
makes them less susceptible to infections
of the urinary tract.)
acidity

acidity noun the proportion of acid in a
substance � The alkaline solution may help
to reduce acidity.

COMMENT: Acidity and alkalinity are
measured according to the pH scale.
pH7 is neutral. Numbers above pH7
show alkalinity, while those below show
acidity.

acidophilus milk

acidophilus milk /��si |�dɒfiləs �milk/
noun a cultured milk made from fresh milk
which is allowed to go sour in a controlled
way. One of the most popular types of
acidophilus milk in Europe is yoghurt.
acidosis

acidosis /��si|�dəυsis/ noun an unusu-
ally high proportion of acid waste products
such as urea in the blood, sometimes
caused by a metabolic dysfunction (NOTE:
As acidity increases the rumen wall
becomes inflamed. The animal dehydrates
progressively, the blood turns more acidic
and in extreme cases the animal may die.)
acid rain

acid rain noun precipitation such as rain
or snow which contains a higher level of
acid than normal. Also called acid deposi-
tion, acid precipitation

COMMENT: Acid rain is mainly caused by
sulphur dioxide, nitrogen oxide and other
pollutants being released into the atmos-
phere when fossil fuels such as oil or
coal containing sulphur are burnt. Car-
bon combines with sulphur trioxide from
sulphur-rich fuel to form particles of an
acid substance. The effects of acid rain
are primarily felt by wildlife. The water in
lakes becomes very clear as fish and
microscopic animal life are killed. It is
believed acid rain kills trees, especially
conifers, making them gradually lose
their leaves and die. Acid rain can also
damage surfaces such as the stone sur-
faces of buildings when it falls on them.

acid soilacid soil noun soil which has a pH value
of 6 or less (NOTE: Farming tends to make
the soil more acid, but most farm crops will
not grow well if the soil is very acid. This
can be cured by applying one of the mate-
rials commonly used for adding lime, such
as ground chalk or limestone.)
ACOSACOS abbreviation Advisory Committee
on Organic Standards
ACPACP abbreviation Advisory Committee
on Pesticides
ACPATACPAT abbreviation Association of Char-
tered Physiotherapists in Animal Therapy
ACP statesACP states /�ei si� �pi� �steits/ � Lomé
Convention
ACRACR abbreviation automatic cluster
removal
acreacre noun a unit of measurement of land
area, equal to 4840 square yards or 0.4047
hectares
ACREACRE /�eikə/ abbreviation Advisory
Committee on Releases to the Environ-
ment
acreageacreage /�eikərid�/ noun the area of a
piece of land measured in acres
acreage allotmentacreage allotment noun a quota
system operated in the USA, which limits
the area of land which can be planted with
a certain type of crop
acreage reduction programmeacreage reduction programme
noun an American federal programme
under which farmers are only eligible for
subsidies if they reduce the acreage of
certain crops planted. Abbr ARP (NOTE:
The British equivalent is set-aside.)
actinobacillosisactinobacillosis /��ktinəυb�si|

�ləυsis/ noun a disease of cattle affecting
the tongue and throat. It also occurs in
sheep as swellings on the lips, cheeks and
jaws. Also called cruels, wooden tongue
actinomyceteactinomycete /��ktinəυ|�maisi�t/ noun
a bacterium shaped like a rod or filament.
Order: Actinomycetales. (NOTE: Some
actinomycetes cause diseases while
others are sources of antibiotics.)
actinomycosisactinomycosis /��ktinəυmai |�kəυsis/
noun a disease of cattle and pigs, where the
animal is infected with bacteria which
form abscesses in the mouth and lungs.
Also called lumpy jaw
activateactivate verb to start a process or to make
something start working � Pressing this
switch activates the pump.
activated sludgeactivated sludge noun solid sewage
containing active microorganisms and air,
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activator 4

mixed with untreated sewage to speed up
the purification process
activatoractivator /��ktiveitə/ noun a substance
which activates a process � a compost acti-
vator
active ingredientactive ingredient noun the main effec-
tive ingredient of something such as an
ointment or agrochemical, as opposed to
the base substance. Abbr AI
actualsactuals /��ktʃuəlz/ plural noun stocks of
commodities such as cotton or rice which
are available for shipping. Compare
futures
acuteacute adjective 1. referring to a disease
which comes on rapidly and can be
dangerous � acute mastitis 2. referring to a
pain which is sharp and intense � acute
stomach pain � compare chronic
ADASADAS /�eid�s/ noun a commercial
research-based organisation that offers
technical advice on agricultural, food and
environmental matters to rural industries.
Former name Agricultural Development
and Advisory Service
additiveadditive noun 1. a chemical which is
added to food to improve its appearance or
to keep it fresh � The tin of beans contains
a number of additives. � These animal
foodstuffs are free from all additives. 2. a
chemical which is added to something to
improve it � A new fuel additive made from
plants could help reduce energy costs. 3. a
substance which is added to animal feed-
ingstuffs to provide antibiotics, mineral
supplements, vitamins or hormones
addled eggaddled egg /��d(ə)ld e�/ noun a rotten
egg, an egg which produces no chick
ADHACADHAC abbreviation Agricultural
Dwelling House Advisory Committee
ADIADI abbreviation acceptable daily intake
adiposeadipose /��dipəυs/ adjective containing
or made of fat
adipose tissueadipose tissue noun a type of tissue
where the fibrous parts of cells are replaced
by fat when too much food is eaten
Adjusted Eurospec AverageAdjusted Eurospec Average /ə|

�d��stid �jυərəυspek ��v(ə)rid�/ noun
formerly, the average price for pigs. It was
replaced in 2003 by the Deadweight
Average Pig Price. Abbr AESA
ad lib feedingad lib feeding /��d �lib �fi�diŋ/ noun
the unrestricted supply of feed, day and
night
admixtureadmixture /��dmiktʃə/ noun the
proportion of a seed crop which is made up
of weed seeds or other crop species

ADPADP abbreviation Agricultural Develop-
ment Programme
ADRAADRA abbreviation Animal Diseases
Research Association
adrenal glandadrenal gland /ə |�dri�n(ə)l �l�nd/ noun
one of two endocrine glands at the top of
the kidneys which produce adrenaline and
other hormones
adrenalineadrenaline /ə|�drenəlin/ noun a
hormone secreted by the medulla of the
adrenal glands which has an effect similar
to stimulation of the sympathetic nervous
system (NOTE: The US term is epine-
phrine.)
ADSADS abbreviation Agriculture Develop-
ment Scheme
adsorbadsorb /�d|�zɔ�b/ verb (of a solid) to
bond with a gas or vapour which touches
its surface
adsorbableadsorbable /əd|�zɔ�bəb(ə)l/ adjective
referring to a gas or vapour which is able to
bond with a solid when it touches its
surface
adsorbentadsorbent /əd|�zɔ�bənt/ adjective able
to adsorb something such as a gas or
vapour
adulterateadulterate /ə|�d�ltəreit/ verb to reduce
the quality of something, such as by adding
water to milk
advanced registeradvanced register noun a book which
records breeding performance of
outstanding livestock
adventitiousadventitious /��dvən|�tiʃəs/ adjective
referring to a root which develops from a
node on a plant stem and not from another
root
Advisory, Conciliation and Arbitration ServiceAdvisory, Conciliation and Arbi-
tration Service noun an organisation
which advises on employment disputes
and rights in the workplace. Abbr ACAS
Advisory Committee on Animal FeedingstuffsAdvisory Committee on Animal
Feedingstuffs noun a committee set up
by the Food Standards Agency in 1999 to
advise on health and safety in animal feeds
and feeding practices. Abbr ACAF
Advisory Committee on Organic StandardsAdvisory Committee on Organic
Standards noun a non-departmental
public body set up by the Government to
advise ministers on organic standards.
Abbr ACOS
Advisory Committee on PesticidesAdvisory Committee on Pesti-
cides noun a statutory body set up under
the UK Food and Environment Protection
Act 1985 to advise on all matters relating
to the control of pesticides. Abbr ACP
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5 agistment
Advisory Committee on Releases to the EnvironmentAdvisory Committee on Releases
to the Environment noun an inde-
pendent advisory committee giving statu-
tory advice to UK government ministers on
the risks to human health and the environ-
ment from the release and marketing of
genetically modified organisms (GMOs).
It also advises on the release of some non-
GM species of plants and animals that are
not native to Great Britain. Abbr ACRE
AEAAEA abbreviation Agricultural Engineers
Association
AEBCAEBC abbreviation Agriculture, Environ-
ment and Biotechnology Commission
aerateaerate /�eəreit/ verb to allow air to enter
a substance, especially soil or water �
Worms play a useful role in aerating the
soil.
aerationaeration /eə |�reiʃ(ə)n/ noun the replace-
ment of stagnant soil air with fresh air

‘Soil nutrient availability can also be
influenced by compaction as one of the
main effects of compaction is on soil
aeration, which can lead to de-nitrification
(loss of nitrogen into the atmosphere).’
[Arable Farming]
COMMENT: The process of aeration of soil
is mainly brought about by the move-
ment of water into and out of the soil.
Rainwater drives out the air and then, as
the water drains away or is used by
plants, fresh air is drawn into the soil to
fill the spaces. The aeration process is
also assisted by changes in tempera-
ture, good drainage, cultivation and open
soil structure. Sandy soils are usually
well aerated. Clay soils are poorly aer-
ated.

aerialaerial adjective referring to something
which exists in the air
aerial rootaerial root noun a root of some plants,
which hangs above the ground or clings to
other plants so that it can take up moisture
from the air
aerobicaerobic adjective needing oxygen for its
existence or for a biochemical reaction to
occur. Compare anaerobic
AESAAESA abbreviation Adjusted Eurospec
Average
AFBAFB abbreviation American foul brood
afforestafforest /ə |�fɒrist/ verb to plant an area
with trees
afforestationafforestation /ə|�fɒri |�steiʃ(ə)n/ noun 1.
the planting of trees in an area or as a crop
� There is likely to be an increase in affor-
estation of upland areas if the scheme is

introduced. 2. the planting of trees on land
previously used for other purposes
aflatoxinaflatoxin /��flə|�tɒksin/ noun a toxin
produced by species of the fungus
Aspergillus, especially Aspergillus flavus,
which grows on seeds and nuts and affects
stored grain
African swine feverAfrican swine fever /��frikən �swain
�fi	və/ noun a virus disease which is highly
contagious among pigs. Animals suffer
fever and high temperature followed by
death. In Europe, it occurs in parts of
Spain.
AFSAFS abbreviation Assured Food Stand-
ards
afterbirthafterbirth /�ɑ	ftəb�	θ/ noun the remains
of the placenta pushed out of the uterus of
the dam at the birth of a young animal.
Also called cleansing
aftermathaftermath noun grass which grows
quickly after cutting for hay, and which
will provide a second cut
agalactiaagalactia /�eiə |�l�ktiə/ noun a disease
of pigs, a form of post-farrowing shock.
The sow does not secrete milk.
agbiotechagbiotech /��|�baiəυtek/ noun
biotechnology applied to agriculture or an
agricultural industry
ageage noun the number of years during
which a person or thing has existed � The
size varies according to age. � verb to treat
flour to make the dough more elastic and
whiter
agglutinationagglutination /ə|�lu	ti |�neiʃ(ə)n/ noun
a process in which cells come together to
form clumps. For example, agglutination
takes place when bacterial cells are in the
presence of serum or affects blood cells
when blood of different types is mixed.
agglutination testsagglutination tests plural noun 1. tests
to identify bacteria 2. tests used to detect
Brucellosis in cattle
aggregateaggregate noun a mass of soil and rock
particles stuck together
aggregate measure of supportaggregate measure of support
noun an index which shows the actual
monetary value of the support given by the
Government to a sector such as agriculture.
Abbr AMS
agistagist /ə|�d�ist/ verb to take another
person’s livestock to feed on your land
agistmentagistment /ə |�d�istmənt/ noun money
paid for grazing stock on land owned by
another person. The owner of the land is
responsible for the feeding and care of the
livestock.
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agitator 6
agitatoragitator /��d�iteitə/ noun the part of a
machine for harvesting root crops, such as
potatoes, which shakes the earth off the
crop after it has been lifted
agrarianagrarian /ə|��reəriən/ adjective referring
to matters of land tenure and problems
arising from land ownership
agri-agri- /��ri/ prefix referring to agriculture
or to the cultivation or management of
land. � agro-
agri-biotechnologyagri-biotechnology noun biotech-
nology as applied to agriculture
agribusinessagribusiness /���ribiznəs/ noun a
large-scale farming business run along the
lines of a conventional company, often
involving the processing, packaging and
sale of farm products

‘The Committee of Public Accounts has
told Defra that farm business support
should be targeted at those enterprises
which need it most. This means smaller
and intermediate sized farming businesses
run by families and individuals, rather
than large agribusinesses.’ [Farmers
Guardian]

agriculturalagricultural adjective referring to
farming
Agricultural and Food Research CouncilAgricultural and Food Research
Council noun formerly, a council estab-
lished to organise and provide funds for
agricultural and food research. It was
replaced by the Biotechnology and Biolog-
ical Sciences Research Council in 1993.
Abbr AFRC
agricultural burningagricultural burning noun the burning
of agricultural waste as part of farming
practice, e.g. stubble burning
Agricultural Chemicals Approval SchemeAgricultural Chemicals Approval
Scheme noun a scheme which gave
advice to farmers on the use and efficiency
of chemicals and which tested chemicals
before use by farmers. It was operated by
the Agricultural Chemicals Approved
Organisation and was a voluntary scheme
which has now been replaced by the FEPA
legislation. Abbr ACAS
agricultural depopulationagricultural depopulation
/���rik�tʃ(ə)rəl �di�pɒpjυ |�leiʃ(ə)n/
noun the fact of people leaving farms to
live and work elsewhere
Agricultural Development and Advisory ServiceAgricultural Development and
Advisory Service noun former name
for ADAS
Agricultural Development ProgrammeAgricultural Development
Programme noun a plan to improve the
agricultural productivity of a community

through training and modernisation of
equipment. Abbr ADP
agricultural economistagricultural economist noun a person
who studies the economics of the agricul-
tural industry
agricultural engineeragricultural engineer noun 1. a
person trained in applying the principles of
science to farming 2. a person who
designs, manufactures or repairs farm
machinery and equipment
agricultural engineeringagricultural engineering noun the
applying of the principles of science to
farming
Agricultural Engineers AssociationAgricultural Engineers Associa-
tion noun an organisation which protects
the interests of manufacturers and
suppliers of agricultural machinery in the
UK. Abbr AEA
agricultural holdingagricultural holding noun a basic unit
for agricultural production, consisting of
all the land and livestock under the
management of one particular person or
group of people
Agricultural Holdings Act 1984Agricultural Holdings Act 1984
noun an Act of Parliament which gives
protection to tenants in questions of the
fixing of rent and security of tenure. It
makes provision for tenancies for a life
time and for short-term lettings.
Agricultural Industries ConfederationAgricultural Industries Confedera-
tion noun a trade association for suppliers
of feed, fertilisers, seeds and grain to the
agricultural sector. Abbr AIC
agriculturalistagriculturalist /���ri|�k�ltʃ(ə)rəlist/
noun a person trained in applying the prin-
ciples of science to farming
agricultural laboureragricultural labourer noun a person
who does heavy work on a farm, formerly
a rural worker with no land, and sometimes
still a worker with a special skill, such as
ditching or hedging
Agricultural Land TribunalAgricultural Land Tribunal noun a
court established in 1947 to hear appeals
against decisions affecting owners or
tenants of agricultural land
Agricultural Mortgage CorporationAgricultural Mortgage Corpora-
tion noun a corporation which makes
loans available to borrowers on the security
of agricultural land and buildings in
England and Wales
agricultural policyagricultural policy noun the decisions
and commitments that make up a govern-
ment’s attitude to and programme for agri-
culture
Agricultural RevolutionAgricultural Revolution noun the
changes in agriculture which transformed
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7 agrochemicals

Britain’s countryside in the 18th and 19th
centuries
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation ServiceAgricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service noun formerly,
a service of the federal Department of
Agriculture which operated the depart-
ment’s various schemes throughout the
USA. It was incorporated into the Farm
Service Agency in 1993. Abbr ASCS
Agricultural Wages BoardAgricultural Wages Board noun a
board which fixes minimum wages and
holiday entitlements for agricultural
workers, and deals with terms and condi-
tions of their employment. Abbr AWB
agricultural wasteagricultural waste noun waste matter
produced on a farm, e.g. plastic containers
for pesticides
Agricultural Waste Stakeholders’ ForumAgricultural Waste Stakeholders’
Forum noun a group that includes repre-
sentatives of government, farming organi-
sations, waste companies and farm
suppliers with the aim of identifying and
dealing with issues of waste management
in agriculture
agricultureagriculture noun the cultivation of land,
including horticulture, fruit growing, crop
and seed growing, dairy farming and live-
stock breeding

COMMENT: The use of land to raise crops
for eating first started about 10,000
years ago. All plants grown for food have
been developed over many centuries
from wild plants, which have been pro-
gressively bred to give the best yields in
different types of environment. Genes
from wild plants are likely to be more
hardy and resistant to disease, and are
still kept in gene banks to strengthen
new cultivated varieties.

Agriculture, Environment and Biotechnology CommissionAgriculture, Environment and
Biotechnology Commission noun
the UK government advisory body on
biotechnology issues affecting agriculture
and the environment
Agriculture Act 1968Agriculture (Miscellaneous Provi-
sions) Act 1968 noun an Act of Parlia-
ment which defines what constitutes live-
stock and makes it an offence to cause
unnecessary pain or distress to a farm
animal
Agriculture ActsAgriculture Acts plural noun Acts of
Parliament, introduced to update legisla-
tion affecting agricultural policy
Agriculture and Rural Affairs DepartmentAgriculture and Rural Affairs
Department noun the department of the
devolved Welsh Assembly government
which deals with farming, the environ-

ment, animal welfare and rural develop-
ment in Wales. Abbr ARAD
Agriculture Industry Advisory CommitteeAgriculture Industry Advisory
Committee noun the committee that
advises the Health and Safety Commission
on the protection of people at work and
others from hazards to health and safety
arising within the agricultural and related
industries
‘Agriculture in the United Kingdom’‘Agriculture in the United
Kingdom’ noun a review undertaken
each year by the British government,
reporting on the state of the agricultural
industry (NOTE: Formerly called the
Annual Review of Agriculture.)
agri-environmental indicatoragri-environmental indicator noun
an indicator designed to provide informa-
tion on the various ways in which agricul-
ture affects the environment
agri-environment schemeagri-environment scheme noun a
scheme to give money to farmers to
persuade them to adopt land management
practices that benefit the environment, e.g.
the Environmental Stewardship Scheme
agri-foodagri-food adjective relating to industries
which are involved in the mass production,
processing and inspection of food products
made from agricultural commodities

‘The agri-food industry in Wales is
already growing at a faster rate than in any
other part of the UK with employment in
the Welsh food sector since 1998 showing
a 1.7 per cent increase compared to a 5.2
per cent fall in the rest of Great Britain.’
[Farmers Guardian]

agri-tourismagri-tourism noun a type of tourism
where visitors can help out on a working
farm, buy produce from a farm shop or be
involved in other leisure activities on the
farm’s land
agro-agro- /���rəυ/ prefix referring to agricul-
ture or to the cultivation or management of
land. � agri-
agrobiodiversityagrobiodiversity /���rəυbaiəυdai|

�v��siti/ noun the aspects of biodiversity
that affect agriculture and food production,
including within-species, species and
ecosystem diversity
agrochemical industryagrochemical industry
/���rəυkemik(ə)l �indəstri/ noun the
branch of industry which produces pesti-
cides and fertilisers used on farms
agrochemicalsagrochemicals /���rəυ |�kemik(ə)lz/
plural noun pesticides and fertilisers devel-
oped for agricultural use
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agroclimatologyagroclimatology /���rəυklaimə|

�tɒləd�i/ noun the study of climate and its
effect on agriculture
agroecologyagroecology /���rəυi|�kɒləd�i/ noun
the ecology of a crop-producing area
agroecosystemagroecosystem /���rəυ|�i�kəυsistəm/
noun a community of organisms in a crop-
producing area
agroforestryagroforestry /���rəυ |�fɒristri/ noun the
growing of farm crops and trees together as
a farming unit
agroindustryagroindustry /���rəυ |�indəstri/ noun
an industry dealing with the supply,
processing and distribution of farm prod-
ucts
agronomistagronomist /ə |��rɒnəmist/ noun a
person who studies the cultivation of crops
and provides advice to farmers
agronomyagronomy /ə |��rɒnəmi/ noun the scien-
tific study of the cultivation of crops
AHDOAHDO abbreviation Animal Health Divi-
sional Office
AHOAHO abbreviation 1. Animal Health
Office 2. Animal Health Officer
A horizonA horizon noun topsoil. � horizon
AIAI1 abbreviation 1. active ingredient 2.
artificial insemination
AIAI2 /�ei �ai/ verb to inseminate an animal
artificially � Twenty ewes were AI’d.
AIACAIAC abbreviation Agriculture Industry
Advisory Committee
AICAIC abbreviation Agricultural Industries
Confederation
AI centreAI centre noun a centre which keeps
breeding bulls, boars and rams, and quanti-
ties of their semen for use in artificial
insemination
air layeringair layering noun a method of propaga-
tion where a stem is partially cut, then
surrounded with damp moss, which is tied
securely to the stem. Roots will grow from
the cut at the point where it is in contact
with the moss.
air pollutionair pollution noun the contamination of
the air by substances such as gas or smoke.
Also called atmospheric pollution (NOTE:
Odour nuisance from livestock units and
other farming activities is governed by the
Environmental Protection Act. The burning
of agricultural crop residues is now
banned.)

‘Several countries, including the US,
Brazil and Denmark, have plants up and
running already and reports suggest the
blended fuel produces a higher
performance than pure petrol as well as

significantly reducing air pollution.’
[Farmers Weekly]

albinismalbinism /��lbiniz(ə)m/ noun an inher-
ited lack of pigmentation in an organism
(NOTE: A person or animal with albinism
has unusually white skin and hair.)
albinoalbino /�l |�bi�nəυ/ noun an organism that
is unusually white, having little or no
pigmentation in its skin, hair or eyes
because it is deficient in the colouring
pigment melanin
albumenalbumen /��lbjυmin/ noun the white of
an egg, containing albumin
albuminalbumin /��lbjυmin/ noun a common
protein, soluble in water and found in plant
and animal tissue and digested in the intes-
tine
albumosealbumose /��lbjυməυz/ noun an inter-
mediate product in the digestion of protein
ALCALC abbreviation agricultural land classi-
fication
alderalder /�ɔ�ldə/ noun a hardwood tree in the
birch family. Genus: Alnus. (NOTE: The
wood is resistant to decay in wet condi-
tions.)
aldosteronealdosterone /�l |�dɒstərəυn/ noun a
hormone secreted by the adrenal gland
which regulates the balance of sodium and
potassium in the body and the amount of
body fluid
aldrinaldrin /�ɔ�ldrin/ noun an organochlorine
insecticide that is banned in the European
Union
aleuronealeurone /��lu�rəυn/ noun a protein
found in the outer skin of seeds
alfalfaalfalfa /�l |�f�lfə/ noun same as lucerne
algaealgae plural noun tiny plants living in
water or in moist conditions, which contain
chlorophyll and have no stems or roots or
leaves

COMMENT: Algae grow rapidly in water
which is rich in phosphates. When the
phosphate level increases, as when fer-
tiliser runoff enters the water, the algae
multiply greatly to form enormous float-
ing mats (or blooms), blocking out the
light and inhibiting the growth of other
organisms. When the algae die, they
combine with all the oxygen in the water
so that other organisms suffocate.

algaecidealgaecide /��ld�isaid/ noun same as
algicide
algae poisoningalgae poisoning noun poisoning
caused by toxic substances released when
algae decompose
algicidealgicide /��ld�isaid/ noun a substance
used to kill algae
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alienalien adjective same as exotic � A fifth of
the area of the national park is under alien
conifers. � Alien species, introduced by
settlers as domestic animals, have brought
about the extinction of some endemic
species. � noun same as exotic
alimentary canalalimentary canal /�li |�ment(ə)ri kə|

�n�l/ noun a tube in the body going from
the mouth to the anus, including the throat,
stomach and intestines, through which
food passes and is digested
alkalialkali noun a substance which reacts with
an acid to form a salt and water. It may be
either a soluble base or a solution of a base
that has a pH value of more than 7. (NOTE:
The plural is alkalis; an alternative US
plural is alkalies.)
alkalinealkaline adjective containing more alkali
than acid and having a pH value of more
than 7
alkalinityalkalinity /��lkə |�liniti/ noun the amount
of alkali in something such as soil, water or
a body � Hyperventilation causes fluctu-
ating carbon dioxide levels in the blood,
resulting in an increase of blood alkalinity.

COMMENT: Alkalinity and acidity are
measured according to the pH scale.
pH7 is neutral, and pH8 and upwards are
alkaline. Alkaline solutions are used to
counteract the effects of acid poisoning
and also of bee stings.

alkaloidalkaloid /��lkəlɔid/ adjective similar to
an alkali � noun one of many poisonous
substances found in plants, which use them
as a defence against herbivores (NOTE:
Many alkaloids such as atropine, morphine
or quinine are also useful as medicines.)
alleleallele /ə|�li�l/ noun one of two or more
alternative forms of a gene, situated in the
same area (locus) on paired chromosomes
and controlling the inheritance of the same
characteristic
allelopathyallelopathy /��li |�lɒpəθi/ noun the
release by one plant of a chemical
substance that restricts the germination or
growth of another plant
allergenallergen noun a substance which
produces a hypersensitive reaction in
someone. Allergens are usually proteins,
and include foods, the hair of animals and
pollen from flowers, as well as dust.
allergyallergy noun a sensitivity to substances
such as pollen or dust, which cause a phys-
ical reaction � She has an allergy to house-
hold dust. � He has a penicillin allergy.
alley croppingalley cropping noun the planting of
crops such as maize or sorghum between

trees (NOTE: The trees help to prevent soil
erosion, especially on slopes, and may
benefit soil fertility if the leaves are used as
mulch or if the trees are legumes.)
AlliumAllium /��liəm/ noun the Latin name for
a family of plants including the onion,
leek, garlic and chives
allo-allo- /�ləυ/ prefix different
allogamyallogamy /ə |�lɒ�əmi/ noun fertilisation
by pollen from different flowers or from
flowers of genetically different plants of
the same species

COMMENT: Some fruit trees are self-fer-
tile, that is, they fertilise themselves with
their own pollen. Others need pollinators
that are usually different cultivars of the
same species.

allograftallograft /��ləυ�rɑ�ft/ noun a graft of
tissue from one individual to another of the
same species. Also called homograft
allopatricallopatric /��lə |�p�trik/ adjective refer-
ring to plants of the same species which
grow in different parts of the world and so
do not cross-breed
allotmentallotment noun a small area of land,
owned by a municipality, which is let to a
person called an allotment-holder for the
cultivation and production of vegetables
and fruit for the consumption of the holder
and his or her family
all-terrain vehicleall-terrain vehicle noun a vehicle
which can be driven over all types of land
surface. Abbr ATV
alluvialalluvial /ə |�lu�viəl/ adjective referring to
alluvium
alluviumalluvium /ə |�lu�viəm/ noun the silt depos-
ited by a river or a lake
almalm /ɑ�m/ noun an alpine pasture
normally only grazed in summer
almondalmond noun a small tree (Prunus dulcis)
grown for its edible nuts, or an edible nut
produced by this tree
almond oilalmond oil noun an oil from almond
seed used for toilet preparations and for
flavouring
alpalp /�lp/ noun a high mountain pasture,
above the treeline
alpacaalpaca /�l|�p�kə/ noun an animal which
is similar to the llama. A native of the
Andes, it is domesticated and reared for its
very soft and elastic wool.
alpha acidsalpha acids /��lfə ��sidz/ noun a
number of related compounds found in
hops, which give hops their bitter taste
alpha amylasealpha amylase noun an enzyme present
in wheat seed, which changes some starch
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to sugar. Excessive amounts can result in
loaves of bread with sticky texture.
alpine pasturesalpine pastures /��lpain �pɑ�stʃəz/
plural noun grass fields in high mountains
which are used by cattle farmers in the
summer
alpine plantsalpine plants plural noun plants which
grow on high mountains � alpine vegeta-
tion grows above the treeline
alternate husbandryalternate husbandry noun husbandry
in which arable and grassland cultivation
are alternated every few years
alternative technologyalternative technology noun the use
of traditional techniques and equipment
and materials that are available locally for
agriculture, manufacturing and other proc-
esses
alveolusalveolus /��lvi |�əυləs, �l |�vi�ələs/ noun
a thin-walled air sac that occurs in large
numbers in each lung and allows oxygen to
enter and carbon dioxide to leave the blood
AMCAMC abbreviation Agricultural Mortgage
Corporation
American bisonAmerican bison noun � bison
American foul broodAmerican foul brood noun a disease
affecting bees that is caused by a bacterial
parasite of the Bacillaceae family that
infests the larvae. Abbr AFB
amino acidamino acid noun a chemical compound
which is a component of proteins �
Proteins are first broken down into amino
acids. � essential amino acid

COMMENT: Amino acids all contain car-
bon, hydrogen, nitrogen and oxygen, as
well as other elements. Some amino
acids are produced in the body itself, but
others have to be absorbed from food.

ammoniaammonia noun a gas with an unpleasant
smell that is easily soluble in water.
Formula: NH3.

COMMENT: Ammonia is released into the
atmosphere from animal dung. It has the
effect of neutralising acid rain, but in
combination with sulphur dioxide it forms
ammonium sulphate which damages the
green leaves of plants.

ammoniacalammoniacal /��mə|�naiək(ə)l/ adjec-
tive referring to ammonia
ammoniacal nitrogenammoniacal nitrogen noun nitrogen
derived from ammonia
ammonia treatmentammonia treatment noun a method of
treating straw, using ammonia to make it
more palatable and nutritious
ammoniumammonium /ə|�məυniəm/ noun an ion
formed from ammonia

ammonium nitrateammonium nitrate noun a popular
fertiliser used as top dressing (NOTE: It is
available in a special prilled or granular
form, and can be used both as a straight
fertiliser and in compounds.)
ammonium phosphateammonium phosphate noun a ferti-
liser which can be used straight, but is
more often used in compounds (NOTE:
Applications may increase the acidity of
the soil.)
ammonium sulphateammonium sulphate noun a colour-
less crystalline solid that is soluble in
water, used as a fertiliser. Formula:
(NH4)2SO4. Also called sulphate of
ammonia
amniotic fluidamniotic fluid noun the fluid that
surrounds and protects a foetus
amoebaamoeba noun a single-celled organism
found in water, wet soil, or as a parasite of
other organisms (NOTE: The plural is
amoebae.)
amoebicamoebic adjective referring to an
amoeba or amoebae
AMSAMS abbreviation aggregate measure of
support
amylaseamylase /��mileiz/ noun an enzyme
which converts starch into maltose
anabolic steroidsanabolic steroids /��nəbɒlik
�sterɔidz/ plural noun hormones which
encourage growth and muscle building
anabolismanabolism /� |�n�bəliz(ə)m/ noun the
process of building up complex chemical
substances on the basis of simpler ones
anaemiaanaemia noun a condition where the
level of red blood cells is less than normal
or where the haemoglobin is reduced,
making it more difficult for the blood to
carry oxygen (NOTE: The US spelling is
anemia.)
anaemicanaemic /ə |�ni�mik/ adjective affected by
anaemia (NOTE: The US spelling is
anemic.)
anaerobicanaerobic /��nə |�rəυbik/ adjective not
needing oxygen for existence. Compare
aerobic
anaerobicallyanaerobically /��nə |�rəυbikli/ adverb
without using oxygen � Slurry is digested
anaerobically by bacteria.
anaerobic decompositionanaerobic decomposition noun the
breaking down of organic material by
microorganisms without the presence of
oxygen
anaerobic digesteranaerobic digester noun a digester
that operates without oxygen � Anaerobic
digesters can be used to convert cattle
manure into gas.
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COMMENT: Anaerobic digesters for pig,
cattle and poultry waste feed the waste
into a tank where it breaks down biologi-
cally without the presence of oxygen to
give off large amounts of methane. This
gas is then used to generate electricity.
The remaining slurry can be applied
directly to the land.

anaerobic digestionanaerobic digestion noun the break-
down of organic material without the pres-
ence of oxygen, a process which perma-
nently removes the unpleasant smell of
many organic wastes so that they can be
used on agricultural land
anaerobismanaerobism /��nə |�rəυbiz(ə)m/ noun a
lack of oxygen such as is found in gley
soils
anaesthesiaanaesthesia /��nəs |�θi�ziə/ noun 1. the
loss of the feeling of pain 2. a process that
prevents a person or animal from feeling
pain, usually by the use of drugs (NOTE:
The US spelling is anesthesia.)
analyseanalyse verb 1. to examine something in
detail � We analysed the milk yields from
different breeds of cow. 2. to separate a
substance into its parts � The laboratory is
analysing the soil samples. � When the
water sample was analysed it was found to
contain traces of bacteria.
analysisanalysis noun 1. the process of exam-
ining something in detail 2. the process of
breaking down a substance into its parts in
order to study them closely � Samples of
material were removed for analysis.

COMMENT: Chemical and electrical meth-
ods are used in soil analysis to deter-
mine the pH and lime requirements of a
soil. Portable testing equipment, using
colour charts, is sometimes used to test
for pH.

analystanalyst noun 1. a person who examines
samples of substances to find out what they
are made of 2. a person who carries out a
study of a problem � a health and safety
analyst
anaplasmosisanaplasmosis /��nəpl�z |�məυsis/
noun an infectious disease of cattle, char-
acterised by anaemia
anchorageanchorage /��ŋkərid�/ noun the ability
of plant roots to hold firm in the soil
AnconaAncona /�ŋ|�kəυnə/ noun a laying breed
of chicken, with white tips on black
feathers
AndalusianAndalusian /��ndəlu� |�si�ən/ noun 1. a
dark red breed of cattle, used both as
draught animals and for beef 2. a laying
breed of chicken with blue feathers

angelicaangelica /�n|�d�elikə/ noun a plant with
dark green stems, which are crystallised
with sugar and used in confectionery
AngelnAngeln /��ŋ�eln/ noun a German dual-
purpose breed of cattle, red or brown in
colour, with black hooves
angiospermangiosperm /��nd�iəυsp��m/ noun a
plant in which the sex organs are carried
within flowers and seeds are enclosed in a
fruit. Compare gymnosperm
Anglo-NubianAnglo-Nubian /��ŋ�ləυ �nju�biən/
noun a hardy breed of goat with high milk
yields. It has a brown coat with white
patches.
angoraangora noun 1. a breed of rabbit, bred
mainly for its fur 2. a breed of goat, impor-
tant as a source of mohair

COMMENT: The original colour was white,
but there are now grey, pale brown and
other shades. The wool is extremely fine.

AngusAngus /��ŋ�əs/ noun � Aberdeen
Angus
Animal Diseases Research AssociationAnimal Diseases Research Asso-
ciation noun former name for Moredun
Animal Health Act 1981Animal Health Act 1981 noun an Act
of Parliament which aimed to control the
spread of diseases in farm animals and to
set up rules protecting the welfare of
animals on the farm, in transit and at
market
Animal Health Act 2002Animal Health Act 2002 noun an Act
of Parliament which put into place controls
to deal with outbreaks of diseases such as
foot-and-mouth disease and scrapie
Animal Health Divisional OfficeAnimal Health Divisional Office
noun one of 24 regional branches of the
State Veterinary Service. Abbr AHDO
Animal Health OfficerAnimal Health Officer noun an
employee of an Animal Health Divisional
Office, with veterinary training. Abbr AHO
animal health planninganimal health planning noun an offi-
cial set of guidelines for controlling and
treating diseases in farm animals
animal husbandryanimal husbandry noun the process of
breeding and looking after farm animals
animal inspectoranimal inspector, animals inspector
noun an official whose job is to inspect
animals to see if they have notifiable
diseases and are being kept in acceptable
conditions
animal welfareanimal welfare noun the idea that
animals raised on farms should be treated
humanely and protected from unnecessary
pain or distress

‘In his case, the messages about
traceability and confidence in animal
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welfare and food safety are simple and
positive. Meat for the business comes
from stock contract reared on a network of
local farms, fed using mainly homegrown
ingredients which are then mill-and-mixed
from a mobile unit visiting the farms.’
[Farmers Guardian]

Animal Welfare BillAnimal Welfare Bill noun an Act of
Parliament due to come into force in 2006
to overhaul laws and regulations on animal
welfare
animal welfare codeanimal welfare code noun � welfare
code
annualannual adjective 1. happening or done
once a year 2. over a period of one year �
noun a plant whose life cycle of germina-
tion, flowering and fruiting takes place
within the period of a year. � biennial,
perennial

COMMENT: Typical examples of annuals
are wheat and barley, which complete
their life history in one growing season.
So, starting from seed, they develop
roots, stem and leaves, then produce
flowers and seed before dying. Plants
which develop over two years are called
‘biennials’ and those which do not die at
the end of the fruiting period are called
‘perennials’.

annual meadowgrassannual meadowgrass noun a wide-
spread weed (Poa annua) found in all
arable and grass crops
annual nettleannual nettle noun same as small
nettle
Annual Review of AgricultureAnnual Review of Agriculture noun
� ‘Agriculture in the United Kingdom’
annual ringannual ring noun a ring of new wood
formed each year in the trunk of a tree
which can easily be seen when the tree is
cut down. � dendrochronology. Also
called tree ring (NOTE: As a tree grows, the
wood formed in the spring has more open
cells than that formed in later summer. The
difference in texture forms the visible rings.
In tropical countries, trees grow all the year
round and so do not form rings.)
anoestrusanoestrus /�n|�i�strəs/ noun a situation
where a female animal does not come on
heat at the usual time
antennaantenna noun one of a pair of long thin
sensors on the heads of insects, crustaceans
and some other arthropods
anthelminticanthelmintic /��nθel|�mintik/ noun a
substance such as thiabendazole which is
used as a treatment against parasites, as in
worming livestock

antheranther /��nθə/ noun the part of the
stamen of a flower that produces pollen
anthesisanthesis /�n|�θi�sis/ noun the action of
flowering, when the anthers emerge
anthocyaninanthocyanin /��nθəυ|�saiənin/ noun a
water-soluble plant pigment responsible
for blue, violet and red colours
anthraxanthrax noun a highly infectious, often
fatal, bacterial disease of mammals, espe-
cially cattle and sheep, that is transmissible
to humans and causes skin ulcers (cuta-
neous anthrax) or a form of pneumonia
when inhaled (pulmonary anthrax)

COMMENT: Anthrax is caused by the bac-
terium Bacillus anthracis, which is diffi-
cult to destroy and can stay in the soil
and infect animals. Anthrax can be trans-
mitted to humans by touching infected
skin, meat or other parts of an animal
(including bone meal used as fertiliser).

antibioticantibiotic noun a drug such as penicillin
which was originally developed from fungi
and which stops the spread of bacteria or
fungi � The vet prescribed a course of anti-
biotics for the infected animal.

COMMENT: Penicillin is one of the com-
monest antibiotics, together with strepto-
mycin, tetracycline and erythromycin.
Although antibiotics are widely and suc-
cessfully used, new forms of bacteria
have developed which are resistant to
them. Antibiotics were formerly used as
feed additives to promote growth, but
this practice has been banned in the EU
since 2006.

antibodyantibody noun a protein which is
produced in the body in response to foreign
substances such as bacteria or viruses
anticaking additiveanticaking additive /��nti |�keikiŋ
��ditiv/, anticaking agent noun an addi-
tive added to food to prevent it becoming
solid (NOTE: Anticaking additives have the
E numbers E530–578.)
antifungalantifungal /��nti |�f�ŋ�əl/ adjective
referring to a substance which kills or
controls fungi
antigenantigen /��ntid�ən/ noun a substance in
the body which makes the body produce
antibodies to attack it, e.g. a virus or germ
antimicrobialantimicrobial /��ntimai|�krəυbiəl/
adjective referring to something which is
capable of killing or inhibiting the growth
of microorganisms, especially bacteria,
fungi or viruses
antioxidantantioxidant /��nti|�ɒksid(ə)nt/ noun a
substance which prevents oxidation, used
to prevent materials such as rubber from
deteriorating and added to processed food
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to prevent oil going bad (NOTE: In the EU,
antioxidant food additives have numbers
E300–321.)
antiresistance strategyantiresistance strategy /��ntirə|

�zistəns �str�təd�i/ noun a strategy
designed to prevent pests and weeds from
developing resistance to the chemicals
used to control them, or the loss of disease
resistance in crop plants
antisepticantiseptic adjective preventing or
reducing the growth of harmful microor-
ganisms � Wash the wheels of the vehicle
with antiseptic spray to reduce the risk of
infection. � noun a substance which
prevents germs growing or spreading � The
nurse painted the wound with antiseptic.
antiserumantiserum /��nti |�siərəm/ noun a serum
taken from an animal which has developed
antibodies to bacteria and formerly used to
give temporary immunity to a disease
(NOTE: The plural is antisera.)
antitoxinantitoxin /��nti|�tɒksin/ noun an anti-
body produced by the body to counteract a
poison in the body
antiveninantivenin /��nti|�venəm/, antivenene,
antivenom noun a serum which is used to
counteract the poison from snake or insect
bites
antlersantlers noun the branched horns of male
deer
anusanus noun the opening in the alimentary
canal through which faeces leave the body
anvilanvil /��nvil/ noun a metal block which
ends in a point, has a rounded bottom and
a flat top, and on which metal objects such
as horseshoes are made
AONBAONB abbreviation Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty
apexapex noun the main growing shoot of a
plant
aphicideaphicide /�eifisaid/ noun a pesticide
designed to kill aphids on plants
aphidaphid /�eifid/ noun an insect that sucks
sap from plants and can multiply very
rapidly, e.g. a greenfly � The aphid popu-
lation showed a 19% increase. (NOTE:
Aphids are pests of some garden plants
such as roses and may transmit virus
diseases in crops such as potatoes and
sugarbeet.)

COMMENT: Cereal aphids are various
species of greenfly. Winged females
feed on cereal crops in May and June.
The grain aphid causes empty or small
grain by puncturing the grain as it devel-
ops, letting the grain contents seep out.

AphisAphis /�eifis/ noun the genus of insects
which comprises aphids
apiaristapiarist /�eipiərist/ noun a person who
keeps bees
apiaryapiary /�eipiəri/ noun a place where bees
are kept
apicultureapiculture /�eipik�ltʃə/ noun the
husbandry of bees for honey production
appleapple noun an edible fruit of the apple
tree (Malus domestica)

COMMENT: The apple is the most impor-
tant UK fruit crop, growing mainly in Kent
and Worcestershire. In 1957, England
had about 26,000 hectares growing des-
sert apples, but by 1987, there were less
than 14,000 hectares. Ninety percent of
all cooking apples grown are Bramleys.
In the USA and Canada apples are
mainly grown in Washington, Oregon,
British Columbia and Nova Scotia. The
apple is also grown extensively in tem-
perate regions of Australia, South Africa
and South America. Six thousand apple
varieties once grew in Britain, and all of
them are recorded in the UK’s National
Apple Register. Around 2,300 of these
are growing at the National Fruit Trials at
Brogdale in Kent. Of the recognised
apple varieties the most important are
Cox’s Orange Pippin and Golden Deli-
cious (dessert varieties) and Bramley’s
Seedling (cooking apple). Cider apples
are grown mainly in Herefordshire and
Somerset in the UK, and in Normandy in
France.

Apple and Pear Development CouncilApple and Pear Development
Council noun a former body providing
research for apple and pear growers in the
UK, part of the Horticultural Development
Council from 2003. Abbr APDC
apple blossom weevilapple blossom weevil noun an insect
which attacks apple flower buds, causing
no fruit to develop
applicationapplication noun 1. a formal request �
an application for research funds 2. the act
of putting a substance on a surface � The
crop received two applications of fungi-
cide. 3. the act of using something that you
already have, such as an ability or knowl-
edge, in order to do something � the appli-
cation of knowledge and skills 4. a partic-
ular use � This new technology has many
applications.
apportionmentapportionment /ə|�pɔ�ʃ(ə)nmənt/ noun
an enclosure of part of common land for
private farm use
appropriate technologyappropriate technology noun a tech-
nology that is suited to the local environ-
ment, usually involving skills or materials
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that are available locally � Biomethanation
is an appropriate technology for use in
rural areas.
approved productsapproved products plural noun chem-
icals used in agriculture and approved for
use by the government
APRCAPRC abbreviation Apple and Pear
Research Council
apricotapricot noun a deciduous tree (Prunus
armeniaca) bearing soft yellow fruit,
similar to a small peach, but not as juicy
APRSAPRS abbreviation Association for the
Protection of Rural Scotland
aqua-aqua- /�kwə/ prefix water. � aqui-
aquacultureaquaculture /��kwək�ltʃə/, aqua-
farming /��kwəfɑ�miŋ/ noun same as
fish farming
aquaticaquatic adjective referring to water
aqueousaqueous /�eikwiəs, ��kwiəs/ adjective
referring to a solution made with water
aqueous ammoniaaqueous ammonia noun ammonia in
solution, obtained from gas works and as a
by-product; sometimes used as a fertiliser
aqueous solutionaqueous solution noun a solution of a
substance in water
aqui-aqui- prefix water. � aqua-
aquicultureaquiculture /��kwik�ltʃə/ noun same
as fish farming
aquiferaquifer /��kwifə/ noun a mass of porous
rock or soil through which water passes
and in which water gathers
ArabArab /��rəb/, Arabian horse noun a
breed of horse, especially used for racing
(NOTE: Arabian horses are those in whose
pedigree there is no other blood than
Arabian. Of great antiquity, they are the
purest of the equine races. Nearly every
breed has had an infusion of Arab blood.)
Arabis MosaicArabis Mosaic /��rəbis məυ |�zeiik/
noun a viral disease which infects a wide
range of horticultural crops. Leaves
become stunted and plants die back.
arablearable /��rəb(ə)l/ adjective referring to
land on which crops are grown

COMMENT: In 2005 the UK was the 4th
largest producer of cereal and oilseed
crops in the EU, with arable crops repre-
senting about 16% of the total agricul-
tural output for the country.

Arable Area Payments SchemeArable Area Payments Scheme
noun until 2005, a subsidy for growers of
arable crops. Abbr AAPS (NOTE: Now
superseded by the Single Payment
Scheme.)
arable cropsarable crops plural noun crops which
are cultivated on ploughed land. They are

annual crops and include cereals, root
crops and potatoes.
arable farmingarable farming noun the growing of
crops, as opposed to dairy farming, cattle
farming, etc.
arable landarable land noun 1. land suitable for
ploughing 2. land which has been
ploughed and cropped
Arable Research Institute AssociationArable Research Institute Associ-
ation noun a body set up by the Institute
of Arable Crops Research to oversee the
distribution of relevant research to farmers.
Abbr ARIA
arable soilarable soil noun soil which is able to be
used for the cultivation of crops
arable weedarable weed noun a weed that grows on
or near land that has been cultivated for
crops, e.g. poppy
arachidonic acidarachidonic acid /ə |�r�kidɒnik ��sid/
noun an essential fatty acid
ArachnidaArachnida /ə |�r�knidə/ noun a class of
animals that have eight legs, e.g. spiders
and mites

COMMENT: Arachnids have pincers on
the first pair of legs. Their bodies are
divided into two parts and they have no
antennae.

ARADARAD abbreviation Agriculture and Rural
Affairs Department (Welsh Assembly)
arbor-arbor- /ɑ�bɔ�/ prefix tree
arboretumarboretum /�ɑ�bə|�ri�təm/ noun a collec-
tion of trees from different parts of the
world, grown for scientific study (NOTE:
The plural is arboreta.)
arboricidearboricide /ɑ�|�bɔ�risaid/ noun a chem-
ical substance which kills trees
Arboricultural AssociationArboricultural Association /�ɑ�bəri |

�k�ltʃ(ə)rəl ə |�səυsieiʃ(ə)n/ noun a
society which promotes the study of arbo-
riculture and represents the interests of its
members. Abbr AA
arboriculturearboriculture /�ɑ�bərik�ltʃə/ noun the
study of the cultivation of trees
arboristarborist /�ɑ�bərist/ noun a person who
studies the cultivation of trees
arbovirusarbovirus /�ɑ�bəvairəs/ noun a virus
transmitted by blood-sucking insects
ArdennesArdennes /ɑ�|�den/ noun a short, hardy
French breed of horse found in Britain
mainly on hill farms
areare /ɑ�/ noun a unit of metric land meas-
urement which equals 100 square metres
areaarea noun a region of land � The whole
area has been contaminated by waste from
the power station.
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Area of Outstanding Natural BeautyArea of Outstanding Natural
Beauty noun in England and Wales, a
region which is not a National Park but
which is considered sufficiently attractive
to be preserved from unsympathetic devel-
opment. Abbr AONB
area paymentarea payment noun � Arable Area
Payments Scheme
arenaceousarenaceous /��ri |�neiʃəs/ adjective
sandy
arenaceous soilsarenaceous soils plural noun sandy
soils, soils which have a high amount of
sand particles
argenteargente /ɑ� |��ɒnt/ noun French breed of
rabbit
argillaceousargillaceous /�ɑ�d�i|�leiʃəs/ adjective
clayey
argillaceous soilsargillaceous soils plural noun soils
with a high amount of clay particles
argininearginine /�ɑ�d�ini�n/ noun an essential
amino acid and a constituent of proteins
ARIAARIA /�ɑ�riə/ abbreviation Arable
Research Institute Association (NOTE: Now
called the Rothamsted Research Associa-
tion (RRA).)
aridarid adjective referring to soil which is
very dry, or an area of land which has very
little rain
aridityaridity /ə|�riditi/ noun the state of being
extremely dry
arilaril /��ril/ noun an extra covering to the
seed, found in certain plants
arkark /ɑ�k/ noun 1. a small hut made of
wood or corrugated metal, used to shelter
sows kept outdoors in fields 2. a mobile
poultry house with wire or slatted floors,
formerly used to house chickens at night
and in bad weather
aromaticaromatic adjective having a pleasant
smell � noun a substance, plant or chem-
ical which has a pleasant smell
aromatic herbsaromatic herbs plural noun herbs, such
as rosemary or thyme, which are used to
give a particular taste to food
ARPARP abbreviation US acreage reduction
programme
arrowrootarrowroot /��rəυru�t/ noun a tropical
plant (Maranta arundinacea) whose tubers
yield starch. Used particularly in the prep-
aration of invalid foods, since this form of
starch is easily digested.
arsenicarsenic noun a grey semimetallic chem-
ical element that forms poisonous
compounds such as arsenic trioxide, which
was formerly used in some medicines

arsenicalarsenical /ɑ�|�senik(ə)l/ noun a drug or
insecticide which is one of the group of
poisonous oxides of arsenic
arsenidearsenide /�ɑ�sənaid/ noun a compound
of arsenic and a metallic element
arterial drainarterial drain /ɑ� |�tiəriəl drein/ noun a
main watercourse which carries water
from smaller drains or ditches
artesian wellartesian well /ɑ� |�ti�ziən �wel/ noun a
well which has been bored into a confined
aquifer, the hydrostatic pressure usually
being strong enough to force the water to
the surface
arthropodarthropod /�ɑ�θrəpɒd/ noun an inverte-
brate with jointed limbs, a segmented
body, and a chitin exoskeleton. Phylum:
Arthropoda. (NOTE: Insects, arachnids,
centipedes and crustaceans are arthro-
pods.)
artichokeartichoke noun a vegetable grown as a
specialised crop

COMMENT: There are two types of arti-
choke: the globe artichoke, a tall thistle-
like plant (the leaves of the head are
cooked and eaten), and the Jerusalem
artichoke, a tall plant which develops
tubers like a potato.

artificialartificial adjective made by humans and
not existing naturally
artificial fertiliserartificial fertiliser noun a fertiliser
manufactured from chemicals. Also called
chemical fertiliser
artificial inseminationartificial insemination noun a method
of breeding livestock by injecting sperm
from specially selected males into females.
Abbr AI. Compare multiple ovulation and
embryo transfer
artificial manureartificial manure noun a manufactured
chemical substance used to increase the
nutrient level of the soil
artificial selectionartificial selection noun the selection
by people of individual animals or plants
from which to breed further generations
because the animals or plants have useful
characteristics
arvensisarvensis /ɑ� |�vensis/ adjective a Latin
word meaning ‘of the fields’, used in many
genetic names of plants
asbestosasbestos noun a fibrous mineral
substance that causes lung disease if
inhaled. It was formerly used as a shield
against fire and as an insulating material in
many industrial and construction proc-
esses.
AscarisAscaris /��skəris/ noun a nematode
worm which infects the small intestine,
causing the disease (ascariasis)
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AscochytaAscochyta /��skəυ |�ʃi�tə/ noun a
disease affecting pulses such as peas and
beans
ascorbic acidascorbic acid /ə |�skɔ�bik ��sid/ noun
vitamin C
asexualasexual adjective not involving sexual
reproduction
asexuallyasexually /ei|�sekʃjuəli/ adverb not
involving sexual intercourse � By taking
cuttings it is possible to reproduce plants
asexually.
ashash noun 1. a hardwood tree. Genus:
Fraxinus. 2. a grey or black powder formed
of minerals left after an organic substance
has been burnt
asparagusasparagus noun a native European plant
(Asparagus officinalis) of which the young
shoots (called ‘spears’) are cut when they
are about 25cm long and are eaten as a
vegetable
asparagus peaasparagus pea noun a plant (Lotus
tetragonolobus) grown in southern Europe,
the pods of which are edible
aspectaspect noun a direction in which some-
thing faces � a site with a northern aspect
(NOTE: It can affect the amount of sunshine
and heat absorbed by the soil. In the UK,
the temperature of north-facing slopes may
be 1°C lower than on similar slopes facing
south.)
aspenaspen /��spən/ noun a hardwood tree
with leaves that tremble in the wind.
Genus: Populus.
aspergillosisaspergillosis /��sp��d�i|�ləυsis/ noun
an infection of the lungs with Aspergillus,
a type of fungus which affects parts of the
respiratory system
assass noun a long-eared animal of the horse
family. Used as a draught animal and still
important in Mediterranean countries,
where it thrives better than the horse on
scanty herbage.
associationassociation noun 1. a link between two
things � They were looking for an associa-
tion between specific chemicals and the
disease. 2. same as biological associa-
tion
Association for the Protection of Rural ScotlandAssociation for the Protection of
Rural Scotland noun an independent
charity which promotes the preservation of
Scotland’s natural landscapes. Abbr APRS
Association of Chartered Physiotherapists in Animal TherapyAssociation of Chartered Physio-
therapists in Animal Therapy noun
a professional body in the UK representing
animal physiotherapists. Abbr ACPAT

assortive matingassortive mating /ə |�sɔ�tiv �meitiŋ/
noun the practice of mating animals that
have a similar appearance. Also called
mating likes
assurance schemeassurance scheme noun a set of
voluntary guidelines that farmers can sign
up to in order to reassure customers about
the quality of their produce
Assured Food StandardsAssured Food Standards noun an
organisation which is responsible for
managing the ‘Little Red Tractor’ assur-
ance scheme. Abbr AFS
AsteraceaeAsteraceae /��stə|�r�siai/ plural noun a
common and very large family of plants
with flat flowers that consist of many
florets arranged around a central structure.
Former name Compositae
asthmaasthma noun a lung condition character-
ised by narrowing of the bronchial tubes, in
which the muscles go into spasm and the
person has difficulty breathing. � occupa-
tional asthma
asulamasulam /��sjuləm/ noun a herbicide
used around trees and fruit bushes
atavismatavism /��təviz(ə)m/ noun the reap-
pearance of a genetically controlled feature
in an organism after it has been absent for
several generations, usually as a result of
an accidental recombination of genes
atmospheric lifetimeatmospheric lifetime noun same as
lifetime
atmospheric pollutionatmospheric pollution noun same as
air pollution
atrazineatrazine /��trəzi�n/ noun a herbicide
that kills germinating seedlings, used espe-
cially on maize crops
atriumatrium /�eitriəm/ noun one of the two
upper chambers in the heart. Compare
ventricle
atrophic rhinitisatrophic rhinitis /� |�trɒfik rai |�naitis/
noun a bacterial disease of young pigs
causing inflammation of the nasal
passages, which can cause deformity of the
snout
atropineatropine /��trəpi�n/ noun a poisonous
plant compound (alkaloid), found in
Atropa belladonna, that affects heart rate
and is used medically to relax muscles
attachmentattachment noun a device which can be
attached to a machine, e.g. a straw chopper
which can be attached to a combine
harvester
attenuated strainsattenuated strains /ə|�tenjueitid
�streinz/ plural noun pathogenic microor-
ganisms, mainly bacteria and viruses,
which have lost their virulence
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attested areaattested area /ə|�testid �eəriə/ noun an
area declared to be free from a specific
animal disease

COMMENT: In 1960, the whole of the UK
was declared an attested area, since
bovine tuberculosis had by then been
almost completely eradicated from all
herds of cattle.

attested herdattested herd noun a herd tested and
found to be free of bovine tuberculosis
attractantattractant /ə|�tr�ktənt/ noun a chemical
that attracts an organism. � pheromone
ATVATV abbreviation all-terrain vehicle
aubergineaubergine noun a purple fruit of the
eggplant (Solanum melongena), used as a
vegetable. A native of tropical Asia, it is
sometimes called by its Indian name
‘brinjal’.
AubracAubrac /�ɔ�br�k/ noun a rare breed of
cattle from southern France. The animals
are light yellow or brown in colour and are
used for draught, milk and meat.
auctionauction noun the selling of goods where
people offer bids, and the item is sold to the
person who makes the highest offer � verb
to sell at an auction
auctioneerauctioneer noun a person who conducts
an auction
augerauger /�ɔ��ə/ noun 1. a tool for boring
holes, made up of a long shank with a
cutting edge and a screw point. Soil augers
are used to obtain samples of soil for anal-
ysis. 2. a device on a combine harvester
(shaped like a large screw) which carries
the grain up into the grain tank
Aujeszky’s diseaseAujeszky’s disease /əυ |�jeski�z di|

�zi�z/ noun a virus disease of animals,
characterised by intense itching. The
disease is most serious in young pigs, and
often leads to death. A notifiable disease.
auricleauricle /�ɔ�rik(ə)l/ noun 1. an ear-shaped
part in each upper chamber of the heart 2.
a part of a grass plant found at the base of
a leaf
AustralorpAustralorp /�ɒstrəlɔ�p/ noun an
Australian breed of chicken; the birds are
black with red combs
auto-auto- /ɔ�təυ/ prefix 1. automatic or auto-
mated 2. self
autogamyautogamy /ɔ�|�tɒ�əmi/ noun pollination
with pollen from the same flower
automatic cluster removalautomatic cluster removal noun the
automatic removal of the cluster of the
milking machine from the udder at the end
of milking. Abbr ACR

automatic pick-up hitchautomatic pick-up hitch noun a
mechanism on a tractor, operated by the
hydraulic system, which allows the driver
to hitch up to a trailer without leaving the
driving seat
automationautomation noun the use of machinery
to save manual labour

COMMENT: Automation has considerably
reduced the labour involved in dairying.
It has now been adopted almost every-
where for the milking process (removing
the cluster of the milking machine at the
end of milking is done automatically) and
for the making of conserved fodder.

autotrophautotroph /�ɔ�tətrɒf/, autotrophic
organism /�ɔ�tətrɒfik �ɔ��əniz(ə)m/
noun an organism which manufactures its
own organic constituents from inorganic
materials, e.g. a bacterium or green plant.
Compare chemotroph, heterotroph
autumn flyautumn fly noun an irritating non-biting
fly (Musca autumnalis)
auxinauxin /�ɔ�kzin/ noun a plant hormone that
encourages or suppresses tissue growth
(NOTE: Some herbicides act as synthetic
auxins by upsetting the balance of the
plant’s growth.)
available wateravailable water noun water which can
be taken up by the plant roots
available water capacityavailable water capacity noun the
amount of water held by a soil between the
amounts at field capacity and wilting point.
Abbr AWC
AvenaAvena /ə |�vi�nə/ noun the Latin name for
the oat family
Average All Pigs PriceAverage All Pigs Price noun
formerly, the average price for pigs, calcu-
lated each week and used in contracts for
payment. It has now been replaced by the
Deadweight Adjusted Pig Price. Abbr
AAPP
AvesAves /�eivi�z/ noun the class that
comprises birds
avianavian /�eiviən/ adjective relating to birds
avian fluavian flu noun a type of influenza that
affects birds and can infect humans. Also
called bird flu
aviaryaviary /�eiviəri/ noun a cage or large
enclosure for birds
aviary systemaviary system noun a poultry housing
system using a deep litter house with extra
raised areas inside it for the birds to feed,
roost and exercise in

‘Improving welfare was the key reason
why Robert and Ethel Chapman became
the first Scottish egg producer to invest in
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the new enriched aviary system. It consists
of birds housed in groups of 60 in large
cages containing a nesting area, scratching
area and perches in addition to drinkers
and feeders.’ [Farmers Weekly]

avocadoavocado noun a pear-shaped green fruit
of a tree (Persea americana) which is
native of South and Central America and is
cultivated in Israel, Spain, the USA and
elsewhere. The fruit has a high protein and
fat content, making it very nutritious and
an important food crop.
away-going cropaway-going crop noun a crop sown by
a tenant farmer before leaving the farm at
the end of his tenancy. He is permitted to
return and harvest the crop and remove it.
AWBAWB abbreviation Agricultural Wages
Board
AWCAWC abbreviation available water
capacity
awnawn /ɔ�n/ noun the tip of a leaf which ends
in a spine; in cereals awns are attached to
the grains, and in barley each grain has a
particularly long awn

axilaxil /��ksil/ noun the angle between a leaf
or branch and the stem from which it grows
axillaryaxillary /�k|�siləri/ adjective referring to
an axil
axillary budaxillary bud noun a bud in the angle
between a leaf and the main stem,
producing a side shoot, as in the case of
tomatoes
AylesburyAylesbury /�eilzbəri/ noun a heavy table
breed of duck, with white feathers
AyrshireAyrshire /�eəʃə/ noun a breed of dairy
cow, originating in South-West Scotland. It
is deep and broad at the hips and narrow at
the shoulders. It was the main rival to the
Friesian as a milk producer. It is hardy, and
white and brown in colour.
AzaroleAzarole /��zə|�rəυl/ noun a small tree
(Crataegus azarolus) bearing fruit which
are used for making jellies. It is a native of
the Mediterranean area.
azotobacterazotobacter /ə |�zəυtəυb�ktə/ noun a
nitrogen-fixing bacterium belonging to a
group found in soil
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BB symbol boron
BAABAA abbreviation British Agrochemicals
Association
Baars irrigatorBaars irrigator /�bɑ�z �iri�eitə/ noun a
flexible hose with sixteen folding sprin-
klers, used for irrigating
baby beefbaby beef noun meat from cattle slaugh-
tered around 12 months of age
bacillarybacillary /bə|�siləri/ adjective referring to
a bacillus
bacillary white diarrhoeabacillary white diarrhoea noun an
acute, infectious and highly fatal disease of
chicks, caused by Salmonella pullorum
bacillusbacillus /bə|�siləs/ noun a bacterium
shaped like a rod (NOTE: The plural is
bacilli.)
backback verb (of the wind) to change direc-
tion, anticlockwise in the northern hemi-
sphere and clockwise in the southern hemi-
sphere. Opposite veer
back bandback band noun a band of rope or chain
over a cart saddle, to keep the shafts up
backboardbackboard /�b�kbɔ�d/ noun a board at
the back of a cart
backcrossingbackcrossing /�b�kkrɒsiŋ/ noun
breeding a crossbred offspring back to one
of its parents, usually a purebred
back endback end noun late autumn
backgroundbackground noun a set of conditions
which are always present in the environ-
ment, but are less obvious or less important
than others
baconbacon noun the cured back and sides of a
pig; bacon may be green or smoked

COMMENT: Bacon is cured in brine for
several days. Some bacon is also
smoked by hanging in smoke, which
improves its taste. Unsmoked bacon is
also known as ‘green’ bacon.

baconerbaconer /�beik(ə)nə/ noun a pig bred
and reared for bacon

bacteriabacteria plural noun very small organ-
isms, invisible except through a micro-
scope, belonging to a large group, some of
which help in the decomposition of organic
matter, some of which are permanently in
the intestines of animals and can break
down food tissue and some of which cause
disease (NOTE: The singular is bacterium.)

COMMENT: Bacteria can be shaped like
rods (bacilli), like balls (cocci) or have a
spiral form (such as spirochaetes). Bac-
teria, especially bacilli and spirochaetes,
can move and reproduce very rapidly.

bacteria bedbacteria bed noun a filter bed of rough
stone, forming the last stage in the treat-
ment of sewage
bacterialbacterial adjective referring to or caused
by bacteria � a bacterial disease
bacterial cankerbacterial canker noun a disease
affecting the plant genus Prunus. Stems of
the plant swell and exude a light brown
gum and can cause browning of foliage
(Pseudomonas morsprunorum).
bacterial digestionbacterial digestion noun the process
by which bacteria break down organic
matter such as sewage and slurry
bacterial pea blightbacterial pea blight noun a fungal
disease attacking peas. It is a notifiable
disease.
bacterial pneumoniabacterial pneumonia noun a form of
pneumonia caused by pneumococcus
bacteriophagebacteriophage /b�k |�tiəriəfeid�/ noun
a virus that affects bacteria
badgerbadger noun a white-faced grey-coated
carnivore (NOTE: Badgers are harmless as
far as crops are concerned and useful as
they kill insects, slugs and mice, but there
have been calls for a cull of badgers as
they are thought to be responsible for the
spread of bovine tuberculosis.)
badlandsbadlands /�b�dl�ndz/ plural noun areas
of land which are or have become unsuit-
able for agriculture
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bagbag noun the udder of a cow � verb to cut
wheat with a sickle
bagassebagasse /b� |���s/ noun fibres left after
sugar cane has been crushed
BAGMABAGMA /�b��mə/ abbreviation British
Agricultural and Garden Machinery Asso-
ciation
BagotBagot /�b��ət/ noun a rare breed of goat
with long hair, usually with black head,
neck and shoulders and the rest of the body
white. Both sexes have horns.
bailbail noun 1. a bar separating horses in a
shed 2. a milking shed which can be moved
from place to place
bailiffbailiff noun a person employed to manage
a farm on behalf of the owner
baitbait noun feed of hay and oats for horses
bait plantbait plant noun a plant which is grown
near to or among a crop in order to attract
pests or infections to it rather than having
them affect the crop itself

‘The advantage of using weeds such as fat
hen and chickweed is that they are in situ
for a number of months acting as bait
plants compared with soil testing, which
relies on the nematodes being in the soil
profile at the time of sampling.’ [Farmers
Weekly]

bakebake verb to cook food such as bread or
cakes in an oven
bakersbakers /�beikəz/ plural noun large pota-
toes selected to be cooked in an oven as
baked potatoes
Bakewell, Sir Robert Bakewell, Sir Robert (1735–95)
/�beikwel/ an important Leicestershire
farmer whose experiments on longhorn
cattle showed that the way to achieve rapid
improvement in stock was by carefully
controlled inbreeding. He also originated
the improved Leicester sheep.
baking powderbaking powder /�beikiŋ �paυdə/ noun
powder formed of dry acid which reacts
with water to produce carbon dioxide, and
so aerate dough
baking qualitybaking quality noun the ability of flour
to retain carbon dioxide bubbles until it has
become hard
balancebalance noun 1. a state in which two
sides are equal or in proportion 2. a state in
which proportions of substances are
correct � to maintain a healthy balance of
vitamins in the diet
balanced dietbalanced diet noun a diet which
provides all the nutrients needed in the
correct proportions

balance of naturebalance of nature noun a popular
concept that relative numbers of different
organisms living in the same ecosystem
may remain more or less constant without
human interference � to disturb the
balance of nature to make a change to the
environment which has the effect of
putting some organisms at a disadvantage
compared with others
balancerbalancer noun a food supplement which
is given to livestock to counteract the lack
of any nutrients in their normal diet
bald facedbald faced adjective referring to an
animal with white on the face
balebale noun 1. a package of hay or straw,
square, round or rectangular in shape,
usually tied with twine 2. a standard pack
for cotton � verb to take loose straw, grass
or hay and press it into bales
bale busterbale buster noun a machine for
unrolling big bales of straw, hay and silage,
for bedding and feeding
bale loaderbale loader noun an attachment to the
front loader arms of a tractor, which allows
it to lift bales onto a trailer or into a barn
balerbaler /�beilə/ noun a machine that picks
up loose hay or straw and compresses it
into bales of even size and weight, and then
ties them with twine. The completed bale is
dropped onto the ground at the back of the
baler.
baler twinebaler twine noun a cord used to tie bales,
now often made of rot-proof polypro-
pylene
bale sledgebale sledge noun a sledge pulled behind
a baler to collect the finished bales
bale wrapperbale wrapper noun a machine mounted
on a tractor used to wrap film around a bale
ballingballing /�bɔ�liŋ/ noun the dosing of larger
animals, by rolling the drug into a ball
which is then swallowed
balling gunballing gun noun an instrument used to
force balls of drugs down the throats of
animals
bamboobamboo noun a plant (Bambusa
vulgaris) growing mainly in temperate and
subtropical regions of China, Japan and
Korea
Bampton NottBampton Nott /�b�mptən �nɒt/ noun
an ancient breed of sheep, the ancestor of
the Devon Longwool
BANCBANC abbreviation British Association of
Nature Conservationists
bandband noun 1. a strip or loop of fabric,
metal or plastic 2. a narrow area that is
different in colour from other areas
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bandingbanding /�b�ndiŋ/ noun the placing of
greasebands round the trunks of fruit trees
to trap insects
band sprayerband sprayer noun a crop sprayer that
applies chemicals in narrow strips, mostly
used with precision seeders
banebane /bein/ noun same as liver fluke
bantambantam /�b�ntəm/ noun a small breed of
domestic fowl, most kinds being about half
the size and weight of the common fowl
BAPBAP abbreviation Biodiversity Action
Plan
barbanbarban /�bɑ�bən/ noun a herbicide
formerly used on many varieties of winter
wheat and barley to control wild oats but
no longer approved in the UK
bar codebar code noun data represented as a
series of printed stripes of varying widths

COMMENT: Bar codes are found on most
goods and their packages. The width
and position of the stripes can be recog-
nised by the reader and give information
about the goods, such as price, stock
quantities, etc. Many packaged foods,
even fresh foods, are bar-coded to allow
quicker data capture in the supermarket.

barebare adjective referring to land which has
no plants growing on it
barebackbareback /�beəb�k/ adjective riding an
unsaddled horse
bare fallowbare fallow noun land left fallow and
ploughed several times during the course
of a year, the aim being to get rid of weeds
barkbark noun the outer layer of a tree trunk or
branch
barkingbarking /�bɑ�kiŋ/ noun the process of
removing the bark of a tree, such as when
cork is harvested from cork oaks
barleybarley noun a cereal crop used as animal
feed and for making malt for beer or
whisky. Latin name: Hordeum sativum.

COMMENT: Barley is widely grown in
northern temperate countries, with the
largest production in Germany and
France. It is an important arable crop in
the UK. The grain is mainly used for live-
stock feeding and for malting. It is rarely
used for making flour.

barley powdery mildewbarley powdery mildew noun �

powdery mildew
barley yellow dwarf virusbarley yellow dwarf virus noun a
virus spread by aphids, which causes poor
root development in barley plants. Red and
yellow colour changes occur in leaves and
yields are much reduced. Abbr BYDV

barnbarn noun a farm building used for
storing hay or grain. In the USA, barns are
also used for keeping animals.
barn-dried haybarn-dried hay noun hay dried indoors
by blowing air through it. It is usually more
nutritious than field-dried hay.
BarnevelderBarnevelder /�bɑ�nveldə/ noun a breed
of fowl
bar pigbar pig noun same as barrow
bar pointbar point noun a spring-loaded type of a
plough body, useful when boulders occur
below the surface of the land being
ploughed
barrenbarren /�b�rən/ adjective 1. unable to
support plant or animal life � a sparse and
barren landscape at high altitude 2. unable
to reproduce
barren bromebarren brome /�b�rən brəυm/ noun a
widespread weed (Bromus sterilis) which
affects winter cereals
barrenerbarrener /�b�rənə/ noun a female
animal unable to produce young
BarrosaBarrosa /bə|�rəυsə/ noun a breed of
cattle found in northern Portugal and used
both for draught and for meat. The animals
are reddish-brown with large curved horns.
barrowbarrow /�b�rəυ/ noun a male pig after
castration, while a suckler or weaner
basal areabasal area /�beis(ə)l 
eəriə/ noun the
area covered by the trunks of trees or stems
of plants
basal metabolic ratebasal metabolic rate noun the amount
of energy used by a body in exchanging
oxygen and carbon dioxide when at rest.
Abbr BMR (NOTE: It is a measure of the
energy needed to keep the body func-
tioning and the temperature normal.)
basal metabolismbasal metabolism noun energy used
by a body at rest, i.e. energy needed to keep
the body functioning and the temperature
normal. This can be calculated while an
animal is in a state of complete rest by
observing the amount of heat given out or
the amount of oxygen taken in and
retained.
BASCBASC abbreviation British Association
for Shooting and Conservation
basicbasic adjective relating to a chemical
which reacts with an acid to form a salt
basic pricebasic price noun a support price fixed
each year by the EU for certain fruit and
vegetables
basic slagbasic slag noun calcium phosphate,
produced as waste from blast furnaces and
formerly used as a fertiliser because of its
phosphate content
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basidiomycotesbasidiomycotes /bə |�sidiəυ |

�maikəυts/ plural noun a large group of
fungi, including mushrooms and toad-
stools
basilbasil noun an aromatic herb (Ocimum
basilicum), used in cooking, particularly
with fish
basin irrigationbasin irrigation noun a form of irriga-
tion where the water is trapped in basins
surrounded by low mud walls, as in rice
paddies
BASISBASIS /�beisis/ noun a scheme for regis-
tering distributors of chemicals used to
protect crops, so that dangerous chemicals
are stored and used correctly. Full form
British Agrochemicals Standards
Inspection Scheme
basmatibasmati /b�z|�mɑ�ti/ noun a common
variety of long-grain rice
bastard fallowbastard fallow noun land left fallow for
the time between harvesting and sowing,
usually ploughed to control weeds
batch dryingbatch drying noun a process for drying
bales of hay in batches. Bales are placed on
a platform and heated air is blown up
between the bales.
batterybattery noun a large number of small
cages, usually arranged in rows one above
the other, in which many birds or animals,
especially chickens, are kept
battery farmingbattery farming noun a system of
farming where many birds, especially
chickens, or animals are kept in small
cages
battery henbattery hen noun a hen that is reared and
kept in a battery, along with many others,
for egg production
baulkbaulk noun a narrow strip of land left
unploughed to mark the boundary between
fields (NOTE: also written balk)
baybay noun 1. a stall in a stable 2. a horse of
a reddish-brown colour
BBBB abbreviation big bale
BBSBBS abbreviation big bale silage
BBSRCBBSRC noun an organisation which
provides funding for research into biotech-
nology and areas such as livestock
breeding, crop productivity and agricul-
tural sustainability. Full form Biotech-
nology and Biological Sciences
Research Council
BCMSBCMS abbreviation British Cattle Move-
ment Service
BCPCBCPC noun an organisation which
promotes the development, use and under-
standing of sustainable crop production

practices. Former name British Crop
Protection Council
BDFABDFA abbreviation British Deer Farmers
Association
BDMBDM abbreviation Bleu du Maine
beakbeak noun hard parts forming the mouth
of a bird. Also called bill
beak trimmingbeak trimming noun cutting off a bird’s
beak to prevent injury to other birds by
pecking, especially when they are kept in
close conditions (NOTE: Some beak trim-
ming may be required to prevent birds
being injured by aggressive pecking, but
there are strict guidelines set out in the
animal welfare code to ensure that the
process is undertaken in a humane way.)

‘Speaking in London last week at the
launch of FAWC’s annual review, Dr
Potter said a multi-disciplinary approach
is required for further research to prevent
mutilations. A priority issue is beak
trimming in laying hens, turkeys and
broiler breeder males.’ [Farmers
Guardian]

beambeam noun the main frame of a plough, to
which the parts that cut into the soil are
attached
beanbean noun one of various varieties of
legumes with edible seeds

COMMENT: Bacteria on the roots of bean
crops can fix nitrogen and crops follow-
ing will benefit from the nitrogen left in
the soil by the beans. Beans normally
have a single square hollow stem bear-
ing a large number of compound bluish-
green leaves. Black and white flowers
appear in spring, developing into green
pods. The main types of beans are field
beans (Vicia faba), used for stock feed-
ing, or for producing broad beans, which
are the immature seeds used for human
consumption. Field beans are usually
grown as a break crop. Winter beans are
sown in October and spring beans in
February/March. Spring beans include
tick beans (with small seeds), minor
beans (very small seeds, used to feed
racing pigeons) and horse beans (large
seeds).

bean aphidbean aphid noun a very small, oval-
bodied, black or dark green fly (Aphis
fabae) that colonises plants in summer and
makes them wilt. Also called blackfly
bean stem rotbean stem rot noun a fungus disease of
beans
beastingsbeastings /�bi�stiŋz/ noun same as
colostrum
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beatersbeaters /�bi�təz/ plural noun 1. steel bars
on the drum of a combine harvester 2.
people who rouse game in hunting or
shooting
Beaumont periodBeaumont period /�bəυmɒnt
�piəriəd/ noun a period of 48 hours during
which temperatures do not fall below 10°C
(50°F) and relative humidity remains
above 75%. Potato blight is likely to occur
within 21 days of this, though spraying
may prevent the blight from appearing.
beckbeck noun a mountain stream
bedbed noun a specially planted area of land,
e.g. an asparagus bed, flower bed or a
strawberry bed
bedded setbedded set noun a young hop plant
rooted from a cutting
beddingbedding noun 1. materials such as straw,
shavings or sand, used as litter for animals
to lie on 2. the act of planting out small
flower plants into a flower bed
bedding plantsbedding plants plural noun small
annual flower plants which are used for
bedding out
bed outbed out verb to plant a flower bed with
plants, especially in such a way as to give a
decorative effect
beebee noun a flying insect with a hairy body
(NOTE: Bees pollinate some types of plant.)
beechbeech noun a common temperate hard-
wood tree. Genus: Fagus.
beefbeef noun meat of bull or cow
beefalobeefalo /�bi�fələυ/ noun an American
breed of cattle, brown in colour. It is
derived from crossing bison, Charolais and
Hereford breeds.
Beef Assurance SchemeBeef Assurance Scheme noun a
scheme allowing farmers to register estab-
lished herds of cattle which have never had
a case of BSE, so that older cattle from this
herd are exempted from the 30 month rule
and can be slaughtered and sold for food. �
OCDS
beef bullbeef bull noun a bull reared to produce
beef
beef cowbeef cow noun a cow kept for rearing
calves for beef production
beef shorthornbeef shorthorn noun a compact short-
legged breed of beef cattle; the colour may
be red, red and white, white or roan
Beef Special Premium SchemeBeef Special Premium Scheme
noun until 2005, a subsidy for producers of
male cattle (NOTE: Now superseded by the
Single Payments Scheme.)
beef valuebeef value noun the value of an animal,
calculated by assessing its genetic back-

ground for a history of good growth and
carcass conformation
beehivebeehive noun a structure for housing a
colony of bees, containing the frames in
which bees store honey
beekeeperbeekeeper /�bi�ki�pə/ noun a person
who keeps bees for honey
beerbeer noun an alcoholic drink made by
fermenting malted barley with large quan-
tities of water
beetbeet noun 1. a plant with a succulent root,
a source of sugar 2. US same as beetroot
beet cyst nematodebeet cyst nematode noun a type of
nematode which causes white cysts on the
roots of beets
beet flea beetlebeet flea beetle noun a sugar beet pest
(Chaetocnema concinna)
beetlebeetle noun an insect with hard covers on
its wings. Order: Coleoptera.
beetle bankbeetle bank noun an uncultivated ridge
left in the middle of large fields for insects
and spiders which survive there during
winter and then spread rapidly into the
crop in the following spring to eat pests
such as aphids

‘Plan and establish your beetle banks at
the same time and in the same way as
buffer strips and field corners, setting-up
the ground in the autumn but leaving
sowing until the spring for the best
possible seedbed cleaning and grass
establishment.’ [Arable Farming]

beetrootbeetroot noun a salad vegetable with a
bright red root
beggarybeggary /�be�əri/ noun same as
common fumitory
BEICBEIC abbreviation British Egg Industry
Council
Belgian BlueBelgian Blue /�beld�ən �blu�/ noun a
dual-purpose breed of cattle, the result of
crossing Friesians and Shorthorns with
native Belgian stock. The animals are
coloured blue and white.
Belgian hareBelgian hare noun a breed of rabbit
Belgian Heavy DraughtBelgian Heavy Draught noun a breed
of horse of great weight and traction power
belladonnabelladonna /�belə|�dɒnə/ noun same as
deadly nightshade
bellwetherbellwether /�belweðə/ noun a sheep
with a bell hung round its neck, which
leads a flock
bellybelly noun the underside of an animal
beltbelt verb to clean out a sheep’s fleece with
shears
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belt drivebelt drive noun the transmission of
power from an engine or electric motor to
another machine, by means of a belt
Belted GallowayBelted Galloway /�beltid ���ləwei/
noun a breed of beef cattle, coloured black
with a white belt round the body. The
animals are long-haired with a dense
undercoat. It is a medium-sized polled
breed used for cross-breeding with White
Shorthorn bulls to produce blue-grey
suckler cows.
BeltsvilleBeltsville /�beltsvil/ noun a breed of
large turkey, with white feathers
benazolinbenazolin /bə |�n�zəli�n/ noun a herbi-
cide formerly used for controlling broad-
leaved weeds but no longer approved in the
UK
beneficial insectbeneficial insect noun an insect which
is encouraged to live on or near farmland to
help control pests or for pollination
bennetbennet /�benit/ noun same as bent
benomylbenomyl /�benəmi�l/ noun a fungicide
formerly used against eyespot in cereals
but no longer approved for use in the UK
bentbent noun 1. stiff-stemmed grasses of the
genus Agrostis, found in hill pastures and
tolerant of poor conditions. Also called
bennet 2. old dry stalks of dead grass
benzene hexachloridebenzene hexachloride /�benzi�n
�heksə|�klɔ�raid/ noun the active ingre-
dient of the pesticide lindane, which was
banned from use in the UK from 2001
Berkankamp scaleBerkankamp scale /�beəkənk�mp
skeil/ noun a scale used to describe the
growth stages in oilseed rape crop
BerkshireBerkshire /�bɑ�kʃə/ noun a breed of
small pig, dark coloured with a compact
body, short head and prick ears. The snout,
feet and tail are white.
Berkshire KnotBerkshire Knot noun a local breed of
sheep crossed with Southdown to develop
the Hampshire Down breed
Berrichon du CherBerrichon du Cher /�beriʃɒn dυ �ʃeə/
noun a French breed of sheep, now
imported into the UK
berryberry noun a small fleshy fruit with
several seeds, e.g. a tomato or a grape
best-before datebest-before date noun a date stamped
on foodstuffs sold in supermarkets, which
is the last date when the food is guaranteed
to be in good condition. Compare sell-by
date
best linear unbiased predictionbest linear unbiased prediction
noun full form of BLUP

best practicebest practice noun the most effective or
efficient method of achieving an objective
or completing a task

‘The National Register of Sprayer
Operators (NRoSO) was established for
those committed to adopting best practice
in both handling and applying pesticides.
Some 21,500 members account for 80% of
the arable area.’ [Arable Farming]

Beulah speckle faceBeulah speckle face /�bju�lə
�spek(ə)l �feis/ noun a breed of sheep
which has a black and white speckled face
and is native to the hills of Wales
BFREPABFREPA abbreviation British Free Range
Egg Producers Association
BFSSBFSS abbreviation British Field Sports
Society
BGHBGH abbreviation bovine growth
hormone
BGSBGS abbreviation British Grassland
Society
BHCBHC abbreviation benzene hexachloride
B horizonB horizon noun the subsoil. � horizon
bhpbhp abbreviation brake horsepower
biblebible noun a name given to the omasum,
the third stomach of ruminants
bidbid noun an offer to buy something at a
certain price
bidderbidder /�bidə/ noun a person who makes
a bid at an auction
biddybiddy /�bidi/ noun a popular name for a
hen
bidentbident /�baidənt/ noun a two-year-old
sheep
biennialbiennial adjective happening every two
years � noun a plant that completes its life
cycle over a period of two years. � annual,
perennial

COMMENT: Biennial plants spend the first
year producing roots, stem and leaves.
In the following year the flowering stem
and seeds are produced, after which the
plant dies. Sugar beet and swedes are
typical biennials, although they are
grown as annuals, and are harvested at
the end of their first year when the roots
are fully developed.

biffinbiffin /�bifin/ noun a variety of cooking
apple
bifoliatebifoliate /bai|�fəυliət/ adjective referring
to a plant which has two leaves only
big balebig bale noun a large bale, weighing
from 600 to 900 kilos. Abbr BB

COMMENT: There are two types of big
bale, the round and the rectangular. The
baling is slower with the round bale, but
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the completed bale is more weatherproof
and can be safely left out in the field for
longer periods of time. One of the main
advantages of the big baler is that the
number of bales per hectare is very low.
This makes handling from the field to the
barn very much simpler, provided the
right equipment is used.

big bale silagebig bale silage noun silage stored in big
bales. Abbr BBS
big budbig bud noun the swelling of blackcur-
rant buds caused by gall mites
biggbigg /bi�/ noun four-rowed barley
bilharziabilharzia /bil|�hɑ�tsiə/ noun 1. a flat-
worm which enters the bloodstream from
infected water and causes schistosomiasis.
Genus: Schistosoma. 2. same as schisto-
somiasis
bilharziasisbilharziasis /�bilhɑ� |�tsaiəsis/ noun
same as schistosomiasis
billbill noun same as beak
billhookbillhook /�bilhυk/ noun a cutting imple-
ment with a curved blade, used for trim-
ming hedges
billy goatbilly goat /�bili �əυt/ noun a male goat
binbin noun a large container for storage, e.g.
a maize bin or a bin for holding wool in a
shearing shed � The grain is kept in large
storage bins.
bindbind verb to cut corn and tie it together in
sheaves
binderbinder noun a machine formerly used to
cut and bind corn, drawn by a tractor. It has
now been replaced by the combine
harvester.
bindweedbindweed /�baindwi�d/ noun a peren-
nial weed with creeping roots, which
climbs by twisting round other plants. �

black bindweed, field bindweed
binebine /bain/ noun 1. a new shoot of a hop
plant which is twisted round the strings up
which it will start to grow 2. the stem of a
climbing plant such as the runner bean
bingbing /biŋ/ noun a feed passage
binomial classificationbinomial classification noun the
scientific system of naming organisms
devised by the Swedish scientist Carolus
Linnaeus (1707–78)

COMMENT: The Linnaean system of bino-
mial classification gives each organism a
name made up of two Latin words. The
first is a generic name referring to the
genus to which the organism belongs,
and the second is a specific name refer-
ring to the particular species. Organisms
are usually identified by using both their
generic and specific names, e.g. Homo

sapiens (human), Felis catus (domestic
cat) and Sequoia sempervirens (red-
wood). A third name can be added to
give a subspecies. The generic name is
written or printed with a capital letter and
the specific name with a lowercase let-
ter. Both names are usually given in ital-
ics or are underlined if written or typed.

bio-bio- /baiəυ/ prefix referring to living
organisms
bioaccumulationbioaccumulation /�baiəυəkju�mju� |

�leiʃ(ə)n/ noun the accumulation of
substances such as toxic chemicals in
increasing amounts up the food chain
biochemical oxygen demandbiochemical oxygen demand noun
same as biological oxygen demand
biocidebiocide /�baiəυsaid/ noun a substance
that kills living organisms � Biocides used
in agriculture run off into lakes and rivers.
� The biological effect of biocides in
surface waters can be very harmful.
biocide pollutionbiocide pollution noun pollution of
lakes and rivers caused by the runoff from
fields of herbicides and other biocides used
in agriculture
biocontrolbiocontrol /�baiəυkən |�trəυl/ noun
same as biological control
biodegradablebiodegradable adjective referring to
something which is easily decomposed by
organisms such as bacteria or by natural
processes such as the effect of sunlight or
the sea � Organochlorines are not biode-
gradable and enter the food chain easily.
biodiversitybiodiversity noun the range of species,
subspecies or communities in a specific
habitat such as a rainforest or a meadow.
Also called biological diversity

‘Modern intensive farming is probably the
main cause of declining biodiversity in the
countryside.’
[Delivering the evidence. Defra’s Science
and Innovation Strategy 2003–06]

Biodiversity Action PlanBiodiversity Action Plan noun a
detailed scheme to maintain the biological
diversity of a specific area. Abbr BAP
biodiversity indicatorbiodiversity indicator noun a factor
that allows change in the environment over
time to be assessed. Also called bioindi-
cator
biodynamic agriculturebiodynamic agriculture
/�baiəυdain�mik ���rik�ltʃə/ noun a
view of agriculture based on a holistic and
spiritual understanding of nature and
humans’ role in it, which considers a farm
as a self-contained evolving organism,
relying on home-produced feeds and
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manures with external inputs kept to a
minimum
bioenergybioenergy /�baiəυ |�enəd�i/ noun energy
produced from biomass
bioethanolbioethanol /�baiəυ |�eθənɒl/ noun a fuel
for internal-combustion engines that is
made by fermenting biological material to
produce alcohol (NOTE: Typically 5–10%
bioethanol is added to petrol.)

‘In less than a lifetime we are returning to
growing crops for energy. Crops grown
for the production of biodiesel and
bioethanol have a particularly important
role in the Government’s pledge to reduce
carbon emissions.’ [Arable Farming]

biofuelbiofuel /�baiəυfju�əl/ noun a fuel
produced from organic domestic waste or
other sources such as plants (NOTE:
Coppiced willow is sometimes grown for
biofuel.)
biogasbiogas /�baiəυ��s/ noun a mixture of
methane and carbon dioxide produced
from fermenting waste such as animal
dung � Farm biogas systems may be
uneconomic unless there is a constant
demand for heat. � The use of biogas
systems in rural areas of developing coun-
tries is increasing.

‘The Green Fuels Challenge was launched
by the Government in 2000 to stimulate
the development of low-emission fuels. It
offers duty concessions to the most
promising alternative fuels such as LPG,
bio-diesel and compressed natural gas.
Further research on methanol, biogas and
hydrogen under a pilot project scheme
would qualify for either a reduction or
exemption from tax.’ [UK: Environment
News]

bioindicatorbioindicator /�baiəυ |�indikeitə/ noun
same as biodiversity indicator
bioinsecticidebioinsecticide /�baiəυin |�sektisaid/
noun an insecticide developed from natural
plant toxins, e.g. pyrethrum. � microbial
insecticide
biological associationbiological association noun a group
of organisms living together in a large area,
forming a stable community
biological controlbiological control noun the control of
pests by using predators and natural proc-
esses to remove them. Also called biocon-
trol

COMMENT: Biological control of insects
involves using bacteria, viruses, para-
sites and predators to destroy the
insects. Plants can be controlled by her-
bivorous animals such as cattle.

biological diversitybiological diversity noun same as
biodiversity
biological magnificationbiological magnification noun same
as bioaccumulation
biological massbiological mass noun same as
biomass
biological oxygen demandbiological oxygen demand noun a
measure of the amount of pollution in
water, shown by the amount of oxygen
needed to oxidise the polluting substances.
Abbr BOD

COMMENT: Diluted sewage passed into
rivers contains dissolved oxygen, which
is utilised by bacteria as they oxidise the
pollutants in the sewage. The oxygen is
replaced by oxygen from the air. Diluted
sewage should not absorb more than 20
ppm of dissolved oxygen.

biological pesticidebiological pesticide noun same as
biopesticide
biologybiology noun the study of living organ-
isms
biomagnificationbiomagnification /�baiəυm��nifi |

�keiʃ(ə)n/ noun same as bioaccumulation
biomarkerbiomarker /�baiəυ|�mɑ�kə/ noun a
distinctive indicator of a biological or
biochemical process, e.g. a chemical
whose occurrence shows the presence of a
disease
biomassbiomass /�baiəυm�s/ noun 1. the sum
of all living organisms in a given area or at
a given trophic level, usually expressed in
terms of living or dry mass 2. organic
matter used to produce energy (NOTE:
Willow and miscanthus are grown as
biomass for fuel.)

COMMENT: About 2,500 million people,
half the world’s population, rely on bio-
mass for virtually all their cooking, heat-
ing and lighting. Most of these people
live in rural areas of developing coun-
tries. There are many environmental
benefits from using biomass for energy.
They include: less climate change, lower
levels of acid rain, less pressure on land-
fill sites, new wildlife habitats and
enhanced biodiversity, and improved
woodland management.

biomethanationbiomethanation /�baiəυmeθə|

�neiʃ(ə)n/ noun a system of producing
biogas for use as fuel

‘Biomethanation is attractive for use in
rural areas for several reasons: it is an
anaerobic digestion process, which is the
simplest, safest way that has been found
for treating human excreta and animal
manure.’ [Appropriate Technology]
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biopesticidebiopesticide /�baiəυ|�pestisaid/ noun a
pesticide produced from biological sources
such as plant toxins that occur naturally. �

microbial insecticide
COMMENT: Biopesticides have the advan-
tage that they do not harm the environ-
ment as they are easily inactivated and
broken down by sunlight. This is, how-
ever, a practical disadvantage for a
farmer who uses them, since they may
not be as efficient in controlling pests as
artificial chemical pesticides, which are
persistent but difficult to control.

bioremediationbioremediation /�baiəυrimi�di|

�eiʃ(ə)n/ noun the use of organisms such
as bacteria to remove environmental
pollutants from soil, water or gases (NOTE:
Bioremediation is used to clean up
contaminated land and oil spills.)
biosecuritybiosecurity /�baiəυsi |�kjυəriti/ noun
the management of the risks to animal,
plant and human health posed by pests and
diseases

‘Given the difficulties with a badger cull,
the scientists agreed that efforts should
focus instead on reducing cattle-to-cattle
transmission through pre-movement
testing and improving biosecurity on
farms to prevent infection by badgers.’
[Farmers Weekly]

biosolidsbiosolids /�baiəυ |�sɒlidz/ plural noun a
nutrient-rich organic material, solid or
semi-solid before processing, that is
derived from sewage as a product of waste-
water treatment and used as a fertiliser
biotechnologybiotechnology noun the use of biolog-
ical processes in industrial production, e.g.
the use of yeasts in making beer, bread or
yoghurt. � genetic modification

COMMENT: Biotechnology offers great
potential to increase farm production and
food processing efficiency, to lower food
costs, to enhance food quality and safety
and to increase international competi-
tiveness.

Biotechnology and Biological Sciences Research CouncilBiotechnology and Biological
Sciences Research Council noun
full form of BBSRC
birchbirch noun a common hardwood tree
found in northern temperate zones. Genus:
Betula.
birdbird noun a warm-blooded animal that has
wings, feathers and a beak and lays eggs

‘Birds are sensitive to even small climate
changes. For instance the North Atlantic
Oscillation – the Atlantic’s version of El
Niño – has subtle effects on weather.

These go unnoticed by most humans, but
research shows that as the oscillation
waxes and wanes, populations of larks and
sandpipers rise and fall. (Climate Change,
UK farmland birds and the global
greenhouse. RSPB 2001)’
COMMENT: All birds are members of the
class Aves. They have feathers and their
forelimbs have developed into wings,
though not all birds are able to fly. Birds
are closely related to reptiles, and have
scales on their legs. Some birds, for
example rooks, pigeons and pheasants,
can cause very serious damage to
crops: various controls can be used such
as shooting, scarecrows and destruction
of nests. Birds also destroy many pests,
for example wireworms, leatherjackets
and caterpillars. Some birds such as
chickens are farmed for food.

bird flubird flu noun same as avian flu
bird havenbird haven noun same as bird sanc-
tuary
bird reservebird reserve noun same as bird sanc-
tuary
bird sanctuarybird sanctuary noun a place where
birds can breed and live in a protected envi-
ronment
Birds DirectiveBirds Directive noun a European Union
directive relating to the conservation of all
species of naturally occurring wild birds
birdseedbirdseed /�b��dsi�d/ noun same as
groundsel
bird’s-eyebird’s-eye noun same as ivy-leaved
speedwell
birdsfoot trefoilbirdsfoot trefoil /�b��dzfυt �tri�fɔil/
noun a plant with small yellow flowers,
grown for fodder
biscuit-making qualitybiscuit-making quality noun a quality
in certain types of grain, especially hard-
wheat grain, which produces a weak flour,
with the effect that the dough does not rise
when cooked
bisonbison noun US a type of large cattle
found in North America, now largely
restricted to protected areas because of
hunting. Also called buffalo

COMMENT: The European bison (Bos
bonasus) is now only found in zoos and
some reserves. The American bison
(Bos bison) is still found in reserves in
the USA and Canada. Both are very
large animals with massive heads and
shoulders, and coats of short curly
brown hair.

bitbit noun the metal part of a bridle, placed
in a horse’s mouth to give the rider control
over the animal
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bitebite noun grazing
bitterbitter adjective referring to something
which has a sharp taste, and is not sweet
bitter pitbitter pit noun a disease of apples
black bentblack bent noun a grassweed plant
(Agrostis gigantea) which affects cereals
blackberryblackberry noun a soft black fruit of the
bramble
black bindweedblack bindweed noun a common weed
(Bilderdykia convolvulus) which is wide-
spread in spring arable crops
blackcurrantblackcurrant noun a soft fruit (Ribes)
grown for its small black berries, used also
in making soft drinks
black diseaseblack disease noun a liver disease of
sheep and cattle, rarely found in pigs and
horses
black dotblack dot noun a fungal disease of pota-
toes that covers the skin with tiny black
spots, of importance only in washed ware
tubers
black earthblack earth noun same as chernozem
black eye beanblack eye bean, blackeyed bean noun
a common name for the cow pea (Vigna
unguiculata) in the USA and West Indies
blackfaceblackface /�bl�kfeis/, blackfaced
sheep noun one of several breeds of sheep
with black faces, e.g. the Scottish Black-
face or the Suffolk
Blackface mountainBlackface mountain noun a common
breed of sheep found in Ireland
blackflyblackfly /�bl�kflai/ noun 1. same as
bean aphid 2. a very small, oval-bodied,
black or dark green fly
blackgrassblackgrass /�bl�k�rɑ�s/ noun a weed
(Alopecurus myosuroides) which is wide-
spread among winter cereals, especially on
heavy soils. In some cases it can be
resistant to a wide range of herbicides.
Also called slender foxtail
black grouseblack grouse noun � grouse
blackheadblackhead /�bl�khed/ noun a common
and fatal disease of young turkeys
blacklegblackleg /�bl�kle�/ noun 1. a bacterial
disease of potatoes, affecting the base of
the stem which turns black and rots 2. a
bacterial disease of sheep and cattle. It
causes swellings containing gas on the
shoulders, neck and thigh, and can cause
death within 24 hours of the appearance of
the symptoms.
Black LeghornBlack Leghorn noun one of the several
varieties of leghorn chicken. The breed is
black all over, with a large red single comb.
It has yellow legs and flesh and lays white
eggs.

black mouldblack mould noun a fungus growth on
cereals (Cladosporium herbarum)
black mustardblack mustard noun a variety of rape
(Brassica nigra) sown in spring and
harvested by combine in August. The oil
and powder from the seeds are important
ingredients of table mustard.
black rustblack rust noun a disease of cereals
(Puccinia graminis)
black scurfblack scurf noun a disease of potatoes,
caused by the Rhizoctonia solani fungus.
Symptoms include raised black patches on
the surface of tubers.
Blacksided TrondheimBlacksided Trondheim /�bl�ksaidid
�trɒndhaim/ noun a Norwegian breed of
polled cattle. The animals are small and
white, with black patches.
blacksmithblacksmith noun a person who makes
things, especially horseshoes, from
wrought iron
black spotblack spot noun a fungal disease that
attacks plants, causing black spots to
appear on the leaves
black teablack tea noun tea where the leaves
wither and are then allowed to ferment in a
dry place before drying and crushing
blackthornblackthorn /�bl�kθɔ�n/ noun same as
sloe
Black Welsh mountainBlack Welsh mountain noun a breed
of sheep with dark brown wool. A
completely black strain has been isolated
in separate flocks to supply the specialist
demand for black wool.
BLADBLAD abbreviation bovine leucocyte
adhesion deficiency
bladeblade noun 1. a thin flat leaf, e.g. a leaf of
a grass, iris or daffodil 2. the sharp flat
cutting part of a knife, mowing machine,
etc
blanchblanch /blɑ�ntʃ/ verb 1. to make plants
white by covering them up (NOTE: Celery is
blanched either by putting dark tubes
round the stems or by earthing the plants
up.) 2. to partly cook vegetables by putting
them in boiling water for a short time. This
is done before preserving.
blastblast noun same as bloat
blast freezingblast freezing noun a method of quick-
freezing oddly-shaped food, by subjecting
it to a blast of freezing air
bleachbleach verb to make something whiter or
lighter in colour, or to become whiter or
lighter in colour
bleatbleat noun a sound made by a sheep or
goat � The ewes seem to be able to recog-
nise the bleat of their own lambs. � verb (of
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a sheep or goat) to make the typical sound
of a sheep or goat. Compare grunt, low,
neigh
Blenheim orangeBlenheim orange /�blenəm �ɒrind�/
noun an apple which ripens late in season;
the skin is golden in colour
Bleu du MaineBleu du Maine /�bl�� dυ �mein/ noun a
breed of sheep, originating in France and
introduced into the UK to produce cross-
bred ewes with good conformation. Abbr
BDM
blightblight noun a disease caused by different
fungi, that rapidly destroys a plant or plant
part � verb to ruin or spoil the environment
� The landscape was blighted by open-cast
mining.
blind gutblind gut noun same as caecum
blind quarterblind quarter noun a nonfunctional
udder, usually of sheep
blinkersblinkers /�bliŋkəz/ noun a head-covering
with leather eyeshields which allows a
horse to see only what is in front of it
bloatbloat /bləυt/ noun the swelling of a cow’s
rumen due to a buildup of gas from lucerne
and clovers which is unable to escape, or
due to an obstruction in the oesophagus.
The gas presses on the diaphragm and the
animal may die of asphyxiation.
BlondeBlonde /blɒnd/, Blonde d’Aquitaine
/�blɒnd �d�kiten/ noun a breed of cattle,
originating in Southwest France and now
established in Britain, which produces
large calves which develop into good beef
animals. The colour varies from off-white
to light brown.
bloodblood noun the red liquid that is pumped
by the heart around an animal’s body

COMMENT: Blood is formed of red and
white corpuscles, platelets and plasma.
It circulates round the body, going from
the heart and lungs along arteries and
returning to the heart through veins. As it
moves round the body it takes oxygen to
the tissues and removes waste material
from them. Blood also carries hormones
produced by glands to the various
organs that need them.

bloodlinebloodline /�bl�dlain/ noun a general
term used to describe the relationship
between animals and their ancestors, such
as the pedigree line in a flock or herd

‘While pedigree Holstein breeders will
continue to utilise superior proven
bloodlines, commercial milk producers
now have a unique opportunity to assess
their own breeding goals following the

results of several cross-breeding trials.’
[Dairy Farmer]

bloodmealbloodmeal /�bl�dmi�l/ noun a protein-
rich feedstuff
blood sportsblood sports plural noun sport in the
countryside involving the killing of
animals such as foxes and hares
bloodstockbloodstock /�bl�dstɒk/ noun a collec-
tive term for thoroughbred horses
bloodstreambloodstream noun blood as it passes
round the body
blood suckerblood sucker noun an insect or parasite
which sucks blood from an animal
blood typingblood typing noun a method of classi-
fying the blood group of an animal and
establishing parentage from this
bloombloom noun 1. a flower � The blooms on
the orchids have been ruined by frost. �
tree in bloom, field in bloom a tree or
field covered with flowers 2. a powdery
substance on the surface of a fruit such as
grapes. Bloom is in fact a form of yeast. 3.
a fine hairy covering on some fruit such as
peaches � verb to flower � The plant
blooms at night. � Some cacti only bloom
once every seven years.
blossomblossom noun a flower or flowers which
come before an edible fruit, e.g. apple
blossom or cherry blossom � trees in
blossom trees covered with flowers � verb
to open into flower
blotchblotch noun � leaf blotch, net blotch
blower unitblower unit noun the part of an agricul-
tural machine which blows out waste
blowflyblowfly /�bləυflai/ noun a name for a
number of species of fly such as Lucila
cuprina, which deposit their eggs in flesh.
Also called meat fly (NOTE: A sheep which
has been attacked by blowfly is said to be
blown.)
blueberryblueberry noun a wild plant (Vaccinium)
now cultivated for its blue berries
bluebottlebluebottle /�blu� |�bɒt(ə)l/ noun a two-
winged fly, whose maggots live in decom-
posing flesh, but are sometimes also found
on living sheep
blue crossblue cross noun a term used for blue and
white pigs, usually produced by crossing
saddleback and landrace breeds
blue-earblue-ear noun same as porcine repro-
ductive respiratory syndrome
Blue-faced LeicesterBlue-faced Leicester /�blu� feist
�lestə/ noun a middle-sized longwool
breed of sheep, with dense curly fleece.
The ram is excellent for crossing with
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smaller types of ewe. It is the sire of the
‘mule’ and the so-called ‘Welsh mule’.
Blue greyBlue grey noun a crossbred type of
cattle, resulting from mating a white short-
horn bull with a Galloway cow
blue noseblue nose noun a disease affecting
horses
blue tongueblue tongue noun a viral disease of
cattle, sheep and goats. It is a notifiable
disease.
BLUPBLUP /bl�p/ noun a system under which
pedigree information about animals is used
to assess how successful a breeding
programme involving them might be. Full
form best linear unbiased prediction

‘Since 1986, the majority of modern
breeding programmes have adopted
BLUP to estimate breeding value. More
recent alternative methods which select
for or against particular sequences of
DNA, using markers, may or may not be
used in conjunction with estimates of
breeding value.’ [Pig Farming]

BMRBMR abbreviation basal metabolic rate
boarboar noun a male uncastrated pig
boardboard noun the floor of a shearing shed
boardingboarding /�bɔ�diŋ/ noun the practice of
tilting a plough towards the ploughed land
so as to increase the pressure on the mould-
boards
BOATBOAT abbreviation byway open to all
traffic
bobby calfbobby calf /�bɒbi kɑ�f/ noun an
unwanted male calf in extreme dairy
breeds, such as the Channel Island breeds
bocagebocage /bɒ|�kɑ��/ noun a type of rural
landscape with small fields, hedges and
trees
BODBOD abbreviation biological oxygen
demand � The main aim of sewage treat-
ment is to reduce the BOD of the liquid.
bogbog noun 1. soft wet land, usually with
moss growing on it, which does not
decompose, but forms a thick layer of acid
peat (NOTE: The mosses that grow on bogs
live on the nutrients that fall in rain.) 2. an
area of bog
boggyboggy /�bɒ�i/ adjective soft and wet like
a bog
boglandbogland /�bɒ�l�nd/ noun an area of bog
boilboil verb 1. to heat a liquid until it reaches
a temperature at which it changes into gas
2. to reach boiling point � Water boils at
100°C.

boiling fowlboiling fowl /�bɔiliŋ faυl/, boiler
/�bɔilə/ noun a hen sold for its meat, when
no longer used for laying
bolebole /bəυl/ noun the wide base of a tree
trunk
bollboll /bəυl/ noun a seed pod of the cotton
or flax plant
boll numberboll number noun the number of bolls
per cotton plant
boltbolt verb 1. (of a vegetable) to produce
flowers and seeds too early, as in the case
of beetroot or lettuce 2. (of biennial plants)
to behave as an annual

COMMENT: Bolting occurs as a response
to low temperatures and results in the
plant failing to build up food reserves in
the root, so producing seed in its first
year. Bolting is highly undesirable in
many plants, especially in the sugar
beet, where the roots become woody
and have a low sugar content.

bolterbolter /�bəυltə/ noun a plant which grows
too fast, producing a low seed yield
boltingbolting noun the production of seed too
early, especially in dry conditions
bolusbolus /�bəυləs/ noun a ball of partly
digested food regurgitated by ruminants
Bon ChretienBon Chretien /�bɒn �kretien/ noun a
common type of pear
bondingbonding noun an important time when a
newly-born young animal becomes ‘tied’
to its mother in the period just after birth.
The young animal then begins to imitate its
mother and learn from her.
bonebone noun one of the calcified pieces of
connective tissue which make up the skel-
eton, e.g. a leg bone

COMMENT: Bones are formed of a hard
outer layer (compact bone) which is
made up of a series of layers of tissue
(Haversian systems) and a softer inner
part (cancellous bone or spongy bone)
which contains bone marrow.

bonemealbonemeal /�bəυnmi�l/ noun a fertiliser
made of ground bones or horns, reduced to
a fine powder
boostboost noun an instrument for marking
sheep, usually with hot tar, often bearing
the owner’s initials
bootboot noun a characteristic swelling in the
stem of a cereal plant, produced as the
developing ear moves up the stem
borageborage /�bɒrid�/ noun a herb used as an
oilseed break crop
Bordeaux mixtureBordeaux mixture /bɔ� |�dəυ �mikstʃə/
noun a mixture of copper sulphate, lime
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and water, used to spray on plants to
prevent infection by fungi
border diseaseborder disease noun a disease
affecting sheep, caused by a virus. Ewes
may abort, or lambs may be born weak and
may show muscle tremors. Infection enters
the flock when diseased sheep are brought
in and an infected ewe excretes the virus.
Border LeicesterBorder Leicester /�bɔ�də �lestə/ noun
a breed of longwool sheep, derived from
the English Leicester; its head is bare of
wool and has a pronounced ‘Roman’ nose.
The breed is used to produce ram lambs for
breeding.
BorerayBoreray /�bɔ�rei/ noun a rare breed of
horned sheep, with grey or cream coloured
fleece
-borne-borne suffix carried by � wind-borne
pollen of grasses
borogluconateborogluconate /�bɔ�rəυ |��lu�kəneit/
noun � calcium borogluconate
boronboron /�bɔ�rɒn/ noun a chemical
element. It is essential as a trace element
for healthy plant growth.
BosBos /bəυs/ noun the genus, part of the
family Bovidae, to which cattle, buffalo,
bison, yaks and gaur belong
boskbosk /bɒsk/ noun a small wood
botanicalbotanical /bə|�t�nik(ə)l/ adjective refer-
ring to botany
botanical horticulturebotanical horticulture noun the
activity of growing different species of
plants to study and maintain them
botanical insecticidebotanical insecticide noun an insecti-
cide made from a substance extracted from
plants, e.g. pyrethrum, derived from chry-
santhemums, or nicotine, derived from
tobacco plants
botanistbotanist noun someone who studies
plants as a scientific or leisure activity
botanybotany noun the study of plants as a
scientific or leisure activity
bot flybot fly /�bɒt flai/ noun a two-winged fly
of the Oestrus family whose maggots are
parasitic on sheep and horses
bothybothy /�bɒθi/ noun a sparsely furnished
farm worker’s cottage in Scotland
BotrytisBotrytis /bɒ |�traitis/ noun a fungal
disease affecting plants, especially young
seedlings. � chocolate spot
botsbots /bɒts/ noun the larval stage of the
bot fly which lays its eggs on horses’ fore-
legs in summer. It is a cause of restlessness.
bottlebottle noun a glass container for liquids
or preserves � verb to preserve food by

heating it inside a glass jar with a suction
cap
bottle feedingbottle feeding noun a process by which
young animals are fed with liquids from a
bottle with a teat
botulismbotulism /�bɒtʃυliz(ə)m/ noun a type of
food poisoning, caused by a toxin of
Clostridium botulinum in badly canned or
preserved food
boulderboulder noun a large rounded piece of
rock
boundaryboundary noun a line that separates one
area from another
boundary stoneboundary stone noun a stone used to
mark the edge of a property
BovidaeBovidae /�bɒvidi�/ plural noun the
largest class of even-toed ungulates,
including cattle, antelopes, gazelles, sheep
and goats
bovinebovine adjective referring to cattle
bovine growth hormonebovine growth hormone noun a
hormone supplement for cows which
increases their production of milk. Abbr
BGH
bovine immunodeficiency virusbovine immunodeficiency virus
/�bəυvain �imjυnəυdi|�fiʃ(ə)nsi �vairəs/
noun a disease of cattle which affects the
immune system
bovine leucocyte adhesion deficiencybovine leucocyte adhesion defi-
ciency noun a hereditary condition which
makes cattle less able to resist disease.
Abbr BLAD
bovine leucosisbovine leucosis /�bəυvain lu|�kəυsis/
noun a cancerous disease in cattle
bovine somatotrophinbovine somatotrophin /�bəυvain
�səυmətə|�trəυfin/ noun full form of BST
bovine spongiform encephalopathybovine spongiform encephalop-
athy /�bəυvain �sp�nd�ifɔ�m en |�kefə|

�lɒpəθi/ noun full form of BSE
bovine tuberculosisbovine tuberculosis noun a bacterial
disease of cattle which has been almost
completely eliminated from the UK by the
attested herds scheme. It is a notifiable
disease.

‘The government’s policy to tackle bovine
tuberculosis will continue to focus on
minimising the disease’s spread from
infected areas to clean ones until a point
when new technologies become available
to eradicate it.’ [Farmers Weekly]

bovine viral diarrhoeabovine viral diarrhoea noun a serious
infection of cattle which causes ulcers to
the mucus membranes, severe diarrhoea
and high rates of abortion. Abbr BVD
bowelbowel /�baυəl/ noun an animal’s large
intestine
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bowel oedemabowel oedema /�baυəl i |�di�mə/ noun a
bacterial infection of pigs associated with
sudden changes of diet and management.
Pigs may throw fits, stagger and become
paralysed. In acute cases piglets are found
dead.
boxbox verb to mix different flocks of sheep
BPABPA abbreviation British Pig Association
BPCBPC abbreviation British Potato Council
BPEXBPEX /�bi�peks/ noun a small board of
members which determines the Pig
Strategy of the MLC and ensures that
levies paid by pig farmers are used appro-
priately. Full form British Pig Executive
bracebrace noun a pair of dead game birds
brackenbracken /�br�kən/ noun a tall fern with
large triangular fronds that grows on hill-
sides and in woodland. Latin name:
Pteridium aquilinum. (NOTE: The word
bracken has no plural form.)

COMMENT: Bracken is hard to eradicate
as it sprouts easily after being burnt. The
spores of bracken contain a carcino-
genic substance.

bracken poisoningbracken poisoning noun poisoning of
livestock from eating bracken. It can cause
serious illness or death.
bractbract /br�kt/ noun a small green leaf at
the base of a flower or flowering stem
Bradford worsted countBradford worsted count /�br�dfəd
�w��stid �kaυnt/ noun a method of meas-
uring wool quality
brahmanbrahman /�brɑ�mən/ noun a breed of
cattle of Indian origin. Brahmans have a
large hump over the neck and shoulders,
tolerate high temperatures, are resistant to
insects and tropical diseases, and are
important for beef production in hot and
humid regions.
brairdbraird /breird/ noun fresh shoots of corn
or other crops
brake harrowbrake harrow noun a harrow used for
breaking up large clods of earth
brake horsepowerbrake horsepower noun the power
developed by a tractor’s engine, calculated
as the force applied to the brakes. Abbr
bhp
bramblebramble /�br�mb(ə)l/ noun a wild
blackberry bush (Rubus fruticosus), with
edible black fruits
Bramley’s seedlingBramley’s seedling /�br�mli�z
�si�dliŋ/ noun a common variety of
cooking apple
branbran noun 1. the outside covering of a
cereal grain (NOTE: It is removed from
wheat in making white flour, but is an

important source of roughage in the
human diet and is used in muesli and other
breakfast cereals.) 2. a feedingstuff, used
especially for cattle and poultry
branchbranch noun 1. a woody stem growing
out from the main trunk of a tree 2. a
smaller stream separating from but still
forming part of a river
branchedbranched /brɑ�nʃt/ adjective with
branches
brandbrand noun a mark burnt with a hot iron
on an animal’s hide, to show ownership
BrangusBrangus /�br�ŋ�əs/ a trademark for a
crossbreed of cattle, obtained by crossing a
Brahman with an Aberdeen Angus. It is a
black polled breed, and is found in Central
and South America, the USA, Canada,
Australia and Zimbabwe.
brankbrank /br�ŋk/ noun same as buckwheat
brashbrash noun soil containing many stone
particles or fragments of rock
brasicsbrasics /�br�siks/ noun a common name
for the charlock (Sinapsis arvensis)
brassicabrassica /�br�sikə/ noun a generic term
for members of the cabbage family, e.g.
broccoli, Brussels sprouts, cauliflowers,
kales, savoys, swedes and turnips
BrassicaceaeBrassicaceae /�br�si |�k�siai/ noun a
family of common plants, including
cabbage, whose flowers have four petals.
Former name Cruciferae
brattingbratting /�br�tiŋ/ noun the act of putting
a jacket on sheep, usually hoggs, to protect
them from cold in winter
brawnbrawn /brɔ�n/ noun 1. meat dish prepared
from cut, boiled and pickled pig’s head 2.
an obsolete term for a stag boar. Also
called brawner
braxybraxy /�br�ksi/ noun a bacterial disease
of sheep. The affected animals show loss of
appetite, dullness, difficult breathing,
although these signs of the disease are
rarely seen since death occurs rapidly, after
five or six hours.
breadcornbreadcorn /�bredkɔ�n/ noun corn from
which the flour for bread is obtained
breakbreak verb 1. to train a horse to wear a
saddle 2. to mill flour, by passing it
through break rolls
break cropbreak crop noun a crop grown between
periods of continuous cultivation of a main
crop. On a cereal-growing farm, crops such
as sugar beet or potatoes may be intro-
duced to give a ‘break’ from continuous
cereal growing.
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break feedingbreak feeding noun a method of
rationing animal feed by moving animals
from one grazing area to another
break inbreak in verb 1. to train a wild horse 2. to
bring uncultivated land into cultivation
break rollsbreak rolls plural noun heavy rollers
with grooves in them, through which the
grain passes when being milled. As the
grain goes through it is broken into pieces
and finally reduced to flour.
breastbreast noun 1. the front part of the body
of a bird 2. the lower part of the body of a
sheep, similar to the belly on a pig
Brecknock Hill CheviotBrecknock Hill Cheviot /�breknək
�hil �tʃi�viət/ noun a breed of sheep found
in the Welsh border counties for producing
ideal halfbreds, and also in lowlands for
prime lamb production
breechingbreeching /�bri�tʃiŋ/ noun a leather
strap round the hindquarters of a shaft
horse, which allows the horse to push
backwards and so make the cart go back-
wards
breedbreed noun a group of animals of a
specific species which have been devel-
oped by people over a period of time so
that they have desirable characteristics � a
hardy breed of sheep � Two new breeds of
rice have been developed. � verb 1. (of
organisms) to produce young � Rabbits
breed very rapidly. 2. to encourage some-
thing to develop � Insanitary conditions
help to breed disease. 3. to produce an
improved animal or plant by crossing two
parent animals or plants showing the
desired characteristics � Farmers have
bred new hardy forms of sheep.
breederbreeder noun a person who breeds new
forms of animals or plants � a cat breeder
� a cattle breeder � a rose breeder � a
plant breeder
breed inbreed in verb to introduce a character-
istic into an animal breed or plant variety,
by breeding until it is a permanent charac-
teristic of the breed
breedingbreeding noun the crossing of different
plants or animals to produce offspring with
desirable characteristics
breeding chickenbreeding chicken noun a chicken
which is raised to produce chicks rather
than for its meat or eggs
breeding cratebreeding crate noun a box construction
designed to take the weight of a bull, when
mating with a heifer or cow
breeding groundbreeding ground noun an area where
birds or animals come each year to breed

breeding herdbreeding herd noun 1. a group of
animals kept for breeding purposes 2. the
total number of animals kept in a country
for breeding purposes

‘Brazil has over 158 million beef cattle
and the UK beef breeding herd is
estimated at 1.7 million head. When you
hear the word globalisation, these figures
show we compete in a very large market.’
[Western Mail]

breeding stockbreeding stock noun prime animals
kept for breeding purposes to maintain and
improve quality of stock
breeze flybreeze fly noun a large two-winged
blood-sucking fly, similar to a gadfly
brewbrew verb to make beer by fermenting
water and malted barley
brewers’ grainbrewers’ grain noun a by-product of
brewing, the residue of barley after
malting. It is a valuable cattle food, fed wet
or dried, and is a source of fibre and
protein.
brickearthbrickearth /�brik��θ/ noun a common
name for loess. Brickearth soils are fertile
and well drained and are used for intensive
crop production.
bridlebridle noun the part of a horse’s harness
which goes over the head, including the bit
and rein
bridle pathbridle path, bridle way noun a track
along which a horse can be ridden
BrieBrie /bri�/ noun a soft French cheese,
made in large flat round shapes
brindledbrindled /�brindəld/ adjective brownish
coloured, with spots or marks of another
colour
brinebrine /brain/ noun a solution of salt in
water, used for preserving food

COMMENT: Some meat, such as bacon, is
cured by soaking in brine. Some types of
pickles are preserved by cooking in
brine. Some foodstuffs are preserved in
brine in jars.

brisketbrisket /�briskit/ noun 1. the lower front
part of the body of a cow, between the front
legs � When a cow is down for a length of
time it should be supported on the brisket.
2. the meat from this part of the cow
brisket boardbrisket board noun a board across the
front of a cubicle to prevent a cow from
lying down too near the front
BritishBritish Agricultural and Garden
Machinery Association noun a trade
association which represents manufac-
turers and suppliers of agricultural
machinery. Abbr BAGMA
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BritishBritish Agrochemicals Associa-
tion noun the former name for the Crop
Protection Association. Abbr BAA
British Agrochemicals Standards Inspection SchemeBritish Agrochemicals Standards
Inspection Scheme noun full form of
BASIS
British alpineBritish alpine noun a large goat of the
Swiss type, which is black with white
markings on the face and legs. Males have
a large beard. It is a good milking breed.
British Association for Shooting and ConservationBritish Association for Shooting
and Conservation noun an organisa-
tion which promotes shooting for sport in
the UK. Abbr BASC
British Association of Nature ConservationistsBritish Association of Nature
Conservationists noun a charity
which functions as a think tank on the
Government’s conservation policies. Abbr
BANC
British Belgian BlueBritish Belgian Blue noun a breed of
cattle in the UK, originating from the
Belgian Blue and registered by the breed
society
British Cattle Movement ServiceBritish Cattle Movement Service
noun the organisation that registers births,
deaths, imports and exports of cattle
British Crop Protection CouncilBritish Crop Protection Council
noun former name for BCPC
British DaneBritish Dane /�britiʃ �dein/ noun a
dairy breed of cattle
British Egg Industry CouncilBritish Egg Industry Council noun a
member association which promotes the
use and sale of eggs, and allows its
subscribers to use the Lion Quality mark
on their produce. Abbr BEIC
British Field Sports SocietyBritish Field Sports Society noun
former name for Countryside Alliance
British Free Range Egg Producers AssociationBritish Free Range Egg Producers
Association noun an organisation
which provides industry news for suppliers
and producers of free-range eggs
British HolsteinBritish Holstein noun a breed of dairy
cattle developed in the UK from the
Holstein
British LopBritish Lop noun a rare breed of pig,
which is very large, white, has lop ears and
is found mainly in southwest England
British Milk SheepBritish Milk Sheep noun a medium
polled sheep, with white face and legs.
Mainly used as a dairying ewe.
British OldenburgBritish Oldenburg /�britiʃ
�əυldənb���/ noun a breed of sheep giving
a high yield of wool of good quality
British Pig AssociationBritish Pig Association noun a
society which maintains herd records for

native and rare pig breeds in Britain. Abbr
BPA
British Pig ExecutiveBritish Pig Executive noun full form
of BPEX
British Potato CouncilBritish Potato Council noun a non-
departmental government body which
works to promote British potatoes. Abbr
BPC
British RomagnolaBritish Romagnola noun a breed of
beef cattle developed in the UK from stock
originating in north Italy
British SaanenBritish Saanen /�britiʃ �sɑ�nən/ noun a
large white breed of goat with a high milk
yield. The breed originated in Switzerland.
British SaddlebackBritish Saddleback noun a breed of
pig, derived from the Wessex, Hampshire
and Essex breeds. It is coloured black with
a white band round the front of the body
and is used for breeding hardy crosses.
British Society of Plant BreedersBritish Society of Plant Breeders
noun a member association which repre-
sents the interests of plant breeders in the
UK. Abbr BSPB
British Standards InstituteBritish Standards Institute noun an
organisation that monitors design and
safety standards in the UK. Abbr BSI
British SugarBritish Sugar noun a company which
buys sugar beet each year from farmers and
is responsible for processing and
marketing the sugar
British ToggenburgBritish Toggenburg noun a dark-
brown coloured goat, developed from the
Swiss Toggenburg breed
British Veterinary AssociationBritish Veterinary Association
noun a professional body which represents
veterinary surgeons
British WhiteBritish White noun a rare breed of
cattle, white with coloured points. The
breed is hornless, short-legged and
medium-sized. It is still used as a suckling
breed for beef production.
broadacre agriculturebroadacre agriculture /�brɔ�deikə
���rik�ltʃə/ noun the large-scale cultiva-
tion of field crops
broad beanbroad bean noun a common bean (Vicia
faba) which has large flattish pale green
seeds and is grown throughout the world.
Also called field bean
broadcastbroadcast verb to scatter seeds freely
over an area of ground, as opposed to
sowing in drills
broadcasterbroadcaster noun a machine for sowing
seeds broadcast
broadleafbroadleaf /�brɔ�dli�f/, broadleaf tree
noun a deciduous tree that has wide leaves,
e.g. beech or oak. Compare conifer
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broadleavedbroadleaved /�brɔ�dli�vd/ adjective (of
a tree) having wide leaves rather than
needles. Compare coniferous
broadleaved evergreensbroadleaved evergreens plural noun
evergreen trees with large leaves, e.g.
rhododendrons or tulip trees
broadsharebroadshare /�brɔ�dʃeə/ noun a culti-
vator used on heavy ground for stubble
clearing and land reclamation work
broad spectrum antibioticbroad spectrum antibiotic plural
noun an antibiotic used to control many
types of bacteria

‘Dairy producers and their vets can now
treat milking cows against bovine
respiratory disease, bacterial pneumonia
and foul-in-the-foot with a broad spectrum
antibiotic which has no requirement to
discard milk.’ [Farmers Weekly]

broccolibroccoli noun a plant of the brassica type
that exists in several varieties. One is the
winter-grown type of cauliflower. Other
varieties include sprouting broccoli, of
which there are purple and white kinds, the
plants making their curds on numbers of
side shoots. Perennial broccoli grows into
large plants and forms a number of quite
large cauliflower-like heads each season
for two or three years. � calabrese
broilerbroiler noun a chicken raised for the
table, usually under intensive conditions. It
is usually less than 3 months old.
broken mouthedbroken mouthed adjective referring to
a sheep which has lost some of its teeth
broken-windedbroken-winded adjective referring to a
horse which has ruptured cells in the lungs
brome grassbrome grass /�brəυm �rɑ�s/ noun a
weed grass found in arable fields and short
leys. There are many species (Bromus) and
none are of any value. � barren brome
bronchibronchi /�brɒŋkai/ plural noun air
passages leading from the throat into the
lungs
bronchitisbronchitis noun the inflammation of the
membranes in the bronchi, often caused by
viruses. � husk
BronzeBronze noun a breed of large table turkey
broodbrood noun a group of offspring
produced at the same time, especially a
group of young birds � The territory
provides enough food for two adults and a
brood of six or eight young. � verb to raise
chicks after they have hatched
brooderbrooder /�bru�də/ noun a container with
a source of heat, used for housing newly
hatched chicks

brooding timebrooding time noun the length of time a
bird sits on its eggs to hatch them out
brood marebrood mare noun a female horse kept
for breeding
broody henbroody hen /�bru�di hen/ noun 1. a hen
which persists in sitting on its eggs to hatch
them 2. the stage in a fowl’s productive life
when it has finished laying and sits on the
eggs
brownfield sitebrownfield site /�braυnfi�ld sait/ noun
a development site that is in a town and
formerly had buildings on it, preferred for
building development to open fields.
Compare greenfield site

‘The conversion of redundant farm
buildings does seem to score highly with
European funding because it is focusing
on brownfield sites, while it also creates
jobs in the rural community and it
improves the visual amenity aspect of the
countryside.’ [Farmers Guardian]

brown foot rotbrown foot rot noun a disease affecting
wheat seedlings (Fusarium avenaceum)
brown ratbrown rat noun a very destructive type of
rat that eats and damages growing and
stored crops and can also carry infection to
cattle and pigs. Also called Norway rat
brown ricebrown rice noun a rice grain that has had
the husk removed, but has not been milled
and polished to remove the bran
brown rotbrown rot noun a disease of ripe tree
fruits such as apples and peaches, caused
by fungi. Genus: Rhizoctonia.
brown rustbrown rust noun a fungal disease
(Puccinia) of barley and wheat, causing
the grain to shrivel
brown scalebrown scale noun a disease (Parthe-
nolecanium corni) causing stunted growth
and leaf defoliation. It attacks vines,
currants and, in greenhouses, peaches.
Brown SwissBrown Swiss /�braυn �swis/ noun a
medium-sized Swiss dual-purpose breed
of grey-brown cattle, now found in many
parts of the world including Canada,
Mexico and Angola
browsebrowse verb to feed on plant material,
especially the leaves of woody plants,
which is not growing close to the ground.
Compare graze
browserbrowser noun an animal which browses
BrucellaBrucella /bru� |�selə/ noun a type of rod-
shaped bacterium
brucellosisbrucellosis /�bru�si|�ləυsis/ noun a
disease which can be caught from cattle or
goats or from drinking infected milk,
spread by a species of the bacterium
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Brucella. It is a notifiable disease. Also
called undulant fever
bruisebruise verb to harm the flesh under the
skin, usually by hitting � Ripe pears have
to be handled carefully to avoid bruising.
brushbrush noun same as brushwood
brush drillbrush drill noun an old type of seed drill,
in which a rotating brush moves the seed
into the drill tube
brush killerbrush killer noun a powerful herbicide
which destroys the undergrowth
brushwoodbrushwood /�br�ʃwυd/ noun under-
growth with twigs and small branches
Brussels sproutsBrussels sprouts /�br�s(ə)lz
�spraυts/ noun a variety of cabbage with a
tall main stem, which develops buds which
are picked and eaten as fresh vegetables or
may be kept frozen
BSEBSE noun a fatal brain disease of cattle.
Also called mad cow disease. Full form
bovine spongiform encephalopathy

COMMENT: BSE is caused by the use of
ruminant-based additives in cattle feed,
by which ‘scrapie’ (the disease of sheep)
infects cattle. BSE-infected meat is
believed to be the cause of a new strain
of Creutzfeldt-Jacob disease in humans.

BSIBSI abbreviation British Standards Insti-
tute
BSPBBSPB abbreviation British Society of
Plant Breeders
BSTBST noun a growth hormone of cattle,
formerly added to feed to improve milk
production but banned in the EU since
2000. Full form bovine somatotrophin
buckbuck noun a male goat or rabbit
bucket feedingbucket feeding noun a process by
which a young animal is fed with milk
from a bucket
buckrakebuckrake /�b�kreik/ noun a machine for
collecting green crops cut for silage. The
machine has a number of steel tines,
usually rear-mounted in a tractor linkage
system. A buckrake is used by going back-
wards along a swath with the tines pointing
downwards.
buckwheatbuckwheat /�b�kwi�t/ noun a grain crop
(Fagopyrum esculentum) that is not a
member of the grass family like other
cereals. It can be grown on the poorest of
soils.
budbud noun a young shoot on a plant, which
may later become a leaf or flower � tree in
bud a tree which has buds which are
swelling and about to produce leaves or
flowers � verb to propagate plants by

grafting a bud from one plant in place of a
bud on the stock of another plant
buddingbudding noun a way of propagating
plants in which a bud from one plant is
grafted onto another plant
buffalobuffalo noun 1. a common domestic
animal in tropical countries, used for milk
and also as a draught animal 2. US same as
bison
buffer areabuffer area noun an area of land that
separates other areas of land used for
different purposes
buffer grazingbuffer grazing noun a form of set
stocking, where a site is divided into three
areas, a grazing area, a silage area and a
buffer area, which change as the silage is
cut during the season
buffer stockbuffer stock noun stock of a commodity
such as coffee held by an international
organisation and used to control move-
ments of the price on international
commodity markets
Buff OrpingtonBuff Orpington /�bυf �ɔ�piŋ�tən/ noun
a dual-purpose breed of chicken, brown in
colour
built environmentbuilt environment noun the buildings,
roads and other structures made by people
and in which they live, work or travel.
Compare natural environment
buistedbuisted /�bju�stid/ noun a sheep marked
after shearing
bulbbulb noun an underground plant organ of
fleshy scale leaves and buds. It can be
planted and will produce flowers and seed.
bulk milk collectionbulk milk collection noun the collec-
tion of large quantities of milk by tankers
from farms
bulk storagebulk storage noun the storing of ferti-
liser or grain in dry covered barns, rather
than in bags
bullbull noun an uncastrated adult male ox
bull beefbull beef noun beef from a bull, which is
leaner than meat from a steer
bull calfbull calf noun a male calf
bulletsbullets plural noun doses of mineral
given to cattle and sheep by means of a
dosing gun. Bullets provide the animal
with a long-lasting supply of minerals to
overcome deficiency diseases.
bullingbulling /�bυliŋ/ noun a heifer cow of right
inclination and body condition to be served
bulling hormonebulling hormone noun � oestrogen
bullockbullock /�bυlək/ noun 1. a young male ox
2. a castrated bull. Bullocks are more
docile than bulls and ‘finish’ quicker than
entire animals. They are used as draught
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animals in many parts of the world. Also
called steer
bumble foot

bumble foot /�b�mb(ə)l fυt/ noun a
condition of the feet of poultry, character-
ised by abscesses, causing lameness
bund

bund /b�nd/ noun a soil wall built across
a slope to retain water or to hold waste in a
sloping landfill site
bunding

bunding /�b�ndiŋ/ noun the formation
of bunds

‘Farmers have traditionally relied on a
system of bunding to grow sorghum in the
area’s semi-arid soil.’ [New Scientist]

bundle

bundle noun a number of twigs or stems
of plants, tied together
bunt

bunt /b�nt/ noun a disease of wheat
caused by the smut fungus
bunt order

bunt order noun the order of social
dominance established by cattle and pigs
which is the order in which the animals
feed and drink (NOTE: The equivalent in
birds is called the pecking order.)
bur

bur /b��/ noun a seed case of the cleavers
plants, with tiny hooked hairs, which catch
on the coats of animals, and help to
disperse the seed. Also called burr
burdizzo

burdizzo /b�� |�di�tsəυ/ noun an imple-
ment used in ‘bloodless’ castration by
crushing the spermatic cord
burial site

burial site noun a place where animals
that have died from an infectious disease
such as foot and mouth disease are buried
burn

burn noun 1. an injury to skin and tissue
caused by light, heat, radiation, electricity
or a chemical 2. in Scotland, a small stream
� verb 1. to destroy or damage something
by fire � Several hundred hectares of forest
were burnt in the fire. � slash and burn
agriculture 2. to use fuel or food to
produce energy
burning nettle

burning nettle noun same as small
nettle
burr

burr /b��/ noun another spelling of bur
burrow

burrow noun a hole made in the earth by
an animal such as a rabbit or fox
bush

bush noun 1. a plant with many woody
stems � a coffee bush � a rose bush 2. in
semi-arid regions, natural land covered
with bushes and small trees
bushel

bushel noun a measure of capacity for
corn and fruit, equivalent to eight gallons

COMMENT: The amount contained in a
bushel varies: in the UK it is equivalent to
36.4 litres, but in the USA it is equivalent
to 35.3 litres. The weight of a bushel var-
ies with the crop: a bushel of wheat
weighs 60lb; of barley 48lb; and of rice
45lb.

bushel weights

bushel weights plural noun the weight
of average bushels of a product
bush-fallow

bush-fallow noun a form of subsistence
agriculture in which land is cultivated for a
few years until its natural fertility is
exhausted, then allowed to rest for a long
period during which the natural vegetation
regrows, after which the land is cleared and
cultivated again
bush fruit

bush fruit noun fruit from bushes, e.g.
gooseberries and red currants, as opposed
to fruit from trees
butter

butter noun a fatty substance made from
cream by churning
butter bean

butter bean noun a leguminous plant
(Phaseolus lunatus) with large white
seeds. Also called Lima bean
buttercup

buttercup noun a common weed with
yellow flowers
butterfat

butterfat /�b�təft/ noun a fatty substance
contained in milk
butterfat content

butterfat content noun the amount of
butterfat in milk, which will vary with the
breed of cow. Jersey cow milk contains
5.14% butterfat, and is much used for
butter-making.
butterfly

butterfly noun a flying insect with large,
often colourful wings
buttermilk

buttermilk /�b�təmilk/ noun the liquid
which remains after the churning of cream,
when making butter
butter mountain

butter mountain noun a popular term
for vast quantities of dairy produce in the
form of butter, which has been paid for by
EU governments and put into cold store
BVA

BVA abbreviation British Veterinary
Association
BVD

BVD abbreviation bovine viral diarrhoea
BYDV

BYDV abbreviation barley yellow dwarf
virus
byre

byre /baiə/ noun a cow house
byway

byway noun a small country road or track
byway open to all traffic

byway open to all traffic noun a road
mainly used by the public as a footpath or
bridleway on which vehicles are allowed.
Abbr BOAT
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CC symbol carbon
CC3 noun a metabolic pathway in plants,
which uses three-carbon compounds to fix
CO2 from the atmosphere
CC4 noun a metabolic pathway for CO2
fixation, which uses four-carbon
compounds. Plants with this mechanism,
e.g. maize, are adapted to high sunlight and
arid conditions. They are called C4 plants
and have low photorespiration.
CaCa symbol calcium
CACA abbreviation Countryside Agency
cabcab noun housing for the driver on a
tractor, usually protected by anti-roll bars
cabbagecabbage noun a cultivated vegetable
(Brassica oleracea) with a round heart or
head, a useful food for stock. Other varie-
ties are grown for human consumption.
cabbage root flycabbage root fly noun a fly whose
larvae attack the roots of Brassica seed-
lings, causing the plants to turn bluish in
colour and wilt and die
cabbage white butterflycabbage white butterfly noun a
common white butterfly (Pieris brassicae)
which lays eggs on the leaves of plants of
the cabbage family. The caterpillars cause
much damage to the plants.
cactuscactus noun a succulent plant with a
fleshy stem often protected by spines,
found in the deserts of North and Central
America (NOTE: The plural is cacti or
cactuses.)
cade lambcade lamb /�keid l�m/ noun a lamb
reared from a bottle because of the death of
its mother
cadmiumcadmium /�k�dmiəm/ noun a metallic
element naturally present in soil and rock
in association with zinc
CAECAE abbreviation caprine arthritis-
encephalitis
caecumcaecum /�si�kəm/ noun a wide part of the
intestine leading to the colon

CaerphillyCaerphilly /kə|�fili/ noun a hard white
cheese, originally made in South Wales
caesarcaesar /�si�zə/ verb to perform a surgical
intervention to enable an animal to give
birth, as is necessary with Belgian Blue
cattle
caesiumcaesium /�si�ziəm/ noun a metallic
alkali element which is one of the main
radioactive pollutants taken up by fish
caffeinecaffeine noun an alkaloid present in
coffee, tea and kola nuts, which gives them
their stimulating properties
cagecage noun a housing for animals
consisting of a wood or metal frame with
sides made of bars or mesh, used, e.g., for
keeping battery hens
cage rearingcage rearing noun a method of rearing
poultry in which birds are taken right
through from day-old chicks to placement
in laying cages. Chicks are started in the
top tier and then spread through all the tiers
of cages within a few weeks. Cages are
designed so that chicks can be brooded in
them and yet they may also be used as
laying cages.
cage wheelcage wheel noun a metal wheel fitted to
the outside of a normal tractor wheel in
order to reduce ground pressure
cakecake noun same as compound feed
calabresecalabrese /�k�ləbri�z/ noun a variety of
sprouting broccoli, grown as a vegetable
for human consumption. It produces a
large central head, and after this is cut,
sprouts are produced for several months.
Large quantities are grown for quick-
freezing or canning.
calcareouscalcareous /k�l |�keəriəs/ adjective (of
soil or rock) containing calcium
calcareous grasslandcalcareous grassland noun the type
of vegetation such as grasses that is typical
on chalk soil. � acid grassland
calcicolecalcicole /�k�lsikəυl/, calcicolous
plant /�k�lsifail/ noun a plant which
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grows well on chalky or alkaline soils.
Also called calciphile
calcificationcalcification /�k�lsifi|�keiʃ(ə)n/ noun
the process of hardening by forming
deposits of calcium salts
calcifiedcalcified /�k�lsifaid/ adjective made
hard � Bone is calcified connective tissue.
calcifugecalcifuge /�k�lsifju�d�/ noun a plant
which prefers acid soils and does not grow
on chalky or alkaline soils. Also called
calciphobe
calcimorphic soilcalcimorphic soil /�k�lsimɔ�fik �sɔil/
noun soil which is rich in lime
calciphilecalciphile /�k�lsifail/ noun same as
calcicole
calciphobecalciphobe /�k�lsifəυb/ noun same as
calcifuge
calcitonincalcitonin /�k�lsi|�təυnin/ noun a
hormone, produced chiefly by the thyroid
gland in mammals, that promotes the depo-
sition of calcium in bones
calciumcalcium noun a metallic chemical
element naturally present in limestone and
chalk. It is essential for biological proc-
esses.

COMMENT: Calcium is essential for vari-
ous bodily processes such as blood clot-
ting and is a major component of bones
and teeth. It is an important element in a
balanced diet. Milk, cheese, eggs and
certain vegetables are its main sources.
In birds, calcium is responsible for the
formation of strong eggshells. Water
which passes through limestone con-
tains a high level of calcium and is called
‘hard’.

calcium borogluconatecalcium borogluconate /�k�lsiəm
�bɔ�rəυ|��lu�kəneit/ noun a chemical that
is given in the form of injections to cows
suffering from milk fevers as a result of
calcium deficiency
calcium phosphatecalcium phosphate noun the main
constituent of bones and bone ash fertiliser.
Formula: (Ca3(Po4)2.
calcium uptakecalcium uptake noun the taking of
calcium into an animal’s bloodstream as it
eats
calfcalf noun a young of a cow, less than one
year old

COMMENT: A male calf is known as a bull
calf; a female calf is a heifer calf. The
meat of calves fed on a milk diet is
known as veal.

calf diphtheriacalf diphtheria noun a disease affecting
the mouth and throat of a calf
calf enteric diseasecalf enteric disease noun a disease of
calves causing severe diarrhoea

calf pneumoniacalf pneumonia noun a disease caused
by a virus, and affecting dairy-bred and
suckled calves
calomelcalomel /�k�ləmel/ noun same as
mercury (I) chloride
caloriccaloric /kə |�lɒrik/ adjective referring to
calories
caloriecalorie noun a unit of measurement of
heat or energy. Symbol cal (NOTE: The
joule, an SI measure, is now more usual: 1
calorie = 4.186 joules.)

COMMENT: One calorie is the amount of
heat needed to raise the temperature of
one gram of water by one degree Cel-
sius. The kilocalorie (shortened to ‘Calo-
rie’) is also used as a measurement of
the energy content of food and to show
the caloric requirement or amount of
energy needed by an average person.
The average adult in an office job
requires about 2,500 calories per day,
supplied by carbohydrates and fats to
give energy and proteins to replace tis-
sue. More strenuous physical work
needs more calories. If a person eats
more than the number of calories
needed by his energy output or for his
growth, the extra calories are stored in
the body as fat.

CalorieCalorie /�k�ləri/ noun same as kilocal-
orie
calorific valuecalorific value noun same as energy
value
calvecalve /kɑ�v/ verb to give birth to a calf
calvercalver /�kɑ�və/ noun a cow which has had
calves
calvingcalving /�kɑ�viŋ/ noun the act of giving
birth to a calf
calving boxcalving box noun a special pen in which
a cow is put to calve
calving intervalcalving interval noun the period of time
between one calving and the next
calving timecalving time noun the time when a cow
is ready to calve
calyxcalyx /�keiliks/ noun the part of a flower
made up of green sepals which cover the
flower when it is in bud (NOTE: The plural
is calyces.)
CambridgeCambridge /�keimbrid�/ noun a breed
of sheep
Cambridge rollerCambridge roller noun a heavy roller
with a ribbed surface, consisting of a
number of heavy iron wheels or rings, each
of which has a ridge about 4cm high. The
ribbed soil surface left by the roller
provides an excellent seedbed for grass and
clover seeds.
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CamelliaCamellia /kə|�mi�liə/ noun a family of
semi-tropical evergreen plants, including
the tea plant
CamembertCamembert /�k�məmbeə/ noun a soft
French cheese, produced in Normandy
Campaign to Protect Rural EnglandCampaign to Protect Rural
England noun full form of CPRE
Campden and Chorleywood Food Research AssociationCampden and Chorleywood Food
Research Association noun a
company which carries out research and
development for food producers and
suppliers. Abbr CCFRA
campylobactercampylobacter /�k�mpilə |�b�ktə/
noun bacteria found in the gut of chickens.
Dairy cattle also carry the organism. It is a
cause of food poisoning in humans.

‘The co-operation of the NFU and FSA on
targets for the reduction of campylobacter
and salmonella levels is an example of
effective partnership. Greater assessment
of both the success and failure of targets
should be made in order to influence
future policy decisions.’ [Farmers
Guardian]

cancan noun a metal container for food or
drink, made of steel with a lining of tin, or
made entirely of aluminium � verb to
preserve food by sealing it in special metal
containers
Canadian HolsteinCanadian Holstein /kə |�neidiən
�hɒlstain/ noun � Holstein
canalcanal noun a waterway made by people to
take water to irrigate land
Canary grassCanary grass noun a weed which
produces a large cylindrical-shaped flower
not unlike Timothy heads. It is trouble-
some in cereals.
candlingcandling /�k�nd(ə)liŋ/ noun a checking
process in which eggs are passed over a
source of light which detects blood spots in
the egg or cracks in the shell
canecane noun a stem of large grasses such as
the sugar cane and of other plants such as
blackberries and raspberries
cane fruitcane fruit noun fruit from plants
belonging to the genus Rubus including
raspberry, blackberry and loganberry. The
canes need a post and wire system for
support. Fruit is sold on the fresh market,
as well as being used for processing, and in
recent years there has been an increased
interest in the PYO outlets.
cane sugarcane sugar noun a sugar which is proc-
essed from the juice which is extracted
from the stems of sugar cane in crushing
mills

cankercanker /�k�ŋkə/ noun 1. a disease
causing lesions on a plant or on the skin of
an animal � a bacterial canker of fruit trees
2. an area of damage caused by canker �
cankers on the stem

COMMENT: The chief victims of canker
are fruit trees, especially apples. Can-
kers appear as sunken areas on the
bark, or near a wound. Fungus spores
infect the wound edges, laying bare the
wood. The disease spreads from the
infected area, causing fruit spurs to wilt.

cannibalismcannibalism /�k�nibəliz(ə)m/ noun
the practice of an animal which feeds on its
own species. In poultry, this may follow on
from featherpecking, and may be caused
by the crowded conditions in which birds
are housed. Sows may eat the young of
other sows in intensive breeding condi-
tions.
canning factorycanning factory /�k�niŋ �f�kt(ə)ri/
noun a factory where food is canned
cannulacannula /�k�njυlə/ noun a tube through
which a trocar is inserted, used to puncture
an animal’s rumen to allow an escape of
gas
canolacanola /kə|�nəυlə/ noun oilseed rape
canopycanopy noun a layer of branches and
leaves of trees which shade the ground
underneath. � green area index

‘Trees that grow to form the tallest part of
the canopy suffer more damage than the
slower growing trees forming the
understorey.’ [Guardian]

Canterbury hoeCanterbury hoe /�k�ntəb(ə)ri həυ/
noun a hoe which does not have a blade,
but is like a three-pronged fork, with the
prongs set at right angles to the handle
Canterbury lambCanterbury lamb noun a lamb reared in
New Zealand, mainly for export
cantlecantle /�k�nt(ə)l/ noun the rear bow of a
saddle
CAPCAP abbreviation Common Agricultural
Policy
capability classcapability class noun the classification
of the usefulness of land for agricultural
purposes
capacitycapacity noun the amount of something
which a container can hold � Each cylinder
has a capacity of 0.5 litres.
capercaper /�keipə/ noun a Mediterranean
shrub (Capparis spinosa) the flower buds
of which are used as a flavouring
capercailliecapercaillie /�k�pə |�keili/ noun a large
game bird (Tetrao urogallus) found in
northern coniferous forests
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capillaritycapillarity /�k�pi|�l�rəti/ noun same as
capillary action
capillarycapillary noun a tiny blood vessel
between the arterioles and the venules,
which carries blood and nutrients into the
tissues
capillary actioncapillary action, capillary flow noun
the movement of a liquid upwards inside a
narrow tube or upwards through the soil

COMMENT: Capillary flow has an impor-
tant effect on water in soil, as it does not
drain away. Water moves through the
soil by capillary action, i.e. by the surface
tension between the water and the walls
of the fine tubes or capillaries. It is a very
slow movement, and may not be fast
enough to supply plant roots in a soil
which is drying out.

capital itemscapital items plural noun items such as
machinery, buildings, fences and drains
used in farm production

‘Mr Finnie said financial assistance for
capital items, such as fencing, would also
be introduced for organic converters. And
up to £300/farm will be made available
towards the cost of producing an organic
action plan.’ [Farmers Weekly]

caponcapon /�keipɒn/ noun a castrated edible
cockerel (NOTE: A cockerel which has been
treated with a sex-inhibiting hormone
grows and increases in weight more
rapidly than a bird which has not been
treated.)
cappiecappie /�k�pi/ noun a disease of sheep,
mainly of older lambs and young sheep,
associated with thinning of the skull bones.
In severe cases the animal cannot eat or
close its mouth.
cappingcapping /�k�piŋ/ noun a hard crust
which sometimes forms on the surface of
soil, often only about 2–3cm thick. It can
be caused by heavy rain on dry soil, and
also by tractors and other heavy farm
machinery.
caprinecaprine /�k�prain/ adjective referring to
goats
caprine arthritis-encephalitiscaprine arthritis-encephalitis,
caprine arthritic encephalitis noun a
disease of goats where the animal suffers
loss of condition, swollen joints and pneu-
monia, leading eventually to death. The
disease is spread by contact with saliva and
milk. There is no cure. The first case in the
UK was reported in April 1990. Abbr CAE
capsicumcapsicum /�k�psikəm/ noun a group of
plants grown for their pod-like fruit, some
of which are extremely pungent, e.g. the

chilli and Cayenne peppers. Others,
including the red, green or sweet peppers
are less pungent and are used as vegeta-
bles. Also called pepper
capsid bugcapsid bug /�k�psid b��/ noun a tiny
insect that sucks the sap of plants
capsulecapsule noun 1. a dry structure which
bursts open with force releasing the seeds
of flowering plants or spores of mosses 2.
a membrane round an organ
captancaptan /�k�pt�n/ noun a fungicide, used
to fight apple and pear scab. It is also used
in seed dressings for peas and other vege-
tables.
carawaycaraway /�k�rəwei/ noun seeds of a
herb (Carum carvi) used as a flavouring in
bread and cakes
carbamatecarbamate /�kɑ�bəmeit/ noun a pesti-
cide belonging to a large group used as
insecticides, herbicides and fungicides. It
is no longer approved for use in the UK.
carbohydratecarbohydrate noun an organic
compound composed of carbon, hydrogen
and oxygen, e.g. sugars, cellulose and
starch

COMMENT: Carbohydrates are com-
pounds of carbon, hydrogen and oxy-
gen. They are found in particular in sugar
and starch from plants, and provide the
body with energy. Plants build up valua-
ble organic substances from simple
materials. The most important part of this
process, which is called photosynthesis,
is the production of carbohydrates such
as sugars, starches and cellulose by
green plants which convert carbon diox-
ide and water using sunlight as energy.
Carbohydrates form the largest part of
the food of animals.

carboncarbon noun a common non-metallic
element that is an essential component of
living matter and organic chemical
compounds
carbonatecarbonate /�kɑ�bəneit/ noun a
compound formed from a base and
carbonic acid
carbon dioxidecarbon dioxide /�kɑ�bən dai |�ɒksaid/
noun a colourless odourless non-flam-
mable atmospheric gas. It is used in photo-
synthesis and given off in aerobic respira-
tion. Formula: CO2.

COMMENT: Carbon dioxide exists natu-
rally in air and is produced by burning or
by decaying organic matter. In animals,
the body’s metabolism utilises carbon,
which is then breathed out by the lungs
as waste carbon dioxide. Carbon dioxide
is removed from the atmosphere by
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plants when it is split by chlorophyll in
photosynthesis to form carbon and oxy-
gen. It is also dissolved from the atmos-
phere in water. The increasing release of
carbon dioxide into the atmosphere,
especially from burning fossil fuels, con-
tributes to the greenhouse effect.

carbonic acidcarbonic acid /kɑ�|�bɒnik ��sid/ noun
a weak acid formed in small quantities
when carbon dioxide is dissolved in water.
Formula: H2CO3.
carbon monoxidecarbon monoxide noun a colourless,
odourless and poisonous gas found in
fumes from car engines, burning gas and
cigarette smoke. Formula: CO.
carbon neutralcarbon neutral adjective producing and
using the same amount of carbon (NOTE:
Renewable plant fuels are carbon neutral.
If the same numbers of plants are
replanted as are harvested, the CO2 levels
in the air will remain about the same.)

‘NFU deputy president Peter Kendall said:
“We have reached the point where it has
become imperative to break our traditional
reliance on fossil fuels. Carbon neutral
alternatives are needed if we are to combat
global warming and if supply of those
alternatives is to be guaranteed then they
must be derived from domestic and
renewable sources”.’ [Farmers Guardian]

carbon sequestrationcarbon sequestration /�kɑ�bən
�si�kwə|�streiʃ(ə)n/ noun the uptake and
storage of carbon by trees and other plants
absorbing carbon dioxide and releasing
oxygen
carbon sinkcarbon sink noun a part of the
ecosphere such as a tropical forest which
absorbs carbon
carboxyhaemoglobincarboxyhaemoglobin /kɑ� |�bɒksi|

hi�mə|[[ɑ�ɔʃ]�ləυbin/ noun a compound
of carbon monoxide and the blood pigment
haemoglobin formed when a person
breathes in carbon monoxide from car
fumes or from ordinary cigarette smoke
carcasscarcass /�kɑ�kəs/, carcase noun 1. the
dead body of an animal 2. especially in the
meat trade, the body of an animal after
removing head, limbs and offal
carcass classification schemecarcass classification scheme
noun a system of judging the thickness of
flesh on a carcass, and the fat cover over a
carcass
cardooncardoon /kɑ� |�du�n/ noun a vegetable
(Cynara cardunculus) grown in Mediterra-
nean areas, similar to the globe artichoke
cargocargo noun same as brown rice

carnallitecarnallite /�kɑ�nəlait/ noun a white or
pale mineral containing hydrated magne-
sium and potassium chlorides, used as a
source of potassium and in fertilisers
carnivorecarnivore noun an animal that eats meat.
� detritivore, frugivore, herbivore, omni-
vore
carnivorouscarnivorous adjective 1. referring to
animals that eat meat � a carnivorous
animal 2. referring to plants which trap and
digest insects � Sundews are carnivorous
plants.
carobcarob /�k�rəb/ noun a long flat dried pod
of the carob tree, used in food preparations
and in animal feed, where it is called
‘locust bean’
carotenecarotene /�k�rəti�n/ noun an orange or
red pigment in carrots, egg yolk and some
natural oils, which is converted by an
animal’s liver into vitamin A
carpelcarpel /�kɑ�pəl/ noun a female part of a
flower, formed of an ovary, style and
stigma
carrcarr /kɑ�/ noun an area of wetland which
supports some trees � fen carr � willow
carr
carriercarrier noun an organism that carries
disease and infects other organisms, e.g. an
insect that transmits the parasite causing
malaria
carrotcarrot noun a vegetable root crop
(Daucus carota) grown for human
consumption. Most are grown for fresh
sale, some for canning and freezing.
Damaged roots which cannot be sold can
be fed to cattle.
carrot flycarrot fly noun a small fly (Psila rosae)
with a reddish brown head and yellowish
wings. It lays its eggs in the soil surface
near plants and the larvae burrow into the
root. The foliage wilts and dies, and in
cases of severe infestation, the whole crop
is lost.
carrycarry verb to keep livestock such as cattle
on farmland
carrying capacitycarrying capacity noun the maximum
number of livestock that can be supported
in a given area
cartilagecartilage noun thick connective tissue
which lines the joints and acts as a cushion
and which forms part of the structure of an
organ
caryopsiscaryopsis /�k�ri|�ɒpsis/ noun a seed of
cereals and grasses
CASCAS abbreviation Centre for Agricultural
Strategy
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case

case noun 1. an outer covering � Cooling
air is directed through passages in the
engine case to control engine case temper-
ature. 2. a single occurrence of a disease �
There were two hundred cases of cholera in
the recent outbreak.
case hardening

case hardening noun the formation of
a hard surface on a piece of food, by depo-
sition of sugar or salt
casein

casein /�keisiin/ noun a protein found in
milk

COMMENT: Casein is precipitated when
milk comes into contact with an acid, and
so makes milk form cheese.

caseous lymphadenitis

caseous lymphadenitis noun a
disease of sheep and goats caused by the
bacteria Corynebacterium pseudotubercu-
losis. Symptoms include swollen lymph
nodes and abscesses. Abbr CLA
cash crop

cash crop noun a crop grown to be sold
rather than eaten by the person who grows
it, e.g. oil palm
cashmere

cashmere noun a very fine down under-
coat on a goat, less than 18 microns
cast

cast verb 1. to bear an offspring prema-
turely � a cast calf 2. to place an animal on
its side on the ground
cast ewes

cast ewes plural noun old breeding ewes
which are sold off by hill farmers to
farmers on lower ground who take one
more crop of lambs from them
casting

casting /�kɑ�stiŋ/ noun a method of
ploughing, in which the area is ploughed in
a circle, going in an anticlockwise direc-
tion
castor oil

castor oil /�kɑ�stər �ɔil/ noun an oil
derived from the seeds of the castor oil
plant (Ricinus communis), used as a
common purgative for fowls and calves
castrate

castrate verb to remove the testicles of a
male animal
castration

castration /k� |�streiʃ(ə)n/ noun the
removal of the essential sex organs, testes
and ovaries, from male or female animals.
This allows bullocks and heifers to be
housed together, as castrated animals are
more docile.

COMMENT: Castration may be by cutting
the scrotum, as in pigs, or by atrophica-
tion which follows ringing, as in sheep
and cattle. In fowls, a sex-inhibiting hor-
mone is used.

cast sheep

cast sheep noun a sheep lying on its
back and unable to get up again

casual labourcasual labour /�k��uəl �leibə/ noun
workers who are hired for short periods
from time to time
casual labourercasual labourer /�k��uəl �leibərə/,
casual worker /�k��uəl �w��kə/ noun a
worker who is hired for a short period from
time to time, e.g. a student hired to pick
soft fruit
CATCAT /k�t/ abbreviation Centre for Alter-
native Technology
catabolismcatabolism /kə |�t�bəliz(ə)m/ noun the
breaking down of complex chemicals into
simple chemicals
catchcatch noun the amount of fish caught �
regulations to limit the herring catch �
verb to hunt and take animals, usually fish
catch cropcatch crop noun 1. a fast-growing crop
grown in the time interval between two
main crops 2. a fast-growing crop planted
between the rows of a main crop
catching pencatching pen noun a pen into which
sheep are put while waiting to be sheared
catchmentcatchment /�k�tʃmənt/, catchment
area noun an area of land, sometimes
extremely large, that collects and drains the
rainwater that falls on it, e.g. the area round
a lake or the basin of a river. Also called
drainage area, drainage basin
Catchment Sensitive FarmingCatchment Sensitive Farming noun
methods of farming which help reduce
pollution in water catchment areas by, e.g.,
reducing the amount of fertiliser and pesti-
cide used on the land
catchwater draincatchwater drain noun a type of drain
designed to take rainwater from sloping
ground
caterpillarcaterpillar noun a soft-bodied larva of
many species of butterflies and moths.
Caterpillars feed mainly on foliage, but can
also attack roots, seeds and bark of crops.
caterpillar tractorcaterpillar tractor noun a tractor with a
revolving set of linked metal plates on
either side in place of wheels
cationcation /�k�taiən/ noun an ion with a
positive electric charge
cation exchange capacitycation exchange capacity noun a
measure of the fertility of soil which
describes its ability to hold and supply
nutrients. Abbr CEC
cats’ facescats’ faces noun same as field pansy
cattlecattle plural noun domestic farm animals
raised for their milk, meat and hide. Class:
Bovidae. � herds of cattle � dairy cattle

COMMENT: Domesticated cattle belong to
the genus Bos, of the family Bovidae,
and within the genus there are a number
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of different species. The European
domesticated cattle are Bos taurus; the
Indian and African domesticated cattle
are Bos indicus; the buffalo is Bos
bubalus. The main breeds of European
dairy cattle are: Ayrshire, Dairy Short-
horn, Friesian, Guernsey, Holstein and
Jersey. The dairy cow is one of the most
valuable domesticated animals, provid-
ing high-quality human foods. Milk is the
main product, although cull cows are an
important source of meat. The main
breeds of beef cattle are: Aberdeen
Angus, Beef Shorthorn, Charolais,
Devon, Galloway, Hereford. The main
dual-purpose breeds (i.e. breeds which
provide both beef and dairy products)
are Dexter, South Devon and Welsh
Black.

cattle gridcattle grid noun a type of grill made of
parallel bars, covering a hole dug in the
road. It prevents stock from crossing the
grid and leaving their pasture, but allows
vehicles and humans to pass.
Cattle Health Certification StandardsCattle Health Certification Stand-
ards plural noun an umbrella organisation
for various cattle health schemes operating
in the UK, which sets common standards
for testing for non-notifiable diseases.
Abbr CHCS
cattle identification documentcattle identification document,
cattle passport noun a document which
identifies an animal and shows its move-
ments from owner to owner. Abbr CID
cattlemancattleman /�k�t(ə)lm�n/ noun a person
who looks after cattle
cattle plaguecattle plague noun a disease of cattle,
eradicated from the UK in 1877, but still
found in parts of Asia and Africa
cattle rustlercattle rustler noun a person who steals
cattle
cattle rustlingcattle rustling noun the stealing of
cattle
Cattle Tracing SystemCattle Tracing System, Cattle
Tracing Scheme noun a computerised
system in place in the UK which registers
cattle and their movements from birth to
death
cauliflowercauliflower noun a plant of the cabbage
family, with a large white head made up of
a mass of curds
cavingscavings /�keiviŋz/ noun broken pieces
of straw from a threshing machine
cayenne peppercayenne pepper /�keien �pepə/ noun a
plant (Capsicum frutescens) producing a
pungent red pepper from ground dried
pods

CayugaCayuga /k� |�ju��ə/ noun a breed of duck
which produces dark green eggs and has
shiny green-black plumage
CCFRACCFRA abbreviation Campden and Chor-
leywood Food Research Association
CCWCCW abbreviation Countryside Council
for Wales
CdCd symbol cadmium
CECCEC abbreviation cation exchange
capacity
cedarcedar noun a large coniferous tree
belonging to several genera, including
Thuya and Cedrus
CEFASCEFAS abbreviation Centre for Environ-
mental, Fisheries and Aquaculture Science
CEHCEH abbreviation Centre for Ecology and
Hydrology
celeriacceleriac /si |�leri�k/ noun a variety of
celery with a thick edible root. The root is
used as a vegetable in soups and salads.
celerycelery noun a vegetable plant (Apium
graveolens), with thick edible leaf stalks.
The plant is grown in trenches to help
growth and to blanch the stems, although
some varieties are self-blanching.
cellcell noun the basic independently func-
tioning unit of all plant and animal tissue

COMMENT: A biological cell is a unit which
can reproduce itself. It is made up of a
jelly-like substance (cytoplasm) which
surrounds a nucleus and contains many
other small organelles which are differ-
ent according to the type of cell. Cells
reproduce by division (mitosis) and the
chemical reactions that occur with them
are the basis of metabolism. The proc-
ess of division and reproduction of cells
is how the human body is formed.

cellularcellular adjective 1. referring to the cells
of organisms 2. made of many similar parts
connected together
cellulosecellulose /�seljυləυs/ noun 1. a carbohy-
drate which makes up a large percentage of
plant matter, especially cell walls 2. a
chemical substance processed from wood,
used for making paper, film and artificial
fibres

COMMENT: Cellulose is not digestible by
humans, and is passed through the
digestive system as roughage.

CelsiusCelsius noun a scale of temperature
where the freezing point of water is 0° and
the boiling point is 100°. Symbol C.
Former name centigrade (NOTE: It is used
in many countries, but not in the USA,
where the Fahrenheit system is still
commonly used.)
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COMMENT: To convert Celsius tempera-
tures to Fahrenheit, multiply by 1.8 and
add 32. So 20°C is equal to 68°F.

Celtic field systemCeltic field system noun � field
censuscensus noun a survey of a specific popu-
lation to assess numbers and other features
centigradecentigrade /�senti�reid/ noun same as
Celsius
Central Scotland Forest TrustCentral Scotland Forest Trust noun
an alliance created with the aim of creating
more and larger woodland areas across
Central Scotland. Abbr CSFT
Central Veterinary LaboratoryCentral Veterinary Laboratory noun
a veterinary service set up to assist the
Government’s department for agriculture
and food by researching infectious
diseases. Abbr CVL
Centre for Agricultural StrategyCentre for Agricultural Strategy
noun an organisation which carries out
independent research into agricultural
development issues, based at the Univer-
sity of Reading. Abbr CAS
Centre for Alternative TechnologyCentre for Alternative Technology
noun an association that advises on
sustainable and environmentally sound
methods in technological development.
Abbr CAT
Centre for Ecology and HydrologyCentre for Ecology and Hydrology
noun a UK organisation that does research
on and monitors terrestrial and freshwater
environments. Abbr CEH
Centre for Environmental, Fisheries and Aquaculture ScienceCentre for Environmental, Fish-
eries and Aquaculture Science
noun a research and advisory agency run
by Defra, which investigates aquatic
science and contamination
centrifugalcentrifugal /�sentri |�fju��(ə)l, sen|

�trifjυ�(ə)l/ adjective going away from
the centre
centrifugal sugarcentrifugal sugar noun a type of raw
sugar containing 96% to 98% sucrose,
which has been isolated from sugar beet or
cane by standard extraction processes
centrifugationcentrifugation /�sentrifju� |��eiʃ(ə)n/
noun the separation of the components of a
liquid in a centrifuge. Also called centri-
fuging
centrifugecentrifuge /�sentrifju�d�/ noun a
device which uses centrifugal force to
separate or remove liquids � verb to sepa-
rate liquids by using centrifugal force �
The rotating vanes of the breather centri-
fuge the oil from the mist.
centrifugingcentrifuging /�sentrifju�d�iŋ/ noun
same as centrifugation

cepcep /sep/ noun an edible mushroom-like
fungus (Boletus edulis)
cerealcereal noun a type of grass which is culti-
vated for its grains. Cereals are used espe-
cially to make flour for breadmaking, for
animal feed or for producing alcohol.
(NOTE: The main cereals are wheat, rice,
barley, maize and oats.)

COMMENT: Cereals are all members of
the Graminales family. Oats, wheat, bar-
ley, maize and rye are commonly grown
in colder temperate areas, and rice, sor-
ghum and millet in warmer regions.
Cereal production has considerably
expanded and improved with the intro-
duction of better methods of sowing,
combine harvesters, grain driers, bulk
handling and chemical aids such as her-
bicides, fungicides, insecticides and
growth regulators.

cereal standscereal stands plural noun fields of
standing cereal crops
cerebrocortical necrosiscerebrocortical necrosis
/�serəbrəυkɔ�tik(ə)l ne |�krəυsis/ noun a
disease of sheep caused by thiamine defi-
ciency. The animal appears blind and fits
may follow.
cerebrospinal fluidcerebrospinal fluid /�serəbrəυ|

spain(ə)l �flu�id/ noun the colourless fluid
that fills the spaces around and within the
brain and spinal cord to cushion against
injury
certificatecertificate noun an official paper which
states something, e.g. the National Certifi-
cate in Agriculture
certificate of attestationcertificate of attestation noun a
certificate given to an attested herd
certificate of bad husbandrycertificate of bad husbandry noun a
certificate issued to a tenant farmer by an
Agricultural Land Tribunal if the tenant is
inefficient and unable to farm to a satisfac-
tory standard
certificationcertification /sə|�tifi |�keiʃ(ə)n/ noun the
process of obtaining or giving approval for
something such as carrying out a particular
type of test, or of obtaining a certificate to
prove that something is what it claims to be
certified seedcertified seed noun seed which has
been successfully tested for purity, disease
and weed contamination and is granted
certification for sale

‘But payments for farm-saved stocks are
making up an increasingly significant
proportion of income, thanks to an EU
decision in 1994 that allowed breeders to
collect royalties on such seed, provided
the rate is “sensibly lower” than the
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amount levied on certified seed.’ [Farmers
Weekly]

certified stockcertified stock noun a stock of grain
which has been approved for delivery
certifycertify verb to give official approval to
something, or to say officially that some-
thing is what it claims to be
cesspoolcesspool /�sespu�l/, cesspit /�sespit/
noun a tank for household sewage,
constructed in the ground near a house
which is not connected to the main
drainage system, and in which the waste is
stored before being pumped out for
disposal somewhere else
CFCUCFCU abbreviation Counter Fraud and
Compliance Unit
chaffchaff /tʃɑ�f, tʃ�f/ noun 1. husks of corn
which separate from the grain during
threshing 2. short lengths of cut straw, used
as feed for ruminants and as a component
of manures
chainchain noun 1. a number of metal rings
attached together to make a line 2. a
measure of length equal to 22 yards, origi-
nally measured with a chain, called
Gunter’s chain
chain harrowchain harrow noun a type of harrow
built in a similar way to a piece of chain-
link fencing. The links may be plain or
spiked, the spiked type being used to aerate
grassland.
chain-link fencingchain-link fencing noun material for
fencing, made of an open web of thick wire
links, twisted together; supplied on a roll, it
is one of the easiest forms of fencing to put
in place
chalazachalaza /kə|�leizə/ noun a coil of fibrous
protein which holds the yolk in the centre
of the egg
chalkchalk noun a fine white limestone rock
formed of calcium carbonate

COMMENT: Chalk is found widely in many
parts of northern Europe. Formed from
animal organisms it is also used as an
additive (E170) in white flour. Ground
chalk is used for liming soils. The sharp-
edged flints of various sizes found in
soils overlying some of the chalk forma-
tions in Europe, are very wearing on
farm implements.

chalkychalky adjective referring to soil which is
contains a lot of chalk
challenge feedingchallenge feeding noun the process of
feeding dairy cows with concentrates to
provide extra nourishment
chamomilechamomile /�k�məmail/ noun �

mayweed

chandlerchandler /�tʃɑ�ndlə/ noun a person who
sells or supplies goods, e.g. a seed chandler
or corn chandler
channelchannel noun a bed of a river or stream �
verb to send water in a particular direction
(NOTE: British English is channelled –
channelling, but the US spelling is chan-
neled – channeling.)
channelisechannelise /�tʃ�nəlaiz/, channelize
verb to straighten a stream which has many
bends, in order to make the water flow
faster
Channel Island breedsChannel Island breeds plural noun
the Guernsey and Jersey breeds of dairy
cattle
chaptalisationchaptalisation /�tʃ�ptəlai |�zeiʃ(ə)n/,
chaptalization noun the addition of sugar
to wine in order to increase the amount of
alcohol that the wine contains
charlockcharlock /�tʃɑ�lɒk/ noun a widespread
weed (Sinapis arvensis) mainly affecting
spring cereals and other spring crops; also
commonly called brasics or wild mustard
CharmoiseCharmoise /�ʃɑ�mwɑ�z/ noun a breed
of sheep found in central France
CharolaisCharolais /�ʃ�rəlei/, Charollais noun 1.
a breed of beef cattle which originated in
central France, is creamy white in colour
and is valued for its fast growth and lean
meat 2. a breed of sheep originating in
France and having a characteristic ‘red’
face
chatschats /tʃ�ts/ plural noun small potatoes,
separated from larger potatoes during the
grading process
CHCSCHCS abbreviation Cattle Health Certifi-
cation Standards
CheddarCheddar noun a hard yellow cheese,
originally made in the West Country
cheesecheese noun food made from cow’s milk
curds (NOTE: Cheese is also made from
goat’s milk, and more rarely from ewe’s
milk. The curd is pressed and left to mature
for a period of time (longer in the case of
hard cheese). There are many varieties of
both hard and soft cheese: the British
Caerphilly, Gloucester, Cheddar and
Cheshire are all hard cheeses; the French
Brie and Camembert are soft.)
chelateschelates /�ki�leits/ plural noun
compounds of trace elements and organic
substances which are water-soluble and
may be safely applied as foliar sprays or to
the soil
chem-chem- /kem/ prefix referring to chemistry
or chemicals
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chemicalchemical noun a substance formed of
chemical elements or produced by a chem-
ical process � the widespread use of chem-
icals in agriculture � The machine anal-
yses the chemicals found in the collected
samples. � adjective 1. referring to chem-
istry or chemicals 2. made by humans from
a combination of substances or chemical
elements and not produced naturally
(informal ) � an unpleasant chemical taste
chemical elementchemical element noun a substance
such as iron, calcium or oxygen, which
exists independently and is not formed
from a combination of other substances
chemical fertiliserchemical fertiliser noun same as artifi-
cial fertiliser
chemical food poisoningchemical food poisoning noun
poisoning by chemical substances in food,
e.g. by toxic substances naturally present
in some plants or insecticides in processed
food
Chemical Industries AssociationChemical Industries Association
noun a trade association in the UK repre-
senting the chemical and chemistry-using
industries. Abbr CIA
Chemical of ConcernChemical of Concern noun � List of
Chemicals of Concern
chemical scorechemical score noun comparison of
the relative protein values of particular
foodstuffs, tested in laboratory experi-
ments
chemistrychemistry noun the study of substances,
elements and compounds and their reac-
tions with each other
chemotherapeuticchemotherapeutic /�ki�məυθerə |

�pju�tik/ adjective using chemicals that
have been either synthesised or produced
by the action of living organisms to treat
diseases
chemotrophchemotroph /�ki�məυtrɒf/ noun an
organism which converts the energy found
in organic chemical compounds into more
complex energy, without using sunlight.
Compare phototroph
chemotrophicchemotrophic /�keməυ |�trɒfik/ adjec-
tive referring to something which obtains
energy from sources such as organic
matter. Compare phototrophic (NOTE:
Most animals are chemotrophic.)
CherCher /ʃeə/ � Berrichon du Cher
chernozemchernozem /�tʃ��nəυzem/ noun a dark
fertile soil, rich in organic matter, found in
the temperate grass-covered plains of
Russia and North and South America. Also
called black earth

cherrycherry noun 1. a small usually sweet fruit
with a single hard stone at its centre, which
is usually either yellow, red, or purple in
colour 2. a tree that produces cherries
cherry plumcherry plum noun a cooking plum
(Prunus cerasifera) which is small and
usually bright red
cherry tomatocherry tomato noun a variety of tomato
(Lycopersicon esculentum) with very small
fruit
chervilchervil /�tʃ��vil/ noun a herb (Anthriscus
cerefolium) used as a garnish and also in
salads and soups
CheshireCheshire /�tʃəʃə/ noun a crumbly hard
white British cheese
CheviotCheviot /�tʃi�viət/ noun a large, hardy
breed of sheep which is white-faced and
usually hornless. The short, thick wool is
of good quality, of middle length and fairly
dense.
Chewings fescueChewings fescue /�tʃu�iŋz �feskju�/
noun a common variety of grass used for
pastures in New Zealand
ChianinaChianina /�kiə |�ni�nə/ noun a breed of
beef cattle, originating in Tuscany in Italy.
One of the largest breeds of cattle, it is
white in colour with black hooves, muzzle
and horn tips. It is a dual-purpose breed,
used both for beef production and as
draught animals.
chickchick noun a young, newly hatched bird,
up to the time when it is weaned from the
hen or brooder
chickenchicken noun 1. a young bird of a
domestic fowl 2. the meat of domestic
poultry

COMMENT: Chicken manure is now being
used as fuel in programmes to set up
renewable energy power stations.

chickpeachickpea noun a legume crop, grown for
its large round pale-yellow seeds. It is
important in India and Pakistan as a source
of protein. Genus: Cicer arietinum. Also
called gram
chickweedchickweed /�tʃikwi�d/ noun a wide-
spread choking weed (Stellaria media)
which is found in cereals and grass and
germinates and flowers all the year round.
Also called white bird’s-eye
chicorychicory /�tʃikəri/ noun a blue-flowered
plant (Cichorium intybus) cultivated for its
salad leaves and roots. Dried chicory root
is used as a substitute for coffee.
Chief Veterinary OfficerChief Veterinary Officer noun the
managing head of a state veterinary
service. Abbr CVO
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chillchill verb to preserve by cooling to a
temperature just above freezing. � cook
chill
chillichilli noun 1. same as chilli pepper 2. a
very pungent spice or sauce made from
ground chilli peppers and other ingredients
chilli pepperchilli pepper noun a small seed pod, red
or green in colour, from the plant
Capsicum frutescens which has a very hot
taste
chillshelterchillshelter /�tʃilʃeltə/ noun a feeding
area surrounded by a high embankment to
protect the cattle against the cold
chill starvationchill starvation noun a disease affecting
very young lambs, caused by loss of body
heat during severe weather conditions
ChinchillaChinchilla /tʃin|�tʃilə/ noun a small
rabbit important for its soft grey fur
Chinese gooseChinese goose /�tʃaini�z ��u�s/ noun a
breed of goose with a lighter carcass,
raised for meat production
chip basketchip basket noun a basket woven from
thin strips of wood
chisel ploughchisel plough noun a plough with a
heavy-duty frame, with tines bolted to it.
Rigid tines are normally used, and each
tine has a point which can be replaced.
chitchit /tʃit/ noun a shoot or sprout � verb to
promote germination in seed before
sowing, especially to set up seed potatoes
to sprout before planting them � About half
of the potato crops in the UK are grown
from chitting tubers.
chitterlingschitterlings /�tʃitəliŋz/ plural noun the
small intestines of pigs, used for food
chitting housechitting house noun a storage building
for trays of potatoes, where they are kept to
sprout before planting
chiveschives noun an onion-like herb (Allium
schoenoprasum) of which the leaves are
used as a garnish or in soups and salads
chlamydiosischlamydiosis /klə|�midi |�əυsis/ noun a
bacterial infection which is transmitted by
infected birds such as ducks and pigeons

COMMENT: Symptoms can be similar to
those of flu, or in bad cases, pneumonia
and hepatitis. The disease comes from
birds and their feathers, and affects par-
ticularly poultrymen. It can also affect
sheep and lambs.

chlor-chlor- /klɔ�r/ prefix same as chloro-
chloridechloride /�klɔ�raid/ noun a salt of hydro-
chloric acid
chlorinatedchlorinated adjective treated with chlo-
rine

chlorinated hydrocarbonchlorinated hydrocarbon noun a
compound containing chlorine, carbon and
hydrogen that remains in the environment
after use and may accumulate in the food
chain, e.g. an organochlorine pesticide
such as lindane or DDT, an industrial
chemical such as a polychlorinated
biphenyl (PCB), or a chlorine waste
product such as a dioxin

COMMENT: Chlorinated hydrocarbon
insecticides include DDT, aldrin and lin-
dane. These types of insecticide are very
persistent, with a long half-life of up to 15
years, while organophosphorous insecti-
cides have a much shorter life. Chlorin-
ated hydrocarbon insecticides not only
kill insects, but also enter the food chain
and kill small animals and birds which
feed on the insects

chlorinationchlorination /�klɔ�ri |�neiʃ(ə)n/ noun
sterilisation by adding chlorine

COMMENT: Chlorination is used to kill
bacteria in drinking water, in swimming
pools and sewage farms, and has many
industrial applications such as sterilisa-
tion in food processing.

chlorinatorchlorinator /�klɔ�rineitə/ noun an appa-
ratus for adding chlorine to water
chlorinechlorine noun a greenish chemical
element, used to sterilise water and for
bleaching
chloro-chloro- /klɔ�rəυ/ prefix 1. chlorine 2.
green
chlorophyllchlorophyll /�klɒrəfil/ noun a green
pigment in plants and some algae

COMMENT: Chlorophyll absorbs light
energy from the Sun and supplies plants
with the energy to enable them to carry
out photosynthesis. It is also used as a
colouring (E140) in processed food.

ChlorophytaChlorophyta /klɒr|�ɒfitə/ noun a large
group of algae that possess chlorophyll
chlorosischlorosis /klɔ� |�rəυsis/ noun a reduction
of chlorophyll in plants, making the leaves
turn yellow
chlorpyrifoschlorpyrifos /klɔ�|�pirifɒs/ noun an
organophosphate insecticide used on a
wide range of crops
chocolate spotchocolate spot noun a fungal disease
of winter beans, occurring in two forms,
Botrytis cinerea or the more severe
Botrytis fabae. The disease appears as
small round brown spots on leaves and
stems. In bad attacks, the symptoms move
to flowers and pods.
chokechoke noun 1. stiff hairs inside the head
of an artichoke. The hairs have to be
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removed before the heart can be eaten. 2. a
disease of grasses appearing as a white
fungus that develops out of the leaves and
surrounds the young flower stalk. It
reduces the seed crop. � verb 1. to kill and
animal or plant by cutting off air or light �
The small plants were choked by weeds. 2.
to fill something such as a channel so that
nothing can move through it � The
drainage channels were choked with water
weed.
chop downchop down verb to cut through the trunk
of a tree with an axe, so that the tree falls
down
chorionic gonadotrophinchorionic gonadotrophin /kɔ�ri|

�ɒnik ��əυnədəυ |�trəυfin/ noun a
hormone produced by the placenta in
mammals that helps maintain a pregnancy
C horizonC horizon noun rock underlying the soil.
� horizon
Chorleywood bread processChorleywood bread process
/�tʃɔ�liwυd �bred �prəυses/ noun a
method of making bread, developed by the
British Baking Industries Research Asso-
ciation, in which the long fermentation
period is eliminated by mixing the dough
vigorously by mechanical means
chromosomalchromosomal /�krəυmə |�səυm(ə)l/
adjective referring to chromosomes
chromosomechromosome noun a thin structure in
the nucleus of a cell, formed of DNA
which carries the genes (NOTE: Different
types of organism have different numbers
of chromosomes.)
chronicchronic adjective referring to a disease or
condition which lasts for a long time � The
forest was suffering from chronic soil acid-
ification. Compare acute
chrysalischrysalis /�krisəlis/ noun 1. a stage in
the development of a butterfly or moth
when the pupa is protected in a hard case 2.
the hard case in which a pupa is protected
chrysanthemumchrysanthemum noun a genus of
composite plants, many of which are culti-
vated for their flowers (NOTE: The insecti-
cide pyrethrum is derived from Chrysan-
themum roseum.)
churnchurn noun a large metal milk container
� verb to shake a liquid violently to mix it
CIACIA abbreviation Chemical Industries
Association
CIDCID abbreviation cattle identification
document
-cide-cide suffix killing
cidercider noun a fermented drink made from
apple juice

cider presscider press noun a device for crushing
apples to extract the juice to make cider
cinnamoncinnamon noun the aromatic inner bark
from a tropical tree, (Cinnamomum zeylan-
icum), used as a spice
circulationcirculation noun same as circulation of
the blood
circulation of carboncirculation of carbon noun the
process by which carbon atoms from
carbon dioxide are incorporated into
organic compounds in plants during photo-
synthesis (NOTE: The carbon atoms are
then oxidised into carbon dioxide again
during respiration by the plants or by
herbivores which eat them and by carni-
vores which eat the herbivores, so
releasing carbon to go round the cycle
again.)
circulation of the bloodcirculation of the blood noun the
movement of blood around the body from
the heart through the arteries to the capil-
laries and back to the heart through the
veins
citrus fruitcitrus fruit noun the edible fruits of ever-
green citrus trees, grown throughout the
tropics and subtropics; the most important
are oranges, lemons, grapefruit and limes.
Citrus fruit have thick skin and are very
acidic.
city farmcity farm noun a community project that
uses an area of wasteland in an inner-city
or urban fringe area for farming and
gardening with an ecological approach to
the management of land and resources
CIWFCIWF abbreviation Compassion in World
Farming
CJDCJD abbreviation Creutzfeldt-Jakob
disease
ClCl symbol chlorine
CLACLA abbreviation 1. caseous lymphaden-
itis 2. Country Land and Business Associ-
ation
clampclamp noun a method of storing root
crops in the open, in which the crop is
heaped into a pile and covered with straw
and earth � verb to store crops or silage in
a clamp

COMMENT: Silage is also kept in clamps,
originally trenches dug into the ground
into which the crop was tipped and then
covered. Silage may be clamped as a
mound often covered with polythene
sheeting which is weighed down with old
tyres or railway sleepers.

clartsclarts /klɑ�ts/ plural noun dung attached
to fleece of sheep
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classical swine feverclassical swine fever noun � swine
fever
clayclay noun a type of heavy non-porous soil
made of fine particles of silicate
clayeyclayey /�kleii/ adjective containing clay �
These plants do best in clayey soils.
clayingclaying /�kleiiŋ/ noun the application of
clay to sandy soils and black fen soils to
improve their texture
claypanclaypan /�kleip�n/ noun a hollow on the
surface of clay land where rain collects
clay soilsclay soils plural noun soils with more
than 35% clay size material (NOTE: Clay
soils are sticky when wet and can hold
more water than most other types of soil.
They lie wet in the winter, and are liable to
poaching. They are slow to warm in spring
time. In long periods of dry weather, clay
soils become hard and wide cracks may
form.)
clean cattleclean cattle noun cattle which have not
been used for breeding
clean cropclean crop noun a measure of the
amount of wheat or other cereal not mixed
with seeds of other plants
clean landclean land noun land which is free of
weeds
clean pastureclean pasture noun pasture that has
been left ungrazed for four to six weeks
after contamination with parasitic worm
larvae, and is considered free of the para-
sites
cleansingcleansing /�klenziŋ/ noun same as
afterbirth
clearclear verb to remove plants to prepare
open land for cultivation � They cleared
hectares of jungle to make a new road to
the capital. � We are clearing rainforest at
a faster rate than before.
clearanceclearance noun the action of clearing
land for cultivation
clearcutclearcut /�kliək�t/ noun the cutting
down of all the trees in an area � verb to
clear an area of forest by cutting down all
the trees
clearcuttingclearcutting, clearfelling noun cutting
down all the trees in an area at the same
time � The greatest threat to wildlife is the
destruction of habitats by clearfelling the
forest for paper pulp.

COMMENT: Clearcutting is a way of man-
aging a forest. Once the felled timber
has been removed, the land is cleared of
stumps and roots, and then sown with
new tree seed.

clearfellclearfell /kliə |�fel/ verb same as clearcut

cleaverscleavers /�kli�vəz/ noun a widespread
weed (Galium aparine) affecting winter
cereals, oilseed and early-sown spring
crops. It has seed pods (burs) with tiny
hooks which catch onto the coats of
passing animals. Also called goosegrass
clegcleg /kle�/ noun same as horsefly
Cleveland BayCleveland Bay /�kli�vlənd �bei/ noun a
breed of light draught horse
clevisclevis /�klevis/ noun a U-shaped iron
attachment, used to couple an implement
to a tractor towbar
click beetleclick beetle noun a brown beetle (Agri-
otes species), whose larvae are wireworms
which attack cereals by eating the plants
just below the soil surface
climate changeclimate change noun a long-term alter-
ation in global weather patterns, occurring
naturally, as in a glacial or post-glacial
period, or as a result of atmospheric pollu-
tion (NOTE: Sometimes climate change is
used interchangeably with ‘global
warming’, but scientists tend to use the
term in the wider sense to include natural
changes in the climate.)

‘Keen to seize the opportunity, Mr
Kendall emphasised the important role
agriculture plays in sustaining rural
communities, maintaining the
environment, providing a safe and
constant supply of food and its unique
position in helping to tackle climate
change.’ [Farmers Weekly]

climate change levyclimate change levy noun a tax on the
use of energy by sectors such as agriculture
and industry, aimed at promoting energy
efficiency and reducing emissions of
greenhouse gases
climaxclimax noun the final stage in the devel-
opment of plant colonisation of a specific
site, when changes occur within a mature
and relatively stable community
clingstoneclingstone /�kliŋstəυn/ adjective refer-
ring to varieties of peach where the flesh is
attached to the stone. Compare freestone
clipclip verb to cut the wool from a sheep �
noun the total amount of wool obtained
from a sheep or from a whole flock
clippersclippers /�klipəz/ plural noun shears,
used for clipping sheep
cloacacloaca /kləυ |�eikə/ noun the terminal
region of the gut with the intestinal, urinary
and genital canals opening into it (NOTE: It
is present in reptiles, amphibians, birds,
many fishes, and in some invertebrates.)
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clochecloche /klɒʃ/ noun a covering of either
glass or plastic, which can be carried from
place to place and is used to protect seed-
beds
clodclod /klɒd/ noun a large lump of soil
which may be difficult to break down into
tilth. Clods will affect the quality of a
seedbed.
cloneclone noun 1. a group of cells derived
from a single cell by asexual reproduction
and therefore identical to the first cell 2. an
organism produced asexually, either natu-
rally or by means such as taking cuttings
from a plant 3. a group of organisms all of
which have been derived from a single
individual by asexual means � verb to
reproduce an individual organism by
asexual means
cloningcloning noun the reproduction of an indi-
vidual organism by asexual means
closed canopyclosed canopy noun a canopy which
either has achieved complete cover or
intercepts 95% of visible light
closewoolclosewool /�kləυswυl/ noun one of the
breeds of sheep with short dense wool, e.g.
the Devon closewool
clostridialclostridial /klɒ |�stridiəl/ adjective refer-
ring to Clostridium
clostridial diseaseclostridial disease noun a disease
such as pasteurellosis caused by
Clostridium
ClostridiumClostridium /klɒ |�stridiəm/ noun a type
of bacterium (NOTE: Species of Clostridium
cause botulism, tetanus and gas
gangrene, but also increase the nitrogen
content of soil.)
clotclot verb (of blood) to become thick and
stop flowing, forming a scab if exposed to
the air � noun a mass of thickened blood
that forms over a wound or in a blood
vessel
clotted creamclotted cream noun a type of cream
which has been heated and so becomes
more solid
cloveclove noun a dried flower bud of a tree
(Eugenia caryophyllata) used for
flavouring
cloven hoofcloven hoof /�kləυv(ə)n �hu�f/ noun the
divided hoof of animals such as cattle,
sheep and pigs
clove of garlicclove of garlic noun a small bulb in a
cluster of garlic
cloverclover noun a large genus (Trifolium) of
leguminous plants, with trefoil leaves and
small flowers

COMMENT: Clovers are essential plants
for the longer ley and permanent pas-
ture. They are nitrogen fixing plants, and
with their creeping habit of growth they
knit the sward together and help keep
out other weeds. The clovers of agricul-
tural importance are the red and white
clovers.

cloxacillincloxacillin /�klɒksə|�silin/ noun a type of
antibiotic
club rootclub root noun a fungal disease (Plasmo-
diophora brassicae) affecting brassicas,
causing swelling and distortion of the roots
and stunted growth. Also called finger and
toe
clumpingclumping /�kl�mpiŋ/ noun the gathering
together of a large number of things in a
mass
Clun forestClun forest /�kl�n �fɒrist/ noun a hardy
grass hill breed of sheep which has fine
dense fleece, a dark brown face and a
permanent topknot which extends out over
the forehead
clustercluster noun the four cup attachments of
a milking machine, attached to the teats of
the cow’s udder
clutchclutch noun a set of eggs laid by a bird
ClydesdaleClydesdale /�klaidzdeil/ noun a breed
of heavy draught horse, originating in
Scotland. It is brown or black in colour,
with a mass of white ‘feathers’ at the feet.
CMPPCMPP abbreviation mecoprop
CoCo symbol cobalt
coarsecoarse adjective referring to a particle or
feature which is larger than others �
Coarse sand fell to the bottom of the liquid
as sediment, while the fine grains remained
suspended.
coarse grainscoarse grains plural noun cereal crops
such as maize, barley, millet, oats, rye and
sorghum which are less fine than wheat or
rice

‘A US Department of Agriculture report
released this week cut wheat production
and coarse grain stocks by more than
expected, sending Chicago futures sharply
higher.’ [Farmers Weekly]

coatcoat noun the hair on the body of an
animal � Some breeds of goat have very
thick coats.

COMMENT: Most animals have a thicker
topcoat of coarse hair, which gives pro-
tection against the weather and a softer
undercoat of fine wool which keeps the
animal’s body warm.

cobcob /kɒb/ noun 1. a sturdy short-legged
riding horse 2. same as corn cob 3. a
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mixture of clay, gravel and straw used as a
building material
cobaltcobalt noun a metallic element. It is used
to make alloys.
cob nutcob nut noun a large hazel nut
coccidioidomycosiscoccidioidomycosis /kɒk|�sidiɔi |

�dəυmai|�kəυsis/ noun a lung disease
caused by inhaling spores of the fungus
Coccidioides immitis
coccidiosiscoccidiosis /�kɒksidi |�əυsis/ noun a
parasitic disease of livestock and poultry
affecting the intestines
coccuscoccus /�kɒkəs/ noun a bacterium
shaped like a ball (NOTE: The plural is
cocci.)
CochinCochin /�kɒtʃin/ noun a breed of
domestic fowl originating in China
cochinealcochineal /�kɒtʃi |�ni�l/ noun a red
colouring matter obtained from the dried
body of an insect, the female concilla
(Coccus cacti) found in Mexico, Central
America and the West Indies
cockcock noun 1. a male bird 2. (of poultry) a
male chicken over 18 months old
cockerelcockerel noun a young male chicken, up
to 18 months old
cocksfootcocksfoot /�kɒksfυt/ noun a perennial
grass (Dactylis glomerata). A high-
yielding, deep-rooting grass, which is
resistant to drought and sometimes used in
pasture.
Code of Good Agricultural PracticeCode of Good Agricultural Prac-
tice noun a set of standards and guidelines
for agricultural practices, which must be
set up by law in each country in the EU.
Abbr COGAP
CodexCodex /�kəυdeks/ noun a United Nations
food standards body run by FAO and WHO
to develop international food safety and
quality standards
codlincodlin /�kɒdlin/, codling /�kɒdliŋ/ noun
an apple with a long tapering shape
codling mothcodling moth noun a serious pest, the
larvae of which burrow into apple fruit
codominantcodominant /kəυ |�dɒminənt/ adjective
1. (of a species) (said of two or more
species) being roughly equally abundant in
an area and more abundant than any other
species � There are three codominant tree
species in this forest. 2. referring to alleles
of a gene that are not fully dominant over
other alleles in a heterozygous individual
coeliac diseasecoeliac disease /�si�li�k di|�zi�z/ noun
a disease of the small intestine resulting
from an inability to digest wheat protein
(NOTE: The protein gluten causes the

body’s own immune system to attack and
damage the gut lining.)
coffeecoffee noun 1. a bush or small tree widely
grown in the tropics for its seeds, which are
used to make a drink. Latin name: Coffea
arabica. 2. the drink prepared from the
seeds of coffee bushes

COMMENT: The two main varieties of cof-
fee are Arabica and Robusta. The Ara-
bica shrub, (Coffea arabica) was
originally grown in the southern parts of
the highlands of Ethiopia, and was later
introduced into south-western Arabia.
The Arabica plant only grows well on alti-
tudes of 1,000m and above. It repre-
sents 75% of the world’s total coffee
production. Arabica coffee beans are
generally considered to produce a higher
quality drink than those obtained from
the Robusta coffee plant (Coffea
canephora) which originated in West
Africa. Robusta coffee has a stronger
and more bitter taste than Arabica. The
most important area for growing coffee is
South America, especially Bolivia, Brazil
and Colombia, though it is also grown in
Kenya and Indonesia.

coffee berry borercoffee berry borer /�kɒfi �beri �bɔ�rə/
noun a small beetle which lays its eggs
inside green coffee berries
coffee cherrycoffee cherry noun the red fruit of the
coffee plant, which contains the coffee
beans
coffee rustcoffee rust noun a fungus disease which
attacks coffee plants
COGAPCOGAP abbreviation Code of Good
Agricultural Practice
coircoir /�kɔiə/ noun a rough fibre from the
outer husk of coconuts
ColbredColbred /�kəυlbred/ noun a breed of
sheep of medium size with white face.
When used in cross-breeding, they are
capable of transmitting high fertility and
high milking capacity.
cold framecold frame noun a box construction,
with a glass lid, used for raising or keeping
plants out of doors but with a certain
amount of protection against frost
cold shorteningcold shortening noun chilling meat too
quickly after slaughter, which makes it
tough
cold storagecold storage noun the practice of
keeping perishable produce in a refriger-
ated room or container, before moving it to
market or to a retailer. The low temperature
inhibits bacterial and fungal activity.
cold treatmentcold treatment noun the use of freezing
to disinfest storage containers
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coleoptilecoleoptile /�kɒli |�ɒptail/ noun a sheath
which protects the stem tip (plumule) of a
germinating grass seed as it grows to the
surface
coliccolic noun pain in any part of the intes-
tinal tract, especially a symptom of abdom-
inal pain in horses
coliformcoliform /�kɒlifɔ�m/ adjective referring
to bacteria which are similar in shape to
Escherichia coli
collarcollar noun a leather-covered roll put
round a horse’s neck, to carry the weight of
a plough or cart which the horse is pulling
colliecollie /�kɒli/ noun Scottish breed of
sheepdog
colloidcolloid /�kɒlɔid/ noun a substance with
very small particles that do not settle but
remain in suspension in a liquid
colloidalcolloidal /kə |�lɔid(ə)l/ adjective referring
to a colloid
colloidallycolloidally /kə|�lɔidəli/ adverb � colloi-
dally dispersed particles particles which
remain in suspension in a liquid
coloncolon noun the large intestine, running
from the caecum to the rectum
colonial animalcolonial animal noun an animal which
usually lives in colonies, e.g. an ant
colonisationcolonisation /�kɒlənai|�zeiʃ(ə)n/, colo-
nization noun the act of colonising a place
� Islands are particularly subject to colo-
nisation by species of plants or animals
introduced by people.
colonisecolonise /�kɒlənaiz/, colonize verb (of
plants and animals) to become established
in a new ecosystem � Derelict city sites
rapidly become colonised by plants. � Rats
have colonised the sewers.
colonisercoloniser /�kɒlənaizə/, colonist
/�kɒlənist/ noun an organism that moves
into and establishes itself in a new
ecosystem, e.g. a plant such as a weed
colonycolony noun a group of animals, plants or
microorganisms living together in a place �
a colony of ants
colony systemcolony system noun a poultry rearing
system in which the hens are free to move
around within a large confined space
Colorado beetleColorado beetle /�kɒlərɑ�dəυ
�bi�t(ə)l/ noun a beetle (Leptinotarsa
decemlineata) with black and yellow
stripes which eats and destroys potato
plants
colostrumcolostrum noun a yellowish fluid that is
rich in antibodies and minerals produced
by a mother after giving birth and prior to
the production of true milk (NOTE: It

provides newborns with immunity to infec-
tions.)
coltcolt noun a young male horse which is
less than four years old, or in the case of
thoroughbreds, less than five years old
coltsfootcoltsfoot /�kəυltsfυt/ noun a perennial
weed (Tussilago farfara)
COMACOMA /�kəυmə/ abbreviation Committee
on Medical Aspects of Food Policy
combcomb noun the red fleshy crest on a fowl
combinecombine noun /�kɒmbain/ same as
combine harvester � verb /kəm |�bain/ to
harvest using a combine harvester � The
men have been combining all day during
the fine weather.
combine drillcombine drill noun a drill which sows
grain and fertiliser at the same time (NOTE:
Some drills have separate tubes for the
seed and the fertiliser, others have one
tube for both. It is important to clean
combine drills after use, as the corrosive
action of the fertiliser can damage the
tubes.)
combine harvestercombine harvester noun a large
machine that cuts a crop, threshes it and
sorts the grain or seed from the straw or
chaff. Combine harvesters are used to
harvest a vast range of crops such as
cereals, grass, peas and oilseed rape.

COMMENT: The combine harvester cuts
the crop, passes it to the threshing
mechanism, then sorts the grain or seed
from the straw or chaff. The straw is left
in a swath behind the combine, and the
chaff is blown out of the back. The grain
is lifted to a hopper from which it is
unloaded into trailers. Most combine har-
vesters are self-propelled, with a cab for
the driver, power steering, and monitor-
ing systems for the key components.
Special attachments used with com-
bines include straw spreaders, pick-up
attachments for grass and clover crops,
and maize pickers.

combing woolcombing wool noun a long-stapled
wool, suitable for combing and making
into worsted
combining peascombining peas plural noun peas
grown on a large scale, which are harvested
with a combine harvester
comfreycomfrey /�k�mfri/ noun a medicinal
herb of the genus Boraginaceae. that is
also used in salads and for composting.
ComiceComice /�kɒmi�s/ � Doyenne du
Comice
commensalcommensal /kə |�mensəl/ noun an
organism which lives on another plant or
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animal but does not harm it or influence it
in any way. � parasite, symbiont � adjec-
tive referring to a commensal
commensalismcommensalism /kə|�mensəliz(ə)m/
noun the state of organisms existing
together as commensals
commercialcommercial adjective 1. referring to
business 2. produced to be sold for profit
commercial grain farmingcommercial grain farming noun a
highly mechanised agricultural system in
which large areas of mid-latitude grass-
lands are given over to cereal cultivation
commercial grazingcommercial grazing noun same as
ranching
commercial marketcommercial market noun a market for
cattle or sheep for meat rather than for
breeding. Compare pedigree market
commercial seedcommercial seed noun seed sold as
being true to kind, but not necessarily pure
comminutecomminute /�kɒminju�t/ verb to grind
meat into very small pieces
Commission of the European UnionCommission of the European
Union noun the executive body of the
European Union
Committee of Professional Agricultural OrganizationsCommittee of Professional Agri-
cultural Organizations noun an
organisation which represents the interests
of farmers from all European member
states. Abbr COPA
Committee on Medical Aspects of Food PolicyCommittee on Medical Aspects of
Food Policy noun a panel which
publishes reports on medical issues
relating to food preparation and packaging.
Abbr COMA
commoditycommodity noun a substance sold in
very large quantities, e.g. raw materials or
foodstuffs such as corn, rice, butter
commodity exchangecommodity exchange noun a place
where commodities are bought and sold
commodity futurescommodity futures plural noun
trading in commodities for delivery at a
later date. The produce will often not yet
have been grown or harvested.
commodity mountaincommodity mountain noun a surplus
of a certain agricultural product produced
in the EU, e.g. the ‘butter mountain.’ � lake
commoncommon adjective belonging to several
different people or to everyone � common
land � noun an area of land to which the
public has access for walking

COMMENT: About 80% of common land is
privately owned and, subject to the inter-
ests of any commoners, owners enjoy
essentially the same rights as the own-
ers of other land. Commoners have dif-
ferent types of ‘rights of common’, e.g. to

graze animals, or to extract sand, gravel
or peat.

Common Agricultural PolicyCommon Agricultural Policy noun a
set of regulations and mechanisms agreed
between members of the European Union
to control the supply, marketing and
pricing of farm produce. Abbr CAP

COMMENT: The European Union has set
up a common system of agricultural
price supports and grants. The system
attempts to encourage stable market
conditions for agricultural produce, to
ensure a fair return for farmers and rea-
sonable market prices for the consumer,
and finally to increase yields and produc-
tivity on farms in the Union. A system of
common prices for the main farm prod-
ucts has been established with interven-
tion buying as the main means of market
support. The first major reforms in 30
years were carried out in 1992 and
included arable set-aside, suckler cow
quotas, ewe quotas, price reductions on
oilseeds, peas, beans, cereals and beet.
The second major CAP reform was in
2003 with the introduction of the Single
Farm Payment Scheme (SFPS), which
brought together individual subsidy
schemes into a single payment calcu-
lated on the land area used.

Common Birds CensusCommon Birds Census noun an
ongoing survey of commonly occurring
birds, run by the British Trust for Orni-
thology
common eyespotcommon eyespot noun � eyespot
common fumitorycommon fumitory noun a widespread
weed (Fumaria officinalis). Also called
beggary
common hemp nettlecommon hemp nettle noun a weed
(Galeopsis tetrahit) found in spring cereals
and vegetables. Also called day-nettle,
glidewort
common pricescommon prices plural noun the prices
obtained by all EU farmers for a wide
range of their products, including beef,
cereals, milk products and sugar. EU regu-
lations involve control on imports and
intervention buying. These prices are
reviewed each year.
communitycommunity noun a group of different
organisms which live together in an area �
the plant community on the sand dunes
compactcompact verb to compress the ground
and make it hard, e.g. by driving over it
with heavy machinery or as the result of a
lot of people walking on it
compactioncompaction /kəm |�p�kʃ(ə)n/,
compacting noun the compression of
ground and making it hard, e.g. by driving
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over it with heavy machinery or as the
result of a lot of people walking on it
companion animalcompanion animal noun an animal
that is kept for company and enjoyable
interaction, rather than for work or food
companion plantcompanion plant noun a plant which
improves the growth of nearby plants or
reduces pest infestation (NOTE: Companion
plants are often used by horticulturists and
gardeners because they encourage growth
or reduce pest infestation in an adjacent
plant.)

COMMENT: Some plants grow better
when planted near others. Beans and
peas help root plants such as carrots
and beetroot. Most herbs (except fennel)
are helpful to other plants. Marigolds
help reduce aphids if they are planted
near plants such as broad beans or
roses which are subject to aphid infesta-
tion. The strong smell of onions is dis-
liked by the carrot fly, so planting onions
near carrots makes sense. On the other
hand, most other plants (and especially
peas and beans) dislike onions and will
not grow well near them.

companion plantingcompanion planting noun the use of
plants that encourage the growth of others
nearby
Compassion in World FarmingCompassion in World Farming
noun a political lobby group which
campaigns for the welfare of livestock and
for humane practices in farming. Abbr
CIWF
compensatory growthcompensatory growth
/�kɒmpənseit(ə)ri ��rəυθ/ noun growth
that occurs after a period of under-feeding
when the animal regains lost weight
competitioncompetition noun the struggle for
limited resources such as food, light or a
mate, occurring between organisms of the
same or different species
complementaritycomplementarity /�kɒmplimen |

�t�riti/ noun nature conservation based on
a balance between wild and domesticated
species in an area
complementary feederscomplementary feeders plural noun
animals which feed in a way which does
not compete with other animals feeding in
the same area. So goats, which browse,
complement sheep which graze.
complete dietcomplete diet noun same as total
mixed ration
complex vertebral malformationcomplex vertebral malformation
noun a congenital condition of Holstein
cattle, symptoms of which include reduced
weight and a misshapen backbone. Abbr
CVM

complicationscomplications plural noun secondary
medical problems developing as part of an
existing medical condition � The patient
may develop complications after surgery.
CompositaeCompositae /kəm |�pɒzitai/ plural noun
former name for Asteraceae
compostcompost noun 1. rotted vegetation or
organic waster, which resembles humus
and is used as fertiliser or mulch 2. a
prepared soil or peat mixture in which
plants are grown in horticulture � verb 1. to
allow organic material to rot and turn into
compost 2. to put compost onto soil or a
particular area of ground
compost activatorcompost activator noun a chemical
added to a compost heap to speed up the
decomposition of decaying plant matter
compost heapcompost heap noun a pile of organic,
especially plant, waste, usually kept in a
container and left to decay gradually, being
turned over occasionally. It is used as a
fertiliser and soil improver.
compostingcomposting noun the controlled
decomposition of organic waste, especially
used for the disposal for plant waste in
gardens or domestic green waste such as
vegetable peelings
composting drumcomposting drum noun a cylindrical
container in which organic waste is rotted
down to make compost
compoundcompound noun a substance made up of
two or more components

COMMENT: Chemical compounds are sta-
ble (i.e. the proportions of the elements
in them are always the same) but they
can be split into their basic elements by
chemical reactions.

compoundercompounder /kɒm |�paυndə/ noun a
company which produces compound feed
compound feedcompound feed noun a type of animal
feed made up of several different ingredi-
ents, including vitamins and minerals,
providing a balanced diet. Compound feed
is usually fed to animals in the form of
compressed pellets.
compound fertilisercompound fertiliser noun a fertiliser
that supplies two or more nutrients. Also
called mixed fertiliser. Compare straight
fertiliser
compulsorycompulsory adjective forced or ordered
by an authority � the compulsory slaughter
of infected animals
compulsory dipping periodcompulsory dipping period noun a
period of time, usually some weeks, during
which all sheep in the country must be
dipped
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concave noun part of a combine
harvester, a curved dish which catches the
grain after it has been threshed
concentrate

concentrate noun 1. the strength of a
solution, or the quantity of a substance in a
specific volume 2. a strong solution which
is to be diluted � orange juice made from
concentrate � verb 1. to collect in a partic-
ular place rather than spread around � Most
of the mass of air is concentrated at the
lowest levels of the atmosphere. 2. to
reduce the volume of a solution and
increase its strength by evaporation. Oppo-
site dilute
concentrates

concentrates plural noun animal feed-
ingstuffs with a high nutrient relative to
their bulk
concentration

concentration noun the amount of a
substance in a given volume or mass of a
solution
condense

condense verb to make a vapour
become liquid
condition

condition noun 1. the present state of
something 2. the state of health or of clean-
liness of an animal � The animal was in
such poor condition that the vet decided it
had to be put down. 3. (in breeding) the
amounts of muscle and fat present in an
animal
conditioned reflex

conditioned reflex noun an automatic
reaction by an animal to a stimulus, learned
from past experience
conditioner

conditioner noun a substance that is
used to make an improvement in some-
thing else � Mushroom compost can be
used as a soil conditioner.
conditioning

conditioning noun 1. the preparation of
crops for harvesting 2. the process of
making meat more tender by keeping it for
some time at a low temperature 3. the prep-
aration of grain for milling by adding water
to it, so as to ensure that the grain has the
correct moisture content
condition scoring

condition scoring noun a method of
assessing the state of body condition of
animals; scores range from 0–5 for cattle
and 1–9 for sows. Low condition scores
indicate thinness, and high scores fatness.
A score of about 3 is ideal.

‘Condition scoring is the ideal on-farm
method of assessing cow body reserves as
it requires no specialist equipment or
weighing facilities and once you get a
grasp of the points system it is relatively
quick to do.’ [Dairy Farmer]

conductivityconductivity /�kɒnd�k|�tiviti/ noun the
ability of a material to conduct heat or elec-
tricity � Because of the poor conductivity
of air, heat is transferred from the Earth’s
surface upwards by convection. �

hydraulic conductivity, electrical
conductivity
conecone noun 1. a hard scaly structure
containing seeds on such plants as conifers
2. the fruit of the female hop plant, which
is separated from leaves and other debris
before being dried in an oasthouse
Confederation of European Maize ProducersConfederation of European Maize
Producers noun an organisation repre-
senting the interests of European farmers
who produce maize
ConferenceConference noun a popular variety of
dessert pear. It has a long shape and keeps
very well.
conformationconformation /�kɒnfɔ�|�meiʃ(ə)n/ noun
the general shape of an animal or bird �
Carcass conformation is very important
when buying cattle at an auction.

COMMENT: Conformation is important in
the Carcass Classification System.
There are five conformation classes,
called EUROP: E = excellent; U (=
good); R (= average); O (= below aver-
age); P (= poor).

congenitalcongenital adjective existing at or
before birth
congenital disordercongenital disorder noun a disorder
which is present at birth

COMMENT: An animal may be abnormal
at birth because of a genetic defect, such
as misshapen heads of calves; other
congenital disorders such as swayback
in lambs, may be caused by deficiencies
in the mother (in the case of swayback,
maternal copper deficiency).

coniferconifer noun a tree with long thin needle-
shaped leaves and bearing seed in scaly
cones. Most are evergreen.

COMMENT: Conifers are members of the
order Coniferales and include pines, firs
and spruce. They are natives of the
cooler temperate regions, are softwoods
and often grow very fast. Their tough
leaves are called needles and are resist-
ant to cold and drought. They are fre-
quently used in timber plantations.

coniferousconiferous /kə|�nif(ə)rəs/ adjective
referring to conifers
connective tissueconnective tissue /kə |�nektiv �tiʃu�/
noun the tissue that forms the main part of
bones and cartilage, ligaments and
tendons, in which a large amount of fibrous
material surrounds the tissue cells
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conservancyconservancy /kən|�s��v(ə)nsi/ noun an
official body which protects a part of the
environment
conservationconservation noun 1. keeping or not
wasting � conservation of energy 2. the
maintenance of environmental quality and
resources by the use of ecological knowl-
edge and principles
conservation headlandconservation headland noun an area
between the edge of a crop and the first
tractor tramline that is treated less inten-
sively with pesticides so that a range of
broadleaved weeds and beneficial insects
survive, used as a method of encouraging
biodiversity

‘The achievements of The Allerton Project
at Loddington in improving populations of
wildlife and game are widely recognised.
Until recently this has been done by
improving field margins, managing set-
aside for game and wildlife, installing
beetle banks and by conservation
headlands.’ [Arable Farming]

conservationistconservationist noun a person who
promotes, carries out or works for conser-
vation
conservation of soilconservation of soil noun same as
soil conservation
Conservation Reserve ProgramConservation Reserve Program
noun US a federal programme which pays
farmers to let land lie fallow. Abbr CRP
conservation tillageconservation tillage noun a farming
method which aims to plough the soil as
little as possible, to prevent erosion, save
energy and improve biodiversity. �

minimum tillage
conserveconserve verb 1. to keep and not waste
something � The sloth sleeps during the
day to conserve energy. 2. to look after and
keep something in the same state � to
conserve tigers’ habitat
consumeconsume verb 1. to use up or burn fuel �
The new pump consumes only half the fuel
which the other pump would use. 2. to eat
foodstuffs � The population consumes ten
tonnes of foodstuffs per week.
consumerconsumer noun a person or company
which buys and uses goods and services �
Gas consumers are protesting at the
increase in prices. � The factory is a heavy
consumer of water.
consumerismconsumerism /kən|�sju�məriz(ə)m/
noun a movement for the protection of the
rights of consumers
consumptionconsumption noun 1. the fact or
process of using something � a car with

low petrol consumption � The country’s
consumption of wood has fallen by a
quarter. 2. the taking of food or liquid into
the body � Nearly 3% of all food samples
were found to be unfit for human consump-
tion through contamination by lead.
contactcontact noun a physical connection
between two or more things, especially the
fact of one touching the other � Don’t
allow the part to come into contact with
water.
contact animalcontact animal noun an animal which
has had contact with a diseased animal and
which may need to be isolated

‘Movement restrictions placed on the
contact animals in the herd will remain in
place and the animals will be subject to
testing for brucellosis over a period of
months.’ [Farmers Guardian]

contact herbicidecontact herbicide noun a substance
which kills a plant whose leaves it touches,
e.g. paraquat
contact insecticidecontact insecticide noun a substance
such as DDT that kills insects which touch
it (NOTE: DDT is now banned in many
countries because of its toxicity and ability
to accumulate in the environment.)
contact weedkillercontact weedkiller noun same as
contact herbicide
contagiouscontagious adjective referring to a
disease which can be transmitted by
touching an infected person, or objects
which an infected person has touched.
Compare infectious
contagious abortioncontagious abortion noun Brucel-
losis, an infectious disease, which is
usually associated with cattle where it
results in reduced milk yields, infertility
and abortion
contaminantcontaminant /kən |�t�minənt/ noun a
substance which causes contamination
contaminatecontaminate verb to make something
impure by touching it or by adding some-
thing, especially something harmful, to it �
Supplies of drinking water were contami-
nated by uncontrolled discharges from the
factory. � A whole group of tourists fell ill
after eating contaminated food.
contaminated landcontaminated land, contaminated
site noun an area which has been polluted
as a result of human activities such as
industrial processes, presenting a hazard to
human health, and which needs cleaning
before it can be used for other purposes

COMMENT: Contaminated land is a fea-
ture of most industrialised countries.
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Careless past management of waste,
lack of pollution controls and many leaks
and spills have left a legacy of land con-
taminated by a wide variety of sub-
stances. In some cases this presents
unacceptable risks to human beings,
ecosystems, water resources or prop-
erty and has to be dealt with by formal
remedial measures.

contaminationcontamination /kən |�t�mi |�neiʃ(ə)n/
noun 1. the action of making something
impure � the contamination of the water
supply by runoff from the fields 2. the state
of something such as water or food which
has been contaminated and so is harmful to
living organisms � The level of contamina-
tion is dropping.
continuing professional developmentcontinuing professional develop-
ment noun the continuation of training
and study throughout a person’s career.
Abbr CPD

‘Experience of dairying in New Zealand
and the USA indicates that both these
dairying cultures place emphasis on
communication, as well as the continuing
professional development of their staff.’
[Farmers Weekly]

contourcontour /�kɒntυə/ noun same as
contour line
contour farmingcontour farming noun a method of
cultivating sloping land in which the land
is ploughed along a terrace rather than
down the slope, so reducing soil erosion

COMMENT: In contour farming, the ridges
of earth act as barriers to prevent soil
being washed away and the furrows
retain the rainwater.

contour linecontour line noun a line drawn on a map
to show ground of the same height above
sea level
contour ploughingcontour ploughing, contour ridging
noun the practice of ploughing across the
side of a hill so as to create ridges along the
contours of the land which will hold water
and prevent erosion
contour strip croppingcontour strip cropping noun the
planting of different crops in bands along
the contours of sloping land so as to
prevent soil erosion
contract cropcontract crop noun a crop grown to
order for a specific outlet
contract growercontract grower noun a grower who
produces a crop to order for a specific
outlet

‘“Our contract growers have to grow to
our specifications; we visit them every
week and make a report”, says Mr

Verduyn. If the crop is not to standard, and
management advice has not been
followed, the contract is unlikely to be
renewed.’ [Farmers Weekly]

contractor

contractor noun company or person
who carries out contract work for a farmer
contract work

contract work noun work carried out by
specialist firms on a contract, which
involves payment for work carried out, e.g.
the provision of a drainage system or
combining a crop
control

control noun 1. the process of restraining
something or keeping something in order �
to bring or keep something under
control to make sure that something is well
regulated � The authorities brought the
epidemic under control. � out of control
unregulated � The epidemic appears to be
out of control. 2. (in experiments) a sample
used as a comparison with the one being
tested � verb 1. to direct or manage some-
thing 2. to keep something in order � The
veterinary service is trying to control the
epidemic. � They were unable to control
the spread of the pest.
control areacontrol area noun an area where
controls are operating to prevent the spread
of a disease within the area, usually a larger
area than the infected area
controlled atmosphere

controlled atmosphere noun the
conditions in which oxygen and carbon
dioxide concentrations are regulated and
monitored, e.g. to improve the storage of
fruit and vegetables

‘English plum producers are looking at the
possibility of storing Victoria plums in
controlled atmosphere to extend the
season until at least September.’ [The
Grocer]

controlled atmosphere packagingcontrolled atmosphere packaging
noun the packaging of foods in airtight
containers in which the air has been treated
by the addition of other gases. This allows
a longer shelf-life.
controlled dumping

controlled dumping noun the disposal
of waste on special sites
controlled environmentcontrolled environment noun an
environment in which conditions such as
temperature, atmosphere and relative
humidity are regulated and monitored
controlled grazing

controlled grazing noun a system of
grazing in which the number of livestock is
linked to the pasture available, with move-
able fences being erected to restrict the
area being grazed
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controlled landfillcontrolled landfill noun the disposal of
waste in a landfill carried out under a
permit system according to the specific
laws in force
controlled tippingcontrolled tipping noun the disposal of
waste in special landfill sites. � fly-tipping
Control of Substances Hazardous to Health Control of Substances Hazardous
to Health (UK Regulations) noun full
form of COSHH
convenience foodsconvenience foods plural noun foods
which have been prepared so that they are
ready to be served after simply being
reheated

‘People are working longer hours. As a
result demand for convenience foods has
exploded, not just for pre-packed ready
meals, but quickly cooked food like chops
and steaks.’ [Farmers Guardian]

convertconvert verb to change something to a
different system, set of rules or state � How
do you convert degrees C into degrees F? �
Photochemical reactions convert oxygen to
ozone. � She has converted her car to take
LPG.
converterconverter /kən|�v��tə/ noun a device
which alters the form of something � A
backup converter converts the alternating
current power into direct current.
cook chillcook chill, cook freeze noun a method
of preparing food for preserving, where the
food is cooked to a certain temperature and
then chilled or frozen
coombcoomb /ku�m/ noun a measure of
cereals, equalling one sack or four bushels
coopcoop /ku�p/ noun a cage for poultry
cooperativecooperative noun a group of farmers
who work together to sell their produce
either for the wholesale market or in retail
outlets such as farmers’ markets
COPACOPA abbreviation Committee of Profes-
sional Agricultural Organizations
coppercopper noun a metallic trace element. It
is essential to biological life and used in
making alloys and in electric wiring.
copper deficiencycopper deficiency noun a lack of
copper in an animal’s diet, sometimes
caused by poisoning with molybdenum

COMMENT: Symptoms of copper defi-
ciency vary, but can include lack of
growth and change of colour, where
black animals turn red or grey. In severe
cases, bones can fracture, particularly
the shoulder blade. Diarrhoea can also
occur, as well as anaemia. Copper defi-
ciency in ewes can cause swayback in
lambs. The condition is treated with
injections of copper sulphate.

coppicecoppice /�kɒpis/ noun an area of trees
which have been cut down to near the
ground to allow shoots to grow which are
then harvested. The shoots may be used as
fuel or for making products such as baskets
or fencing. � verb to cut trees down to near
the ground to produce strong straight
shoots � Coppiced wood can be dried for
use in wood-burning stoves. Compare
pollard

COMMENT: The best trees for coppicing
are those which naturally send up sev-
eral tall straight stems from a bole, such
as hazel and sweet chestnut. In coppice
management, the normal cycle is about
five to ten years of growth, after which
the stems are cut back. Thick stems are
dried and used as fuel, or for making
charcoal. Thin stems are used for fenc-
ing. Cash aid under the set-aside
scheme could be used for short-rotation
energy coppicing.

coppice forestcoppice forest, coppice wood noun
woodland that has regrown from shoots
formed on the stumps or roots of previ-
ously cut trees, usually cut again after a
few years to provide small branches for
uses such as fuel
coppicingcoppicing noun the practice of regularly
cutting down trees near to the ground to
produce strong straight shoots for fuel or
other uses � Coppicing, a traditional
method of woodland management, is now
of interest for producing biofuel.

COMMENT: The best trees for coppicing
are those which naturally send up sev-
eral tall straight stems from a bole, such
as willow, alder or poplar. In coppice
management, the normal cycle is about
five to ten years of growth, after which
the stems are cut back.

copracopra /�kɒprə/ noun the dried pulp of a
coconut, from which oil is extracted by
pressing
copsecopse /kɒps/ noun an area of small trees
cordoncordon noun a trained fruit tree, whose
growth is restricted to the main stem by
pruning. Compare espalier
cordwoodcordwood /�kɔ�dwυd/ noun pieces of
cut tree trunks, all of the same length,
ready for transporting
co-responsibility levyco-responsibility levy noun a levy on
overproduction introduced in the EU in
1987. The levy shared the cost of disposal
of surpluses between the community and
the producers.
corkcork noun a protective outer layer that
forms part of the bark in woody plants,
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taking many years to regrow once stripped
(NOTE: It is used, among other things, for
bottle corks, fishing net floats and flooring,
but cork oaks are now attracting conserva-
tion interest.)

COMMENT: Cork is harvested by cutting
large sections of bark off a cork oak tree,
while still leaving enough bark on the
tree to ensure that it will continue to
grow.

cormcorm /kɔ�m/ noun a swollen underground
plant stem with a terminal bud, e.g. on a
crocus

COMMENT: Crocuses, gladioli and cycla-
mens have corms, not bulbs.

corncorn noun 1. wheat or barley (informal) 2.
US maize
corn cobcorn cob noun a seed head of maize.
Also called cob
corn cocklecorn cockle noun a poisonous weed
(Agrostemma githago) with a tall stem and
purple flowers
corned beefcorned beef /�kɔ�nd �bi�f/ noun beef
which has been cured in brine and is
preserved in cans
cornflourcornflour /�kɔ�nflaυə/ noun a type of
flour extracted from maize grain. It
contains a high proportion of starch, and is
used for thickening sauces. Also called
corn starch
cornflowercornflower /�kɔ�nflaυə/ noun a
common weed (Centaurea cyanus) with
tall stems and bright blue flowers
corn marigoldcorn marigold noun a common weed
(Chrysanthemum segetum)
corn on the cobcorn on the cob noun a seed head of
maize when used as food
corn pansycorn pansy noun same as field pansy
corn poppycorn poppy noun a common weed
(Papaver rhoeas) affecting cereals
corn spurreycorn spurrey noun a common weed
(Spergula arvensis) with matted growth
which makes it difficult to eradicate in row
crops
corn starchcorn starch noun same as cornflour
corollacorolla /kə|�rəυlə/ noun a set of petals in
a flower
corporate social responsibilitycorporate social responsibility
noun the extent to which an organisation
behaves in a socially, environmentally and
financially responsible way. Abbr CSR

‘The Government agreed with the
committee’s criticism of the role of
supermarket and that supermarkets’
corporate social responsibility policies

need to address the use of labour by their
suppliers.’ [Farmers Guardian]

corpusclecorpuscle /�kɔ�p�s(ə)l/ noun a cell in
the blood
corpus luteumcorpus luteum /�kɔ�pəs �lu�tiəm/ noun
a yellowish mass of tissue that forms after
ovulation in the Graafian follicle of the
ovary and secretes progesterone
corralcorral /kə|�rɑ�l/ noun a pen for horses or
cattle � verb to put horses or cattle in pens
CorriedaleCorriedale /�kɒrideil/ noun a New
Zealand breed of sheep, originally from
longwool rams and Merino ewes.
Corriedale is now bred in Australia both
for meat and its thick 27-micron wool.
Corsican pineCorsican pine /�kɔ�sikən pain/ noun a
fast-growing conifer (Pinus nigra)
coscos noun a type of lettuce with long
darker green leaves
COSHHCOSHH noun UK regulations controlling
substances with known health risks. Full
form Control of Substances Hazardous
to Health (UK Regulations)

COMMENT: Farmwork may involve expo-
sure to many substances which can be
hazardous to health. Safety in the use of
pesticides extends not only to protecting
the user but also the need to protect the
environment.

cosset lambcosset lamb /�kɒsət l�m/ noun a lamb
which has been reared by hand
cotecote /kəυt/ noun � dove cote
CotentinCotentin /�kɒtənt�n/ noun French
breed of sheep from the Cotentin peninsula
of Normandy
Cotonou AgreementCotonou Agreement /�kɒtənu� ə|

��ri�mənt/ noun an agreement reached in
2000 between the European Union and the
ACP states. It updates the Lomé Conven-
tion, guaranteeing free access to markets
for both the EU and the ACP states.
CotswoldCotswold /�kɒtswəυld/ noun a breed of
sheep from the Cotswold hills, now
becoming rare
cottage gardencottage garden noun a flower garden
containing old-fashioned flowers
cottage piggerycottage piggery noun a pig housing
with low roofs and an open yard
cottoncotton noun a white downy fibrous
substance surrounding the seeds of the
cotton plant, a subtropical plant (Gossy-
pium sp.)

COMMENT: Cotton is widely grown in trop-
ical and sub-tropical areas, including
China, India, Pakistan, Paraguay and
the southern states of the USA; it is the
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main crop of Egypt. It is sold packed in
standard bales.

cotton gincotton gin noun a machine which sepa-
rates the seeds from the cotton fibres
cotton grasscotton grass noun a plant with white
fluffy flower heads that grows in boggy
ground. Latin name: Eriophorum angusti-
folium.
cottonseedcottonseed /�kɒtənsi�d/ noun the seed
of the cotton plant, one of the world’s most
important sources of oil
cottonseed cakecottonseed cake, cottonseed meal
noun a residue of cottonseed after the
extraction of oil, used as a feedingstuff
cottonwoodcottonwood /�kɒtənwυd/ noun a kind
of poplar tree. Genus: Populis.
cotyledoncotyledon /�kɒti |�li�d(ə)n/ noun the
green plant structure resembling a leaf that
appears as a seed germinates and before
the true leaves appear, developing from the
embryo of the seed

COMMENT: Cotyledons are thicker than
normal leaves, and contain food for the
growing plant. Plants are divided into two
groups, those producing a single cotyle-
don (monocotyledons) and those pro-
ducing two cotyledons (dicotyledons).

couch grasscouch grass /�ku�tʃ �rɑ�s/ noun a kind
of grass (Agropyron repens) with long
creeping rhizomes, which is difficult to
eradicate from cultivate crops. Also called
scutch, twitch
coultercoulter /�kəυltə/ noun the part of the
plough which goes into the soil and makes
the vertical cut

COMMENT: There are several types of
coulter: the disc coulter cuts the side of
the furrow about to be turned; the knife
coulter serves the same purpose, but is
now little used; the skim coulter turns a
small slice off the corner of the furrow
about to be turned and throws it into the
bottom of the one before; it is attached to
the beam behind the disc coulters.

Council for the Protection of Rural EnglandCouncil for the Protection of Rural
England noun former name for CPRE
Counter Fraud and Compliance UnitCounter Fraud and Compliance
Unit noun an organisation which detects
irregularities with CAP claims. Abbr
CFCU
country codecountry code /�k�ntri kəυd/ noun a
voluntary code of conduct for people
spending leisure time in the countryside,
which indicates how to respect the natural
environment and avoid causing damage to
it

Country Land and Business AssociationCountry Land and Business Asso-
ciation noun an organisation representing
the interests of landowners (NOTE:
Formerly called the ‘Country Landowners
Association’.)
country planningcountry planning noun the activity of
organising how land is to be used in the
countryside and the amount and type of
building there will be. Also called rural
planning
Countryside AgencyCountryside Agency noun a statutory
body funded by Defra with the aim of
making life better for people in the coun-
tryside. It is the statutory advisor on land-
scape issues and was formed by merging
the Countryside Commission with parts of
the Rural Development Commission, but is
to be reorganised.
Countryside AllianceCountryside Alliance noun an organi-
sation which lobbies the Government on
policy and legislation affecting rural life
Countryside and Rights of Way ActCountryside and Rights of Way
Act noun legislation passed by the UK
government in 2000 that gave the public
greater freedom of access to privately
owned areas of uncultivated land and
strengthened legislation protecting wild-
life. Abbr CROW Act
Countryside CommissionCountryside Commission noun a
former organisation in the UK, which
supervised countryside planning and recre-
ation. It was particularly concerned with
National Parks and Areas of Outstanding
Natural Beauty.
Countryside Commission for ScotlandCountryside Commission for
Scotland noun an organisation in Scot-
land concerned with the protection of the
countryside and with setting up country
parks for public recreation. It is part of
Scottish Natural Heritage.
Countryside Council for WalesCountryside Council for Wales
noun a statutory advisory body of the UK
government responsible for sustaining
natural beauty, wildlife and outdoor leisure
opportunities in Wales and its coastal
areas. Abbr CCW
countryside managementcountryside management noun the
study and practice of environmental
conservation in association with rural
enterprise, countryside access and recrea-
tional activities
countryside managementCountryside Management
Scheme noun in Northern Ireland, a
system of payments designed to encourage
landowners and farmers to adopt, or to
continue with, environmentally sensitive
farming practices
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countryside recreationcountryside recreation noun leisure
activities that take place in the countryside.
Also called rural recreation

‘The recommendations are in line with a
government conclusion two years ago that
there was no case for a general ban on the
recreational use of motor vehicles on
byways, and argue that low-key motorised
recreational use of such routes is an
established form of countryside
recreation.’ [Farming News]

countryside recreation sitecountryside recreation site noun a
location visited or used by tourists in the
countryside, e.g. a national park, heritage
coast, cycle path or watersports facility
countryside stewardshipcountryside stewardship noun the
practice of altering farming practices to
benefit wildlife and retain natural diversity.
Abbr CSS
Countryside Stewardship SchemeCountryside Stewardship Scheme
noun formerly in England and Wales, a
system of payments made to landowners
and farmers who alter their farming prac-
tices to benefit the natural environment and
maintain biodiversity (NOTE: The Country-
side Stewardship Scheme has now been
superseded by the Environmental Stew-
ardship scheme.)

‘The Defra-funded Countryside
Stewardship and Environmentally
Sensitive Areas schemes help to maintain
and enhance the biodiversity and
landscape value of farmed land, protect
historic features and promote public
access. (Delivering the evidence. Defra’s
Science and Innovation Strategy, 2003–
06)’

country stewardshipcountry stewardship noun � country-
side stewardship
county, parish, holdingcounty, parish, holding noun a
unique 3-part identification number for
land used to keep livestock. Abbr CPH
coupecoupe /ku�p/ noun an area of a forest in
which trees have been cut down
couplecouple verb to attach an implement such
as a harrow to a tractor
couplingcoupling noun an attachment which
couples an implement to a tractor
courgettecourgette noun marrow fruit at a very
immature stage in its development, cut
when between 10 and 20 cm long. It may
be green or yellow in colour. Also called
zucchini
coursecourse noun 1. the development of
events over a period of time � the usual
course of the disease � in the normal

course of events usually 2. a sequence of
medical treatment given over a period of
time � a course of antibiotics 3. the length
of time in a rotation, when the land is
growing a particular crop � The Norfolk
four-course rotation has turnips, followed
by spring barley, red clover and winter
wheat, so that each crop will only be grown
on the same land in one year out of four.
covercover verb to copulate with a female
animal � a bull covers a cow � noun 1.
something that goes over something else
completely 2. the amount of soil surface
covered with plants. � ground cover 3.
plants grown to cover the surface of the soil
� Grass cover will provide some protection
against erosion.
cover cropcover crop noun 1. a crop sown to cover
the soil and prevent it from drying out and
being eroded (NOTE: When the cover crop
has served its purpose, it is usually
ploughed in, so leguminous plants which
are able to enrich the soil are often used as
cover crops.) 2. a crop grown to give
protection to another crop that is sown with
it � In the tropics, bananas can be used as
a cover crop for cocoa. 3. a crop grown to
give cover to game birds

‘As leaving maize stubble fields bare
could risk failure to meet cross-
compliance, more growers are recognising
cover crops could prove a worthwhile
option.’ [Farmers Weekly]

covered smutcovered smut noun a fungal disease
(Ustilago hordei) affecting oats and barley
cowcow noun a female bovine animal
cow beefcow beef noun beef from dairy cows no
longer needed for milk production
cow bellcow bell noun a bell worn round neck of
a cow to make it easier for the farmer to
locate the animal
cowboycowboy /�kaυbɔi/ noun US a man who
looks after cattle on a ranch
cow kennelscow kennels plural noun a wooden
building with stalls for cows
cowmancowman /�kaυmən/ noun a person in
charge of a dairy herd (NOTE: The plural is
cowmen.)
cowpeacowpea /�kaυpi�/ noun a legume (Vigna
unguiculata) grown throughout the
subtropics and tropics as a pulse and green
vegetable. It is grown for fodder, as a vege-
table and as green manure.
cowpoxcowpox /�kaυpɒks/ noun an infectious
viral disease of cattle, which can be trans-
mitted to humans. It is used as part of the
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vaccine against smallpox. Also called
vaccinia
Cox’s orange pippinCox’s orange pippin /�kɒksiz �ɒrind�
�pipin/ noun a popular variety of dessert
apple. The most important commercially
grown apple in the UK.
CPACPA abbreviation Crop Protection Associ-
ation
CPDCPD abbreviation continuing professional
development
CPHCPH abbreviation county, parish, holding
CPRECPRE noun a UK charity that campaigns
for rural areas to be protected. Full form
Campaign to Protect Rural England
craft foodcraft food noun food produced
according to traditional techniques or
recipes
crampcramp noun a spasm of the muscles
where the muscle may remain contracted
for some time
craneflycranefly /�kreinflai/ noun a common
pest (Tipula). The larvae are leatherjackets,
which affect cereal crops, feeding on the
crops in spring, eating away the roots and
stems.
cratchcratch /kr�tʃ/ noun a rack used for
feeding livestock out of doors
cravingcraving noun a strong desire for some-
thing, e.g. a craving for salt
crawler tractorcrawler tractor /�krɔ�lə �tr�ktə/ noun
a large powerful caterpillar tractor, used for
heavy work
crazy chick diseasecrazy chick disease noun a disease of
chicks associated with a diet which is too
rich in fats or deficiency of vitamin E. The
symptoms include falling over and paral-
ysis.
creamcream noun the oily part of milk,
containing fats, which gathers on the top of
standing milk
creamerycreamery /�kri�məri/ noun a factory
where butter and other products are made
from milk
creepcreep noun 1. a slow movement of soil
down a slope 2. a small entrance through
which young animals can pass
creep feedcreep feed noun feed given to small
animals during creep feeding
creep feedingcreep feeding noun a process by which
a young animal such as a calf is allowed
access to concentrates through a small
entrance, while the adult cow is unable to
reach the feed
creep grazingcreep grazing noun a type of rotational
grazing using creep gates, which allow the
lambs access to the pasture before the ewes

creosotecreosote /�kri�əsəυt/ noun a yellowish
brown oily substance with a characteristic
smell, derived from wood tar and formerly
used as a wood preservative (NOTE: It is
now banned in the European Union.)
cresscress /kres/ noun a plant (Lepidium
sativum) used as a salad vegetable
crestcrest noun 1. the highest point of a hill or
mountain ridge 2. a growth on the head of
a bird or other animal
crested dogstailcrested dogstail /�krestid �dɒ�zteil/
noun a perennial grass (Cynosurus
cristatus) which is not very palatable
because of its wiry inflorescences, and is
used in seed mixtures for lawns
Creutzfeldt-Jakob diseaseCreutzfeldt-Jakob disease
/�krɔitsfelt �j�kɒb di|�zi�z/ noun a
disease of the human nervous system
caused by a slow-acting prion which even-
tually affects the brain. It may be linked to
BSE in cows. Abbr CJD
cribcrib noun a holder for fodder, with sides
made of wooden bars
crimpcrimp /krimp/ verb to condition fresh cut
grass, by nipping the stems and releasing
the sap
crimpercrimper /�krimpə/ noun a machine for
crimping grass, similar to roller crushers
CriolloCriollo /kri |�əυləυ/ noun a breed of
improved Spanish longhorn cattle found in
South America, used for milk production
crispbreadcrispbread /�krispbred/ noun a dry
biscuit made from rye
crispheadcrisphead /�krisphed/ noun a variety of
lettuce with stiff leaves
croftcroft /krɒft/ noun a small farm in the
Highlands and Islands of Scotland
croftercrofter /�krɒftə/ noun a joint tenant of a
divided farm in Scotland
croftingcrofting /�krɒftiŋ/ noun a system of
farming in Scotland, where the arable land
of small farms, which was previously held
in common, was divided among the joint
tenants into separate crofts, while the
pasture remains in common
crookcrook noun a long-handled staff with a
hooked end, used by shepherds to catch
sheep
cropcrop noun 1. a plant grown for food 2. a
yield of produce from plants � The tree has
produced a heavy crop of apples. � The
first crop was a failure. � The rice crop has
failed. 3. the bag-shaped part of a bird’s
throat where food is stored before diges-
tion � verb (of plants) to produce fruit � a
new strain of rice which crops heavily
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crop breedercrop breeder noun a person who
specialises in developing new varieties of
crops � Crop breeders depend on wild
plants to develop new and stronger strains.
crop breedingcrop breeding noun the development of
new varieties of crops
crop circlescrop circles plural noun usually circular
patterns occurring in cereal stands, where
crops have been flattened
crop dustingcrop dusting noun the practice of
applying insecticide, herbicide or fungi-
cide to crops in the form of a fine dust or
spray. Also called crop spraying
crop growth ratecrop growth rate noun the rate of
increase in dry weight per unit area of all or
part of a sward
crop husbandrycrop husbandry noun the practice of
growing and harvesting crops
croplandcropland /�krɒpl�nd/ noun agricultural
land which is used for growing crops
Crop Protection AssociationCrop Protection Association noun
an association which promotes best prac-
tice in food safety with regard to the use of
pesticides on crops. Abbr CPA
crop relativecrop relative noun a wild plant that is
genetically related to a crop plant
crop rotationcrop rotation noun a system of cultiva-
tion where crops such as cereals and
oilseed rape that need different nutrients
and/or management are grown one after
the other

COMMENT: The advantages of rotating
crops are firstly that pests particular to
one crop are discouraged from spread-
ing, and secondly that some crops actu-
ally benefit the soil. Legumes (peas and
beans) increase the nitrogen content of
the soil if their roots are left in the soil
after harvesting. If the rotation includes a
ley, the system is known as alternative
husbandry or mixed farming. One of the
best-known rotations was the Norfolk
four-course system. A rotation should
increase and maintain soil fertility, con-
trol weeds and pests, decrease the risk
of crop failure and employ labour
throughout the year.

crop sprayercrop sprayer noun a machine or aircraft
which sprays insecticide, herbicide or
fungicide onto crops, or a company that
performs this service
crop sprayingcrop spraying noun same as crop
dusting
crop standingcrop standing noun herbage growing in
a field before harvest
crop yearcrop year noun a period of twelve
months calculated as the time from the

sowing and harvesting of one crop until the
next sowing season
crosscross verb to produce a new form of plant
or animal from two different breeds, varie-
ties or species � They crossed two strains of
rice to produce a new strain which is
highly resistant to disease. � noun 1. an act
of crossing two plants or animals � made a
cross between two strains of cattle 2. a new
form of plant or animal bred from two
different breeds, varieties or species
crossbarcrossbar noun a bar which goes across
something to make it more solid, as the
crossbar of a rake
crossbredcrossbred /�krɒsbred/ adjective having
been bred from two parents with different
characteristics � a herd of crossbred sheep
crossbreedcrossbreed /�krɒsbri�d/ noun an animal
bred from two different pure breeds � verb
to produce new breeds of animals by
mating animals of different pure breeds
crossbreedingcrossbreeding /�krɒs |�bri�diŋ/ noun
mating or artificial insemination of
animals of different breeds in order to
combine the best characteristics of the two
breeds
cross-compliancecross-compliance noun the setting of
environmental conditions that must be met
when developing agricultural support poli-
cies, especially in the European Union.
Also called environmental conditionality

‘While there is some evidence to suggest
that farmers in Nitrate Vulnerable Zones
are taking greater account of the value of
manures it is becoming increasingly
apparent that cross-compliance, and
therefore the Single Payment Scheme, also
requires farmers to make allowances for
the nutrients in any organic matter
applied.’ [Farmers Guardian]

cross-fertilisationcross-fertilisation noun the fertilising
of one individual plant by another of the
same species
cross-infectioncross-infection noun an infection of
other animals in a herd or flock from an
infected animal
crossingcrossing noun the breeding of plants or
animals from two different breeds or varie-
ties
cross-pollinationcross-pollination noun the pollination
of a flower with pollen from another plant
of the same species. Compare self-pollina-
tion (NOTE: The pollen goes from the
anther of one plant to the stigma of
another.)
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COMMENT: Cross-pollination, like cross-
fertilisation and cross-breeding, avoids
inbreeding, which may weaken the spe-
cies. Some plants are self-fertile (i.e.
they are able to fertilise themselves) and
do not need pollinators, but most benefit
from cross-fertilisation and cross-pollina-
tion.

croupcroup /kru�p/ noun part of the back of a
horse, near the tail
CROW ActCROW Act abbreviation Countryside
and Rights of Way Act
crow garliccrow garlic noun same as wild onion
crowncrown noun 1. the top part of a plant
where the main growing point is �
protecting the crowns from frost � The
disease first affects the lower branches,
leaving the crowns still growing. 2. the
perennial rootstock of some plants
crown graftcrown graft noun a type of graft where a
branch of a tree is cut across at right angles,
slits are made in the bark around the edge
of the stump, and shoots are inserted into
the slits
crown rustcrown rust noun a fungal disease
affecting oats, causing the grain to shrivel
CRPCRP abbreviation Conservation Reserve
Program
crucifercrucifer noun a plant such as cabbage
whose flowers have four petals. Family:
Cruciferae.
CruciferaeCruciferae /kru�|�sifəri�/ noun former
name for Brassicaceae
crucifer cropcrucifer crop noun crops such as broc-
coli, cabbage, turnips and spinach
belonging to the Cruciferaceae family. �

brassica
crude fibrecrude fibre noun a term used in
analysing foodstuffs, as a measure of
digestibility. Fibre is necessary for good
digestion, and lack of it can lead to
diseases in the intestines.
crude proteincrude protein noun an approximate
measure of the protein content of foods
cruelscruels /kru�lz/ noun same as actino-
bacillosis
crumbcrumb noun 1. the soft inside part of
baked bread, surrounded by the harder
crust 2. arrangement of soil particles in a
group. � ped
crumblycrumbly /�kr�mbli/ adjective referring to
something which falls apart into particles �
a crumbly soil
cruppercrupper /�kr�pə/ noun a strap fixed to
the back of a saddle and looped under the
horse’s tail

crushcrush noun a steel or wood appliance like
a strong stall, used to hold livestock when
administering injections or when the
animal is being inspected by a veterinary
surgeon � verb to press something with a
heavy weight, as when crushing seeds to
extract oil
crushercrusher /�kr�ʃə/ noun a company or
factory which specialises in crushing seed
to extract oil
crushing millcrushing mill noun a machine used to
flatten grain before feeding it to livestock
crushing subsidycrushing subsidy noun payment made
in the EU to oil producers to compensate
for the difference between vegetable oil
prices in the EU and those outside
crush margincrush margin noun the difference in
price between the unprocessed seed and
the product extracted after crushing
crustcrust noun a hard layer which forms on
the surface of something, e.g. the crust of
salts formed on soil after evaporation
crutchcrutch noun a forked pole, used when
dipping sheep, to push the animal’s shoul-
ders down into the liquid
cryophilouscryophilous /krai|�ɒfiləs/ adjective
referring to a plant that needs a period of
cold weather to grow properly

COMMENT: Cryophilous crops need a
period of cold weather in order to pro-
duce flowers later in the growing period.
If such crops do not undergo this cold
period, their growth remains vegetative,
or they only form abortive flowers with no
seeds. Wheat, barley, oats, peas, sugar
beet and potatoes are all cryophilous.

cryophytecryophyte /�kraiəfait/ noun a plant
which lives in cold conditions such as in
snow
cryptosporidiosiscryptosporidiosis /�kriptəυspə|�ridi |

�əυsis/ noun a disease of humans, caused
by bacteria found in animals and in
contaminated water
CsCs symbol caesium
CSFCSF abbreviation 1. Catchment Sensitive
Farming 2. classical swine fever
CSFTCSFT abbreviation Central Scotland
Forest Trust
CSRCSR abbreviation corporate social
responsibility
CSSCSS abbreviation Countryside Steward-
ship Scheme
CTSCTS abbreviation Cattle Tracing Scheme
CuCu symbol copper
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cubecube noun a small square block or pellet
� verb to press animal feed into small
square pellets
cubed concentratescubed concentrates plural noun
concentrates for livestock in the form of
small cubes
cubercuber /�kju�bə/ noun a machine used for
making cubes or pellets from meal. Meal
mixed with molasses is forced through
small holes and cut into various lengths.
cubiclecubicle noun a compartment, similar to a
stall, for housing a single cow or bull, the
floor of each cubicle being covered with
straw or sawdust for bedding. Cubicles are
usually arranged in rows backed by a
dunging passage.
cucumbercucumber noun a creeping plant
(Cucumis sativus) with long green fleshy
fruit, used as a salad vegetable

COMMENT: Cucumbers are native to
India, and are used as a cooked vegeta-
ble in oriental cooking; they are a major
glasshouse crop.

CucurbitaceaeCucurbitaceae /�kυk��bi |�teisii/ noun
the Latin name for vine crops, the family of
plants including melons, marrows and
gourds. Also called the cucurbits
cudcud /k�d/ noun food that ruminating
animals bring back from the first stomach
into the mouth to be chewed again
cullcull noun 1. killing a certain number of
living animals to keep the population under
control or to remove excess animals from a
herd or flock � deer cull, dairy cow cull
the act of killing a certain number of deer
or dairy cows 2. an animal that has been
separated from the herd or flock and killed,
usually because it is old or of poor quality
� verb to reduce the numbers of wild
animals by killing them in a controlled way
� Deer may have to be culled each year to
control the numbers on the hills.

COMMENT: In the management of large
wild animals without predators, such as
herds of deer in Europe, it is usual to kill
some mature animals each year to pre-
vent a large population forming and
overgrazing the pasture. Without culling,
the population would seriously damage
their environment and in the end die
back from starvation. In management of
dairy cattle, animals are culled from
herds to eradicate disease.

cull cowscull cows, cull ewes, cull sows plural
noun cows, ewes or sows which are
removed from the herd or flock and sold
for slaughter

culmculm /k�lm/ noun the stem of a grass
which bears flowers
cultivable acreagecultivable acreage /�k�ltivəb(ə)l
�eikərid�/ noun the number of acres on
which crops can be grown
cultivarcultivar /�k�ltivɑ�/ noun a variety of a
plant that has been developed under culti-
vation and that does not occur naturally in
the wild
cultivatecultivate verb 1. to grow crops � Pota-
toes are cultivated as the main crop. 2. to
dig and manure the soil ready for growing
crops � The fields are cultivated in the
autumn, ready for sowing wheat.
cultivated landcultivated land noun land that has been
dug or prepared for growing crops
cultivationcultivation /�k�lti |�veiʃ(ə)n/ noun the
action of cultivating land or plants
cultivatorcultivator /�k�ltiveitə/ noun 1. a person
who cultivates land 2. an instrument or
small machine for cultivating small areas
of land

COMMENT: A cultivator has a frame with a
number of tines which break up and stir
the soil as the implement is pulled across
the surface. There are several types of
tine, both rigid and spring-loaded. Culti-
vators can also be used for cleaning
stubble and general weed control; the
tines can be grouped together so that
they pass easily between the rows of
growing plants.

culturalcultural adjective referring to agricul-
tural techniques
cultural controlcultural control noun the control of
pests using various agricultural techniques
such as crop rotation
cultureculture noun a microorganism or tissues
grown in a culture medium � verb to grow
a microorganism or tissue in a culture
medium. � subculture
cultured milk productscultured milk products plural noun
products such as yoghurt made from milk
which has been exposed to harmless
bacteria
culvertculvert /�k�lvət/ noun a covered drain
for water
cumincumin /�kju�min/ noun a Mediterranean
aromatic herb (Cuminum cyminum) used
for flavouring
curative fungicidecurative fungicide /�kjυərətiv
�f�ŋ�isaid/ noun a fungicide that is
applied to plants once they have been
infected with a fungus rather than as a
preventative measure
curbcurb noun a strap passing under the lower
jaw of a horse, used as a check
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curdcurd noun a coagulated substance formed
by action of acid on milk, used to make
into cheese
curdscurds plural noun tight flower heads
formed on brassicas such as cauliflowers
and broccoli
curecure verb to preserve meat by salting or
smoking

COMMENT: Meat is cured by keeping in
brine for some time; both salting and
smoking have a dehydrating effect on
the meat, preventing the reproduction
and growth of microorganisms harmful to
man.

currantcurrant noun 1. a small dried seedless
black grape 2. a small round juicy fruit
from a bush, e.g. a blackcurrant
currycurry verb to rub down or dress a horse
Curry ReportCurry Report noun a UK government
report published in 2002 after a major
outbreak of foot and mouth disease. It
recommended radical changes to the agri-
culture and food industries, looking
forward to a profitable sustainable future
for farming in providing good food for
consumers who place increasing emphasis
on a healthy diet as well as caring for the
environment.
cutcut noun 1. the act of cutting hay or other
plants � It is necessary to get enough silage
from three cuts to see the herd through the
winter. 2. the act of cutting down trees �
verb to fell trees with a saw or an axe
cuticlecuticle /�kju�tik(ə)l/ noun a thin contin-
uous waxy layer that covers the aerial parts
of a plant to prevent excessive water loss
cuttercutter noun a pig finished for both the
fresh meat and the processing markets at
weights similar to bacon pigs, i.e. 80–90kg
live weight
cutter barcutter bar noun a device on a mower or
combine harvester, formed of a number of
metal fingers which support the knife
cutter bar mowercutter bar mower noun a machine used
to cut grass and other upright crops (NOTE:
The knife cutter bar mower has mostly
been replaced by the rotary mower.)

cuttingcutting noun a small piece of a plant from
which a new plant will grow

COMMENT: Taking cuttings is a frequently
used method of propagation which
ensures that the new plant is an exact
clone of the one from which the cutting
was taken.

cutwormcutworm /�k�tw��m/ noun a caterpillar
of the turnip moth and the garden dart
moth, which attacks plants such as turnips,
swedes and potatoes by eating their roots
and stems
CVLCVL abbreviation Central Veterinary
Laboratory
CVMCVM abbreviation complex vertebral
malformation
CVOCVO abbreviation Chief Veterinary
Officer
cwtcwt abbreviation hundredweight
cyanocobalamincyanocobalamin /�saiənəυkəυ |

�b�ləmin/ noun vitamin B12
cyclecycle noun a series of actions which end
at the same point as they begin � With the
piston engine, the cycle is intermittent,
whereas in the gas turbine, each process is
continuous.
cyclicalcyclical /�siklikl/ adjective occurring in
cycles � Off-shore and on-shore wind
patterns are cyclical.
cypresscypress /�saiprəs/ noun a tree
(Cupressus sempervirens) of the Mediter-
ranean region, the wood of which is used
for furniture
cystcyst noun an unusual growth in the body
or on a plant, shaped like a pouch and
containing liquid or semi-liquid substances
cyst nematodescyst nematodes plural noun dark
brown lemon-shaped cysts, which live and
breed in the roots of cereals, mainly oats.
The crops will show patches of stunted
yellowish-green plants.
cytoplasmcytoplasm /�saitəυpl�z(ə)m/ noun a
jelly-like substance inside the cell
membrane which surrounds the nucleus of
a cell
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DADA abbreviation disadvantaged area
daddy-long-legsdaddy-long-legs noun a popular name
for the cranefly
dagdag /d��/ noun a tuft of dirty wool round
the tail of a sheep � verb to remove dirty
wool from the hindquarters of a sheep
dairydairy noun 1. a building used for cooling
milk at the farm, before it is taken to a
commercial factory 2. a company which
receives milk from farms and bottles it and
distributes it to the consumer 3. a company
which produces cream, butter, cheese and
other milk products
dairy cowsdairy cows plural noun cows and heifers
kept for milk production and for rearing
calves to replace older cows in a dairy herd
dairy farmdairy farm noun a farm which is princi-
pally engaged in milk production

COMMENT: The UK is Europe’s 3rd larg-
est milk producer, and is limited to an
annual production quota of 14.2 billion
litres. Although it is largely self-sufficient
in milk, related products such as cheese,
milk powder, cream and butter are heav-
ily imported and exported between the
UK and other EU countries.

dairy farmingdairy farming noun keeping cows for
milk production
dairy followersdairy followers plural noun young dairy
cattle, intended to replace older cows in
due course
dairy herddairy herd noun a herd of dairy cows
dairyingdairying /�deəriiŋ/ noun an agricultural
system which involves the production of
milk and other dairy products from cows
kept on special farms
dairymandairyman /�deərimən/ noun 1. a person
who works with dairy cattle 2. a person
employed in a commercial dairy
dairy productsdairy products plural noun foods
prepared from milk, e.g. butter, cream,
cheese or yoghurt

Dairy Shorthorn

Dairy Shorthorn noun a dual-purpose
breed of cattle; the colour may be red,
white or red and white
Dalesbred

Dalesbred /�deilzbred/ noun a local
sheep of the Swaledale type. It has a white
spot on either side of a black face, with a
grey muzzle, and provides a long coarse
fleece.
dam

dam noun 1. a construction built to block
a river in order to channel the flow of water
into a hydroelectric power station or to
regulate the water supply to an irrigation
scheme 2. the female parent of an animal,
usually a domestic animal

COMMENT: Dams are constructed either
to channel the flow of water into hydroe-
lectric power stations or to regulate the
water supply to irrigation schemes.
Dams can have serious environmental
effects. The large lake behind the dam
may alter the whole climate of a region.
The large heavy mass of water in the
lake may trigger earth movements if the
rock beneath is unstable. In tropical
areas, dams encourage the spread of
bacteria, insects and parasites, leading
to an increase in diseases such as bil-
harziasis. Dams may increase salinity in
watercourses and retain silt which other-
wise would be carried down the river and
be deposited as fertile soil in the plain
below. They may also deprive down-
stream communities or countries of
water, leading to regional tensions.

damp off

damp off verb to die from a fungus infec-
tion which spreads in warm damp condi-
tions and attacks the roots and lower stems
of seedlings

COMMENT: Damping off is a common
cause of loss of seedlings in green-
houses.

damson

damson /�d�mzən/ noun a small dark
purple plum (Prunus damascena)
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dandeliondandelion noun a yellow weed (Tarax-
acum officinale) found in grassland and
also sometimes eaten as salad
Danish redDanish red /�deiniʃ �red/ noun a dual-
purpose breed of cattle, originating in
Jutland, Denmark
danthoniadanthonia /d�n|�θəυniə/ noun a tufted
pasture grass found in Australia and New
Zealand
DAPPDAPP abbreviation Deadweight Average
Pig Price
dappledapple /�d�p(ə)l/ noun rounded patches
of colour, especially on a horse
DARDDARD abbreviation Department of Agri-
culture and Rural Development
DARDNIDARDNI abbreviation Department of
Agriculture and Rural Development,
Northern Ireland
darneldarnel /�dɑ�nəl/ noun a common weed
(Lolium temulentum) which affects cereals
and is poisonous to animals
DartmoorDartmoor /�dɑ�tmɔ�/ noun a breed of
large moorland sheep, white-faced with
black spots, and a long curly fleece
datedate noun the fruit of a date palm

COMMENT: The biggest producers of
dates are Saudi Arabia, Iraq and Algeria,
though most Middle Eastern countries
produce small quantities.

DaucusDaucus /�daυkəs/ noun the Latin name
for the family of plants which includes the
carrot
day-nettleday-nettle noun same as common
hemp nettle
day-old chickday-old chick noun a chick up to 24
hours old, sent from a breeder or hatchery
to a buyer
DCSDCS abbreviation Deer Commission for
Scotland
DDTDDT /�di� di� �ti�/ noun an insecticide that
was formerly used especially against
malaria-carrying mosquitoes. It is now
banned in many countries because of its
toxicity and ability to accumulate in the
environment. Formula: C14H9Cl5. Full
form dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane
dead headingdead heading noun the process of
cutting the dead flower heads from a plant,
so as to prevent the formation of seeds
dead-in-shelldead-in-shell adjective referring to
chicks which die in the egg, because they
cannot break out, or can only break part of
the way out of the shell
deadly nightshadedeadly nightshade /�dedli �naitʃeid/
noun a poisonous plant (Atropa bella-
donna) sometimes eaten by animals

deadnettledeadnettle /�dednet(ə)l/ noun � red
deadnettle
dead stockdead stock noun a comprehensive term
for all implements, tools, appliances and
machines used on a farm. It can also be
used to include seed, fertiliser and feeding-
stuffs.
deadweightdeadweight /�dedweit/ noun the weight
of a dressed carcass
Deadweight Average Pig PriceDeadweight Average Pig Price
noun the average price for pigs, calculated
each week from reports by abattoirs on the
price they paid for the pigs they have
slaughtered. It replaced the Adjusted
Eurospec Average price report in 2004.
Abbr DAPP
decaydecay noun a process by which tissues
become rotten and decompose, caused by
the action of microorganisms and oxygen �
verb (of organic matter) to rot or decom-
pose � The soft leaves will gradually decay
on the compost heap.
deciduousdeciduous adjective referring to trees
that shed all their leaves in one season �
beech, oak and other deciduous trees �
deciduous woodlands
decomposedecompose verb (of organic material)
to break down into simple chemical
compounds by the action of sunlight, water
or bacteria and fungi
decomposerdecomposer /�di�kəm |�pəυzə/ noun an
organism which feeds on dead organic
matter and breaks it down into simple
chemicals, e.g. a fungus or bacterium
decompositiondecomposition /�di�kɒmpə |�ziʃ(ə)n/
noun the process of breaking down into
simple chemical compounds
decorticationdecortication /di� |�kɔ�ti |�keiʃ(ə)n/ noun
the process of removing husks from seeds
decouplingdecoupling /di� |�k�pliŋ/ noun the
breaking of the link between the amount of
money paid to farmers as a subsidy and the
amount they produce. � Single Payment
Scheme
decumbentdecumbent /di |�k�mbənt/ adjective
referring to plant stems which lie on the
surface of the soil for part of their length,
but turn upwards at the end
deep-freezingdeep-freezing noun long-term storage
at temperatures below freezing point
(NOTE: Many crops such as peas and
beans are grown specifically for commer-
cial deep-freezing.)
deep-litterdeep-litter noun a system of using straw,
wood shavings, sawdust or peat moss for
bedding poultry or cattle
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COMMENT: For poultry an inch of well-
composted horse manure is laid down
first, on which wood shavings, peat moss
or cut straw are placed. The litter is
changed after each crop of birds. Deep
litter also has value as a manure. For
cattle, straw, shavings and sawdust form
a deep litter. Warmth is given off as fae-
ces in the litter ferment, and additions of
fresh litter can be made on top of the old.

deep ploughingdeep ploughing noun ploughing very
deep into the soil, used when reclaiming
previously virgin land for agricultural
purposes
deep-rooteddeep-rooted /�di�p �ru�tid/, deep-
rooting adjective referring to a plant with
long roots which go deep into the soil.
Compare surface-rooting
deerdeer noun a ruminant animal, the males of
which have distinctive antlers (NOTE: The
meat of deer is venison.)

COMMENT: There are three wild species
in the UK: the fallow deer (Dama dama),
the roe deer (Capreolus capreolus) and
the red deer (Cervus elaphus), which is
also raised commercially. Deer are
hardy animals, and are well adapted to
severe winters. They can suffer from
tuberculosis, and the British government
has introduced a compulsory slaughter
scheme for animals suffering from the
disease. According to the 2000 agricul-
tural survey, the total number of farmed
deer holdings in England, Wales, Scot-
land and Northern Ireland is 300, farming
approximately 36,000 deer. They repre-
sent less than 0.6% of the farmed ani-
mals in the UK (excluding poultry).

Deer Commission for ScotlandDeer Commission for Scotland
noun an association in Scotland which
advises on best practices in wild deer
management. Abbr DCS
deer farmingdeer farming noun the commercial
farming of deer to be sold as venison
deer forestdeer forest noun an extensive tract of
upland, usually treeless, but managed by
keepers to provide deer-stalking
deer-stalkingdeer-stalking noun the hunting of deer
in the wild
deficiency paymentdeficiency payment noun payment
made to a producer, where the price for a
commodity at the market does not reach a
preset guaranteed price
deficientdeficient adjective lacking something
essential � The soil is deficient in impor-
tant nutrients. � Scrub plants are well
adapted to this moisture-deficient habitat.
� She has a calcium-deficient diet.

definite inflorescencedefinite inflorescence noun a type of
inflorescence in which the main stem ends
in a flower and stops growing when the
flower is produced. Compare indefinite
inflorescence
definitive hostdefinitive host noun a host on which a
parasite settles permanently
deflector platedeflector plate /di |�flektə pleit/ noun
an attachment in a slurry spreader which
spreads the slurry over a wide area
deflocculationdeflocculation /di�|�flɒkjυ|�leiʃ(ə)n/
noun a state in which clay particles repel
each other instead of sticking together �
Deflocculation may occur, when clays are
worked in a wet condition or if the soil
becomes saline.
defoliantdefoliant /di� |�fəυliənt/ noun a type of
herbicide which makes the leaves fall off
plants
defoliatedefoliate /di�|�fəυlieit/ verb to make the
leaves fall off a plant, especially by using a
herbicide or as the result of disease or other
stress
defoliationdefoliation /di� |�fəυli|�eiʃ(ə)n/ noun the
loss of leaves from a plant, especially as
the result of using a herbicide or because of
disease or other stress
deforestdeforest /di� |�fɒrist/ verb to cut down
forest trees from an area for commercial
purposes or to make arable land � Timber
companies have helped to deforest the
tropical regions. � About 40000 square
miles are deforested each year.
deforestationdeforestation noun the cutting down of
forest trees for commercial purposes or to
make arable or pasture land
DefraDefra /�defrə/, DEFRA abbreviation
Department for Environment, Food and
Rural Affairs
degradabledegradable /di |��reidəb(ə)l/ adjective
referring to a substance which can be
broken down into its separate elements. �

biodegradable
degradationdegradation /�de�rə|�deiʃ(ə)n/ noun the
decomposition of a chemical compound
into its elements
degradedegrade verb 1. to reduce the quality of
something � The land has been degraded
through overgrazing. � Ozone may worsen
nutrient leaching by degrading the water-
resistant coating on pine needles. 2. to
make a chemical compound decompose
into its elements
degressivitydegressivity /�di��re |�siviti/ noun a
proposed reduction in the amount of subsi-
dies paid under the CAP. This proposal was
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rejected as a method of keeping the CAP
budget under control.
dehairdehair /di�|�heə/ verb to remove hard
hairs from fine goat fibres such as angora
dehiscedehisce /di|�his/ verb (of a ripe seed pod,
fruit or capsule) to burst open to allow
seeds or spores to scatter
dehiscencedehiscence /di|�his(ə)ns/ noun the
sudden bursting of a seed pod, fruit or
capsule when it is ripe, allowing the seeds
or spores to scatter
dehiscentdehiscent /di|�his(ə)nt/ adjective refer-
ring to seed pods, fruit or capsules which
burst open to allow the seeds or spores to
scatter. Compare indehiscent
dehorndehorn /di�|�hɔ�n/ verb to remove the
horns of an animal, done by disbudding
when the animal is young
dehuskdehusk /di� |�h�sk/ verb to remove the
husk from seeds such as corn
dehydratedehydrate verb to remove water from
something in order to preserve it

COMMENT: Food can be dehydrated by
drying in the sun (as in the case of dried
fruit), or by passing through various
industrial processes, such as freeze-dry-
ing.

dehydrated milkdehydrated milk noun milk which has
been dried and reduced to a powder
dehydrationdehydration /�di�hai|�dreiʃ(ə)n/ noun
the process of removing water from some-
thing in order to preserve it
deintensified farmingdeintensified farming
/�di�intensifaid �fɑ�miŋ/ noun farming
which was formerly intensive, using chem-
ical fertilisers to increase production, but
has now become extensive. � extensifica-
tion
demonstration farmdemonstration farm noun a farm used
as a means of spreading best practice to
other farmers
denaturedenature /di�|�neitʃə/ verb 1. to add a
poisonous substance to alcohol to make it
unsuitable for humans to drink 2. to change
the natural structure of a protein or nucleic
acid by high temperature, chemicals or
extremes of pH 3. to make something
change its nature 4. to convert a protein
into an amino acid
denatured wheatdenatured wheat noun wheat which
has been stained to make it unusable for
human consumption
denaturingdenaturing noun the process of staining
wheat grain with a dye, so as to make it
unusable for human consumption. Dena-
tured grain may be used as animal feed.

dendrochronologydendrochronology /�dendrəυkrɒ |

�nɒləd�i/ noun a scientific method of
finding the age of wood by the study of tree
rings
denitrificationdenitrification /di�|�naitrifi|�keiʃ(ə)n/
noun the releasing of nitrogen from
nitrates in the soil by the action of bacteria
dentaldental adjective referring to teeth
dentitiondentition /den|�tiʃ(ə)n/ noun the
arrangement of teeth in an animal’s mouth
(NOTE: An examination of an animal’s teeth
may help in estimating its age.)
denudationdenudation /�dinju�|�deiʃ(ə)n/ noun the
process of making land or rock bare by
cutting down trees or by erosion
denudedenude /di |�nju�d/ verb to make land or
rock bare by cutting down trees and other
plants or by erosion � The timber compa-
nies have denuded the mountains.
Department for Environment, Food and Rural AffairsDepartment for Environment,
Food and Rural Affairs noun the UK
government department responsible for
farming, the environment, animal welfare
and rural development in England and
Wales. Abbr Defra

‘Defra was created to focus and lead the
Government’s wider approach to
sustainable development and specifically
to address this aim for the environment,
the food industry and rural economies and
communities. (Delivering the evidence.
Defra’s Science and Innovation Strategy,
2003–06)’

Department of Agriculture and Rural DevelopmentDepartment of Agriculture and
Rural Development noun the govern-
ment department responsible for farming,
the environment, animal welfare and rural
development in Scotland. Abbr DARD
Department of Agriculture and Rural Development, Northern IrelandDepartment of Agriculture and
Rural Development, Northern
Ireland noun the department of regional
government which deals with farming, the
environment, animal welfare and rural
development in Northern Ireland. Abbr
DARDNI
depressdepress verb to make a price lower �
Overproduction of some items in the EU
may depress the price level in the open
market.
depressiondepression noun an area of low atmos-
pheric pressure. Also called low
Derbyshire GritstoneDerbyshire Gritstone /�d��biʃə
��ritstəυn/ noun a blackfaced, hornless
hardy breed of sheep, which produces a
soft fleece of high quality (NOTE: The
name comes from a type of rock, millstone
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grit, found in the Peak District of Derby-
shire)
derelict

derelict adjective 1. referring to land
which has been damaged and made ugly by
mining or other industrial processes, or
which has been neglected and is not used
for anything � a plan to reclaim derelict
inner city sites 2. referring to a building
which is neglected and in ruins � derelict
barns
derris

derris /�deris/ noun a powdered insecti-
cide extracted from the root of a tropical
plant, used against fleas, lice and aphids. �
rotenone
desalinate

desalinate /di�|�s�lineit/ verb to remove
salt from a substance such as sea water or
soil
desalination

desalination /�di�s�li|�neiʃ(ə)n/ noun
the removal of salt from a substance such
as sea water or soil
descending aorta

descending aorta /di |�sendiŋ ei |�ɔ�tə/
noun the second section of the aorta as it
turns downwards
desert

desert noun an area of land with very
little rainfall, arid soil and little or no vege-
tation

COMMENT: A desert will be formed in
areas where rainfall is less than 25 cm
per annum whether the region is hot or
cold. About 30% of all the land surface of
the Earth is desert or in the process of
becoming desert. The spread of desert
conditions in arid and semi-arid regions
is caused not only by climatic conditions,
but also by human pressures. So over-
grazing of pasture and the clearing of
forest for fuel and for cultivation both
lead to the loss of organic material, a
reduction in rainfall by evaporation and
soil erosion.

desertification

desertification /di|�z��tifi |�keiʃ(ə)n/
noun the process by which an area of land
becomes a desert because of a change of
climate or because of the action of humans,
e.g. through intensive farming � Changes
in the amount of sunlight reflected by
different vegetation may contribute to
desertification. � Increased tilling of the
soil, together with long periods of drought,
have brought about the desertification of
the area.

‘Desertification, broadly defined, is one of
the principal barriers to sustainable food
security and sustainable livelihoods in our
world today’ [Environmental
Conservation]

desertifydesertify /di |�z��tifai/ verb to make land
into a desert � It is predicted that half the
country will be desertified by the end of the
century.
desiccantdesiccant /�desikənt/ noun 1. a
substance which dries something 2. a type
of herbicide which makes leaves wither
and die
desiccatedesiccate /�desikeit/ verb 1. to preserve
food by removing moisture from it 2. to dry
out
desiccationdesiccation /�desi|�keiʃ(ə)n/ noun 1.
the act or process of removing water 2. the
act of drying out the soil � The greenhouse
effect may lead to climatic changes such as
the desiccation of large areas.
dessert fruitdessert fruit noun fruit which are sweet
and can be eaten raw, as opposed to being
cooked
determinationdetermination noun the process of
finding something out by calculation or
experiment � determination of the
maximum safe dose
detritivoredetritivore /di |�traitivɔ�/ noun an
organism which feeds on dead organic
matter and breaks it down into simple
chemicals, e.g. a fungus or bacterium. Also
called detrivore, scavenger
DevonDevon /�devən/ noun a breed of fine-
boned dual-purpose cattle. North and
South Devons are dark red, and belong to a
type of red cattle bred for centuries in
England. They thrive on pasture which
would not be sufficient for larger breeds,
and provide both meat and milk. (NOTE:
They are commonly known as Red
Rubies.)
Devon and Cornwall LongwoolDevon and Cornwall Longwool
/�devən ən �kɔ�nwəl �lɒŋwυl/ noun a
breed of sheep with long curly, high-
quality fleece; the lambs have a fine soft
white wool
Devon ClosewoolDevon Closewool noun a breed of
medium-sized sheep, the product of
crosses between the Devon Longwool and
the Exmoor Horn
dewdew noun drops of condensed moisture
left on surfaces overnight in cool places
dewateringdewatering /di�|�wɑ�təriŋ/ noun the
extraction of water from a crop by
pressing, reducing the cost of artificial
drying
dew clawdew claw noun a rudimentary fifth digit
found on the heels of dogs, pigs and cattle
dewlapdewlap /�dju�l�p/ noun a fold of loose
skin hanging from the throat of cattle
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dew ponddew pond noun a small pond of rain-
water which forms on high ground in
chalky soil

COMMENT: Dew ponds are found in areas
of chalk or limestone country. To make a
dew pond, a hollow is scooped out and
lined with clay. The pond is kept full by
rainwater.

DexterDexter /�dekstə/ noun a rare breed of
cattle, originating from the west of Ireland.
The animals are small in size, coloured
black or red.
dextrosedextrose /�dekstrəυz/ noun a simple
sugar found in fruit and also extracted from
corn starch
Diamonds diseaseDiamonds disease noun � erysipelas
diarrhoeadiarrhoea noun a condition where an
animal frequently passes liquid faeces.
Also called scouring
dibberdibber /�dibə/ noun a hand tool for
making holes in soil to plant small plants
dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethanedichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane
/dai|�klɒ�rəυdai |�fi�niltrai[[ðiʃç]�klɒ�rəυ |

�i�θein/ noun full form of DDT
dichotomous branchingdichotomous branching /dai|

�kɒtəməs �brɑ�ntʃiŋ/ noun a pattern of
plant growth that develops when a growing
point forks into two points that later divide
into two
dicotyledondicotyledon /�daikɒti |�li�dən/ noun a
plant with seeds that have a cotyledon with
two parts � Dicotyledons form the largest
group of plants. Compare monocoty-
ledon. � cotyledon
die backdie back verb (of plants) to be affected by
the death of a branch or shoot � Roses may
die back after pruning in frosty weather.
diebackdieback /�daib�k/ noun 1. a fungal
disease of some plants which kills shoots
or branches 2. a gradual dying of trees
starting at the ends of branches � Half the
trees in the forest are showing signs of
dieback.

COMMENT: There are many theories
explaining the environmental cause of
dieback. Sulphur dioxide, nitrogen
oxides and ozone have all been sug-
gested as causes, as well as acidifica-
tion of the soil or acid rain on leaves.

die downdie down verb (of plants) to stop growing
before the winter and keep only the parts
below ground until spring � Herbaceous
plants die down in autumn.
dieldrindieldrin /�di�ldrin/ noun an organochlo-
rine insecticide which kills on contact
(NOTE: It is very persistent and can kill fish,
birds and small mammals when it enters

the food chain. It is banned in the Euro-
pean Union.)
dietdiet noun the amount and type of food
eaten (NOTE: Animal welfare codes lay
down rules about the quality of diet that
should be provided for animals or birds to
ensure their good health and welfare.)
dietarydietary adjective referring to diet
dietary fibredietary fibre noun same as roughage

COMMENT: Dietary fibre is found in cere-
als, nuts, fruit and some green vegeta-
bles. It is believed to be necessary to
help digestion and to avoid developing
constipation, obesity and appendicitis.

dietary reference valuesdietary reference values plural noun
the nutrients that are essential for health,
published as a list by the UK government
dieteticdietetic /�daiə |�tetik/ adjective referring
to diet
dieteticsdietetics /�daiə |�tetiks/ noun the study
of food, nutrition and health, especially
when applied to food intake
diet formulationdiet formulation noun the combining of
different types of feedstuffs or nutrients so
as to form a healthy and balanced diet for
an animal

‘Probably the most likely area for reform
was diet formulation, and with feed
accounting for 70 per cent of production
costs, it was essential to examine
management practices such as phase
feeding to more precisely tailor feed inputs
to requirements.’ [Farming News]

diffuse water pollutiondiffuse water pollution noun water
pollution which is caused by several small
sources such as runoff from farms
digdig verb to turn over ground with a fork or
spade
digestdigest verb 1. to break down food and
convert it into elements which can be
absorbed by the body 2. to use bacteria to
process waste, especially organic waste
such as manure, in order to produce biogas
� 55% of UK sewage sludge is digested. �
Wastes from food processing plants can be
anaerobically digested.
digesterdigester /dai|�d�estə/ noun a device that
produces gas such as methane from refuse
digestibilitydigestibility /dai |�d�esti |�biliti/ noun
the proportion of food which is digested
and is therefore of value to the animal
which eats it
digestibility coefficientdigestibility coefficient noun the
proportion of food digested and not
excreted, shown as a percentage of the total
food eaten
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digestibility trialdigestibility trial noun a test to measure
the digestibility of a known food by
recording the weight of food eaten, and
then excreted
digestibility valuedigestibility value noun the amount of
digestible organic matter in the dry matter
of plants. Abbr D value
digestibledigestible /dai|�d�estib(ə)l/ adjective
able to be digested � Glucose is an easily
digestible form of sugar.
digestible organic matterdigestible organic matter noun an
organic substance which can be processed
to produce biogas, e.g. manure. Abbr DOM
digestiondigestion noun 1. the process by which
food is broken down and converted into
elements which can be absorbed by the
body 2. the conversion of organic matter
into simpler chemical compounds, as in the
production of biogas from manure. �

bacterial digestion
digestivedigestive adjective referring to digestion
digestive enzymesdigestive enzymes plural noun
enzymes which speed up the process of
digestion
digestive juicesdigestive juices plural noun juices in
an animal’s digestive tract which convert
food into a form which is absorbed into the
body
digestive systemdigestive system noun the set of
organs in the body associated with the
digestion of food
diggerdigger /�di�ə/ noun a type of plough
body with a short, sharply curved mould-
board. Diggers are used for deep
ploughing, especially to prepare for root
crops or for land reclamation.
digging stickdigging stick noun one of the earliest
agricultural implements, still used in areas
where shifting cultivation is practised. The
stick has a sharpened end, sometimes with
a metal tip, and is used to dig holes to plant
crops.
dilldill /dil/ noun a common aromatic herb
(Anethum graveolens) used in cooking and
in medicine
dioeciousdioecious /�daiəυ |�i�ʃəs/ adjective refer-
ring to a plant species in which male and
female flowers occur on different individ-
uals. � monoecious
dipdip noun a chemical which is dissolved in
water, used for dipping animals, mainly
sheep, to remove lice and ticks � verb to
plunge an animal into a dip, for about thirty
seconds
diphtheriadiphtheria noun a serious infectious
disease where a membrane forms in the

throat passages of an animal such as in calf
diphtheria
diploiddiploid /�diplɔid/ adjective referring to
an organism that has two matched sets of
chromosomes in a cell nucleus, one set
from each parent (NOTE: Each species has
a characteristic diploid number of chromo-
somes.)
dipperdipper /�dipə/ noun a deep trench into
which sheep are guided to be dipped
dippingdipping /�dipiŋ/ noun the process of
plunging an animal in a chemical solution
to remove ticks, etc.

COMMENT: Sheep are dipped to eradicate
parasites such as lice and ticks, and to
prevent sheep scab. Dipping varies from
region to region according to custom,
breed and climate. Dipping may be
ordered by Defra to control outbreaks of
disease, and in certain cases it has to be
witnessed by a local authority inspector.

dipping bathdipping bath noun same as dipper
dipterousdipterous /�diptərəs/ adjective referring
to an insect such as a fly with two wings
direct drillingdirect drilling noun a form of minimal
cultivation, where the seed is sown directly
into the field without previous cultivation.
Several types of drill are used, with heavy
discs for cutting narrow drills, or strong
cultivator tines.
directivedirective noun an order from the Euro-
pean Union, referring to a particular
problem
direct proportional applicationdirect proportional application
noun a system of making sure that the
output from a sprayer is proportional to the
speed at which it moves forward. Abbr
DPA
direct reseedingdirect reseeding noun the process of
sowing grass seed without a cover crop
direct sowingdirect sowing noun the process of
sowing grass seed on a prepared seed bed
dirt taredirt tare noun the percentage of dirt and
waste material lifted with a crop such as
sugar beet when it is harvested
disadvantaged areadisadvantaged area noun a name for
land in mountainous and hilly areas, which
is capable of improvement and use as
breeding and rearing land for sheep and
cattle. These areas are divided into Disad-
vantaged or Severely Disadvantaged
Areas. The EU recognises such areas and
gives financial help to farmers in them.
disbuddisbud /dis|�b�d/ verb 1. to remove the
horn buds from calves, soon after birth 2.
to remove small flower buds from a plant,
to allow the main flower to develop more
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strongly, e.g. when growing chrysanthe-
mums or paeonies
discdisc noun one of the heavy round metal
plates, used in harrow and ploughs to culti-
vate the soil
disc coulterdisc coulter noun the part of a plough
which cuts the side of the furrow about to
be turned
disc harrowdisc harrow noun a type of harrow, with
two or more sets of saucer-shaped discs
fixed to a frame. The disc angle can be
changed and the working depth varied.
discolorationdiscoloration /disk�lə |�reiʃ(ə)n/,
discolouration noun a change of colour,
especially one caused by deterioration
discolourdiscolour /dis |�k�lə/ verb to change the
colour of something, especially through
deterioration, usually making it paler
(NOTE: The US spelling is discolor.)
disc ploughdisc plough noun a type of plough with
large rotating discs in place of the mould-
board. Disc ploughs are used for deep
cultivation, but not common in Great
Britain.
diseasedisease noun an illness of people,
animals or plants � He is a specialist in
plant diseases.
disease controldisease control noun the systems put
in place by a farm or a government to
prevent diseases from spreading within the
area under their supervision

‘Dr Reynolds said DEFRA had considered
the impact on the poultry sector and
believed close observation, biosecurity,
movement restrictions and swift culling of
infected flocks was the most appropriate
form of disease control.’ [Farmers
Weekly]

diseaseddiseased /di |�zi�zd/ adjective affected by
a disease and so not functioning as usual or
not whole � a diseased kidney � To treat
dieback, diseased branches should be cut
back to healthy wood.
disease dynamicsdisease dynamics noun the study of
the change, growth or activity of a disease
Diseases of Animals Act Diseases of Animals Act (1950)
noun an Act of Parliament covering the
diseases that are listed as notifiable
disease statusdisease status noun an assessment of
how many animals are diseased and which
diseases are present in a herd or flock
Dishley LeicesterDishley Leicester /�diʃli �lestə/ noun a
breed of improved Leicester sheep, used by
Sir Robert Bakewell in the 18th century
disinfectdisinfect verb to make something or
somewhere free from microorganisms

such as bacteria � All utensils must be thor-
oughly disinfected. (NOTE: Disinfect,
disinfection and disinfectant are used for
substances which destroy germs on instru-
ments, objects or the skin.)
disinfectantdisinfectant noun a substance used to
kill microorganisms such as bacteria
disinfectiondisinfection /�disin |�fekʃən/ noun the
process of making something or some-
where free from microorganisms such as
bacteria

COMMENT: Disinfection is a necessary
process affecting buildings such as sta-
bles, and implements, after infection has
been present. It may involve removing
litter and dung, and cleaning floors and
partitions. Implements and tools should
also be treated. Methods of disinfection
include the use of approved chemical
solutions, steam cleaning and fumiga-
tion with powerful antiseptics.

disorderdisorder noun 1. a disruption of a system
or balanced state 2. an illness � a stomach
disorder
dispatcherdispatcher /di|�sp�tʃə/ noun an imple-
ment used to kill chickens
dispersaldispersal noun the moving of individual
plants or animals into or from an area �
seed dispersal by wind � Aphids breed in
large numbers and spread by dispersal in
wind currents.
dispersedisperse verb 1. (of organisms) to sepa-
rate and move away over a wide area 2. to
send something out over a wide area �
Some seeds are dispersed by birds. �
Power stations have tall chimneys to
disperse the emissions of pollutants.
dispersing agentdispersing agent noun a chemical
added to a fungicide/bactericide formula-
tion to allow particles of the active agent to
be distributed effectively
dispersiondispersion /di |�sp��ʃ(ə)n/ noun the
pattern in which animals or plants are
found over a wide area
distildistil verb to produce a pure liquid by
heating a liquid and condensing the
vapour, as in the production of alcohol or
essential oils
distillationdistillation /�disti |�leiʃ(ə)n/ noun the
process of producing a pure liquid by
heating a liquid and condensing the
vapour, as in the production of alcohol or
essential oils
distillers’ grainsdistillers’ grains /dis|�tiləz �reinz/
plural noun by-product of whisky produc-
tion, which consists of the remains of
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malted barley, used as a valuable cattle
food which may be fed wet or dry
distortdistort verb to change the shape of some-
thing, so that it does not look normal, as
when brassica roots are distorted by club
root disease
distribution channeldistribution channel noun 1. the route
by which a product reaches a customer
after it leaves the producer or supplier 2. an
area where controlled amounts of feed are
made available to livestock
ditchditch noun a channel to take away rain-
water � verb to dig channels for land
drainage

COMMENT: Ditches may be enough to
drain an area by themselves, but usually
they serve as outlets for underground
drains. Ditches can deal with large quan-
tities of water in very wet periods. They
should be kept cleaned to their original
depth, a process carried out usually
once a year. Many types of machine are
now available for making new ditches or
cleaning neglected ones.

ditcherditcher /�ditʃə/ noun a mechanical exca-
vator used in ditching
dithiocarbamatesdithiocarbamates /�diθiəυ |

�kɑ�bəmeits/ plural noun fungicides
formerly used on fruit, vegetables and
arable crops but no longer approved for use
in the UK
diversificationdiversification /dai|�v��sifi |�keiʃ(ə)n/
noun the expansion of a farm or other
enterprise into new areas of business, e.g.
allowing land to be used for leisure activi-
ties or introducing new crops or livestock

COMMENT: The main alternative enter-
prises undertaken by farmers are: farm
holidays and bed-and-breakfast; farm
shops, selling produce from the farm;
camping and caravan sites; country
sports, such as horse riding, pony-trek-
king and fishing.

diversifydiversify verb 1. to develop something in
different ways � Farmers are encouraged
to diversify land use by, for example,
planting woodlands or creating recrea-
tional facilities. 2. to start doing several
different things � Farmers are being
encouraged to diversify into other areas of
business, such as rural tourism.
Divisional Veterinary ManagerDivisional Veterinary Manager
noun the manager of an Animal Health
Divisional Office. Abbr DVM
Divisional Veterinary OfficerDivisional Veterinary Officer noun a
trained technician working for an Animal
Health Divisional Office. Abbr DVO
DMDM abbreviation dry matter

DMIDMI abbreviation dry matter intake
dociledocile adjective quiet and easy to handle
dockdock verb to cut off the tail of an animal
(NOTE: Lowland breeds of sheep are often
docked to prevent dirt and faeces accumu-
lating on the tail.) � noun a broadleaved or
curled weed Rumex with a long tap root,
making it difficult to remove
dockagedockage /�dɒkid�/ noun waste material
which is removed from grain as it is being
processed before milling
docking disorderdocking disorder noun a disorder of
sugar beet, caused by eelworms, found on
sandy soils in East Anglia, causing irregu-
larly stunted plants with split root growth
doedoe noun the female of deer, goat, rabbit
or hare
dogdaisydogdaisy /�dɒ�deisi/ noun same as
mayweed
Dogs TrustDogs Trust noun a UK charity that
campaigns for the welfare of dogs
DOMDOM /�di� əυ �em/ abbreviation 1. digest-
ible organic matter 2. dry organic matter
domesticdomestic adjective 1. referring to the
home � domestic waste 2. kept as a farm
animal or pet
domestic animaldomestic animal noun 1. an animal
such as a dog or cat which lives with
human beings as a pet 2. an animal such as
a pig or goat which is kept by human
beings for food or other uses
domesticatedomesticate /də|�mestikeit/ verb 1. to
breed wild animals so that they become
tame and can fill human needs 2. to breed
wild plants, selecting the best strains so
that they become useful for food or decora-
tion
domesticateddomesticated adjective 1. referring to a
wild animal which has been trained to live
near a house and not be frightened of
human beings 2. referring to a species
which was formerly wild but has been
selectively bred to fill human needs
domesticationdomestication /də|�mesti|�keiʃ(ə)n/
noun the action of domesticating wild
animals or plants
domestic livestockdomestic livestock noun pigs, goats,
sheep, cows and other animals which are
kept by human beings
dominancedominance noun 1. a state where one
species in a community is more abundant
than others 2. the priority for food and
reproductive mates that one animal has
over another in a group 3. the characteristic
of a gene form (allele) that leads to the trait
which it controls being shown in any indi-
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vidual carrying it. Compare recessive-
ness
dominance hierarchydominance hierarchy noun the
system of priority given to specific individ-
uals in terms of access to food and repro-
ductive mates � In many species a male is
at the top of the dominance hierarchy.
dominantdominant adjective 1. important or
powerful 2. (of an allele) having the char-
acteristic that leads to the trait which it
controls being shown in any individual
carrying it. Compare recessive 3. (of a
species) being more abundant than others
in a community. � codominant, subdomi-
nant � noun a plant or species which has
most influence on the composition and
distribution of other species

COMMENT: For physical characteristics
controlled by two alleles, if one allele is
dominant and the other recessive, the
resulting trait will be that of the dominant
allele. Traits governed by recessive alle-
les appear only if alleles from both par-
ents are recessive.

DorkingDorking /�dɔ�kiŋ/ noun 1. a breed of
fowl, with dark and silver-grey plumage 2.
a silver-grey breed of bantam
dormancydormancy /�dɔ�mənsi/ noun an inactive
period � seed dormancy
dormantdormant adjective not actively growing
Dorset DownDorset Down /�dɔ�sət �daυn/ noun a
medium-sized down breed of sheep with a
brown face and wool growing over the
forehead. It provides a good-quality fine
stringy fleece.
Dorset HornDorset Horn noun a breed of sheep in
the south-west of England, both rams and
ewes of which have long curly horns. It
produces a fine white clear wool, and is
unique among British breeds in that it can
lamb at any time of the year.
Dorset wedge silageDorset wedge silage noun a method
of storing silage in wedge-shaped layers,
usually covered with polythene sheeting.
The first loads are tipped against the end
wall and further loads are built up with a
buckrake to form a wedge.
dosedose noun the amount of medicine given
to an animal to cure it of a disorder � verb
to give an animal medicine
dosing gundosing gun noun a device used to give
an animal medicine in the form of pellets.
The pellet is forced into the back of
animal’s throat.
double chop harvesterdouble chop harvester noun a type of
forage harvester, which chops the crop into
short lengths rather than just lacerating it.

The chopping unit is a vertical rotating
disc, usually with three knives and three
fan blades. � precision chop forage
harvester
double croppingdouble cropping noun a type of multi-
cropping, taking more than one crop off a
piece of land in one year
double diggingdouble digging noun a cultivation tech-
nique, where a spit is dug out, the soil
placed on one side, and a second spit dug.
This loosens the soil at a deeper level than
normal digging.
double flowerdouble flower noun a flower with two
series of petals as opposed to a single
flower
Double GloucesterDouble Gloucester noun a rich
orange-coloured British cheese
double lowsdouble lows plural noun varieties of
oilseed rape with low erucic acid and
glucosinolate contents
doublesdoubles plural noun twins of animals,
especially lambs
double sucklingdouble suckling noun a method of
raising beef calves, where a second calf is
placed with the cow’s own calf and
allowed to suckle
Douglas firDouglas fir noun a North American soft-
wood tree widely planted throughout the
world, and producing strong timber. Latin
name: Pseudotsuga menziesii.
dovedove noun a white domesticated pigeon
dove cotedove cote /�d�v kəυt/ noun a small
shelter for doves
downdown noun 1. the small soft feathers of a
young bird, or soft feathers below the outer
feathers in some adult birds 2. an under-
coat of very soft hair on a goat
Down breedsDown breeds plural noun breeds of
short-wooled sheep, giving wool of a
creamy colour; the sheep have dark faces
and legs, and are hornless. They are found
in hilly areas, and include the Southdown,
Hampshire Down, Dorset Down and
Suffolk.
down-calverdown-calver noun a cow or heifer about
to calve
downer animaldowner animal /�daυnə ��niməl/,
downer noun a farm animal that is unable
to stand or walk because of injury or
disease
downlanddownland /�daυnl�nd/ noun an area of
grassy treeless hills
downydowny adjective referring to something
such as plumage which is very soft
downy mildewdowny mildew noun a disease (Pereno-
spora brassica) which causes white bloom
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on the under surface of leaves, most
damaging to Brassica seedlings
Doyenne du ComiceDoyenne du Comice /dɔi|�en dυ kɒ |

�mi�s/ noun a variety of dessert pear, orig-
inating in France. The fruit are very round
and mature slowly.
DPADPA abbreviation direct proportional
application
draft ewedraft ewe noun an ewe sold from a
breeding flock of sheep while still young
enough to produce lambs
draft offdraft off verb to remove certain animals
from a herd or flock
drag harrowdrag harrow noun a heavy type of
harrow, used in the preparation of seedbeds
draindrain noun 1. an underground pipe which
takes waste water from buildings or from
farmland 2. an open channel for taking
away waste water 3. a device to allow fluid
to escape from its container � verb 1. to
remove liquid from somewhere 2. (of
liquid) to flow into something � The stream
drains into the main river. 3. to remove
water from farmland (NOTE: On most types
of farmland, except free-draining soils,
some sort of artificial drainage is neces-
sary to carry away surplus water and so
keep the water table at a reasonable level.)
drainagedrainage noun the removal of water by
laying drains in or under fields

COMMENT: The main methods of drain-
age are open channels (ditches) and
underground pipe drains and mole
drains. Signs of bad drainage include
machinery getting bogged down in mud,
poaching by stock in grazing pastures,
water lying in pools after heavy rain,
weeds such as rushes, sedges and
horsetail appearing in grassland, young
plants being pale green or yellow and
subsoil being various shades of blue or
grey.

drainage areadrainage area, drainage basin noun
same as catchment
drainage channeldrainage channel noun a small ditch
made to remove rainwater from the soil
surface
drainage ditchdrainage ditch noun a channel to take
away rainwater
draining pendraining pen noun a pen for sheep to go
in after dipping, where surplus liquid can
drain off the wet fleece and go back into
the sheep dip
drakedrake /dreik/ noun a male duck
draughtdraught noun the effort needed to pull an
implement through the soil

draught animaldraught animal noun an animal used to
pull vehicles or carry heavy loads

COMMENT: Considerable use is made of
draught animals in many areas of the
world. Oxen, buffaloes, yaks, camels,
elephants, donkeys, horses are all used
as draught animals. The advantages of
using animals are many. They produce
young so do not always have to be
bought. They are cheaper to buy than
machines. They do not use expensive
fuel, even though they eat large quanti-
ties of food. They may be slower than
machines but they can work in difficult
terrains. Their most important advantage
is that they are appropriate to the local
conditions.

draught control systemdraught control system noun a
system of preventing damage to an imple-
ment such as a harrow, as it is being pulled
through the soil. When the draught reaches
a set level, the implement is automatically
raised out of the soil.
drawbardrawbar /�drɔ�bɑ�/ noun a metal bar at
the back of a tractor, used to pull trailed
implements. Some tractors have a drawbar
which can be attached to the hydraulic
linkage.
drawbar powerdrawbar power noun the power avail-
able to pull an implement, as opposed to
the brake horsepower of a tractor. Under
field conditions, not all brake horsepower
will be available to pull implements,
because some of it is needed to make the
tractor itself move forwards and overcome
the resistance of the bearings and the soil
on the wheels.
draw hoedraw hoe noun a hoe whose blade is at
right angles to the handle and is pulled
backwards towards the worker
draydray /drei/ noun a flat cart without sides
dredge corndredge corn noun a mixture of cereals
grown together and used for livestock
feeding. The commonest type is a mixture
of barley and oats, and sometimes cereals
and pulses are mixed.
drenchdrench noun a method of applying a
liquid medicine, by passing it into the
stomach through a tube � verb to soak with
a liquid, as when spraying with a coarse
nozzle
dressdress verb to clean or prepare the carcass
of something such as a chicken so that it is
ready for cooking and eating
dressingdressing noun the process of treating
seeds before sowing, to control disease. �

top dressing
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dribble bardribble bar noun an attachment which
applies a liquid top dressing to a crop
through trailing pipes from a boom
drieddried /draid/ adjective referring to food-
stuffs which are preserved by dehydration
dried blooddried blood noun an organic fertiliser
with a nitrogen content of 10% – 13%. It is
a soluble quick-acting fertiliser, used
mainly by horticulturists.
dried fruitdried fruit noun fruit that has been dehy-
drated to preserve it for later use
dried grassdried grass noun grass which has been
artificially dried and is used as an animal
feed of high nutritional value
dried milkdried milk noun milk powder produced
by removing water from liquid milk. The
techniques involved include roller-drying
and spray-drying.
drierdrier noun a machine used to dry a crop,
usually grain
driftdrift verb to float in the air onto areas
which are not to be sprayed
drilldrill noun 1. an implement used to sow
seed. A drill consists of a hopper carried on
wheels, with a feed mechanism which
feeds the seed into seed tubes. 2. a little
furrow for sowing seed � verb to sow seed
in drills

COMMENT: Some drills have a hopper
divided into two parts: one contains the
seed, the other fertiliser. This is the com-
bine drill which drills grain and fertiliser at
the same time.

drill coulterdrill coulter noun a coulter which makes
a furrow for sowing seed
drip irrigationdrip irrigation noun an irrigation
system where water is supplied by ground-
level pipes and released slowly at the base
of each plant. Also called trickle irrigation
dronedrone noun a male bee
dropdrop noun 1. a small amount of liquid that
falls � a drop of water � a few drops of rain
2. a fall of immature fruit � verb to give
birth to a lamb
droppingsdroppings plural noun excreta from
animals � The grass was covered with
rabbit and sheep droppings.
droppings boarddroppings board noun a bench, under
the perches in smaller poultry houses, on
which bird droppings collect
droughtdrought noun a long period without rain
at a time when rain usually falls
drought orderdrought order noun legislation which
permits water companies to place restric-
tions on the use of water for a specific
period when there is a drought

drought stressdrought stress noun a lack of growth
caused by drought
drovedrove noun a number of cattle or sheep
being driven from one place to another
droverdrover /�drəυvə/ noun a person in charge
of a flock or herd which is being moved
from one place to another
drove roaddrove road noun a track along which
sheep or cattle are regularly driven
drumdrum noun the cylinder of a combine
harvester, which rotates and has rasp-like
beater bars which thresh the grain
drupedrupe /dru�p/ noun a fruit with a single
seed and a fleshy body (NOTE: Stone fruits
such as cherries or plums are drupes.)
dry cowdry cow noun a cow which is between
lactations and is therefore not giving milk
dry curingdry curing noun the process of curing
meat in salt, as opposed to brine
dry farmingdry farming noun a system of extensive
agriculture, producing crops in areas of
limited rainfall, without using irrigation
dry feedingdry feeding noun the feeding of meal to
animals without the addition of water. This
may cause problems with pigs and poultry.
dryingdrying noun a method of preserving food
by removing moisture, either by leaving it
in the sun, as for dried fruit, or by passing
it through an industrial process
drying offdrying off noun a gradual reduction in
the quantity of milk taken from a cow, so as
to make it stop lactating
dry matterdry matter noun the matter remaining in
a biological sample or in animal feed after
the water content has been removed. Abbr
DM
dry matter intakedry matter intake noun the amount of
feed that an animal consumes or requires,
discounting its water content. Abbr DMI

‘Maintaining dry matter intake (DMI) at
turnout and maximising it throughout the
grazing season is key to feeding the high
yielding dairy cow at grass during the
summer.’ [Dairy Farmer]

dry organic matterdry organic matter noun organic
matter such as sewage sludge or manure
which has been dried out and may be used
as a fertiliser. Abbr DOM
dry perioddry period noun in cattle, a period of six
to eight weeks between lactations, when a
cow is rested from giving milk
dry pluckdry pluck noun the process of removing
the feathers when the bird is dry, so
avoiding harming the skin
dry rotdry rot noun a fungal disease causing rot
in wood, potatoes or fruit
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dry roughagedry roughage noun dry bulky food-
stuffs, e.g. hay or straw
DrysdaleDrysdale /�draizdeil/ noun a breed of
New Zealand sheep, a crossbreed from
Romney and Cheviot
dry-stone walldry-stone wall noun a wall made of
stones carefully placed one on top of the
other without using any mortar
dual-purpose breeddual-purpose breed noun a breed of
animal valuable for more than one product
dubbindubbin /�d�bin/ noun prepared grease
used for waterproofing and softening
leather
duckduck noun a bird reared for both egg and
meat production. The male is a ‘drake’.
ducklingduckling noun a young duck
dugdug noun a teat or udder of an animal,
especially of a cow
dumpdump noun a place where waste, espe-
cially solid waste, is thrown away � The
mine is surrounded by dumps of excavated
waste. � verb 1. to throw away waste, espe-
cially without being subject to environ-
mental controls 2. to get rid of large quan-
tities of excess farm products cheaply in an
overseas market
dump boxdump box noun a large hopper on
wheels with a floor conveyor which
receives silage from trailers and from
which the crop is discharged into the silo
dumpingdumping /�d�mpiŋ/ noun 1. the disposal
of waste � illegal dumping 2. the sale of
agricultural products at a price below the
true cost, to get rid of excess produce
cheaply, usually in an overseas market
dunesdunes plural noun an area of sand blown
by the wind into small hills and ridges
which may have plants growing on them �
The village was threatened by encroaching
dunes. � The dunes were colonised by
marram grass.
dungdung noun solid waste excreta from
animals, especially cattle, often used as
fertiliser

COMMENT: In some areas of the world
dried dung is used as a cooking fuel,
which has the effect of preventing the
dung from being returned to the soil and
leads to depletion of soil nutrients.

dunging passagedunging passage noun a passage at
the back of a cow shed, into which dung
can be washed with water
dungleweeddungleweed /�d�ŋ�əlwi�d/ noun same
as orache
dung weeddung weed noun same as fat hen

duramenduramen /dju� |�rɑ�mən/ noun same as
heartwood
DurhamDurham /�d�rəm/ noun a breed of dairy
shorthorn cattle, developed in the Tees
valley of County Durham
DurocDuroc /dju�|�rɒk/ noun a breed of pig,
originating in the eastern USA, imported
into the UK for cross-breeding. The pigs
are red in colour.
durumdurum /�djυərəm/ noun a type of wheat
grown in southern Europe and the USA
and used in making semolina for
processing into pasta. Latin name:
Triticum durum.
dustdust noun a fine powder made of parti-
cles, e.g. dry dirt or sand
dustingdusting /�d�stiŋ/ noun the act of using
dry powdered fungicide or insecticide on
crops
Dutch barnDutch barn /�d�tʃ bɑ�n/ noun a type of
farmyard building used for storage of hay,
loose or baled, corn crops and agricultural
implements (NOTE: The older types of
Dutch barn were built of iron with no
enclosing side walls. Modern designs
incorporate precast concrete, asbestos-
cement sheeting with curved roofs. The
sides may be partly or completely
covered.)
Dutch elm diseaseDutch elm disease noun a fungal
disease that kills elm trees, caused by
Ceratocystis ulmi and spread by a bark
beetle
Dutch harrowDutch harrow noun an implement with
metal or wooden frame, with heavy tine
bars almost at right angles to the direction
of travel. The tines loosen the soil and the
heavy bars level the surface. Also called
float
Dutch hoeDutch hoe noun an implement with a
long handle and a more or less straight D-
shaped blade, used with a push-pull action
duty of careduty of care noun a duty which every
citizen and organisation has not to act
negligently, especially the system for the
safe handling of waste, introduced by the
UK Environmental Protection Act 1990

‘Growers have a “duty of care” to ensure
that their waste is disposed of in a legal
manner and must retain proof that they
have fulfiled this requirement.’ [Farmers
Guardian]

D valueD value abbreviation digestibility value
DVMDVM abbreviation Divisional Veterinary
Manager
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DVO

DVO abbreviation Divisional Veterinary
Officer
dwarf bean

dwarf bean noun a term used for French
or kidney beans, which make a bushy
plant, as opposed to runner beans which
climb
dwarfing rootstock

dwarfing rootstock /�dwɔ�fiŋ
�ru�tstɒk/ noun a plant which is normally
low-growing so causing the plant grafted
on to it to grow smaller than it would other-
wise
dyke

dyke noun 1. a long wall of earth built to
keep water out 2. a ditch for drainage �

verb to build walls of earth to help prevent
water from flooding land

COMMENT: Dyke pond farming is a sys-
tem of organic agriculture combining
crop growing on the dykes which sur-
round ponds in which fish are bred. It is
common in China.

dysenterydysentery noun an infection and inflam-
mation of the colon causing bleeding and
diarrhoea
dystociadystocia /dis |�təυsiə/ noun difficulty in
the process of giving birth
dystrophicdystrophic /dis |�trɒfik/ adjective refer-
ring to a pond or lake that contains very
acidic brown water, lacks oxygen, and is
unable to support much plant or animal life
because of excessive humus content. �

eutrophic, mesotrophic, oligotrophic
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EE symbol Excellent (in the EUROP
carcass conformation classification
system)
EAEA abbreviation Environment Agency
EAGGFEAGGF abbreviation European Agricul-
tural Guidance and Guarantee Fund
earear noun the flower head of a cereal plant
such as wheat or maize where the grains
develop
ear emergenceear emergence noun the main stage
used in determining the heading date of a
crop. In the case of a sward, this is the date
at which 50% of the inflorescences have
appeared.
earliesearlies /���liz/ plural noun potatoes
grown for harvesting early in the season.
Compare maincrop potatoes
early biteearly bite noun grazing in the spring,
provided by new growths of grass which
sprout when the weather gets warmer
early weaningearly weaning noun the practice of
removing young from the dam earlier than
is usual
earmarkingearmarking /�iəmɑ�kiŋ/ noun the
process of identifying an animal by
attaching a tag to its ear
earthearth noun 1. soil 2. the ground or land
surface
earth upearth up verb to move soil to make a
ridge, in which a crop such as potatoes or
celery can grow

COMMENT: Plants are earthed up to pro-
tect the tender stems from frost, or to
make them white. Potatoes are earthed
up to prevent the tubers from turning
green and tasting bitter.

earthwormearthworm /���θw��m/ noun an inverte-
brate animal with a long thin body divided
into many segments, living in large
numbers in the soil

COMMENT: Earthworms aerate the soil as
they tunnel. They also eat organic matter
and help increase the soil’s fertility. They

help stabilise the soil structure by com-
pressing material and mixing it with
organic matter and calcium. It is believed
that they also secrete a hormone which
encourages rooting by plants.

easementeasement /�i�zmənt/ noun the right of
someone who does not own a piece of land
to use it, especially for access to another
place
East FrieslandEast Friesland noun a breed of sheep
introduced into the UK from Holland. It is
a large long slim-bodied breed and is much
valued for its high milk yield.
easy feedeasy feed noun a means of feeding live-
stock which allows easy access to feed by
means of hoppers or feeding passages
EBLEXEBLEX /�ebleks/ abbreviation English
Beef and Lamb Executive
EBVEBV abbreviation estimated breeding
value
ECNECN abbreviation Environmental Change
Network
ecoagricultureecoagriculture /�i�kəυ|���rik�ltʃə/
noun the practice of productive agriculture
using methods designed to maintain
natural resources, biodiversity and the
landscape
E. coliE. coli abbreviation Escherichia coli
ecologicalecological adjective referring to ecology
ecological corridorecological corridor noun a strip of
vegetation allowing the movement of wild-
life or other organisms between two areas
ecological diversityecological diversity noun a variety of
biological communities that interact with
one another and with their physical and
chemical environments
ecological efficiencyecological efficiency noun a measure-
ment of how much energy is used at
different stages in the food chain or at
different trophic levels
ecological engineeringecological engineering noun a
design process that aims to integrate
human activities with the natural environ-
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ment for the benefit of both, taking ecolog-
ical impact into account in the construction
of roads or harbours, the introduction of
new plants or animals, or other actions
ecological factorsecological factors plural noun factors
which influence the distribution of a plant
species in a habitat
ecologically sustainable developmentecologically sustainable develop-
ment noun development which limits the
size of the human population and the use of
resources, so as to protect the existing
natural resources for future generations
ecological recoveryecological recovery noun the return
of an ecosystem to its former favourable
condition
ecological restorationecological restoration noun the
process of renewing and maintaining the
health of an ecosystem
ecologistecologist /i |�kɒləd�ist/ noun 1. a scien-
tist who studies ecology 2. a person who is
in favour of maintaining a balance between
living things and the environment in which
they live in order to improve the life of all
organisms
ecologyecology noun the study of the relation-
ships among organisms as well as the rela-
tionships between them and their physical
environment
ecoparasiteecoparasite /�i�kəυ|�p�rəsait/ noun a
parasite which is adapted to a specific host.
Compare ectoparasite, endoparasite
ecosphereecosphere noun the part of the Earth
and its atmosphere where living organisms
exist, including parts of the lithosphere, the
hydrosphere and the atmosphere. Also
called biosphere
ecosystemecosystem noun a complex of plant,
animal and microorganism communities
and their interactions with the environment
in which they live � European wetlands are
classic examples of ecosystems that have
been shaped by humans.

‘Agricultural pesticides in the water can
cause two problems; they affect aquatic
ecosystems, and impact on drinking water
abstraction.’ [Farmers Guardian]
COMMENT: An ecosystem can be any
size, from a pinhead to the whole eco-
sphere. The term was first used in the
1930s to describe the interdependence
of organisms among themselves and
their relationships with the living and
non-living environment.

ecotaxecotax /�i�kəυt�ks/ noun a tax that is
used to encourage people to change from
an activity that damages the environment
or to encourage activities with beneficial

environmental effects. Also called envi-
ronmental tax
ecotoneecotone /�i�kəυtəυn/ noun an area
between two different types of vegetation
which may share the characteristics of
both, e.g. the border between forest and
moorland
ecotourismecotourism /�i�kəυ |�tυəriz(ə)m/ noun a
form of tourism that increases people’s
understanding of natural areas, without
adversely affecting the environment, and
gives local people financial benefits from
conserving natural resources
ecotoxicityecotoxicity /�i�kəυtɒk |�sisiti/ noun the
degree to which a chemical released into
an environment by human activities affects
the organisms that live or grow there
ECSECS abbreviation Energy Crops Scheme
ecto-ecto- /ektəυ/ prefix outside. Compare
endo-
ectoparasiteectoparasite /�ektəυ |�p�rəsait/ noun a
parasite which lives on the skin or outer
surface of its host but feeds by piercing the
skin. Compare endoparasite
ectoparasite diseaseectoparasite disease noun a disease
caused by lice and other insects, usually
characetrised by intense irritation
edaphicedaphic /i |�d�fik/ adjective referring to
soil
edge effectedge effect noun an increase in growth
and yield seen in crop plants growing at the
edge of a plot or field
edible snailsedible snails plural noun snails reared
for human consumption
eelwormeelworm /�i�lw��m/ noun a minute
worm-like animal (Nematode) which
attacks a great variety of food crops. � stem
eelworm
EFAEFA abbreviation essential fatty acid
EFBEFB abbreviation European foul brood
effective field capacityeffective field capacity noun the
actual average rate of work achieved by a
machine, usually expressed in acres or
hectares per hour
effluenteffluent noun liquid, semisolid or gas
waste from industrial processes or material
such as slurry or silage effluent from a
farm
EFSAEFSA abbreviation European Food Safety
Authority
eggegg noun 1. a reproductive cell produced
in a female mammal by the ovary which, if
fertilised by male sperm, becomes an
embryo 2. a fertilised ovum of an animal
such as a bird, fish, reptile, amphibian or
insect, protected by a membrane layer in
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which the embryo continues developing
outside the mother’s body until it hatches
3. a round object laid by female birds, with
a hard calcareous shell forming a case
containing albumen and yolk. The young
bird grows inside the egg until it hatches.

COMMENT: The average hen’s egg
weighs about 60g, of which about 20g is
yolk, 35g white and the rest shell and
membranes. Eggs contain protein, fat,
iron and vitamins A, B, D and E. In 2004,
total egg consumption in the UK was
8.961 million, and the annual egg con-
sumption per capita was 174. The per-
centage of egg production from intensive
systems was 66% (a significant drop
from the 87% of 1993), 27% were from
free range (11% in 1993) and 7% came
from other sources. The value of retail
sales of eggs in 2004 was £568 million,
with each bird producing an average
yield of 292 eggs per year.

egg bindingegg binding noun an unsuccessful
attempt by a hen to lay an egg
eggboundeggbound /�e�baυnd/ adjective refer-
ring to a hen that produces an egg but is
unable to lay it
egg classesegg classes plural noun the grading of
eggs under EU regulations, into Class A
(fresh eggs), Class B (preserved eggs) and
Class C (eggs for use in food processing)
egg eatingegg eating noun a form of behaviour by
intensively housed poultry in which birds
eat their own eggs. It may be due to eggs
being broken because of thin shells.
eggplanteggplant noun a plant with purple fruit
(Solanum melongena), used as a vegetable.
It is a native of tropical Asia. Also called
aubergine
EHEH abbreviation English Heritage
EHFEHF abbreviation experimental husbandry
farm
EHSEHS abbreviation experimental horticul-
ture station
EIAEIA abbreviation environmental impact
assessment
EIDEID abbreviation electronic identification
ejecteject verb to throw something out
ejectorejector /i |�d�ektə/ noun a mechanism at
the back of a farmyard manure spreader,
which throws out the manure over a wide
area
elderelder noun a small tree (Sambucus nigra)
with little black berries used to make wine
electrical conductivityelectrical conductivity noun a meas-
urement of salt concentration in soils

electric dogelectric dog noun an electric wire at the
side of the fence at the entrance to a
milking parlour, which encourages the
cows to go into the parlour
electric fenceelectric fence noun thin wires
supported by posts, the wires being able to
carry an electric current. This type of fence
is easily moved around the farm, and
makes strip grazing on limited areas
possible.
electronic identificationelectronic identification noun a way
of marking animals with tags containing a
readable chip, which identifies them. Abbr
EID
elementelement noun a chemical substance that
cannot be broken down to a simpler
substance (NOTE: There are 110 named
elements.)
elephant grasselephant grass noun same as
miscanthus
elevatorelevator noun 1. a machine for carrying
grain or silage to the top of a storage unit 2.
a very large storage unit for grain, in the
US and Canadian prairies
elevator diggerelevator digger noun a machine for
harvesting crops such as potatoes, which
can be adapted to harvest carrots, onions or
flower bulbs
elmelm noun a large hardwood tree that grows
in temperate areas. Genus: Ulmus. � Dutch
elm disease
ELSELS abbreviation Entry Level Steward-
ship
eltelt /elt/ noun a young sow (NOTE: This is
not a common word.)
emaciationemaciation noun becoming extremely
thin � scab causes emaciation in sheep

‘Johne’s Disease affects ruminants, its
symptoms being diarrhoea, emaciation
and loss of body condition.’ [Farming
News]

EmbdenEmbden /�emdən/ noun a heavy white
breed of goose, with blue eyes
embryoembryo noun an organism that develops
from a fertilised egg or seed, e.g. an animal
in the first weeks of gestation or a seedling
plant with cotyledons and a root (NOTE:
After eight weeks an unborn baby is called
a fetus.)
embryonicembryonic adjective 1. referring to an
embryo 2. in the first stages of develop-
ment
embryo transferembryo transfer noun the transplanting
of an embryo from one animal into the
womb of another, used as a method of
improving breeding quality. Abbr ET
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emergeemerge verb to come out of the soil
emergenceemergence noun 1. the germination of a
seed 2. a stage in the growth of a plant,
when the new shoot or stalk appears
through the surface of the soil
emissionemission noun a substance discharged
into the air by an internal combustion
engine or other device � Exhaust emissions
contain pollutants. � Gas emissions can
cause acid rain.
emission chargeemission charge noun a fee paid by a
company to be allowed to discharge waste
into the environment
emission standardemission standard noun the amount
of an effluent or pollutant that can legally
be released into the environment, e.g. the
amount of sewage which can be discharged
into a river or the sea, or the amount of
carbon monoxide that can legally be
released into the atmosphere by petrol and
diesel engines
EmmerEmmer /�emə/ noun a species of wheat
(Triticum dicoccoides) which is a natural
hybrid of wild wheat and a goat grass. A
further crossing between Emmer and a
goat grass produced wheat (Triticum
aestivum).
emulsifieremulsifier /i |�m�lsifaiə/ noun a
substance added to mixtures of food such
as water and oil to hold them together. �

stabiliser (NOTE: Emulsifiers are used in
sauces and added to meat to increase the
water content so that the meat is heavier.
In the European Union, emulsifiers and
stabilisers have E numbers E322 to E495.)
emulsifyemulsify verb to mix two liquids so thor-
oughly that they will not separate
emulsifying agentemulsifying agent noun same as emul-
sifier
ENEN abbreviation 1. endangered species 2.
English Nature
encephalopathyencephalopathy /en |�kefə |�lɒpəθi/
noun � BSE
enclosureenclosure noun 1. an area surrounded by
a fence, often to contain animals. Compare
exclosure 2. the action of enclosing open
land. � field (NOTE: The term enclosure is
used in England to refer especially to the
enclosure of common land in the 16th and
18th centuries, when rights to common
land were removed and major landowners
used ditches, fences, hedgerows and walls
to mark the boundaries of land which they
owned freehold.)
encroach onencroach on verb to come close to and
gradually cover something � The town is

spreading beyond the by-pass,
encroaching on farming land. � Trees are
spreading down the mountain and
encroaching on the lower more fertile land
in the valleys.
endangered speciesendangered species noun a species
that is facing a risk of extinction in the
wild, usually taken to be when fewer than
250 mature individuals exist. Abbr EN
(NOTE: The plural is endangered
species.)
endemicendemic adjective 1. referring to an
organism that exists or originated from a
specific area � The isolation of the islands
has led to the evolution of endemic forms.
2. referring to a disease that occurs within
a specific area � This disease is endemic to
Mediterranean countries. � epidemic,
pandemic � noun an endemic disease
endiveendive /�endiv/ noun a salad plant
(Cichorium endiva)
endo-endo- /endəυ/ prefix inside or within.
Compare ecto-
endocarpendocarp /�endəυkɑ�p/ noun the inner-
most of the layers of the wall (pericarp) of
a fruit (NOTE: Sometimes it is toughened or
hardened, as in a cherry stone or peach
stone.)
endocrine glandendocrine gland /�endəυkrain �l�nd/
noun a gland such as the pituitary gland
which produces hormones introduced
directly into the bloodstream
endoparasiteendoparasite /�endəυ |�p�rəsait/ noun
a parasite that lives inside its host.
Compare ectoparasite

‘The first step in putting together an
effective endoparasite control strategy is
to look at pasture management, to see if
there are any practical ways to reduce the
risk of infection. In the case of liver fluke,
fencing off wet land and not grazing
wetter pasture during the key infection
period between September and November
can have a significant impact.’ [Farmers
Guardian]

endospermendosperm /�endəυsp��m/ noun a
storage tissue in plant seeds that provides
nourishment for the developing embryo
endotoxinendotoxin /�endəυ |�tɒksin/ noun a
poison from bacteria which passes into the
body when contaminated food is eaten
energyenergy noun 1. the force or strength to
carry out activities � You need to eat carbo-
hydrates to give you energy. 2. electricity
or other fuel � We have to review our
energy requirements regularly.
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energy balanceenergy balance noun a series of meas-
urements showing the movement of energy
between organisms and their environment
(NOTE: In farming a common use of the
energy balance is to assess the ratio
between the amount of energy used to
grow a crop and the amount of energy that
crop produces.)
energy cropenergy crop noun a crop which is grown
to be used to provide energy, e.g. a fast-
growing tree

‘Biomass itself can come from a variety of
sources. Those include energy crops such
as miscanthus and short-rotation willow,
forestry trimmings, off-cuts and roots, tree
surgeons’ chips, reclaimed timber and
municipal solid waste, some industrial
waste, sewage sludge, liquid animal waste
and the enormous amount of food waste.’
[Farmers Weekly]

Energy Crops SchemeEnergy Crops Scheme noun a system
set up by Defra under which farmers can
apply for grants to establish energy crops
on their land
energy valueenergy value noun the heat value of a
substance measured in joules. Also called
calorific value
England Rural Development ProgrammeEngland Rural Development
Programme noun a set of schemes run
by Defra in the UK to develop sustainable
farming methods in rural areas. Abbr
ERDP
English Beef and Lamb ExecutiveEnglish Beef and Lamb Executive
noun an association providing market
information for beef and lamb producers
and suppliers. Abbr EBLEX
English HeritageEnglish Heritage noun an organisation
partly funded by government that is
responsible for maintaining buildings and
monuments of historical interest in
England. Abbr EH
English LeicesterEnglish Leicester noun a breed of
sheep derived from Robert Bakewell’s
flock, used for breeding of many other
longwool breeds. It produces a heavy
fleece and is now a rare breed.
English NatureEnglish Nature noun the UK govern-
ment agency that is responsible for nature
conservation in England. Abbr EN (NOTE: It
was formerly part of the Nature Conserv-
ancy Council and is about to undergo
another reorganisation.)
enhancerenhancer /in|�hɑ�nsə/ noun an artificial
substance that increases the flavour of food
or of an artificial flavouring that has been
added to food (NOTE: In the European

Union, flavour enhancers added to food
have the E numbers E620 to E637.)
enrichenrich verb 1. to make something richer
or stronger, e.g. soil can be enriched by
adding humus 2. to improve the nutritional
quality of food � enrich with vitamins 3. to
improve the living conditions of farm
animals, e.g. by providing them with larger
living areas
enriched cageenriched cage noun a type of cage in
which battery hens are kept, where the
bird’s living conditions have been
improved by an increase in the size of the
cage and the inclusion of perches, nests
and litter so that the bird can peck and
scratch

‘Enriched cages will replace existing
battery cages in 2012, when the EU
Directive on the welfare of laying hens
comes into force. However, a review of
the Directive is underway, with a report
expected next year.’ [The Grocer]

enrichmentenrichment /in |�ritʃmənt/ noun the
increase in nitrogen, phosphorous and
carbon compounds or other nutrients in
water, especially as a result of a sewage
flow or agricultural run-off, which encour-
ages the growth of algae and other water
plants. � environmental enrichment
ensilageensilage /in |�sailid�/, ensiling /in|

�sailiŋ/ noun the process of making silage
for cattle by cutting grass and other green
plants and storing it in silos
ensileensile /in |�sail/ verb to make silage from
something � We ensile lush young mate-
rial.
enter-enter- /entə/ prefix same as entero-
entericenteric /en|�terik/ adjective referring to
the intestine
enteritisenteritis /�entə|�raitis/ noun an inflam-
mation of the mucous membrane of the
intestine
entero-entero- /entərəυ/ prefix referring to the
intestine
EnterobacteriaEnterobacteria /�entərəυb�k |�tiəriə/
plural noun a family of bacteria, including
Salmonella and Escherichia
EnterobiusEnterobius /�entə|�rəυbiəs/ noun a
threadworm or nematode which infests the
intestine
enterotoxinenterotoxin /�entərəυ |�tɒksin/ noun a
bacterial exotoxin which particularly
affects the intestine
enterovirusenterovirus /�entərəυ |�vairəs/ noun a
virus which prefers to live in the intestine
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COMMENT: The enteroviruses are an
important group of viruses, and one
causes Teschen disease in pigs.

entireentire adjective referring to an animal
which has not been castrated
entomologicalentomological /�entəmə|�lɒd�ik(ə)l/
adjective referring to insects
entomologistentomologist /�entə |�mɒləd�ist/ noun
a scientist who specialises in the study of
insects
entomologyentomology /�entə|�mɒləd�i/ noun the
study of insects
Entry Level StewardshipEntry Level Stewardship noun one of
the categories under the Environmental
Stewardship scheme, where farmers with
any size holding can apply for funding in
return for implementing certain environ-
mental management schemes on their land.
Abbr ELS
E numberE number noun a classification of addi-
tives to food approved by the European
Union

COMMENT: Additives are classified as fol-
lows: colouring substances E100 –
E180; preservatives E200 – E297; anti-
oxidants E300 – E321; emulsifiers and
stabilisers E322 – E495; acids and
bases E500 – E529; anti-caking addi-
tives E530 – E578; flavour enhancers
and sweeteners E620 – E637.

environmentenvironment noun the surroundings of
any organism, including the physical world
and other organisms. � built environment,
natural environment

COMMENT: The environment is anything
outside an organism and in which the
organism lives. It can be a geographical
region, a climatic condition, a pollutant or
the noises which surround an organism.
The human environment includes the
country or region or town or house or
room in which a person lives. A para-
site’s environment includes the body of
the host. A plant’s environment includes
the type of soil at a specific altitude.

Environment AgencyEnvironment Agency noun in
England and Wales, the government
agency responsible for protection of the
environment, including flood and sea
defences. Abbr EA
environmentalenvironmental adjective referring to the
environment
environmental assessmentenvironmental assessment noun
the identification of the expected environ-
mental effects of a proposed action
Environmental Change NetworkEnvironmental Change Network
noun an association which monitors trends

in climate change and produces statistics.
Abbr ECN
environmental conditionalityenvironmental conditionality /in |

�vairənment(ə)l kən|�diʃ(ə)|�n�liti/ noun
same as cross-compliance
environmental degradationenvironmental degradation noun a
reduction in the quality of the environment
environmental directiveenvironmental directive noun an EU
policy statement on the appropriate ways
of dealing with a specific environmental
issue
environmental enrichmentenvironmental enrichment noun the
practice of improving the living conditions
and welfare of animals, such as by
increasing the amount of space they have
to live in
environmental ethicsenvironmental ethics noun the exam-
ination and discussion of people’s obliga-
tions towards the environment
environmental impactenvironmental impact noun the effect
upon the environment of actions or events
such as large construction programmes or
the draining of marshes

‘In the meantime, the world needs more,
higher quality food grown in a climate that
is likely to be wetter in some areas,
warmer with more drought in others, and
more volatile. Water protection and
environmental impact will continue to be
important considerations.’ [Farmers
Weekly]

environmental impact assessmentenvironmental impact assess-
ment noun an evaluation of the effect
upon the environment of an action such as
a large construction programme. Abbr EIA
environmentalistenvironmentalist noun a person who is
concerned with protecting the environment
environmentally friendlyenvironmentally friendly adjective
intended to minimise harm to the environ-
ment, e.g. by using biodegradable ingredi-
ents. Also called environment-friendly
Environmentally Sensitive AreaEnvironmentally Sensitive Area
noun in the UK, a rural area designated by
Defra as needing special protection from
modern farming practices. Abbr ESA
(NOTE: This programme has now been
superseded by the Environmental Stew-
ardship scheme.)

‘The Defra-funded Countryside
Stewardship and Environmentally
Sensitive Areas schemes help to maintain
and enhance the biodiversity and
landscape value of farmed land, protect
historic features and promote public
access. (Delivering the evidence. Defra’s
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Science and Innovation Strategy, 2003–
06)’

environmental managementenvironmental management noun
1. the idea of humans interacting with the
environment in a responsible and ethically
sound way, without sacrificing produc-
tivity 2. guidelines or practices which
support this aim

‘Donald Curry, the government adviser
who first suggested introducing a “broad
and shallow” style agri-environment
scheme, said the launch represented a
fundamental step in farmers committing
themselves to sound environmental
management. “It is essential that as many
farmers as possible participate in the
schemes”, he added.’ [Farmers Weekly]

environmental pollutionenvironmental pollution noun the
pollution of the environment by human
activities
environmental protectionenvironmental protection noun the
activity of protecting the environment by
regulating the discharge of waste, the emis-
sion of pollutants and other human activi-
ties. Also called environment protection
Environmental Protection Act 1990Environmental Protection Act
1990 noun a UK regulation to allow the
introduction of integrated pollution
control, regulations for the disposal of
waste and other provisions. Abbr EPA
Environmental Protection AgencyEnvironmental Protection Agency
noun an administrative body in the USA
which deals with pollution. Abbr EPA
environmental quality standardenvironmental quality standard
noun a limit for the concentration of an
effluent or pollutant which is accepted in a
specific environment, e.g. the concentra-
tion of trace elements in drinking water or
of additives in food
environmental set-asideenvironmental set-aside noun a
scheme of suspending cultivation of food
crops for a period with clearly defined
environmental aims and designed appro-
priately for local conditions
Environmental StewardshipEnvironmental Stewardship noun a
system under which farmers and land
managers receive funding for imple-
menting schemes to protect the environ-
ment, such as preventing soil erosion or
protecting wildlife
environmental taxenvironmental tax noun same as
ecotax
environment-friendlyenvironment-friendly adjective same
as environmentally friendly
environment protectionenvironment protection noun same
as environmental protection

EnvirowiseEnvirowise /en |�vairəυwaiz/ noun a
government programme providing advice
to businesses in industry and commerce on
improving efficiency in the use of
resources and reducing waste
enzootic abortionenzootic abortion /�enzəυɒtik ə |

�bɔ�ʃ(ə)n/ noun a virus infection of sheep
causing abortion about two weeks before
lambing
enzootic bovine leucosisenzootic bovine leucosis
/�enzəυɒtik �bəυvain lu |�kəυsis/ noun a
blood cancer disease of cattle. It is a notifi-
able disease.
enzootic diseaseenzootic disease noun an outbreak of
disease among certain species of animals
in a certain area. Compare epizootic
disease
enzootic pneumoniaenzootic pneumonia noun a disease
of pigs, previously thought to be caused by
a virus. Symptoms include coughing and
stunted growth. Abbr EP
enzymeenzyme noun a protein substance
produced by living cells which promotes a
biochemical reaction in living organisms
(NOTE: The names of enzymes mostly end
with the suffix -ase.)

COMMENT: Many different enzymes exist
in organisms, working in the digestive
system, metabolic processes and the
synthesis of certain compounds. Some
pesticides and herbicides work by inter-
fering with enzyme systems or by
destroying them altogether.

EPEP abbreviation enzootic pneumonia
EPAEPA abbreviation 1. Environmental
Protection Act 1990 2. Environmental
Protection Agency
ephemeralephemeral noun a plant or insect that
has a short life cycle and may complete
several life cycles within a year � Many
weeds are ephemerals.
epicarpepicarp /�epikɑ�p/ noun the outer skin of
a fruit. Also called exocarp
epidemicepidemic noun 1. an infectious disease
that spreads quickly through a large part of
the population � The health authorities are
taking steps to prevent an epidemic of
cholera or a cholera epidemic. 2. a rapidly
spreading infection or disease. � endemic,
pandemic
epidermisepidermis /�epi |�d��mis/ noun an outer
layer of cells of a plant or animal
epiphyteepiphyte /�epifait/ noun a plant that
lives on another plant for physical support,
but is not a parasite of it (NOTE: Many
orchids are epiphytes.)
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epiphyticepiphytic /�epi |�fitik/ adjective attached
to another plant for support, but not para-
sitic
episodicepisodic /�epi |�sɒdik/ adjective
happening sometimes but not regularly
epizoonepizoon /�epi|�zəυɒn/ noun an animal
which lives on another animal
epizootic diseaseepizootic disease /�epizəυɒtik di|

�zi�z/ noun a disease which spreads to
large numbers of animals over a large area.
Compare enzootic disease
equineequine /�ekwain/ adjective relating to
horses
eradicateeradicate verb to remove something
completely � international action to erad-
icate glaucoma
eradicationeradication /i|�r�di|�keiʃ(ə)n/ noun 1.
the complete removal of something 2. the
total extinction of a species
eradication areaeradication area noun an area from
which a particular animal disease is eradi-
cated, usually involving the slaughter of
infected animals
ERDPERDP abbreviation England Rural Devel-
opment Programme
erect habiterect habit noun the habit of a plant
which grows upright, and does not lie on
the ground
ergotergot /����ət/ noun a fungus that grows
on cereals, especially rye, producing a
mycotoxin which causes hallucinations
and sometimes death if eaten. Genus:
Claviceps.
ergotamineergotamine /�� |��ɒtəmi�n/ noun the
toxin that causes ergotism
ergotismergotism /����ətiz(ə)m/ noun poisoning
by eating cereals or bread contaminated by
ergot
erodeerode verb to wear away gradually, or to
wear something away � The hills have
been eroded by wind and rain.
erosionerosion /i|�rəυ�(ə)n/ noun the wearing
away of soil or rock by rain, wind, sea or
rivers or by the action of toxic substances �
Grass cover provides some protection
against soil erosion.

COMMENT: Accelerated erosion is caused
by human activity in addition to the natu-
ral rate of erosion. Cleared land in
drought-stricken areas can produce dry
soil which may blow away. Felling trees
removes the roots which bind the soil
particles together and so exposes the
soil to erosion by rainwater. Ploughing
up and down slopes as opposed to con-
tour ploughing, can lead to the formation
of rills and serious soil erosion.

erucic aciderucic acid /i|�ru�sik ��sid/ noun a fatty
acid found in rape oil, which is linked to
heart disease. Varieties of oilseed rape with
low erucic acid content are considered the
best.
erysipelaserysipelas /�eri|�sipələs/ noun an infec-
tious disease mainly affecting pigs and also
turkeys. In pigs, the symptoms are reddish
inflammations on the skin and a high fever.
It may cause infertility or abortion and
manifests itself in three forms: acute, sub-
acute and chronic. Also called Diamonds
disease
erythromycinerythromycin /i|�riθrə|�maisin/ noun an
antibiotic used to combat bacterial infec-
tions
ESES abbreviation Environmental Steward-
ship
ESAESA abbreviation Environmentally Sensi-
tive Area
Escherichia coliEscherichia coli /�eʃərikiə �kəυlai/
noun a Gram-negative bacterium
commonly found in faeces and associated
with acute gastroenteritis if it enters the
digestive systems of humans or animals
espalierespalier /i |�sp�liei/ noun 1. a method of
training a fruit tree, in which its branches
are made to grow flat against a wall or
other support. Compare cordon 2. a tree,
especially apple or pear, trained in this way

COMMENT: From a vertical trunk pairs of
branches are usually trained horizontally
about 50cm apart.

espartoesparto /is|�pɑ�təυ/ noun a species of
grass which yields fibres used mainly in
making paper. It originally came from
North Africa and Southern Spain.
essenceessence noun a concentrated oil
extracted from a plant, used in food,
cosmetics, analgesics and antiseptics �
vanilla essence
essential amino acidessential amino acid noun an amino
acid necessary for growth but which
cannot be synthesised by monogastric
animals and has to be obtained from the
food supply (NOTE: The essential amino
acids are: isoleucine, leucine, lysine,
methionine, phenylalanine, threonine, tryp-
tophan, valine, arginine and histidine.)
essential fatty acidessential fatty acid noun an unsatu-
rated fatty acid essential for growth but
which cannot be synthesised by the body
and has to be obtained from the food
supply. Abbr EFA (NOTE: The two essential
fatty acids are linoleic acid and linolenic
acid.)
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‘Camelina is a fast growing drought
tolerant break crop which is spring (or
occasionally winter sown). A few hundred
acres are grown yearly for both food and
industrial use, and the oil contains a range
of essential fatty acids.’ [Farmers
Guardian]

Essex Saddleback

Essex Saddleback /�esiks
�s�d(ə)lb�k/ noun a breed of pig which
has been bred with the Wessex Saddleback
to form the British Saddleback
establish

establish verb 1. to work out or calculate
something � to establish a position to find
out where something is 2. to start or set up
something � We established routine proce-
dures very quickly. � to establish commu-
nication to make contact � to establish
control to get control 3. to settle or grow
permanently � The starling has become
established in all parts of the USA. � Even
established trees have been attacked by the
disease.
establishedestablished adjective living or growing
successfully
establishment

establishment noun 1. the germination
and emergence of seedlings � There was a
good crop establishment. 2. a period when
a newly seeded sward is becoming estab-
lished
establishment grant

establishment grant noun an amount
of money given to farmers under the
Energy Crops Scheme which covers some
of the costs of planting energy crops
estate

estate noun 1. a rural property consisting
of a large area of land and a big house 2. a
plantation
estate village

estate village noun a planned village
built within an estate
estimated breeding value

estimated breeding value noun the
value of an animal, calculated using an
estimate of how many offspring it will have
and what they will be worth. Abbr EBV

‘From its foundation the Tyddewi herd has
participated in the MLC beef recording
scheme and has an estimated breeding
value of 31 for sires and 20 for females –
the highest figures in the scheme’s
directory.’ [Farmers Guardian]

estimated transmitting abilityestimated transmitting ability noun
the value of an animal, calculated using an
estimate of how many offspring it will have
and how much genetic material it will
transfer to each one. It is equal to half the
animal’s estimated breeding value. Abbr
ETA

ETET abbreviation embryo transfer
ETAETA abbreviation estimated transmitting
ability
etheneethene /�i�θi�n/ noun same as ethylene
ethical tradingethical trading noun business practices
which are socially responsible and protect
the environment and the rights of workers
ethnobotanyethnobotany /�eθnəυ |�bɒtəni/ noun the
study of the way plants are used by humans
ethologyethology /i�|�θɒləd�i/ noun the study of
the behaviour of living organisms
ethyleneethylene /�eθəli�n/ noun a hydrocarbon
occurring in natural gas and ripening fruits.
It is used in the production of polythene
and as an anaesthetic. Also called ethene
etiolationetiolation /�i�tiə|�leiʃ(ə)n/ noun the
process by which a green plant grown in
insufficient light becomes yellow and
grows long shoots
EUEU abbreviation European Union
eucalyptuseucalyptus /�ju�kə|�liptəs/ noun an
Australian hardwood tree (Eucalyptus
spp.) with strong-smelling resin. The trees
are quick-growing and often used for affor-
estation, but are susceptible to fire.
euroeuro noun a unit of currency adopted as
legal tender in several European countries
from January 1st, 1999
EUROPEUROP /�jυərəp/ noun letters which
make up the conformation classes in the
Carcass Classification System
European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee FundEuropean Agricultural Guidance
and Guarantee Fund noun a fund set
up to cover the costs of administering the
CAP, financed by the European Union
budget. Abbr EAGGF
European Food Safety AuthorityEuropean Food Safety Authority
noun a consultative body, funded by the
European Community, which advises poli-
cymakers on health and food safety issues.
Abbr EFSA
European foul broodEuropean foul brood noun a disease
affecting bees that is caused by a bacterial
parasite of the Streptococcacaea family
that infests the larvae. Abbr EFB
European UnionEuropean Union noun an alliance of 25
European countries, originally established
with six members in 1957 by the Treaty of
Rome. Among its powers are those for
environmental and agricultural policy in its
member states. Abbr EU (NOTE: Formerly
called the European Community or Euro-
pean Economic Community.)
euthanasiaeuthanasia noun the act of killing a sick
animal in a humane way
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eutherianeutherian /ju |�θiəriən/ noun a mammal
whose young develop within the womb
attached to maternal tissues by a placenta.
Subclass: Eutheria. Also called placental
mammal
eutrophiceutrophic /ju |�trɒfik/ adjective referring
to water which is high in dissolved mineral
nutrients. � dystrophic, mesotrophic,
oligotrophic
eutrophicationeutrophication /�ju�trɒfi|�keiʃ(ə)n/,
eutrophy /�ju�trəfi/ noun the process by
which water becomes full of phosphates
and other mineral nutrients which
encourage the growth of algae and kill
other organisms
evaporateevaporate verb to change from being a
liquid to being a vapour, or to change a
liquid into a vapour � In the heat of the day,
water evaporates from the surface of the
earth. � The sun evaporated all the water
in the puddle. Opposite condense
evaporated milkevaporated milk noun milk which has
been made thick and rich by evaporating
some of its water content
evaporationevaporation /i|�v�pə|�reiʃ(ə)n/ noun the
process of changing from a liquid into a
vapour
evapotranspirationevapotranspiration /i|�v�pəυtr�nspi|

�reiʃ(ə)n/ noun the movement of water
from soil through a plant until it is released
into the atmosphere from leaf surfaces
evapotranspireevapotranspire /i |�v�pəυ |�tr�nspaiə/
verb to lose water into the atmosphere by
evaporation and transpiration
evening primroseevening primrose noun a biennial
plant with hairy leaves and seeds that
produce an oil which is used by the phar-
maceutical industry
evergreenevergreen adjective referring to a plant
which has leaves all year round � noun a
tree or shrub which has leaves all year
round (NOTE: Yew trees and holly are ever-
greens.) � compare (all senses) decid-
uous
eviscerateeviscerate /i |�visəreit/ verb to remove
the intestines and offal from a carcass
eweewe noun an adult female sheep
ewe lambewe lamb noun a female lamb less than
six months old
excavatorexcavator /�ekskəveitə/ noun a large
machine for digging holes, as for laying
drainage pipes
exceedexceed verb to be more than expected,
needed or allowed � The concentration of
radioactive material in the waste exceeded
the government limits. � it is dangerous to

exceed the stated application rate do not
apply more than the recommended amount
excessexcess noun an amount or quantity
greater than what is expected, needed or
allowed � adjective more than is expected,
needed or allowed
excessiveexcessive adjective more than expected,
needed or allowed � Excessive ultraviolet
radiation can cause skin cancer.
exclosureexclosure /eks|�kləυ�ə/ noun an area
fenced to prevent animals from entering.
Compare enclosure
excrementexcrement noun faeces
excretaexcreta /ik |�skri�tə/ plural noun the waste
material excreted from the body of an
animal, e.g. faeces, urine, droppings or
sweat
excreteexcrete verb to pass waste matter out of
the body � The urinary system separates
waste liquids from the blood and excretes
them as urine. Compare secrete
excretionexcretion /ik |�skri�ʃ(ə)n/ noun the
passing of the waste products of metabo-
lism such as faeces, urine, sweat or carbon
dioxide out of the body. Compare secre-
tion
excretion rateexcretion rate noun the rate at which a
substance such as nitrogen is excreted by
an animal
ex-farmex-farm adverb referring to a price for a
product which does not include transport
from the farm to the buyer’s warehouse
exhausted fallowexhausted fallow noun fallow land
which is no longer fertile
exhaustiveexhaustive adjective complete and thor-
ough � an exhaustive reply to the safety
concerns � an exhaustive search for the
information
existing chemicalsexisting chemicals plural noun the
chemicals listed in the European Inventory
of Existing Commercial Chemical
Substances between January 1971 and
September 1981, a total of over 100,000.
Compare new chemicals
Exmoor HornExmoor Horn /�eksmɔ� hɔ�n/ noun a
stock fat sheep, with a broad head, curled
horns and dense fleece. Mainly found on
Exmoor, the breed has been crossed with
the Devon Longwool to create the Devon
Closewool.
exocarpexocarp /�eksəυkɑ�p/ noun same as
epicarp
exoticexotic adjective referring to an organism
or species that is not native and has been
introduced from another place or region �
noun an organism or species that is not
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native to its current environment � also
called (all senses) alien
exotoxinexotoxin /�eksəυ|�tɒksin/ noun a poison
produced by bacteria which affects parts of
the body away from the place of infection
expanderexpander /ik|�sp�ndə/ noun a device
behind a mole which widens a drain
experimental farmexperimental farm noun a farm which
is used to experiment with new farming
techniques, rather than being run as a
commercial enterprise
experimental horticulture stationexperimental horticulture station
noun an experimental farm which special-
ises in plants, rather than livestock. Abbr
EHS
experimental husbandry farmexperimental husbandry farm noun
an experimental farm which specialises in
livestock, rather than plants. Abbr EHF
exploitexploit verb 1. to take advantage of some-
thing � Ladybirds have exploited the
sudden increase in the numbers of insects.
2. to use a natural resource � exploiting the
natural wealth of the forest 3. to treat
something or someone unfairly for
personal benefit
exploitationexploitation /�eksplɔi|�teiʃ(ə)n/ noun 1.
the action of taking advantage of some-
thing 2. the utilisation of natural resources
3. the unfair use of something or treatment
of someone for personal benefit
exportexport /�ekspɔ�t/ noun produce or a crop
which is sold to a foreign country � verb to
send and sell crops or produce to foreign
countries
export quotasexport quotas plural noun limits set to
the amount of a type of produce which can
be exported
export refundsexport refunds plural noun refunds
made by the EU to farmers to compensate
for a lower export price for produce
exposedexposed adjective 1. referring to some-
thing or someone not covered or hidden 2.
not protected from environmental effects �
left in an exposed position on the hillside
exposureexposure noun the harmful effect of
having no protection from the weather �
suffering from exposure after spending a
night in the snow
extenderextender /ik|�stendə/ noun a food addi-
tive which makes the food bigger or
heavier without adding to its food value
extensificationextensification /ik|�stensifi |�keiʃ(ə)n/
noun 1. the use of less intensive farming
methods. Compare intensification 2. a
payment made to farmers to encourage
them to farm less intensively

COMMENT: Less intensive use of farming
involves using fewer chemical fertilisers,
leaving uncultivated areas at the edges
of fields, reducing sizes of herds of cat-
tle, etc. This allows lower yields from the
same area of farmland, which is neces-
sary if production levels are too high (as
they are in the EU).

Extensification Payments SchemeExtensification Payments Scheme
noun until 2005, a system of payments
made to farmers who received payments
under the Beef Special Premium Scheme
or Suckler Cow Premium Scheme and met
specific stocking densities (NOTE: Now
superseded by the Single Payment
Scheme.)
extensification schemesextensification schemes plural noun
pilot schemes for beef cattle and sheep
which were begun in 1990 to offer
compensation to farmers who reduced
their beef output or the number of sheep by
at least 20% and maintained this reduction
over a 5 year period. The schemes were
aimed at a less intensive use of land and
reduction in use of pesticides and ferti-
lisers.
extensive agricultureextensive agriculture, extensive
farming noun a way of farming which is
characterised by a low level of inputs per
unit of land. Compare intensive agricul-
ture
extensive systemextensive system noun a farming
system which uses a large amount of land
per unit of stock or output � an extensive
system of pig farming

‘The basic regime will persist when the
new herd is established, as Mr Dugdale is
convinced that low input, extensive
systems are the best way to maximise
returns.’ [Farmers Weekly]

extractextract verb 1. to take something out of
somewhere � Vanilla essence is extracted
from an orchid. 2. to produce a substance
from another � Coconut oil is extracted
from copra.
extractionextraction noun the action of producing
a substance out of another � the extraction
of sugar from cane
extraction rateextraction rate noun the percentage of
flour produced as a result of milling grain
extremeextreme adjective referring to breeds of
cattle which are traditionally kept for dairy
or for meat, and not for a combination of
the two
eyeeye noun 1. a growth bud which has not
developed, e.g. the bud of a potato tuber
which develops shoots when the tuber is
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planted 2. the instinctive action of a
sheepdog when working sheep
eye-brighteye-bright noun same as ivy-leaved
speedwell

eyespot

eyespot /�aispɒt/ noun a disease of
cereals (Cercosporella herpotrichoides),
which causes lesions to form on the stem
surface and grey mould inside the stem.
Compare sharp eyespot
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FF symbol Fahrenheit
FF1 noun (in breeding experiments) the first
generation of offspring from a cross
between two plants or animals
FF1 hybrid noun an animal or plant that is
the result of a cross between two different
plants or animals (NOTE: F1 hybrids can be
crossbred to produce F2 hybrids and the
process can be continued for many gener-
ations.)
FACFAC abbreviation Food Advisory
Committee
factory farmfactory farm noun a farm that uses
intensive methods of rearing animals
factory farmingfactory farming noun a highly intensive
method of rearing animals characterised by
keeping large numbers of animals indoors
in confined spaces and feeding them proc-
essed foods, with the use of drugs to
control diseases
faecalfaecal /�fi�k(ə)l/ adjective referring to
faeces (NOTE: The US spelling is fecal.)
faecesfaeces plural noun solid waste matter
passed from the bowels of a human or
other animal after food has been eaten and
digested (NOTE: The US spelling is feces.)
FagopyrumFagopyrum /�f��əυ |�pairəm/ noun the
Latin name for buckwheat
FagusFagus /�fei�əs/ noun the Latin name for
beech
FahrenheitFahrenheit noun a scale of temperatures
on which the freezing and boiling points of
water are 32° and 212°, respectively.
Compare Celsius. Symbol F (NOTE: The
Fahrenheit scale is still commonly used in
the USA.)

COMMENT: To convert Fahrenheit tem-
peratures to Celsius, subtract 32, multi-
ply by 5 and divide by 9. So 68°F is equal
to 20°C. As a quick rough estimate, sub-
tract 30 and divide by two.

fairfair noun a regular meeting for the sale of
goods or animals, often with sideshows

and other entertainments. Fairs can be
specialised, e.g. horse fairs or cheese fairs,
or can cover all types of farm animals.
fair average qualityfair average quality noun the average
quality of agricultural produce based on
samples taken from bulk. Abbr FAQ
fair tradefair trade noun an international system
where food companies agree to pay
producers in developing countries a fair
price for their products

‘The scheme is the first initiative to apply
the principles of fair trade to the UK
market for food grown by British farmers.
It offers an open trading structure where
the prices paid to producers must meet
their costs of production, provide them
with a profit, and be guaranteed by a
written contract.’ [Farmers Weekly]

fairy ringfairy ring noun a circle of darker
coloured grass in a pasture, which is
caused by fungi
fallen stockfallen stock noun dead animals
falling timefalling time noun the time taken for
wheat grain to fall to the bottom of a
container of water, measured by the
Hagberg test
fallopian tubefallopian tube /fə |�ləυpiən �tju�b/ noun
in mammals, a tube that conveys eggs from
an ovary to the womb
fallowfallow /�f�ləυ/ noun a period when land
is not being used for growing crops for a
period so that nutrients can build up again
in the soil or to control weeds � Shifting
cultivation is characterised by short crop-
ping periods and long fallows. � adjective
referring to land that is not being used for
growing crops for a period � to let land lie
fallow to allow land to remain without
being cultivated for a period
fallow cropfallow crop noun a crop grown in widely
spaced rows, so that it is possible to hoe
and cultivate between the rows
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fallow cultivationfallow cultivation noun a type of culti-
vation in which the period under crops is
increased and the length of the fallow is
reduced
fallowingfallowing /�f�ləυiŋ/ noun the process of
allowing land to lie fallow for a period
fallow lengthfallow length noun the period of time
between cultivation periods. As population
density increases and land becomes scarce,
food supply can be increased by making
the period under crops longer and the
length of fallow shorter.
false seedbedfalse seedbed noun a seedbed prepared
to allow weed seeds to germinate. These
are then killed by cultivation before sowing
root crops.
false staggersfalse staggers noun a disease of sheep
caused by maggots which cause inflamma-
tion of nostrils and head, making the sheep
appear dazed
familyfamily noun a group of genera which have
some characteristics in common � the
plant family Orchidaceae � Tigers and
leopards are members of the cat family.
(NOTE: Scientific names of families of
animals end in -idae and those of families
of plants end in -ae.)
family farmfamily farm noun a farm unit which is
owned and operated by one family
faminefamine noun a period of severe shortage
of food � When the monsoon failed for the
second year, the threat of famine became
more likely.
fancy breedfancy breed noun a breed reared for
decoration or show, rather than for produce
FAOFAO abbreviation Food and Agriculture
Organization
FAQFAQ abbreviation frequently asked ques-
tions
farmfarm noun 1. an area of land used for
growing crops and keeping animals to
provide food and the buildings associated
with it 2. an area of land or water where
particular animals or crops are raised
commercially � a fish farm � a butterfly
farm � verb 1. to run a farm 2. to grow
crops and keep animals on a particular
piece or size of land � He farms 100 acres
in Devon. 3. to raise a particular animal or
crop commercially � He intends to farm
salmon and sea bass.
FARMAFARMA abbreviation National Farmer’s
Retail and Markets Association
Farm and Wildlife Advisory GroupFarm and Wildlife Advisory Group
noun an organisation in the UK which

advises farmers on environmental and
conservation issues. Abbr FWAG
Farm Animal Welfare CouncilFarm Animal Welfare Council noun
an agency established by the British
government in 1979 to review the welfare
of farm animals on agricultural land, at
markets, in transit and at the place of
slaughter. Abbr FAWC
farm assurancefarm assurance noun a scheme
whereby specific criteria are applied in
order to guarantee quality control for farm
produce
farm assuredfarm assured adjective produced in
accordance with the quality standards of a
farm assurance scheme
Farm AssuredFarm Assured noun a UK government
scheme to inform the public that farm
produce is of good quality according to a
set of standards. It is symbolised by a little
red tractor on the packaging.
Farm Business SurveyFarm Business Survey noun a survey
carried out by Defra on the financial
performance of different types of farms.
Abbr FBS
farm consolidationfarm consolidation /�fɑ�m kən|�sɒli |

�deiʃ(ə)n/ noun the process of joining
small plots of land together to form larger
farms or bringing scattered units together
to form large fields
farmedfarmed adjective 1. grown or produced
commercially and not in the wild � farmed
salmon 2. referring to meat from fish
grown in a fish farm or from animals kept
on a farm � farmed venison
farmed deerfarmed deer plural noun deer which are
raised on deer farms on land enclosed by
deer-proof barriers, for meat or skins or
other by-products, or as breeding stock
Farm Environment PlanFarm Environment Plan noun a
survey carried out of all of a farm’s envi-
ronmental features, such as its natural
resources, landscape, resident wildlife and
points of access. Abbr FEP

‘Environmental Stewardship replaces
existing conservation schemes next year
and to join the highest tier, which attracts
additional payments, applicants must
complete a Farm Environment Plan (FEP)
prior to submitting a claim. An FEP is a
whole-farm assessment of all the
environmental features on the farm
including biodiversity, historic, woodland
and landscape features.’ [Farmers
Guardian]

Farm Environment RecordFarm Environment Record noun a
basic plan of a farm describing its land-
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scape and main features. It is more simple
than a Farm Environment Plan. Abbr FER
farmer-controlled businessfarmer-controlled business noun a
farm which is owned and controlled by the
farmer who also manages the land

‘With traditional grain marketing
businesses under increasing financial
pressure from declining tonnages and
margins, the future belongs to well
managed farmer controlled businesses
which adopt a proactive, long-term
approach to marketing and return value to
members through innovative contracts.’
[Farmers Guardian]

farmers’ listfarmers’ list noun a list of veterinary
medicines which can be obtained from
agricultural merchants with a prescription
from a veterinary surgeon
farmer’s lungfarmer’s lung noun a type of asthma
caused by an allergy to rotting hay
farm fragmentationfarm fragmentation /�fɑ�m �fr��mən|

�teiʃ(ə)n/ noun a situation where the fields
of a farm are scattered over an area, so that
the holding is not made up of a single unit
of land. It can be the result of inheritance
practices where the land of a person who
has died is split between all the children, of
land reclamation schemes where the land
is reclaimed piece by piece, or because old
open-field systems have been kept.
farm fresh eggsfarm fresh eggs plural noun term used
in the EU to describe Class A eggs
farm gate pricesfarm gate prices plural noun prices
which a farmer receives for his or her
produce
farmhandfarmhand /�fɑ�mh�nd/ noun a person
who works on a farm
farm health planningfarm health planning noun an official
set of guidelines from Defra for
preventing, managing and treating diseases
in farm animals

‘Prevention was better than cure, making
farm health planning crucial, said
DEFRA’s chief vet Debby Reynolds at the
strategy’s launch last week. “The UK’s
previous policy of fire-fighting disease
outbreaks is no longer an option”, she
warned.’ [Farmers Weekly]

farmingfarming noun running a farm, including
activities such as keeping animals for sale
or for their products and growing crops
farming communityfarming community noun a group of
families living near to each other and
having farming as their main source of
income

farming systemsfarming systems plural noun different
types of farming and methods of cultiva-
tion, e.g. shifting cultivation systems, ley
systems, systems with permanent upland
cultivation, fallow systems, grazing
systems and systems with perennial crops
farmlandfarmland noun land on a farm which is
used for growing crops or rearing animals
for food
farmland birdfarmland bird noun a bird that nests in
an agricultural environment. Many are
declining in numbers because of changes
in agricultural practices.
farmland bird indicatorfarmland bird indicator noun a
standard way of measuring the frequency
of birds found in agricultural areas

‘The farmland bird indicator is calculated
on the breeding populations of 20 species
(including skylark, grey partridge and
goldfinch), which have collectively
declined by 40% since the mid-1970s.
(Delivering the evidence. Defra’s Science
and Innovation Strategy 2003–06)’

farm managerfarm manager noun a person who runs
a farm on behalf of the owner
farm producefarm produce noun food such as fruit,
vegetables, meat, milk and butter, which is
produced on a farm
farm rentfarm rent noun rent paid by a tenant
farmer to a landlord on a regular basis for
the use of the farm holding
farm-saved seedfarm-saved seed noun seed kept from
the previous year’s harvest and replanted
on the same farm. Also called home-
saved seed
farm-scalefarm-scale adjective relating to trials or
evaluations carried out on farms using
regular farming practices rather than on
small experimental plots
farmscapefarmscape /�fɑ�mskeip/ noun a land-
scape dominated by agriculture. Farmland
is the main element in farmscape, though
non-agricultural uses may be included.
Farm Service AgencyFarm Service Agency noun a govern-
ment agency which provides information
and support for farmers in the United
States, part of the USDA. Abbr FSA
farmsteadfarmstead /�fɑ�msted/ noun a farm-
house and the farm buildings around it
Farm Support SchemeFarm Support Scheme noun Article
39 of the Treaty of Rome provides the
framework of the Common Agricultural
Policy. Each member state contributes to
the European Agricultural Guarantee and
Guidance Fund. Payments are made for
structural changes under the guidance fund
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and much larger payments under the guar-
antee section.
farm to forkfarm to fork noun the chain of food
supply, from the farm where it is produced
to the consumer
farm trailfarm trail noun a walking trail around a
farm which is open to the public
Farm Watch SchemeFarm Watch Scheme noun a scheme
which organises networks of farmers to be
in touch with one another and the local
police to report suspicious activity
farmworkerfarmworker /�fɑ�mw��kə/ noun a
person who works on a farm
farmyardfarmyard noun the area around farm
buildings
farmyard manurefarmyard manure noun manure formed
of cattle excreta mixed with straw, used as
a fertiliser. Abbr FYM
farmyard manure spreaderfarmyard manure spreader noun a
machine for spreading manure, basically a
trailer with a moving floor conveyor and a
combined shredding and spreading mecha-
nism which distributes the material: there
are two types, the rear ejector and the side
delivery spreader
Farrand testFarrand test /�f�rənd test/ noun a
method for determining the alpha amylase
content of milling wheat. The amount of
alpha amylase enzyme present in wheat is
important for making bread. Excessive
alpha amylase in flour results in poorer
loaves.
farrierfarrier /�f�riə/ noun a person who makes
and fits shoes for horses. � blacksmith
farrowingfarrowing /�f�rəυiŋ/ noun the act of
giving birth to piglets
farrowing cratefarrowing crate noun a steel frame
which holds the sow during farrowing and
helps to prevent the overlying of the piglets
farrowing feverfarrowing fever noun a disease of pigs
caused by inflammation of the womb. Pigs
suffer high temperatures and loss of appe-
tite. Also called MMA
farrowing railsfarrowing rails plural noun rails which
prevent the sow from overlying the piglets
fasciationfasciation /�feiʃi|�eiʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. an
abnormal plant growth in which several
stems become fused together 2. the
production of several shoots from the
crown of a plant such as a pineapple
fascioliasisfascioliasis /fə|�siə|�laiəsis/ noun a
disease caused by an infestation of para-
sitic liver flukes
fatfat noun 1. a white oily substance in the
body of mammals, which stores energy
and protects the body against cold (NOTE:

Fat has no plural when it means the
substance in the body of mammals; the
plural fats is used to mean different types
of fat.) 2. a type of food which supplies
protein and Vitamins A and D, especially
that part of meat which is white and solid
substances (like lard or butter) produced
from animals and used for cooking or
liquid substances like oil � adjective refer-
ring to an animal which has been reared for
meat production and which has reached the
correct standard for sale in a market
fat classfat class noun the amount of external fat
present on a beef or sheep carcass, classi-
fied from lean (class 1) to very fat (class 5)

‘Although lambs by the high-index sire
had lighter carcasses, a higher proportion
were within the 21kg weight limit. Many
also earned a bonus for fat class and
conformation, with most of them grading
U for conformation.’ [Farmers Weekly]

fat henfat hen noun a weed (Chenopodium
album) which affects spring cereals, peas
and row crops. Fat hen is found especially
in rich soils and muck heaps. Also called
dung weed, muck weed
fatnessfatness /�f�tnəs/ noun the amount of fat
on an animal
fatstockfatstock /�f�tstɒk/ noun livestock
which has been fattened for meat produc-
tion
fattenfatten verb to give animals food so as to
prepare them for slaughter � He buys
lambs for fattening and then sells them for
meat.
fattyfatty adjective containing a lot of fat �
Fatty foods contribute to the risk of obesity.
fatty liverfatty liver, fatty liver syndrome noun a
condition in older cows, where the animal
absorbs calcium too slowly and the liver is
affected. Goats are also affected.
faultsfaults plural noun the proportion of rotten
or diseased items in a quantity of produce
sold
faunafauna noun the wild animals and birds
which live naturally in a specific area.
Compare flora
FaverolleFaverolle /�f�vərɒl/ noun a breed of
poultry for table consumption
FAWCFAWC abbreviation Farm Animal Welfare
Council
fawnfawn noun a young deer
FBSFBS abbreviation Farm Business Survey
FCEFCE abbreviation feed conversion effi-
ciency
FCRFCR abbreviation feed conversion rate
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FeFe symbol iron
featherfeather noun an outgrowth of the
epidermis on a bird’s body and wings
providing insulation. The feathers on the
wings and those forming the tail are impor-
tant in flight. � feathers
feathereatingfeathereating /�feðər |�i�tiŋ/, feather-
pecking /�feðə|�pekiŋ/, featherpulling
/�feðə |�pυliŋ/ noun the pulling of the
feathers of a bird by another bird

COMMENT: Feathereating occurs in poul-
try where the birds are penned up and
lack exercise and facilities for scratching.
It may also be caused by wrong nutrition.
Once the birds start pulling feathers, an
outbreak of cannibalism may occur.

feathersfeathers plural noun the fringes of hair
that some dogs and horses have on their
legs or tails
febrilefebrile /�fi�brail/ adjective referring to a
fever
febrile diseasefebrile disease noun a disease such as
Newcastle disease which is accompanied
by a fever
fecesfeces /�fi�si�z/ plural noun US spelling of
faeces
fecundityfecundity /fi |�k�ndəti/ noun 1. the
fertility of a plant or animal 2. a measure-
ment of the number of offspring born and
reared by a dam
feefee noun money paid to a professional for
a service
feedfeed verb 1. to take food � The herd feeds
here at dusk. 2. to give food to a person or
an animal 3. to provide fertiliser for plants
or soil 4. to supply or add to something �
Several small streams feed into the river �
noun 1. food given to animals and birds �
Traces of pesticide were found in the cattle
feed. 2. fertiliser for plants or soil � Tomato
plants need liquid feed twice a week at this
time of year.
feed additivefeed additive noun a supplement added
to the feed of farm livestock, particularly
pigs and poultry, to promote growth, e.g.
an antibiotic or hormone

‘Weight for weight chlorides are four
times more efficient than sulphates at
acidifying cows urine. Recently, feed
additives based on chloride (hydrochloric
acid mixed with soybean meal) have been
available with much improved
palatability.’ [Dairy Farmer]

feed blockfeed block noun a block of foodstuff left
out in the pasture, especially on hill farms,
used by sheep to prevent loss of condition

feed compoundsfeed compounds plural noun a number
of different ingredients including major
minerals, trace elements and vitamins,
mixed and blended to provide properly
balanced diets for stock
feed concentratefeed concentrate noun an animal feed
which has a high food value relative to
volume
feed conversion efficiencyfeed conversion efficiency, feed
conversion rate noun the number of kilo-
grams of feed required to produce a kilo-
gram of weight gain in an animal such as a
pig. Abbr FCE, FCR
feederfeeder /�fi�də/ noun 1. something which
supplies or adds to something else of the
same type 2. a container from which live-
stock are fed � adjective referring to live-
stock which are being fed to be slaughtered
feed grainfeed grain noun a cereal which is fed to
animals and birds, e.g. wheat or maize
feedingfeeding noun the action of giving
animals food to eat (NOTE: Animal welfare
codes lay down rules on when animals and
birds should be fed, especially in relation to
when they are transported or slaughtered.)
feeding facefeeding face noun the area allowed to
each animal to feed from under controlled
conditions. Each cow needs 150mm of
feeding face, or less if continuous access is
provided. This refers to the self-feeding
method of silage.
feedingstufffeedingstuff /�fi�diŋst�f/ noun same as
feedstuff
feeding valuefeeding value noun the nutritional value
of feedingstuffs
feed intakefeed intake noun the amount of food
eaten by an animal
feedlotfeedlot /�fi�dlɒt/ noun an area of land
where livestock are kept at a high density,
with small pens in which the animals are
fattened. All feed is brought into the
feedlot from outside sources. � chillshelter

COMMENT: A new type of feedlot is an
area of land surrounded by an earth
embankment, which protects the cattle
from cold winds while they are being fed
intensively.

feedmillfeedmill /�fi�dmil/ noun a mill for
preparing animal feed
feed offfeed off noun the practice of allowing
stock to feed on a crop while it is still in the
ground
feed passagefeed passage noun 1. the rate at which
feed pass through an animal’s digestive
system 2. the area in a livestock shed where
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the feed is placed so that the animals can
access it
feed preparationfeed preparation noun the milling and
crushing of grain, mixing of the ingredi-
ents and making into cubes or pellets
feed ratiofeed ratio noun the ratio showing the
price of an animal sold on the market
against the cost of feeding it
feed refusalfeed refusal noun the amount of allotted
feed that a farm animal does not eat. This
should be monitored as it can give an early
indication that the animal is unwell.
feed ringfeed ring noun a circular container for
forage, from which livestock can feed
feed stancefeed stance noun an open stall in a
building where animals can feed
feedstufffeedstuff /�fi�dst�f/ noun food for farm
animals. Also called feedingstuff
feed wheatfeed wheat noun wheat which is used as
an animal feed, and not for human
consumption

‘Cereal variety choice for whole crop has
more often than not been dictated by price
and availability as there has been an
assumption that one feed wheat or barley
variety is pretty much like any other.’
[Dairy Farmer]

Feeke’s large scaleFeeke’s large scale /�fi�ks �lɑ�d�
�skeil/ noun a method of determining the
growth stage of a crop relying on
comparing plant size and leaf arrangement
when the plant is young. It is not a very
reliable method and has been replaced by
Zadoks scale.
fellfell noun a high area of open moorland in
the north of England � verb to cut down a
tree
felling licencefelling licence noun permission from
the Forestry Commission to fell trees.
There are some exceptions to this: e.g.
trees in gardens and fruit trees in orchards
do not need a licence to be felled.
femalefemale adjective 1. referring to an animal
that produces ova and bears young 2. refer-
ring to a flower which has carpels but not
stamens, or a plant that produces such
flowers
fenfen /fen/ noun an area of flat marshy land,
with plants such as reeds and mosses
growing in alkaline water
fenbendazolefenbendazole /fen|�bendəzəυl/ noun a
medicinal substance used to worm cattle
fencefence noun a barrier put round a field,
either to mark the boundary or to prevent
animals entering or leaving � verb to put a
fence round an area of land

COMMENT: Various methods are used to
fence field boundaries, most commonly
woven wire and wooden fence posts.
Movable electric fences are an efficient
way of limiting areas of a field for grazing
purposes.

fenlandfenland /�fenl�nd/ noun a large area of
flat marshy land with alkaline water
fenland rotationfenland rotation noun a system of crop
rotation developed on the Fens of East
Anglia, using potatoes, sugar beet and
wheat in rotation
fennelfennel noun an aromatic herb (Foenic-
ulum vulgare) of Mediterranean origin,
used to flavour fish dishes and soups
FEPFEP abbreviation Farm Environment Plan
FEPAFEPA /�fepə/ abbreviation Food and Envi-
ronmental Protection Act
FERFER abbreviation Farm Environment
Record
fermentferment verb to produce alcohol and heat
under the effect of yeast
fermentationfermentation /�f��men |�teiʃ(ə)n/ noun
the process whereby carbohydrates are
broken down by enzymes from yeast and
produce heat and alcohol. In making
silage, fermentation is essentially the
breaking down of carbohydrates and
proteins by aerobic and then anaerobic
bacteria.
fertilefertile adjective 1. referring to an animal
or plant that is able to produce offspring by
sexual reproduction. Opposite sterile 2.
referring to soil with a high concentration
of nutrients that is able to produce good
crops
fertilisationfertilisation /�f��tilai |�zeiʃ(ə)n/, fertili-
zation noun the joining of an ovum and a
sperm to form a zygote and so start the
development of an embryo
fertilisefertilise /�f��təlaiz/, fertilize verb 1. (of a
sperm) to join with an ovum 2. (of a male)
to make a female pregnant 3. to put ferti-
liser on crops or soil
fertiliserfertiliser /�f��təlaizə/, fertilizer noun a
chemical or natural substance spread and
mixed with soil to stimulate plant growth

COMMENT: Organic materials used as fer-
tilisers include manure, slurry, rotted
vegetable waste, bonemeal, fishmeal
and seaweed. Inorganic fertilisers such
as powdered lime or sulphur are also
used. In commercial agriculture, artifi-
cially prepared fertilisers (manufactured
compounds containing nitrogen, potas-
sium and other chemicals) are most
often used, but if excessive use of them
is made, all the chemicals are not taken
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up by plants and the excess is leached
out of the soil into ground water or rivers
where it may cause algal bloom.

fertiliser distributor

fertiliser distributor noun a machine
used to spread fertiliser
fertility

fertility noun 1. the state of being fertile
2. the proportion of eggs which develop
into young 3. a measure of the ability of a
female to conceive and produce young or
of the male to fertilise the female (NOTE:
The opposite is sterility.)
fescuefescue /�feskju�/ noun a common name
for about 100 species of grasses, including
many valuable pasture and fodder species
fetlock

fetlock /�fetlɒk/ noun the thicker back
part of a horse’s leg near the hoof (NOTE:
The thin part between the fetlock and the
hoof is called the pastern.)
fetusfetus /�fi�təs/ noun another spelling of
foetus
FFBFFB abbreviation Food From Britain
fibrefibre noun 1. a long narrow plant cell with
thickened walls that forms part of a plant’s
supporting tissue, especially in the outer
region of a stem 2. a hair, e.g. of a rabbit or
goat
fibrous

fibrous /�faibrəs/ adjective made of a
mass of fibres
fibrous rooted plantsfibrous rooted plants plural noun
plants with roots which are masses of tiny
threads, with no major roots like tap roots
field

field noun 1. an area of land, usually
surrounded by a fence or hedge, used for
growing crops or for pasture 2. an area of
interest or activity � He specialises in the
field of environmental health.

COMMENT: Some older types of field can
still be seen in the UK. Celtic fields are
small rectangular fields, mainly on chalk
uplands, surrounded by banks and walls,
dating back to as early as the 6th century
B. C. Open fields with large furrows
were used by the Saxons who had heav-
ier ploughs and divided the fields into
strips, separated by banks of turf or walls
of stone. Enclosure fields are rectangu-
lar fields with regular hedgerows, formed
after the enclosures of the 16th to 18th
centuries. In recent years the removal of
many field boundaries in the interest of
farm consolidation has led to an increase
in the size of the average British field.
Hedges have been removed to allow
large farm machinery to be used more
economically, and the loss of hedgerows
has had a marked effect on the wildlife in
the countryside.

field beansfield beans plural noun used for stock
feeding, or for producing broad beans,
which are the immature seeds used for
human consumption. Field beans are
usually grown as a break crop. � broad
bean
field bindweedfield bindweed noun a deep-rooted
perennial weed (Convolvulus arvensis)
which causes great problems because of its
mass of clinging growths
field bookfield book noun an annual record of field
utilisation and other operations, kept on a
farm
field capacityfield capacity noun the maximum
possible amount of water remaining in the
soil after excess water has drained away
field cropfield crop noun a crop grown over a wide
area, e.g. most agricultural crops and some
market-garden crops
field drainagefield drainage noun building drains in
or under fields to remove surplus water
field-grownfield-grown noun referring to a crop
which is grown in a field as opposed to in a
greenhouse
field observationfield observation noun an examination
made in the open air, looking at organisms
in their natural habitat, as opposed to in a
laboratory
field pansyfield pansy noun a widespread flower
(Viola arvensis) increasingly found in
winter crops, especially cereals. Also
called corn pansy, love-in-idleness,
cats’ faces
field trialfield trial noun a trial that tests the ability
of a crop variety to perform under normal
cultivation conditions
figfig noun a tree (Ficus spp) with soft sweet
fruit with many small seeds, grown mainly
in Mediterranean countries
filamentfilament /�filəmənt/ noun the stalk of a
stamen, carrying an anther
filbertfilbert /�filbət/ noun the Kentish cob, a
commercially grown hazel-like nut
(Corylus maxima)
fill-bellyfill-belly noun feed which fills the
animal’s stomach, without providing any
useful nutrients
fillyfilly /�fili/ noun a young female horse
(NOTE: A filly is so called for a year or so,
after which she becomes a ‘mare’.)
fine grainsfine grains plural noun high quality
grains such those of a wheat and rice.
Compare coarse grains
fineness countfineness count /�fainnəs �kaυnt/ noun
a scale used to assess the fineness of wool
fibres
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fine woolfine wool noun wool of very good quality
finger and toefinger and toe noun same as club root
fingersfingers plural noun pieces of metal which
project from and are attached to the cutter
bar of a binder, mower or harvester. The
knives pass across the fingers, cutting the
grass or cereal crop as they do so.
finger wheel swath turnerfinger wheel swath turner noun a
machine used for raking
finishfinish verb to feed cattle or sheep at a rate
of growth which increases the ratio of
muscle to bone, and increases the propor-
tion of fatty tissue in the carcass to a level
at which the animal is considered to be fit
for slaughter � noun the furrow left at the
edge of a ploughed field
finishingfinishing noun the action of feeding
cattle or sheep until they are ready for
slaughter
finishing rationfinishing ration noun feed given to
animals to prepare them for slaughter � A
finishing ration includes silage, beet pulp
and by-products such as outsize carrots.
FinncattleFinncattle /fin |�k�t(ə)l/ noun a breed of
dairy cattle derived from three Finnish
breeds. The animals are medium-sized and
brown.
Finnish AyrshireFinnish Ayrshire /�finiʃ �eəʃə/ noun a
breed of cattle found in northern Finland,
which is similar to the Ayrshire and mainly
reared for milk
firfir noun a common evergreen coniferous
tree. Genus: Abies.
fir conefir cone noun a hard oval or round struc-
ture on a fir tree containing the seeds
(NOTE: The term is sometimes applied to
the cones of other trees such as pines.)
fireblightfireblight /�faiəblait/ noun a disease of
apples and pears, which is characterised by
dead flowers and branches. It is caused by
the bacterium Erwinia amylovora.
firebreakfirebreak /�faiəbreik/ noun an area kept
free of vegetation, so that a fire cannot pass
across and spread to other parts of the
forest or heath
firmfirm adjective solid � The soil is firm and
not too crumbly. � verb to make cultivated
soil solid, before sowing � A roller is used
to firm the soil.
first calf heiferfirst calf heifer noun a heifer which has
borne its first calf
first calverfirst calver noun a cow which has
produced its first calf
fishfish noun a cold-blooded vertebrate that
lives in water (NOTE: Some species are
eaten for food. Fish are high in protein,

phosphorus, iodine and vitamins A and D.
White fish have very little oil.)
fisheryfishery noun 1. the commercial activity
of catching fish 2. an area of sea where fish
are caught � The boats go each year to the
rich fisheries off the north coast.
fish farmfish farm noun a place where edible fish
are bred or reared in special pools for sale
as food
fish farmingfish farming noun the commercial
activity of keeping fish in ponds or fenced
areas of the sea for sale as food. Also called
aquaculture, aquafarming, aquiculture
fishmealfishmeal /�fiʃmi�l/ noun a powder of
dried fish, used as an animal feed or as a
fertiliser
FISSFISS abbreviation Food Industry Sustain-
ability Strategy
five freedoms, thefive freedoms, the plural noun a set of
guidelines which should be considered
when looking after the welfare of farm
animals (NOTE: The five freedoms are:
freedom from hunger or thirst; freedom
from discomfort; freedom from pain, injury
or disease; freedom to express normal
behaviour; and freedom from fear and
distress.)

‘Over the past 18 months, Dairy Crest has
introduced its own farm assured milk
scheme, encompassing the five freedoms
of animal welfare in a code of practice.’
[Farmers Guardian]

fixationfixation noun the act of fixing something.
� nitrogen fixation
fixed costsfixed costs plural noun costs such as
rent which do not increase with the quan-
tity of a product produced
flailflail noun 1. a wooden hand tool used for
beating grain to separate the seeds from the
waste parts 2. a type of hedgecutter, with
rapidly turning cutting arms � verb to beat
grain with a flail
flail forage harvesterflail forage harvester noun a type of
forage harvester which uses a high-speed
flail rotor. The cut crop passes through a
vertical chute and is discharged into a
trailer.
flail mowerflail mower noun a mowing machine
with a high-speed rotor fitted with
swinging flails which cut the grass and
leave it bruised in a fluffy swath
flaked maizeflaked maize /�fleikd �meiz/ noun a
type of animal feedingstuff made from
maize which has been treated with steam,
rolled and dried. It is highly digestible, rich
in starch and often given to pigs.
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flat deck piggeryflat deck piggery noun a piggery used
for rearing weaned piglets from between
two and eight weeks of age. It has a mesh
floor, self-feed hoppers and controlled
heating and ventilation.
flat rate feedingflat rate feeding noun a system of
feeding concentrates to dairy cows,
involving few changes to the level of
concentrate input. It lasts from calving to
turnout.
flattenflatten, flatten out verb 1. to become flat
or make something flat 2. to make plants
lie flat on the ground � The stems are flat-
tened by a roller-crusher. � Harvesting is
difficult after the entire crop has been flat-
tened by rain.
flatwormflatworm /�fl�tw��m/ noun a worm with
a flat body, a single gut opening and no
circulatory system. Phylum: Platy-
helminthes. (NOTE: Flatworms include both
free-living species and parasites such as
flukes and tapeworms.)
flaxflax /fl�ks/ noun the linseed plant
flaxseedflaxseed /�fl�kssi�d/ noun seed from the
flax plant, crushed to produce linseed oil
fleaflea noun a small jumping insect which
lives as a parasite on animals, sucking their
blood and possibly spreading disease.
Order: Siphonaptera. (NOTE: Historically,
bubonic plague was spread by fleas.)
flea beetleflea beetle noun a small dark beetle
which causes damage to Brassica seed-
lings, especially during hot dry weather
between April and mid-May
fleecefleece noun a coat of wool covering a
sheep or goat � verb to shear a sheep, to cut
the fleece off an animal

COMMENT: The fleece is both the wool
growing on the animal and the wool
which has been cut off, usually in one
piece, when shearing.

fleecedfleeced adjective covered with a coat of
wool
flex-fuelflex-fuel adjective referring to a vehicle
which is designed to run on petrol, an
alcohol-based fuel such as ethanol or any
combination of the two
fliesflies plural of fly
flight feathersflight feathers plural noun the main
feathers on a bird’s wing, properly called
the ‘primaries’
flightless birdflightless bird noun a bird which has
small wings and cannot fly, e.g. an ostrich
or a penguin
flightsflights plural noun same as flight
feathers

flintflint noun a hard stone of nearly pure
silica, found in lumps in chalk soils

COMMENT: Sharp-edged flints of various
sizes found in some calcareous soils are
very wearing on farm implements and
tractor tyres; they can also cause dam-
age to machinery if they are picked up
during harvesting. Flints are very durable
and are used to form a weather-resistant
facing to farm buildings and walls.

flixweedflixweed /�flikswi�d/ noun a common
annual weed (Descurainia sophia)
floatfloat noun same as Dutch harrow
flocculationflocculation /�flɒkjυ|�leiʃ(ə)n/ noun the
grouping of small particles of soil together
to form larger ones � The flocculation of
particles is very important in making clay
soils easy to work.
flockflock noun a large group of birds or some
farm animals such as sheep and goats � a
flock of geese � a flock of sheep (NOTE: The
word used for a group of cattle, deer or pigs
is herd.)
flock bookflock book noun a record of the pedigree
of a particular breed of sheep or goat, kept
by the breed society
flockmasterflockmaster /�flɒkmɑ�stə/ noun a farm
worker in charge of a flock of sheep or
goats
flock matingflock mating noun a mating system
which uses several males to mate with the
females of a flock
floodflood noun a large amount of water
covering land that is usually dry, caused by
phenomena such as melting snow, heavy
rain, high tides or storms � verb to cover
dry land with a large amount of water �
The river bursts its banks and floods the
whole valley twice a year in the rainy
season.
flood irrigationflood irrigation noun a method of irri-
gation using water brought down by a river
in flood. The floodwaters are led off into
specially prepared basins. � basin irriga-
tion
flood plainflood plain noun a wide flat part of the
bottom of a valley which is usually covered
with water when the river floods
floodwaterfloodwater /�fl�dwɔ�tə/ noun water that
spreads uncontrolled onto land that is
usually dry � After the floodwater receded
the centre of the town was left buried in
mud.
floraflora noun the wild plants that grow natu-
rally in a specific area. Compare fauna
floralfloral adjective referring to plants or
flowers
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floretfloret /�flɒrət/ noun a little flower that
forms part of a larger flower head
flourflour noun a soft fine powder made from
ground cereal grains, and used for making
bread

COMMENT: Flour is made by grinding
grain, and removing impurities. White
flour is flour which has had all bran and
germ removed: the best quality of white
flour is patent flour, which is very fine.
Self-raising flour is white flour with bak-
ing powder added. Brown flour is not
refined, and still contains the wheat germ
and parts of the bran: if it contains all the
grain, it is called ‘wholemeal’ and if it
contains most of the grain it is ‘wheat-
meal’. Some expensive flours are ‘stone-
ground’, that is they are made in the tra-
ditional way with millstones.

flour cornflour corn noun a variety of maize with
large soft grains and friable endosperm,
making it easy to grind to flour
flourishflourish verb to live or grow well and
increase in numbers � The colony of
rabbits flourished in the absence of any
predators.
flouryfloury /�flaυri/ adjective soft and
powdery, like flour
floury potatoesfloury potatoes plural noun varieties of
potato which, when cooked, turn easily
into flour
flowerflower noun the reproductive part of a
seed-bearing plant (NOTE: Some flowers
are brightly coloured to attract pollinating
insects and birds and usually consist of
protective sepals and bright petals
surrounding the stamens and stigma.
Many are cultivated for their colour and
perfume.)
flowers of sulphurflowers of sulphur noun powdered
sulphur, which is used to dust on plants to
prevent mildew
flukefluke noun a parasitic flatworm (NOTE:
Flukes may settle inside the liver, blood-
stream or in other parts of the body.)
fluoridefluoride noun a chemical compound of
fluorine, usually with sodium, potassium
or tin

COMMENT: Fluorides such as hydrogen
fluoride are emitted as pollutants from
certain industrial processes and can
affect plants, especially citrus fruit, by
reducing chlorophyll. They also affect
cattle by reducing milk yields. On the
other hand, sodium fluoride will reduce
decay in teeth and is often added to
drinking water or to toothpaste. In some
areas, the water contains fluoride natu-
rally and here fluoridation is not carried

out. Some people object to fluoridation,
although tests have proved that
instances of dental decay are fewer in
areas where fluoride is present in drink-
ing water.

fluorosisfluorosis /flɔ�|�rəυsis/ noun a condition
caused by excessive fluoride in drinking
water or food. It causes discoloration of the
teeth and affects the milk yields of cattle.
(NOTE: It causes discoloration of teeth and
affects the milk yields of cattle.)
flushflush noun a rapid growth of grass
flushing ewesflushing ewes plural noun ewes brought
into good condition prior to breeding,
usually by improving their diet
flyfly noun a general term for a small insect
with two wings, of the order Diptera. Some
flies cause diseases of plants (the frit fly)
and some harm animals (the gadfly).
fly blownfly blown adjective referring to a fleece
laden with maggot-fly eggs
flying flockflying flock noun a flock of sheep
imported onto a farm for a time, normally
for less than a year, and then sold
fly strikefly strike noun a serious condition caused
by maggots breeding on the animal’s hind-
quarters. It can quickly cause death from
shock.
fly-tippingfly-tipping noun the dumping of rubbish
somewhere other than at an official site

‘A quarter of all farms in England and
Wales have experienced fly-tipping on
their land in recent years. The total
quantity of waste tipped in 2001 was
estimated at 600000 tons. (Agricultural
Waste: Opportunities for Change.
Information from the Agricultural Waste
Stakeholders’ Forum)’

FMAFMA abbreviation Fertiliser Manufac-
turers Association
FMDFMD abbreviation foot-and-mouth disease
foalfoal noun a young horse of either sex in its
first year � mare in-foal pregnant mare �
verb to produce an offspring
foalingfoaling noun the act of giving birth to a
foal
fodderfodder, fodder crop noun plant material
or a crop which is grown to give to animals
as food, e.g. grass or clover � winter fodder
fodder beetfodder beet noun a root crop bred from
sugar beet and mangolds, usually grown
after cereals and used to feed stock

‘Cattle are in-wintered on a diet based on
fodder beet, maize silage, and distillers’
dark grains. Big bale straw is dumped in
the pens, the cattle taking what they need
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for feed and spreading the rest.’
[Farmers Guardian]

fodder radishfodder radish noun a type of brassica
grown primarily for use as a green fodder
crop
fodder storagefodder storage noun the storing of
fodder for use in winter. Buildings used for
storing fodder may be of the simple Dutch
barn type, and can be built cheaply using
poles and a galvanised iron roof.
FoEFoE abbreviation Friends of the Earth
foetalfoetal /�fi�t(ə)l/ adjective referring to a
foetus
foetusfoetus noun an unborn animal in the
womb at the stage when all the structural
features are visible, i.e. after eight weeks in
humans (NOTE: The usual scientific spelling
is ‘fetus’, although ‘foetus’ is common in
non-technical British English usage.)
foggagefoggage /�fɒ�id�/ noun 1. a winter
grazing of cattle on non-ryegrass swards 2.
grass which has been left standing to
provide winter grazing for sheep and cattle
foldfold noun a moveable enclosure, made of
hurdles or of electric wire fencing, used to
keep cattle or sheep in a certain place �
verb to put sheep into a fold
folded sheepfolded sheep noun sheep kept in
movable folds, as a means of controlling
their grazing
foldlandfoldland /�fəυldlənd/ noun formerly, an
area of land allotted to each manor for the
purpose of grazing the manor’s sheep
foliagefoliage noun the leaves on plants � In a
forest, animals are hard to see through the
thick foliage on the trees.
foliarfoliar /�fəυliə/ adjective referring to
leaves
foliar sprayfoliar spray noun a method of applying
pesticides or liquid nutrients as droplets to
plant leaves � needs weekly foliar sprays

‘Other features include effective activity
in wet or dry soils, highly systemic activity
making it suitable for application as a
foliar spray, drench, or in drip irrigation, a
favourable safety profile and rapid
degradation under field conditions.’
[Arable Farming]

folic acidfolic acid /�fəυlik ��sid/ noun a vitamin
in the vitamin B complex found in milk,
liver, yeast and green plants such as
spinach
folliclefollicle /�fɒlik(ə)l/ noun 1. the small
structure in the skin from which each hair
develops 2. one of many small structures in
the ovaries where egg cells develop

followersfollowers /�fɒləυəz/ plural noun young
cows in a dairy herd which are not yet in
milk, and are being reared to replace the
older stock � noun cattle put to graze a
pasture after another group of animals has
used it. � leader
following cropfollowing crop noun a crop sown by a
tenant farmer before leaving the farm at the
end of his tenancy. The tenant farmer is
permitted to return and harvest the crop
and remove it.
foodfood noun 1. the nutrient material eaten
by animals for energy and growth 2. the
nutrient material applied to plants as ferti-
liser
Food Advisory CommitteeFood Advisory Committee noun a
UK agency which advises ministers on
matters relating to the labelling, composi-
tion and safety of food. Abbr FAC
Food and Agriculture OrganizationFood and Agriculture Organiza-
tion noun an international organisation
that is an agency of the United Nations. It
was established with the purpose of
improving standards of nutrition and erad-
icating malnutrition and hunger. Abbr FAO
Food and Environmental Protection Act, 1986Food and Environmental Protec-
tion Act, 1986 noun legislation which
brings the use of agrochemicals under stat-
utory control, as opposed to the previous
voluntary arrangement. Abbr FEPA
Food and Veterinary OfficeFood and Veterinary Office noun a
committee working for the European
Commission whose job it is to advise on
policy in the food safety and quality, veter-
inary and plant health sectors. Abbr FVO
food balancefood balance noun the balance between
food supply and the demand for food from
a population
foodborne diseasesfoodborne diseases /�fu�dbɔ�n di |

�zi�ziz/ plural noun diseases which are
transmitted from feedstuff
food chainfood chain noun a series of organisms
that pass energy and minerals from one to
another as each provides food for the next
(NOTE: The first organism in the food chain
is the producer and the rest are
consumers.)

COMMENT: Two basic types of food chain
exist: the grazing food chain and the
detrital food chain, based on plant-eaters
and detritus-eaters respectively. In prac-
tice, food chains are interconnected,
making up food webs.

food colouringfood colouring noun a substance used
to colour food
food cropfood crop noun a plant grown for food
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Food From BritainFood From Britain noun a trade organ-
isation which specialises in marketing
British food abroad. Abbr FFB
food grainfood grain noun a cereal crop used as
food for humans, e.g. wheat, barley or rye
food hygienefood hygiene noun the series of actions
taken to ensure clean, healthy conditions
for the handling, storing and serving of
food
Food Industry Sustainability StrategyFood Industry Sustainability
Strategy noun a set of policies to
promote sustainable development, for
producers and suppliers at each point along
the food supply chain. Abbr FISS
food milefood mile noun a measure of the distance
that food is transported from its place of
origin to the consumer

‘Every product carries a label stating how
many food miles it has travelled, even if
the distance is quite alarming. For
example, the fishmonger stocks tuna,
because he kept being asked for it. But it
comes with a sign pointing out that it has
travelled about 4000 miles to the stall.’
[Farmers Weekly]

food poisoningfood poisoning noun an illness caused
by eating food that is contaminated with
bacteria
food processing industryfood processing industry noun the
industry involved in the treating of raw
materials to produce foodstuffs
food pyramidfood pyramid noun a chart of a food
chain showing the number of organisms at
each level
food safetyfood safety noun the issues surrounding
the production, handling, storage and
cooking of food that determine whether or
not it is safe to eat
Food Safety Act 1990Food Safety Act 1990 noun legisla-
tion which sets hygiene standards for food
producers and suppliers
Food Standards AgencyFood Standards Agency noun a
British government agency set up in 2000
to offer advice on food safety and quality.
Abbr FSA
foodstufffoodstuff /�fu�dst�f/ noun something
that can be used as food � cereals, vegeta-
bles and other foodstuffs
food supplyfood supply noun 1. the production of
food and the way in which it gets to the
consumer 2. a stock of food � The ants will
vigorously defend their food supply.
food valuefood value noun the amount of energy
produced by a specific amount of a type of
food

food webfood web noun a series of food chains
that are linked together in an ecosystem

‘Researchers, conservationists and
farmers have accepted that pesticides
disrupt food webs by removing non-target
plants and insects, and that this affects
farmland bird populations.’ [Farmers
Guardian]

fool’s parsleyfool’s parsley noun a species of
hemlock (Aethusa cynapium) which looks
like parsley. It is not a common source of
poisoning in animals.
foot-and-mouth diseasefoot-and-mouth disease noun a
disease of livestock, especially animals
with cloven hooves, characterised by fever
and ulcerating cysts. Abbr FMD
footbathfootbath /�fυtbɑ�θ/ noun 1. a trough
containing disinfectant through which
sheep or cattle are driven to prevent or cure
various diseases such as foot rot 2. a
shallow container containing disinfectant
in which a person walks to disinfect shoes
or boots
footpathfootpath noun a route along which
people walk on foot but along which vehi-
cles are not permitted � Long-distance
footpaths have been created through the
mountain regions.
foot rotfoot rot noun a disease of the horny parts
and the soft tissue of feet of sheep. It
occurs particularly in wet marshy and
badly-drained pastures, and is caused
primarily by the organism Fusiformis
necrophorus and sometimes Fusiformis
nodosus. It makes sheep lame.
forageforage noun a crop planted for animals to
eat in the field � verb to look for food � The
woodpecker forages in the forest canopy
for insects.

COMMENT: Forage crops are highly
digestible and palatable, and are either
very quick growing or very high-yielding.
They have the advantage that, whether
grazed or harvested and stored, they
provide feed at times when grass growth
is poor. There are a number of different
types of forage harvester. Trailed har-
vesters can be power take-off or engine-
driven. Self-propelled machines are
becoming more widely used. After the
crop is cut, it is either chopped or lacer-
ated and loaded into a trailer.

forage boxforage box noun a large movable
container used mainly to transport forage
from a silo to a trough
forage feedingforage feeding noun the practice of
cutting herbage from a sward or foliage
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from other crops for feeding fresh to
animals
forage harvesterforage harvester noun a machine
which cuts, chops and loads green crops
such as lucerne into a trailer, to make silage
(NOTE: There are three main groups of
forage harvester. Precision-chop
machines are used for short cut material
which gives better clamp fermentation.
Double-chop machines cut the crop twice.
Single-chop machines use a flail to cut the
crop and produce a chop length of 150mm
and above. Two different types of this
machine are in use: the in-line, directly
behind the tractor, and the off-set which
allows a field to be cut round and round.)
forage maizeforage maize noun maize grown for
ensilage
forage wagonforage wagon noun a mobile container
with a pick-up attachment used for
collecting and carrying cut forage
forelegforeleg noun one of the two front legs of
an animal, as opposed to the hind legs
forestforest noun 1. an area of land greater than
0.5 ha, 10% of which is occupied by trees
� The whole river basin is covered with
tropical forest. 2. same as plantation �
verb to manage a forest, by cutting wood as
necessary, and planting new trees
forestedforested adjective referring to land
which is covered with forest
foresterforester /�fɒristə/ noun a person who
manages woodland and plantations of trees
forest floorforest floor noun the ground at the base
of the trees in a forest
forestryforestry noun the management of forests,
woodlands and plantations of trees
Forestry CommissionForestry Commission noun a UK
government agency responsible for the
management of state-owned forests
forget-me-notforget-me-not noun a widespread weed
(Myosotis arvensis) found in all soils,
especially near woodland
forkfork noun a common hand implement for
turning over soil, and lifting out weeds
(NOTE: Forks have four square prongs each
sharpened to a point. Forks with flat
prongs are used for lifting potatoes. Larger,
five-pronged forks with round curved
prongs, are used for spreading manure.) �
verb to dig ground with a fork � to fork a
bed over to dig a whole bed using a fork �
to fork manure in to spread manure with
a fork, turning the soil over to cover it
formulationformulation /�fɔ�mjυ |�leiʃ(ə)n/ noun the
form in which a pesticide is sold for use. �

diet formulation (NOTE: Most pesticides
are not soluble in water and have to be
formulated so they can be mixed and
applied as liquids. They are supplied as
emulsions, wettable powders etc. which
can be mixed with water.)
fortifiedfortified adjective with something added
to make stronger
fortified foodfortified food noun food with vitamins
or proteins added to make it more nutri-
tional
fortified winefortified wine noun wine such as sherry
or port with extra alcohol added
forwardforward adjective earlier than usual or
too early � verb to improve or send on
something
forward creep grazingforward creep grazing noun a grazing
method in which grassland which has been
allocated to ewes and lambs during the
fattening period, is divided into paddocks,
each separated by portable fencing. As one
area is finished, the fencing is moved to
allow the animals to move to the next.
foul of the footfoul of the foot noun a disease of cattle
caused by damage to the cleft of the hoof
and invasion by a germ (Fusiformis necro-
phorus)
founder cropfounder crop noun a crop that was one
of the earliest to be used and developed by
humans, e.g. wheat, barley, lentils and
chickpeas
four-course rotationfour-course rotation noun same as
Norfolk rotation
four tooth sheepfour tooth sheep noun a sheep which is
18–21 months of age
four-wheel drive vehiclefour-wheel drive vehicle noun a
vehicle in which the power is transmitted
to all four wheels, as opposed to only one
pair of wheels as is usual in cars
fowlfowl noun a bird, especially a hen, raised
on a farm for food. � waterfowl
fowl pestfowl pest noun a viral disease of
chickens
fowl poxfowl pox noun a viral disease in which
wart-like nodules appear on the comb,
wattles, eyelids and openings of the
nostrils of fowls
fowl sickfowl sick adjective referring to land
which has become infested with parasites
as a result of having been used for free-
range hens for too long a period of time
foxfox noun a carnivorous canine predator
(Vulpes vulpes) with red fur and a large
bushy tail
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foxglovefoxglove /�fɒks�l�v/ noun a common
weed (Digitalis purpurea). The plant is
poisonous and harmful to animals.
foxtail milletfoxtail millet /�fɒkstail �milit/ noun the
first cereal to be cultivated in China. It is
used for silage, hay, brewing and flour in
many parts of the world, and in Britain it is
used as birdseed.
frameframe noun the main part of a plough, to
which the ploughshare and mouldboard are
attached
FraxinusFraxinus /�fr�ksinəs/ noun the Latin
name for the ash tree
freefree adjective not attached, confined or
controlled � verb to release something or
someone from constraint
Freedom FoodFreedom Food noun an RSPCA
scheme which sets out guidelines for the
welfare of livestock, and labels food which
comes from participating suppliers
freeholdfreehold /�fri�həυld/ noun the absolute
right to hold land or property for an unlim-
ited time without paying rent. Compare
leasehold
freeholderfreeholder /�fri�həυldə/ noun a person
who holds a freehold property. Compare
leaseholder
freehold propertyfreehold property noun property
which the owner holds in freehold
freemartinfreemartin /�fri� |�mɑ�tin/ noun a female
calf produced when a male and female
embryo share a uterus. The production of
testosterone from the testes of the male
embryo causes the reproductive system of
the female embryo to be effectively mascu-
linised.
free-range eggsfree-range eggs plural noun eggs from
hens that are allowed to run about in the
open and eat more natural food
free-running sleevefree-running sleeve noun a loose
sleeve fitted over shafts to stop clothing
becoming entangled by riding on the shaft
if contact is made, e.g., on manure spreader
beater drive shafts
freestonefreestone /�fri�stəυn/ adjective refer-
ring to varieties of peach where the flesh
does not cling to the stone. Compare cling-
stone
freeze dryingfreeze drying noun a method of
preserving food or tissue specimens by
freezing rapidly and drying in a vacuum
freezerfreezer noun an appliance for preserving
perishable items by keeping them at a very
low temperature
French beanFrench bean noun a common green
vegetable (Phaseolus vulgaris). The beans

grow on dwarf bush plants, and are grown
for sale fresh or for processing as canned,
frozen or dried vegetables. Some are
harvested as a dried seed crop, for sale
dried as haricot beans, or for processing
(e.g. into baked beans).
French nettleFrench nettle noun same as red dead-
nettle
frequently asked questionsfrequently asked questions noun a
document that contains common questions
and their answers related to a particular
subject � Consult the Defra website for a
list of FAQs on the new payment scheme.
Abbr FAQ
freshfresh adjective not tinned or frozen �
Fresh fish is less fatty than tinned fish.
friablefriable /�fraiəb(ə)l/ adjective referring to
something such as soil which is light and
crumbles easily into fragments
Friends of the EarthFriends of the Earth noun a pressure
group formed to influence local and central
governments on environmental matters.
Abbr FoE
FriesianFriesian /�fri�ziən/ noun a breed of black
and white dairy cattle, famous for its very
high milk yields

COMMENT: There are three main types of
Friesian recognised today: the Dutch
Friesian, the British Friesian and the Hol-
stein-Friesian, which is the North Ameri-
can type. The Friesian is the most
important breed in British dairy herds.

FrieslandFriesland /�fri�zlənd/ noun a breed of
sheep whose milk is used in the production
of soft cheese and yoghurt
frit flyfrit fly /�frit flai/ noun a small black fly
(Oscinella frit) that attacks wheat, maize
and oats
fritsfrits /frits/ plural noun trace elements
fused with silica to form glass. This is
crushed into small pieces for distribution
on the soil.
frogfrog noun 1. the part of a plough to which
the mouldboard and share are attached 2. a
tough flexible pad in the middle of the sole
of a horse’s hoof
frondfrond noun a large compound leaf,
divided into many sections, such as that
found on ferns and palm trees
frostfrost noun 1. a deposit of crystals of ice
on surfaces 2. freezing weather when the
temperature is below the freezing point of
water. Frost may lead to a deposit of crys-
tals of ice on surfaces. � There was a frost
last night. � frost-hardy plant a plant
which is able to withstand frost � frost-
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tender plant a plant which is killed by
frost
frost pocketfrost pocket, frost hollow noun a low-
lying area where cold air collects. Crops
which are susceptible to frost should not be
planted in such areas.
fructosefructose /�fr�ktəυs/ noun fruit sugar,
found in honey as well as in fruit
frugivorefrugivore /�fru�d�ivɔ�/ noun an animal
that mainly eats fruit (NOTE: Many bats and
birds are frugivores.)
fruitfruit noun 1. the structure of a plant
formed after flowering and usually
containing seeds. Many fruits are eaten as
food. � a diet of fresh fruit and vegetables
� A peach is a fleshy fruit. 2. the fleshy
material round the fruit which is eaten as
food � verb (of a plant) to produce fruit �
Some varieties of apple fruit very early.

COMMENT: Fruit contains fructose which
is a good source of vitamin C and some
dietary fibre. Dried fruit has a higher
sugar content but less vitamin C than
fresh fruit.

fruiting seasonfruiting season noun the time of year
when a particular tree has fruit
fruitwastefruitwaste /�fru�tweist/ noun a residue
left after juice has been extracted from
fruit, used as an animal feed
fruitwoodfruitwood /�fru�twυd/ noun the wood
from a fruit tree such as apple or cherry,
which may be used to make furniture
FSAFSA abbreviation 1. US Farm Service
Agency 2. Food Standards Agency
ftft abbreviation foot
fuelfuel noun a substance that can be burnt to
provide heat or power, e.g. wood, coal, gas
or oil � verb to use a fuel to power some-
thing � The boilers are fuelled by natural
gas.
fuelwoodfuelwood /�fju�lwυd/ noun wood that is
grown to be used as fuel
fulleringfullering /�fυləriŋ/ noun making a
groove on the lower surface of a horse’s
shoes, into which the heads of the nails will
fit
full-mouthedfull-mouthed adjective referring to an
animal which has a complete set of perma-
nent teeth
full-time farmerfull-time farmer noun a farmer who
derives his or her living from agriculture,
as distinct from a part-time farmer
full-time workerfull-time worker noun a farmworker
engaged full-time in work on a farm

fumigantfumigant /�fju�mi�ənt/ noun a chemical
compound that becomes a gas or smoke
when heated and is used to kill insects
fumigatefumigate verb to kill microorganisms or
insects by using a fumigant
fumigationfumigation /�fju�mi |��eiʃ(ə)n/ noun
disinfection by means of gas or fumes
which penetrate into cracks and holes, a
process that is probably more efficient that
spraying or scrubbing
fumitoryfumitory /�fju�mitəri/ noun a common
weed (Fumaria officinalis) affecting cereal
and clover crops
functional foodfunctional food noun a food designed
to be medically beneficial, helping to
protect against serious conditions such as
diabetes, cancer or heart disease. Also
called nutraceutical, neutraceutical

‘Thinking laterally it might be possible to
feed cows in such a way that they can
produce milk that is naturally high in
specific oils, minerals, or value and so can
be directed to the functional food
markets.’ [Farmers Guardian]

fungalfungal /�f�ŋ�əl/ adjective referring to
fungi � Powdery mildew is a fungal
disease.
fungicidalfungicidal /�f�ŋ�i|�said(ə)l/ adjective
referring to a substance which kills fungi �
fungicidal properties
fungicidefungicide /�f�ŋ�isaid/ noun a substance
used to kill fungi
fungoidfungoid /�f�ŋ�ɔid/ adjective referring to
something shaped like a fungus � a fungoid
growth on the skin
fungusfungus noun a simple plant organism
such as yeast, mushrooms or mould with
thread-like cells and without green chloro-
phyll

COMMENT: Some fungi can become par-
asites of animals and cause diseases
such as aspergillosis. Other fungi cause
plant diseases, such as blight. Others,
such as yeast, react with sugar to form
alcohol. Fungicides are available as
sprays or dusts for use on crops.

funiclefunicle /�fju�nik(ə)l/ noun a short stalk
attaching a seed to the inside of the pod
furfur noun 1. a coat of hair covering an
animal � The rabbit has a thick coat of
winter fur. 2. skin and hair removed from
an animal, used to make clothes � She wore
a fur coat and fur gloves.
furlongfurlong noun one eighth of a mile, or 220
yards. Originally a furlong was the length
of a furrow in the common field.
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furrowfurrow noun a long trench and ridge cut in
the soil by the mouldboard of a plough
furrow irrigationfurrow irrigation noun irrigation tech-
nique where water is allowed to flow along
furrows
furrow pressfurrow press noun a special type of very
heavy ring roller attached to the plough,
used to press the furrow slices
furrow slicefurrow slice noun the soil which is
displaced by the mouldboard of a plough
when it creates a furrow
furzefurze /f��z/ noun a common shrub (Ulex
europaeus), found in wasteland and
formerly often cut and used as fodder after
chaffing. It contains a small amount of a
poisonous alkaloid called ulexine, which is
seldom present in dangerous quantities.

Fusarium ear blightFusarium ear blight /fju|�zeəriəm �iə
�blait/ noun a serious fungal disease of
wheat, that can cause significant loss in
yield and quailty
futuresfutures plural noun stocks of produce
which are bought or sold for shipping at
some later date, and which may not even
have been produced when they are on the
market. Compare actuals
FUWFUW abbreviation Farmers’ Union of
Wales
FVOFVO abbreviation Food and Veterinary
Office
FWAGFWAG abbreviation Farm and Wildlife
Advisory Group
FYMFYM abbreviation farmyard manure
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gadflygadfly /���dflai/ noun a fly that bites
cattle, of the genera Tabanus, the horsefly,
or Oestrus, the bot fly, most common from
late May onwards and causing consider-
able trouble to cattle
GAECGAEC abbreviation Good Agricultural
and Environmental Condition
gagegage /�eid�/ noun a variety of plum,
especially the greengage
GAIGAI abbreviation green area index
Galician blondGalician blond /�ə|�liʃ(ə)n �blɒnd/
noun a breed of cattle from northern Spain.
It is a triple-purpose breed, red in colour,
with yellow horns.
gallgall noun a hard growth on a plant caused
by a parasitic insect
gallongallon noun a unit of liquid volume in the
Imperial System, approximately equal to
4.5 litres
GallowayGalloway /���ləwei/ noun a hardy breed
of completely black hornless cattle, mainly
reared for beef. The coat is distinctive,
being formed of long wavy hairs covering
a soft undercoat.
GallusGallus /���ləs/ noun the Latin name for
the domestic chicken
galvanised irongalvanised iron /���lvənaizd �aiən/
noun iron that has been coated with zinc to
prevent it from rusting (NOTE: Sheets of
galvanised iron are widely used for roofs.)
GalwayGalway /��ɔ�lwei/ noun a breed of sheep
found in the Irish Republic. The white-
faced Galway is the only native Irish breed
and is used to produce store lambs.
gamegame noun animals that are hunted and
killed for sport or food or both

COMMENT: Game, such as pheasants
and partridges, is an important asset on
some farms, and letting land for sport
shooting is a source of high income.

game birdsgame birds plural noun wild birds which
are classified as game, and which can be
shot only during certain seasons. The most
important in the UK are pheasant,
partridge and grouse.
Game Conservancy TrustGame Conservancy Trust noun an
organisation concerned with the conserva-
tion of game species, which advises on
shoots and woodland management. Abbr
GCT
gamekeepergamekeeper noun a person working on
a private estate who manages it to provide
wild birds and animals for shooting and
hunting
gametegamete /���mi�t/ noun a sex cell
gandergander noun a male goose
ganggang noun a group of workers working
together, e.g. a gang of sheep shearers
gangmastergangmaster /���ŋ |�mɑ�stə/ noun a
person who gathers together and organises
or leads a group of casual and often travel-
ling workers

‘The Gangmasters Licensing Authority
will develop and operate a licensing
scheme, set licensing conditions and
maintain a register of licensed labour
providers in the agricultural, shellfish and
related processing and packaging
industries. Once the licensing scheme is
running in 2006, it will be an offence for
anyone acting as a gangmaster to operate
without a licence. It will also be illegal for
anyone to use an unlicensed gangmaster.’
[Farmers Guardian]

gangrenegangrene /���ŋ�ri�n/ a condition in
which tissues die and decay, as a result of
bacterial action, because the animal has
lost blood supply to the affected part of the
body through injury � noun serious rot
affecting potato tubers. Caused by fungi, it
spreads in storage.
gangrenous mastitisgangrenous mastitis /���ŋ�rinəs
m�s |�taitis/ noun a form of the mastitis
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disease affecting cattle. It may begin as
staphylococcal mastitis. The udder
becomes blue and cold.
gantrygantry /���ntri/ noun a type of farm
machine consisting of a long steel beam
with implement carriers. The engine and
cab are at one end of the beam, and the
drive wheel is at the other end.
GAPGAP abbreviation Good Agricultural
Practice
gapesgapes /�eips/ noun a disease affecting
the breathing function of poultry, caused
by small worms in the windpipe
gardengarden noun an area of land cultivated as
a hobby or for pleasure, rather than to
produce an income. � market garden
garden implementsgarden implements plural noun
implements such as forks and spades
which are used in the garden
garlicgarlic noun a plant (Allium sativum) with
a strong-smelling pungent root used as a
flavouring in cooking. The bulb consists of
a series of wedge-shaped cloves,
surrounded by a white fibrous skin.
garriguegarrigue /�ə |�ri��/ noun a dense under-
growth of aromatic shrubs found in Medi-
terranean regions accompanying evergreen
and cork oak
GasconneGasconne /���skɒn/ noun a breed of
beef cattle from the Gascony area of south-
west France. The animals are silver-grey in
colour with medium-length horns.
gastricgastric adjective referring to the stomach
gastric juicesgastric juices plural noun mixture of
hydrochloric acid, pepsin, intrinsic factor
and mucus secreted by the cells of the
lining membrane of the stomach to help the
digestion of food
gastro-gastro- /��strəυ/ prefix the stomach
gastroenteritisgastroenteritis /���strəυ|entə|�raitis/
noun an inflammation of the membrane
lining the intestines and the stomach,
caused by a viral infection and resulting in
diarrhoea and vomiting
gastrointestinal tractgastrointestinal tract
/���strəυintestin(ə)l �tr�kt/ noun same
as alimentary canal
GATTGATT /��t/ noun an international organi-
sation aiming to reduce restrictions on
trade between countries. It was replaced in
1995 by the World Trade Organization
(WTO). Full form General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade
GCTGCT abbreviation Game Conservancy
Trust
GEGE abbreviation genetic engineering

geesegeese plural of goose
geestgeest /�eist/ noun an infertile sandy
lowland region of North and East
Germany, covered with heath
gelatingelatin /�d�elətin/ noun a protein which
is soluble in water, made from collagen
GelbviehGelbvieh /��elbvi�/ noun a breed of dairy
cattle from Bavaria in south Germany. The
colour varies from cream to yellow. Also
called German Yellow
geldgeld /�eld/ verb to castrate and animal,
especially a horse
geldinggelding /��eldiŋ/ noun a castrated horse
genegene noun a unit of DNA on a chromo-
some which governs the synthesis of one
protein and may combine with other genes
to determine a particular characteristic

COMMENT: Genes exist in different forms,
called alleles. They are either dominant,
in which case the characteristic is always
passed on to the offspring, or recessive,
where the characteristic only appears if
both parents have contributed a copy of
the same allele.

generagenera /�d�enərə/ plural of genus
General Agreement on Tariffs and TradeGeneral Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade noun full form of GATT
genericgeneric adjective 1. relating to or suitable
for a broad range of things or situations 2.
referring to a genus

COMMENT: Organisms are usually identi-
fied by using their generic and specific
names, e.g. Homo sapiens (human) and
Felis catus (domestic cat). The generic
name is written or printed with a capital
letter. Both names are usually given in
italics or are underlined if written or
typed.

geneticgenetic adjective referring to genes or
genetics � Breeders of new crop plants are
dependent on genetic materials from wild
forms of maize and wheat.
genetically modifiedgenetically modified adjective refer-
ring to an organism that has received
genetic material from another in a labora-
tory procedure, leading to a permanent
change in one or more of its characteristics.
Abbr GM
genetically modified organismgenetically modified organism
noun a plant or animal produced by the
technique of genetic modification. Abbr
GMO
genetic codegenetic code noun the information
carried by an organism’s DNA which
determines the synthesis of proteins by
cells and which is passed on when the cell
divides. Also called genetic information
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genetic engineeringgenetic engineering noun same as
genetic modification. Abbr GE
genetic improvementgenetic improvement noun the
improvement of an animal or plant by
breeding
genetic informationgenetic information noun same as
genetic code
genetic manipulationgenetic manipulation noun same as
genetic modification
genetic materialgenetic material noun the parts of a
cell that carry information that can be
inherited, e.g. DNA, genes or chromo-
somes
genetic modificationgenetic modification /d�ə|�netik
�mɒdifi|�keiʃ(ə)n/ noun the alteration and
recombination of genetic material under
laboratory conditions, resulting in trans-
genic organisms. Abbr GM. Also called
genetic manipulation, genetic engi-
neering

‘Cotton is one of Australia’s most
controversial crops, stirring up big issues
such as genetic modification, pesticides
and water use. 95% of Australian farmers
plant a third of their cotton acreage with
the Monsanto GM variety Ingard,
genetically modified to protect it from
insect attack.’ [Arable Farming]

genetic resourcesgenetic resources plural noun the
genes found in plants and animals that have
value to humans � Modern plant varieties
have been developed from genetic
resources from South America.
geneticsgenetics noun the study of the way in
which the characteristics of an organism
are inherited

COMMENT: Comparisons of today’s farm
animals with those of the past show con-
siderable differences in appearance and
productivity. Today’s dairy cattle have no
horns, and produce two or three times as
much milk as their ancestors in the 19th
century. This is in part due to genetic
improvement of livestock by selection of
superior animals for breeding.

genetic variationgenetic variation noun the inherited
differences between the members of a
species
genomegenome noun 1. the set of all the genes
in an individual 2. the set of genes which
are inherited from one parent
genomicgenomic /d�i|�nəυmik/ adjective
relating to a genome
genotypegenotype /�d�enətaip/ noun 1. the
genetic constitution of an organism. �

phenotype 2. an individual organism

‘Once electronic ID becomes the norm in
2008, individual sheep ID numbers will
have to be logged on movement
documents, and the breed and genotype
included in the farm register.’ [Farmers
Weekly]

genotypicgenotypic /�d�enə|�tipik/ adjective
relating to a genotype
Gentile di PugliaGentile di Puglia /�en|�ti�lei di �pυliə/
noun a breed of Italian sheep found in the
Foggia region. A fine-wool merino breed
used in a transhumance system.
genusgenus noun a group of closely related
species (NOTE: The plural is genera.)
Gerber testGerber test /�d���bə test/ noun a test to
determine the butterfat content of milk
germgerm noun 1. a microorganism that
causes a disease, e.g. a virus or bacterium
(informal) 2. a part of an organism that
develops into a new organism 3. the central
part of a seed, formed of the embryo. It
contains valuable nutrients. � wheatgerm
German Red PiedGerman Red Pied /�d���mən red
�paid/ noun a breed of cattle from north-
west Germany. Mainly raised for meat, the
animals are red and white in colour.
German YellowGerman Yellow noun same as Gelbvieh
germicidegermicide /�d���misaid/ adjective,
noun a substance that can kill germs
germinategerminate verb (of a seed or spore) to
start to grow
germinationgermination /�d���mi|�neiʃ(ə)n/ noun
the beginning of the growth of a seed,
resulting from moisture and a high enough
temperature
germination percentagegermination percentage noun the
number of seeds which germinate, taken
from a representative sample of 100 seeds
gestation periodgestation period /d�e|�steiʃ(ə)n/,
gestation noun the period from concep-
tion to birth, when a female mammal has
live young in her womb
GHGH abbreviation growth hormone
gherkingherkin /����kin/ noun a small cucumber
grown for pickling
GHGGHG abbreviation greenhouse gas
gibberellingibberellin /�d�ibə |�relin/ noun a plant
hormone that stimulates growth and seed
germination
gidgid /�id/ noun a brain disease of young
sheep which also occurs in cattle. Caused
by ingestion of tapeworm eggs voided by
dogs and foxes. Blindness is an early
symptom.
giltgilt noun a young female pig
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gimmergimmer /��imə/ noun a female sheep
after its first shearing
gizzardgizzard /��izəd/ noun a thick-walled
muscular part of the gut of many birds
where food is mechanically crushed. Also
called proventriculus (NOTE: A gizzard is
also present in some insects, fish and
crustaceans.)
GLAGLA abbreviation Gangmasters Licensing
Authority
glandersglanders /��l�ndəz/ noun a serious
contagious disease of horses, no longer
present in Britain, but still found in Asia
and Africa
glasshouseglasshouse noun a large structure made
of glass inside which plants are grown,
especially commercially or for scientific
purposes
gleygley /�lei/ noun a thick rich soil found in
waterlogged ground
gleyinggleying /��leiiŋ/ noun a set of properties
of soil which indicate poor drainage and
lack of oxygen (NOTE: The signs are a
blue-grey colour, rusty patches and
standing surface water.)
glidewortglidewort /��laidwət/ noun same as
common hemp nettle
global distillationglobal distillation noun the movement
of persistent organic pollutants from warm
tropical and subtropical regions to cooler
higher latitudes via evaporation and
condensation
Global Environment FacilityGlobal Environment Facility noun
an organisation set up in 1991 to tackle
environmental problems that go beyond
country boundaries. It is funded by the
World Bank.
globeglobe noun a ball-shaped vegetable such
as the globe artichoke or a variety of
mangel
globe artichokeglobe artichoke noun � artichoke
GloucesterGloucester /��lɒstə/ noun 1. a hard
British cheese 2. a rare breed of cattle,
mahogany in colour, with a white strip
passing down the back, over the tail, down
the hind quarters and along the belly. Its
milk was originally used in the production
of Double Gloucester cheese.
Gloucester Old SpotGloucester Old Spot noun a breed of
pig from the Southwest of England, Wilt-
shire, Somerset and Gloucester. It is large,
with clearly defined black spots on a white
coat, and is now a rare breed.
glucoseglucose noun a simple sugar found in
some fruit

glucosinolateglucosinolate /��lu�kəυ |�sinəυleit/
noun a compound left in rape meal after
the oil has been extracted. Also called
glucos

COMMENT: The animals convert the com-
pound to toxin after eating it. Although
glucosinolates can be removed by
processing, plant breeders are trying to
breed new varieties of rape that are low
in glucos, and therefore avoid the extra
production cost.

glufosinate ammoniumglufosinate ammonium /�lu|

�fɒsineit ə|�məυniəm/ noun a systemic
herbicide acting against a wide range of
species. Some crops have been genetically
modified to tolerate it.
glumeglume /�lu�m/ noun a small leaf or scale
enclosing a grass spikelet. Most grasses
have two glumes.
glume blotchglume blotch noun a fungal disease of
wheat
glutengluten /��lu�t(ə)n/ noun a protein found
in some cereals which makes a sticky paste
when water is added (NOTE: The gluten
content of flour affects the quality of the
bread made from it.)

COMMENT: The gluten is what makes
dough elastic and bread soft. Millet and
rice do not contain gluten and so cannot
be used for making bread.

glyphosateglyphosate /��laifəseit/ noun a
systemic herbicide acting against a wide
range of species. Some crops have been
genetically modified to tolerate it.
GMGM abbreviation 1. genetically modified
2. genetic modification
GMOGMO abbreviation genetically modified
organism
goadgoad noun a spiked stick used to prod
cattle
goatgoat noun a small animal with horns, kept
for its milk and meat

COMMENT: In Europe goats are important
for milk production. Goat’s milk has a
higher protein and butterfat content than
cow’s milk, and is used especially for
making cheese. Elsewhere goats are
reared for meat. They are useful as
browsers and will eat materials which
are not normally eaten by cattle.

goatlinggoatling /��əυtliŋ/ noun a female goat
between the ages of one and two years,
which has not yet borne a kid
Golden GuernseyGolden Guernsey noun a breed of goat
Golden GuernseyGood Agricultural and Environ-
mental Condition noun one of the Stat-
utory Management Requirements which a
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farmer must fulfil, which covers the proper
maintenance of soil, pastureland, stone
walls and hedgerows. Abbr GAEC
Good Agricultural PracticeGood Agricultural Practice noun a
set of codes which provide practical guid-
ance for farmers on the proper mainte-
nance of soil, water and air. Abbr GAP
goosegoose noun a large heavy bird, between a
duck and a swan in size. Possibly this was
one of the first wild birds to be domesti-
cated. Geese are raised especially for table
birds at Christmas. In France, goose livers
are used to make pâté de foie gras. (NOTE:
The males are ganders, the young are
goslings.)
gooseberrygooseberry noun a soft fruit, usually
green in colour, from a small prickly bush
goosegrassgoosegrass /��u�s�rɑ�s/ noun same as
cleavers
goslinggosling noun a young goose
GossypiumGossypium /�ɒ|�sipiəm/ noun the Latin
name for cotton
gourdgourd noun the fruit of a trailing or
climbing plant. Many varieties are culti-
vated either as ornamental plants or to
provide dried bottle-like containers which
can be used as utensils such as water
carriers.
gout flygout fly /��aυt flai/ noun a small fly
whose larvae hatch and feed on shoots and
ears of cereals, especially barley
government agenciesgovernment agencies plural noun
organisations which provide specialist
advice for farmers, e.g. ADAS, set up by
the British Department for Environment,
Food and Rural Affairs
government assistancegovernment assistance noun finan-
cial aid in the form of grants and subsidies
provided by governments to help farmers
grgr abbreviation grain
gradegrade noun a category of something
which is classified according to quality or
size � verb to divide produce into different
categories, according to its quality or size �
Eggs are graded into classes A, B, and C.

COMMENT: Agricultural land is classified
into five grades. Grade 1 is land with
very minor or no physical limitations to
agricultural use. Grade 2 has some
minor limitations in soil texture, depth or
drainage. Grade 3 has moderate limita-
tions due to soil, relief or climate, it has
no potential for horticulture, but can pro-
duce good crops of cereals, roots and
grass. Grade 4 has severe limitations
and is basically used for pasture. Grade

5 is of little agricultural value, mainly for
rough grazing.

graded seedgraded seed noun a seed such as sugar
beet which is formed of a cluster of seeds
and can be separated out by rubbing. Also
called rubbed seed
gradergrader /��reidə/ noun a machine which
grades fruit or vegetables, according to size
grading upgrading up noun a selective breeding
process, using the males of one breed to
mate with females of another breed for at
least four generations. The result will be
that the female breed will disappear and be
replaced by that of the males.
graftgraft noun a piece of plant or animal
tissue transferred onto another plant or
animal and growing there � verb to transfer
a piece of tissue from one plant or animal
to another

COMMENT: Many cultivated plants are
grafted. The piece of tissue from the
original plant (the scion) is placed on a
cut made in the outer bark of the host
plant (the stock) so that a bond takes
place. The aim is usually to ensure that
the hardy qualities of the stock are able
to benefit the weaker cultivated scion.

graingrain noun 1. the seed, which is techni-
cally a fruit, of a cereal crop such as wheat
or maize 2. a cereal crop such as wheat of
which the seeds are dried and eaten � grain
farmers (NOTE: In this sense, grain does
not have a plural.) 3. a measure of weight
equal to 0.0648 grams. Abbr gr
grain aphidgrain aphid noun an insect which lives
on crops such as barley and can destroy
them by feeding on their sap

‘Further reports of increasing aphid
numbers in unsprayed crops of late
October/early November emerging winter
barley have been received from central
and southern areas, and there are also
unconfirmed reports of grain aphids
overwintering in crops which received an
aphicide last autumn.’ [Farming News]

grain cropgrain crop noun a cereal crop such as
wheat of which the seeds are dried and
eaten
grain driergrain drier noun a machine which dries
moist grain before storage. The grain is
dried under a blast of hot or warm air.
grain drillgrain drill noun a machine used for
sowing cereals in rows

COMMENT: Grain drill feed mechanisms
may be internal force feed, external force
feed or studded roller.
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grain liftersgrain lifters plural noun attachments to
the cutter bar of a combine harvester,
which lift the stems of cereal crops which
have been beaten down by bad weather,
and so allow the crop to be cut and gath-
ered
grain pangrain pan noun the part of a combine
where the threshed grain collects and is
shaken through to the bottom of the
machine
grain reservesgrain reserves plural noun the amount
of cereal grain held in a store by a country
which is estimated to be above the
country’s requirements for one year
grain rolledgrain rolled noun cereal rolled or
crushed between two rotating cylinders for
feeding to livestock
grain speargrain spear noun an instrument for
measuring the temperature and moisture of
stored grain. It consists of a thermometer
and hygrometer at the end of a long rod
which is pushed into the grain.
grain storagegrain storage noun the practice or
means of keeping grain until it is sold or
used (NOTE: Most grain is stored on the
farm until it is sold, and is kept in bins or in
bulk on the floor of the granary. The system
of storage depends on whether the grain is
to be used for feeding animals on the farm
or is to be sold.)
grain tankgrain tank noun a storage area at the top
of a combine, in which threshed grain is
kept. When the tank is full, the grain is
transferred to a trailer.
grain weevilgrain weevil noun a reddish-brown
weevil which lays eggs in stored grain. The
larvae feed inside the grain, where they
also pupate.
gramgram noun 1. a metric measure of weight
equal to one thousandth of a kilogram.
Abbr g 2. same as chickpea
GramineaeGramineae /�r� |�minii�/ plural noun
former name for Poaceae
graminicidegraminicide /�r� |�minisaid/ noun a
herbicide which kills grasses
GranadillaGranadilla /��r�nə |�dilə/ noun the
passion fruit, a climbing plant with purple
juicy fruit. It is native to Brazil.
granarygranary noun a place where threshed
grain is stored
granulargranular /��r�njυlə/ adjective in the
form of granules
granulegranule noun a small artificially made
particle. Fertilisers are produced in granule
form, which is easier to handle and
distribute than powder.

grape

grape noun the fruit of woody perennial
vines (Vitis)

COMMENT: Grapes are grown in most
areas of the world that have a Mediterra-
nean climate, and even in temperate
areas like southern England and central
Germany. They are eaten as fruit, dried
to make currants and raisins, or crushed
to make grape juice and wine.

grapefruit

grapefruit noun a citrus fruit of a tree
(Citrus paradisi) similar to the orange. The
fruit is lemon-yellow or pink when ripe,
about twice the size of an orange, and very
juicy.
grapevine

grapevine noun the vine on which
grapes grow
grass

grass noun a flowering monocotyledon
of which there are a great many genera,
including wheat, barley, rice, oats. Grasses
are an important food for herbivores and
humans. � cows at grass cows which are
grazing in a field

COMMENT: Grass is the most important
crop in the UK. It occupies about two-
thirds of the total crop area.

grassland

grassland noun land covered mainly by
grasses. � acid grassland, calcareous
grassland � plural noun grasslands wide
areas of land covered mainly by grasses,
e.g. the prairies of North America and the
pampas of South America

COMMENT: Grasslands can be divided
into the following types. Rough moun-
tain and hill grazing: not of great value,
the plants being mainly fescues, bents,
nardus and molinia grasses. Permanent
pastures: these are never ploughed,
and the quality depends on the percent-
age of perennial ryegrass. Leys: these
are temporary grasslands which are
sown to grass for a limited period (usu-
ally one to five years). The year in which
the seed mixture is sown is known as the
‘seeding year’. At the end of the first year
there is the first year harvest. Sowing the
seeds mixture with a cover crop is known
as ‘undersowing’. ‘Direct sowing’ is sow-
ing on bare ground without a cover crop.
The main species used in grasslands are
the following. Grasses: perennial rye-
grass, cocksfoot, Timothy, Italian rye-
grass and meadow fescue; clovers: red
clover, white clover; other legumes:
lucerne, sainfoin; herbs: yarrow, chic-
ory, rib grass, burnet. Farmers depend
on reliable seed firms to supply them
with standard seed mixtures. Varieties
and strains of herbage plants have differ-
ent growth characteristics and the choice
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of mixtures will depend on the purposes
of the ley.

grass sicknessgrass sickness noun a sudden and
usually fatal illness affecting sheep and
cattle. Symptoms include depression,
inflamed membranes, discharge from
nostrils. No effective treatment.
grass staggersgrass staggers plural noun same as
hypomagnesaemia
gravity feedgravity feed noun a system where
pellets, seeds or granules fall from a
hopper into a distribution channel
grazegraze verb 1. (of animals) to feed on low-
growing plants 2. to put animals in a field
to eat grass
graziergrazier /��reiziə/ noun a farmer who
looks after grazing animals
grazinggrazing noun 1. the action of animals
feeding on growing grass, legumes or other
plants � Spine on plants may be a protec-
tion against grazing. 2. an area of land
covered with low-growing plants suitable
for animals to feed on � There is good
grazing on the mountain pastures.
grazing cyclegrazing cycle noun the length of time
between the beginning of one grazing
period and the next

‘Cows are now on their second grazing
cycle and, while the herd is still split into
high and low yielding groups, are
managed on a leader/follower basis.’
[Farmers Guardian]

grazing food chaingrazing food chain noun a cycle in
which vegetation is eaten by animals,
digested, then passed into the soil as dung
and so taken up again by plants which are
eaten by animals
grazing managementgrazing management noun looking at
the way in which land is grazed and seeing
how it can be done most efficiently
grazing pressuregrazing pressure noun the number of
animals of a specified class per unit weight
of herbage at a point of time
grazing seasongrazing season noun the time of year
when animals can feed outside on grass
grazing systemsgrazing systems plural noun different
methods of pasture management
greasebandgreaseband /��ri�sb�nd/ noun a strip
of paper covered with a sticky substance,
wrapped round the trunk of a tree to
prevent pests from climbing up the tree
greasy pig diseasegreasy pig disease noun a bacterial
disease which causes skin abrasions and
can rapidly affect an entire litter
greengreen adjective 1. referring to a colour
like that of grass � The green colour in

plants is provided by chlorophyll. 2. imma-
ture � green shoots 3. referring to an
interest in ecological and environmental
problems � green policies � noun 1. a
colour like that of grass 2. also Green a
person with a concern for ecological and
environmental problems
green area indexgreen area index noun the total area of
leaves, green fruits and green stems per
unit of ground area covered by a plant.
Abbr GAI
Green BeltGreen Belt noun an area of agricultural
land, woodland or parkland which
surrounds an urban area

COMMENT: Green Belt land is protected,
and building is restricted and often com-
pletely forbidden. The aim of setting up a
Green Belt is to prevent urban sprawl
and reduce city pollution.

Green Chemistry NetworkGreen Chemistry Network noun a
Royal Society of Chemistry initiative
designed to foster the development of envi-
ronmentally benign chemical products that
prevent pollution and reduce environ-
mental and human health risks
green claimgreen claim noun any text, symbols or
graphics on food packaging which tell the
consumer something about its environ-
mental impact, e.g. whether the packaging
is recycled or biodegradable
green currenciesgreen currencies, green rates plural
noun fixed exchange rates for currencies
used for agricultural payments in the EU
greenfield sitegreenfield site noun a place in the
countryside, not previously built on, that is
chosen as the site for a new housing devel-
opment or factory � Urban fringe sites are
less attractive to developers than green-
field sites. Compare brownfield site
greenflygreenfly /��ri�nflai/ noun a type of
aphid, a small insect which sucks sap from
plants and can multiply very rapidly

COMMENT: Greenfly attack young shoots
which have a softer texture. Various spe-
cies of greenfly feed on cereal crops in
May and June. Greenfly can carry virus
diseases from infected plants to clean
ones.

greengagegreengage /��ri�n�eid�/ noun a variety
of cooking plum, which is hard and green
greenhousegreenhouse noun a structure made of
glass inside which plants are grown

COMMENT: Greenhouses are used in
temperate areas to grow plants which
cannot be grown out of doors, either to
bring the plants on early (raising seed-
lings to be planted out later) or to grow
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plants out of season (tomatoes can be
grown in greenhouses during the winter
months). A cold greenhouse (i. e. a
greenhouse without any heating) can be
used for protection of more or less hardy
plants during the winter or for growing
plants in late spring and summer. A
heated greenhouse will be necessary to
raise tender plants during the winter.

greenhouse effect

greenhouse effect noun the effect
produced by the accumulation of carbon
dioxide crystals and water vapour in the
upper atmosphere, which insulates the
Earth and raises the atmospheric tempera-
ture by preventing heat loss

COMMENT: Carbon dioxide particles allow
solar radiation to pass through and reach
the Earth, but prevent heat from radiat-
ing back into the atmosphere. This
results in a rise in the Earth’s atmos-
pheric temperature, as if the atmosphere
were a greenhouse protecting the Earth.
Even a small rise of less than 1°C in the
atmospheric temperature could have
serious effects on the climate of the
Earth as a whole. The polar ice caps
would melt, causing sea levels to rise
everywhere with consequent flooding.
Temperate areas in Asia and America
would experience hotter and drier condi-
tions, causing crop failures. Carbon diox-
ide is largely formed from burning fossil
fuels. Other gases contribute to the
greenhouse effect, for instance methane
is increasingly produced by rotting vege-
tation in swamps, from paddy fields, from
termites’ excreta and even from the
stomachs of cows. Chlorofluorocarbons
also help create the greenhouse effect.

greenhouse gas

greenhouse gas noun a gas that occurs
naturally in the atmosphere or is produced
by burning fossil fuels and rises into the
atmosphere, forming a barrier which
prevents heat loss � The government is
planning to introduce a tax to inhibit
greenhouse gas emissions. Abbr GHG

COMMENT: The six greenhouse gases
with a direct effect are carbon dioxide,
methane, nitrous oxide (all of which
occur naturally), hydrofluorocarbons and
perfluorocarbons, and sulphur hexafluo-
ride. Indirect greenhouses gases are
nitrogen oxides, which produce ozone
during their breakdown in the atmos-
phere, carbon monoxide and non-meth-
ane volatile compounds.

greenhouse mealy bug

greenhouse mealy bug noun a horti-
cultural pest, a distant relative of the aphid.
It may spoil the appearance of some glass-
house crops, particularly orchids.

greeninggreening /��ri�niŋ/ noun 1. the process
of planting trees and other vegetation in an
area 2. the process of becoming more
aware, or of increasing others’ awareness,
of the environment and environmental
issues 3. the process of turning green,
which can occur, e.g., when potatoes are
left too long in the light
green manuregreen manure noun fast-growing green
vegetation such as mustard or rape which is
grown and ploughed into the soil to rot and
act as manure
green manuringgreen manuring noun the process of
growing green crops and ploughing them
in to increase the organic content of the soil

‘Research also confirmed that what
grandfather knew was right could be
measured in scientific terms – that some
crops were more capable than others at
putting organic matter back into the soil.
Hence the interest in green manuring and,
of late, ploughing straw back into the soil.’
[Arable Farming]

green poundgreen pound noun the fixed sterling
exchange rate as used for agricultural
payments in sterling between the UK and
other members of the EU
Green RevolutionGreen Revolution noun the develop-
ment in the 1960s of new forms of widely
grown cereal plants such as wheat and rice,
which gave high yields and increased food
production especially in tropical countries
greensgreens plural noun green vegetables such
as cabbages
green teagreen tea noun tea where the leaves are
heated to prevent fermentation
green top milkgreen top milk noun untreated milk,
identified by the green tops to the bottles.
Sales to the public are banned in the UK.
GreyfaceGreyface /��reifeis/ noun a crossbred
sheep resulting from a Border Leicester
ram and a Blackface ewe. The ewes are
mated with Suffolk rams to produce good-
quality lambs.
grey leafgrey leaf noun a disease of cereals
caused by manganese deficiency
grey watergrey water, greywater /��rei|�wɔ�tə/
noun the relatively clean waste water from
sinks, baths, and kitchen appliances
gridgrid noun a pattern of equally spaced
vertical and horizontal metal rods or bars
grindgrind verb 1. to reduce a substance to fine
particles by crushing 2. to move or work
noisily and with difficulty
gristgrist /�rist/ noun 1. corn for grinding 2.
malt crushed for brewing
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gritgrit noun small particles of various
substances fed to poultry

COMMENT: There are two different kinds
of grit: hard insoluble grit, such as flint
and gravel which the fowl has to take into
its gizzard to do the grinding of its feed;
and the soluble grit, such as oyster-shell
and limestone, which contains lime and
which the birds need for bone formation
and, later, for the formation of egg shells.

Groningen WhiteheadedGroningen Whiteheaded
/��rəυniŋən �waithedid/ noun a dual-
purpose breed of cattle developed in the
Netherlands. The body is black but the
head is white.
groomgroom noun a person who looks after
horses � verb to look after animals, espe-
cially horses, by brushing cleaning and
combing
gross value addedgross value added noun the annual
value of goods sold and services paid for
inside a country, less tax and government
subsidies. Abbr GVA
groundground noun 1. a surface layer of soil or
earth � stony ground 2. an area of land,
especially one used for a particular purpose
ground coverground cover noun plants that grow
densely close to the ground, either in
natural conditions or planted to prevent
soil erosion or the spread of weeds
groundnutgroundnut /��raυndn�t/ noun the
peanut, a grain legume, and one of the
main oilseeds

COMMENT: Groundnuts (or peanuts) are
used in the production of vegetable oil
for cooking, in salad dressings and in the
making of margarine. Poorer quality oils
are used to make soap. In the USA,
much of the crop is made into peanut
butter. The USA, Argentina, Nigeria,
Sudan and Indonesia are major export-
ers of groundnuts, while Canada and
Western Europe are the main importing
countries.

groundnut cakegroundnut cake noun the residue left
after oil extraction from groundnuts, a
valuable protein concentrate for livestock
groundselgroundsel /��raυndsəl/ noun a common
weed (Senecio vulgaris) which affects
most crops. Also called birdseed
ground waterground water noun water that stays in
the top layers of soil or in porous rocks and
can collect pollution. Compare surface
water
grousegrouse noun a small game bird. There
are two main species in Europe: the rare
black grouse Lyrurus tetrix and the Scot-
tish red grouse Lagopus scoticus.

growgrow verb 1. (of plants) to exist and
develop well � Bananas grow only in warm
humid conditions. 2. (of plants and
animals) to increase in size � The tree
grows slowly. � A sunflower can grow 3 cm
in one day. 3. to cultivate plants � Farmers
here grow two crops in a year. � He grows
peas for the local canning factory.
growing pointgrowing point noun a point on the stem
of a plant where growth occurs, often at the
tip of the stem or branch
growing seasongrowing season noun the time of year
when a plant grows � Alpine plants have a
short growing season.
growthgrowth noun 1. an increase in size � the
growth in the population since 1960 � The
disease stunts the conifers’ growth. 2. the
amount by which something increases in
size � The rings show the annual growth of
the tree. 3. a shoot which has grown from a
plant � The cordon should be pruned by
cutting back all growths over one metre
long. 4. a type of plant which grows in a
certain area, e.g. vines growing in different
areas of France, coffee growing in different
areas of Colombia, etc.
growth hormonegrowth hormone noun a natural or arti-
ficial chemical that makes an animal grow
more quickly. Abbr GH

‘The European Parliament has approved
moves by the European Commission to
ban the use of six growth hormones in the
EU meat and poultry production industry,
because of concerns that they may harm
consumers.’ [Farmers Guardian]

growth regulatorgrowth regulator noun a chemical used
to control the growth of plants, mainly
used for weed control in cereals and grass-
land
growth ringgrowth ring noun same as annual ring
growth stagesgrowth stages noun the different stages
of development of a crop, measured as an
increase in weight or area. Also called
stages of growth
grubgrub noun a small caterpillar or larva �
verb � to grub up, to grub out to dig up a
plant with its roots � Miles of hedgerows
have been grubbed up to make larger
fields.
gruntgrunt noun a sound made by a pig � verb
(of a pig) to make the sound characteristic
of a pig. Compare bleat, low, neigh
guanoguano /��wɑ�nəυ/ noun a mass of accu-
mulated bird droppings, found especially
on small islands and used as organic ferti-
liser
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guaranteed pricesguaranteed prices plural noun a
feature of national agricultural policy in
which the producers of a commodity are
guaranteed a minimum price for their
produce
guard cellguard cell noun either of a pair of cells
that border a leaf pore and control its size
(NOTE: The guard cells and pore are called
a stoma, and are most common on the
underside of leaves.)
GuernseyGuernsey /����nzi/ noun a breed of
dairy cattle that has a fawn coat with
distinct patches of white
guineaguinea /��ini/ noun a former British coin,
equivalent to the present £1.08, which is
still used in quoting prices at livestock
sales (NOTE: It is abbreviated in prices to
gn: 3,400gns were paid for the Long-
horn bull.)
guinea cornguinea corn noun sorghum
guinea fowlguinea fowl noun a table bird, found
wild in savanna regions of Africa. They are

now raised for their meat which has a deli-
cate flavour similar to that of game birds.
gullygully noun 1. a deep channel formed by
soil erosion and unable to be filled in by
cultivation 2. a small channel for water,
e.g. an artificial channel dug at the edge of
a field or a natural channel in rock
Gunter’s chainGunter’s chain /���ntəz tʃein/ noun a
chain originally used by surveyors to
measure land
gutgut noun same as alimentary canal
GuzeratGuzerat /��u�zər�t/ noun an American
Brahman breed of cattle
GVAGVA abbreviation gross value added
gymnospermgymnosperm /�d�imnəυsp��m/ noun a
seed-bearing plant in which the seeds are
carried naked on the scales of a cone rather
than being inside a fruit. � angiosperm
gypsumgypsum /�d�ipsəm/ noun a soft white or
colourless mineral consisting of hydrated
calcium sulfate, used in cement, plaster
and fertilisers
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haha symbol hectare
habithabit noun the characteristic way in
which a specific plant grows � a bush with
an erect habit � a plant with a creeping
habit
habitathabitat noun the type of environment in
which a specific organism lives
habitat action planhabitat action plan noun a detailed
description of a specific habitat together
with the detailed actions and targets
proposed for conserving it. Abbr HAP
habitat managementhabitat management noun same as
nature management
habitat restorationhabitat restoration noun activity
carried out to return an area to a former
more favourable condition for wildlife
HACCPHACCP /�h�səp/ noun a process for
identifying and controlling hazards within
a process, e.g. in the food industry. Full
form Hazard Analysis Critical Control
Points
hackhack noun 1. a riding horse 2. a horse let
out to hire � verb to ride a horse, especially
to ride a horse to a show, as opposed to
taking the horse in a box
hackleshackles plural noun the long feathers on
the neck of a domestic cock
hackneyhackney /�h�kni/ noun a type of horse
used both for riding and as a draught
animal
haemoglobinhaemoglobin /�hi�mə|��ləυbin/ noun a
red protein in red blood cells that combines
reversibly with oxygen and transports it
round the body. Abbr Hb

COMMENT: Haemoglobin absorbs oxygen
in the lungs and carries it in the blood to
the tissues. Haemoglobin is also
attracted to carbon monoxide and readily
absorbs it instead of oxygen, causing
carbon monoxide poisoning.

HagbergHagberg /�h��b���/, Hagberg test
noun a test used to determine the milling
quality of wheat

COMMENT: The test measures the falling
time of wheat, using ground wheat in
suspension in water. A good milling
wheat has a high falling time, and wheat
with low falling times is not normally
used in milling. Hagberg test kits are
available for farmers to make their own
tests on samples of wheat.

Hagberg falling numberHagberg falling number noun the
falling time in seconds in the Hagberg test
� a top quality wheat with a specific weight
of 79–80, Hagberg 350 and protein of 12%
hair ballshair balls noun balls of hair which
collect in the stomach of animals making
digestion difficult. They can cause fits and
convulsions in very young calves, and
sight may be slightly impaired.
hairwormhairworm /�heəw��m/ noun a very thin
worm of the species Capellaria, which
infests poultry
hake barhake bar /�heik bɑ�/ noun an attachment
which links a trailed plough to the tractor
half-breedhalf-breed noun an animal of mixed
breed, mainly applied to crossbred sheep
half-hardyhalf-hardy adjective referring to a plant
that is able to tolerate cold weather down to
about 5C. � hardy
Half longHalf long noun a sheep produced by
crossing a Cheviot ram with a Blackface
ewe
half-standardhalf-standard noun a type of fruit tree
with a trunk shorter than that of a full
standard, about 1.2m from the ground to
the first branches
halo-halo- /h�ləυ/ prefix salt
halo blighthalo blight noun a disease which affects
the pods of peas and beans, making them
brown and withered
halomorphic soilhalomorphic soil /�h�ləυmɔ�fik �sɔil/
noun soil that contains large amounts of
salt
halophytehalophyte /�h�ləfait/ noun a plant that
is able to grow in salty soil, as in estuaries
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halothane genehalothane gene /�h�ləυθein d�i�n/
noun a recessive gene found in some
breeds of pigs which affects the animal’s
susceptibility to stress and can lead to
porcine stress syndrome (NOTE: The gene
is called the halothane gene because it
can be tested for by exposing the pigs to
the anaesthetic halothane.)

‘Molecular biology has enable
tremendous strides. Eliminating the
halothane gene is one example and there
will be more equally significant advances
to come.’ [Pig Farming]

halterhalter /�hɔ�ltə/ noun a rope with a noose
for holding and leading horses or cattle
hamham noun 1. the thigh of the back leg of a
pig 2. meat from this part of the pig,
usually cured in brine and dried in smoke
hammer millhammer mill noun a machine used in the
preparation of animal feed by grinding
cereals into meal

COMMENT: A typical hammer mill has a
high-speed shaft with a grinding rotor at
one end and a fan at the other. Eight
flails are attached to the rotor which beat
the grain into meal.

HampshireHampshire /�h�mpʃə/ noun an Amer-
ican breed of black-haired pig with white
markings. It is similar to the British
Saddleback which has black skin and a
white saddle.
Hampshire DownHampshire Down noun a short stocky
early-maturing sheep, originating from
Berkshire ewe flocks and Southdown rams
handhand noun a measure used to show the
height of a horse. One hand is 10.16cm,
and the measurement is taken from the
ground to the withers of the horse.
hand collectionhand collection, hand picking noun
the picking of fruit such as bananas or
peaches by hand
hand feedinghand feeding, hand rearing noun the
process of bringing up orphaned animals
by feeding them with a bottle
hand hoehand hoe noun a garden implement with
a small sharp blade, used to break up the
surface of the soil or to cut off weeds

COMMENT: There are several types of
hand hoe, including the Dutch hoe,
where the blade is more or less straight
and is pushed by the operator, the draw
hoe has the blade set at right angles to
the handle and is used for drawing drills
at seed-sowing time. The Canterbury
hoe does not have a blade, but is like a
three-pronged fork, with the prongs set a
right angles to the handle.

handlehandle noun a term used to describe the
texture or feel of wool
hand pullinghand pulling noun the act of pulling
weeds or plants out of the ground by hand
hankhank /h�ŋk/ noun wool which has been
spun into a thread and coiled into a loop for
convenience. A hank is 560 yards long.
HAPHAP abbreviation habitat action plan
harden offharden off verb to make plants which
have been raised in a greenhouse become
gradually more used to the natural temper-
ature outdoors � After seedlings have been
grown in the greenhouse, they need to be
hardened off before planting outside in the
open ground.
hardjohardjo /�hɑ�djəυ/ � Leptospira hardjo
hardpanhardpan /�hɑ�dp�n/ noun a hard
cement-like layer in the soil or subsoil,
which can be very harmful as it prevents
good drainage and stops root development
hard wheathard wheat noun wheat with a hard
grain rich in gluten
hardwoodhardwood noun a slow-growing broad-
leaved tree, e.g. oak, teak or mahogany
hardyhardy adjective referring to a plant able to
tolerate cold weather, especially below 5
°C. � half-hardy
harehare noun a long-eared furry animal,
similar to but larger than a rabbit, with hind
legs longer than forelegs
haricot beanharicot bean /�h�rikəυ bi�n/ noun the
dry ripe seed of the French bean
harrowharrow /�h�rəυ/ noun a piece of equip-
ment with teeth or discs, used for breaking
up soil or levelling the surface of ploughed
soil � verb to level the surface of ploughed
soil with a harrow, covering seeds that have
been sown in furrows
harvestharvest noun 1. the time when a crop is
gathered 2. a crop that is gathered � We
think this year’s wheat harvest will be a
good one. � verb 1. to gather a crop that is
ripe � They are harvesting the barley. 2. to
gather a natural resource
harvesterharvester /�hɑ�vistə/ noun a machine
which harvests a crop � Most crops are
now harvested by machines such as
combine harvesters or sugar beet
harvesters.
HASSOPHASSOP /�h�səp/ noun � HACCP
(NOTE: HACCP is pronounced as if it were
spelt HASSOP.)
hatchhatch verb to become mature and break
out of the egg � noun a brood of chicks
hatcheryhatchery /�h�tʃəri/ noun a place where
eggs are kept warm artificially until the
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animal inside becomes mature enough to
break out
hatchery wastehatchery waste noun surplus chicks or
embryos produced in a hatchery (NOTE:
The animal welfare code lays down rules
for the humane slaughter of hatchery
waste, and there are also strict rules
governing how this waste may be disposed
of.)
haulmhaulm /hɔ�m/ noun the stalks and stems
of peas, beans and potatoes
haulm rollerhaulm roller noun a roller found on
potato harvesters and grading machinery
haulm silagehaulm silage noun silage made from the
stems and leaves of peas and beans left
after harvest
haunchhaunch /hɔ�nʃ/ noun the hind leg of an
animal, especially a deer
hawthornhawthorn /�hɔ�θɔ�n/ noun a small tree
(Crataegus monogyna) with spiny shoots,
used for hedges round grazing areas
hayhay noun grass mowed and dried before it
has flowered, used for feeding animals

COMMENT: Hay is cut before the grass
flowers and at this stage in its growth it is
a nutritious fodder. If it is mowed after it
has flowered it is called straw, and is of
less use as a food and so is used for
bedding.

hay balehay bale noun hay which has been
compressed into a square, rectangular or
round bale, so that it can be handled and
stored more easily
hay balerhay baler noun a machine which gathers
cut hay and makes it into bales
haycockhaycock /�heikɒk/ noun formerly, a
conical heap of raked hay
hay feverhay fever noun same as pollinosis
haylagehaylage /�heilid�/ noun hay for silage,
cut and compressed in plastic bags so that
it stays green without any fungus being
able to spread
hayloaderhayloader /�heiləυdə/ noun an imple-
ment for loading hay from the field into a
trailer
haymakinghaymaking /�heimeikiŋ/ noun the
cutting of grass in fields to make hay

COMMENT: Haymaking normally needs
three to four days of fine weather in early
season and two to three days when the
humidity falls as temperatures rise. The
critical period for hay occurs when the
crop is partly dried in the field. The object
should be to dry the crop as much as
possible without too much exposure to
sun, and the least possible movement
after the crop is partially dry. Field-dried

hay is normally baled, and further barn
drying is common.

hay nethay net noun a coarse meshed net bag
which is filled with hay and hung up for
horses to feed from
hay qualityhay quality noun the nutritional value of
hay, which can depend on the weather
conditions and the time taken to dry

‘The farm is now mainly permanent
pasture, or grass and legumes for grazing
and hay. Some of this pasture has been
renovated with clover, and rye is direct
drilled into hay fields in the autumn for
late season grazing and to improve hay
quality.’ [Farmers Weekly]

hay rackhay rack noun a wooden frame
containing hay, which is placed where live-
stock can feed from it
hay rakehay rake noun an implement used for
raking hay prior to collection or baling
hay seedhay seed noun grass seed obtained from
hay
haystackhaystack /�heist�k/ noun a heap of hay,
built in the open air and protected by
thatching; not used very often nowadays
hay-sweephay-sweep noun an implement used to
collect hay from swaths and carry it to a
stack
hazardhazard noun something with the poten-
tial to cause injury, damage or loss � a fire
hazard � a health hazard Compare risk
Hazard Analysis Critical Control PointsHazard Analysis Critical Control
Points noun full form of HACCP
hazelhazel /�heiz(ə)l/ noun a nut-bearing tree
(Corylus avellana)
HbHb abbreviation haemoglobin
HCCHCC abbreviation Hybu Cig Cymru
(NOTE: The English name is ‘Meat Promo-
tion Wales’.)
HDCHDC abbreviation Horticultural Develop-
ment Council
headageheadage /�hedid�/ noun the number of
animals of a specified type, such as cattle,
used as a basis for calculating subsidy
payments
head cornhead corn noun the largest grains in a
sample of cereal
headerheader noun a machine which removes
the seed heads from plants. � stripper-
header
headflyheadfly /�hedflai/, head fly noun a para-
sitic insect Hydrotaea irritans which
mainly affects sheep and can transmit
summer mastitis
heading dateheading date noun the average date by
which a certain percentage of a crop has
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formed seedheads. This is used by farmers
to make decisions on which variety of a
crop is more suitable for the environment
in which they are planning to grow it.
headlandheadland /�hedlənd/ noun an unculti-
vated area of soil at the edge of a field,
where a tractor turns when ploughing. �

conservation headland
headrailheadrail /�hedreil/ noun a rail across the
front of a cubicle, to which a halter can be
attached
Health and Safety ExecutiveHealth and Safety Executive noun a
UK government organisation responsible
for checking people’s working environ-
ment. Abbr HSE
health and welfare planhealth and welfare plan noun a
written report made by a farmer in consul-
tation with a vet, describing how livestock
will be cared for

‘The guidance suggested that farmers
should prepare a herd health and welfare
plan with their vet which should include
measures to control the disease such as
early removal of diseased cattle, not
breeding from their offspring and making
sure that calves only receive colostrum
from their own mother where possible.
This culminated in last September’s
launch of the Johne’s Initiative with
backing from various industry bodies.’
[Dairy Farmer]

heartheart noun 1. a muscular organ that
pumps blood round an animal’s body 2. the
compact central part of a vegetable such as
lettuce, cabbage or celery, where new
leaves or stalks form 3. the innermost part
of something � This tree grows only in the
heart of the forest. 4. � soil which is in
good heart soil which is fertile and
produces large yields of crops
heart rotheart rot noun a disease of sugar beet and
mangolds, caused by boron deficiency. A
dry rot spreads from the crown downwards
and attacks the roots. The growing point is
killed, and replaced by a mass of small
deformed leaves.
heartwoodheartwood /�hɑ�twυd/ noun the hard
dead wood in the centre of a tree trunk
which helps support the tree. Compare
sapwood. Also called duramen
heatheat noun 1. � to sow lettuces under
heat to sow lettuce seed in a heated green-
house 2. the period when a female animal
will allow mating. Technical name
oestrus � an animal on heat a female
animal in the period when she will accept a
mate

heathheath noun an area of acid soil where low
shrubs such as heather and gorse grow and
which are treeless as a result of grazing by
animals

COMMENT: Lowland heaths are found on
dry sandy soils or gravel below 300 m.
Upland heaths are found on mineral soils
or shallow peat and may be dry or wet,
with mosses growing in wetter condi-
tions.

heatherheather noun a plant (Calluna vulgaris)
found on acid soils, common in upland
areas. It is used by game birds such as
grouse for cover and food.

COMMENT: The main competing uses for
heather moorland in the UK are grouse
shooting, sheep grazing, afforestation,
recreational use and landscape conser-
vation.

heathlandheathland /�hi�θl�nd/ noun a wide area
of heath
heat stressheat stress noun distress and discom-
fort suffered by an animal because it is too
hot
heat treatmentheat treatment noun the use of high
temperatures, typically 45°C, to disinfest
storage areas or containers
heavesheaves /hi�vz/ noun a condition of
horses, where spores from mouldy hay
block the animals’ lungs, making
breathing difficult
heavy cropperheavy cropper noun a tree or plant that
produces a large crop of fruit
heavy grainsheavy grains plural noun cereal crops
such as maize, rye and wheat. Abbr HG.
Compare light grains
heavy soilsheavy soils plural noun soils with a high
clay content, which need more tractor
power when ploughing and cultivating
Hebridean sheepHebridean sheep /�hebri|�di�ən �ʃi�p/
noun a rare breed of small black sheep of
Scandinavian origin. The fleece is jet-
black in colour, and the animals have one
pair of horns curling downwards and
another pair almost upright.
hectarehectare noun an area of land measuring
100 by 100 metres, i.e. 10000 square
metres or 2.47 acres. Symbol ha
hecto-hecto- /hektəυ/ prefix one hundred, 102.
Symbol H
hedgehedge noun a row of bushes planted to
provide a barrier around a field or garden

COMMENT: It is said that you can judge
the age of a hedge by counting the
woody plant species in it and multiplying
by 100; the more species there are, the
older the hedge is. About three-quarters
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of the farms in England and Wales have
hedges, with an estimated total length of
500,000km. Since 1997, there have
been regulations in place to restrict the
removal of hedges and it is illegal to
remove a hedge without permission from
the local planning authority.

hedgebankhedgebank /�hed�b�ŋk/ noun a raised
strip of earth on which a hedge is planted �
primroses growing on the hedgebank
hedgecutterhedgecutter /�hed� |�k�tə/, hedget-
rimmer noun an implement attached to a
tractor, used to trim hedges. Smaller hand-
held units are available.
hedgelayinghedgelaying /�hed�leiiŋ/ noun a tradi-
tional method of cultivating hedges, where
tall saplings are cut through halfway and
then bent over so that they lie horizontally
and make a thick barrier
hedgerowhedgerow noun a line of bushes forming
a hedge (NOTE: Under the Hedgerow Regu-
lations, it is now forbidden to remove a
hedgerow without permission from the
local planning authority.)
hedginghedging /�hed�iŋ/ noun the skill of culti-
vating hedges
heel inheel in verb to place plants in a trench and
cover with soil until needed for permanent
planting
heftheft /heft/ noun a group of mountain
sheep which graze the same area in which
they were born, although not kept in by
fences
heiferheifer noun a female cow which has not
calved or has calved for the first time
hemlockhemlock /�hemlɒk/ noun a poisonous
plant. Latin name: Conium maculatum.
hemlock poisoninghemlock poisoning noun poisoning of
young cattle by eating fresh shoots of the
hemlock. Sheep and goats are believed to
be resistant to the poison.
hemphemp noun a plant used to make rope and
that also produces an addictive drug. Latin
name: Cannabis sativa.
hemp nettlehemp nettle noun a common weed
(Galeopsis tetrahit) which affects spring
cereals and vegetables. Also called glide-
wort, holyrope
henhen noun 1. a female of the common
domestic fowl 2. any female bird, e.g. a
hen pheasant. � fat hen
henhousehenhouse /�henhaυs/ noun a small
wooden building for keeping hens
hen in layhen in lay noun a bird which is laying
eggs

herbherb noun 1. a plant that is used to add
flavour in cooking 2. a plant that has
medicinal properties 3. a non-woody flow-
ering plant that has no perennial stem
above the ground in winter
herb-herb- /h�b/ prefix referring to plants or
vegetation
herbaceousherbaceous /hə |�beiʃəs/ adjective refer-
ring to plants with soft non-woody tissue
that die down above ground to survive
through the winter
herbageherbage /�h�bid�/ noun the green
plants, especially grass, eaten by grazing
animals
herbage allowanceherbage allowance noun the weight of
herbage per unit of live weight at a point in
time
herbage consumedherbage consumed noun the mass of
herbage once it has been consumed by
grazing animals
herbage massherbage mass noun the weight of
herbage produced in a specified area
herbage residualherbage residual noun herbage
remaining after defoliation
herbariumherbarium /h�|�beəriəm/ noun a collec-
tion of preserved plant or fungal speci-
mens, especially one that is used for scien-
tific study and classification
herbicideherbicide noun a chemical that kills
plants, especially used to control weeds
herbivoreherbivore noun an animal that feeds only
on plants. � carnivore, detritivore, frugi-
vore, omnivore
herbivorousherbivorous /h�|�bivərəs/ adjective
referring to an animal that feeds only on
plants
herdherd noun a number of animals such as
cattle kept together on a farm or looked
after by a farmer � They have a herd of beef
cattle. � Dairy herds have been reduced
since the introduction of the milk quota
system. (NOTE: The word ‘herd’ is usually
used with cattle; for sheep, goats, and
birds such as hens or geese, the word to
use is ‘flock’.) � verb 1. to tend a herd of
animals 2. to gather animals together �
herding the cows into the yard
herd bookherd book noun the record of animals
kept by breeding societies in which only
the offspring of registered animals can be
recorded
herd healthherd health noun the welfare of a herd
of cattle taken as a whole, particularly
regarding the spread of infectious diseases
herdmarkherdmark noun a unique marker
assigned to each herd of pigs by Defra and
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used to identify the animals when being
moved from the farm
herd registerherd register noun an official record of
a herd’s movements, medical history and
birth and death figures

‘The bovine herd register is available as a
printed report and all subsidy claims are
catered for, while all programs record
movements, calvings and drying off as a
standard.’ [Farmers Guardian]

herdsmanherdsman /�h��dzmən/ noun someone
who looks after a herd of animals
herdspersonherdsperson /�h��dzp��sən/ noun a
farm worker who looks after a herd of live-
stock
herd testerherd tester noun a person who tests a
dairy herd for butterfat content
HerdwickHerdwick /�h��dwik/ noun a mountain
breed of sheep, native to the Lake District,
which are able to survive in bitter winter
conditions. The rams have horns.
hereditaryhereditary adjective referring to a genet-
ically controlled characteristic that is
passed from parent to offspring
heredityheredity noun the transfer of genetically
controlled characteristics from parent to
offspring
HerefordHereford /�herifəd/ noun a breed of
large, hardy cattle that are deep red in
colour, with a white head and chest. Here-
fords are an early-maturing breed, and are
important for beef production.
herringbone parlourherringbone parlour /�heriŋbəυn
�pɑ�lə/ noun a type of milking parlour with
no stalls and where the operator works
from a central pit. The cattle stand side by
side at an angle on each side of the central
pit.
heterologousheterologous /�hetə |�rɒlə�əs/ adjective
differing in structural features or origin
heterosisheterosis /�hetə|�rəυsis/ noun an
increase in size or rate of growth, fertility
or resistance to disease found in offspring
of a cross between organisms with
different genotypes. Also called hybrid
vigour. Compare inbreeding depression
heterotrophheterotroph /�hetərəυtrɒf/ noun an
organism that requires carbon in organic
form and cannot manufacture it (NOTE:
Animals, fungi and some algae and
bacteria are heterotrophs.)
heterotrophicheterotrophic /�hetərəυ |�trɒfik/ adjec-
tive referring to a heterotroph � a hetero-
trophic organism
heterozygousheterozygous /�hetərəυ |�zai�əs/ adjec-
tive relating to a cell or organism that has

two or more variant forms (alleles) of at
least one of its genes (NOTE: The offspring
of such an organism may differ with regard
to the characteristics determined by the
gene or genes involved, depending on
which version of the gene they inherit.)
HeveaHevea /�hi�viə/ noun the Latin name for
the rubber tree
HFAHFA abbreviation Hill Farm Allowance
HFCSHFCS abbreviation high fructose corn
syrup
HgHg symbol mercury
HGHG abbreviation heavy grains
HGCAHGCA noun an organisation established
to improve the production and marketing
of UK cereal crops and oilseeds, and to
promote research. Full form Home Grown
Cereals Authority
hidehide noun the skin of an animal, which is
important commercially both in its raw
state and as leather
hide-boundhide-bound noun a condition where
dehydration makes it difficult for the
animal’s skin to move over the underlying
tissues
HIEHIE abbreviation Highlands and Islands
Enterprise
Higher Level StewardshipHigher Level Stewardship noun one
of the categories under the Environmental
Stewardship scheme, where farmers can
apply for funding in return for imple-
menting complex environmental manage-
ment schemes on their land. Abbr HLS
high fructose corn syruphigh fructose corn syrup noun a
sweetener used in the soft drinks industry,
extracted from maize. Abbr HFCS. Also
called isoglucose
high-input farminghigh-input farming noun intensive
agriculture which uses fertiliser, pesticides
and modern machinery to guarantee a large
crop output. Compare low-input farming
highlandhighland /�hailənd/ adjective referring
to a hilly or mountainous area � Highland
vegetation is mainly grass, heather and
herbs.
HighlandHighland noun a hardy breed of beef
cattle, with long shaggy hair hiding a dense
undercoat. The breed is small, has very
long horns, matures slowly and is native to
the Highlands and Western Isles of Scot-
land.
highlandshighlands noun an area of mountains �
Farmers in the highlands mostly raise
sheep.
highlandsHighlands and Islands Enterprise
noun a business and community develop-
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ment association for the Scottish High-
lands. Abbr HIE
high mortality ratehigh mortality rate noun a high
percentage of animals in a group which die
high-performancehigh-performance adjective designed
to operate very efficiently
high-techhigh-tech adjective technologically
advanced (informal)
high temperature short time methodhigh temperature short time
method noun the usual method of
pasteurising milk, where the milk is heated
to 72°C for 15 seconds and then rapidly
cooled. Abbr HTST
high-yieldinghigh-yielding adjective producing a
large crop � They have started to grow
high-yielding varieties of wheat.
hillhill noun an area of ground higher than the
surrounding areas but not as high as a
mountain
hill drainagehill drainage noun a small open chan-
nels about ten to sixty metres apart, dug to
drain hilly grazing areas
hill farmhill farm noun a farm in mountainous
country, with 95% or more of its land clas-
sified as rough grazing, mainly for
breeding ewe flocks
Hill Farm AllowanceHill Farm Allowance noun a support
payment available for owners of hill farms
to help with running costs. Abbr HFA
hill grazinghill grazing noun grassland used for
sheep and cattle grazing in hilly and moun-
tainous areas
hill landhill land noun land on hills, mountains or
moors (NOTE: The Hill Livestock Compen-
satory allowance order classifies such
marginal land in upland and hilly areas and
makes payments to compensate for
farming in these more difficult conditions.)
Hill RadnorHill Radnor noun � Radnor
hilumhilum /�hailəm/ noun the point where a
seed is attached to a pod. When the seed is
ripe and has been separated from the pod, a
black scar can be seen on the seed.
hindhind /haind/ adjective referring to the
back part of an animal � noun a female
deer
hind legshind legs plural noun the back legs of an
animal
hindquartershindquarters /�haindkwɔ�təz/ noun
the back part of an animal, including the
haunches and hind legs
hingehinge noun soil which is left uncut by a
plough when it has failed to cut a full
furrow

hirselhirsel /�h��səl/ noun 1. a heft of sheep 2.
a piece of ground and flock looked after by
one shepherd
Hisex BrownHisex Brown /�haiseks �braυn/, Hisex
White noun a hybrid breed of laying fowl
histidinehistidine /�histədi�n/ noun an amino
acid which is considered essential in
infants and children
hitchhitch noun the mechanism for connecting
implements to tractors. Also called
drawbar � verb to attach an implement or
trailer to a tractor
hivehive noun a box in which bees are kept
hive-beehive-bee noun the domesticated bee
(Apis mellifera)
hlhl abbreviation hectolitre
HLSHLS abbreviation Higher Level Steward-
ship
hockhock /hɒk/ noun the hind leg joint of
mammals, between the knee and the
fetlock
hoehoe noun an implement pulled by a tractor
to turn the soil between rows of crops, and
so to control weeds � verb to cultivate land
with a hoe
hoghog noun 1. a castrated male pig 2. US
any pig
hog cholerahog cholera noun same as swine fever
hogghogg /hɒ�/ noun a young sheep before
the first shearing
hoggethogget /�hɒ�it/ noun a sheep roughly six
to twelve months old
holdhold verb to conceive after artificial
insemination � Thirty ewes were AI’d and
nineteen of them held.
holdingholding noun land and buildings held by
a freehold or leasehold occupier
holdoverholdover /�həυldəυvə/ noun a situation
where a tenant farmer uses buildings and
crops on a farm, after leaving the farm at
the end of a tenancy. It may, e.g., involve
harvesting crops later in the year after the
tenancy has expired.
hollyholly noun an evergreen tree (Ilex aquifo-
lium) producing hard white timber
HolsteinHolstein /�hɒlstein/ noun a Friesian
cattle imported into Canada from Holland
at the end of the 19th century, now a breed
of dairy cattle, black and white in colour.
Also called Canadian Holstein, Holstein-
Friesian
holyropeholyrope /�həυlirəυp/ noun same as
hemp nettle
home farmhome farm noun a farm on a large estate,
usually farmed by the owner
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Home Grown Cereals AuthorityHome Grown Cereals Authority
noun full form of HGCA
home-saved seedhome-saved seed noun same as farm-
saved seed
homesteadhomestead noun a farmhouse with
dependent buildings and the land which
surrounds it
homogenised milkhomogenised milk /hə|�mɒd�ənaizd
�milk/ noun milk which is made more
digestible by breaking up the fat droplets
into smaller particles which are evenly
distributed through the liquid
homografthomograft /�hɒmə�rɑ�ft/ noun same as
allograft
homologous pairhomologous pair /hɒ|�mɒlə�əs �peə/
noun a pair of chromosomes in a diploid
organism that are structurally similar and
have the same arrangement of genes,
although they may carry different alleles
(NOTE: One member of each pair is inher-
ited from each parent.)
honeyhoney noun a sweet yellow fluid
collected by bees from nectar in flowers,
and stored in a beehive
honey beehoney bee noun a common hive-bee
honeycombhoneycomb /�h�nikəυm/ noun a
construction of wax, made by bees for
storing honey
honey fungushoney fungus noun a fungus which
primarily attacks trees and shrubs. Roots
become infected by rhizomorphs. In the
spring the foliage wilts and turns yellow.
hoofhoof noun a horny casing of the foot of a
horse, a cow or other animals (NOTE: The
plural is either hoofs or hooves.)
hoof and horn mealhoof and horn meal noun a fertiliser
made from animal hooves and horns
hookwormhookworm /�hυkw��m/ noun a parasitic
worm in the intestine which holds onto the
wall of the intestine with its teeth and lives
on the blood and protein of the carrier
hoosehoose /hu�s/ noun a popular name for a
lungworm
hophop noun a climbing plant that has long
thin groups of green flowers which are
used dried in brewing to add flavour to
beer. Latin name: Humulus lupulus.
hop binehop bine noun the new shoot of a hop
plant, which has to be made to coil round
climbing strings
hop mildewhop mildew noun a fungal disease of
hops
hopperhopper /�hɒpə/ noun a container with a
hole at the bottom, for holding seed or
fertiliser granules. The seed drops from the

hole onto the ground or into channels
taking it to drills.
HordeumHordeum /�hɔ�diəm/ noun the Latin
name for barley
horizonhorizon noun a layer of soil which is of a
different colour or texture from the rest

COMMENT: In general, the topsoil is called
the ‘A’ horizon, the subsoil the ‘B’ hori-
zon, and the underlying rock the ‘C’ hori-
zon.

hormonalhormonal /hɔ� |�məυn(ə)l/ adjective
referring to hormones
hormonehormone noun 1. a substance produced
in animals in one part of the body which
has a particular effect in another part of the
body 2. a plant growth factor
hornhorn noun a hard growth which is formed
on the tops of the heads of animals such as
cattle, deer, goats and sheep
hornbeamhornbeam /�hɔ�nbi�m/ noun a tree
which produces a very hard wood,
formerly used in making wheels for farm
carts
hornedhorned /hɔ�nd/ adjective with horns � a
horned variety of sheep
hornlesshornless /�hɔ�nləs/ adjective without
horns � a hornless breed of cattle
horsehorse noun a hoofed animal with a
flowing mane and tail, used on farms as a
working animal, now mainly replaced by
tractors

COMMENT: The main groups of horses
are: the Heavy Draught Class, such as
the shire horse; the Light Draught
Class, such as the Cleveland Bay; the
Saddle and Harness Class, such as the
hackney; and the Pony Class, such as
the Shetland.

horse beanhorse bean noun a broad bean used as a
fodder
horseboxhorsebox /�hɔ�sbɒks/ noun a closed
vehicle used for transporting horses
horsebreakerhorsebreaker /�hɔ�sbreikə/ noun a
person who trains a horse
horseflyhorsefly /�hɔ�sflai/ noun a general name
for many bloodsucking Tabanid flies. Also
called cleg
horseshoehorseshoe noun an iron shoe nailed to
the hard part of a horse’s hoof
horsetailhorsetail /�hɔ�steil/ noun a poisonous
weed found in grassland
horticulturalhorticultural /�hɔ�ti |�k�ltʃərəl/ adjec-
tive referring to horticulture
horticulturalHorticultural Development
Council noun a non-departmental
government body providing information
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and support to people in the horticulture
industry, including producers of soft fruit,
mushrooms and tree fruit. Abbr HDC
horticultureHorticultural Trades Association
noun a body which represents the interests
of growers, workers and suppliers in the
garden industry. Abbr HTA
horticulturehorticulture noun the cultivation of
flowers, fruit and vegetables in gardens,
nurseries or glasshouses, as a science,
occupation or leisure activity. � botanical
horticulture
Horticulture Research InternationalHorticulture Research Interna-
tional noun the horticultural research
department of the University of Warwick.
Abbr HRI
horticulturisthorticulturist /�hɔ�ti|�k�ltʃərist/ noun
a person who specialises in horticulture
Hosier systemHosier system /�həυziə �sistəm/ noun
a system of dairy cattle management,
where the milking of cows is done in the
field using a milking pail
hosthost noun a plant or animal on which a
parasite lives � adjective referring to a
plant or animal on which a parasite lives
hothousehothouse /�hɒthaυs/ noun a heated
greenhouse
househouse noun a structure where animals or
machinery are kept � the reptile house �
the engine house � verb to keep livestock
in a building � The animals are housed in
clean cubicles.
housinghousing noun a series of buildings for
livestock
HRIHRI abbreviation Horticulture Research
International
HSAHSA abbreviation Humane Slaughter
Association
HSEHSE abbreviation Health and Safety
Executive
HTAHTA abbreviation Horticultural Trades
Association
HTST methodHTST method abbreviation high
temperature short time method
hullhull noun 1. the outer covering of a cereal
seed. Hulls form bran. 2. the pod of peas or
beans
hullerhuller /�h�lə/ noun a kind of threshing
machine which removes seeds from their
husks
human-causedhuman-caused adjective referring to a
disaster or event which has been brought
about by human beings
Humane Slaughter AssociationHumane Slaughter Association
noun a charity which campaigns for animal

suffering to be minimised during the
slaughter process. Abbr HSA
humatehumate /�hju�meit/ noun a salt that is
derived from humus
humidhumid adjective relating to air that
contains moisture vapour � Decomposition
of organic matter is rapid in hot and humid
conditions.
humidifyhumidify /hju� |�midifai/ noun to add
water vapour to air to make it more humid
humidityhumidity noun a measurement of how
much water vapour is contained in the air
humificationhumification /�hju�mifi |�keiʃ(ə)n/
noun the breakdown of rotting organic
waste to form humus
humifyhumify /�hju�mifai/ verb to break down
rotting organic waste to form humus
humphump noun the rounded flesh on the back
or shoulders of an animal, such as a camel,
or certain breeds of cattle
humushumus /�hju�məs/ noun the fibrous
organic matter in soil, formed from decom-
posed plants and animal remains, which
makes the soil dark and binds it together
hundredweighthundredweight noun a measure of
weight of dry goods such as grain (NOTE:
Abbreviated after numbers to cwt: 5cwt.
The British hundredweight is equivalent to
50.8kg, and the US hundredweight is
equivalent to 45.4kg.)
hungry soilhungry soil noun soil which lacks nutri-
ents, and so needs large amounts of ferti-
liser to produce good crops
hurdlehurdle noun a portable rectangular
wooden frame used for temporary fencing
for sheep
husbandhusband verb to use a resource carefully
husbandinghusbanding /�h�zbəndiŋ/ noun the
activity of using a resource carefully � a
policy of husbanding scarce natural
resources
husbandryhusbandry /�h�zbəndri/ noun the
activity of looking after farm animals and
crops � a new system of intensive cattle
husbandry
husbandry systemhusbandry system noun a written
plan for looking after a group of farm
animals, looking at considerations such as
their habitat, diet, medical care, production
rates and general welfare
huskhusk /h�sk/ noun 1. the dry outer
covering of cereal grains, which has little
food value, and which is removed during
threshing 2. a parasitic form of bronchitis
which is caused by lungworms and is
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found mainly in cattle � verb to remove the
husk from seeds
hybridhybrid noun a new form of plant or
animal resulting from a cross between
organisms that have different genotypes �
high-yielding maize hybrids � adjective
being the result of a cross between organ-
isms that have different genotypes
hybridisationhybridisation /�haibridai|�zeiʃ(ə)n/,
hybridization noun the production of
hybrids

‘Another area of interest was the
hybridisation of Italian and perennial
ryegrass varieties. Italian ryegrasses were
valued for their fast growth and bulk, but
Italian ryegrass swards tended to last only
two years. By cross-breeding perennial
ryegrass and Italian ryegrass, it was
expected to produce hybrid varieties
retaining many of the advantages of Italian
ryegrass but lasting for four or five years,
said Mr Johnston.’ [Dairy Farmer]

hybridisehybridise /�haibridaiz/, hybridize verb
to produce hybrids by crossing varieties of
plants or animals
hybrid vigourhybrid vigour noun same as heterosis
Hybu Cig CymruHybu Cig Cymru noun the red meat
promotion board for Wales. Abbr HCC
hydratedhydrated /hai |�dreitid/ adjective refer-
ring to a chemical compound in which
water is bound
hydrated limehydrated lime noun a substance
produced when burnt lime is wetted. It is a
mixture of calcium oxide and water, used
to improve soil quality. The lime is in
powder form, having been burnt to break it
down from large lumps. Also called
slaked lime (NOTE: The chemical formula
is Ca(OH)2.)
hydraulic conductivityhydraulic conductivity /hai |�drɒlik
�kɒnd�k |�tiviti/ noun the rate at which
water can move through soil, used as a
factor in soil management
hydrocarbonhydrocarbon noun a compound formed
of hydrogen and carbon
hydrochloric acidhydrochloric acid /�haidrəklɒrik
�	sid/ noun an inorganic acid which forms
in the stomach and is part of the gastric
juices
hydrocoolhydrocool /�haidrə|�ku
l/ verb to cool
fresh fruit to prevent it from deteriorating
during transport to the retail shop or
market
hydroelectricityhydroelectricity /�haidrəυilek |�trisiti/
noun the electricity produced by water
power

hydroelectric power

hydroelectric power
/�haidrəυilektrik �paυə/ noun the elec-
tricity produced by using a flow of water to
drive turbines. Also called hydropower
hydrogen

hydrogen noun a gaseous chemical
element that combines with oxygen to
form water, with other elements to form
acids, and is present in all animal tissue
hydrology

hydrology noun the study of water, its
composition and properties and in partic-
ular the place of water in the environment
hydromorphic soil

hydromorphic soil noun waterlogged
soil found in bogs and marshes
hydrophobia

hydrophobia /�haidrə|�fəυbiə/ noun
same as rabies
hydrophyte

hydrophyte /�haidrəfait/ noun a plant
that lives in water or in marshy conditions
hydroponics

hydroponics /�haidrəυ |�pɒniks/ noun
the practice of growing plants in a nutrient
liquid with or without sand, vermiculite or
other granular material
hydropower

hydropower /�haidrəυpaυə/ noun same
as hydroelectric power
hydrops uteri

hydrops uteri /�haidrɒps �ju
t(ə)ri/
noun a disease of livestock caused by
excessive amount of fluid in the pregnant
womb. The womb may need to be drained.
hydrostatic pressure

hydrostatic pressure /haidrəυ|

�st	tik �preʃə/ noun the pressure of water
that is not moving
hygiene

hygiene noun the state or practice of
being clean and keeping healthy conditions
hygrometer

hygrometer /hai|��rɒmitə/ noun an
instrument used for the measurement of
humidity � The most common type of
hygrometer is the wet and dry bulb ther-
mometer arrangement.
hyperphosphate

hyperphosphate /�haipə |�fɒsfeit/
noun a soft rock phosphate obtained from
North America
hyphae

hyphae /�haifi
/ plural noun long thin
filaments which make up a typical fungus
hypocalcaemia

hypocalcaemia /�haipəυk	l |�si
miə/
noun same as milk fever
hypomagnesaemia

hypomagnesaemia /�haipəυm	�ni |

�zi
miə/ noun a condition caused by lack
of magnesium in the bloodstream that
makes animals shiver and stagger. Cattle
may be affected shortly after being turned
out onto spring pastures after having
wintered indoors. Also called grass stag-
gers
HYV

HYV abbreviation high-yielding variety
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II symbol iodine
IACRIACR abbreviation Institute of Arable
Crops Research
IACSIACS abbreviation Integrated Administra-
tion and Control System
IAHIAH abbreviation Institute for Animal
Health
IBRIBR abbreviation infectious bovine
rhinotracheitis
ICAICA abbreviation International Coffee
Agreement
ICCAICCA abbreviation International Cocoa
Agreement
ICCOICCO abbreviation International Cocoa
Organization
-icide-icide /i|�said/ suffix substance which
destroys a particular organism
ICMICM abbreviation integrated crop manage-
ment
ICOICO abbreviation International Coffee
Organization
ICRISATICRISAT /�ikris�t/ abbreviation Interna-
tional Crops Research Institute for the
Semi-Arid Tropics
IFAIFA abbreviation Irish Farmers Associa-
tion
IFRIFR abbreviation Institute of Food
Research
IgIg abbreviation immunoglobulin
IGERIGER abbreviation Institute of Grassland
and Environmental Research
IITAIITA abbreviation International Institute of
Tropical Agriculture
ILCAILCA abbreviation International Livestock
Centre for Africa
Ile de FranceIle de France /�i�l də �frɒns/ noun a
large French breed of sheep, the rams of
which are kept to provide crossbred lambs
for meat production
illuviationilluviation /i|�lu�vi |�eiʃ(ə)n/ noun the
movement of particles and chemicals from
the topsoil into the subsoil

ILRADILRAD /�ilr�d/ abbreviation International
Laboratory for Research on Animal
Diseases
imbalanceimbalance noun 1. a situation where the
balance between a set of things is unequal
� Lack of vitamins A and E creates
hormonal imbalances in farm animals. 2. a
situation where one species is dominant
immatureimmature adjective referring to an
organism or part that is still developing �
an immature duck � an immature fruit
immuneimmune adjective referring to a person,
other animal or plant that is not affected by
a specific microorganism � This barley
strain is not immune to the virus.
immunisationimmunisation /�imjυnai |�zeiʃ(ə)n/,
immunization noun the production of
immunity to a specific disease, either by
injecting an antiserum or by giving an indi-
vidual the disease in such a small dose that
the body does not develop the disease, but
produces antibodies to counteract it
immuniseimmunise /�imjυnaiz/, immunize verb
to make a person or other animal immune
to a specific microorganism by inoculating
them
immunityimmunity noun 1. the natural or acquired
ability of a person or other animal to resist
a microorganism and the disease it causes
� The vaccine gives immunity to tubercu-
losis. 2. the ability of a plant to resist
disease through a protective covering on
leaves, through the formation of proto-
plasts or through the development of inac-
tive forms of viruses
immunoassayimmunoassay /�imjυnəυ |��sei/ noun a
technique for measuring the amount of
antigens and antibodies in tissue

‘Dr Chambers hopes that a new
immunoassay detection technique,
developed at CSL, will prove to be
commercially viable and a valuable tool
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for use in the protection of the quality and
reputation of UK grain.’ [Arable Farming]

immunoglobulinimmunoglobulin /�imjυnəυ|

��lɒbjυlin/ noun a protein produced by
specific white blood cells that acts as an
antibody in immune responses. Abbr Ig
impermeableimpermeable /im|�p��miəb(ə)l/ adjec-
tive 1. referring to a substance which does
not allow a liquid or gas to pass through �
rocks which are impermeable to water 2.
referring to a membrane which allows a
liquid to pass through, but not solid parti-
cles suspended in the liquid
implementimplement noun 1. the process of
carrying out a plan 2. a piece of equipment
used for a certain job � verb to put legisla-
tion into action
implementationimplementation /�implimən |�teiʃ(ə)n/
noun the process of carrying out a plan �
the rapid implementation of flood defence
plans
importimport verb 1. to introduce new things
from elsewhere 2. to buy crops or produce
in foreign countries and bring them back
into the home country � They import dates
from North Africa. � noun crops or
produce which are bought abroad and
brought into the country
importerimporter /im|�pɔ�tə/ noun a person or
company which imports produce � a grain
importer
import levyimport levy noun a tax on farm produce
which is imported into the EU
import quotasimport quotas plural noun limits set to
the amount of a type of produce which can
be imported
impoverishimpoverish /im |�pɒvəriʃ/ verb to reduce
the quality of something � to impoverish
the soil to make soil less fertile � Overcul-
tivation has impoverished the soil.
impoverishedimpoverished adjective referring to
something with reduced quality � If impov-
erished soil is left fallow for some years,
nutrients may build up in the soil again.
impregnateimpregnate verb to fertilise a female, by
introducing male spermatozoa into the
female’s body so that they fuse with the
female’s ova
improved varietiesimproved varieties plural noun new
species of plants which are stronger, or
more productive than old species
improvementimprovement noun the act or an
instance of something becoming or being
made better � the improvement of crop
varieties by selection � There is still room

for improvement in performance. � We
need to achieve improvements in efficiency.
in-in- /in/ prefix used to refer to a pregnant
female animal � in-calf, in-pig, in-foal a
cow, sow or mare which is going to have
young
inactivateinactivate /in|��ktiveit/ verb to make
something unable to act � The ultraviolet
component of sunlight inactivates some
herbicides.
inactiveinactive adjective 1. not doing anything
2. (of a chemical) not reacting with other
substances 3. (of a disease) not producing
symptoms 4. biologically inert
inactivityinactivity /�in�k|�tiviti/ noun the state of
not being active
inbredinbred /in|�bred/ adjective resulting from
inbreeding
inbreedinginbreeding /�inbri�diŋ/ noun the
process of mating or crossing between
closely related individuals, leading to a
reduction in variation. Compare
outbreeding (NOTE: Inbreeding as a result
of self-fertilisation occurs naturally in many
plants. Inbreeding sorts out some of the
best qualities in stock and has been used
to establish uniform flocks or herds
carrying distinctive traits.)
inbreeding depressioninbreeding depression noun a reduc-
tion in variation and vigour arising in a
population that is repeatedly inbred.
Compare heterosis
incisorincisor /in |�saizə/ noun a flat sharp-
edged tooth in the front of the mouth for
cutting and tearing food
incompatibleincompatible adjective unable to cross-
fertilise and produce offspring
incorporateincorporate verb 1. to apply chemicals
such as slug pellets by spreading them in
rows at the same time as the seed is sown,
as opposed to broadcasting 2. to plough
back straw or green manure into the soil
incorporationincorporation /in |�kɔ�pə|�reiʃ(ə)n/
noun the process of introducing chopped
straw, green manure, etc., into the soil as it
is being ploughed
incubationincubation /�iŋkjυ|�beiʃ(ə)n/ noun the
process of keeping eggs warm until the
young birds come out, either by an adult
bird sitting on them or by artificial means
incubatorincubator /�iŋkjυbeitə/ noun a special
unit providing artificial heat used to hatch
eggs. Incubators are available as small
trays, or as large rooms for large-scale
producers.
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indefinite inflorescenceindefinite inflorescence noun a type
of inflorescence in which the stems
bearing the flowers continue to grow.
Compare definite inflorescence
indehiscentindehiscent /�indi |�hes(ə)nt/ adjective
referring to seed pods, fruit or capsules that
do not open to release seeds when ripe.
Compare dehiscent
Indian cornIndian corn /�indiən kɔ�n/ noun � maize
Indian gameIndian game noun a breed of table
poultry, often black with yellow legs
indigenousindigenous adjective native to a place �
There are six indigenous species of monkey
on the island. � Bluebells are indigenous to
the British Isles.
indigestibleindigestible /�indi |�d�estib(ə)l/ adjec-
tive referring to food which cannot be
digested, e.g. roughage
indigoindigo /�indi�əυ/ noun a tropical plant of
the pea family which is a source of blue
dye. Genus: Indigofera.
induced twinninginduced twinning noun the act of
producing twin young after embryo
transfer with twin embryos
industrial cropindustrial crop noun a crop grown for
purposes other than food, e.g. flax grown
for fibre

‘Farmers who have suffered severe
shortfalls in their industrial crops on set-
aside should contact the relevant officials
to avoid damaging cuts to their arable area
payments. Growers in southern Scotland
and the north of England have been
particularly badly affected by rain and
some farmers are ploughing in failed
oilseed rape crops.’ [Farmers Weekly]

infectinfect verb 1. (of an organism) to enter a
host organism and cause disease � The new
strain has infected many people, and the
disease is spreading fast. � All these plants
have been infected by a virus. 2. to contam-
inate something with a microorganism that
causes disease
infected areainfected area noun a place where
animals must be kept in isolation as a result
of a notice issued by the Animals Inspector
when an animal is suspected or known to
have a notifiable disease
infectioninfection noun 1. the process of a micro-
organism entering a host organism and
causing disease 2. a disease caused by a
microorganism � She is susceptible to
minor infections. � West Nile fever is a
virus infection transmitted by mosquitoes.
infectiousinfectious adjective referring to a
disease that is caused by microorganisms

and can be transmitted to other individuals
by direct means � This strain of flu is
highly infectious. Compare contagious
infectious bovine rhinotracheitisinfectious bovine rhinotracheitis
/in |�fekʃəs �bəυvain �rainəυ|�treiki |�aitis/
noun a virus disease of cattle which affects
the reproductive, nervous, respiratory or
digestive systems. Milk yield is depressed
as adults run a high fever. Abbr IBR
infectiveinfective /in |�fektiv/ adjective referring
to a disease caused by a microorganism,
which can be caught from another person
but which cannot always be directly trans-
mitted
infectivityinfectivity /�infek |�tiviti/ noun the state
of being infective
infertileinfertile adjective 1. referring to any
organism that is not able to reproduce or
produce offspring 2. referring to trees and
plants that are not able to produce fruit or
seeds 3. referring to soil that is not able to
produce good crops

COMMENT: An infertile soil is one which is
deficient in plant nutrients. The fertility of
a soil at any one time is partly due to its
natural makeup, and partly to its condi-
tion, which is largely dependent on its
management in recent times. Applica-
tion of fertilisers can raise soil fertility and
bad management can decrease it.

infertilityinfertility /�infə |�tiliti/ noun the inability
to reproduce or have offspring
infestinfest verb (of pests) to be present some-
where in large numbers � Pine forests are
infested with these beetles. � Plants that
have been infested should be dug up and
burnt.
infestationinfestation /�infe|�steiʃ(ə)n/ noun the
presence of large numbers of pests � The
crop showed a serious infestation of
greenfly. � The condition is caused by an
infestation of lice.
in-fieldin-field noun formerly, the field nearest
the farmstead, regularly manured and culti-
vated. In-fields are still preserved on some
hill farms.
infiltrationinfiltration /�infil |�treiʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. the
passing of water into the soil or into a
drainage system 2. an irrigation system in
which water passes through many small
channels to reach the fields
inflorescenceinflorescence /�inflə |�resəns/ noun a
flower or a group of flowers on a stem

COMMENT: There are two types of inflo-
rescence. Indefinite inflorescence is
where the branches bearing the flowers
continue to grow. Where the main stem
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ends in a single flower and then stops
growing is known as definite inflores-
cence.

in-going paymentin-going payment noun a sum of
money paid by a new tenant for the value of
the improvements made by the former
tenant of a holding
in-ground valuationin-ground valuation noun the value of
tillages or cultivations including direct
costs of seed, fertiliser and spray
inheritinherit verb to receive a genetically
controlled characteristic from a parent �
Flower colour is inherited.
inhibitinhibit verb to prevent or limit the effect
of something � Cloud cover inhibits
cooling of the Earth’s surface at night.
inhibitorinhibitor /in|�hibitə/ noun a device or
substance which prevents or limits the
effect of something
injectinject verb to put a liquid into an animal’s
body under pressure, by using a hollow
needle inserted into the tissues � The cow
was injected with antibiotics.
injectioninjection noun 1. the forcing of fluid into
something � Power output can be boosted
to a value over 100% maximum power, by
the injection of a water methanol mixture
at the compressor inlet or at the combus-
tion chamber inlet. 2. the act of injecting a
liquid into a body using a syringe 3. a
preventative measure against a particular
disease � a TB injection 4. the introduction
of something new or stimulating
injurious weedinjurious weed /in |�d�υəriəs wi�d/
noun a weed which causes damage to crops
or livestock, e.g. ragwort or creeping
thistle

‘The Weeds Act does not make it an
offence to permit injurious weeds to grow
on land but provides Defra with the power
to serve a notice on an occupier of any land
on which one of the five injurious weeds is
growing requiring the occupier to take
action to prevent the weeds from
spreading.’ [Farmers Guardian]

in-layin-lay noun a period when a hen is laying
eggs
in-milkin-milk noun lactation period of a cow
inoculainocula plural of inoculum
inoculateinoculate /i|�nɒkjυleit/ verb 1. to intro-
duce vaccine into a body in order to stimu-
late the production of antibodies to a
particular organism, giving rise to immu-
nity to the disease � The baby was inocu-
lated against diphtheria. 2. to introduce a

microorganism into a plant or a growth
medium
inoculationinoculation /i|�nɒkjυ |�leiʃ(ə)n/ noun 1.
the act of inoculating 2. an injection
against a particular disease � a diphtheria
inoculation
inoculuminoculum /i|�nɒkjυləm/ noun 1. material
used to inoculate a person or animal
against a disease 2. microscopic airborne
spores or other material from an organism
that causes disease
inorganicinorganic /�inɔ� |���nik/ adjective 1.
referring to a substance which does not
come from an animal or a plant � Inorganic
substances include acids, alkalis and
metals. 2. referring to a substance that does
not contain carbon
inorganic acidinorganic acid noun an acid which
comes from a mineral
inorganic fertiliserinorganic fertiliser noun an artificially
synthesised fertiliser
inorganic fungicideinorganic fungicide noun a fungicide
made from inorganic substances such as
sulphur
inorganic herbicideinorganic herbicide noun a herbicide
made from inorganic substances such as
sulphur
inorganic pesticideinorganic pesticide noun a pesticide
made from inorganic substances such as
sulphur
inputsinputs /�inpυts/ plural noun substances
put into the soil, such as fertilisers which
are applied by a farmer
insins /inz/ noun a term used to describe the
points where the plough enters the ground
when leaving the headland (NOTE: The
points where the plough is lifted out of the
soil are the outs.)
insectinsect noun a small animal with six legs
and a body in three parts

COMMENT: Insects form the class
Insecta. The body of an insect is divided
into three distinct parts: the head, the
thorax and the abdomen. The six legs
are attached to the thorax and two
antennae are on the head.

insect biteinsect bite noun a sting caused by an
insect which punctures the skin and in so
doing introduces irritants
insect-borneinsect-borne adjective referring to
infection which is carried and transmitted
by insects � insect-borne viruses �
Malaria is an insect-borne disease.
insecticideinsecticide noun a substance which is
used to kill insects
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COMMENT: Natural insecticides produced
from plant extracts are regarded as less
harmful to the environment than syn-
thetic insecticides which, though effec-
tive, may be persistent and kill not only
insects but also other larger animals
when they get into the food chain. In
agriculture, most pesticides are either
chlorinated hydrocarbons, organophos-
phorus compounds or carbamate com-
pounds. Insecticides may be sprayed or
dusted on, or used in granular form as
seed dressings. In the form of a gas,
insecticides are used to fumigate green-
houses and granaries.

insectivorousinsectivorous /�insek |�tivərəs/ adjec-
tive referring to an animal or plant that
feeds mainly on insects (NOTE: Pitcher
plants and sundews are insectivorous.)
inseminateinseminate /in |�semineit/ verb to
impregnate, by introducing male sperma-
tozoa into the female’s body so that they
link with the female’s ova
inseminationinsemination noun the introduction of
sperm into the vagina
inspectioninspection noun a careful check to see if
something is in the correct condition or if
there are problems (NOTE: Animal welfare
codes lay down rules on how closely
animals such as laying hens should be
inspected in order to ensure that they are
healthy.)
inspectorinspector noun an official whose job is
to examine animals, soil, buildings, etc., to
see if they conform to government regula-
tions
Institute for Animal HealthInstitute for Animal Health noun a
major centre for research into infectious
diseases in livestock. Abbr IAH
Institute of Arable Crops ResearchInstitute of Arable Crops
Research noun a research group based
in Harpenden, Hertfordshire, which inves-
tigates techniques in crop growing. Abbr
IACR
Institute of Food ResearchInstitute of Food Research noun a
not-for-profit scientific institute which
advises on food safety, diet and health.
Abbr IFR
Institute of Grassland and Environmental ResearchInstitute of Grassland and Envi-
ronmental Research noun a research
organisation in the field of land use and
conservation. Abbr IGER
Institute of Terrestrial EcologyInstitute of Terrestrial Ecology
noun a former ecological research organi-
sation, now merged with the Centre for
Ecology and Hydrology. Abbr ITE
intakeintake noun 1. an amount of a substance
taken into an organism, either eaten or

absorbed � a study of food intake among
grassland animals � The bird’s daily intake
of insects is more than half its own weight.
2. hill pasture which has been improved
and fenced in
Integrated Administration and Control SystemIntegrated Administration and
Control System noun measures
intended to combat fraud in aid applica-
tions and ensure fair competition in
Europe, part of the CAP reforms of 1992.
Abbr IACS
integrated crop managementintegrated crop management noun
an approach to growing crops that
combines traditional good farm husbandry
with reduction in the use of agrochemicals
and takes into consideration the impact of
farming practices on the environment

‘The farms aim to promote good and
profitable agricultural practice, involving
integrated crop management to care for the
soil, water and the wider environment.’
[Farmers Weekly]

integrated farm managementintegrated farm management, inte-
grated farming noun an approach to
farming that combines the best of tradi-
tional methods with modern technology, to
achieve high productivity with a low envi-
ronmental impact
integrated pest managementintegrated pest management noun
an appropriate combination of different
methods of pest control, involving good
cultivation practices, use of chemical pesti-
cides, resistant crop varieties and biolog-
ical control. Abbr IPM
integrated pollution controlintegrated pollution control, inte-
grated pollution prevention and control
noun an approach which looks at all inputs
and outputs from a process that is likely to
cause pollution and regulates other factors
as well as emissions. Abbr IPC, IPPC
intensificationintensification /in|�tensifi |�keiʃ(ə)n/
noun the use of intensive farming methods
� Intensification of farming has contrib-
uted to soil erosion. Compare extensifica-
tion
intensifyintensify verb to use intensive farming
methods
intensityintensity /in|�tensiti/ noun the degree to
which land is used
intensiveintensive adjective achieving maximum
production from land or animals
intensive agricultureintensive agriculture noun a method
of farming in which as much use is made of
the land as possible by growing crops close
together, growing several crops in a year or
using large amounts of fertiliser. Opposite
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extensive agriculture. Also called
productive agriculture
intensive animal breedingintensive animal breeding noun a
system of raising animals in which live-
stock are kept indoors and fed on concen-
trated foodstuffs, with frequent use of
drugs to control the diseases which tend to
occur under these conditions
intensive beef productionintensive beef production noun the
production of a young lean beef animal in
a period of less than a year
intensive cultivationintensive cultivation, intensive
farming noun same as intensive agricul-
ture
intensive livestock productionintensive livestock production
noun a specialised system of livestock
production where the livestock are housed
indoors. This system can be started up at
any time of the year. Disease hazards are
those related to diet and permanent
housing for the whole of the animal’s life.
intensivelyintensively /in |�tensivli/ adverb using
intensive farming methods
inter-inter- /intə/ prefix between
interbreedinterbreed /�intə |�bri�d/ verb 1. to mate
and have offspring 2. to cross animals or
plants with different characteristics to
produce offspring with distinctive features
(NOTE: Individuals from the same species
can interbreed, those from different
species cannot.)

COMMENT: Interbreeding of close rela-
tives can sometimes give a concentra-
tion of desirable traits. This was much
used by breed pioneers, but it can also
increase the frequency of inherited phys-
ical defects and breeding plans based on
interbreeding are now rare.

intercropintercrop /�intəkrɒp/ noun a crop which
is grown between the rows of other crops,
e.g. barley and mustard or pigeon pea and
black gram � verb to grow crops between
the rows of other crops
intercroppingintercropping /�intə|�krɒpiŋ/ noun the
growing of crops with different character-
istics and requirements on the same area of
land at the same time � intercropping
beans with maize

‘In other work it was shown intercropping
cabbages with white clover could
contribute to pest control, particularly in
circumstances where no insecticide was
applied, such as in organic farming…’
[Farmers Guardian]

intercultureinterculture /�intək�ltʃə/ noun the
practice of mixed cropping, where two or

more different crops are grown together on
the same area of land
intermuscularintermuscular /�intə|�m�skjυlə/ adjec-
tive referring to something which is
between muscles. Compare intramus-
cular
internal layinginternal laying noun a condition in hens
caused by a fault in the oviduct, which
results in the yolks not being passed along
the oviduct for covering with membranes
and shell
internationalinternational adjective referring to more
than one country
International Cocoa AgreementInternational Cocoa Agreement
noun an agreement between countries to
stabilise the price of cocoa. Abbr ICCA
International Cocoa OrganizationInternational Cocoa Organization
noun an international organisation set up to
stabilise the international market in cocoa
by holding buffer stocks to offset seasonal
differences in production quantities. Abbr
ICCO
International Coffee AgreementInternational Coffee Agreement
noun an agreement between countries to
stabilise the price of coffee. Abbr ICA
International Coffee OrganizationInternational Coffee Organization
noun an international organisation set up to
stabilise the international market in coffee
by holding buffer stocks to offset seasonal
differences in production quantities. Abbr
ICO
International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid TropicsInternational Crops Research
Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics
noun an organisation established in 1972 at
Hyderabad, India. Abbr ICRISAT
International Institute of Tropical AgricultureInternational Institute of Tropical
Agriculture noun an organisation estab-
lished at Ibadan, Nigeria in 1965. Abbr
IITA
International Laboratory for Research on Animal DiseasesInternational Laboratory for
Research on Animal Diseases noun
an organisation established at Nairobi,
Kenya in 1974. Abbr ILRAD
International Livestock Centre for AfricaInternational Livestock Centre for
Africa noun an organisation established
in 1974 at Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. Abbr
ILCA
International Programme on Chemical SafetyInternational Programme on
Chemical Safety noun a collaboration
between the World Health Organization
and the United Nations Environment
Programme, to investigate issues relating
to chemical safety. Abbr IPCS
internationalInternational Rice Research Insti-
tute noun an organisation established at
Los Banos, Philippines in 1959. Abbr IRRI
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internationalInternational Sugar Organization
noun an international organisation formed
of sugar-exporting countries. Abbr ISO
International Whaling CommissionInternational Whaling Commis-
sion noun an international body set up
under an agreement signed in 1946 to
control the commercial killing of whales.
Abbr IWC
International Wheat CouncilInternational Wheat Council noun a
group of wheat-exporting countries. Abbr
IWC
International Wool SecretariatInternational Wool Secretariat noun
a group which represents countries which
export wool. Abbr IWS
internodeinternode /�intənəυd/ noun the part of a
plant stem between two adjacent nodes
Interorganisation Programme for the Sound Management of ChemicalsInterorganisation Programme for
the Sound Management of Chemi-
cals noun a plan administered by seven
participating international organisations,
including WHO, to promote the safe use of
chemicals. Abbr IOMC
interrelay croppinginterrelay cropping /�intə |�ri�lei
�krɒpiŋ/ noun a cropping system in which
the crops are grown in quick succession, so
that the succeeding crop is sown in the
standing one, some time before it is
harvested
intersowintersow /�intəsəυ/ verb to sow seed
between rows of existing plants

COMMENT: Studies conducted at the Pun-
jab Agricultural University suggest the
possibility of intersowing wheat in the
furrows between the consecutive potato
ridges at the time of earthing up. Sum-
mer mungbean (green gram) can then
be intersown in the standing wheat crop
a few days before harvest, using the
space released by the potatoes.

interspecificinterspecific /�intəspə|�sifik/ adjective
involving two or more species
interveinalinterveinal /�intə|�veinəl/ adjective
between the veins
interveinal yellowinginterveinal yellowing noun a condi-
tion of plants caused by magnesium defi-
ciency, where the surface of the leaves
turns yellow and the veins stay green
interventionintervention noun 1. the act of making a
change in a system 2. � to sell into inter-
vention to sell to a government agency at
an intervention price because the market
price is too low
Intervention BoardIntervention Board noun a body set up
in 1972 to implement the regulations of the
Common Agricultural Policy in the UK. It
has now been replaced by the Rural
Payments Agency

intervention buyingintervention buying noun a feature of
the Common Agricultural Policy, whereby
governments or their agents offer to buy
surplus agricultural produce at a predeter-
mined price. It is subject to a minimum
quality standard. Also called support
buying
intervention priceintervention price noun same as
support price

COMMENT: The intervention price is the
price at which the national intervention
agencies are obliged to buy up agricul-
tural commodities offered to them. There
are intervention prices on products such
as wheat, barley, beef and pigmeat. The
application of the system of intervention
prices has led to the accumulation of
vast stocks of commodities, some of
which are sold on the world markets at
very low prices.

intestinalintestinal /in |�testin(ə)l/ adjective refer-
ring to the intestine
intestinal diseasesintestinal diseases plural noun
diseases and conditions which affect the
intestines of animals, e.g. anthrax, dysen-
tery, parasites, enteritis or swine fever
intestineintestine noun the digestive canal
between the stomach and the anus or
cloaca in which food is digested and
absorbed (NOTE: In mammals, the small
intestine digests and absorbs food from the
stomach, and the large intestine then
absorbs most of the remaining water.)
intramuscularintramuscular /�intrə|�m
skjυlə/
adjective referring to something which is
inside the muscle, as intramuscular fat in
meat. Compare intermuscular
intraspecificintraspecific /�intrəspe|�sifik/ adjective
occurring within a species � an intraspe-
cific cross between two cultivars
intrinsic factorintrinsic factor noun a protein
produced in the gastric glands which reacts
with vitamin B12 controls the absorption
of extrinsic factor, and which, if lacking,
causes pernicious anaemia
introduceintroduce verb 1. to bring something
into being or start to use something new �
The lab introduced a new rapid method of
testing. 2. to bring something to a new
place � Several of the species of plant now
common in Britain were introduced by the
Romans. � Starlings were introduced to the
USA in 1891.
introductionintroduction noun 1. the process of
bringing something into being or using
something new � the introduction of a new
rapid testing method � The death rate from
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malaria was very high before the introduc-
tion of new anti-malarial techniques. 2. a
plant or animal that has been brought to a
new place � It is not an indigenous species
but a 19th-century introduction.
in uteroin utero /�in �ju�tərəυ/ adverb in the
womb
invasioninvasion noun the arrival of large
numbers of unwanted organisms into an
area � an invasion of weeds
invertebrateinvertebrate /in|�v��tibrət/ noun an
animal that has no backbone. Compare
vertebrate � adjective referring to animals
that have no backbone � marine inverte-
brate animals
invertebrate pestsinvertebrate pests plural noun pests
such as grain mites and storage insects
such as saw-toothed beetles and the grain
weevil, which cause considerable damage
to crops in tropical or warm temperate
areas
inwinteringinwintering noun the practice of housing
cattle and sheep during the winter months
rather than keeping them outdoors
iodineiodine noun a chemical element. It is
essential to the body, especially to the
functioning of the thyroid gland, and is
found in seaweed.
iodophoriodophor /ai |�ɒdəfɔ�/ noun a disinfectant
used to disinfect teats of cows to prevent
mastitis
IOMCIOMC abbreviation Interorganisation
Programme for the Sound Management of
Chemicals
ionion /�aiən/ noun an atom or a group of
atoms that has obtained an electric charge
by gaining or losing one or more electrons
(NOTE: Ions with a positive charge are
called cations and those with a negative
charge are anions.)
IPCIPC � IPPC
IPCSIPCS abbreviation International
Programme on Chemical Safety
IPMIPM abbreviation integrated pest manage-
ment
IPPCIPPC abbreviation integrated pollution
prevention and control
IPUIPU abbreviation isoproturon
Irish MoiledIrish Moiled /�airiʃ �mɔild/ noun a rare
breed of medium-sized dual-purpose
cattle. The animals have a distinctive white
back strip.
ironiron noun a metallic element that is essen-
tial to biological life and is an essential part
of human diet. Iron is found in liver, eggs,
etc.

COMMENT: Iron is an essential part of the
red pigment in red blood cells. Lack of
iron in haemoglobin results in iron-defi-
ciency anaemia. Its role in the physiol-
ogy of plants appears to be associated
with specific enzymatic reactions and the
production of chlorophyll.

irongrassirongrass /�aiən�rɑ�s/ noun same as
knotgrass
ironweedironweed /�aiənwi�d/ noun same as
knotgrass
irradiateirradiate /i |�reidieit/ verb 1. to subject
something to radiation 2. to treat food with
radiation to prevent it going bad
irradiationirradiation /i |�reidi |�eiʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. the
spread of something from a centre 2. the
use of rays to kill bacteria in food

COMMENT: Food is irradiated with gamma
rays from isotopes which kill bacteria. It
is not certain, however, that irradiated
food is safe for humans to eat, as the
effects of irradiation on food are not
known. In some countries irradiation is
only permitted as a treatment of certain
foods.

IRRIIRRI abbreviation International Rice
Research Institute
irrigateirrigate verb to supply water to land to
allow plants to grow, by channels, pipes,
sprays or other means
irrigationirrigation /�iri |��eiʃ(ə)n/ noun the artifi-
cial supplying and application of water to
land with growing crops

COMMENT: Irrigation can be carried out
using powered rotary sprinklers, rain
guns, spray lines or by channelling water
along underground pipes or small irriga-
tion canals from reservoirs or rivers. Irri-
gation water can be more effectively
used than the equivalent amount of rain-
fall, because a regular supply is ensured.
Basin or flood irrigation is a primitive
form of irrigation, where flood waters
from rivers are led to prepared basins.
Perennial irrigation allows the land to be
irrigated at any time. This may be by
primitive means such as shadufs, or by
distributing water from barrages by canal
and ditches. It is usual to measure irriga-
tion water in millimetres: 1mm on one
hectare equals 10m3 or ten tonnes. Irri-
gation is not necessarily always advan-
tageous to the land, as it can cause
salinisation of the soil. This happens
when the soil becomes waterlogged so
that salts in the soil rise to the surface. At
the surface, the irrigated water rapidly
evaporates, leaving the salts behind in
the form of a saline crust. Irrigation also
has the further disadvantage of increas-
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ing the spread of disease. Water insects
easily spread through irrigation canals
and reservoirs. In the United Kingdom
the greatest need for irrigation is in the
east, where the lower rainfall and higher
potential evaporation and transpiration
means that irrigation is beneficial nine
years out of ten. In the UK, potatoes,
sugar beet, horticultural crops and
grassland are the main irrigated crops.

irrigatorirrigator /�iri�eitə/ noun a device for
irrigating, e.g. the Baars irrigator
isinglassisinglass /�aiziŋ�lɑ�s/ noun a pure
soluble gelatin, used to make alcoholic
drinks clear; formerly used to preserve
eggs
iso-iso- prefix equal
isobarisobar /�aisəυbɑ�/ noun a line on a map
linking points which are of equal baro-
metric pressure at a given time
isoglucoseisoglucose /�aisə|��lu�kəυz/ noun same
as high fructose corn syrup
isohyetisohyet /aisəυ|�haiət/ noun a line on a
map linking points of equal rainfall
isolateisolate verb to separate and keep objects
or organisms apart from others � isolated
the sick animals in a separate enclosure
isolationisolation noun the process of keeping
infected animals away from others
isoleucineisoleucine /�aisəυ |�lu�si�n/ noun an
essential amino acid
isoproturonisoproturon /�aisəυ |�prɒtjυrɒn/ noun a
herbicide used on cereals that is found as a
contaminant of surface water (NOTE: It is
commonly used in the UK but it is under
review for withdrawal from use in the Euro-
pean Union.)

isothermisotherm /�aisəυθ��m/ noun a line on a
map linking points of equal temperature
Italian ryegrassItalian ryegrass /i|�t�liən �rai�rɑ�s/
noun a short lived ryegrass (Lolium multi-
florum) which is sown in spring and is very
quick to establish. It produces good growth
in its seeding year and early graze the
following year, and is commonly used for
short duration leys.
itchitch noun a form of mange
itch miteitch mite noun an arachnid (Sarcoptes
scabiei) which burrows into the animal’s
skin, causing itching
ITEITE abbreviation Institute of Terrestrial
Ecology
IUCN – The World Conservation UnionIUCN – The World Conservation
Union noun a union of 140 countries that
generates scientific knowledge, advice and
standards on environmental subjects and
monitors the status of species, publishing
findings in its Red Lists (NOTE: ‘IUCN’
stands for the organisation’s original name,
‘International Union for the Conservation of
Nature and Natural Resources’, although
World Conservation Union has largely
replaced this title since 1990.)
ivyivy noun a climbing evergreen plant
(Hedera helix)
ivy-leaved speedwellivy-leaved speedwell noun a wide-
spread weed (Veronica hederifolia) which
affects most autumn sown crops. Also
called bird’s-eye, eye-bright
IWCIWC abbreviation 1. International Wheat
Council 2. International Whaling Commis-
sion
IWSIWS abbreviation International Wool
Secretariat (NOTE: Now called ‘The Wool-
mark Company’.)
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JJ abbreviation joule
Jack beanJack bean noun a tropical legume
(Canavalia ensiformis) grown as a fodder
crop
JacobJacob /�d�eikəb/ noun a rare breed of
sheep with multi-coloured fleece. It is
medium-sized and multi-horned, with a
white coat and brown or black patches.
JerseyJersey /�d���zi/ noun an important breed
of dairy cattle, originally from the island of
Jersey. Jersey cows are smaller than most
other breeds and produce high yields of
high butterfat content milk. The cattle are
variously coloured from light fawn to red
and almost black.
Jerusalem artichokeJerusalem artichoke /d�ə|�ru�sələm
�ɑ�titʃəυk/ noun � artichoke
jettingjetting /�d�etiŋ/ noun 1. a method of
applying insecticide under pressure, used
on sheep 2. a method of cleaning out
blocked field drains using high pressure
water jets
jetting gunjetting gun noun a gun used to apply
insecticide
JNCCJNCC abbreviation Joint Nature Conser-
vation Committee
Johne’s diseaseJohne’s disease /�jəυnəz di |�zi�z/
noun a serious infectious inflammation of
the intestines, particularly in cattle.
Affected animals rapidly become
extremely thin.
jointjoint noun 1. a place at which two bones
are connected 2. a piece of meat ready for
cooking, usually containing a bone �
adjective 1. shared by two or more people
� a joint effort � a joint venture 2. referring
to a joint in the body � joint pains
joint-illjoint-ill noun a disease of young live-
stock, especially newborn calves, kids, and
lambs. It causes abscesses at the navel and
swellings in some joints. Also known as
navel-ill

Joint Nature Conservation CommitteeJoint Nature Conservation
Committee noun a UK government
advisory body on conservation. Abbr
JNCC
Joint Regulatory AuthorityJoint Regulatory Authority noun the
body which processes applications to grow
and sell genetically modified crops. Abbr
JRA
jojobajojoba /hə|�həυbə/ noun a perennial plant,
grown in the USA, whose seeds yield an oil
which is liquid wax
joulejoule /d�u�l/ noun an SI unit of measure-
ment of energy. Symbol J

COMMENT: One joule is the amount of
energy used to move one kilogram the
distance of one metre, using the force of
one newton 4.184 joules equal one calo-
rie.

JRAJRA abbreviation Joint Regulatory
Authority
juicejuice noun 1. liquid inside a fruit or vege-
table 2. liquid inside cooked meat
juice extractorjuice extractor noun a device for
extracting juice from a fruit or vegetable
June agricultural censusJune agricultural census noun an
annual survey of agricultural activity in
Great Britain carried out by Defra (NOTE:
Until 2000, the census covered all hold-
ings, regardless of their size. From 2000
onwards, the information on crop areas,
numbers of livestock, production and
yields, number and size of holdings,
numbers of workers, farm machinery,
prices and incomes has been derived from
a sample set of holdings.)
June dropJune drop noun a natural fall of small
fruit in early summer, which allows the
remaining fruit to grow larger
juniperjuniper /�d�u�nipə/ noun a small conif-
erous tree or shrub of the northern hemi-
sphere, with cones that resemble berries.
Genus: Juniperus. (NOTE: Juniperus
communis is native to the British Isles.)
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jutejute /d�u�t/ noun a coarse fibre from a
plant (Corchorus sp), used to make sacks,
coarse cloth and cheap twine (NOTE: The
main producers of jute are Bangladesh
(which produces over 50% of the total
world production), India and Brazil.)

juvenilejuvenile noun a young animal or plant �
adjective referring to an animal, plant,
organ or type of behaviour that is not yet
adult � The juvenile foliage of eucalyptus is
different from its adult foliage.
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kk symbol kilo-
KK symbol potassium
kainitekainite /�keinait/ noun potash fertiliser,
made of a mixture of potassium and
sodium salts, with sometimes magnesium
salts added, used mainly on sugar beet and
similar crops
kalekale /keil/ noun a type of brassica, some-
times used as a green vegetable for human
consumption, but mainly grown as animal
forage. Also called bore cole

COMMENT: Kale can be fed to animals in
the field, or made into silage for use dur-
ing winter. The main types of kale are the
marrowstem, which produces heavy
crops but is not winter hardy, the thou-
sand-headed, which is hardier, and the
dwarf thousand-head, which produces a
large number of new shoots late in the
winter. Other hybrid varieties are also
available. Kale is the commonest of
green crops other than grass. The high-
est feeding value is in the leaf rather than
the stem.

karstkarst /kɑ�st/ noun ground typical of lime-
stone country, with an uneven surface and
holes and cracks due to weathering
kedked /ked/ noun the sheep tick; a blood-
sucking fly (Melophagus ovinus) which is
a parasite of sheep and causes extreme irri-
tation
keepkeep noun grass or fodder crops for the
grazing of livestock � verb to remain in
good condition after harvest � Conference
pears will keep until spring.
keeperkeeper noun 1. a person who looks after
deer, pheasants or other animals and birds
which are reared to be hunted 2. a fruit
which keeps well
keiseritekeiserite /�keizərait/ noun magnesium
sulphate powder, used as a fertiliser where
magnesium deficiency is evident, espe-
cially in light sandy soil

kempkemp /kemp/ noun a very coarse fibre in
fleece, covered with a thick sheath and
shed each year
kemp-free mohairkemp-free mohair noun mohair which
does not have any kemp
kenafkenaf /kə |�n�f/ noun a fibre-producing
plant similar to jute
kennelkennel noun 1. a small hut for a dog 2. �
kennels a commercial establishment
where dogs are reared or kept for their
owners
KentKent /kent/ noun � Romney
Kentish cobKentish cob /�kentiʃ �kɒb/ noun a
commercially grown variety of hazel nut
kernelkernel noun 1. the soft edible part of a nut
2. the seed and husk of a cereal grain
KerryKerry /�keri/ noun a rare breed of dairy
cattle which is native to Ireland. The
animals are small and black, sometimes
with white patches on the udder, and have
upturned horns.
Kerry HillKerry Hill noun a breed of small hill
sheep originating in the Kerry hills of
Powys in Wales. It has a soft white fleece
and speckled face and legs. The ewes are
crossed with Down rams for lamb produc-
tion.
ketosisketosis /ki� |�təυsis/ noun a wasting
disease in livestock caused by low levels of
glucose in the blood. The symptoms are a
chronic lack of energy, depletion of fat
reserves and a sudden drop in milk produc-
tion.
kgkg symbol kilogram
kg/hakg/ha noun kilograms per hectare
kibbledkibbled /�kib�ə)ld/ adjective coarsely
ground, as in kibbled maize
kibbutzkibbutz /ki |�bυts/ noun a form of settle-
ment in Israel, based on the collective
farming principles (NOTE: The plural is
kibbutzim.)
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kidkid noun a young goat of either sex, up to
one year old
kidding penkidding pen noun a pen in which a doe
is kept when giving birth to kids
kidney beankidney bean noun a climbing French
bean, with red seeds, used as a vegetable
kid-snatchingkid-snatching noun the practice of
taking a new-born kid away from its
mother to prevent her from licking it and so
passing on caprine arthritis-encephalitis
kieseritekieserite /�ki�zərait/ noun another
spelling of keiserite
killing agekilling age noun the age of an animal or
bird when it is slaughtered
killing out percentagekilling out percentage noun the dead-
weight of an animal expressed as a
percentage of its live weight
kilokilo noun same as kilogram
kilo-kilo- prefix one thousand, 103. Symbol K
kilocaloriekilocalorie /�ki�ləυk�ləri/ noun a unit
of measurement of heat equal to 1000 calo-
ries (NOTE: In scientific use, the SI unit
joule is now more usual. 1 calorie = 4.186
joules.)
kilogramkilogram noun the base unit of mass in
the SI system, equal to 1000 grams or
2.2046 pounds. Symbol kg. Also called
kilo
kilojoulekilojoule /�kiləυd�u�l/ noun an SI unit of
measurement of energy or heat equal to
1000 joules. Symbol kJ
kilometrekilometre noun a measure of length
equal to 1000 metres or 0.621 miles.
Symbol km (NOTE: The US spelling is
kilometer.)
kindlingkindling noun the birth of a litter, espe-
cially rabbits
kipkip /kip/ noun a hide of a young animal,
used for leather

kitchen gardenkitchen garden noun a garden with
herbs and small vegetables, ready for use
in the kitchen
kJkJ abbreviation kilojoule
kmkm abbreviation kilometre
knackerknacker /�n�kə/ noun a person who
slaughters casualty animals, particularly
horses
knapweedknapweed /�n�pwi�d/ noun a perennial
weed (Centaurea nigra)
knee capknee cap noun a felt protector for the
knees of horses, used especially when
transporting them as a protection against
damage caused when slipping. Also used
on young horses when jumping.
knifeknife noun an attachment on the cutter bar
of a mower or combine harvester (NOTE:
There are two types of knife, one with
smooth sections which need frequent
sharpening, and the other with serrated
sections which need no sharpening.)
knotgrassknotgrass /�nɒt�rɑ�s/ noun a common
weed (Polygonum aviculare) which affects
spring cereals, sugar beet and vegetable
crops. Its spreading habit prevents other
slower-growing plants from growing. Also
called ironweed, irongrass, pigweed,
wireweed
knotterknotter /�nɒtə/ noun the mechanism on a
baler which ties the bales. It has three basic
parts: billhook, retainer disc and the knife.
kohlrabikohlrabi /kəυl |�rɑ�bi/ noun a variety of
cabbage with a swollen stem, used as a
fodder crop, and also sometimes eaten as a
vegetable. The leaves may be green or
purple. Also called turnip-rooted
cabbage
KyloesKyloes /�kailəυz/ noun a breed of small
long-horned shaggy Highland cattle
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labellabel noun a piece of paper attached to
produce, showing the price and other
details � verb to identify something by
using a label � Parts are labelled with the
manufacturer’s name.

COMMENT: Government regulations
cover the labelling of food; it should
show not only the price and weight, but
also where it comes from, the quality
grade, and a sell-by date.

labourerlabourer noun a person who does heavy
work
LacauneLacaune /l� |�kəυn/ noun a breed of
sheep found mainly in Aveyron, France
and used mainly for milk production
lactatelactate /l�k |�teit/ verb to produce milk as
food for young
lactationlactation /l�k|�teiʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. the
production of milk as food for young 2. the
period during which young are nourished
with milk from the mother’s mammary
glands. � suckling

COMMENT: Lactation is stimulated by the
production of the hormone prolactin by
the pituitary gland. In cows, goats and
sheep kept for milk production, the lacta-
tion period is made longer by regular
milking. For a dairy cow, the period is ten
months, followed by a two-month rest
before calving again.

lactic acidlactic acid noun a sugar which forms in
cells and tissue, and is also present in sour
milk, cheese and yoghurt
lactoselactose noun a sugar found in milk
ladder farmladder farm noun a farm with a series of
small long narrow fields
ladybirdladybird noun a beetle of the Coccinell-
idae family, which is useful to the farmer
because it feeds on aphids which would
damage plants if they were not destroyed
(NOTE: The US term is ladybug.)
lagoonlagoon noun a pool of water or other
liquid � Slurry can be stored in lagoons.

LAILAI abbreviation leaf area index
laid croplaid crop noun a crop which has been
flattened by rain and wind
laid hedgelaid hedge noun a hedge that has been
made by bending over each stem and
weaving it between stakes driven into the
ground
laid woollaid wool noun wool discoloured by the
use of salves containing tar
lairagelairage /�leərid�/ noun a shed or outdoor
enclosure for the temporary housing of
animals, as on the way to market, or when
they are being transported for export

‘A consequence of the introduction of the
livestock movement ban will be that
auction markets cease to operate.
However, it is possible that some livestock
will either be in a lairage or on their way to
market. In such an eventuality these
animals will either be sent back to their
original holding or direct to slaughter.’
[Farmers Guardian]

lakelake noun a large quantity of liquid
produce stored because of overproduction
(informal) � a wine lake � a milk lake �

mountain
lamblamb noun 1. a young sheep under six
months of age 2. meat from a lamb (NOTE:
Meat from an older sheep is called
‘mutton’, though this is not common.) �
verb to give birth to lambs � Most ewes
lamb without difficulty, but some may need
help.
lamb dysenterylamb dysentery noun a bacterial
disease which enters the lamb from the
pasture. The bacteria infects the land for a
very long time. The disease can be avoided
by vaccinating the lambs as soon as
possible after birth or by vaccinating the
ewes before lambing.
lambinglambing noun the action of giving birth
to lambs
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lambing penlambing pen noun a pen in which a ewe
is kept when giving birth to lambs
lambing percentagelambing percentage noun the number
of live lambs born per hundred ewes
lambing seasonlambing season noun the period of the
year when a flock of ewes produces lambs,
usually between December and January.
The object is to produce lambs for the
market when the price is highest, usually
between February and May.
lambing sicknesslambing sickness noun a bacterial
disease of sheep picked up from the soil,
which can cause rapid death
lambing tunnellambing tunnel noun a covered enclo-
sure for ewes and lambs
lamb’s footlamb’s foot noun same as parsley piert
laminalamina /�l�minə/ noun 1. (in mammals
with hooves) one of several layers of sensi-
tive tissue just inside the hard exterior of
the hoof 2. the blade of a leaf
laminitislaminitis /�l�mi|�naitis/ noun the
inflammation of the lamina in a hoof,
causing swelling, and often leading to
deformed hooves. It is possibly caused by
too much grain feed.
LaMISLaMIS abbreviation Land Management
Information Service
landland noun 1. the solid part of the Earth’s
surface � back to the land encouragement
given to people who once lived in the
country and moved to urban areas to return
to the countryside 2. a section of a field,
divided from other sections by a shallow
furrow, a term used in systematic
ploughing
land agentland agent noun a person employed to
run a farm or an estate on behalf of the
owner
land capabilityland capability noun an estimate of the
potential of land for agriculture, made on
purely physical environmental factors such
as climate and soil. Compare land suita-
bility

COMMENT: In 2004 the total area of agri-
cultural land in the UK was 18,436,000
hectares occupying more than 70% of
the total land area. On average only
16.1% of this is Grade 1 or 2.

land classificationland classification noun the classifica-
tion of land into categories, according to its
value for a broad land use type

COMMENT: In England and Wales, the
Defra classification map has five main
grades, between Grade 1 (completely
suitable for agriculture) and Grade 5
(land with severe limitations, because of
its soil, relief or climate).

land clearanceland clearance noun the removal of
trees or undergrowth in preparation for
ploughing or building
land consolidationland consolidation /�l�nd kən |

�sɒlideiʃ(ə)n/ noun joining small plots of
land together to form larger farms or large
fields
land drainageland drainage noun the process of
removing surplus water from land

COMMENT: If surplus water is prevented
from moving through the soil and sub-
soil, it soon fills all the pore spaces in the
soil and this will kill or stunt the growing
crops. Well-drained land is better aer-
ated, and crops are less likely to be dam-
aged by root-destroying fungi. Aerated
soil also warms up more quickly in
spring. Plants form deeper and more
extensive roots systems, grassland is
firmer, and disease risk from parasites is
reduced. The main methods of draining
land are underground pipe drains, mole
drains and ditches.

land erosion control

land erosion control noun a method
of preventing the soil from being worn
away by irrigation, planting or mulching
landfilllandfill noun 1. the disposal of waste by
putting it into holes in the ground and
covering it with earth 2. same as landfill
site
landfillinglandfilling /�l�ndfiliŋ/ noun the practice
of disposing of waste by putting it into
holes in the ground and covering it with
earth
landfill site

landfill site noun an area of land where
waste is put into holes in the ground and
covered with earth � The council has
decided to use the old gravel pits as a land-
fill site. � Landfill sites can leak pollutants
into the ground water. � Landfill sites, if
properly constructed, can be used to
provide gas for fuel. Also called landfill
landfill tax

landfill tax noun a tax on every metric
ton of waste put in a landfill site instead of
being recycled that is paid by companies
and local councils
land improvement

land improvement noun the process of
making the soil more fertile
landlordlandlord noun the owner of land or
building who lets it to a tenant for an
agreed rent
land managementland management noun the use and
maintenance of land according to a set of
principles for a particular purpose such as
the cultivation of crops or recreational
activities
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‘The skylark and lapwing have all
declined in the UK because of loss of
habitat and changes in land management.
Stone-curlew numbers plummeted after
the Second World War but this year hit a
national recovery target five years early.’
[Farmers Guardian]

land managerland manager noun someone who is
responsible for the condition of land, e.g. a
farmer or landowner
landownerlandowner noun a person who owns
land freehold, and may let it to a tenant, or
may farm it himself
landracelandrace /�l�ndreis/ noun a local
variety of plant or animal developed over
many thousands of years by farmers
selecting for favourable characteristics
within a species
land reformland reform noun a government policy
of splitting up agricultural land and
dividing it up between those people who do
not own any land
landscapelandscape noun the scenery, general
shape, structure and features of the surface
of an area of land
landscape gardenerlandscape gardener noun a gardener
who creates a new appearance for a garden
landscape managerlandscape manager noun somebody
such as a farmer or landowner who is
responsible for the way land is used and
looked after

COMMENT: Many farmers find themselves
as landscape managers, required to
maintain the countryside in an aestheti-
cally and environmentally pleasing con-
dition for the predominantly urban
population to enjoy.

landsidelandside /�l�ndsaid/ noun the part of the
plough which takes the sideways thrust as
the furrow is turned
land suitabilityland suitability noun the suitability of
land for a certain agricultural purpose

COMMENT: Land suitability is similar to
land capability, but defines its usefulness
for a particular purpose. Suitability tends
to emphasise the positive value of land,
while capability emphasises its limita-
tions.

land tenureland tenure noun the way in which land
is owned and possessed. This may be by an
individual owning the freehold, by a
tenancy agreement between freeholder and
tenant, or by a form of community owner-
ship.
land useland use noun the way in which land is
used for different purposes such as farming
or recreation � a survey of current land use

COMMENT: In the UK, the main uses of
land are classified as: crops and fallow,
temporary grass, permanent grass,
rough grazing, other land, urban land,
forestry and woodland, and miscellane-
ous.

land use classificationland use classification noun the clas-
sification of land according to the way it is
used
lanolinlanolin /�l�nəlin/ noun a fat extracted
from sheep’s wool used in making soaps,
skin creams and shampoos
LantraLantra /�l�ntrə/ noun an organisation
which works with employers in the agri-
culture and land industries to ensure that
workers in those industries have the neces-
sary skills and training
LAQMLAQM abbreviation local air quality
management
larchlarch /lɑ�tʃ/ noun a deciduous European
softwood tree that has cones. It is fast-
growing and used as a timber crop. Genus:
Larix.
Large BlackLarge Black noun a dual-purpose hardy
breed of pig that is black with long lop ears
Large WhiteLarge White noun an important
commercial breed of pig that is white with
pricked up ears
larvalarva noun the form of an insect or other
animal in the stage of development after
the egg has hatched but before the animal
becomes adult (NOTE: The plural is larvae.)
larvallarval /�lɑ�v(ə)l/ adjective referring to
larvae � the larval stage
lassolasso /lə|�su�/ noun a rope with a noose at
the end, used to catch cattle � verb to catch
cattle, using a lasso
laterallateral noun a shoot which branches off
from the leader or main branch of a tree or
shrub
latexlatex noun 1. a white fluid from a plant
such as poppy, dandelion or rubber tree 2.
a thick white fluid from a rubber tree,
which is treated and processed to make
rubber
lauricslaurics /�laυriks/, lauric oils plural noun
oils from palm seed and coconut
lavenderlavender noun a shrub (Lavandula offic-
inalis) with small lilac-coloured flowers
and narrow leaves, cultivated for perfume
laverlaver /�lɑ�və/ noun Welsh name for a
variety of seaweed which is edible
laxativelaxative adjective, noun substance which
encourage movements of the bowel �
Succulent food such as root crops have a
laxative effect.
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Laxton’s SuperbLaxton’s Superb /�l�kstənz sυ |�p��b/
noun a variety of dessert apple formerly
grown commercially in the UK
laylay noun � hen in lay bird which is laying
eggs � verb to produce an egg
layerlayer noun 1. a flat area of a substance
under or over another area (NOTE: In
geological formations, layers of rock are
called strata; layers of soil are called hori-
zons.) 2. a stem of a plant which has made
roots where it touches the soil 3. a bird that
is in lay � verb to propagate a plant by
bending a stem down until it touches the
soil and letting it form roots there
layeringlayering noun 1. a method of propagation
where the stem of a plant is bent until it
touches the soil, and is fixed down on the
soil surface until roots form 2. a process by
which the half-cut stems of hedge plants
are bent over and wove around stakes set in
the ground, to form a new hedge
layers’ ailmentslayers’ ailments plural noun disorders
of fowls in lay, especially birds that are in
heavy production. These disorders include
egg binding, internal laying and layer’s
cramp.
layer’s cramplayer’s cramp noun a condition found in
pullets after the first few weeks of their
laying life. The bird appears weak, but the
trouble usually disappears after a few days.
layinglaying noun the action of producing eggs
laying cagelaying cage noun a specially built cage
for laying hens. The cages are arranged in
tiers and each cage should allow the birds
to stand comfortably, allow the eggs roll
forward and permit access to food and
water, easy cleaning and easy handling of
the birds.
laying henlaying hen noun a female domestic fowl
which is kept primarily for egg production
laying periodlaying period noun the period during
which a hen will continue to lay eggs. This
begins at 18 weeks of age and normally
lasts for 50 weeks.
lazy-bedlazy-bed noun a small arable plot used
for growing potatoes, cereals and other
crops, found in the West Highlands of
Scotland. If the soil is thin, seed potatoes
are placed on the surface of the soil and
covered with turf.
lealea /li�/ noun open ground left fallow or
under grass
leachleach /li�tʃ/ verb to be washed out of the
soil by water � Excess chemical fertilisers
on the surface of the soil leach into rivers
and cause pollution. � Nitrates have

leached into ground water and contami-
nated the water supply.
leachateleachate /�li�tʃeit/ noun 1. a substance
which is washed out of the soil 2. a liquid
which forms at the bottom of a landfill site
leachingleaching noun the process by which a
substance is washed out of the soil by
water passing through it
leaderleader noun an animal which goes first,
which leads the flock or herd
leader-follower systemleader-follower system noun a
system of grazing where priority is given to
a group of animals (the leaders) and the
crop is later grazed by a second group of
animals (the followers). So first-year
heifers might be followed by second-year
heifers.
leafleaf noun a structure growing from a plant
stem, with a stalk and a flat blade. It is
usually green and carries out photosyn-
thesis. (NOTE: A leaf stalk is called a
petiole, and a leaf blade is called a
lamina.)
LEAFLEAF noun an independent organisation
that promotes better understanding of
farming by the public and helps farmers
improve the environment by combining the
best traditional farming methods with
modern technology. Full form Linking
Environment and Farming
leaf area indexleaf area index noun the area of green
leaf per unit area of ground. Abbr LAI
leaf blotchleaf blotch noun a disease of cereals
(Rhynchosporium secalis) where dark grey
lesions with dark brown margins occur on
the leaves
leaf burnleaf burn noun same as leaf scorch
leaf cuttingleaf cutting noun a piece of a leaf, root
or stem cut from a living plant and put in
soil where it will sprout
leaf jointleaf joint noun a point on the stem of a
plant where a new shoot may grow
leaf rollleaf roll noun a viral disease of potatoes,
transmitted by aphids. The leaves roll up
and become dry, and the crop yield is
affected.
leaf scorchleaf scorch noun damage done to leaves
by severe weather conditions or herbicides.
Also called leaf burn
leaf spotleaf spot noun a fungal disease of
brassicas, where the leaves develop brown
and black patches
leaf stripeleaf stripe noun a disease of barley and
oats (Pyrenophora graminea) where the
young leaves show pale stripes and seed-
lings often die
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lean meatlean meat noun meat with very little fat
� Animals are bred to produce lean meat.
leaselease noun a written contract for letting
or renting a piece of equipment for a period
against payment of a fee � verb 1. to let or
rent land or equipment for a period � The
company has a policy of only using leased
equipment. 2. to use land or equipment for
a time and pay a fee � All the farm’s trac-
tors are owned, but the combines are
leased.
leasebackleaseback /�li�sb�k/ noun arrangement
where property is sold and then taken back
by the former owner on a lease
leaseholdleasehold /�li�shəυld/ noun, adjective,
adverb possessing property on a lease, for
a fixed time � to purchase a property lease-
hold � The property is for sale leasehold.
leaseholderleaseholder /�li�shəυldə/ noun a person
who holds a property on a lease
leatherleather noun the skin of an animal,
tanned and prepared for use
leatherjacketleatherjacket /�leðəd��kit/ noun the
larva of the cranefly (Tipuda paludosa)
which hatches from eggs laid on the
ground and feeds on the young crop in
spring. When grass is ploughed for cereal
crops, the larvae feed on the seedling
wheat, damaging the plants at or just below
ground level.
leekleek noun a hardy winter vegetable
(Allium ameloprasum) with a mild onion
taste (NOTE: To produce high-quality leeks,
the lower parts of the stems need to be
blanched. The stems are used in soups
and stews.)
LeghornLeghorn /le�|�hɔ�n/ noun an excellent
laying breed of hen. It is a hardy bird,
coloured black, brown and white.
Leghorns produce good-sized white eggs.
legumelegume /�le�ju�m/ noun 1. a member of
the plant family that produces seeds in
pods, e.g. peas and beans. Family: Legumi-
nosae. 2. a dry seed from a single carpel,
which splits into two halves, e.g. a pea

COMMENT: There are many species of
legume, including trees, and some are
particularly valuable because they have
root nodules that contain nitrogen-fixing
bacteria. Such legumes have special
value in maintaining soil fertility and are
used in crop rotation. Peas, beans, clo-
ver and vetch are all legumes.

LeguminosaeLeguminosae /le|��u�min |�əυsi/ noun a
family of plants including peas and beans,
that produce seeds in pods

leguminousleguminous /li|��ju�minəs/ adjective
referring to a legume
Lehmann systemLehmann system /�leimən �sistəm/
noun a system of pig breeding developed
in Germany, where bulk food such as pota-
toes and fodder beet are fed after a basic
ration of meal
Leicester longwoolLeicester longwool /�lestə �lɒŋwυl/
noun a breed of large hornless white-faced
sheep, used a lot by Robert Bakewell, but
now rare. � Border Leicester, Blue-faced
Leicester
lemmalemma /�lemə/ noun the outer bract
which encloses the flowers of grass
lemonlemon noun a yellow edible fruit of an
evergreen citrus tree (Citrus limon).
Lemons have a very tart flavour and are
used in flavouring and in making drinks.
Leptospira hardjoLeptospira hardjo /�leptəυspairə
�hɑ�djəυ/ noun a bacterium which infects
cattle and humans, causing leptospirosis
and Weil’s disease. Abbr LH, lep hardjo
leptospirosisleptospirosis /�leptəυspai |�rəυsis/
noun a disease of cattle caused by bacteria,
which causes abortions and low milk
yields. It can be carried by sheep or in
running water.
LERAPLERAP abbreviation Local Environment
Risk Assessment for Pesticides
lesionlesion noun an open wound on the
surface of a plant or on the skin of an
animal, caused by disease or physical
damage
less favoured arealess favoured area noun a former
name for land in mountainous and hilly
areas, which is capable of improvement
and use as breeding and rearing land for
sheep and cattle. It is now called Disadvan-
taged or Severely Disadvantaged Areas.
The EU now recognises such areas and
gives financial help to farmers in them.
Abbr LFA
Less Favoured Areas Support SchemeLess Favoured Areas Support
Scheme noun formerly, a government
scheme providing financial support to
ensure that farming continued in moun-
tainous or hilly areas
let-downlet-down noun � let-down of milk the
release of milk from the mammary gland

COMMENT: The hormone oxytoxin acti-
vates the release of milk. The let-down
lasts between seven and ten minutes,
when the extraction of milk from the
udder is easiest.

lettucelettuce noun a salad vegetable (Lactuca
sativa) which comes in a variety of forms
and leaf textures. The commonest are cos
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lettuce, cabbage lettuce, crisphead and
loose-leaved lettuces. Cabbage lettuces
have roundish heads, while cos lettuces
have longer leaves and are more upright.
leucineleucine /�lu�si�n/ noun an essential
amino acid
leucocyteleucocyte noun a white blood cell
levellevel adjective having a flat, smooth hori-
zontal surface � noun 1. a relative amount,
intensity or concentration � an unsafe level
of contamination � reduced noise levels 2.
a flat low-lying area of usually marshy
land, often reclaimed by artificial drainage
in parts of Fen Country in Eastern England
round the Wash
levylevy noun money which is demanded and
collected by a government
leyley /lei/ noun 1. a field in which crops are
grown in rotation with periods when the
field is sown with grass for pasture (NOTE:
Leys are an essential part of organic
farming.) 2. land which has been sown to
grass for a time
ley farmingley farming noun farming system in
which fields are left to pasture in rotation

COMMENT: Strictly speaking, ley farming
is a system where a farm or group of
fields is cropped completely with leys
which are reseeded at regular intervals;
alternatively, any cropping system which
involves the use of leys is called ley
farming. Ley farming is an essential part
of organic farming. Pasture land is ferti-
lised by the animals which graze on it,
and then is ploughed for crop growing.
When the land has been exhausted by
the crops, it is put back to pasture to
recover.

LFALFA abbreviation less favoured area
LHLH abbreviation Leptospira hardjo
licelice plural of louse
licencelicence noun an official document which
allows someone to do something
lielie noun a place where an animal lies down
� Livestock benefit from a dry lie at
pasture.
lifestyle farmland buyerlifestyle farmland buyer noun some-
body who purchases farmland for leisure
or investment purposes rather than as a
working farmer
lifetimelifetime noun 1. the time during which an
organism is alive � Humans consume tons
of sugar in a lifetime. 2. the approximate
time it would take for the part of an atmos-
pheric pollutant concentration created by
humans to return to its natural level
assuming emissions cease � Average life-

times range from about a week for products
such as sulphate aerosols to more than a
century for CFCs and carbon dioxide.
Also called atmospheric lifetime
liftlift verb to harvest root crops such as pota-
toes by digging them out of the ground.
Potatoes can be lifted from the soil and,
using a spinner or an elevator digger, left in
rows for hand-picking.
lifterlifter /�liftə/ noun same as lifting unit
liftingsliftings /�liftiŋz/ plural noun crops which
have been lifted
lifting unitlifting unit noun a pair of wheels or a
triangular-shaped share, used on a
harvester to lift the roots and pass them to
the main elevator. Also called lifter

COMMENT: The roots are lifted by being
squeezed out of the ground in between
the two wheels. The distance between
the two wheels or shares can be
adjusted to suit the size of the crop. The
wheels should be set quite close
together at the bottom when harvesting
small roots. The wheels run at an angle
to each other so that their rims lie close
together when in the soil and farther
apart at the top.

light grainslight grains plural noun cereals such as
barley and oats. Compare heavy grains
light leaf spotlight leaf spot noun a disease Pyrenope-
ziza brassicae which affects oilseed rape,
causing light green or pale areas to appear
on the leaves
light soillight soil noun soil consisting mainly of
large particles which are loosely held
together because of the relatively large
pore space. Light soil is usually easier to
cultivate than heavy soil, but may dry out
too quickly.
Light SussexLight Sussex noun a dual-purpose
breed of poultry, one of the several varie-
ties of the Sussex breed. The birds are
white, with black stripes to the feathers of
the neck and black feathers on the wings
and tail.
lignifylignify /�li�nifai/ verb to become hard
and woody � Plants are less digestible as
they become lignified.
ligninlignin /�li�nin/ noun the material in plant
cell walls that makes plants woody and
gives them rigidity and strength
LimLim abbreviation Limousin (informal)
Lima beanLima bean /�li�mə bi�n/ noun same as
butter bean
limblimb noun the leg of an animal
limelime noun 1. calcium oxide made from
burnt limestone, used to spread on soil to
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reduce acidity and add calcium 2. a hard-
wood tree. Genus: Tilia. 3. a citrus fruit
tree, with green fruit similar to, but smaller
than, lemons. Latin name: Citrus auranti-
folia. � verb to treat acid soil by spreading
lime on it
limestonelimestone /�laimstəυn/ noun a common
sedimentary rock, formed of calcium
minerals and often containing fossilised
shells of sea animals. It is porous in its
natural state and may form large caves by
being weathered by water. It is used in agri-
culture and building. � carboniferous lime-
stone

COMMENT: Limestone is formed of cal-
cium minerals and often contains fossil-
ised shells of sea animals. It is an
important source of various types of
lime.

limingliming /�laimiŋ/ noun the spreading of
lime on soil to reduce acidity and add
calcium. Also called lime treatment
LimousinLimousin /�limu |�z�n/ noun a relatively
hardy French breed of beef cattle, devel-
oped on the uplands around Limoges in
central France. The cattle are red, with
large bodies. Limousin bulls are used on
dairy cattle producing a good crossbred
calf.
linch pinlinch pin /�lintʃ pin/ noun a pin used to
lock an implement onto the three-point
linkage at the rear of a tractor
Lincoln longwoolLincoln longwool /�liŋkən �lɒŋhɔ�n/
noun a rare breed of sheep now found
mainly in Lincolnshire, with white faces
and long shiny wool. The animals are very
large and slow to mature.
Lincoln redLincoln red noun a breed of cattle bred
from the shorthorn. The animals are deep
red in colour. The breed was originally
dual-purpose, but now is mainly used for
crossing with dairy cows to produce beef
calves.
lindanelindane /�lindein/ noun an organochlo-
rine pesticide. It is a persistent organic
pollutant and has been banned for all agri-
cultural uses in the European Union.
Formula: C6H6Cl6.
lineline verb to cover the inside of a container
to prevent the contents escaping � Landfill
sites may be lined with nylon to prevent
leaks of dangerous liquids.
line breedingline breeding noun the deliberate
crossing or mating of closely related indi-
viduals in order to retain characteristics of
a common ancestor

COMMENT: The purpose of line breeding
is to try to preserve in succeeding gener-
ations the mix of genes responsible for a
particularly excellent individual speci-
men.

linerliner noun the rubber inner tube of a teat
cup in a milking machine
lingling /liŋ/ noun a variety of heather
(Calluna vulgaris)
linklink noun a measurement, forming one
loop of a chain (one-hundredth of a
surveying chain, or 7.92 inches) � verb to
be related to or associated with something
� Health is linked to diet or Health and diet
are linked.
linkagelinkage /�liŋkid�/ noun the process of
two or more genes situated close together
on a chromosome being inherited together
Linking Environment and FarmingLinking Environment and Farming
noun full form of LEAF
Linnaean systemLinnaean system noun the scientific
system of naming organisms devised by
the Swedish scientist Carolus Linnaeus
(1707–78) (NOTE: Carl von Linné is another
form of his name.)

COMMENT: The Linnaean system (or
binomial classification) gives each
organism a name made up of two main
parts. The first is a generic name refer-
ring to the genus to which the organism
belongs, and the second is a specific
name which refers to the particular spe-
cies. Organisms are usually identified by
using both their generic and specific
names, e.g. Homo sapiens (man) and
Felix catus (domestic cat). The generic
name is written or printed with a capital
letter. Both names are usually given in
italics, or are underlined if written or
typed.

linoillinoil /�linɔil/ noun linseed oil
linseedlinseed /�linsi�d/ noun a variety of flax
(Linum usitatissimum) with a short straw.
It produces a good yield of seed used for
producing oil.
LinumLinum /�li�nəm/ noun the Latin name for
flax
linuronlinuron /�linju�rɒn/ noun a residual
herbicide which acts in the soil
Lion QualityLion Quality noun the symbol used on
eggs in the UK to show that they come
from a British Egg Industry Council-
approved supplier
lipaselipase /�lipeiz/ noun an enzyme that
breaks down fats
liquefied petroleum gasliquefied petroleum gas noun
propane or butane or a combination of both
produced by refining crude petroleum oil.
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Abbr LPG (NOTE: Liquefied petroleum gas
is used for domestic heating and cooking
and for powering vehicles.)
liquid

liquid adjective having a consistency like
that of water � Liquid oxygen is stored in
cylinders. � noun a substance with a
consistency like water � Water is a liquid,
ice is a solid.
liquid fertiliserliquid fertiliser noun a simple solution,
not kept under pressure, of the normal raw
materials of solid fertilisers, as opposed to
pressurised solutions such as aqueous
ammonia
liquid manureliquid manure noun a manure
consisting of dung and urine in a liquid
form (NOTE: Manure in semi-liquid form is
slurry.)
liquorliquor noun a concentrated liquid
substance. � rumen liquor, silage liquor
liquoriceliquorice noun the root of a plant
(Glycyrrhiza glabra) used in making
sweets and soft drinks. It also has medic-
inal properties.
listerialisteria /li|�stiəriə/ noun a bacterium
found in human and animal faeces, one
species of which can cause meningitis if
ingested in contaminated food. Genus:
Listeria.
List of Chemicals of ConcernList of Chemicals of Concern noun
a list of chemicals believed to be produced
or used in the UK in substantial amounts
and which meet specific criteria for
concern relating to risks to the environ-
ment and human health. The list is drawn
up by the UK Chemicals Stakeholder
Forum and is intended for discussion and
input.
litrelitre noun a measure of capacity equal to
1000cc or 1.76 pints. Symbol l, L
litterlitter noun 1. a group of young mammals
born to one mother at the same time � The
sow had a litter of ten piglets. 2. bedding
for livestock (NOTE: Straw is the best type
of litter, although bracken, peat moss,
sawdust and wood shavings can be used.)
� verb 1. to leave rubbish in a place 2. to
give birth � Bears litter in early spring.
Little Red TractorLittle Red Tractor noun the symbol
used on food packaging in the UK to show
that it comes from a British Farm
Standard-approved supplier
liverliver noun a large gland in the upper part
of the abdomen, the main organ for
removing harmful substances from the
blood

liver flukeliver fluke noun a parasitic trematode
which lives in the liver and bile ducts of
animals, e.g., Fasciola hepatica which
infests sheep and cattle, causing loss of
condition
liverylivery /�livəri/ noun a stable which keeps
a horse for the owner and usually feeds,
grooms, and exercises the horse
livestocklivestock noun cattle and other farm
animals which are reared to produce meat,
milk or other products � Livestock produc-
tion has increased by 5%.
livestock auctionlivestock auction noun an auction sale
where livestock are shown in a ring and
sold to the highest bidder
livestock recordslivestock records plural noun simple
records of all livestock, which each farm
has to make and which are then available
for the Defra returns which are compiled
each year
livestock registerlivestock register noun same as herd
register
livestock unitlivestock unit noun the part of a farm
where livestock are reared
liveweightliveweight /�laivweit/ noun the weight
of a live animal. Compare deadweight
liveweight marketingliveweight marketing noun the
marketing of live animals
llamallama /�lɑ�mə/ noun a pack animal in the
Andes of South America. It is a ruminant,
and belongs to the camel family.
LlanwenogLlanwenog /l�n |�wenɒ	/ noun a breed
of sheep found in many parts of West
Wales. The fleeces are considered to be the
finest produced in the UK. The wool has a
very soft handle.
LleynLleyn /lein/ noun a breed of sheep native
to the Lleyn peninsula in North Wales. The
animals are small, hornless and hardy,
good milkers, and very productive, often
producing triplets.
loaderloader /�ləυdə/ noun a machine used to
load crops, manure, etc., into trailers or
spreaders. The front-end tractor-mounted
loader is the most common.
loamloam /ləυm/ noun 1. dark soil, with
medium-sized grains of sand, which crum-
bles easily and is very fertile 2. a mixture
of clay, sand and humus, used as a potting
compost
loamyloamy /�ləυmi/ adjective referring to soil
that is dark, crumbly and fertile
local air quality managementlocal air quality management noun
the process of taking steps to improve the
air quality in an area where it does not meet
accepted standards. Abbr LAQM
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lockjawlockjaw /�lɒkjɔ�/ noun same as tetanus
lockslocks plural noun small tufts of wool
separated from the fleece during shearing
locomotor disorderlocomotor disorder /�ləυkə|�məυtə
dis|�ɔ�də/ noun a disease caused by skeletal
growth not keeping pace with the rate of
muscle development
locuslocus /�ləυkəs/ noun the position of a
gene on a chromosome (NOTE: The plural is
loci.)
locustlocust /�ləυkəst/ noun a flying insect
which occurs in subtropical areas, flies in
large groups and eats large amounts of
vegetation
locust beanlocust bean noun the broken-down pods
of the carob tree, used as animal feed
lodelode /ləυd/ noun a deposit of metallic ore
lodgepole pinelodgepole pine /�lɒd�pəυl pain/ noun
a slow growing tree which thrives on poor
soil and is used as a pioneer crop (Pinus
contorta)
lodginglodging noun the tendency of cereal
crops to bend over, so that they lie more or
less flat on the ground
loessloess /�ləυis/ noun a fine fertile soil
formed of tiny clay and silt particles depos-
ited by the wind
loganberryloganberry /�ləυ�ənb(ə)ri/ noun a soft
fruit, a cross between a raspberry and a
blackberry
LoghtanLoghtan /�lɒhtən/ noun � Manx Loghtan
Lomé ConventionLomé Convention /�ləυmei kən |

�venʃ(ə)n/ noun an agreement reached in
1975 between the European Community
and 66 developing nations (the ACP
states). It gives entry into the EU for
certain agricultural produce without duty,
with sections on guaranteed prices. �

Cotonou Agreement
long-day plantlong-day plant noun a plant that
flowers as the days get longer in the spring.
Compare short-day plant
long-grain ricelong-grain rice noun varieties of rice
with long grains, grown in tropical
climates such as India. See Comment at
rice
LonghornLonghorn /�lɒŋhɔ�n/ noun a dual-
purpose hardy breed of cattle, with long
down-curving horns. The animals are
usually red or brown in colour, with white
markings. The breed is now rare.
long tonlong ton noun same as ton 1
longwoollongwool /�lɒŋwυl/, longwoolled
sheep noun the name of several breeds of
sheep with long wool

LonkLonk /lɒŋk/ noun a breed of moorland
sheep, found in the Pennines of Lancashire
and Yorkshire. It is one of the Swaledale
group, although larger than other varieties,
and produces finer wool than most hill
sheep. The face and legs are white with
dark markings.
loose-boxloose-box noun a stable for animals that
are kept untied (NOTE: A loose-box should
have a hay rack, manger, water bowl and
tying rings. It should also have a grooved
floor to make cleaning and drainage easier.
Loose-boxes are also useful for housing
sick animals.)
loose-leavedloose-leaved adjective referring to a
plant such as a lettuce with a loose collec-
tion of leaves and no heart
loose silky bentloose silky bent noun a plant with thin
green or purple stems which affects winter
cereals (Apera spica-venti)
loose smutloose smut noun a fungus (Ustilago
nuda) affecting wheat and barley. Masses
of black spores collect on the diseased
heads; the spores are dispersed in the wind,
and only a bare stalk is left.
loplop /lɒp/ verb to cut the branches of a tree
lop earslop ears plural noun long ears which
hang down on either side of the animal’s
head
louping-illlouping-ill /�lu�piŋ il/ noun an infective
parasitic disease of sheep (Ixodes ricinus),
carried by ticks in hill pastures. Animals
suffer acute fever and nervous twitch and
staggers. Also called staggers, twitch,
trembles
louselouse noun a small wingless insect that
sucks blood and lives on the skin as a para-
site on animals and humans. There are
several types, the commonest being body
louse, crab louse and head louse. Some
diseases can be transmitted by lice. Genus:
Pediculus. (NOTE: The plural is lice.)
louse diseaselouse disease noun an external para-
sitic disease of cattle. Severe infection
leads to loss of condition, wasting and
anaemia.
lovagelovage /�l�vid�/ noun a herb used as a
vegetable and for making herbal teas
love-in-idlenesslove-in-idleness /�l�n in �aid(ə)lnəs/
noun same as field pansy
lowlow noun 1. same as depression � A
series of lows are crossing the North
Atlantic towards Ireland. 2. a sound made
by a cow � verb (of a cow) to make a sound.
Compare bleat, grunt, neigh
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low-input farminglow-input farming, lower input
farming noun a system of farming based
on restricted use of chemical fertilisers,
pesticides and herbicides
low-intensity landlow-intensity land noun land on which
crops are not intensively cultivated
lowlandslowlands noun an area of low land where
conditions are usually good for farming, as
opposed to hills and mountains, or high-
lands � Vegetation in the lowlands is
sparse.
low loaderlow loader noun a farm trailer with its
flat floor near the ground to make loading
easier
LPGLPG abbreviation liquefied petroleum gas
LSULSU abbreviation livestock unit
lucernelucerne /lu|�s��n/ noun a perennial,
drought-resistant, leguminous plant that is
rich in protein. It is mainly used either for
green feed for animals or for hay or silage.
Latin name: Medicago sativa. (NOTE: The
US name is alfalfa.)
lugslugs /l��z/ plural noun projections from
the tyres of tractor wheels. They increase
traction by digging into the soil and by
keeping the tyre in contact with solid
surfaces in muddy conditions.
LuingLuing /liŋ/ noun a hardy breed of beef
cattle, found mainly in North-West Scot-
land
lump limelump lime noun another name for burnt
lime or quicklime
lumpy jawlumpy jaw noun same as actinomycosis
lungwormlungworm /�l�ŋw��m/ noun a parasitic
worm which infests the lungs. Infestation
can be cured with anthelmintics. Also
called hoose
lupinlupin noun a leguminous plant (Lupinus
polyphyllus) grown as a crop for protein
and seed oil

COMMENT: Lupins were originally grown
in the UK as green manure on acid
sandy soils, and for some sheep folding.
They are now grown for grain produc-
tion. The seeds of lupin contain 30–40%
protein and 10–12% edible oil. The white
lupin is an early-ripening sweet type, but
is difficult to harvest and must be com-
bined carefully.

lush

lush adjective referring to vegetation
which is thick and green � The cattle were
put to graze on the lush grass by the river.
� Lush tropical vegetation rapidly covered
the clearing.
lymph

lymph /limf/ noun a colourless liquid
containing white blood cells, which circu-
lates in the body, carrying waste matter
away from tissues to the veins (NOTE: It is
an essential part of the body’s defence
against infection.)
lynchet

lynchet /�lintʃit/ noun 1. a strip of land
formed as the result of a movement of soil
down a slope as a result of cultivation.
Negative lynchets form at the top of the
slope and positive lynchets at the bottom.
2. an unploughed strip of land forming a
temporary boundary between fields

COMMENT: Lynchets on former prehis-
toric fields can still be seen in the form of
steps on the sides of hills.

lyophilise

lyophilise /lai|�ɒfilaiz/, lyophilize verb
to preserve food by freezing it rapidly and
drying in a vacuum
lysimeter

lysimeter /lai |�simitə/ noun a device
used for measuring the rate of drainage of
water through soil and the soluble particles
removed in the process
lysine

lysine /�laisi�n/ noun an essential amino
acid in protein foodstuffs, essential for
animal growth
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MAMA abbreviation modified atmosphere
machinery syndicatemachinery syndicate noun a group of
farmers who join together to buy very large
items of equipment, which they can use in
turn
macroclimatemacroclimate /�m�krəυklaimət/ noun
the climate over a large area such as a
region or country. � mesoclimate, micro-
climate
macronutrientmacronutrient /�m�krəυ|�nju�triənt/
noun a nutrient that an organism uses in
very large quantities, e.g. oxygen, carbon,
hydrogen, nitrogen, phosphorus, potas-
sium, calcium, magnesium or iron
mad cow diseasemad cow disease noun same as BSE
(informal )
Maedi-VisnaMaedi-Visna /�maidi �viznə/ noun a
virus disease of sheep, which causes
breathing difficulties. Abbr MV

‘All exported Shropshires are selected
from flocks that are scrapie monitored and
Maedi Visna accredited. Animals are also
scrapie genotyped.’ [Farmers Guardian]

maggotmaggot noun a soft-bodied, legless larva
of a fly such as a bluebottle, warble fly or
frit fly. Maggots may attack crops and live-
stock.
magnesiummagnesium noun a light, silvery-white
metallic element that burns with a brilliant
white flame

COMMENT: The addition of magnesium to
soil may prevent deficiency diseases in
crops or in livestock, such as interveinal
yellowing of leaves in potatoes and
sugar beet, and hypomagnesaemia or
‘grass staggers’ in grazing animals.
Heavy spring applications of potash
(potassium) fertilisers will increase the
chance of grass staggers occurring.

magnetic resonance imagingmagnetic resonance imaging /m��|

�netik �rezənəns �imid�iŋ/ noun a tech-
nique that uses electromagnetic radiation
to obtain images of invisible parts of a

structure or the body’s soft tissues. Abbr
MRI (NOTE: The object is subjected to a
powerful magnetic field which allows
signals from atomic nuclei to be detected
and converted into images by computer.)
mahoganymahogany noun a tropical hardwood
tree producing a dark timber, now
becoming rare. Genus: especially: Swiet-
enia.
maidenmaiden, maiden tree noun a tree in its
first year after grafting or budding, when it
is formed of a single stem
maincrop potatoesmaincrop potatoes /�meinkrɒp pə |

�teitəυz/ plural noun varieties of potato
grown as a main crop. Compare earlies
MaineMaine /mein/ noun � Bleu du Maine
Maine-AnjouMaine-Anjou /�mein �ɒn�u�/ noun a
breed of dual-purpose cattle developed in
Brittany, now imported into the UK from
France, and exported to many other coun-
tries. The animals are roan or red and white
in colour.
maintenance rationmaintenance ration noun the quantity
of food needed to keep a farm animal
healthy but not productive

‘Head herdsman Reginald Green believed
that most people didn’t know how to feed
cows: You have got to know the proper
maintenance ration for a cow according to
her size and weight before you can start to
feed for milk, he said.’ [Dairy Farmer]

maizemaize noun a tall cereal crop grown in
warm climates, that carries its grains on a
large solid core (cob) of which there are
only one or two per plant. Latin name: Zea
mays. (NOTE: The US term is corn.)

COMMENT: Maize is a tall annual grass
plant, with a strong solid stem. The male
flowers form a tassel on the top of the
plant and the females some distance
away in the axils of some of the middle
stem leaves. After wind pollination of the
filament-like styles or silks, the grain
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develops into long ‘cobs’ of tightly
packed seeds. In Great Britain the crop
is grown for making silage, or for har-
vesting as ripened grain; some is grazed
or cut as a forage crop, while a small pro-
portion is sold for human consumption
as ‘corn on the cob’. Maize needs rich
deep well-drained soils and ideally a
frost-free growing season with a lot of
sunshine before harvest. Maize is the
only grain crop which was introduced
from the New World into the Old World,
and it owes its name of Indian corn to the
fact that it was cultivated by American
Indians before the arrival of European
settlers. It is the principal crop grown in
the United States, where it is used as
feed for cattle and pigs. In Mexico it is a
staple food, being coarsely ground into
flour from which tortillas are made.
Maize is also a staple food grain in the
wetter parts of Africa; in South Africa the
cobs are known as ‘mealies’.

maize glutenmaize gluten noun a type of animal
feedingstuff obtained after maize has been
milled. It is high in protein.
malathionmalathion /�m�lə |�θaiən/ noun an orga-
nophosphorus insecticide used to kill
aphids, mainly on flowers grown in glass-
houses
malemale adjective 1. referring to an animal
that produces sperm 2. referring to a flower
that produces pollen, or a plant that
produces such flowers � noun a male
animal or plant
malnutritionmalnutrition noun the state of not
having enough to eat
malodoursmalodours /m�l |�əυdəz/ plural noun
unpleasant smells
maltmalt noun best-quality barley grains
which have been through the malting
process and are used in breweries to make
beer and in distilleries to make whisky �
verb to treat grain such as barley by
allowing it to sprout and then drying it. The
malted grain is used for making beer.
maltasemaltase /�mɔ
lteiz/ noun an enzyme in
the small intestine that converts maltose
into glucose
malt culmsmalt culms plural noun roots and shoots
of partly germinated malting barley. A by-
product of the malting process, the culms
are used as a feedingstuff for livestock.
malted mealmalted meal noun a brown wheat flour
mixed with flour made from barley
maltingmalting noun the process by which
barley grain is soaked in water, then
sprouted on a floor to produce an enzyme.

It is then dried in a kiln and the roots and
shoots are removed to leave the malt
grains.
malting barleymalting barley noun best-quality barley
used for malting
maltosemaltose /�mɔ
ltəυs/ noun a sugar
formed by digesting starch or glycogen
maltstermaltster /�mɔltstə/ noun a person who
makes malt for sale to breweries
MalusMalus /�meiləs/ noun the Latin name for
the apple tree
mammalmammal noun an animal that gives birth
to live young, secretes milk to feed them,
keeps a constant body temperature and is
covered with hair. Class: Mammalia.
mammalian meat and bone mealmammalian meat and bone meal
noun same as meat and bone meal
mammary glandsmammary glands /�m�məri �l�ndz/
plural noun glands in females that produce
milk. In cows, sheep and goats, the glands
are located in the udder.
managemanage verb 1. to organise something or
control the way in which something
happens � The department is in charge of
managing land resources. 2. to succeed in
doing something � We managed to prevent
further damage occurring.
managed woodlandmanaged woodland noun a woodland
which is controlled by felling, coppicing,
planting, etc.
managementmanagement noun 1. the organised use
of resources or materials 2. the people who
control an organisation or business
management practicemanagement practice noun practical
ways of using management decisions to
organise the use of resources or materials

‘Vaccination of ewes and lambs is one of
the more common management practices
performed by sheep producers each and
every year. Some producers will vaccinate
their flock for “everything”, while others
choose a more conservative approach.’
[Farmers Guardian]

managermanager noun a person who is in charge
of an organisation or part of one
manemane noun a long hair on the neck of a
horse
manganesemanganese /�m�ŋ�əni
z/ noun a
metallic trace element. It is essential for
biological life and is also used in making
steel.

COMMENT: Manganese deficiency is
associated with high pH and soils that
are rich in organic matter. It can cause
grey leaf of cereals, marsh spot in peas
and speckled yellowing of leaves of
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sugar beet. It is usually cured by apply-
ing manganese sulfate as foliar spray.

mangemange /meind�/ noun a skin disease of
hairy or woolly animals, caused by mites,
including Sarcoptes, the itch mite
mangelmangel /�m�ŋ�əl/, mangel wurzel
/�m�ŋ�əl �w��zəl/ noun a plant similar to
sugar beet, but with larger roots. Mangel is
mainly grown in southern England as a
fodder crop. Also called mangold

COMMENT: Varieties of mangels include
Globes, Tankards (oblong-shaped),
Longs and Intermediates. Mangels con-
tain less than 15% dry matter and are
normally harvested before maturity and
dried off in a clamp.

mangel flymangel fly noun a fly whose yellow-
white legless larvae cause blistering of the
leaves of mangels and sugar beet. This
holds back plant growth and in severe
cases can kill the plant. Also called
mangold fly
mangermanger noun a trough in a stable, from
which horses and cattle feed
mangetoutmangetout /�mɒn�tu�/ noun a variety of
pea, which is picked before the seeds are
developed, and of which the whole pod is
cooked and eaten
mangomango /�m�ŋ�əυ/ noun a tropical tree
(Mangifera indica) and the fruit it
produces (NOTE: The tree originated in
India, but is grown widely in tropical coun-
tries. The fruit is large, yellow or yellowish-
green, with a soft orange pulp surrounding
the very large seed. The seeds and bark
are also used medicinally.)
mangoldmangold /�m�ŋ�əυld/ noun same as
mangel
mangold flymangold fly noun same as mangel fly
mangosteenmangosteen /�m�n�əsti�n/ noun a tree
(Garcinia mangostana) which is native of
Malaysia, but which is now cultivated in
the West Indies. The fruit has a dark shiny
rind and a soft sweet white flesh.
maniocmanioc /�m�niɒk/ noun the French
name for cassava, used as an animal feed-
ingstuff
manivemanive /�m�ni�v/ noun cassava meal,
used as an animal feedingstuff
manuremanure noun animal dung used as ferti-
liser (NOTE: In liquid or semi-liquid form it is
called ‘slurry’.) � verb to spread animal
dung on land as fertiliser

COMMENT: All farm manures and slurries
are valuable, and should not be
regarded as a problem for disposal, but
rather as assets to be used in place of

expensive fertilisers which would other-
wise need to be bought. Manure and
slurry have to be spread in a controlled
way, or pollution can result from runoffs
into streams after rainfall.

manure cyclemanure cycle noun the process by
which waste materials from plants, animals
and humans are returned to the soil to
restore nutrients
manure spreadermanure spreader noun a trailer with a
moving floor conveyor and a combined
shredding and spreading mechanism, used
to distribute manure over the soil. Also
called muck spreader
Manx LoghtanManx Loghtan noun a rare breed of
sheep, which is native to the Isle of Man.
The wool is mouse-brown and the animals
are multi-horned.
maplemaple noun a hardwood tree of northern
temperate regions, some varieties of which
produce sweet sap which is used for
making sugar and syrup. Genus: Acer.
mappingmapping /�m�piŋ/ noun the process of
collecting information and using it to
produce maps
MaranMaran /�m�rɒn/ noun a heavy conti-
nental breed of fowl, which has a greyish-
brown barred plumage and produces dark
brown eggs
marblingmarbling /�mɑ�b(ə)liŋ/ noun the appear-
ance of muscle with intramuscular fat, seen
on the cut surface of meat
MarchigianaMarchigiana /�mɑ�kid�i|�ɑ�nə/ noun a
breed of white beef cattle from Italy, now
imported into the UK and used for cross-
breeding to improve beef-calf quality in
dairy cows
maremare noun a female horse, five years old
or more
Marek’s diseaseMarek’s disease /�m�reks di|�zi�z/
noun a virus disease of poultry, causing
lameness and paralysis
marginmargin noun 1. the edge of a place or
thing � unploughed strips at the margins of
the fields � a leaf margin 2. the difference
between the amount of money received for
a product and the money which it cost to
produce
marginalmarginal /�mɑ�d�in(ə)l/ adjective 1.
referring to areas of land such as field
edges or banks beside roads which are at
the edge of cultivated land 2. referring to a
plant which grows at the edge of two types
of habitat � marginal pond plants such as
irises 3. referring to land of poor quality
which results from bad physical conditions
such as poor soil, high rainfall or steep
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slopes, and where farming is often difficult
� Cultivating marginal areas can lead to
erosion.
margin over purchased feed

margin over purchased feed noun
the amount of money received for produce
such as per litre of milk, shown as a
percentage above the amount spent in
purchasing feed for the animals. Abbr
MOPF
mariculture

mariculture /�m�rik�ltʃə/ noun the
breeding and keeping of sea fish or shell-
fish for food in seawater enclosures

COMMENT: Mariculture refers to aquacul-
ture in seawater, such as raising oysters,
lobsters and fish in special enclosures.

marine flora

marine flora noun the plants that live in
the sea
marjoram

marjoram /�mɑ�d�ərəm/ noun a Medi-
terranean aromatic herb (Origanum), the
dried leaves of which are used as
flavouring
market garden

market garden noun a place for the
commercial cultivation of plants, usually
vegetables, soft fruit, salad crops and
flowers, found near a large urban centre
that provides a steady outlet for the sale of
its produce
market gardener

market gardener noun a person who
runs a market garden
market gardening

market gardening noun the business of
growing vegetables, salad crops and fruit
for sale
market town

market town noun a town with a perma-
nent or regular market, which serves as a
trading centre for the surrounding area.
Some markets specialise in certain types of
livestock or produce.
market weight

market weight noun the target weight at
which livestock will be sold at market or
slaughtered

‘The emphasis in the UK has been to
achieve maximum growth rates from the
earliest possible time, using high price,
high density diets to achieve the least
number of days to reach market weight.’
[Pig Farming]

marking

marking noun 1. the practice of putting a
mark on an animal to identify who it
belongs to, e.g. a brand on the skin 2. (by
an animal) the act of using urine to identify
its territory and warn away competitors
markings

markings plural noun coloured patterns
on the coat of an animal or in the feathers
of a bird

marlmarl /mɑ�l/ noun a fine soil formed of a
mixture of clay and lime, used for making
bricks
marram grassmarram grass /�m�rəm �rɑ�s/ noun a
type of grass planted on sand dunes to
prevent them being spread by the wind.
Latin name: Ammophila arenaria.
marrowmarrow noun a large vegetable (Cucur-
bita pepo) of the pumpkin family, which
may be grown as bush or trailing varieties
marrowstem kalemarrowstem kale /�m�rəυstem �keil/
noun a variety of kale with a thick stem and
large leaves, grown as feed for livestock in
the autumn and winter months, though it is
not winter hardy
marshmarsh noun an area of permanently wet
land and the plants that grow on it (NOTE:
Marshes may be fresh water or salt water
and tidal or non-tidal. A marsh usually has
a soil base, as opposed to a bog or fen,
which is composed of peat.)

COMMENT: Many former areas of marsh-
land have been reclaimed and have
been artificially drained by an system of
ditches and sluices which allow surface
water to escape to the sea, but prevent
salt water entering the area. The drained
soils are usually fertile and some of
these areas are important for agriculture.

marshlandmarshland /�mɑ�ʃl�nd/ noun land that
is covered with marsh
marsh spotmarsh spot noun a disease affecting
peas, caused by manganese deficiency
marshy soilmarshy soil noun a very wet soil
martingalemartingale /�mɑ�tiŋ�eil/ noun a device
used to regulate the way a horse’s carries
its head. It consists of a strap or straps,
attached to the girth at one end, and at the
other to the reins or to the noseband.
mashmash noun a mixture of feeding meals
combined to provide all the necessary
elements for a balanced diet
MashamMasham /�m�ʃəm/ noun a crossbred
type of sheep which results from a Wens-
leydale or Teeswater ram mated with a hill
ewe of the Swaledale type and has black
markings on the face and legs. The breed is
an economical ewe with a good lambing
average and a useful fleece.
mashlummashlum /�m�ʃl�m/ noun a mixture of
oats and barley (and sometimes wheat),
sown to provide grain for feeding to live-
stock. Also called maslin, meslen, meslin
mastmast noun the small hard fruits that have
fallen from a beech tree, used as food by
pigs and other animals
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Master of Foxhounds AssociationMaster of Foxhounds Association
noun a group which provides information
to foxhunters and hunt leaders. Abbr
MFHA
masticationmastication /�m�sti |�keiʃ(ə)n/ noun
the process of grinding food in the mouth,
using the teeth and jaws
mastitismastitis /m� |�staitis/ noun a common
bacterial disease affecting dairy animals in
which the udders become inflamed and
swollen, and the passage of the milk is
blocked

COMMENT: Common causes are staphy-
lococci such as Staphylococcus aureus
(staphylococcal mastitis), streptococci
(Streptococcus uberis) or other bacteria
(E. coli mastitis). The condition can be
treated with antibiotics.

mastitis-metritis-agalactiamastitis-metritis-agalactia noun full
form of MMA
mast swinemast swine noun a German term for a
fattening pig
matmat noun a covering of undecayed grass-
land vegetation which forms on very acid
soil, when the soil lacks the microorgan-
isms necessary to break decaying matter
down
matemate noun an animal that reproduces
sexually with another � verb to reproduce
sexually with another of same species
mating likesmating likes noun same as assortive
mating
mattedmatted /�m�tid/ adjective with many
fibres woven together
mattockmattock /�m�tək/ noun a heavy hoe
maturitymaturity noun 1. the time when a plant’s
seeds are ripe 2. the time when an animal
has become an adult 3. the time when an
animal is ready for slaughter
mawmaw /mɔ�/ noun a stomach, especially the
last of a ruminant’s four stomachs
maximum residue levelmaximum residue level noun the
maximum amount of a pesticide that can
remain in crops or foodstuffs under Euro-
pean Union regulations. Abbr MRL

‘Amendments to EU legislation governing
pesticide maximum residue levels have
been voted through with the result that
MRL controls will be extended on a range
of crops including cereals, potatoes and
sugar beet.’ [Farmers Guardian]

maymay noun a popular name for hawthorn, a
common plant for making hedges
mayweedmayweed /�maiwi�d/ noun one of a
group of weeds which affect cereals
(Chamomilla spp, Anthemis spp, Matri-

caria spp). The weeds affect winter crops
and vegetables, and are found on head-
lands. They can cause considerable prob-
lems to machinery. Also called dogdaisy,
wild chamomile
MBMMBM abbreviation meat and bone meal
MCPAMCPA noun a herbicide that kills the most
persistent broad-leaved weeds, such as
nettles, buttercups, charlock, dock seed-
lings, plantains and thistles (NOTE: Its full
name is 2-methyl-4chloro-phenoxy-
acetic acid.)
MCPPMCPP abbreviation mecoprop
MDCMDC abbreviation Milk Development
Council
MEME abbreviation 1. metabolisable energy �
ME levels in concentrates 2. metabolised
energy
meadowmeadow noun a field of grass and wild
plants, sometimes grown for fodder. �

water meadow
meadow fescuemeadow fescue noun a perennial grass
(Festuca pratensis) which has considerable
importance for hay and grazing. It is a
highly productive grass which flourishes
when sown with Timothy.
meadowgrassmeadowgrass /�medəυ�rɑ�s/ noun
varieties of grass of the genus Poa
mealmeal noun a finely ground compound
feedingstuff for poultry and pigs,
containing all the elements necessary for
good health and steady growth
mealwormmealworm /�mi�lw��m/ noun the larva
of various beetles of the genus Tenebrio
that infests and pollutes grain products
meatmeat noun animal flesh that is eaten as
food (NOTE: Meat is formed of the animal’s
muscle.)
-meat-meat suffix showing the flesh of an
animal, used in particularly in the EU �
pigmeat � sheepmeat
meat and bone mealmeat and bone meal noun meal made
from waste meat and bones, formerly used
in animal feed but now banned in the EU
because of fears that it was a contributing
factor in the spread of BSE. Abbr MBM
Meat and Livestock CommissionMeat and Livestock Commission
noun an organisation which provides serv-
ices to livestock breeders, including the
evaluation of breeding stock potential and
carcass grading and classification. The
Commission also carries out various
research projects. Its staff also provide
services for abattoirs and livestock auction
markets. The Commission promotes the
sale of British meat. Abbr MLC
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meat chickenmeat chicken noun a chicken which is
raised for its meat rather than for its eggs or
to produce chicks

‘While breeding for improved welfare can
be economically beneficial when
individual animals have high value, like
the dairy cow, the meat chicken’s value is
very low.’ [Farmers Guardian]

meat-eating animalmeat-eating animal noun same as
carnivore
meat extendermeat extender /�mi�l ik|�stendə/ noun
any foodstuff or mixture of foodstuffs
added to meat preparations to increase
their bulk
meat flymeat fly noun same as blowfly
Meat Hygiene ServiceMeat Hygiene Service noun a division
of the Food Standards Agency which deals
with hygiene in slaughterhouses and meat
preparation facilities. Abbr MHS
MeatlincMeatlinc /�mi�tlink/ noun a new breed of
sheep used as a terminal sire. Only the
rams are sold.
mechanically recovered meatmechanically recovered meat noun
the scraps of meat which remain on an
animal’s carcass after the prime cuts have
been removed, which are removed using
machinery, ground and used as cheap filler
for burgers, pies, sausages, etc. Abbr MRM
mechanisationmechanisation /�mekənai |�zeiʃ(ə)n/,
mechanization noun the introduction of
machines for agricultural working
purposes

COMMENT: Mechanisation has been an
important factor in the contraction of the
agricultural labour force. Mechanisation
has not only involved increases in the
number and range of machines, but also
dramatic increases in their size and
power. This has enabled slopes previ-
ously regarded as too steep for plough-
ing to be cultivated. The increased size
of tractors and combines has encour-
aged enlargement of fields and the
removal of hedgerows. This has caused
alarm amongst conservationists and led
to increased erosion in wet weather in
some areas.

mecopropmecoprop /�mekəυprɒp/ noun a
commonly used herbicide, mostly used to
control weeds in cereal and grass crops,
that is found as a contaminant of water.
Abbr MCPP, CMPP
mediummedium noun a substance in which an
organism lives or is grown
melonmelon noun a plant of the cucumber
family (Cucumis melo) with a sweet fruit.

The flesh of the fruit varies from green to
orange or white.
Mendel’s laws

Mendel’s laws /�mendəlz lɔ�z/ plural
noun the laws governing heredity

COMMENT: The two laws set out by Gre-
gor Mendel following his experiments
growing peas, were (in modern terms):
that genes for separate genetic charac-
ters assort independently of each other
and that the genes for a pair of genetic
characters are carried by different gam-
etes. For animal breeders, the main fea-
ture of Mendelism is that it is based on
simple and clearly-defined traits that are
inherited as separate entities: these
were traits such as colour, which are
controlled by single genes.

merchantmerchant noun a person who sells a
product � seed merchant, corn merchant
trader who sells seed or corn, usually
wholesale
mercuric chloridemercuric chloride noun same as
mercury (II) chloride
mercury

mercury /�m��kjυri/ noun a metal
element that is liquid at room temperature.
It is used in thermometers, barometers and
electric batteries and is poisonous. Also
called quicksilver
mercury chloridemercury (I) chloride noun a poisonous
white compound of mercury and chlorine,
used as a moss killer and laxative.
Formula: Hg2Cl2. Also called mercurous
chloride, calomel
mercury chloridemercury (II) chloride noun a
poisonous compound of mercury and chlo-
rine, used as an antiseptic and wood
preservative. Formula: HgCl2. Also called
mercuric chloride
Merino

Merino /mə|�ri�nəυ/ noun a breed of
sheep which originated in North Africa
and was then introduced into Spain. It is
now bred in all parts of the world, espe-
cially in Australia, South Africa and New
Zealand, for its dense soft fine fleece, with
strong and curly fibres.
MerinolandschafMerinolandschaf /mə |�ri�nəυ |

�l�ntʃ�f/ noun a breed of sheep found in
South Germany. Large travelling flocks are
common.
meslenmeslen /�mezlən/, meslin noun same as
mashlum
mesoclimatemesoclimate /�mezəυ|�klaimət/ noun
the climate over a specific locality such as
a hillside or valley, extending no more than
a few kilometres in radius. � macrocli-
mate, microclimate
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mesotrophicmesotrophic /�mezəυ |�trɒfik/ adjective
referring to water that contains a moderate
amount of nutrients. Compare eutrophic,
oligotrophic
meta-meta- /metə/ prefix 1. changing 2.
following
metabolicmetabolic /�metə |�bɒlik/ adjective refer-
ring to metabolism
metabolic diseasemetabolic disease noun one of a
group of diseases that are caused by
animals being called upon to produce an
end-product faster than their bodies can
process their intake of feed
metabolic sizemetabolic size noun the size of an
animal to which the metabolic rate is
proportional
metabolisable proteinmetabolisable protein /mə|

�t�bəlizəb(ə)l �prəυti�n/ noun a type of
protein which can be metabolised by an
animal, used as a feed supplement to
improve lactation

‘The next and possibly most sophisticated
part of the new predictions is that for
predicting protein requirements. This
involves designating three types of
metabolisable protein, namely MPE
(metabolisable protein from rumen
available energy); MPN (metabolisable
protein from N sources); and finally MPB
which is effectively metabolisable bypass
protein.’ [Dairy Farmer]

metabolisemetabolise /mə|�t�bəlaiz/ verb to break
down or build up organic compounds by
metabolism � The liver metabolises
proteins and carbohydrates.
metabolised energymetabolised energy, metabolisable
energy noun the proportion of energy
from feed which is used by an animal
through its metabolism. Abbr ME (NOTE:
Metabolised energy is the measure of
energy following digestion, after the
alimentary gases and urinary losses have
been subtracted. Animals cannot be
expected to transfer energy from feed with
perfect efficiency as there will always be
losses through undigested food and as
alimentary gases. The energy needs of
livestock can be calculated from their size.)
metabolismmetabolism noun the chemical proc-
esses of breaking down or building up
organic compounds in organisms

COMMENT: Metabolism covers all
changes which take place in the body:
the building of tissue (anabolism), the
breaking down of tissue (catabolism),
the conversion of nutrients into tissue,

the elimination of waste matter and the
action of hormones.

metaldehydemetaldehyde /met|��ldihaid/ noun a
substance used in the form of pellets to kill
slugs and snails, or in the form of small
blocks to light fires
metamorphosismetamorphosis noun a process of
change into a different form, especially the
change of a larva into an adult insect
metermeter noun a device to measure a phys-
ical property such as current, rate of flow
or air speed � verb to count or measure
with a meter
methanemethane /�mi�θein/ noun a colourless
flammable gas produced naturally from
rotting organic waste, as in landfill sites or
animal excreta. Formula: CH4.

COMMENT: Methane is produced natu-
rally from rotting vegetation in marshes,
where it can sometimes catch fire, creat-
ing the phenomenon called will o’ the
wisp, a light flickering over a marsh.
Large quantities may also be formed in
the rumen of cattle. It occurs as the prod-
uct of animal excretions in livestock
farming. Excreta from livestock can be
passed into tanks where methane is
extracted leaving the slurry which is then
used as fertiliser. The methane can be
used for heating or as a power source.
Methane is also a greenhouse gas, and
it has been suggested that methane from
rotting vegetation, from cattle excreta,
from water in paddy fields, and even
from termites’ nests, all contribute to the
greenhouse effect.

methanolmethanol /�meθənɒl/ noun an alcohol
manufactured from coal, natural gas or
waste wood, which is used as a fuel or
solvent. Formula: CH3OH. Also called
methyl alcohol, wood alcohol

‘Biodiesel is made by mixing vegetable oil
with methanol, giving glycerine as a by-
product. Its source is natural and
renewable and it dramatically reduces
exhaust emissions of smoke and soot,
carbon monoxide and sulphur dioxide, the
cause of acid rain.’ [Farming News]
COMMENT: Methanol can be used as a
fuel in any type of burner. Its main disad-
vantage is that it is less efficient than pet-
rol and can cause pollution if it escapes
into the environment, as it mixes easily
with water. Production of methanol from
coal or natural gas does not help fuel
conservation, since it depletes Earth’s
fossil fuel resources.

methioninemethionine /�meθiəni�n/ noun an
essential amino acid
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methyl alcoholmethyl alcohol noun same as meth-
anol
methyl bromidemethyl bromide noun an effective
chemical for sterilising soil and fumigating
spaces
methyl phosphinemethyl phosphine noun a compound
with specific action against phosphine-
resistant strains of storage pests
metremetre noun an SI unit of length � The
area is four metres by three. Symbol m
(NOTE: The US spelling is meter.)
metric tonmetric ton noun same as tonne
metritismetritis /me |�traitis/ noun an infection
of the lining of the womb in cattle, the
symptoms of which are a white discharge
and/or a high temperature. Also called
whites
Meuse-Rhine-IjsselMeuse-Rhine-Ijssel noun a dual-
purpose breed of cattle, originating from
the Netherlands. It is used by breeders in
Britain to upgrade Dairy Shorthorn. The
breed’s dairy performance is similar to that
of the British Friesian, and it has a fine beef
conformation. Cattle are red and white in
colour. Abbr MRI
mezzadriamezzadria /me|�ts�driə/ noun a system
used in Southern Italy, where a vineyard is
leased and the landlord is paid a half-share
of the wine produced
MFHAMFHA abbreviation Master of Foxhounds
Association
MgMg symbol magnesium
MGAMGA abbreviation 1. Maize Growers
Association 2. Mushroom Growers’ Asso-
ciation
MHCMHC abbreviation moisture holding
capacity
MHSMHS abbreviation Meat Hygiene Service
microbemicrobe noun a microorganism (NOTE:
Viruses, bacteria, protozoa and micro-
scopic fungi are informally referred to as
microbes.)
microbialmicrobial /mai |�krəυbiəl/ adjective
referring to microbes
microbial ecologymicrobial ecology noun the study of
the way in which microbes develop in
nature
microbial insecticidemicrobial insecticide noun an insecti-
cide based on fungal, bacterial or other
microorganisms that are pathogens of
insects, or their toxins, e.g. the fungus Vert-
icillium lecanii is used to control whitefly
in glasshouses
microbial proteinmicrobial protein noun a protein
source in ruminants from dead rumen

microbes, usually forming 70% to 100% of
the ruminant’s supply of protein

‘The water soluble carbohydrate content
of grass is well recognised as a key factor
in determining how efficiently ruminants
can turn the nitrogen in their diets into
microbial protein for milk and meat
production.’ [Dairy Farmer]

microclimatemicroclimate /�maikrəυ |�klaimət/ noun
the climate over a very small area such as a
pond, tree, field, or even a leaf. � macrocli-
mate, mesoclimate
microenvironmentmicroenvironment noun same as
microhabitat
microhabitatmicrohabitat /�maikrəυ |�h�bit�t/
noun a single small area such as the bark of
a tree, where fauna and/or flora live. Also
called microenvironment
micronmicron /�maikrɒn/ noun a measurement
of thickness, one millionth of a metre, used
in measuring the fineness of hair or wool
micronutrientmicronutrient /�maikrəυ |�nju	triənt/
noun a nutrient which an organism uses in
very small quantities, e.g. iron, zinc or
copper
microorganismmicroorganism noun an organism that
can only be seen with a microscope.
Compare microbe (NOTE: Viruses,
bacteria, protozoa and fungi are all forms
of microorganism.)
micropropagationmicropropagation /�maikrəυ |

�prɒpə
eiʃ(ə)n/ noun the propagation of
plants by cloning a small piece of plant
tissue cultured in a growth medium
middenmidden /�midən/ noun a heap of dung
Middle WhiteMiddle White noun a breed of white pig
which comes from a cross between the
Large White and the Small White. It is
short and compact with long upright ears
and a turned-up snout. It is now a rare
breed.
midsmids /midz/ plural noun middle-sized
potatoes which are graded and sold for
human consumption
Midterm ReviewMidterm Review noun the review of the
Common Agricultural Policy of the Euro-
pean Union carried out in 2003
migrantmigrant noun an animal or bird that
moves from one place to another according
to the season. Compare nomad
milch cowmilch cow /�milk kaυ/ noun a cow
which gives milk or is kept for milk
production
mildewmildew /�mildju	/ noun a disease caused
by a fungus which produces a fine powdery
film on the surface of an organism
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milfoilmilfoil /�milfɔil/ noun same as yarrow
milkmilk noun an opaque white liquid secreted
by female mammals during lactation �
verb to extract milk from a cow’s udder.
Pressure on the teats makes the milk spurt
out. Milking can be done by hand, but is
usually done by machines in a milking
parlour.

COMMENT: In the UK, most milk comes
from Friesian cows, and has been heat-
treated, pasteurised, sterilised or ultra-
heat-treated before it is sold to the pub-
lic. It may also be calcium-enriched or
lactose-reduced. Milk is sold in cartons
or plastic bottles, either as homoge-
nised, semi-skimmed or skimmed. In
glass bottles it is sold with various col-
oured metal tops: ‘silver top’ is pasteur-
ised with an average 3.9% fat and has a
noticeable cream line; ‘red top’ is similar
to the silver, but the milk is homogenised
to distribute the cream throughout; ‘gold
top’ is pasteurised milk from Guernsey or
Jersey breeds of cow, and has an aver-
age fat content of 4.9%; ‘red and silver
striped top’: pasteurised semi-skimmed
milk with average 1.6% fat content; ‘blue
and silver checked top’: pasteurised
skimmed milk, with an average 0.1% fat
content; ‘green top’: untreated whole
milk, with an average 3.9% fat (no longer
sold in the UK). Sterilised whole milk with
fat content of 3.9% is sold in bottles with
crown caps or blue foil tops. UHT milk is
also available as whole, semi-skimmed
or skimmed: it is milk with a shelf life of 6
months, though when opened it should
be kept cold and used as ordinary pas-
teurised milk.

milk compositionmilk composition noun the percent-
ages of protein, lactose, fat, minerals and
water which make up milk. The composi-
tion varies according to the breed of cow,
but average percentages are: protein
(3.4%), milk sugar (4.75%), fat (3.75%),
minerals (0.75%), water (87.35%).
milk coolermilk cooler noun a stainless steel bulk
storage tank, in which milk is cooled by
running water passing over the outside of
the tank
Milk Development CouncilMilk Development Council noun a
body which collects levies on milk and
distributes the money to research and
development projects. Abbr MDC
milkermilker /�milkə/ noun 1. a cow which is
giving milk 2. a cow which is kept for milk
3. a farmworker who supervises the
milking of cows 4. the part of the milking
machine which is attached to the cow’s
teats with teat cups

milk fevermilk fever noun a disease of milk cows,
milk goats and ewes. Technical name
hypocalcaemia (NOTE: In spite of its
name, the disease is not a fever, and may
affect a dairy cow just before calving or
during the seven days which follow calving.
The first symptoms are restlessness,
moving the hind feet up and down while
standing; these symptoms are followed by
loss of balance and later loss of conscious-
ness. The disease is common at the third,
fourth or fifth time of calving, and is caused
by a metabolic disturbance or imbalance in
the system, due to a low calcium content in
the blood. The disease is treated by injec-
tions of calcium borogluconate.)

‘Cows that have had a difficult calving or
milk fever prefer a drink of warm water
after calving, while Mr Blowey
recommends offering good quality hay as
part of the feed.’ [Farmers Weekly]

milk goatmilk goat noun a goat which is reared for
its milk
milking machinemilking machine noun a machine
which imitates the sucking action of a calf,
used to extract milk from the cow’s udder
(NOTE: It uses a pulsator mechanism to
apply pressure to the teats, causing the
release of the milk. The milk is then passed
into a collecting jar or may pass by pipeline
to a large tank.)
milking parlourmilking parlour noun a building in
which cows are milked, and often are also
fed, washed and cleaned

COMMENT: There a four basic designs of
parlour: the herringbone parlour, where
the cow stands at an angle of 45° to the
milker, is commonest for large herds; the
abreast parlour, where the cows stand
side by side with their backs to the
milker; the tandem parlour where they
stand in line with their sides to the milker;
the most expensive and complex of the
four systems is the rotary parlour, where
the cows stand on a rotating platform
with the milker in the middle.

Milk Marketing BoardMilk Marketing Board noun until
1994, the board which organised the
collection and buying of milk from farmers
and its sale to customers
Milk MarqueMilk Marque noun the name of a
national cooperative which replaced the
Milk Marketing Board, with the aim of
liberalising the milk market. It was split
into 3 regional companies in 1999.
milk producermilk producer noun a farmer who is
registered with Defra, and produces milk
in compliance with the regulations
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concerning clean milk production. In 2006
the estimated number of registered
producers was just under 19,000 in Great
Britain.
milk productsmilk products plural noun milk and
other foodstuffs produced from it, which
are sold for human consumption. The main
milk products are liquid milk (homoge-
nised, pasteurised, sterilised or UHT),
butter, cheese, cream, condensed milk and
milk powder.
milk quotamilk quota noun a system by which
farmers are only allowed to produce
certain amounts of milk, introduced to
restrict the overproduction of milk in
member states of the EU. Abbr MQ

COMMENT: Quotas were introduced in
1984, and were based on each state’s
1981 production, plus 1%. A further 1%
was allowed in the first year. A supple-
mentary levy or superlevy, was intro-
duced to penalise milk production over
the quota level. In the UK, milk quotas
can be bought and sold, either together
with or separate from farmland, and are
a valuable asset. The government is
responsible for the setting of quotas for
milk production, according to the direc-
tives of the EU commission.

milk recordingmilk recording noun keeping a record
of the milk given by each cow at each
milking, the quality of the milk is analysed
each month
milk ripe stagemilk ripe stage noun a stage in the
development of grain such as wheat where
the seed has formed but is still soft and
white and full of white sap. Also called
milky stage
milk sheepmilk sheep noun a sheep which is reared
for its milk
milk sinusmilk sinus noun the space in each teat
into which the milk is secreted
milk sugarmilk sugar noun same as lactose
milk yieldmilk yield noun the quantity of milk
produced each year by a cow

COMMENT: In the UK, the average annual
milk yield per dairy type cow increased
from 3,989 litres per cow in 1974/5 to
6,530 litres per cow in 2006.

milky stagemilky stage /�milki steid�/ noun same
as milk ripe stage
millmill noun a factory where a substance is
crushed to make a powder, especially one
for making flour from the dried grains of
cereals � verb to crush a substance to make
a powder

milletmillet /�milit/ noun a cereal crop grown in
many of the hot, dry regions of Africa and
Asia, where it is a staple food. Genera:
especially: Panicum or Eleusine.

COMMENT: The two most important spe-
cies are finger millet and bulrush millet.
Millet grains are used in various types of
food. They can be boiled and eaten like
rice, made into flour for porridge, pasta
or chapatis, and mixed with wheat flour
to make bread. Millets can be malted to
make beer. Millets are also grown as for-
age crops, and the seed is used as a
poultry feed.

milling qualitymilling quality noun the calculation of
how easy it is to separate the white
endosperm from the brown seed coat or
bran in the milling process. In general hard
wheats are of higher milling quality than
soft wheats.

‘Feed wheat started the season at about
£60/t at harvest, but heavy rain delayed
progress, and decent premiums were
available for anyone with wheat in the
barn. As the rain continued, milling
quality fell and much was downgraded to
feed.’ [Farmers Weekly]

milling wheatmilling wheat noun best-quality wheat
used to make flour for making bread
millstonemillstone /�milstəυn/ noun a heavy
round slab of stone, used to grind corn
milomilo /�mailəυ/ noun US sorghum
mineralmineral noun an inorganic solid
substance with a characteristic chemical
composition that occurs naturally (NOTE:
The names of many minerals end with the
suffix -ite.)

COMMENT: The most important minerals
required by the body are: calcium (found
in cheese, milk and green vegetables)
which helps the growth of bones and
encourages blood clotting; iron (found in
bread and liver) which helps produce red
blood cells; phosphorus (found in bread
and fish) which helps in the growth of
bones and the metabolism of fats; and
iodine (found in fish) which is essential to
the functioning of the thyroid gland.

mineralisationmineralisation /�minərəlai |�zeiʃ(ə)n/,
mineralization noun the breaking down of
organic waste into its inorganic chemical
components
mineral matter contentmineral matter content noun the
amount of minerals found in plants
mineral nutrientsmineral nutrients plural noun nutrients
except carbon, hydrogen and oxygen
which are inorganic and are absorbed by
plants from the soil
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minimalminimal adjective very small in amount
or importance � the minimal area for
sampling in which specimens of all species
can be found
minimal cultivationminimal cultivation noun a system of
cultivation which subjects the land to
shallow working and minimises the
number of passes of machinery. No
ploughing is needed.

COMMENT: Although suitable for cereal
production, minimal cultivation is not
suitable for all crops or soil conditions.
Crops like sugar beet and potatoes need
a deeper tilth than that obtained by mini-
mal cultivation.

minimal disease herdminimal disease herd noun a herd of
livestock with a very low level of infec-
tious diseases
minimum tillageminimum tillage noun a method of
ploughing in which disturbance of the soil
does not affect the deeper layers. The bene-
fits are conservation of organic matter,
leading to a better soil structure and less
soil erosion, better soil biodiversity and the
use of less energy. The disadvantages
include the easier germination of grass
seeds. Also called min-till

‘Twenty varieties, including
commercially available and yet-to-be
released types, are being grown after
seedbeds were prepared after
ploughing/pressing, a minimum tillage
approach involving two passes of a
discs/tine combination rig, or the crop
direct drilled into wheat stubble.’ [Arable
Farming]

Ministry of Agriculture Fisheries and FoodMinistry of Agriculture Fisheries
and Food noun the former UK govern-
ment department with responsibility for
agricultural and food matters. � Depart-
ment for Environment, Food and Rural
Affairs
MinorcaMinorca /mi |�nɔ�kə/ noun a breed of
poultry, originating in the Mediterranean.
The birds are black or white in colour.
min-tillmin-till noun same as minimum tillage
MirandaMiranda /mi |�r�ndə/ noun a breed of
cattle found in Portugal. The animals are
dark brown in colour, with horns coloured
white with black tips. Mirandas are bred
for meat and for draught.
miscanthusmiscanthus /mis|�k�nθəs/ noun a plant
related to sugar cane that is grown for use
as a fuel. Also called elephant grass
miscarrymiscarry verb same as abort 3
(technical)

mitemite noun a tiny animal of the spider
family which may be free-living in the soil
or on stored products, or parasitic on
animals or plants
miticidemiticide /�mitisaid/ noun a substance
that kills mites
mixed croppingmixed cropping noun the practice of
growing more than one type of plant on the
same piece of land at the same time. Oppo-
site monocropping
mixed culturemixed culture noun the process of
growing several species of tree together on
the same piece of land
mixed farmingmixed farming noun the practice of
combining arable and dairy farming
mixed fertilisermixed fertiliser noun same as
compound fertiliser
mixed grazingmixed grazing noun a grazing system
where more than one type of animal grazes
the same pasture at the same time

‘Mixed grazing regimes provide a range of
sward lengths which are attractive areas
for birds to nest and feed and encourage
regeneration of grassland and moorland
areas.’ [Farmers Guardian]

mixed woodlandmixed woodland noun a wooded area
where neither conifers nor broadleaved
trees account for more than 75% of the
total
MLCMLC abbreviation Meat and Livestock
Commission
MMAMMA noun same as farrowing fever
MMBMMMBM abbreviation mammalian meat
and bone meal
MnMn symbol manganese
mode of actionmode of action noun the way in which
a pesticide acts. For example, organophos-
phorous compounds disrupt the nerve
impulses in insects.
modermoder /�məυdə/ noun humus which is
partly acid mor and partly neutral mull
modified atmospheremodified atmosphere noun an
oxygen-depleted atmosphere enriched
with carbon monoxide or carbon dioxide,
used for disinfestation of pests or for
increasing the shelf life of food. Abbr MA

‘After seven weeks lambs were
slaughtered, then carcases conditioned at
1°C for seven days, after which steaks
were displayed in modified atmosphere
packs under retail conditions for
measurement of fat oxidation (shelf life).
A muscle was taken for fatty acid analysis
and eating quality assessed after grilling.’
[Farmers Guardian]
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MOETMOET abbreviation multiple ovulation
and embryo transfer
mohairmohair noun fine wool from a goat, over
30 microns. Compare cashmere
MoiledMoiled /mɔild/ � Irish Moiled
moistmoist adjective slightly damp, containing
a small amount of water
moisturemoisture noun a slight amount of water
as found in soil, grain, etc.
moisture contentmoisture content noun the percentage
of moisture in something, e.g. harvested
crops

COMMENT: The safe moisture content for
storage of all grains is 14% or less. In the
UK, only fully ripe grain in a very dry
period is likely to be harvested at less
than 14% moisture content. In a wet sea-
son, the moisture content may be as
high as 30%, and these grains will have
to be dried. The moisture content of hay
is 80% when cut, and has to be reduced
to below 20% for safe storage.

moisture-holding capacitymoisture-holding capacity noun the
amount of water held by soil between field
capacity and the permanent wilting point.
The amount of moisture will vary
according to the texture and structure of
the soil. Abbr MHC
molassesmolasses noun a dark brown syrup, a
by-product of sugar production left after
sugar has been separated. It is used as a
binding agent in compound animal feeds
and is also added to silage.
molemole noun 1. a small dark-grey mammal
which makes tunnels under the ground and
eats worms and insects 2. an SI unit of
measurement of the amount of a substance.
Symbol mol 3. the part of a mole plough
that cuts a round channel underground
mole drainmole drain noun an underground drain
formed under the surface of the soil by a
mole plough as it is pulled across a field
(NOTE: Mole drains are usually made 3 to 4
metres apart, and are used in fields with a
clay subsoil.)
molehillmolehill /�məυlhil/ noun a small heap of
earth pushed up to the surface by a mole as
it makes its tunnel
mole ploughmole plough noun a plough used to
make mole drains, pulled by a tractor, and
forming a wide round hole underground
MoliniaMolinia /mə|�liniə/ noun a poor type of
grass found in rough mountain or hill graz-
ings. It is of little value as grazing.
molluscmollusc noun an invertebrate animal
with a soft body, a muscular foot on the
underside used for movement and, in many

species, a protective shell (NOTE: Molluscs
are found on land as well as in fresh and
salt water. Slugs, snails and shellfish are
molluscs. The US spelling is mollusk.)
molluscicidemolluscicide /mə|�l�skisaid/ noun a
substance used to kill molluscs such as
snails
mono-mono- /mɒnəυ/ prefix single or one.
Opposite multi-
monocotmonocot /�mɒnəυkɒt/ noun same as
monocotyledon (informal)
monocotyledonmonocotyledon /�mɒnəυ|�kɒti |

�li�d(ə)n/ noun a plant with seeds that have
a single cotyledon, e.g. a grass or lily.
Compare dicotyledon. � cotyledon
monocroppingmonocropping /�mɒnəkrɒpiŋ/,
monocrop system /�mɒnəυkrɒp
�sistəm/, monoculture /�mɒnək�ltʃə/
noun a system of cultivation in which a
single crop plant such as wheat is grown
over a large area of land often for several
years. Opposite mixed cropping

COMMENT: Monocropping involving cash
crops, groundnuts, cotton, etc., exposes
farmers in Africa to price fluctuations on
the world market. Diversification is
needed to stabilise farm incomes.

monoeciousmonoecious /mɒ |�ni�ʃəs/ adjective with
male and female flowers on separate
plants. Compare dioecious
monogastricmonogastric /�mɒnəυ|���strik/ adjec-
tive referring to animals with only one
stomach, e.g. pigs. Compare ruminant
monophagousmonophagous /mɒ|�nɒfə�əs/ adjective
referring to an organism that feeds on only
one kind of food. Compare polyphagous
monopitchmonopitch /�mɒnəυpitʃ/ noun a type of
piggery with artificially controlled natural
ventilation
moormoor noun an area of often high land that
is not cultivated, and is formed of acid soil
covered with grass and low shrubs such as
heather
moorlandmoorland /�mυələnd, �mɔ�lənd/ noun a
large area of moor
MOPFMOPF abbreviation margin over
purchased feed
mormor /mɔ�/ noun a type of humus found in
coniferous forests, which is acid and
contains few nutrients. Compare mull
morbiditymorbidity /mɔ� |�biditi/ noun a state of
being diseased or sick

‘In all, pneumonia was seen and treated in
186 of the 272 calves at risk on the dairy
farms in question. The level of morbidity
varied widely from 42 to 91% and the
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signs presented by the calves were
variable.’ [Dairy Farmer]

MoredunMoredun /�mɔ�d�n/ noun a scientific
research institute which investigates
diseases in animals, their prevention and
treatment
Morrey systemMorrey system /�mɒri �sistəm/ noun a
paddock system of rotational grazing, used
in the management of dairy herds
mortalitymortality noun the occurrence of death �
The population count in spring is always
lower than that in the autumn because of
winter mortality.
mosaicmosaic noun a disease of plants that
makes yellow patterns on the leaves and
can seriously affect some crops. It is often
caused by viruses.
mossmoss noun a very small plant without
roots, which grows in damp places and
forms mats of vegetation � Sphagnum is a
type of moss.
mouldmould noun 1. a fungus, especially one
that produces a fine powdery layer on the
surface of an organism (NOTE: The US
spelling is mold.) 2. soft earth
mouldboardmouldboard /�məυldbɔ�d/ noun the
part of a plough which lifts and turns the
slice of earth, so making the furrow (NOTE:
Mouldboards are made of steel, and are
made in many different styles, each
producing a different surface finish. The
main ones are general-purpose, digger
and semi-digger.)
moultmoult noun an occasion of shedding
feathers or hair at a specific period of the
year � verb to shed feathers or hair at a
specific period of the year � Most animals
moult at the beginning of summer. (NOTE:
The US spelling is molt.)
mountmount verb to attach an implement to a
tractor so that it is held by the tractor and
has no other support

COMMENT: If the implement is simply
pulled by the tractor and is supported by
its own wheels, then it is said to be
‘trailed’ (a rotary cultivator can be either
mounted or trailed). If the implement is
supported both by the tractor and by its
own wheels it is said to be ‘semi-
mounted’.

mountainmountain noun a surplus or large
amount of something, especially some-
thing that is being stored � butter mountain
� fridge mountain � lake
mountain sheepmountain sheep noun a sheep
belonging to a breed which lives in or
comes originally from a mountain region

movement licencemovement licence noun a licence
which is needed in order to move animals
from areas of infectious disease. Restric-
tion on the movement of animals is a
measure used to prevent the spread of
disease.
movement record

movement record noun a record kept
by a farmer of all movements of animals on
and off the farm premises. These records
have been compulsory in the UK since
1925.

‘As only one of those farms is farm
assured, all animals have to have a three-
month residency period at the Bradleys to
attain assured status. This means all
movement records being kept up to date to
prove the status of the cattle.’ [Farmers
Guardian]

mow

mow /məυ/ verb to cut grass or a forage
crop
mowermower noun a machine used to cut grass
and other upright crops

COMMENT: The cut crop is left in a swath
behind the cutting mechanism for further
treatment in the process of making hay
or silage. There are four main types of
mower. Cutter bar mowers are rear-
mounted and consist of a framework with
a hinged cutter bar, the cutter bar having
a number of fingers with a cutting edge
on each side, which support the knife.
Rotary mowers are made with two or
four rotors, each having two, three or
four turning blades. Flail mowers have a
high-speed rotor fitted with swinging
flails which cut the grass and leave it
bruised in a fluffy swath. Cylinder mow-
ers are used for lawns, but rarely used
on farms.

MQMQ abbreviation milk quota
MRI

MRI abbreviation 1. magnetic resonance
imaging 2. Meuse-Rhine-Ijssel
MRLMRL abbreviation maximum residue level
MRMMRM abbreviation mechanically recov-
ered meat
MTR

MTR abbreviation Midterm Review
mucinmucin /�mju�sin/ noun a glycoprotein
that is a constituent of mucus
muck

muck noun same as manure
muck spreader

muck spreader noun same as manure
spreader
muck weedmuck weed noun same as fat hen
mucosal disease

mucosal disease /mju�|�kəυz(ə)l di |

�zi�z/ noun a livestock disease caused by a
virus, often fatal
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mucusmucus noun a slimy solution of mucin
secreted by vertebrates onto a mucous
membrane to provide lubrication
mudflatsmudflats /�m�d �flts/ noun areas of flat
mud, usually near the mouths of rivers
mulberrymulberry /�m�lb(ə)ri/ noun a tree
(Morus nigra) with dark fruit, similar to
blackberries
mulberry heart diseasemulberry heart disease noun a fatal
disease of pigs, caused by a lack of vitamin
E and selenium
mulchmulch /m�ltʃ/ noun an organic material
used to spread over the surface of the soil
to prevent evaporation or erosion, e.g. dead
leaves or straw � verb to spread organic
material over the surface of the soil to
prevent evaporation or erosion

COMMENT: Black plastic sheeting is often
used by commercial horticulturists, but
the commonest mulches are organic.
Apart from preventing evaporation,
mulches reduce weed growth and
encourage worms.

mulemule noun 1. a hybrid and usually sterile
offspring of a male ass and a mare 2. a
crossbred sheep from a Blue-faced
Leicester ram and a Swaledale ewe. Mules
have speckled faces and a high lambing
rate.
mulesingmulesing /�mju�lziŋ/ noun an operation
to cut away loose skin on sheep to prevent
blowfly attacks
mullmull /m�l/ noun a type of humus found in
deciduous forests. Compare mor (NOTE: It
is formed of rotted leaves, is PH neutral
and contains many nutrients.)
multicropmulticrop /�m�lti �krɒpiŋ/ verb to grow
more than one crop of something on the
same piece of land in one year � Wet rice is
often multicropped.
multicroppingmulticropping /�m�lti |�krɒpiŋ/ noun
the cultivation of more than one crop on the
same piece of land in one year

‘Farming’s future lies in pests and weeds
controlled by ecological/organic methods:
rotations, multicropping, intercropping
species and varieties, working with nature’
beneficial insects and birds.’ [Farmers
Guardian]

multifactorial inheritancemultifactorial inheritance
/�m�ltif�k |�tɔ�riəl in|�herit(ə)ns/ noun
the control of an inherited characteristic by
several genes
multigerm seedmultigerm seed /�m�ltid���m �si�d/
noun a seed which occurs as a cluster of
seeds fused together and which produces

more than one plant when it germinates, a
common example of which is the sugar
beet seed. The multiple plants must be
reduced to one by a process called
‘singling’.
multi-hornedmulti-horned adjective referring to an
animal such as a Jacob’s sheep which has
more than two horns
multiple croppingmultiple cropping noun the process of
growing more than one crop on the same
piece of land in one year
multiple ovulation and embryo transfermultiple ovulation and embryo
transfer noun a method of insemination
where embryos are transferred to cows.
Abbr MOET. Compare artificial insemi-
nation
multiple sucklingmultiple suckling noun a system in
dairy breeding where nurse cows suckle
several beef calves at the same time
Murray GreyMurray Grey noun a breed of beef cattle,
silver grey in colour. It is a polled early-
maturing hardy breed, and the carcass has
a high proportion of lean meat.
musclemuscle noun an organ that contracts to
make part of the body move
MuscovyMuscovy /�m�skəvi/ noun a utility
breed of duck which is large in size, and
coloured either black and white, or black,
blue and white
mushroommushroom noun a common edible
fungus, often grown commercially
mushroom compostmushroom compost noun a special
growing medium for the commercial
production of mushrooms
mushroom spawnmushroom spawn noun a mass of
spores of edible mushrooms, used in prop-
agation
musk melonmusk melon noun a variety (Cucumis
melo) of melon, with large scented fruit
mustmust noun grape juice which has been
extracted for wine, but which has not
started to ferment
mustardmustard noun a species of brassica
(Sinapsis), whose seeds are among the
most important spices. Mustard is also
used as green manure.

COMMENT: Much of the mustard grown
commercially is rape (Brassica napus).
The seeds of black mustard (Brassica
nigra) are ground to produce the yellow
spice. White mustard (Brassica alba) is
grown as a salad crop (used in mustard
and cress).

mutagenmutagen /�mju�təd�ən/ noun an agent
that causes mutation, e.g. a chemical or
radiation
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mutantmutant adjective referring to a gene in
which a mutation has occurred, or to an
organism carrying such a gene � mutant
mice � noun an organism carrying a gene
in which mutation has occurred � New
mutants have appeared. Also called muta-
tion
mutatemutate verb (of a gene or organism) to
undergo a genetic change that can be inher-
ited � Bacteria can mutate suddenly and
become increasingly able to infect.
mutationmutation /mju�|�teiʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. a
heritable change occurring in a gene 2.
same as mutant
muttonmutton noun the meat of a mature sheep,
produced from older sheep such as ewes
which are finished for breeding
mutualismmutualism /�mju�tʃuəliz(ə)m/ noun
same as symbiosis
muzzlemuzzle noun the projecting part of an
animal’s head, especially the mouth, jaws
and nose
MVMV abbreviation Maedi-Visna
MV Accreditation SchemeMV Accreditation Scheme noun a
system which enables farms to set up and
maintain sheep known to be free of Maedi-
Visna disease after appropriate blood tests,
which are continued for member flocks
myc-myc- /maik, mais/ prefix same as myco-
(NOTE: used before vowels)
myceliummycelium /mai|�si�liəm/ noun a mass of
hyphae which forms the main part of a
fungus
myco-myco- /maikəυ/ prefix fungus or fungal
mycologymycology /mai|�kɒləd�i/ noun the study
of fungi
mycoplasmmycoplasm /�maikəυ|�pl�z(ə)m/,
mycoplasma /�maikəυ|�pl�zmə/ noun a

microorganism that lacks rigid cell walls.
Genus: Mycoplasma. (NOTE: Some species
cause respiratory diseases.)
mycorrhiza

mycorrhiza /�maikəυ |�raizə/ noun a
mutual association of a fungus with the
roots of a plant in which the fungus
supplies the plant with water and minerals
and feeds on the plant’s sugars (NOTE:
Many different fungi form mycorrhizas,
especially with trees, and many plants
such as orchids cannot grow without
them.)

‘Selective herbicide was applied to
remove the ryegrass. It is possible to
produce plants without mycorrhiza on the
roots and, in this trial, control was
significantly better when mycorrhiza were
present.’ [Arable Farming]

mycosis

mycosis /mai|�kəυsis/ noun an infection
with or a disease caused by fungi
mycotic dermatitis

mycotic dermatitis /mai |�kɒtik
�d��mə|�taitis/ noun a disease affecting
sheep, caused by fungal-like bacteria
which multiply on the skin and cause
inflammation. Severe infections cause
fleece loss.
mycotoxin

mycotoxin /�maikəυ |�tɒksin/ noun a
toxic substance produced by a fungus
growing on crops in the field or in storage.
There are regulations controlling the
amount of some mycotoxins such as afla-
toxin and ochratoxin permitted in food.
myiasis

myiasis /�maiəsis/ noun an infestation of
animals by the larvae of flies
myxomatosis

myxomatosis /�miksəmə|�təυsis/ noun
a usually fatal virus disease affecting
rabbits, transmitted by fleas
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NN symbol nitrogen
NaNa symbol sodium
NABIMNABIM abbreviation National Associa-
tion of British and Irish Millers
NACNAC abbreviation National Agricultural
Centre
naked grainnaked grain noun a grain such as wheat
that is easily separated or threshed out
from its husk, i.e. in its caryopsis state
nanny goatnanny goat noun a female goat
NASPMNASPM abbreviation National Associa-
tion of Seed Potato Merchants
National Agricultural CentreNational Agricultural Centre noun
the site of the annual Royal Show (at
Stoneleigh, in Warwickshire), owned by
the RASE. Abbr NAC
National Animal Welfare TrustNational Animal Welfare Trust noun
a rescue centre with branches across the
UK, which provides short-term care and
rehabilitation for unwanted and abused
animals. Abbr NAWT
National Assembly for Wales Agriculture and Rural Affairs DepartmentNational Assembly for Wales Agri-
culture and Rural Affairs Depart-
ment noun the department of the
devolved Welsh Assembly government
which deals with farming, the environ-
ment, animal welfare and rural develop-
ment in Wales. Abbr NAWARAD
National Canine Defence LeagueNational Canine Defence League
noun former name for Dogs Trust
National EnvelopeNational Envelope noun a source of
additional funds to help livestock
producers, e.g. a beef national envelope
and a sheep national envelope
National Farmers’ UnionNational Farmers’ Union noun an
organisation representing the interests of
British farmers in negotiations with the
government and other agencies. Abbr NFU
National Institute of Agricultural BotanyNational Institute of Agricultural
Botany noun an organisation in the UK
which tests all new varieties of crops. After

successful testing, the varieties are made
available to farmers. Abbr NIAB
national list

national list noun a list of agricultural
crop varieties tested by the NIAB and
available for sale. Under EU regulations,
all seeds sold to farmers or horticulturists
must be tested and certified.
National Milk Records

National Milk Records noun a
company which keeps central records for
dairy farmers. Abbr NMR
National Nature Reserve

National Nature Reserve noun a
nationally important example of a type of
habitat, established as reserve to protect
the most important areas of wildlife habitat
and geological formations. Abbr NNR
(NOTE: There are over 200 National Nature
Reserves in England, owned or controlled
by English Nature or held by approved
bodies such as Wildlife Trusts.)
National Office of Animal Health

National Office of Animal Health
noun an organisation which represents the
British animal medicines industry. Abbr
NOAH
national park

national park noun a large area of land
selected because of its scenic, recreational,
scientific, or historical importance for
special protection from development, and
managed by a local government body for
recreational use by the public and the
benefit of the local community
National Soil Resources Institute

National Soil Resources Institute
noun an association formed in 2001 which
provides education and training in the
fields of soil and land management prac-
tice. Abbr NSRI
National Union of Agricultural and Allied Workers

National Union of Agricultural and
Allied Workers noun former name for
RAAW
native

native adjective always having lived,
grown or existed in a place � Tigers are
native to Asia.
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native breedsnative breeds plural noun breeds which
have been developed in a country, and not
brought in from other countries

‘Three years on the project includes 17
farmers who have received grants to
establish herds of eight different native
breeds of cattle – and the beef from these
cattle is now being marketed as Limestone
Beef, generating a premium for the
producers involved.’ [Farmers Guardian]

naturalnatural adjective referring to nature, or
produced by nature not by humans �
natural materials � areas of natural beauty
natural environmentnatural environment noun 1. same as
natural habitat 2. the part of the Earth that
has not been built or formed by humans.
Compare built environment
Natural Environment Research CouncilNatural Environment Research
Council noun a group which carries out
research and training in the environmental
sciences. Abbr NERC
natural habitatnatural habitat noun the usual
surroundings in which an organism lives in
the wild. Also called natural environment
natural immunitynatural immunity noun immunity from
disease inherited by newborn offspring
from birth, acquired in the womb or from
the mother’s milk
natural insecticidenatural insecticide noun an insecti-
cide produced from plant extracts
naturalisenaturalise /�n�tʃ(ə)rəlaiz/, naturalize
verb to introduce a species into an area
where it has not lived or grown before so
that it becomes established as part of the
ecosystem � Rhododendron ponticum has
become naturalised in parts of Britain.
natural resourcenatural resource noun a naturally
occurring material that can be put to use by
humans, e.g. wood or oil (often plural)
natural selectionnatural selection noun the process of
evolutionary change, by which offspring of
organisms with certain characteristics are
more able to survive and reproduce than
offspring of other organisms, thus gradu-
ally changing the composition of a popula-
tion
natural vegetationnatural vegetation noun the range of
plant communities that exist in the natural
environment without being planted or
managed by people
naturenature noun 1. the characteristics that
make someone or something what they are
� the nature of the task 2. all living organ-
isms and the environments in which they
live � They try to live in harmony with
nature.

nature conservationnature conservation noun the active
management of the Earth’s natural
resources, plants, animals and environ-
ment, to ensure that they survive or are
appropriately used
nature managementnature management noun the activity
of managing a natural environment to
encourage plant and animal life. Also
called habitat management
nature reservenature reserve noun an area where
plants, animals and their environment are
protected
nature trailnature trail noun a path through the
countryside with signs to draw attention to
important and interesting features about
plants, animals and the environment
navel-illnavel-ill noun a disease of young live-
stock, especially newborn calves, kids and
lambs. It causes abscesses at the navel and
swellings in some joints. Also known as
joint-ill
navy beannavy bean noun a dried seed of the
common bean (Phaseolus vulgaris, used in
particular for canning as baked beans. Also
called haricot bean
NAWARADNAWARAD abbreviation National
Assembly for Wales Agriculture and Rural
Affairs Department
NAWTNAWT abbreviation National Animal
Welfare Trust
NCDLNCDL abbreviation National Canine
Defence League (NOTE: Now called the
‘Dogs Trust’.)
near infrared spectrophotometrynear infrared spectrophotometry
noun a method of establishing tissue
composition, used in agriculture to assess
the quality of meat and of grain crops

‘Pre-germination in malting barley could
become easier to test using near infra red
spectroscopy, according to research
funded by HGCA. Germination in the ear
can lead to poor malting quality and
problems in the brewing process.’
[Farmers Weekly]

neatneat noun an old term meaning a cow or
ox
neck collarneck collar noun a leather band put
round the neck of a horse or cow, to hold
the animal in a stall
neck rotneck rot noun a disease affecting bulb
onions during storage. The onions become
soft and begin to rot from the stem down-
wards.
necrosisnecrosis /ne|�krəυsis/ noun the death of
tissue or cells in an organism
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nectarnectar noun a sweet sugary liquid
produced by flowers, which attracts birds
or insects which pollinate the flowers
nectarinenectarine noun a smooth-skinned
variety of peach (Prunus persica necta-
rina)
neighneigh noun a sound made by a horse �
verb (of a horse) to make the characteristic
sound of a horse. Compare bleat, grunt,
low
nematicidenematicide /ne |�m�tisaid/ noun a
substance which kills nematodes
nematodenematode /�nemətəυd/ noun a type of
roundworm, some of which, e.g. hook-
worms, are parasites of animals while
others, e.g. root knot and cyst nematodes,
live in the roots or stems of plants
nematode diseasenematode disease noun a disease of
the alimentary tract and lungs, caused by
nematodes. Infection is transmitted from
one group of animals to another by means
of infective larvae in herbage.
Nematodirus diseaseNematodirus disease noun a disease
of lambs caused by parasitic roundworms.
The animals suffer diarrhoea and loss of
condition.
NERCNERC abbreviation Natural Environment
Research Council
nestnest noun 1. a construction built by birds
and some fish for their eggs 2. a construc-
tion made by some social insects such as
ants and bees for the colony to live in �
verb to build a nest
nest boxnest box noun an open-fronted box in
which a hen lays eggs. The box may be a
single unit or part of a series of boxes.
net blotchnet blotch noun a fungal disease of
barley, with dark brown blotches affecting
the leaves
nettlenettle /�net(ə)l/ noun a plant, especially
one of the genus Urtica which possesses
stinging hairs. � hemp nettle, red dead-
nettle
net value addednet value added noun the annual value
of goods sold and services paid for inside a
country, less tax and Government subsidies
and also allowing for the depreciation of
capital assets. Abbr NVA
neutraceuticalneutraceutical /�nju�trə|�sju�tik(ə)l/,
neutriceutical noun same as functional
food
neutralneutral adjective referring to the state of
being neither acid nor alkali � pH 7 is
neutral.
neutraliseneutralise /�nju�trəlaiz/, neutralize
verb 1. to make an acid neutral � Acid in

drainage water can be neutralised by lime-
stone. 2. to make a bacterial toxin harmless
by combining it with the correct amount of
antitoxin 3. to counteract the effect of
something
neutralising valueneutralising value noun a measure-
ment of the capability of a lime material to
neutralise soil acidity. It is the same as the
calcium oxide equivalent.

‘Principally a liming agent, slag contains
burnt lime, which gives it a neutralising
value of more than 50 per cent. In addition,
its naturally-occurring minerals and trace
elements have generated reports from
cereal growers of yield increases in the
region of half a tonne an acre.’ [Farming
News]

new bloodnew blood noun genetic variation
brought into a breed by, e.g., introducing a
new male to a flock or herd
Newcastle diseaseNewcastle disease noun an acute
febrile contagious disease of fowls.
Affected birds suffer loss of appetite, diar-
rhoea and respiratory problems, and
mortality rates are high. It is a notifiable
disease.
new chemicalsnew chemicals plural noun the chemi-
cals that were not listed in the European
Inventory of Existing Commercial Chem-
ical Substances between January 1971 and
September 1981. Compare existing
chemicals
New Hampshire RedNew Hampshire Red noun a breed of
poultry with red plumage, lighter in weight
than Rhode Island Red. New Hampshire
Reds are mainly kept as layers, producing
brownish-tinted eggs.
new variant CJDnew variant CJD noun � variant CJD
new woodnew wood noun growth made during the
current year
NFENFE abbreviation nitrogen-free extract
NFFONFFO abbreviation Non-Fossil Fuel Obli-
gation � adjective referring to technologies
which are designed to ensure diversity of
power supply, such as hydro power, energy
crops and wind power, according to the
Non-Fossil Fuel Obligation
NFUNFU abbreviation National Farmers’
Union
NFYFCNFYFC abbreviation National Federation
of Young Farmers’ Clubs
NIABNIAB abbreviation National Institute for
Agricultural Botany
nicotinenicotine noun a harmful substance in
tobacco. It is used as an insecticide.
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nightshadenightshade /�naitʃeid/ noun a plant of
the family Solanaceae which, if eaten by
stock, are likely to cause sickness or death
night soilnight soil noun human excreta, collected
and used for fertiliser in some parts of the
world
nip barnip bar noun a bar fitted to moving mech-
anisms to prevent parts of the body being
drawn into the machine
nipplewortnipplewort /�nip(ə)lw��t/ noun an
annual weed, Lapsana communis
nitratenitrate noun 1. an ion with the formula
NO3 2. a chemical compound containing
the nitrate ion, e.g. sodium nitrate 3. a
natural constituent of plants. Beets,
cabbage, cauliflower and broccoli can
contain up to 1mg/kg.

COMMENT: Nitrates are a source of nitro-
gen for plants. They are used as fertilis-
ers but can poison babies if they get into
drinking water.

nitrate-sensitive areanitrate-sensitive area, nitrate-
vulnerable zone noun a region of the
country where nitrate pollution is likely
and where the use of nitrate fertilisers is
strictly controlled. Abbr NSA, NVZ (NOTE:
Thirty new areas are proposed by a
government scheme which will restrict
nitrogen use to 150 kg/ha for five years. An
EU directive in 1994 was aimed at
reducing nitrate pollution on up to 2 million
hectares of farmland in the UK.)
nitrificationnitrification /�naitrifi|�keiʃ(ə)n/ noun
the process by which bacteria in the soil
break down nitrogen compounds and form
nitrates which plants can absorb (NOTE: It is
part of the nitrogen cycle.)
nitrification inhibitornitrification inhibitor noun a chemical
product used to slow down the release of
nitrate in organic manure
nitrifiernitrifier /�naitrifaiə/ noun a microor-
ganism that is involved in the process of
nitrification
nitrifynitrify /�naitrifai/ verb to convert
nitrogen or nitrogen compounds into
nitrates
nitritenitrite /�naitrait/ noun 1. an ion with the
formula NO2 2. a chemical compound
containing the nitrite ion, e.g. sodium
nitrite

COMMENT: Nitrites are formed by bacteria
from nitrogen as an intermediate stage in
the formation of nitrates.

nitrogennitrogen noun a chemical element that is
the main component of air and an essential

part of protein. It is essential to biological
life.

COMMENT: Nitrogen is taken into the body
by digesting protein-rich foods. Excess
nitrogen is excreted in urine. When the
intake of nitrogen and the excretion rate
are equal, the body is in nitrogen bal-
ance or protein balance. Nitrogen is sup-
plied to the soil by fertilisers, organic
matter, nodule bacteria on legumes, and
by nitrogen-fixing microorganisms in the
soil.

nitrogen compoundnitrogen compound noun a substance
such as a fertiliser containing mostly
nitrogen with other elements
nitrogen cyclenitrogen cycle noun the set of proc-
esses by which nitrogen is converted from
a gas in the atmosphere to nitrogen-
containing substances in soil and living
organisms, then converted back to a gas
(NOTE: Nitrogen is absorbed into green
plants in the form of nitrates, the plants are
then eaten by animals and the nitrates are
returned to the ecosystem through
animals’ excreta or when an animal or a
plant dies.)
nitrogen deficiencynitrogen deficiency noun a lack of
nitrogen in the soil, found where organic
matter is low and resulting in thin, weak
growth of plants
nitrogen fertilisernitrogen fertiliser noun a fertiliser
containing mainly nitrogen, e.g. ammo-
nium nitrate
nitrogen fixationnitrogen fixation noun the process by
which nitrogen in the air is converted by
bacteria in some plant roots into nitrogen
compounds (NOTE: When the plants die the
nitrogen is released into the soil and acts
as a fertiliser.)

‘One of the biggest misconceptions
currently circulating is a grass ley for
grazing and cutting on an organic farm
requires a greater range of legumes than in
normal practice. In particular, red clover is
being prescribed for use in grazing leys in
the mistaken belief the nitrogen fixation
for the accompanying grass crop will be
dramatically increased.’ [Farmers
Guardian]

nitrogen-fixing plantnitrogen-fixing plant noun a legumi-
nous plant which forms an association with
bacteria that convert nitrogen from the air
into nitrogen compounds in the soil, e.g. a
pea plant
nitrogen-free extractnitrogen-free extract noun used in the
chemical analysis of animal feeding stuffs,
the nitrogen-free extract consists mainly of
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soluble carbohydrates (sugars) and starch.
Abbr NFE
nitrogen-hungry plants

nitrogen-hungry plants plural noun
plants which need a lot of nitrogen
nitrogenous fertiliser

nitrogenous fertiliser /nai|�trɒd�ənəs
�f��tilaizə/ noun a fertilisers such as
sulphate of ammonia which is based on
nitrogen
nitrogen oxide

nitrogen oxide noun an oxide formed
when nitrogen is oxidised, e.g. nitric oxide
or nitrogen dioxide. Formula: NOx.
NMRNMR abbreviation National Milk Records
NNR

NNR abbreviation National Nature
Reserve
NOAH

NOAH abbreviation National Office of
Animal Health
nodenode /nəυd/ noun a point on the stem of
a plant where a leaf is attached
nodule

nodule noun a small lump found on the
roots of leguminous plants such as peas
which contains bacteria that can convert
nitrogen from the air into nitrogen
compounds
nomad

nomad noun an animal that moves from
place to place without having a fixed range.
Compare migrant
nomadicnomadic /nəυ |�m�dik/ adjective refer-
ring to nomads
nomadism

nomadism /�nəυm� |�diz(ə)m/ noun a
habit of some animals that move from
place to place without having a fixed range
nominated servicenominated service noun artificial
insemination with semen from a named
and tested male animal
non-centrifugal sugar

non-centrifugal sugar noun a dark
semi-solid sugar made by boiling the juices
obtained from crushed sugar cane. India is
the principal producer.
non-EU

non-EU adjective not in the EU
non-flammable

non-flammable adjective referring to a
material that is difficult to set on fire
non-food cropsnon-food crops plural noun crops
which are grown for purposes other than
producing food, such as to provide renew-
able energy or chemicals

‘Oilseeds are an ideal vector to deliver
large industrial volumes to a range of
technical industries, and have the potential
to be one of the major non-food crops used
by industry alongside starch. So says Dr
Jeremy Tomkinson of the National Non-
Food Crop Centre (NNFCC) at York.’
[Arable Farming]

Non-Fossil Fuel ObligationNon-Fossil Fuel Obligation noun a
British government policy to promote the
use of energy from renewable sources,
such as solar or wind power. Abbr NFFO
non-organicnon-organic adjective referring to crops
that are not produced according to guide-
lines restricting the use of fertilisers and
other practices
non-persistent pesticidenon-persistent pesticide noun a
pesticide which does not remain toxic for
long, and so does not enter the food chain
non-selective herbicidenon-selective herbicide noun a
chemical herbicide which kills all vegeta-
tion
non-tillnon-till adjective same as no-till agricul-
ture
noosenoose noun a loop in a rope, with a loose
knot which allows it to tighten, e.g. in a
halter or a lasso
Norfolk hornNorfolk horn noun a rare breed of sheep
adapted to dry heathland. Black-faced and
horned.
Norfolk rotationNorfolk rotation noun a system for
farming, using arable farming for fodder
crops, and involving the temporary sowing
of grass and clover (NOTE: The Norfolk rota-
tion system was introduced into England in
the early 18th century and involved root
crops (turnips or swedes), then cereal
(barley), followed by ley (usually red
clover), and ended with cereal (usually
wheat). The Norfolk rotation provided a
well-balanced system for building up and
maintaining soil fertility, controlling weeds
and pests, providing continuous employ-
ment and profitability.)
NormandyNormandy /�nɔ�məndi/ noun a breed of
cattle from north-west France that have a
white coat with red-brown patches. The
animals are reared for meat and for milk,
from which Camembert cheese is made.
North Country CheviotNorth Country Cheviot noun a large-
sized breed of sheep with fine good-quality
wool. This variety of the Cheviot is found
in Caithness and Sutherland.
North DevonNorth Devon � Devon
Northern Dairy ShorthornNorthern Dairy Shorthorn noun a
dairy breed of cattle, which comes from the
old Teeswater cattle, with perhaps a little
Ayrshire blood. it is now established as a
pure breed. The most popular colour is
light roan, but red, white and mixtures of
shades are found. The animals are thrifty,
hardy and suitable for harsh upland condi-
tions.
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north-facingnorth-facing adjective directed towards
the north � a north-facing slope
North RonaldsayNorth Ronaldsay /�nɔ�θ �rɒn(ə)ldsi/
noun a rare breed of small sheep, which
varies in colour from white through grey,
brown and black, and also combinations of
these colours. The tail is short, and most of
the animals have horns.
Norway ratNorway rat /�nɔ�wei r�t/ noun same as
brown rat
nosebandnoseband /�nəυzb�nd/ noun a broad
leather band worn around the horse’s nose
and above the bit, used to prevent a horse
from opening its mouth too wide
notifiable diseasenotifiable disease noun a serious
infectious disease of plants, animals or
people that has to be officially reported so
that steps can be taken to stop it spreading

‘The safe haven scheme aims to keep
Britain free from the damaging bacterial
disease ring rot, by creating a supply chain
where all seed has been traceably
produced from ring rot free stocks. It
follows two outbreaks of the notifiable
disease in two years.’ [Farmers Weekly]
COMMENT: The following are notifiable
diseases of humans: cholera, diphtheria,
dysentery, encephalitis, food poisoning,
jaundice, malaria, measles, meningitis,
ophthalmia neonatorum, paratyphoid,
plague, poliomyelitis, relapsing fever,
scarlet fever, smallpox, tuberculosis,
typhoid, typhus, whooping cough, yellow
fever. The following are some of the noti-
fiable diseases of animals: anthrax,
BSE, foot and mouth disease, Newcastle
disease, rabies, sheep pox, sheep scab,
swine fever.

no-till agricultureno-till agriculture, no-till farming
noun a system of cultivation in which
mechanical disturbance of the soil by
ploughing is kept to a minimum to reduce
soil erosion. Also called non-till
novel cropnovel crop noun a non-traditional crop,
e.g. miscanthus grown as an energy crop or
evening primrose grown for supply to the
pharmaceutical industry
nozzlenozzle noun a projecting part with an
opening at the end of a pipe, for regulating
and directing a flow of fluid
NPKNPK noun nitrogen, phosphorus and
potassium, used in different proportions as
a fertiliser
NSANSA abbreviation nitrate-sensitive area
NSRINSRI abbreviation National Soil
Resources Institute

Nubian goatNubian goat /�nju�biən �əυt/ noun a
breed of goat of mixed Egyptian and
Indian origin, now crossed with British
goats to produce the Anglo-Nubian breed
nucleusnucleus noun the central body in a cell,
containing DNA and RNA, and controlling
the function and characteristics of the cell
nurse cownurse cow noun a cow used to suckle the
calves of others
nurse cropnurse crop noun a crop grown to give
protection to young plants of a perennial
crop which is being established. Nurse
crops provide shade and act as windbreaks.

‘Last year two, one acre trial plots of Sitel
lucerne were grown, the first sown in early
April under a nurse crop of spring barley
to protect the emerging crop and help
establishment.’ [Farmers Guardian]

nurserynursery noun a place where plants are
grown until they are large enough to be
planted in their final positions
nursery bednursery bed noun a bed in which seed-
lings are planted out from the seedbed until
they are large enough to be put in perma-
nent positions
nursery plotnursery plot noun an area of cultivated
soil used for growing plants on before they
are planted out, or for sowing seed. Also
called seed plot
nutnut noun 1. a hard indehiscent fruit with
one seed 2. any hard edible seed contained
in a fibrous or woody shell, e.g. groundnuts
3. a small cube of compressed meal, a
convenient form of animal feed
nutraceuticalnutraceutical /�nju�trə|�sju�tik(ə)l/,
nutriceutical noun same as functional
food
nutrientnutrient noun a substance that an
organism needs to allow it to grow, thrive
and reproduce, e.g. carbon, hydrogen,
oxygen, nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium,
calcium, magnesium or sulphur. Plants
obtain their nutrients from the soil, while
humans and other animals obtain them
from their food, including plants.
nutrient leachingnutrient leaching noun the loss of
nutrients from the soil caused by water
flowing through it, which deprives the soil
of nutrients and may pollute water courses
nutrigenomicsnutrigenomics /�nju�trid�i|�nɒmiks/
noun the study of the way in which genetic
and environmental influences act together
on an animal, and how this information can
be used to boost productivity, health etc.
nutritionnutrition noun 1. the process of taking in
the necessary food components to grow
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and remain healthy. � soil nutrition 2.
nourishment or food which an animal eats
nutritional

nutritional /nju� |�triʃ(ə)n(ə)l/ adjective
referring to nutrition � the nutritional
quality of meat
nutritious

nutritious adjective providing the nutri-
ents that are needed for growth and health
nutritive

nutritive /�nju�trətiv/ adjective 1. refer-
ring to a substance that provides the neces-
sary components for growth and health �
plants grown in a nutritive solution 2.
referring to nutrition
nutritive value

nutritive value noun the degree to
which a food is valuable in promoting

health � The nutritive value of white flour
is lower than that of wholemeal flour.

‘While enzyme supplements are now
widely used to improve the nutritive value
of feeds for non-ruminants, the response
of ruminants to direct fed fibrolytic
enzymes has been both unclear and highly
inconsistent, according to a presentation at
BSAS in York.’ [Farmers Guardian]

NVA

NVA abbreviation net value added
NVZ

NVZ abbreviation nitrate-vulnerable zone
nymph

nymph noun an insect at the stage in its
development between the larval stage and
adulthood
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OO symbol 1. oxygen 2. Below Average (in
the EUROP carcass classification system)
oakoak noun a deciduous or evergreen hard-
wood tree of which there are many species.
Latin name: Quercus.
oarweedoarweed /�ɔ�wi�d/ noun a common
seaweed (Laminaria digitata) used as food
OASOAS abbreviation Organic Aid Scheme
oasis effectoasis effect noun the loss of water from
an irrigated area due to hot dry air coming
from an unirrigated area nearby
oasthouseoasthouse /�əυsthaυs/ noun a building
containing a kiln for drying hops. It is a
circular or square building with a charac-
teristic conical roof.
oatoat /əυt/ noun a hardy cereal crop grown
in most types of soil in cool wet northern
temperate regions. Latin name: Avena
sativa. (NOTE: Oats are regarded as envi-
ronmentally friendly because they require
fewer inputs than other cereals.)
oatmealoatmeal noun a type of feeding stuff
produced when the husk is removed from
the oats kernel by a rolling process.
Oatmeal is particularly good for horses and
valuable for cattle and sheep, but not as
suitable for pigs because of its high fibre
content.
OBFOBF abbreviation officially brucellosis
free
occupational asthmaoccupational asthma noun asthma
caused by materials with which people
comes into contact at work, e.g. asthma in
farm workers (farmer’s lung), caused by
hay
OCDSOCDS noun a temporary scheme under
which farmers receive payment and
support for the disposal of cattle that were
born or reared in the United Kingdom
before August 1996. The scheme was
introduced in 2006 to replace the OTMS
and will run until the end of 2008. Full
form Older Cattle Disposal Scheme

odour nuisanceodour nuisance noun a smell which is
annoying or unpleasant
OECDOECD abbreviation Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development
OELSOELS abbreviation Organic Entry Level
Stewardship
oestrogenoestrogen noun a steroid hormone
belonging to a group of hormones that
controls the reproductive cycle and the
development of secondary sexual charac-
teristics in female primates (NOTE: The US
spelling is estrogen.)
oestrous cycleoestrous cycle noun the pattern of
reproductive activity shown by most
female animals, except most primates
oestrusoestrus /�i�strəs/ noun one of the periods
of the oestrous cycle that occurs in mature
female mammals that are not pregnant. In
this period ovulation normally occurs and
the female is ready to mate. Also called
heat
OestrusOestrus /�i�strəs/ noun a family of flies,
including the bot fly
offaloffal noun the inside parts of an animal,
e.g. liver, kidney or intestines, when used
as food, as opposed to meat, which is
muscle
off-going cropoff-going crop noun a crop sown by a
tenant farmer before leaving the farm at the
end of his tenancy. He is permitted to
return and harvest the crop and remove it.
officinalisofficinalis /ɒ|�fisi |�nɑlis/, officinale /ɒ|

�fisi |�nɑli/ adjective ‘used in medicine’,
often part of the generic name of plants
offspringoffspring noun a child, the young of an
animal, or a descendant of a plant (NOTE:
The plural is offspring: The birds usually
produce three or four offspring each year.)
OFSOFS abbreviation Organic Farming
Scheme
oiloil noun a liquid compound which does
not mix with water, occurring as vegetable
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or animal oils, essential volatile oils and
mineral oils

COMMENT: There are three types of oil:
fixed vegetable and animal oils, essen-
tial volatile oils, and mineral oils. The
most important oil-producing crops are
the coconut palm, the oil palm, ground-
nuts, linseed, soya beans, maize and
cotton seed. Other sources are olives,
rape seed, lupin, sesame and sunflow-
ers. After the nuts or seed have been
crushed to extract the oil, the residue
may be used as a livestock feed or as a
fertiliser.

oilcakeoilcake /�ɔilkeik/ noun same as oilseed
cake
oil cropoil crop noun a crop grown for extraction
of the oil in its seeds, e.g. sunflower or
oilseed rape

‘In the mid-1970s the first 13-acre rape
crop was grown alongside 200 acres of
wheat and a few acres of oats and barley
for the cattle. Now 550 acres of the oil
crop is alternated with wheat in a 1:2
rotation to provide a high proportion of
first wheat, which yields 10–15cwts/acre
more than second wheat at around
3.75t/acre.’ [Arable Farming]

oilseed cakeoilseed cake /�ɔilsi�d �keik/ noun a
feedingstuff concentrate, high in protein,
made from the residue of seeds which have
been crushed to produce oil. Also called
oilcake
oilseed rapeoilseed rape noun a plant of the
cabbage family with bright yellow flowers,
grown to provide an edible oil and animal
feed from the processed seeds. Latin name:
Brassica napus. Also called rape (NOTE:
Oil produced from oilseed rape is often
called ‘vegetable oil’.)
oilseedsoilseeds plural noun crops grown for the
oil extracted from their seeds, e.g. oilseed
rape or linseed
Old English gameOld English game noun a breed of
poultry, now mainly a fancy breed. The
birds are coloured black and white with
blue wing tips.
Older Cattle Disposal SchemeOlder Cattle Disposal Scheme
noun full form of OCDS
old woodold wood noun growth made during
previous years
oligotrophicoligotrophic /�ɒli�əυ |�trɒfik/ adjective
(of water) referring to water that contains
few nutrients. � dystrophic, eutrophic,
mesotrophic
oliveolive noun a Mediterranean tree with
small yellowish-green edible fruit from

which an edible oil can be produced. Latin
name: Olea europaea.
OMOM abbreviation organic matter
omasumomasum /əυ |�meisəm/ noun the third
stomach of a ruminant, which acts as a
filter, and where much of the water in food
is taken out before the food passes onto the
abomasum. � abomasum, reticulum,
rumen (NOTE: The omasum is also collo-
quially called the Bible or the Book.)
omnivoreomnivore /�ɒmnivɔ�/ noun an animal
that eats both plant and animal foods. �

carnivore, detritivore, frugivore,
herbivore (NOTE: Humans and pigs are
examples of omnivores.)
omnivorousomnivorous /ɒm|�niv(ə)rəs/ adjective
referring to an animal that eats both plant
and animal foods
once grown seedonce grown seed noun seed obtained
from plants grown from a certified seed
and intended for use by the farmer on his
own farm, and not for resale
oniononion noun a vegetable crop (Allium
cepa), grown either for cooking or for
eating in salads. The ripe onion consists of
the edible swollen leaf bases surrounded
by scale leaves. It is harvested when the
growing tops have fallen over. It is the
dormant bulbs which are harvested and
eaten.
onion couchonion couch noun a grass weed
(Arrhenatherum elatius) which grows to
24–48 inches and develops long oat-like
hairs like flower heads. Onion couch
affects cereals.
onion flyonion fly noun an insect pest (Hylemyia
antiqua) the maggots of which cause
damage to onions by eating into the devel-
oping bulb
onion setonion set noun a seed onion, a small
onion grown from seed, which has been
dried, and which is planted the following
year so that it will root and grow on to
maturity
on-off grazingon-off grazing noun same as rotational
grazing
on-the-hoofon-the-hoof adjective referring to
animals which are sold live for slaughter
open countrysideopen countryside noun an area of
country without many trees or high moun-
tains
open fieldsopen fields plural noun fields which are
not separated by hedges or walls, but by
banks of earth. Formerly fields were
divided into strips, each worked by a
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farmer; the system was used originally by
the Saxons.

COMMENT: In recent years the removal of
many field boundaries as a result of farm
consolidation has led to an increase in
the size of the average British field, and
created large open fields again. Hedges
have been removed to allow large farm
machinery to be used more economi-
cally, and the loss of hedgerows has had
a marked effect on the wildlife in the
countryside.

open furrowopen furrow noun a furrow shaped like
a V, with the furrow slices laid in opposite
directions to each other
opening bidopening bid noun the first bid at an
auction
optimiseoptimise /�ɒptimaiz/, optimize verb to
make something as efficient as possible
optimumoptimum adjective referring to the point
at which the condition or amount of some-
thing is the best � optimum height
oracheorache /�ɒritʃ/ noun a common weed
(Atriplex patula) which affects sugar beet
and maize crops, and makes harvesting the
crop difficult
orangeorange noun the fruit of the Citrus
aurantium, a native tree of China, whose
nutritional value is due mainly to its high
vitamin C content. Grown in semi-tropical
and Mediterranean regions, it is eaten as
fresh fruit or used for juice and for making
preserves. The USA, Brazil, Spain,
Morocco and Israel are large exporters of
oranges.

COMMENT: Blood oranges are coloured
by the presence of anthocyanins. Man-
darin oranges such as satsumas and
tangerines have loose peel. The Seville
orange is a bitter orange, grown in Spain
and used by marmalade manufacturers.

orchardorchard noun an area of land used for
growing fruit trees

COMMENT: Orchards were once a com-
mon feature of most farms, but now fruit
is commercially produced by specialised
commercial growers. The modern
orchard consists of trees grafted onto
dwarfing rootstock, shaped by pruning
and closely planted in rows which are
separated to allow room for tractors and
sprayers to pass. Apples, plums, pears
and cherries are the most important tree
fruits in Britain, with Kent, Worcester-
shire and parts of East Anglia being the
most important growing regions. In the
USA, oranges and other citrus fruits are
grown in orchards in the Southern

States, in particular in Florida and Cali-
fornia.

Ordnance SurveyOrdnance Survey /�ɔ�dnəns �s��vei/
noun an agency which generates accurate
mapping data for Great Britain. Abbr OS
orforf /ɔ�f/ noun a virus disease affecting
sheep, cattle and goats and easily passed on
to humans. The disease causes scabs and
ulcers which affect the mouth, nose and
eyes. In its later stages legs, genitals and
udders may be affected.
organorgan noun a part of an organism that is
distinct from other parts and has a partic-
ular function, e.g. an eye or a flower
organelleorganelle /�ɔ��ə |�nel/ noun a specialised
structure within a cell, e.g. a mitochon-
drion or nucleus
organicorganic adjective 1. referring to a
compound containing carbon 2. referring
to food produced using only a restricted
number of permitted pesticides and ferti-
lisers, or to the production of such food 3.
referring to a substance which comes from
an animal or plant
organic agricultureorganic agriculture noun same as
organic farming
Organic Aid SchemeOrganic Aid Scheme noun a govern-
ment-funded scheme that gives one-off
support payments to organic farmers, espe-
cially to cover their set-up costs. Abbr
OAS
organicallyorganically /ɔ� |���nikli/ adverb using
only a restricted number of permitted
pesticides and fertilisers in growing a crop
organic conversionorganic conversion noun the process
of converting from conventional agricul-
ture to organic production

‘While the Herdman family made the
formal move into organic conversion just
before the foot-and-mouth outbreak, they
had been gradually adopting organic and
sustainable farming practices on an
informal basis as a practice’ to find
whether or not they would work
successfully at Acton Farm.’ [Farmers
Guardian]

Organic Entry Level StewardshipOrganic Entry Level Stewardship
noun one of the categories under the Envi-
ronmental Stewardship scheme, under
which organic farmers can apply for
funding in return for implementing certain
environmental management schemes on
their land. Abbr OELS
organic farmingorganic farming noun a method of
farming which does not involve the use of
artificial fertilisers or pesticides � Organic
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farming may become more economic than
conventional farming.

COMMENT: Organic farming uses natural
fertilisers and rotates stock farming (i.e.
raising of animals) with crop farming.
Soil nutrients are maintained by the addi-
tion of plant and animal manures, and
pest control is achieved by the use of
naturally derived pesticides, and by crop
rotation, which allows natural predation
to take place. Organic farming may pro-
duce lower yields than traditional or
intensive farming, but the lower yields
may be offset by the high cost of the
chemical fertilisers used in intensive
farming. It may become more economic
than conventional farming due to pre-
mium prices which are paid for organic
products. In areas of overproduction,
organic farming has the advantage of
reducing crop production without loss of
quality and without taking land out of
agricultural use. At the present time,
Scotland has the UK’s largest proportion
of organic farmland, at 7%, with an aver-
age of 4% across the the rest of the UK.
The main factor in controlling conversion
to organic farming is the capital cost. A
government scheme to encourage farm-
ers to convert to organic agriculture has
begun. Payments will be made to farm-
ers in England over a 5-year period to
assist with the costs of converting land to
organic production. The scheme is also
designed to stimulate a form of produc-
tion which emphasises soil improvement
and the control of pests and diseases. In
2004 there were 678,630 hectares regis-
tered as organic land in the UK.

Organic Farming Scheme

Organic Farming Scheme noun a
former support scheme which gave
payments for organic farmers wanting to
increase their production, now adminis-
tered under the Organic Entry Level Stew-
ardship scheme. Abbr OFS
organic fertiliserorganic fertiliser noun a fertiliser made
from dead or decaying plant matter or
animal wastes, e.g. leaf mould, farmyard
manure or bone meal
organic material

organic material /ɔ� |���nik �m�tə/,
organic matter noun carbon-based mate-
rial derived from organisms, e.g. decom-
posed plant material or animal dung
organic matter

organic matter noun 1. a combination
found in soil of plant material that is
decomposing, microorganisms such as
fungi, and humus. Also called soil organic
matter 2. same as organic material

COMMENT: Organic matter is acted on by
bacteria, fungi, earthworms, and it

decomposes to form humus. Humus is
finally broken down by an oxidation proc-
ess. The organic matter content of soil
varies according to soil type, and usually
increases with clay content. Peaty soils
have a high organic matter content and
some are totally made up of organic mat-
ter.

Organization for Economic Cooperation and DevelopmentOrganization for Economic Coop-
eration and Development noun an
international intergovernmental associa-
tion set up in 1961 to coordinate the
economic policies of member nations.
Abbr OECD
organochlorineorganochlorine /	ɔ���nəυ|�klɔ�ri�n/
noun a chemical compound containing
chlorine, used as an insecticide

COMMENT: Organochlorine insecticides
are very persistent, with a long half-life of
up to 15 years. Chlorinated hydrocarbon
insecticides can enter the food chain and
kill small animals and birds which feed
on insects.

organophosphateorganophosphate /	ɔ��ənəυ |�fɒsfeit/
noun a synthetic insecticide that attacks the
nervous system, e.g. chlorpyrifos

COMMENT: Organophosphates are not as
persistent as organochlorines and do not
enter the food chain. They are, however,
very toxic and need to be handled care-
fully, as breathing in their vapour may be
fatal.

organophosphorous insecticideorganophosphorous insecticide
/	ɔ��ənəυ |	fɒsfərəs in |�sektisaid/ noun
same as organophosphate
organophosphorus compoundorganophosphorus compound
noun an organic compound containing
phosphorus
orphaned animalorphaned animal noun a young animal
whose mother has died, and is therefore
either fostered onto another animal or has
to be hand-reared
OrpingtonOrpington /�ɔ�piŋtən/ � Buff Orpington
OryzaOryza /�ɒrizə/ noun the Latin name for
rice
OSOS abbreviation Ordnance Survey
osierosier /�əυziə/ noun a species of willow,
the shoots of which are used in making
baskets
osmosisosmosis noun the movement of mole-
cules of a solvent from a solution of one
concentration to a solution of a higher
concentration through a semi-permeable
membrane until the two solutions balance
in concentration
osmotic pressureosmotic pressure /ɒz|	mɒtik �preʃə/
noun the pressure required to prevent the
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flow of a solvent into a solution through a
semi-permeable membrane
OSROSR abbreviation oilseed rape
osteo-osteo- /ɒstiəυ/ prefix bone
osteomalaciaosteomalacia /�ɒstiəυmə|�leiʃə/ noun a
condition where the bones become soft
because of lack of calcium or phosphate
ostrichostrich noun a large flightless bird
(Struthio camelus) raised in farms for its
meat
OTMSOTMS noun until 2005, a scheme under
which all cattle slaughtered over the age of
30 months were incinerated or rendered for
safe disposal. Full form Over Thirty
Month Scheme
outbreedingoutbreeding /�aυtbri�diŋ/ noun 1.
breeding between individuals that are not
related 2. fertilisation between two or more
separate plants, rather than within a flower
or between flowers of the same plant �
Outbreeding occurs in broad beans. �
compare inbreeding
outcrossingoutcrossing /�aυtkrɒsiŋ/ noun the
process of bringing some new genetic vari-
ation (‘new blood’) into a flock or herd,
usually by introducing a new male
outfalloutfall noun a pipe from which sewage,
either raw or treated, flows into a river, lake
or the sea. Also called outfall sewer
outfieldsoutfields /�aυtfi�ldz/ noun in hill farms,
the fields furthest from the homestead,
cropped only from time to time and
allowed to lie fallow for long periods
outhouseouthouse /�aυthaυs/ noun a farm
building which is not attached to the main
farmhouse, and may be used for storage or
for keeping poultry
outline planning permissionoutline planning permission noun
permission in principle to build a property
on a piece of land, but not the final
approval because further details must be
submitted
out-of-seasonout-of-season adjective, adverb refer-
ring to a plant which is grown or sold at a
time when it is not naturally available from
outdoor cultivation � Out-of-season straw-
berries are imported from Spain. � Glass-
houses provide out-of-season tomatoes.
outstationoutstation /�aυtsteiʃən/ noun in New
Zealand and Australia, a sheep station
separate from the main station
outwinteroutwinter /�aυtwintəriŋ/ verb to keep
cattle and sheep outdoors in fields during
the winter months � a herd of outwintered
heifers

‘It was estimated that savings achieved by
outwintering compared with inwintering
would be in the region of pounds 30 per
head in terms of feed costs plus savings in
labour and time.’ [Farmers Guardian]

ovaova /�əυvə/ plural of ovum
ovaryovary noun 1. one of two organs in a
woman or female animal that produce ova
or egg cells and secrete the female
hormone oestrogen 2. the part of a flower
that contains the ovules, at the base of a
carpel
oven-ready poultryoven-ready poultry noun poultry
which has been slaughtered and dressed so
that it can be cooked without any further
preparation
overcroppingovercropping /�əυvə |�krɒpiŋ/ noun the
practice of growing too many crops on
poor soil, which has the effect of greatly
reducing soil fertility
overcultivatedovercultivated /�əυvə|�k�ltiveitid/
adjective referring to land that has been too
intensively cultivated and has reduced
fertility
overexploitoverexploit /�əυvərik |�splɔit/ verb to
cultivate soil too intensely
overexploitationoverexploitation /�əυvəreksplɔi|

�teiʃ(ə)n/ noun the uncontrolled use of
natural resources until there is very little
left � Overexploitation has reduced
herring stocks by half.
overfeedoverfeed /�əυvə |�fi�d/ verb to give
animals too much feed
overfertilisationoverfertilisation /�əυvəf��tilai |

�zeiʃ(ə)n/, overfertilization noun the
application of too much fertiliser to land
(NOTE: Excess fertiliser draining from fields
can cause pollution of the water in rivers
and lakes.)
overgrazeovergraze /�əυvə |��reiz/ verb to graze a
pasture so much that it loses nutrients and
is no longer able enough to provide food
for livestock
overgrazingovergrazing /�əυvə |��reiziŋ/ noun the
practice of grazing a pasture so much that
it loses nutrients and is no longer able to
provide food for livestock � Overgrazing
has led to soil erosion and desertification.

‘Examples of the steps farmers will have
to take include reducing the risk of soil
erosion and avoiding the deterioration of
habitats by preventing undergrazing as
well as overgrazing.’ [Farmers Weekly]

overgrownovergrown /�əυvə |��rəυn/ adjective
referring to a seedbed or field which is
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covered with weeds or other unwanted
vegetation
overlyingoverlying /�əυvə|�laiiŋ/ noun the
crushing of piglets by the sow which lies
on top of them
overproductionoverproduction /�əυvəprə |�d�kʃən/
noun the production of more of something
than is wanted or needed
overshot wheelovershot wheel /�əυvəʃɒt �wi�l/ noun
a type of waterwheel where the water falls
on the wheel from above. It is more effi-
cient than an undershot wheel, where the
water flows underneath the wheel.
overstoreyoverstorey /�əυvə |�stɔ�ri/ noun the
topmost vegetation layer in a forest,
formed by the tallest trees. Also called
overwood
Over Thirty Month SchemeOver Thirty Month Scheme noun
full form of OTMS
overtoppingovertopping /�əυvə |�tɒpiŋ/ noun
cutting too much off the top of a plant
when preparing it, e.g. when preparing
sugar beet
overwinteroverwinter /�əυvə|�wintə/ verb 1. to
spend winter in a particular place � The
herds overwinter on the southern plains. 2.
to remain alive though the winter � Many
plants will not overwinter in areas that
have frost.
overwoodoverwood /�əυvəwυd/ noun same as
overstorey
ovicideovicide /�əυvisaid/ noun a substance,
especially an insecticide, that kills eggs
oviductoviduct /�əυvid�kt/ noun a tube that
transports eggs from the ovary to the uterus
in mammals or in birds and reptiles
secretes the eggshell and conveys the egg
to the outside (NOTE: In mammals it is also
called the fallopian tube.)
oviparousoviparous /əυ |�vipərəs/ adjective refer-
ring to an animal that carries and lays eggs.
Compare viviparous
OvisOvis /�əυvis/ noun the Latin name for the
sheep genus
ovulateovulate /�ɒvjυleit/ verb to release an
ovum from the mature ovarian follicle into
the fallopian tube
ovulationovulation /�ɒvjυ|�leiʃ(ə)n/ noun the
release of an ovum from the mature
ovarian follicle into the fallopian tube
ovuleovule /�ɒvju�l/ noun an immature egg or
an unfertilised seed
ovumovum /�əυvəm/ noun a female egg cell
which, when fertilised by a spermatozoon,
begins to develop into an embryo (NOTE:

The plural is ova. For other terms referring
to ova, see words beginning with oo-.)

COMMENT: At regular intervals (in the
human female, once a month) ova, or
unfertilised eggs, leave the ovaries and
move down the fallopian tubes to the
uterus. Ovulation is regular in the mare,
sow, ewe and cow.

ox

ox noun a male or female beast from
domestic cattle, and also the castrated
male, especially when used as a draught
animal (NOTE: The plural is oxen.)
ox-eye

ox-eye noun any flower with a round
yellow centre, e.g. the ox-eye daisy
Oxford Down

Oxford Down /�ɒksfəd daυn/ noun the
largest of the down breeds of sheep,
produced by crossing Southdown
improved stock with the longwoolled Cots-
wold. It has a dark-brown face and legs and
a conspicuous topknot.
oxidase

oxidase /�ɒksideiz/ noun an enzyme
which encourages oxidation by removing
hydrogen
oxidise

oxidise /�ɒksidaiz/, oxidize verb to form
an oxide by the reaction of oxygen with
another chemical substance � Over a
period of time, the metal is oxidised by
contact with air.
oxygen

oxygen noun a colourless, odourless gas,
essential to human life, constituting 21%
by volume of the Earth’s atmosphere � Our
bodies obtain oxygen through the lungs in
respiration.

COMMENT: Oxygen is an important con-
stituent of living matter, as well as water
and air. It is formed by plants from car-
bon dioxide in the atmosphere during
photosynthesis and released back into
the air. Oxygen is absorbed from the air
into the bloodstream through the lungs
and is carried to the tissues along the
arteries. It is essential to normal metab-
olism.

oxygenate

oxygenate /�ɒksidəneit/ verb 1. to
treat blood with oxygen 2. to become filled
with oxygen
oxygenation

oxygenation /�ɒksidə |�neiʃ(ə)n/ noun
the process of becoming filled with oxygen
oxytocin

oxytocin /�ɒksi|�təυsin/ noun a hormone
which activates the release of milk in the
udder and the contractions in the uterus
during birth. It is also possibly important in
contracting the uterus during mating. Its
action is blocked by the release of adren-
alin.
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PP symbol Poor (in the EUROP carcass
classification system)
packhousepackhouse /�p�khaυs/ noun a building
used for grading, cleaning and packing
produce on a farm, before it is sent to the
customer
paddockpaddock noun a small enclosed field,
usually near farm buildings
paddock grazingpaddock grazing noun a rotational
grazing system which uses paddocks of
equal area for grazing, followed by a rest
period
palatabilitypalatability /�p�lətə|�biliti/ noun the
extent to which something is good to eat
palatablepalatable adjective good to eat � Some
types of grass are less palatable than
others. � Big bales preserve the grass in an
almost cut state which is very palatable.
palepale noun 1. a pointed piece of wood used
for fencing 2. a husk on grass or cereal
seeds
pale leaf spotpale leaf spot noun white spots which
form on leaves of clover plants due to
potash deficiency
pale persicariapale persicaria /�peil �p��si |�keəriə/
noun a weed found in spring-sown crops
pale soft exudative musclepale soft exudative muscle noun a
condition where an animal’s meat becomes
pale and lacks firmness. Abbr PSE
palmpalm noun 1. a large tropical plant like a
tree with branching divided leaves, that
produces fruits which give oil and other
foodstuffs 2. the inner surface of the hand
or the underside of a mammal’s forefoot
that is often in contact with the ground
palynologypalynology /�p�li|�nɒləd�i/ noun the
scientific study of pollen, especially of
pollen found in peat and coal deposits.
Also called pollen analysis
panpan noun 1. a wide shallow pot for
growing seeds 2. a hard cemented layer of
soil, impervious to drainage, lying below

the surface. It is formed by the deposition
of iron compounds or by ploughing at the
same depth every year. Pan may be broken
up by using a subsoiler.
pan-pan- /p�n/ prefix affecting everything or
everywhere
pandemicpandemic /p�n|�demik/ adjective, noun
referring to an epidemic disease which
affects many parts of the world. � endemic,
epidemic
panemonepanemone /�p�niməυn/ noun a type of
windmill in which flat surfaces spin round
a vertical axis
paniclepanicle /�p�nik(ə)l/ noun a flower head
(inflorescence) with many branches that
carry small flowers, e.g. the flower head of
a rice plant
PanicumPanicum /�p�nikəm/ noun the Latin
name for millet
pannagepannage /�p�nid�/ noun 1. pasturage
for pigs in a wood or forest 2. the corn and
beech mast on which pigs feed
papainpapain /pə |�peiin/ noun an enzyme found
in the juice of the papaya, used as a meat
tenderiser and in medicine to help wounds
to heal
PapaverPapaver /pə|�pɑ�və/ noun the Latin name
for poppy
parameterparameter noun 1. a factor that defines
the limits or actions of something 2. a vari-
able quantity or value for which a measure-
ment is attempted, e.g. mean height
paraquatparaquat /�p�rəkwɒt/ noun a herbicide
that destroys a wide range of plants by
killing their foliage and becomes inert on
contact with the soil. It is poisonous to
mammals, including humans.
parasiteparasite noun a plant or animal which
lives on or inside another organism, the
host, and derives its nourishment and other
needs from it � a water-borne parasite

COMMENT: The commonest parasites
affecting animals are lice on the skin and
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various types of worms in the intestines.
Many diseases of humans such as
malaria and amoebic dysentery are
caused by infestation with parasites.
Viruses are parasites on animals, plants
and even on bacteria. Fungal diseases
in plants, such as mildews and rusts, are
caused by the action of parasitic fungi on
their hosts.

parasiticparasitic /�p�rə|�sitik/ adjective refer-
ring to animal or plant parasites � a para-
sitic worm � Dodder is a parasitic plant.
parasitic gastro-enteritisparasitic gastro-enteritis noun an
infection of the stomach caused by round-
worms, especially Osteragia. It can be
cured by anthelmintics. Abbr PGE
parasiticideparasiticide /�p�rə|�saitisaid/ noun a
substance that kills parasites
parasitiseparasitise /�p�rəsitaiz/, parasitize
verb to live as a parasite on another
organism � Sheep are parasitised by flukes.
parasitismparasitism /�p�rəsaitiz(ə)m/ noun a
state in which one organism, the parasite,
lives on or inside another organism, the
host, and derives its nourishment and other
needs from it
parasitoidparasitoid /�p�rəsaitɔid/ noun an
organism that is a parasite only at one stage
in its development
parasitologyparasitology /�p�rəsai |�tɒləd�i/ noun
the scientific study of parasites
parathionparathion /p�rə|�θaiən/ noun an organo-
phosphorus insecticide no longer approved
for use in the UK
paratyphoidparatyphoid /�p�rə|�taifɔid/ noun a
disease of pigs caused by infection with
salmonella bacteria. Young pigs run a high
fever and may die within 24 hours.
parentparent noun a male or female that has
produced offspring
parent material rockparent material rock noun the
unweathered base rock which breaks down
to form a constituent part of the surface soil
parent plantparent plant noun a plant from which
others are produced
parklandparkland /�pɑ�kl�nd/ noun grazed
grassland or heathland with large indi-
vidual trees or small groups of large trees,
usually part of a designed and managed
landscape
parlour systemsparlour systems plural noun the four
basic designs of milking parlour: the
herringbone parlour, the abreast parlour,
the tandem parlour and the rotary parlour

‘In normal milking parlour systems, the
dairyman has to be present two or three
times a day to carry out the milking.

Robotic milking does away with this
structured, time-consuming job, but it
relies on continuous operation of
sophisticated machinery.’ [Farmers
Weekly]

parrot mouthparrot mouth noun a malformation of
the upper jaw of horses, preventing proper
mastication. The condition prevents the
horse from grazing.
parsleyparsley noun a common herb
(Petroselinum crispum) used for
garnishing and flavouring
parsley piertparsley piert /�pɑ�sli �pi��t/ noun a
common weed (Aphanes arvensis)
affecting winter cereals. Also called
lamb’s foot
parsnipparsnip noun a plant (Pastinaca sativa)
whose long white root is eaten as a vege-
table
ParthenaisParthenais /�pɑ�tənei/ noun a breed of
cattle originating in France. It produces
calves for a suckler herd, and is known for
easy calving and high growth rate.
parthenocarpyparthenocarpy /�pɑ�θenəυ|�kɑ�pi/
noun the production of seedless fruits
without fertilisation having taken place
parthenogenesisparthenogenesis /�pɑ�θənəυ|

�d�enəsis/ noun a form of reproduction in
which an unfertilised ovum develops into
an individual
partial droughtpartial drought noun in the UK, period
of at least 29 consecutive days when the
mean rainfall does not exceed 2.54mm
particleparticle noun a very small piece of a
substance � soil particles � Particles of
volcanic ash were carried into the upper
atmosphere.
particle size distributionparticle size distribution noun a way
of measuring the composition of soil,
which can be used in planning irrigation
and crop arrangement
partitionpartition noun a moveable wall which
divides a room, e.g. a partition in a stable
partly mixed rationpartly mixed ration noun a winter feed
for livestock which combines total mixed
ration and separate concentrate feeding, by
mixing some concentrates with the
roughage and keeping the rest aside as
additional feed for higher-yielding
animals. Abbr PMR
part-time farmingpart-time farming noun a type of
farming, where the farmer has a regular
occupation other than farming and which is
common throughout much of central and
Eastern Europe. In the UK, part-time
farmers are mainly wealthy people who
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farm as a hobby or as a second form of
business.
parturitionparturition /�pɑ�tjυ|�riʃ(ə)n/ noun the
act of giving birth to offspring, when the
foetus leaves the uterus, called by different
names according to the animal. � calving,
farrowing, foaling, lambing
parvovirusparvovirus /�pɑ�vəυ|�vairəs/ noun any
of a group of viruses that have a single
strand of DNA, especially those causing
infertility in pigs
passive immunitypassive immunity noun immunity
received in the womb from the mother.
Antibodies produced by her immune
system to resist diseases that she has expe-
rienced or been vaccinated against are
transferred to the embryo.

‘Colostrum management is becoming an
increasing problem on many large US
dairy farms with the result that up to 60%
of calves do not have the required levels of
passive immunity to protect them against
disease.’ [Dairy Farmer]

passportpassport noun an official document
issued to many types of animals or plants
being moved from one country to another,
certifying freedom from disease � verb to
issue a plant or animal passport
passportingpassporting noun the provision of a
plant or animal passport
pasternpastern /�p�st��n/ noun the thin part of
a horse’s leg, between the fetlock and the
hoof
pasteurellosispasteurellosis /�pɑ�stʃərə|�ləυsis/
noun a clostridial disease mainly affecting
young lambs, adult sheep and store lambs.
It may be caused by contaminated food or
water. Symptoms are high temperature and
difficult breathing, and death may follow a
few days after the symptoms become
apparent.
pasteurisationpasteurisation /�pɑ�stʃərai |�zeiʃ(ə)n/,
pasteurization noun the heating of food or
food products for a specific period to
destroy bacteria

COMMENT: Pasteurisation is carried out
by heating food for a short time at a lower
temperature than that used for sterilisa-
tion. The two methods used are heating
to 72°C for fifteen seconds (the high-
temperature-short-time method) or to
65°C for half an hour, and then cooling
rapidly. This has the effect of killing
tuberculosis bacteria.

pasteurisepasteurise /�pɑ�stʃəraiz/, pasteurize
verb to kill bacteria in food by heating it

pastoralpastoral adjective 1. referring to agricul-
ture based on grazing animals 2. referring
to land available for pasture

COMMENT: Pastoral farming ranges from
large-scale highly scientific systems
such as cattle- or sheep-ranching to
primitive systems of nomadism. In rela-
tively dry or inhospitable regions, the
need to find pastures for grazing animals
causes the farmers to lead a nomadic
existence.

pastoralistpastoralist /�pɑ�stərəlist/ noun a
farmer who keeps grazing animals on
pasture � The people most affected by the
drought in the Sahara are nomadic pasto-
ralists.
pasturagepasturage /�pɑ�stʃərid�/ noun a place
where animals are pastured
pasturepasture noun land covered with grass or
other small plants, used by farmers as a
feeding place for animals � a mixture of
pasture and woodland � Their cows are on
summer pastures high in the mountains. �
verb to put animals onto land covered with
grass or other small plants � Their cows are
pastured in fields high in the mountains.
pasturelandpastureland /�pɑ�stʃəl�nd/ noun land
covered with grass or other small plants,
used by farmers as a feeding place for
animals
pasture managementpasture management noun the
control of pasture by grazing, cutting,
reseeding and similar techniques

‘In terms of pasture management for early
grazing, the recommendation is to ensure
swards are grazed down fully this autumn,
as leaving old grass over winter will
increase the risks of winterkill and reduce
productivity next spring.’ [Farmers
Guardian]

pasture topperpasture topper noun a piece of
machinery that is attached to the back of a
tractor and used to keep grassy areas such
as pastures free from weeds and coarse
grasses
patchpatch noun a small cultivated area with
one type of plant growing in it, e.g. a
pumpkin patch or onion patch
patent flourpatent flour noun a very fine good-
quality wheat flour
patho-patho- /p�θəυ/ prefix disease
pathogenpathogen /�p�θəd�ən/ noun an agent,
usually a microorganism, that causes a
disease
pathogenesispathogenesis /�p�θə|�d�enəsis/ noun
the origin, production or development of a
disease
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pathogeneticpathogenetic /�p�θəd�ə |�netik/ adjec-
tive referring to pathogenesis
pathogenicpathogenic /�p�θə|�d�enik/ adjective
able to cause or produce a disease
pathogenicitypathogenicity /�p�θəd�ə|�nisiti/ noun
the ability of a pathogen to cause a disease
pathogenic organismpathogenic organism noun an
organism responsible for causing a disease
pathologypathology noun the study of diseases
and the changes in structure and function
which diseases can cause
pausepause noun a rest period in a bird’s
laying cycle
PCV2PCV2 noun a virus which is thought to be
a key cause of PMWS in pigs. Full form
porcine coronavirus type 2
PDAPDA abbreviation Potash Development
Association
PDNSPDNS abbreviation Porcine Dermatitis
and Nephropathy Syndrome
peapea noun an important grain legume

COMMENT: Peas are grown for pulses
and for their immature seeds which are
eaten fresh as a green vegetable and
are also often frozen. The young pods
are also occasionally eaten as manget-
outs. Peas are also grown for forage and
may be used for hay and silage. They
are often grown following a cereal crop in
rotation, and enrich the soil with nitro-
gen. Most peas are harvested, trans-
ported and processed on the same day
and the majority are taken for freezing
and canning. Vining peas are Britain’s
most important contract vegetable crop.

pea and bean weevilpea and bean weevil noun a pest
(Sitona sp) affecting peas, beans and other
legumes. The eggs are laid in soil near the
plants, allowing the larvae to feed on the
roots. The adult weevils feed on the leaves,
making U-shaped notches in the edges of
the leaves.
peachpeach noun a small deciduous tree
(Prunus persica) found particularly in
Mediterranean areas, though it will grow
as far north as southern England. The fruit
are large and juicy, with a downy skin, but
they cannot be kept for any length of time.
(NOTE: Peaches are divided into two
groups: the freestone (where the flesh is
not attached to the stone), and the cling-
stone. The nectarine is a form of peach
with a smooth skin.)
peach-leaf curlpeach-leaf curl noun a fungal disease
which affects peaches, where the leaves
swell and become red

pear

pear noun a pome fruit of the genus Pyrus
used for dessert fruit, cooking or for
fermenting to make perry. In the UK,
William’s Bon Chretien, Conference and
Doyenne du Comice are popular dessert
varieties, while William’s is also
commonly used for canning.
peat

peat noun the accumulated partly
decayed mosses and other plants which
form the soil of a bog, often forming a deep
layer

COMMENT: Acid peats are formed in
waterlogged areas where marsh plants
grow, and where decay of dead material
is slow. Black fen soils found in East
Anglia are very fertile. These soils con-
tain silts and calcium carbonate in addi-
tion to the remains of vegetation. Peat
can be cut and dried in blocks, which can
then be used as fuel. It is also widely
used in horticulture, after drying and
sterilising. Peat was used as a fuel in
some areas and was widely used in gar-
dens to improve the texture of the soil or
mixed with soil or other materials to grow
plants in pots. These practices are now
discouraged in order to prevent the over-
use of peat bogs.

peat-free

peat-free adjective referring to material
such as compost that does not contain peat
peatland

peatland /�pi�tl�nd/ noun an area of
land covered with peat bog
peaty

peaty /�pi�ti�/ adjective containing peat �
peaty soil � peaty water
pecan

pecan noun a North American tree
(Carya illinoensis) which produces sweet
nuts which are eaten as dessert nuts and
used in many forms of confectionery
peck

peck noun a measure of capacity of dry
goods, equal to a quarter of a bushel or two
gallons. Pecks are used as a measure of
grain. � verb to pick up food with the beak
pecking order

pecking order noun the order of social
dominance in a group of birds, and also
animals (NOTE: The equivalent in cattle is
the ‘bunt order’.)
pectin

pectin /�pektin/ noun a sticky mixture of
various polysaccharides found in plant cell
walls
ped

ped /ped/ noun an aggregate of soil parti-
cles
pedigree

pedigree noun the ancestral line of
animals bred by breeders, or of cultivated
plants � adjective descended from a line of
animals whose pedigree has been recorded
over several generations � a pedigree dog
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pedigree marketpedigree market noun the market for
animals sold for breeding rather than for
slaughter. Compare commercial market
pedigree recordspedigree records plural noun records
of pedigree stock kept by the breeder and
by breed societies. Pedigree animals are
registered at birth and given official
numbers.
pedigree selectionpedigree selection noun the selection
of animals for breeding based on the
records of their ancestors
pedologistpedologist /pə|�dɒləd�ist/ noun a scien-
tist who specialises in the study of the soil
pedologypedology /pə|�dɒləd�i/ noun the study of
the soil
peelpeel noun 1. the outer layer of a fruit �
Oranges have a thick peel. � Lemon peel is
used as flavouring. 2. the skin of a potato �
verb to remove the peel from a fruit or
potato
PEGPEG abbreviation production entitlement
guarantee
PekinPekin /pi� |�kin/ noun a breed of table
duck. It has buff coloured feathers and
bright orange feet, legs and bill.
pelletpellet noun a form of feedingstuff,
usually mash, which has been moistened
and pressed to form small grains
pelleted seedpelleted seed noun a seed coated with
clay to produce pellets of uniform size and
density. Pelleting is done to make the
sowing of very fine seed easier.
penpen noun a small enclosure for animals or
poultry � verb to enclose animals such as
sheep in a pen
penicillinpenicillin noun an antibiotic, originally
produced from a fungus, that controls
bacterial and fungal infections (NOTE: Peni-
cillin and the related family of drugs have
names ending in -cillin: amoxycillin.)

COMMENT: Penicillin is effective against
many microbial diseases, such as masti-
tis in cattle.

PenicilliumPenicillium /�peni|�siliəm/ noun the
genus of fungus from which penicillin is
derived
PenistonePenistone /�penistən/ noun same as
White-faced Woodland
pen matingpen mating noun the practice of using
one male animal to mate with a number of
females
pepino mosaic viruspepino mosaic virus /pə|�pi�nəυ məυ |

�zeiik �vairəs/ noun a highly contagious
virus affecting tomato plants
pepperpepper noun 1. a spice, either black or
white, made from the berry-like fruit of the

pepper vine 2. the fruit of the Capsicum,
either red, yellow or green
pepper and saltpepper and salt noun same as shep-
herd’s purse
peppermintpeppermint noun an aromatic herb
(Mentha piperata) which is cultivated to
produce an oil used in confectionery,
drinks and toothpaste
pepsinpepsin /�pepsin/ noun an enzyme in the
stomach which breaks down the proteins in
food
pepticpeptic /�peptik/ adjective referring to
digestion or to the digestive system
peptonepeptone /�peptəυn/ noun a substance
produced by the action of pepsins on
proteins in food
PERPER abbreviation protein efficiency ratio
PercheronPercheron /�p
�ʃərɒn/ noun a heavy
breed of horse, developed in Normandy. It
is grey in colour.
PerendalePerendale /�perəndeil/ noun a New
Zealand breed of sheep
perennialperennial adjective referring to plants
which persist for more than two years �
noun a plant that lives for a long time,
flowering, often annually, without dying. �
annual, biennial (NOTE: In herbaceous
perennials the parts above ground die
back in winter, but the plant persists under
the ground and produces new shoots in the
spring. In woody perennials, permanent
stems remain above the ground in the
winter.)
perennial agricultureperennial agriculture noun a system
of agriculture in regions where there is no
winter and several crops can be grown on
the same land each year
perennial irrigationperennial irrigation noun a system
which allows the land to be irrigated at any
time. This may be by primitive means such
as shadufs, or by distributing water from
barrages by canal and ditches.
perennial ryegrassperennial ryegrass noun a grass
(Lolium perenne) which forms the basis of
the majority of long leys in the UK. It is the
most important grass in good permanent
pasture and is often sown mixed with other
grasses and clover (NOTE: Perennial
ryegrass has a long growing season, is
quick to become established and responds
well to fertilisers. It is best suited to grazing
and is highly palatable for animals.)
performance testperformance test noun a record of
growth rate in an individual animal over a
given period of time, when fed on a
standard ration. Performance testing gives
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the breeder a better chance of identifying
genetically superior animals.
pericarppericarp /�perikɑ�p/ noun the part of a
fruit that encloses the seed or seeds
peri-urbanperi-urban /�peri ���b(ə)n/ adjective on
the edge of a built-up area
permaculturepermaculture /�p��mək�ltʃə/ noun a
system of permanent agriculture, which
involves carefully designing human habi-
tats and food production systems
permanent grasslandpermanent grassland, permanent
pasture noun land that remains as grass-
land for a long time and is not ploughed
permanent wilting pointpermanent wilting point noun the
soil water content below which plants wilt
and are unable to recover
permeabilitypermeability /�p��miə|�biliti/ noun 1.
the ability of a rock to allow water to pass
through it 2. the ability of a membrane to
allow fluid or chemical substances to pass
through it
perpetual-floweringperpetual-flowering adjective refer-
ring to a variety of plant which bears
flowers more or less all year round
perryperry /�peri/ noun fermented pear juice
persimmonpersimmon /pə|�simən/ noun a native
tree (Diospyros kaki) of Japan and China,
which produces reddish-orange fruit,
similar in appearance to tomatoes. The
fruit are eaten either as dessert or may be
cooked; they are very rich in vitamins.
persistpersist verb 1. to continue to exist �
Snow cover tends to persist on north-
facing slopes of mountains. 2. (of a chem-
ical compound) to remain active without
breaking down in the environment for a
period of time � The chemical persists in
the soil. 3. (of a plant) to grow for several
seasons
persistencepersistence /pə |�sistəns/ noun 1. the
ability of a chemical to remain active
without breaking down in the environment
for a period of time 2. (of a plant) the
ability to grow for several seasons
persistencypersistency /pə|�sistənsi/ noun ability
of a plant to survive for a long time, even
when the soil is cultivated � Ryegrasses are
used for leys where persistency is not
important.
persistentpersistent adjective 1. remaining active
without breaking down for some time �
persistent chemicals 2. growing for several
seasons � persistent species
pestpest noun 1. an organism that carries
disease or harms plants or animals � a

spray to remove insect pests 2. the name
given to some diseases, e.g. fowl pest
pest controlpest control noun the process of
keeping down the number of pests by
various methods
pesticidepesticide noun a chemical compound
used to kill pests such as insects, other
animals, fungi or weeds

COMMENT: There are four basic types of
pesticide: 1. organochlorides, which
have a high persistence in the environ-
ment of up to about 15 years (DDT, diel-
drin and aldrin); 2. organophosphates,
which have an intermediate persistence
of several months (parathion, carbaryl
and malathion); 3. carbamates, which
have a low persistence of around two
weeks (Tenik, Zectran and Zineb); 4.
synthetic pyrethroids, which are non-
persistent, contact and residual acting
insecticides (cypermethrin, permethrin),
suitable for a wide range of crops and
target insects. Most pesticides are
broad-spectrum, that is they kill all
insects in a certain area and may kill
other animals like birds and small mam-
mals. Pesticide residue levels in food in
the UK are generally low. Pesticide resi-
dues have been found in bran products,
bread and baby foods, as well as in milk
and meat. Where pesticides are found,
the levels are low and rarely exceed
international maximum residue levels.

pesticide residuepesticide residue noun the amount of
a pesticide that remains in the environment
after application

‘Technical solutions and risk management
tools have been developed for six water
catchments to communicate best practice
to reduce pesticide residues in water.’
[Arable Farming]

Pesticide Safety Precaution SchemePesticide Safety Precaution
Scheme noun an agreement between the
agrochemical industry and the govern-
ment, supported by Health and Safety
regulations, which designates products as
safe to use, provided recommended
precautions are taken during their use. �

FEPA. Abbr PSPS
Pesticides Safety DirectoratePesticides Safety Directorate noun
an executive agency of Defra which over-
sees the development, licensing and safe
use of pesticides in the UK. Abbr PSD
Pesticides TrustPesticides Trust noun a group that
works to minimise and eventually elimi-
nate the hazards of pesticides
pesticide taxpesticide tax noun a proposed tax to
restrict the use of pesticides
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Pesticide Usage SurveyPesticide Usage Survey noun an
annual survey of the range and amount of
pesticides used on crops
petalpetal noun a single part of the corolla of a
flower � A buttercup flower has yellow
petals.
petiolepetiole /�petiəυl/ noun the stalk of a leaf
PGEPGE abbreviation parasitic gastro-
enteritis
PGRPGR abbreviation plant growth regulator
PGROPGRO abbreviation Processors and
Growers Research Organisation
pHpH noun a measure of the acidity of a solu-
tion, determined as the negative logarithm
of the hydrogen ion concentration, on a
scale from 0 to 14 � soil pH

COMMENT: A pH value of 7 is neutral, the
same as that of pure water. Lower val-
ues indicate increasing acidity and
higher values indicate increasing alkalin-
ity: 0 is most acid and 14 is most alkaline.
Acid rain has been known to have a pH
of 2 or less, making it as acid as lemon
juice. Plants vary in their tolerance of soil
pH. Some grow well on alkaline soils,
some on acid soils only, and some can
tolerate a wide range of pH values. The
soil pH value for rye and lupins is
approximately 4.5, for oats and potatoes
5.0, for wheat, beans, peas, turnips and
swedes 5.5, for clover, maize and
oilseed rape 6.0, and for barley, sugar
beet and lucerne 6.5.

phaceliaphacelia /fə|�si�liə/ noun a plant used as a
ground cover crop. It was introduced into
the UK from the USA.
-phage-phage /feid�/ suffix eating
phago-phago- /f��əυ/ prefix eating
phagocytephagocyte /�f��əυsait/ noun a cell that
can surround and destroy other cells such
as bacteria, e.g. a white blood cell
phagocyticphagocytic /�f��ə |�sitik/ adjective
referring to phagocytes
pharmingpharming /�fɑ�miŋ/ noun the production
of proteins that have medicinal value in
genetically modified livestock or crops
PhaseolusPhaseolus /�f�zi |�əυləs/ noun the Latin
name for beans such as the French bean
and butter bean
pheasantpheasant noun a game bird (Phasianus
colchicus) with long tail feathers
phenolicsphenolics /fi|�nɒliks/ noun organic
chemicals
phenotypephenotype /�fi�nətaip/ noun the phys-
ical characteristics of an organism,
produced by its genes. Compare genotype

‘For centuries, farmers have used
phenotype to improve livestock. They
selected the best looking and performing
animals to produce their next generations.’
[Farmers Weekly]

phenotypicphenotypic /�fi�nəυ |�tipik/ adjective
relating to a phenotype
phenylalaninephenylalanine /�fi�nail |��ləni�n/ noun
an essential amino acid
pheromonepheromone /�ferəməυn/ noun a chem-
ical substance produced and released into
the environment by an animal, influencing
the behaviour of another individual of the
same species � Some insects produce
pheromones to attract mates.
phloemphloem /�fləυəm/ noun the vascular
tissue in a plant that is formed of living
cells and conducts organic substances from
the leaves to the rest of the plant. � xylem
phosphatephosphate /�fɒsfeit/ noun a salt of
phosphoric acid which is formed naturally
by weathering of rocks

COMMENT: Natural organic phosphates
are provided by guano and fishmeal, oth-
erwise phosphates are mined. Artificially
produced phosphates are used in agri-
culture: the main types of phosphate fer-
tiliser are ground rock phosphate,
hyperphosphate, superphosphate, triple
superphosphate and basic slags. Phos-
phate deficiency is one of the common-
est deficiencies in livestock, and gives
rise to osteomalacia (also known as
creeping sickness). Phosphates escape
into water from sewage, especially
waste water containing detergents, and
encourage the growth of algae by
eutrophication.

phosphorusphosphorus /�fɒsf(ə)rəs/ noun a chem-
ical element that is essential to biological
life

COMMENT: Phosphorus is an essential
part of bones, nerve tissue, DNA and
RNA and is important in many biochem-
ical processes, although in its pure form
it is highly toxic. When an organism dies
the phosphorus contained in its tissues
returns to the soil and is taken up by
plants in the phosphorus cycle. Phos-
phorus deficiency in plants causes
stunted growth, discoloration of leaves
and small or misshapen fruit.

photo-photo- prefix light
photoperiodicityphotoperiodicity /�fəυtəυpi�riə |

�disiti/ noun the degree to which plants
and animals react to changes in the length
of the period of daylight from summer to
winter
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photorespirationphotorespiration /�fəυtəυrespi |

�reiʃ(ə)n/ noun a reaction that occurs in
plants, alongside photosynthesis, in which
the plant fixes oxygen from the air and
loses carbon dioxide (NOTE: Photorespira-
tion reduces the production of sugars by
photosynthesis. Some crop plants have
been bred to reduce their photorespiration
rate.)
photosensitisationphotosensitisation /�fəυtəυsensitai|

�zeiʃ(ə)n/, photosensitization noun a
disease of livestock caused by activation of
photodynamic agents in the skin by light.
Skin becomes pink and inflamed and may
develop deep cracks.
photosynthesisphotosynthesis /�fəυtəυ |�sinθəsis/
noun the process by which green plants
convert carbon dioxide and water into
sugar and oxygen using sunlight as energy
phototrophphototroph noun an organism that
obtains its energy from sunlight. Compare
chemotroph
phototrophicphototrophic /�fəυtəυ|�trɒfik/ adjec-
tive obtaining energy from sunlight.
Compare chemotrophic (NOTE: Plants are
phototrophic.)
PHSIPHSI abbreviation Plant Health and Seeds
Inspectorate
phylloxeraphylloxera /fi|�lɒksərə/ noun an aphid
which attacks vines. It threatened to
destroy the vineyards of Europe in the 19th
century, but the vines were saved by
grafting susceptible varieties onto resistant
American rootstock.
physiologyphysiology noun the scientific study of
the functions of living organisms
phyto-phyto- /faitəυ/ prefix plant
phytomephytome /�faitəυm/ noun a plant
community
phytonutrientphytonutrient /�faitəυ|�nju�triənt/
noun a substance in plants that is beneficial
to human health, e.g. a vitamin or antioxi-
dant
phytophagousphytophagous /fai |�tɒfə�əs/ adjective
referring to an animal that eats plants
phytotoxicphytotoxic /�faitəυ |�tɒksik/ adjective
poisonous to plants
phytotoxicantphytotoxicant /�faitəυ|�tɒksikənt/
noun a substance that is phytotoxic
phytotoxinphytotoxin /�faitəυ|�tɒksin/ noun a
poisonous substance produced by a plant
pickpick verb to take ripe fruit or vegetables
from plants
pickerpicker /�pikə/ noun a person who picks
fruit or vegetables � a strawberry picker

pickingpicking /�pikiŋ/ noun the work of taking
fruit or vegetables from plants � Teams of
workers are employed on raspberry
picking in July.
picklepickle verb to preserve food by keeping it
in vinegar � pickling cabbage, pickling
onions cabbage or onions specially grown
for pickling
pick-up attachmentpick-up attachment noun an attach-
ment used on a combine to lift grass swath
and feed it into the main elevator. It is fitted
over the combine cutter bar.
pick-up balerpick-up baler noun a machine which
picks up cut grass and makes small bales.
A machine which makes big bales is called
a ‘big baler’.
pick-up reelpick-up reel noun a part of a combine
harvester with spring tines, used to
improve cutting efficiency in tangled crops
pick-your-ownpick-your-own noun a system where
customers are allowed onto the farm to
pick what they need from the field. It is
used with most types of soft-fruit and
many vegetables. Abbr PYO

COMMENT: The existence of a large car-
owning population helped in the growth
of PYO farms, especially close to large
urban populations.

PIDCPIDC abbreviation Potato Industry Devel-
opment Council Order (1997)
piebaldpiebald /�paibɔ�ld/ adjective, noun refer-
ring to an animal whose coat has two
colours, especially black and white, in
irregular shapes
pieceworkpiecework /�pi�sw��k/ noun work for
which workers are paid for the products
produced or for the piece of work done,
and not at an hourly rate. Potato pickers
and strawberry pickers are paid in this way.
PiedmontesePiedmontese /�pi�dmən|�ti�z/ noun a
breed of beef cattle from north-west Italy.
The animals are light or dark grey, with
black horns, ears and tail.
piertpiert /�pi��t/ � parsley piert
PietrainPietrain /�pi�trein/ noun a Belgian breed
of pig imported into the UK for cross-
breeding, which is very muscular and has
prick ears and irregular dark spots over the
whole body. It is very lean but carries the
halothane gene.
pigpig noun an animal of the Suidae family
kept exclusively for meat production
(NOTE: The males are called boars, the
females are sows, the young are piglets.
Pigs reared for pork meat are called
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porkers and those reared for bacon are
baconers.)

COMMENT: There have been changes in
pig types and breeds because of the
needs of the meat industry. The main
breeds used in the UK include the Large
White, Landrace, Welsh, Hampshire,
Duroc and Pietrain. In pig farming, the
common practice is to use a white qual-
ity-type pig which may be crossed with
other breeds to produce good-quality
commercial pigs. A large number of
crossbred sows are being used. Good-
quality pigs are needed for fresh meat
and for manufacturing, and they are
reared to provide pork, bacon, hams,
pies and sausages. Some pig production
deals with the specialised business of
pig breeding and some farmers only
breed and sell the young pigs as wean-
ers or stores. Most pig farming, however,
consists of rearing pigs for pork and
fresh meat, or for bacon, ham and other
processed foods. Pigs mature quickly
and are marketed at between four and
six months of age. Bacon pigs are mar-
keted at about 90kg liveweight and pork-
ers from around 60kg. Most pigs are
intensively housed in prefabricated
buildings with mechanical ventilation
and often automated feeding, although
there is a movement towards ‘free range’
pig farming. Pig rearing is carried on in
most parts of the UK, but is being
increasingly concentrated in the Eastern
part of the country. Rare breeds (non-
commercial breeds) include the British
Saddleback, Large Black, Gloucester
Old Spot, Berkshire, Tamworth, Middle
White and Chester White.

pigeonpigeon noun a bird which is regarded as
a pest, and can cause severe damage to
small plants. The wood pigeon eats cereal
seed and causes damage to young and
mature crops of peas and brassicas.
pig futurespig futures plural noun sales on the
commodity market of pigmeat for future
delivery
piggerypiggery /�pi�əri/ noun a place where
pigs are housed

COMMENT: Pigs can be kept successfully
under all sorts of conditions, but housing
systems must provide efficient feeding
facilities. Individual feeding of sows is
essential, and confining dry sows in
stalls is common. Farrowing sows and
their litters need careful housing; farrow-
ing should take place in a special crate
which prevents overlying of piglets
(where the sow crushes the piglets by
lying on them). Breeding pigs may be
reared outdoors and housed in move-

able arks. Fattening pigs can be housed
in yards, usually covered with straw bed-
ding and provided with a shelter, but
more commonly they are kept in special
buildings with controlled environments
and ventilation, feeding, watering and
efficient disposal of dung through special
channels. There are many systems of
pig housing, ranging from the traditional
cottage piggery, with its low-roofed pens
and open yard; the Danish type, a totally
enclosed building with a controlled envi-
ronment; the flat deck type, used for
rearing young pigs, with special heating
and ventilation controls; the Solari pig-
gery, with fattening pens on each side of
a central feeding passage, housed in an
open-sided Dutch barn; and the mono-
pitch type, incorporating artificially con-
trolled natural ventilation.

pigletpiglet noun a young pig
piglet anaemiapiglet anaemia noun a metabolic
disease caused by milk deficiency. It can
cause death of piglets. Iron compounds are
administered as treatment.
pigmanpigman /�pi�m�n/ noun a term formerly
used for a male farm worker who looks
after pigs. It is now replaced, in advertise-
ments, by ‘pigperson’.
pigmeatpigmeat /�pi�mi�t/ noun a term used in
the EU for meat from pigs
pigpersonpigperson /�pi�p��sən/ noun a farm
worker who looks after pigs. This is a term
used in job advertisements.
pig poxpig pox noun a disease of pigs caused by
infection with one of two different viruses,
most commonly the swinepox virus.
Young pigs have red spots on belly, face
and head which turn into blisters. Fever
may follow.
pig productionpig production noun the commercial
farming of pigs

COMMENT: Sows are mature enough to
breed at around six months of age. They
are usually mated with the boar every
140–150 days. After a gestation period
of 115 days a litter is born and is usually
allowed to suckle for 21–28 days. Four to
seven days after separating the sow
from her piglets, she comes into oestrus
and allows the boar to mate. Each of the
resulting litters will consist of about ten
piglets, and over her lifetime the sow will
mother six to eight litters. Sows may be
kept in stalls, sometimes completely
closed, and sometimes open-ended.
Sows are also kept in covered yards on
straw. New systems are being intro-
duced, such as the use of a collar for
each sow marked with its computer code
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number. The number is relayed to a
computer which allocates a measured
amount of feed to the sow. Herds of
sows are also kept in open fields, using
arks for shelter.

pigstockpigstock /�pi�stɒk/ noun herds of pigs
pigstock personpigstock person noun a farm worker
who looks after pigs
pigstypigsty noun same as sty
pig typhoidpig typhoid noun same as swine fever
pigweedpigweed /�pi�wi�d/ noun same as knot-
grass
pinch outpinch out verb to remove small shoots by
pinching between finger and thumb.
Pinching out is done when training young
plants.
pinepine noun 1. an evergreen coniferous tree.
Genus: Pinus. � The north of the country is
covered with forests of pine. 2. same as
pining
pine kernelspine kernels plural noun seeds of the
Mediterranean pine (Pinus pinea) eaten
raw or roasted and salted, and also used in
cooking and confectionery
pinewoodpinewood /�painwυd/ noun a wooded
area containing mainly pines
piningpining /�painiŋ/ noun a disease of sheep,
caused by shortage of cobalt, which causes
the animals to lose condition, and have
poor fleece, dull eyes and general weak-
ness
pintpint noun a non-metric measure of liquids
and dry goods such as seeds. It is equal to
0.56 litres. (NOTE: usually written pt after
figures: 4pts of water)
pinwormpinworm /�pinw��m/ noun a thin para-
sitic worm Enterobius, which infests the
large intestine. Also called threadworm
PinzgauerPinzgauer /�pints�aυə/ noun a breed of
cattle from Austria, used for both meat and
draught. The animals are coloured reddish
or dark brown with a distinctive white strip
along the back.
pioneer croppioneer crop noun a crop grown to
improve general soil fertility, prior to the
sowing of another more valuable crop.
Pioneer crops are grazed by livestock with
the result that their dung improves the
soil’s fertility.
piperazinepiperazine /pi|�perəzi�n/ noun a drug
used to treat worm infestation
pippinpippin /�pipin/ noun a name given to
several dessert apples
pistachiopistachio /pi |�st�ʃiəυ/ noun a small tree
(Pistacia vera) native of central Asia and
now cultivated in Mediterranean regions.

The nuts are eaten salted or in confec-
tionery.
pistilpistil /�pistil/ noun the female reproduc-
tive part of a flower, made up of the ovary,
the style and the stigma
PisumPisum /�paisəm/ noun the Latin name for
pea
pitpit noun the stone in certain fruit, e.g. in
cherries, plums, peaches or dried fruit such
as raisins and dates
pitchpitch noun a dark sticky substance
obtained from tar, used to make objects
watertight
pitch polepitch pole noun a harrow with double-
ended tines
placement drillplacement drill noun a machine which
drills seeds and fertiliser at the same time,
and places the fertiliser close to the side of
and below the rows of seeds
placentaplacenta /plə|�sentə/ noun the tissue
which grows inside the uterus in mammals
during pregnancy and links the baby to the
mother
placentalplacental /plə|�sent(ə)l/ adjective refer-
ring to the placenta
placental mammalplacental mammal noun same as euth-
erian
plagueplague noun 1. an infectious disease that
occurs in epidemics which kill many
organisms 2. a widespread infestation by a
pest � A plague of locusts has invaded the
region and is destroying crops.
plainplain plural noun plains a large area of
flat country with few trees, especially in
the middle of North America
plane treeplane tree noun a common temperate
deciduous hardwood tree, frequently
grown in towns because of its resistance to
air pollution
planning authorityplanning authority noun a local
authority which gives permission for
development such as changes to existing
buildings or new use of land
planning controlsplanning controls plural noun legisla-
tion used by a local authority to control
building
planning departmentplanning department noun a section
of a local authority which deals with
requests for planning permission
planning inquiryplanning inquiry noun a hearing before
a government inspector relating to a deci-
sion of a local authority in planning
matters
planning permissionplanning permission noun an official
agreement allowing a person or company
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to plan new buildings on empty land or to
alter existing buildings
plantplant noun an organism containing chlo-
rophyll with which it carries out photosyn-
thesis � verb to put plants in the ground �
to plant a crop of rice
plantainplantain /�pl�ntein/ noun 1. a name
given to various types of banana, used for
cooking and brewing. It has a lower sugar
content than dessert bananas. 2. a common
weed (Plantago major). Compare ribwort
plantationplantation noun 1. an estate, especially
in the tropics, on which large-scale produc-
tion of cash crops takes place (NOTE: Plan-
tations specialise in the production of a
single crop such as cocoa, coffee, cotton,
tea or rubber.) 2. an area of land planted
with trees for commercial purposes. Also
called plantation forest
plant breederplant breeder noun a person who
produces new forms of ornamental or crop
plants
plant breedingplant breeding noun the practice of
producing new forms of ornamental and
crop plants by artificial selection
plant coverplant cover noun the percentage of an
area occupied by plants � Plant cover at
these altitudes is sparse.
plant ecologyplant ecology noun the study of the
relationship between plants and their envi-
ronment
planterplanter /�plɑ�ntə/ noun 1. a person who
plants, especially a person who plants and
looks after a plantation 2. a device for
planting. � potato planter
plant food ratioplant food ratio noun the ratio of
nitrogen to phosphate and potash in a ferti-
liser
plant genetic resourcesplant genetic resources plural noun
the gene pool of plants, especially of plants
regarded as of value to humans for food or
pharmaceuticals
plant growth regulatorplant growth regulator noun a chem-
ical treatment which slows the growth of
plants, used in low-maintenance areas such
as roadside verges. Abbr PGR
plant healthplant health noun the areas related to
the prevention of pests and diseases
affecting plants and plant produce,
including the control of imports and
exports
Plant Health and Seeds InspectoratePlant Health and Seeds Inspec-
torate noun a branch of Defra which
deals with plant health in the UK. Abbr
PHSI

plant hormonesplant hormones plural noun hormones
such as auxin which particularly affect
plant growth. They are more accurately
called ‘plant growth substances’.
plant nutrientplant nutrient noun a mineral whose
presence is essential for the healthy growth
of plants
plant passportplant passport noun � passport
plant protectionplant protection noun the activity of
protecting plants from disease by biocon-
trol, cultivation practices and especially by
the application of pesticides
plant protection productplant protection product noun a
general term for a chemical such as a pesti-
cide or fungicide that is used to keep plants
free from disease and pests
plant senescenceplant senescence noun the final stage
in the life cycle of a plant, leading to the
death of part or all of the plant (NOTE:
Knowledge of plant senescence is impor-
tant for farmers as it determines when they
should harvest a crop in order to ensure it
is of the highest possible quality.)
Plant Variety Rights OfficePlant Variety Rights Office noun the
certifying authority for agricultural and
horticultural seeds in England and Wales,
based in Cambridge. Abbr PVRO
plasticplastic noun a man-made material, used
as a cover to protect young crops. Thin
films of polythene may be used to cover
and warm soil, while black plastic sheeting
is used as a form of mulch, and also to
cover clamps and bales. � adjective
describing the state of a soil when it is too
wet. The soil deforms and does not recover.
plate and flickerplate and flicker noun a type of
machine used for distributing fertiliser
plateauplateau noun an area of high flat land
(NOTE: The plural is plateaux.)
plate millplate mill noun a type of mill used for
grinding grain. The machine is made of
two circular plates, one of which is fixed,
while the other rotates against it.
plotplot noun a small area of cultivated land,
which has been clearly defined
ploughplough noun an agricultural implement
used to turn over the surface of the soil in
order to cultivate crops � verb to turn over
the soil with a plough (NOTE: [all senses]
The US spelling is plow.)

COMMENT: The modern plough is usually
fully mounted on a tractor’s hydraulic
system, though some are semi-
mounted, with the rear supported by one
or more wheels, and some may be
trailed. The principal parts of a plough
are the beam or frame, made of steel, to
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which are attached a number of parts
which engage the soil, such as the disc
coulter, the share and the mouldboard
which turns the furrow slice. There are
three main types of plough: conven-
tional, with right-handed mouldboards,
reversible, with left- and right-handed
mouldboards, and disc ploughs, which
are used for deep rapid cultivation of
hard dry soils, and are not common in
the UK. There are many designs of
plough body, the main ones being the
general purpose plough, the semi-dig-
ger, the digger and the Bar Point. The
three main methods of ploughing are:
systematic, where the field is divided
into lands by shallow furrows; round
and round ploughing, in which fields
are ploughed from the centre to the out-
side or from the edge to the centre (see
also square ploughing); reversible
ploughing, where the field is ploughed
up and down the same furrow, giving a
very level surface.

plough bodyplough body noun the main part of the
plough, consisting of the frog, mould-
board, share and landside
plough inplough in verb to cover a crop, stubble or
weeds with soil, by turning over the surface
with a plough
ploughlandploughland /�plaυl�nd/ noun arable or
cultivated land
ploughmanploughman /�plaυmən/ noun a man
who ploughs
plough panplough pan noun a hard layer in the soil
caused by ploughing at the same depth
every year
ploughshareploughshare /�plaυʃeə/ noun a heavy
metal blade of a plough, which cuts the
bottom of the furrow. It can be in one piece
or three sections, the point, wing and shin.
Also called share
plough to plateplough to plate noun same as farm to
fork
plough upplough up verb to plough a pasture,
usually in order to use it for growing crops
pluckpluck verb 1. to remove the feathers from
a bird’s carcass. This is usually done by
machine, but still also done by hand. 2. to
remove the internal organs from an animal
carcass after slaughter 3. to remove the
leaves from a plant such as the tea plant
plumplum noun a stone fruit (Prunus domes-
tica)

COMMENT: There are many varieties of
cultivated plums, and they vary in colour,
shape, size and flavour. Pond’s Seed-
ling, Monarch and Pershore are cooking
varieties, while the rich-flavoured des-

sert varieties include Victoria, Laxton
and Kirke’s Blue. American varieties
include Chickasaw and the Oregon
Plum. In the UK, plums are grown mainly
in the south and in the west Midlands; in
the USA, they are common in the Pacific
states.

plumageplumage noun the feathers of a bird
plum poxplum pox noun a viral disease affecting
plums, damsons and peaches. The fruit has
dark blotches and ripens prematurely, and
it is often sour.
plumuleplumule /�plu�mju�l/ noun the tiny struc-
ture in a plant embryo from which a shoot
will develop
Plymouth rockPlymouth rock /�pliməθ �rɒk/ noun a
large heavy hardy dual-purpose breed of
poultry, originally coming from the USA.
The feathers are rich lemon-buff.
PMGPMG abbreviation processing and
marketing grant
PMRPMR abbreviation partly mixed ration
PMWSPMWS noun a disease which causes
wasting, paleness and diarrhoea in pigs
between 6 and 14 weeks old and is often
fatal. Full form post-weaning multisys-
temic wasting syndrome

‘The Danish sector is still suffering from
the pig wasting disease PMWS with the
number of infected herds now at 270, but
Lundholt is optimistic that farmers can
control the condition and manage their
way clear.’ [The Grocer]

pneumatic distributorpneumatic distributor noun a
machine which conveys fertiliser from a
hopper to nozzles for spreading by a
stream of air. Both trailed and mounted
models are made.
pneumatic grain drillpneumatic grain drill, pneumatic
drill noun a machine which sows grain, the
seed being moved from a hopper down the
drill pipe by compressed air
pneumoniapneumonia noun the inflammation of a
lung, where the tiny alveoli of the lung
become filled with fluid
PoaceaePoaceae /pəυ|��siai/ noun the grasses,
which is a very large family of plants
including bamboo and cereals such as
wheat and maize. Former name
Gramineae
poachpoach verb 1. to catch animals, birds or
fish illegally on someone else’s property 2.
to trample the ground in wet weather.
Heavy soils such as clays are particularly
susceptible to poaching.
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poacherpoacher noun a person who catches
animals, birds or fish illegally on someone
else’s land
pocketpocket noun a large sack of dry hops
podpod noun a container for several seeds,
e.g. a pea pod or bean pod
podsolpodsol /�pɒdsɒl/, podzol /�pɒdzɒl/ noun
a type of acid soil where organic matter
and mineral elements have been leached
from the light-coloured top layer into a
darker lower layer through which water
does not flow and which contains little
organic matter. Compare chernozem

COMMENT: On the whole podsols make
poor agricultural soils, owing to their low
nutrient status and the frequent pres-
ence of an iron pan. Large areas of the
coniferous forest regions of Canada and
Russia are covered with podsols.

podsolicpodsolic /pɒd|�sɒlik/, podzolic /pɒd |

�zɒlik/ adjective referring to podsol
podsolisationpodsolisation /�pɒdsɒlai|�zeiʃ(ə)n/,
podsolization noun the process by which
a podsol forms
pod uppod up verb to begin to develop pods
pointpoint noun the forward end of a plough-
share
point of laypoint of lay noun a term referring to
pullets that are approaching the time when
they will lay their first eggs

‘The new building was erected last year
and the first batch of hens, 16 weeks old
and at point of lay, were brought in.’
[Farmers Weekly]

polderpolder /�pəυldə/ noun a piece of low-
lying land which has been reclaimed from
the sea and is surrounded by earth banks,
especially in the Netherlands
Policy Commission on Farming and FoodPolicy Commission on Farming
and Food noun � Curry Report
pollpoll noun the top of an animal’s head �
verb to dehorn an animal
pollardpollard /�pɒləd/ noun a tree of which the
branches have been cut back to a height of
about 2m above the ground � verb to cut
back the branches on a tree every year or
every few years to a height of about 2m
above the ground. Compare coppice

COMMENT: Pollarding allows new shoots
to grow, but high enough above the
ground to prevent them from being eaten
by animals. Willow trees are often pol-
larded.

Poll DorsetPoll Dorset noun an Australian breed of
sheep similar to the Dorset Horn, but with
no horns

polled stockpolled stock noun 1. animals which are
naturally hornless 2. animals which have
had their horns removed
pollenpollen noun the mass of small grains in
the anthers of flowers which contain the
male gametes

COMMENT: Grains of pollen are released
by trees in spring and by flowers and
grasses during the summer. The pollen
is released by the stamens of a flower
and floats in the air until it finds a female
flower. Pollen in the air is a major cause
of hay fever. It enters the eyes and nose
and releases chemicals which force his-
tamines to be released by the sufferer,
causing the symptoms of hay fever to
appear.

pollen analysispollen analysis noun same as paly-
nology
pollen beetlepollen beetle noun a pest of Brassica,
which makes buds wither. The beetle feeds
on buds and flower parts.
pollinatepollinate /�pɒlineit/ verb to transfer
pollen from the anther to the stigma in a
flower
pollinationpollination /�pɒli |�neiʃ(ə)n/ noun the
action of pollinating a flower (NOTE: There
is no English noun ‘pollinisation’.)
pollinatorpollinator /�pɒlineitə/ noun 1. an
organism which helps pollinate a plant,
e.g. a bee or bird � Birds are pollinators for
many types of tropical plant. 2. a plant
from which pollen is transferred by bees to
pollinate another plant, especially a fruit
tree, that is not self-fertile � Some apple
and pear trees need to be planted with
pollinators.
pollinosispollinosis /�pɒli |�nəυsis/ noun inflam-
mation of the nose and eyes caused by an
allergic reaction to pollen, fungal spores or
dust in the atmosphere. Also called hay
fever
pollutantpollutant noun 1. a substance that causes
pollution 2. noise, smell or another
unwanted occurrence that affects a
person’s surroundings unfavourably
pollutepollute verb to discharge harmful
substances in unusually high concentra-
tions into the environment � Polluting
gases react with the sun’s rays. � Polluted
soil must be removed and buried.
polluterpolluter /pə|�lu�tə/ noun a person or
company that causes pollution
pollutionpollution noun 1. the presence of unusu-
ally high concentrations of harmful
substances or radioactivity in the environ-
ment, as a result of human activity or a
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natural process such as a volcanic eruption
� In terms of pollution, gas is by far the
cleanest fuel. � Pollution of the atmosphere
has increased over the last 50 years. � Soil
pollution round mines poses a problem for
land reclamation. 2. the unwanted pres-
ence of something such as noise or artifi-
cial light
PolwarthPolwarth /�pɒlwɔ�θ/ noun an Australian
breed of sheep (from Lincoln and Merino)
which gives a fine wool
poly-poly- /pɒli/ prefix 1. many 2. made of
polythene 3. touching many organs
polyculturepolyculture /�pɒlik�ltʃə/ noun the
rearing or growing of more than one
species of plant or animal on the same area
of land at the same time
polyethylenepolyethylene /�pɒli |�eθili�n/ noun same
as polythene
polyphagouspolyphagous /pə|�lifə�əs/ adjective
referring to an organism that eats more
than one type of food. Compare monopha-
gous
polysaprobicpolysaprobic /�pɒlis� |�prəυbik/ adjec-
tive referring to organisms that can survive
in heavily polluted water
polythenepolythene noun a type of plastic used to
make artificial fibres, packaging, boxes
and other articles. Also called polyeth-
ylene
polytunnelpolytunnel /�pɒlit�nəl/ noun a cover for
growing plants, like a large greenhouse,
made of a rounded plastic roof attached to
semi-circular supports

‘The family are also looking to install
more polytunnels, which will increase the
duration of the picking season and allow
pickers to work in poor weather
conditions. The confidence for these
moves has been brought about by the
investment of around pounds 90,000 in a
new packing house at the farm.’
[Farmers Guardian]

pomepome /pəυm/ noun a fruit with a core
containing the seeds enclosed in a fleshy
part that develops from the receptacle of a
flower and not from the ovary (NOTE: The
fruit of apples and pears are pomes.)
pomegranatepomegranate noun a semi-tropical tree
(Punica granatum) native to Asia, but now
cultivated widely. The fruit are round and
yellow, with masses of seeds surrounded
by sweet red flesh.
pomologypomology /pə|�mɒləd�i/ noun the study
of fruit cultivation

pondpond noun a small area of still water
formed artificially or naturally. � dew
pond
ponypony noun a small breed of horse, often
ridden by children, but also living wild in
some parts of the world
pony-trekkingpony-trekking noun a recreational
activity where people hire ponies to ride
along country paths, now sometimes
organised from farms as a form of diversi-
fication
porcineporcine /�pɔ�sain/ adjective referring to
pigs
porcine coronavirus type 2porcine coronavirus type 2 noun
full form of PCV2
Porcine Dermatitis and Nephropathy SyndromePorcine Dermatitis and Nephrop-
athy Syndrome noun a disease of pigs
causing blotches under the skin. The cause
of this disease is not yet known. Abbr
PDNS
porcine reproductive respiratory syndromeporcine reproductive respiratory
syndrome noun a viral disease of pigs
which leads to fertility and breathing prob-
lems, as well as to high mortality rates in
piglets. Abbr PRRS
porcine somatotropinporcine somatotropin noun a
hormone administered to feeder pigs,
which has been shown to increase feed
efficiency, the ratio of lean meat to carcass
weight, and market weight. Abbr PST
porcine spongiform encephalopathyporcine spongiform encephalop-
athy noun a brain disease which has been
induced in pigs experimentally. Abbr PSE
porcine stress syndromeporcine stress syndrome noun a
group of conditions which are associated
with the halothane gene and which cause
rapid respiration, twitching and sudden
death in affected pigs. The condition is
usually triggered by stress and can be
screened for by exposing the animals to the
anaesthetic halothane. Abbr PSS
porepore noun 1. a tiny hole in the skin
through which sweat passes 2. a tiny space
in a rock formation or in the soil 3. same as
stoma
pore spacepore space noun the space in the soil
not filled by soil particles, but which may
be filled with water or air
porkpork noun fresh meat from pigs, as
opposed to cured meat, which is bacon or
ham. � pigmeat
pork bellypork belly noun the part of a pig which is
processed to produce bacon
porkerporker /�pɔ�kə/ noun a pig specially
reared for fresh meat, as opposed to bacon
or other processed meats
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PortlandPortland /�pɔ�tlənd/ noun a rare breed of
sheep. Both sexes are horned, with brown
or tan faces and legs.
postpost noun a solid wooden or concrete
pole, placed in a hole in the ground, and
used to support a fence or a gate
post hole diggerpost hole digger noun an implement
driven by a tractor, shaped like a very large
screw which bores holes in the ground in
which posts are placed
post-weaning multisystemic wasting syndromepost-weaning multisystemic
wasting syndrome noun full form of
PMWS
potpot verb to put a plant into a pot
potashpotash /�pɒt�ʃ/ noun any potassium salt
(NOTE: Potash salts are crude minerals and
contain much sodium chloride.)

COMMENT: The main types of potash
used are muriate of potash (potassium
chloride), sulphate of potash (potassium
sulphate), kainite, nitrate of potash
(potassium nitrate) or saltpetre, and pot-
ash salts. The quality of a potash ferti-
liser is shown as a percentage of
potassium oxide K2O equivalent. Potash
deposits are mined in Russia, the USA,
Germany and France.

Potash Development AssociationPotash Development Association
noun an organisation which provides
industry information for those working in
fertiliser sales. Abbr PDA
potash fertiliserpotash fertiliser noun a fertiliser based
on potassium, e.g. potassium sulphate
potassiumpotassium noun a soft metallic element,
essential to biological life

COMMENT: Potassium is one of the three
major soil nutrients needed by growing
plants. The others are nitrogen and
phosphorus. potassium also plays an
important part in animal physiology and
occurs in a variety of plant and animal
foodstuffs. Potassium deficiency causes
spotted leaves, weak growth and small
fruit.

potassium chloridepotassium chloride noun a colourless
crystalline salt used as a fertiliser and in
photography and medicine. Formula: KCl.
potassium nitratepotassium nitrate noun a white crys-
talline salt, used as a fertiliser and meat
preservative and in fireworks, explosives
and matches. Formula: KNO3.
potassium sulphatepotassium sulphate noun a fertiliser
made from the muriate of potash. It
contains about 50% potash and is used by
potato growers and market gardeners.
Formula: K2SO4. Also called sulphate of
potash

potatopotato noun a tuber of Solanum
tuberosum, one of the most important
starchy root crops. Apart from being grown
for human consumption, potatoes also are
used to produce alcohol and starch, and are
used as stock feed.

COMMENT: The potato originated in South
America. Its introduction into almost
every country of the world has proved of
great importance on account of its
extreme productiveness, its easy cultiva-
tion and its remarkable powers of accli-
matisation. Varieties of potato can be
cultivated from the tropics to the furthest
limits of agriculture, even further than the
polar limit of barley. Huge quantities are
grown in Russia, Poland, Germany, and
the USA. Potatoes vary in shape and
may be round, oval, kidney-shaped or
just irregular. They also vary in colour,
from cream to brown or red. In the UK,
varieties are classified as the first and
second earlies (harvested from May to
August), and early and late maincrop
(harvested in September/October).
About 20% of the potatoes grown in the
UK are earlies. Seed potatoes are grown
under a certification scheme. In the UK,
potatoes are grown mainly for human
consumption, either in tubers, or for
processing into chips, crisps, for canning
or dehydration.

potato blightpotato blight noun a fungus disease
(Phytophthora infestans) which kills
potato foliage and rots the tubers
potato clamppotato clamp noun a heap of stored
potatoes covered with straw and earth
potato cyst nematodepotato cyst nematode noun a pest
found in most soils that have grown pota-
toes. The eggs hatch in the spring, and the
larvae invade the roots. The leaves of plant
eventually yellow and are stunted.
potato elevator diggerpotato elevator digger noun a
machine which lifts potatoes

COMMENT: A wide flat share runs under
the potato ridge and lifts the soil onto a
rod-link conveyor. Most of the soil is
returned to the ground and the potatoes
move on to a second elevator, which
returns the potatoes to the ground for
hand picking.

potato harvesterpotato harvester noun a machine
which lifts the crop onto a sorting platform,
where up to six pickers sort the potatoes
from soil and stones. The potatoes are then
raised onto a trailer.
potato harvesterPotato Industry Development
Council Order (1997) noun the statute
which allowed the British Potato Council
to be set up. Abbr PIDC
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Potato Marketing BoardPotato Marketing Board noun former
name for British Potato Council
potato planterpotato planter noun a machine for
planting potatoes

COMMENT: A coulter makes a furrow and
the seed potatoes are carried forward by
a conveyor mechanism from the hopper
and placed at regular intervals in the
row. Potatoes are carried in self-filling
cups from the hopper to the ground.
Many potato planters have a fertiliser
attachment. Automatic planters are best
for handling unchitted seed.

potato spinnerpotato spinner noun a machine for
lifting the potato crop

COMMENT: A spider wheel rotates and the
loosened potato ridge is pushed side-
ways. The potatoes hit a net at the side
of the spinner and fall to the ground,
where they are left for the hand pickers.

pot-bound plantpot-bound plant noun a plant which is
in a pot which is too small and which its
roots fill
potential transpirationpotential transpiration noun the
calculated amount of water taken up from
the soil and transpired through the leaves
of plants. The amount varies according to
the climate and weather conditions.
pot onpot on verb to take a plant from one pot
and repot it in a larger one so that it can
develop
potting compostpotting compost noun a mixture
usually of soil and fibrous matter used to
fill containers in which plants are grown
(NOTE: Peat has often been used in such
composts, but alternatives such as coir
fibre from coconut husks are being intro-
duced in an attempt to conserve peat
bogs.)
poultpoult /pəυlt/ noun a young turkey, less
than 8 weeks old
poultrypoultry noun a general term for domestic
birds kept for meat and egg production.
Chickens are the most common. Turkeys
and geese are mainly kept as meat birds,
while ducks and guinea fowl also produce
significant quantities of meat and eggs.
(NOTE: The word poultry does not have a
plural form.)
poultrymanpoultryman /�pəυltrimən/ noun a farm
worker who looks after and raises poultry
poundpound noun a measure of weight, equal
to 16 ounces or 453.592 grams. Symbol lb
poussinpoussin /�pu�s�n/ noun a young
chicken killed for the table
powderpowder noun a substance made of
ground or otherwise finely dispersed solid

particles � Dry chemical fire-extinguishers
contain a non-toxic powder.
powdered sulphurpowdered sulphur noun sulphur
which is used to dust on plants to prevent
mildew
powdery mildewpowdery mildew /�paυd(ə)ri �mildju�/
noun a fungal disease (Erysiphe graminis)
affecting cereals and grasses. Another
form also affects sugar beet and brassicas.

‘Trials have shown it gives excellent
control of botrytis and blackspot in
strawberries, along with additional
protection against powdery mildew.’
[Farmers Guardian]

powerpower noun the energy, especially elec-
tricity, which makes a machine or device
operate
power harrowpower harrow noun a harrow with a
rotary system of bars driven from the
power take-off. Power harrows are used to
prepare seedbeds of fine tilth.
power take-offpower take-off noun a mechanism
providing power to drive field machines
from a tractor. Abbr p.t.o.
poxpox /pɒks/ noun � fowl pox, sheep pox,
cowpox
prairieprairie noun a large area of grass-covered
plains in North America, mainly without
trees (NOTE: The prairies of the United
States and Canada are responsible for
most of North America’s wheat production.
In Europe and Asia, the equivalent term is
steppe.)
Préalpes-du-SudPréalpes-du-Sud /�prei�lp dυ �su�d/
noun a hardy breed of sheep found in
Alpes-Provençales region of France
precision chop forage harvesterprecision chop forage harvester
noun a type of harvester which cuts the
crop with flails, chops it into precise
lengths and blows it into a trailer. It may be
self-propelled, off-set trailed or mounted.
It is used for harvesting green material for
making silage.
precision drillprecision drill noun a seed drill which
sows the seed separately at set intervals in
the soil
predationpredation /pri |�deiʃ(ə)n/ noun the
killing and eating of other animals
pre-emergentpre-emergent adjective before a plant’s
leaves appear from the seed in the soil
pre-emergent herbicidepre-emergent herbicide noun a
herbicide such as paraquat which is used to
clear weeds before the crop leaves have
emerged
pregnancy toxaemiapregnancy toxaemia noun a meta-
bolic disorder affecting ewes and does
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during late pregnancy. Animals wobble
and fall, breathing is difficult, and death
may follow. It is associated with lack of
feed in late pregnancy. Also called twin
lamb disease
premiumpremium noun a special extra payment
preservationpreservation noun the process of
protecting something from damage or
decay � the preservation of herbarium
specimens � Food preservation allows
some types of perishable food to be eaten
during the winter when fresh food is not
available.
preservativepreservative noun a substance added to
food to preserve it by slowing natural
decay caused by microorganisms (NOTE: In
the EU, preservatives are given E numbers
E200 – E297.)
preservepreserve verb 1. to protect something
from damage or decay 2. to stop food from
changing or rotting
presspress verb to crush fruit or seeds to
extract juice or oil
prick earsprick ears plural noun ears of an animal
which stand up straight. Compare lop ears
prick outprick out verb to transplant seedlings
from trays or pans into pots or flowerbeds
prillprill /pril/, prilled fertiliser /�prild
�f��tilaizə/ noun a form of fertiliser sold in
small round granules
primariesprimaries plural noun the main feathers
on a bird’s wing. Also called flight
feathers
primaryprimary adjective 1. first, basic or most
important 2. being first or before some-
thing else. � secondary, tertiary
primary commodityprimary commodity noun a basic raw
material or food
primary industryprimary industry noun an industry
dealing with raw materials such as coal,
food, farm produce or wood
primary producerprimary producer noun a farmer who
produces basic raw materials, e.g. wood,
milk or fish
primary productprimary product noun a product which
is a basic raw material, e.g. wood, milk or
fish
primary productivityprimary productivity noun the amount
of organic matter produced in a specific
area over a specific period, e.g. the yield of
a crop during a growing season
primed seedprimed seed noun seed which has been
moistened to start the germination process
before sowing
primitiveprimitive adjective referring to an early
stage in an organism’s development

primitive breedsprimitive breeds plural noun old breeds
of livestock which have not been bred
commercially, but which are the descend-
ants of wild livestock
prionprion /�pri�ɒn/ noun a variant form of a
protein found in the brains of mammals
and causing diseases such as scrapie in
sheep, BSE in cattle and variant CJD in
humans
processprocess verb to treat produce in a way
that will make it keep longer or become
more palatable
processed meatsprocessed meats plural noun meat
products such as bacon, sausages, etc.

‘The firm, which owns several farms, a
hatchery and feed mill, produces about
400,000 chickens a week as well as
sausages and other processed meats.’
[Farmers Weekly]

processing and marketing grantprocessing and marketing grant
noun a sum of money given to farmers
under the ERDP to help with packaging
and marketing their products
Processors and Growers Research OrganisationProcessors and Growers
Research Organisation noun a crop
research and development centre funded
by levies. Abbr PGRO
prodprod noun a spiked metal rod, used to
make cattle move forward
produceproduce verb to make something using
materials contained within itself or taken
from the outside world � a factory
producing agricultural machinery � a drug
which increases the amount of milk
produced by cows � noun foodstuffs such
as vegetables, fruit and eggs which are
produced commercially
producerproducer noun 1. a person or company
that produces something. Compare
consumer 2. an organism that takes
energy from outside an ecosystem and
channels it into the system, e.g. green
plants (primary producers) and herbiv-
ores (secondary producers) (NOTE:
Producers are the first level in the food
chain.)
producer-retailerproducer-retailer noun a person who
produces a commodity for sale directly to
the public, as through a farm shop or by
milk delivery

‘Over the past three years – when the UK
wholesale pool fell below quota –
producer-retailers used temporary
transfers to move quota away from
wholesale to cover their direct sales. That
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reduced the wholesale pool by an average
of 41m litres.’ [Farmers Weekly]

productproduct noun 1. something that is
produced by manufacture or in a chemical
reaction 2. the result or effect of a process
productionproduction noun the act of manufac-
turing or producing something
production diseasesproduction diseases plural noun
metabolic disorders of animals which are
caused by high levels of production
production entitlement guaranteeproduction entitlement guarantee
noun a proposed alternative to current agri-
cultural subsidy schemes, in which each
farmer’s subsidy payment is limited to a
fixed proportion of their historical output,
with market forces determining any
payment on top of this. Abbr PEG
production rationproduction ration noun the quantity of
food needed to make a farm animal
produce meat, milk or eggs, which is
always more than the basic maintenance
ration

‘The production ration for the winter is
based on grass and whole crop fermented
silage, pressed pulp, brewers grains, and
rolled wheat plus a balancer.’ [Farmers
Guardian]

productiveproductive adjective producing a lot of
something that can be used or sold �
making productive use of waste ground �
highly efficient and productive farms
productive agricultureproductive agriculture noun same as
intensive agriculture
productive soilproductive soil noun soil which is very
fertile and produces large crops
productivityproductivity noun the rate at which
something is produced � With new strains
of rice, productivity per hectare can be
increased.
profusionprofusion noun a very large number or
quantity of something � a profusion of
small white flowers
progenyprogeny /�prɒd�əni/ noun the young or
children produced by any living thing
progeny testprogeny test noun the evaluation of the
breeding value of an animal or plant
variety by examining the performance of
its progeny
progesteroneprogesterone /prəυ |�d�estərəυn/ noun
a female sex hormone produced by the
corpus luteum of the ovary to prepare the
lining of the womb for a fertilised ovum.
Formula: C21H30O2.
prolactinprolactin /prəυ|�l�ktin/ noun a hormone
produced by the pituitary gland that stimu-
lates milk production

prolificprolific adjective referring to an animal or
plant which produces a large number of
offspring or fruit
prolongedprolonged adjective lasting for a long
time � prolonged drought
promotepromote verb to encourage or enable
something to take place � Growth-
promoting hormones are used to increase
the weight of beef cattle.
promotionpromotion noun the activity of encour-
aging or enabling something to take place
� the promotion of recycling schemes
prongprong noun one of the long pointed
pieces of metal which make up the end of a
fork
propagatepropagate verb to produce new plants by
a technique such as taking cuttings,
grafting, budding or layering � fuschias
propagated from cuttings
propagationpropagation /�prɒpə |��eiʃ(ə)n/ noun
the production of new plants � propagation
by runners

COMMENT: The most common of the var-
ious forms of plant propagation are sem-
inal propagation, growing from seed or
from tubers as with potatoes, and vege-
tative propagation, by taking cuttings,
grafting, dividing, budding roses, layer-
ing, etc.

propagatorpropagator /�prɒpə|��eitə/ noun a
closed but transparent container in which
seed can be sown or cuttings grown in a
moist, warm atmosphere
prostaglandinprostaglandin /�prɒstə |��l�ndin/ noun
a hormone that is used to make oestrus
happen in many animals at the same time
and to start the birth process or abortion
proteaseprotease /�prəυtieiz/ noun a digestive
enzyme which breaks down proteins
protectant fungicideprotectant fungicide /prə|�tektənt
�f�ŋ�isaid/ noun a fungicide applied to
the leaves of plants. It can be washed off by
rain, so removing the protection.
protected croppingprotected cropping, protected culti-
vation noun the growing of crops under
some form of protection, e.g. in green-
houses or under polythene sheeting

‘Meanwhile New Zealand is seeing a
resurgence in its blueberry industry with
the introduction of new varieties which,
with protected cropping, have extended
the season by as much as six weeks,
according to its HortResearch Institute. It
is also looking at the potential for
boysenberries and cranberries.’ [The
Grocer]
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Protection of Animals Act 1911Protection of Animals Act 1911
noun legislation which makes it an offence
to mistreat a domestic or captive animal or
to cause it unnecessary suffering
proteinprotein noun a nitrogen compound
formed by the condensation of amino acids
that is present in and is an essential part of
living cells

COMMENT: Proteins are necessary for the
growth and repair of the body’s tissue.
They are mainly formed of carbon, nitro-
gen and oxygen in various combinations
as amino acids. Foods such as beans,
meat, eggs, fish and milk are rich in pro-
tein. Although ruminant animals can
make use of cellulose and non-protein
nitrogen (which human beings cannot
metabolise), animal feeds are often sup-
plemented with grains, pulses and other
foods that contain protein.

protein efficiency ratioprotein efficiency ratio noun a
measure of the nutritional value of proteins
carried out on young growing animals. The
protein efficiency ratio is defined as the
gain in weight per gram of protein eaten.
Abbr PER
protein equivalentprotein equivalent noun a measure of
the digestible nitrogen of an animal feed-
ingstuff in terms of protein
protein qualityprotein quality noun a measure of the
usefulness of a protein food for various
purposes, including growth, maintenance,
repair of tissue, formation of new tissue
and production of eggs, wool and milk
proteolysisproteolysis /�prəυti |�ɒləsis/ noun the
breaking down of proteins in food by
digestive enzymes
proteolyticproteolytic /�prəυtiəυ |�litik/ adjective
referring to proteolysis � a proteolytic
enzyme
protoplasmprotoplasm /�prəυtəυ |�pl�z(ə)m/ noun
a substance like a jelly which makes up the
largest part of each cell
protoplasmicprotoplasmic /�prəυtəυ |�pl�zmik/
adjective referring to protoplasm
protoplastprotoplast /�prəυtəυplɑ�st/ noun a
basic cell unit in a plant formed of a
nucleus and protoplasm
proudproud adjective referring to excessive
growth or development in crops or live-
stock
provenderprovender /�prɒvəndə/ noun a general
terms used to describe dry feeds for live-
stock
proven sireproven sire noun a bull, boar or ram
which has been shown to sire progeny that
produce milk, meat or wool of high quality

proventriculusproventriculus /�prəυven |�trikjələs/
noun the gizzard of birds, or the thick-
walled stomach of insects and crustaceans
proximate analysisproximate analysis noun a method of
chemical analysis used on animal feeding-
stuffs, which measures the amounts of ash,
crude fibre, crude protein, ether extract,
moisture content and nitrogen-free extract
PRRSPRRS abbreviation porcine reproductive
respiratory syndrome
pruneprune noun a black-skinned dried plum �
verb to remove pieces of a plant, in order to
keep it in shape, or to reduce its vigour
prunerspruners /�pru�nəz/ noun a type of seca-
teurs, used for pruning fruit trees
pruning knifepruning knife noun a special knife with
a curved blade, used for pruning fruit trees
PrunusPrunus /�pru�nəs/ noun the Latin name
for the family of trees including the plum,
peach, almond, cherry, damson, apricot
PSDPSD abbreviation Pesticides Safety Direc-
torate
PSEPSE abbreviation 1. pale soft exudative
muscle 2. porcine spongiform encephalop-
athy
PSPSPSPS abbreviation Pesticide Safety
Precaution Scheme
PSSPSS abbreviation porcine stress syndrome
PSTPST abbreviation porcine somatotropin
p.t.o.p.t.o. abbreviation power take-off � The
p.t.o. shaft from a tractor drives a baler or
rotavator.
public elevatorpublic elevator noun an elevator which
is used for storage by several farmers, and
does not belong to one farmer alone
pulletpullet /�pυlit/ noun a young female fowl,
from hatching until a year old
pulling peaspulling peas plural noun peas harvested
by removing the pods when fresh and sold
as young peas in pods
pulppulp noun 1. the soft inside of a fruit or
vegetable 2. a thick soft substance made by
crushing � wood pulp
pulpy kidney diseasepulpy kidney disease /�p�lpi �kidni
di |�zi�z/ noun a disease caused by a strain
of the same bacteria which cause lamb
dysentery. It occurs in older lambs and can
be fatal.
pulsatorpulsator /p�l|�seitə/ noun the part of a
milking machine which causes the suction
action and release of the milk from the
udder
pulsepulse noun a general term for a certain
type of seed that grows in pods, and which
is often applied to an edible seed of a legu-
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minous plant used for human or animal
consumption, e.g. a lentil, bean or pea
pumpkin

pumpkin noun a large round yellow
vegetable, eaten both as a vegetable and in
pies as a dessert
pungent

pungent adjective with a sharp taste or
smell, like, e.g., mustard
pupa

pupa /�pju�pə/ noun a stage in the devel-
opment of some insects such as butterflies
when the larva becomes encased in a hard
shell (NOTE: The plural is pupae.)
pupal

pupal /�pju�pəl/ adjective referring to a
pupa
pupate

pupate /pju�|�peit/ verb (of an insect) to
move from the larval to the pupal stage
purebred

purebred /�pjυəbred/ adjective referring
to an animal which is the offspring of
parents which are themselves the offspring
of parents of the same breed

pure breedingpure breeding noun the mating of pure-
bred animals of the same breed
put toput to verb to bring a female animal to be
impregnated by a male � Ewes are put to
the ram.
PVROPVRO abbreviation Plant Variety Rights
Office
pygmy beetlepygmy beetle noun a beetle pest
affecting sugar beet (Atomaria linearis)
PYOPYO abbreviation pick-your-own
pyrethrumpyrethrum /pai|�ri�θrəm/ noun 1. an
organic pesticide, developed from a form
of chrysanthemum, which is not very toxic
and is not persistent 2. an annual herb,
grown for its flowers which are used in the
preparation of pyrethrum
pyridoxinepyridoxine /�piri |�dɒksin/ noun vitamin
B6
PyrusPyrus /�pairəs/ noun the Latin name for
the pear
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QMS abbreviation Quality Meat Scotland
quadrat

quadrat /�kwɒdrət/ noun an area of land
measuring one square metre, chosen as a
sample for research on plant populations �
The vegetation of the area was sampled
using quadrats.
quail

quail /kweil/ noun a small game bird
(Coturnix coturnix), now reared to produce
oven-ready birds and also for their eggs
quality assurance

quality assurance noun the system of
procedures used in checking that the
quality of a product is good

‘British producers have been forced to
achieve higher standards in terms of
quality assurance, traceability and
environmental protection, yet they are
getting a price that fails to cover costs.’
[Farmers Weekly]

quality grain

quality grain noun the application of
quality standards when selling grain. Good
quality is indicated by a high specific
weight.
Quality Meat Scotland

Quality Meat Scotland noun the red
meat marketing board for Scotland. Abbr
QMS
quarantine

quarantine noun the period when an
animal, person, plant or ship just arrived in
a country is kept separate in case it carries
a serious disease, to allow the disease time
to develop and so be detected � verb to put
a person, animal or ship in quarantine

COMMENT: Some animals coming into
Britain are quarantined for six months
because of the danger of rabies, but pets
such as cats and dogs can now have ‘pet
passports’ to prove that they are free
from infection. This only applies to pets
coming from European countries, and
does not apply to pets coming from
North America. People suspected of

having an infectious disease can be kept
in quarantine for a period which varies
according to the incubation period of the
disease. The main diseases concerned
are cholera, yellow fever and typhus.

quart

quart noun a measure of liquids and dry
goods such as grain equal to two pints, or
1.14 litres
Quercus

Quercus /�kw��kəs/ noun the Latin
name for the oak tree
quick-freeze

quick-freeze verb to preserve food prod-
ucts by freezing them rapidly
quicklime

quicklime /�kwiklaim/ noun a calcium
compound made from burnt limestone
(NOTE: It is used in the composition of
cement and in many industrial processes.)
quince

quince /kwins/ noun a small tree
(Cydonia vulgaris) native of western Asia,
the hard pear-shaped sour fruit of which
are rich in pectin and used to make jellies
and other preserves
quintal

quintal /�kwintəl/ noun a unit of weight
sometimes used to measure bulk agricul-
tural commodities, equal to 100kg
quota

quota noun a fixed amount of something
which is allowed � A quota has been
imposed on the fishing of herring.

COMMENT: Quotas were introduced in the
European Community in 1984, and were
based on each state’s 1981 production,
plus 1%. A further 1% was allowed in the
first year. A supplementary levy, or
superlevy, was introduced to penalise
milk production over the quota level. In
the UK, milk quotas can be bought and
sold, either together with or separate
from farmland, and are a valuable asset.

quota system

quota system noun a system where
imports or supplies are regulated by fixing
maximum or minimum amounts
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R symbol Average (in the EUROP carcass
classification system)
RAAW

RAAW noun an independent section of
the Transport and General Workers Union
representing the interests of farmworkers
in negotiating terms and conditions of their
employment. Full form Rural, Agricul-
tural and Allied Workers’
rabbit

rabbit noun a common furry herbivorous
rodent (Oryctolagus cuniculus)

COMMENT: Rabbits are raised for meat
and for their fur. Wild rabbits are a major
pest in some parts of the world, espe-
cially in Australia, where myxomatosis
was introduced to attempt to eradicate
the wild rabbit population.

rabi

rabi /�rɑ�bi/ noun � kohlrabi
rabies

rabies noun a frequently fatal notifiable
viral disease transmitted to humans by
infected animals

COMMENT: Rabies affects the mental bal-
ance of a person or animal, and the
symptoms include difficulty in breathing
or swallowing and an intense fear of
water (hydrophobia) to the point of caus-
ing convulsions at the sight of water.
Rabies is not present in Britain.

race

race noun 1. a group of individuals within
a species that are distinct, especially phys-
iologically or ecologically, from other
members of the species. � landrace 2. an
improvised wooden way along which
animals are made to walk, such as when
being loaded into a vehicle. Also called
raceway
raceme

raceme /�r�si�m/ noun an inflorescence
in which flowers are borne on individual
stalks on a main flower stem with the
youngest flowers at the top of the main
stalk
raceway

raceway /�reiswei/ noun same as race

rackrack noun a frame of wooden or metal
bars which holds fodder, and from which
animals can eat
raddleraddle /�r�d(ə)l/ noun a flexible length
of wood used for making hurdles or fences
radicleradicle /�r�dik(ə)l/ noun the tiny struc-
ture in a plant embryo from which the root
will develop
radishradish noun a small plant with red or
white roots used mainly in salads
RadnorRadnor /�r�dnə/ noun a breed of small
hill sheep similar to the Welsh Mountain
rafterrafter verb to plough land, leaving a space
between the furrows
ragwortragwort /�r��w��t/ noun a weed
(Senecio jacobea) found in grassland. It
can cause poisoning of cattle, horses and
sheep, and must therefore be controlled.

‘Ragwort is one of five injurious weeds
specified in the Weeds Act 1959, which
empowers the Secretary of State to take
action to prevent the spread of common
ragwort, creeping or field thistle, spear
thistle, curled dock and broad-leaved
dock.’ [Farmers Guardian]

rainrain noun water that falls from clouds as
small drops � plural noun rains in some
countries, repeated heavy falls of rain
during a season of the year

COMMENT: Rain is normally slightly acid
(about pH 5.6) but becomes more acid
when pollutants from burning fossil fuels
are released into the atmosphere.

rainfallrainfall noun the amount of water that
falls as rain on an area over a period of time
� an area of high/low rainfall
rain gunrain gun noun a spraying device used for
applying irrigation water, which it shoots
out in a powerful jet
rainmakingrainmaking /�reinmeikiŋ/ noun the
attempt to create rain by releasing crystals
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of salt, carbon dioxide and other
substances into clouds
rainwaterrainwater noun the water which falls as
rain from clouds
raiseraise verb 1. to make plants germinate
and nurture them as seedlings � The plants
are raised from seed. 2. to breed and keep
livestock
rakerake noun an implement with a handle, a
crossbar with several prongs, used for
pulling hay together, or for smoothing
loose soil to form a seedbed � verb 1. to
pull hay or dead grass with a rake 2. to
smooth loose soil to form an even seedbed
3. to move a flock of sheep from one
pasture to another
ramram noun a male sheep or goat, that has
not been castrated
ranchranch noun 1. a large farm, specialising
in raising cattle, sheep or horses 2. a large
farm, specialising in raising any type of
animal or growing any type of crop
rancherrancher /�rɑ�ntʃə/ noun 1. the owner of a
ranch 2. somebody who works on a cattle
ranch
ranchingranching /�rɑ�ntʃiŋ/ noun 1. an agricul-
tural system based on commercial grazing
on ranches 2. the raising of cattle on large
grassland farms
rangerange noun 1. a large area of grass-
covered farmland used for raising cattle or
sheep 2. open space, particularly for
poultry. � free-range eggs (NOTE: Eggs
produced on a range are called ‘free-range
eggs’.)
raperape noun same as oilseed rape
rapeseedrapeseed /�reipsi�d/ noun the seed of
the rape
rare breedrare breed noun a breed of farm animal
which is protected because its numbers are
falling and it is in danger of becoming
extinct

‘In the months before coming to Hardwick
Hall Mr Aldis had started to source his
livestock, with a view to introducing rare
breeds. Hardwick Hall has a long
association with Longhorn cattle, having
had a famous showing herd many years
ago.’ [Farmers Guardian]

Rare Breeds Survival TrustRare Breeds Survival Trust noun a
trust established in 1973 to foster interest
in breeds which have historical importance
and may prove useful in the future
RASRAS abbreviation Royal Agricultural
Societies

RASERASE abbreviation Royal Agricultural
Society of England
raspberryraspberry noun a cane (Rubus idaeus)
which provides a most important soft fruit,
sold fresh, sent for freezing and also used
for processing into jams
raspberry beetleraspberry beetle noun a serious pest
(Byturus tomentosus) whose larvae feed on
young raspberry fruit
ratrat noun a rodent Genus Rattus with a long
tail, similar to but larger than a mouse,
which can be very destructive of growing
and stored crops and also carry disease to
cattle and pigs. � brown rat
rationration noun an amount of food given to an
animal or person
ration formulationration formulation noun the process of
putting together different types of feedstuff
in order to provide the amount of nutrients
required by a particular animal or type of
animal
ratoonratoon /r�|�tu�n/, ratoon crop noun the
second and later crops taken from the
regrowth of a crop after it has been
harvested once. Sugar cane plants, e.g., can
be harvested many times.
ray fungusray fungus noun a bacterium which
affects grasses and cereals, and can cause
actinomycosis in cattle
RCGMRCGM abbreviation rectified concen-
trated grape must
RCVSRCVS abbreviation Royal College of
Veterinary Surgeons
RDARDA abbreviation 1. Recommended Daily
Amount 2. Regional Development Agency
REACHREACH abbreviation Registration, Evalu-
ation, Authorisation and Restrictions of
Chemicals
reafforestationreafforestation /ri�� |�fɒris |�teiʃ(ə)n/
noun the planting of trees in an area which
was formerly covered by forest
reapreap verb to cut a grain crop
reaping hookreaping hook noun a short-handled
semicircular implement with a sharp blade,
formerly used for cutting corn by hand
rearrear verb to look after young animals until
they are old enough to look after them-
selves
rearerrearer /�riərə/ noun a person who rears
livestock
receptaclereceptacle /ri |�septək(ə)l/ noun the top
part of a flower stalk that supports the
flower (NOTE: In some plants such as
strawberry it develops into the fruit.)
recessiverecessive /ri|�sesiv/ adjective (of a gene
or genetically controlled characteristic)
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suppressed by the presence of a corre-
sponding dominant gene. Compare domi-
nant

‘Breed society secretary Michael
Woodhouse believes the breed will
compete as a terminal sire. “Blue Texels
resemble both the larger type of Texel
common to the UK and the smaller well-
muscled Dutch type. The blue gene is
recessive, meaning crossbred lambs will
normally be white. However, the blue
gene will breed true in pedigree flocks”.’
[Farmers Weekly]
COMMENT: Since each physical charac-
teristic is governed by two genes, if one
gene is dominant and the other reces-
sive, the resulting trait will be that of the
dominant gene. Traits governed by
recessive genes will appear if genes
from both parents are recessive.

recessiveness

recessiveness /ri |�sesivnəs/ noun the
characteristic of a gene that leads to its not
being expressed in the individual carrying
it when a corresponding dominant gene is
also present. Compare dominance
reclaim

reclaim verb to make land usable for agri-
cultural or commercial purposes, usually
marshy land, a waste site, land which has
previously been built on or used for
industry, or land which has never been
cultivated � to reclaim land from the sea
reclamationreclamation /�reklə |�meiʃ(ə)n/ noun 1.
the act of reclaiming land � land reclama-
tion schemes in urban centres 2. land
which has been reclaimed

COMMENT: Reclamation includes the
drainage of marshes and lakes, and the
improvement of heathland and moor-
land.

Recommended Daily Amount

Recommended Daily Amount noun
the amount of a substance, e.g. a vitamin or
mineral, that should be consumed each day
for a person or animal to be healthy. Abbr
RDA
record keeping

record keeping noun the act of making
records such as a livestock register, which
are open to examination by the Govern-
ment and welfare authorities
rectal palpationrectal palpation /�rekt(ə)l p�l|

�peiʃ(ə)n/ noun a technique used to diag-
nose pregnancy in cows
rectified concentrated grape must

rectified concentrated grape must
/�rektifaid �kɒnsəntreitid ��reip �m�st/
noun a form of grape sugar produced by
distillation from surplus wine, used to add
to new wine during chaptalisation

rectumrectum noun the last part of the large
intestine, where waste material accumu-
lates before leaving the body through the
anus
recumbentrecumbent /ri|�k�mbənt/ adjective
referring to animals which are lying down,
as in the case of cows after illness or injury
� Reduced phosphorus levels may also
play a part in keeping affected animals
recumbent.
RedRed noun the English name for the Rouge
de l’Ouest breed of sheep
red cloverred clover noun a short-lived deep-
rooting species of clover (Trifolium prat-
ense)
red corpusclered corpuscle noun a red blood cell
which contains haemoglobin and carries
oxygen to the tissues
red currantred currant noun a soft fruit, growing on
bushes, and used mainly for making jams
Red Data BookRed Data Book noun a catalogue
formerly published by the IUCN, listing
species which are rare or in danger of
becoming extinct. The information is now
available in a searchable database. � Red
list
red deadnettlered deadnettle noun a weed (Lamium
purpureum) which is common in gardens,
and now affects cereals and oilseed rape.
Also called French nettle
red fescuered fescue noun a species of grass
(Festuca rubra), used on hill and marginal
land and in fine-leaved lawns
red grousered grouse noun � grouse
redistribution of landredistribution of land noun the prac-
tice of taking land from large landowners
and splitting it into smaller plots for many
people to own
redlegsredlegs /�redle�z/ noun a common weed
(Polygonum persicaria) which affects
spring crops, and causes problems when
harvesting. Also called redshanks
Red listRed list noun 1. a searchable database
maintained by IUCN that records the
conservation status of different organisms
throughout the world. Full form IUCN Red
List of Threatened Species 2. a list
recording the conservation status of a
particular type of organism in a specific
geographical area � the Red list of the
epiphytic lichens of Switzerland
Red PollRed Poll noun a dual-purpose breed of
cattle, which originated in East Anglia. It is
deep red in colour, with a white swish at
the end of the tail.
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redshanksredshanks /�redʃ�ŋks/ noun same as
redlegs
redwaterredwater /�redwɔ�tə/ noun a parasitic
disease of cattle transmitted by the
common tick. The affected animal
becomes very dull, feverish, salivates
freely and often staggers and falls. The
acute form of the disease is often fatal.
reedreed /ri�d/ noun an aquatic plant growing
near the shores of lakes, used to make
thatched roofs
reedbedreedbed /�ri�dbed/ noun a mass of reeds
growing together
reedbed filterreedbed filter noun a reedbed used as
part of a system of cleaning sewage or dirty
water
reelreel noun part of the mechanism of a
combine harvester, which holds the crop
against the cutter bar for cutting (NOTE:
The reel directs the crop after it has been
cut onto the cutter bar table or platform.
Most combines have a pick-up reel which
can be adjusted to deal with inlaid or
tangled crops.)
refectionrefection /ri|�fekʃən/ noun consumption
by an animal of its own faeces
reference pricereference price noun the minimum
price at which certain fruit and vegetables
can be imported into the EU
refinerefine verb to process something to
remove impurities � a by-product of
refining oil
refinedrefined adjective having had impurities
removed � refined oil
refrigeraterefrigerate verb to cool produce and
keep it at a cool temperature
refrigerated lorryrefrigerated lorry noun a special lorry
which carries produce under refrigeration
refrigerated processed foods of extended durabilityrefrigerated processed foods of
extended durability noun prepared
and chilled food such as ready meals,
which can be kept for longer than fresh
food. Abbr REPFEDs
refrigerationrefrigeration /ri |�frid�ə|�reiʃ(ə)n/ noun
a method of prolonging the life of various
foods by storing them at very low temper-
atures

COMMENT: Low temperature retards the
rate at which food spoils, because all the
causes of deterioration proceed more
slowly. In freeze-drying, the food has to
be quick-frozen and then dried by vac-
uum, so removing the moisture. Pre-
cooked foods should be cooled rapidly
down to –3°C and eaten within five days
of production. Certain high-risk chilled
foods should be kept below 5°C. These

foods include soft cheese and various
pre-cooked products. Eggs in shells can
be chilled for short-term storage (i.e. up
to one month) at temperatures between
–10°C and –16°C. Bakery products,
including bread, have storage tempera-
tures between –18°C and –40°C; bread
goes stale quickly at chill temperatures
which are above these. Potatoes in the
form of pre-cooked chips can be stored
at –18°C or colder, but ordinary potatoes
must not be chilled at all. Apples and
pears can be kept in air-cooled boxes at
between –1°C and +4°C (this is known
as ‘controlled temperature storage’). Let-
tuces and strawberries (which normally
must not be chilled) can be kept fresh by
vacuum cooling, while celery and carrots
can be chilled by hydrocooling.

refrigeratorrefrigerator noun a device for cooling
produce and keeping it cool
refrigerator shiprefrigerator ship noun a ship which
carries produce under refrigerated condi-
tions
regenerateregenerate verb to grow again, or grow
something again � A forest takes about ten
years to regenerate after a fire. � Salaman-
ders can regenerate limbs.
regenerationregeneration /ri |��enə|�reiʃ(ə)n/ noun
the process of vegetation growing back on
land which has been cleared or burnt �
Grazing by herbivores prevents forest
regeneration.
regenerativeregenerative /ri|�d�enərətiv/ adjective
allowing new growth to replace damaged
tissue
Regional Development AgencyRegional Development Agency
noun an organisation which promotes the
social and economic benefits of living in a
region and undertakes projects to bring
new industries and jobs to the region. Abbr
RDA
Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restrictions of ChemicalsRegistration, Evaluation, Authori-
sation and Restrictions of Chemi-
cals noun a proposed review of the EU’s
chemicals policy, in which comprehensive
health and safety research will be carried
out for all substances. Abbr REACH
regrowthregrowth /ri|��raυθ/ noun the growth that
occurs after a cut or harvest, or after acci-
dental damage or fire
regulateregulate verb 1. to change or maintain
something by law � Development is regu-
lated by local authorities. 2. to control the
growth of a plant
regulationregulation noun 1. a rule made by a
government or official body 2. a rule made
by the Council of Ministers or the
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Commission of the EU, which has legal
force in all member countries. European
regulations require, e.g., that animals being
transported should be rested, fed and
watered every 24 hours.
regulatorregulator /�re�jυleitə/ noun something
or someone controlling a process or
activity
reinrein noun a long narrow strap used to
control a horse, each end of which is
attached to the bit in the horse’s mouth
RELURELU abbreviation rural economy and
land use
rendzinarendzina /ren|�zi�nə/ noun soil devel-
oped on chalk and limestone rocks charac-
terised by its shallowness and lack of true
subsoil
renewablerenewable adjective referring to some-
thing that can be replaced or can renew
itself by regrowing, reforming or breeding
� Herring stocks are a renewable resource
if the numbers being caught are controlled.
� renewable sources of energy energy
from the sun, wind, waves, tides or from
geothermal deposits or from burning
waste, none of which uses up fossil fuel
reserves
renewable energyrenewable energy noun energy from
the Sun, wind, waves, tides, from
geothermal deposits or from burning waste

‘In a recent report to the DTI, it called for
government to ensure that more renewable
energy is sourced straight from UK farms.
The NFU also urged ministers to take
advantage of crops such as wheat and
sugar beet, to produce renewable
biofuels.’ [Farmers Weekly]

renewable resourcerenewable resource noun a natural
resource that replaces itself unless over-
used, e.g. animal or plant life, fresh water
or wind energy
rennetrennet /�renət/ noun an extract from the
stomach of a calf; it contains the enzyme
rennin, which clots milk. It is used in the
production of certain milk products such as
cheese.
renninrennin /�renin/ noun an enzyme which
makes milk coagulate in the stomach, so as
to slow down the passage of the milk
through the digestive system
rentrent noun money paid to use a farm or
land for a period of time � verb to pay
money to hire a farm or land for a period of
time

COMMENT: Since 1950, there has been a
decline in the area and number of farm

holdings which are rented in Great Brit-
ain. In 1950, rented agricultural land in
England, Wales and Scotland accounted
for 60% of the holdings. By 2000 the fig-
ure was 37%.

REPFEDsREPFEDs /�repfedz/ abbreviation
refrigerated processed foods of extended
durability
replacement milkreplacement milk noun milk which is
used to feed young animals which cannot
be fed by their mothers, e.g. ‘lamb replace-
ment milk’
replacement ratereplacement rate noun the rate of
introduction of heifers into a dairy herd to
replace ageing cows or cows with low milk
yields
replantreplant /ri� |�plɑ�nt/ verb 1. to grow plants
in an area again � After the trees were
felled, the land was cleared and replanted
with mixed conifers and broadleaved
species. 2. to put a plant in the ground
again
replant diseasereplant disease noun a condition
affecting apple trees planted in an orchard
which has been grubbed out
repotrepot /ri�|�pɒt/ verb to take a plant out of
its pot and plant it in another, changing or
adding to the soil at the same time
reproducereproduce verb 1. to produce offspring
2. (of bacteria) to produce new cells
reproductionreproduction noun the production of
offspring

COMMENT: Service by the male is only
allowed by the females of most animals
during the heat period or oestrus. This
acts as a natural check on the breeding
rate of animals. The length of the oestrus
varies with the animal.

reproductivereproductive /�ri�prə|�d�ktiv/ adjective
referring to the production of offspring �
Pollination is a reproductive process.
reproductive organsreproductive organs plural noun parts
of the bodies of animals which are
involved in the conception and develop-
ment of a foetus
RESRES abbreviation Rural Enterprise
Scheme
reseedreseed /ri�|�si�d/ verb to reestablish a ley
by sowing seed again

COMMENT: Reseeding is carried out to
improve permanent pasture. This is
done by direct reseeding which involves
sowing again without a cover crop, or by
undersowing, where the seed mixtures
are sown with another crop, usually a
cereal.
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reservereserve noun an area of land maintained
for the benefit of plant or animal life where
no commercial exploitation is allowed. �

nature reserve, wildlife reserve
reservoirreservoir noun an artificial or natural
area of water, used for storing water for
domestic or industrial use � The town’s
water supply comes from reservoirs in the
mountains. � After two months of drought
the reservoirs were beginning to run dry.
residualresidual adjective referring to the
amount of something that is left behind
residual herbicideresidual herbicide noun a herbicide
applied to the surface of the soil which acts
through the roots of existing plants and
also new plants as they germinate
residueresidue noun the material left after a
process has taken place or after a material
has been used
resinresin noun a sticky oil secreted by some
conifers or other trees, especially when
they are cut
resinousresinous /�rezinəs/ adjective like resin,
or producing resin
resistresist verb to fight off or not be subject to
the effects of something
resistanceresistance noun the ability of an
organism not to be affected by something
such as a disease, stress factor, process or
treatment � Increasing insect resistance to
chemical pesticides is a major problem. �
Crop plants have been bred for resistance
to disease.
resistantresistant adjective referring to some-
thing which is unaffected by a disease,
stress factor, process or treatment � Some
alloys are less resistant to corrosion than
others. � The plants were not resistant to
mildew.

COMMENT: Resistant strains develop
quite rapidly after application of the treat-
ment. Some strains of insect have devel-
oped which are resistant to DDT. The
resistance develops as non-resistant
strains die off, leaving only individuals
which possess a slightly different and
resistant chemical makeup. Hence a
pesticide will select out only resistant
individuals. This can be avoided by using
pesticides in combination or by not using
the same chemical (or chemicals with a
similar mode of action) repeatedly.

-resistant-resistant suffix not adversely affected
by something � a DDT-resistant strain of
insects � disease-resistant genetic material
� a new strain of virus-resistant rice

respirationrespiration /�respə |�reiʃ(ə)n/ noun the
action of breathing

COMMENT: Respiration includes two
stages: breathing in (inhalation) and
breathing out (exhalation). Air is taken
into the respiratory system through the
nose or mouth and goes down into the
lungs through the pharynx, larynx and
windpipe. In the lungs, the bronchi take
the air to the alveoli (air sacs) where oxy-
gen in the air is passed to the blood-
stream in exchange for waste carbon
dioxide which is then breathed out.

respiratoryrespiratory adjective referring to respi-
ration
respiratory quotientrespiratory quotient noun the ratio of
the amount of carbon dioxide passed from
the blood into the lungs to the amount of
oxygen absorbed into the blood from the
air. Abbr RQ
respiratory systemrespiratory system noun a series of
organs and passages that take air into the
lungs and exchange oxygen for carbon
dioxide
responseresponse noun the beneficial reaction of
a growing crop to the application of ferti-
liser
response curveresponse curve noun a graph showing
the yield (or some associated factor)
against fertiliser input, level of feed, antibi-
otics, etc.
responsible careresponsible care noun an initiative of
the chemical industry which requires
member firms to follow codes of conduct
on such matters as toxic materials, waste
reduction, chemical-accident minimisa-
tion, worker safety and community consul-
tation
restrest verb � to rest land to let land lie
fallow, without growing any crops
restorerestore verb to give something back, or
put something back to a previous state or
position � By letting the land lie fallow for
a couple of years, farmers hope to restore
some of the natural nutrients which have
been removed from the soil.
retailretail noun the sale of small quantities of
goods to the general public
retained placentaretained placenta /ri |�teind plə|

�sentə/, retained afterbirth noun a
disease of cattle caused by interference at
calving, premature calving or milk fever.
The placenta should be removed by a
veterinary surgeon.
retardretard /ri|�tɑ�d/ verb to make something
happen later � The injections retard the
effect of the anaesthetic.
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reticulumreticulum /ri |�tikjυləm/ noun the second
stomach compartment of ruminants such
as cows and sheep
retinolretinol /�retinɒl/ noun a vitamin that is
soluble in fat and can be formed in the
body but is mainly found in food such as
liver, vegetables, eggs and cod liver oil.
Also called vitamin A
rettingretting /�retiŋ/ noun a process used in the
preparation of flax, where flax is soaked in
water and allowed to rot, so freeing the
fibres from the plant stems
reversible ploughreversible plough noun a plough with
left- and right-handed mouldboards, which
make it possible to plough up and down the
same furrow
rhizoctonia root rotrhizoctonia root rot /�raizəυktəυniə
�ru�t �rɒt/ noun a common soil fungus
(Rhizoctonia solani) which attacks the
roots of seedlings and retards growth
rhizomaniarhizomania /�raizəυ|�meiniə/ noun a
notifiable virus disease affecting sugar
beet, in which hairs grow on the roots and
the leaves turn yellow. The disease is
endemic in the Netherlands, and some
cases have been reported in the UK.
rhizomerhizome /�raizəυm/ noun a plant stem
that lies on or under the ground and has
leaf buds, adventitious roots and some-
times branches

‘Recent announcement of grant aid for
planting miscanthus can help to offset
establishment costs, and Bical is seeking
to reduce the cost of rhizomes by sourcing
them from the West Indies where they can
be multiplied more rapidly. Import
clearance depends on the authorities being
convinced that no pests and diseases will
be imported with the rhizomes.’
[Arable Farming]

rhizosphererhizosphere /�raizəυsfiə/ noun the soil
surrounding the roots of a plant
Rhode Island RedRhode Island Red /�rəυd �ailənd �red/
noun a heavy breed of fowl, with red
feathers on the body, and black tail and
wing feathers. It produces large brown
eggs.
RHSRHS abbreviation Royal Horticultural
Society
rhubarbrhubarb noun a perennial plant (Rheum
rhaponticum), of which the leaf stalks are
cooked and eaten as dessert. It has a high
oxalate content and the leaves are toxic.
RibesRibes /�raibi�s/ noun the Latin name for
blackcurrant

rib grassrib grass noun a palatable deep-rooting
herb with a high mineral content, which
may benefit pasture
riboflavinriboflavin /�raibəυ|�fleivin/, riboflavine
noun a vitamin found in eggs, liver, green
vegetables, milk and yeast and also used as
an additive (E101) in processed food. Also
called vitamin B2 (NOTE: Lack of riboflavin
will affect a child’s growth and can cause
anaemia and inflammation of the mouth
and tongue.)
ribwortribwort /�ribw��t/ noun same as plantain
ricerice noun a plant that is the most impor-
tant cereal crop and the staple food of half
the population of the world. Latin name:
Oryza sativa.

COMMENT: Wet rice is by far the common-
est method of cultivation: the paddies
are enclosed by low banks and are kept
flooded during the growing season. They
are allowed to dry out before the crop is
harvested. Dry land rice is cultivated in a
similar way to wheat or barley. Rice is
classified according to the length of the
grains: long-grain rice is grown in tropical
climates such as India, while short-grain
rice is grown in colder climates such as
Japan. There are over 120,000 varieties
of rice grown world-wide, with more than
40,000 varieties being cultivated in India
alone. Rice is an important crop in most
countries of Asia, and is becoming
increasingly important in Africa, South
America, the USA and Australia. In
Europe, Italy, France and Hungary grow
considerable amounts of rice. The
world’s leading rice exporters are the
USA and Thailand.

richrich adjective (of soil) having many nutri-
ents that are useful for plant growth
rickrick /rik/ noun a stack, usually of hay,
with a sloping roof
ricketsrickets /�rikits/ noun a disease of young
animals due to deficiency of Vitamin D.
Bones fail to ossify and joints become
swollen.
riddleriddle noun a coarse sieve for sieving soil
� verb to grade and sort produce according
to size, using a sieve � Potatoes are riddled
to separate the best potatoes, called
‘wares’ from the small potatoes, called
‘chats’.
ridgeridge noun 1. a long raised section of
ground, occurring as part of a mountain
range, in a field, on a beach or on the ocean
floor 2. a long narrow band of high pres-
sure leading away from the centre of an
anticyclone � A ridge of high pressure is
lying across the country. 3. a long raised
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section of earth, made by ploughing up and
down on either side of the furrow. In
systematic ploughing, ridges first mark out
land in a field before the plough is reset for
normal work and the field is ploughed.
ridgerridger /�rid�ə/ noun a type of plough
used to form ridges for earthing up crops
such as potatoes
rigrig noun a male animal in which one or
both testicles have not descended into the
scrotum at the usual time
right of accessright of access noun 1. the right of
someone to be able to get to land by
passing over someone else’s property 2.
the right of the public to walk in areas of
the countryside, providing they do not
harm crops or farm animals
right of wayright of way noun a legal right to go
across someone else’s property
rillrill /ril/ noun 1. a very narrow stream 2. a
small channel eroded in soil by rainwater.
It can be removed during ordinary cultiva-
tion.
ringring noun a metal circle which goes
through the nose of an animal � verb 1. to
attach a numbered ring to the leg of a bird
so that its movements can be recorded 2. to
attach a ring to an animal, such as to the
nose of a bull

COMMENT: Some animals can be ringed
to allow them to be led, while others are
ringed to prevent excessive grubbing in
the ground.

ring-barkingring-barking noun the cutting of a strip
of bark from a tree as a means of making
the tree more productive. It restricts growth
and encourages fruiting.
ring bonering bone noun a growth of bony tissue
in the joints of a horse’s foot
ring rotring rot noun a disease affecting potatoes
ringwormringworm /�riŋw��m/ noun any of
various infections of the skin by a fungus,
in which the infection spreads out in a
circle from a central point (NOTE: Ring-
worm is very contagious and very difficult
to get rid of. In animals, it is most common
in young store cattle, but it also affects
humans.)
riparianriparian /ri|�peəriən/ adjective referring
to the bank of a river � riparian fauna
riperipe adjective referring to fruit or grain
that is ready for eating � When the corn is
ripe the harvest can start. � The early vari-
eties of apple are ripe in August. � Ripe
peaches cannot be kept very long. �
Bananas should be picked before they are

ripe, and allowed to ripen during transport
and storage. (NOTE: The opposite is
unripe.)
ripenripen verb to become ready for eating, or
to make something, especially a fruit,
ready for eating � Unripe bananas are
shipped in special containers and will
ripen in storage. � Tomatoes can be picked
when still pink and allowed to ripen off the
plant.
ripperripper /�ripə/ noun a heavy cultivator
consisting of a strong frame with long tines
attached to it. It is used to break up
compacted soil to allow free passage of air
and water. Also called subsoiler
riskrisk noun 1. a combination of the likeli-
hood of injury, damage or loss being
caused by a potentially dangerous
substance, technology or activity, or by a
failure to do something, and the serious-
ness of the possible consequences 2. some-
thing that is regarded as likely to cause
injury, damage or loss � a fire risk � a
health risk Compare hazard

COMMENT: A substance or practice may
have the potential to cause harm, i.e.
may be a hazard, but risk only arises if
there is a likelihood that something will
be harmed by it in a specific set of cir-
cumstances. A highly dangerous thing
may in fact present only a small risk. Risk
assessment is used to decide what the
degree and nature of the risk, if any, may
be so that measures to reduce or avoid it
can be taken.

riverriver noun a large flow of water, running
from a natural source in mountains or hills
down to the sea
riverineriverine /�rivərain/ adjective referring to
a river � The dam has destroyed the
riverine fauna and flora for hundreds of
kilometres.
RIWRIW abbreviation Rural Inspectorate
Wales
RLRRLR abbreviation Rural Land Register
roanroan /rəυn/ noun the coat of an animal in
which the main colour is mixed with
another, as e.g. red and white, or black and
white
robot milkerrobot milker noun a system used in a
completely automated milking parlour.
Lasers, mirrors and cameras are used to put
all four caps on the teats simultaneously.
rockrock noun a solid mineral substance
which forms the outside crust of the Earth
rock phosphaterock phosphate noun a natural rock
ground to a fine powder, used as a fertiliser
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rodrod noun an old measurement of land.
When used as a measurement of length a
rod equals 5 metres, and when used as a
measurement of area it equals 25 square
metres.
rodentrodent noun a mammal that has sharp
teeth for gnawing, e.g. a rat or mouse
roe deerroe deer /�rəυ diə/ noun one of the
breeds of deer which are found wild in the
UK
roguerogue noun a plant of a different variety
found growing in a crop � verb to remove
unwanted plants from a crop, usually by
hand
roguing gloveroguing glove noun a glove impreg-
nated with herbicide, used to destroy wild
oats
rollroll noun a tractor-drawn implement used
for breaking clods, firming the soil,
pushing stones into the soil and providing
a smooth firm surface for drilling (NOTE:
The two main types are the Cambridge roll,
with a number of cast iron rings on an axle
which leave a corrugated surface, and a
flat roll which leaves a smooth surface.)
rolled grainrolled grain noun a grain which has been
through a roller mill before it is fed to live-
stock. Rolled grain, usually barley, is more
easily digested.
rollerroller noun same as roll � The most
common bearings used in gas turbine
engine are the ball or roller type.
roller crusherroller crusher noun a machine used to
condition freshly-cut grass. The swath of
cut grass is picked up by the rolls and the
stems are flattened as the grass is passed
between them. With the sap removed from
the stems, the drying process is much
faster.
roller millroller mill noun a piece of equipment
used in the preparation of flour and animal
feed. It has two smooth steel rollers which
crush the grain.
roller tableroller table noun a machine, consisting
of a horizontal line of rotating rollers, used
for removing stones and clods from a crop
such as potatoes
RomagnolaRomagnola /�rɒmə|�njəυlə/ noun a
large docile hardy breed of beef cattle from
north-east Italy. The animals are grey with
a black muzzle and hooves.
RomanRoman noun a breed of white goose, now
quite rare
RomneyRomney /�rɒmni/ noun a hardy breed of
sheep found in large numbers on Romney
Marsh, which has heavy fine-quality long

wool fleece. The Romney half-breed has
been developed by crossing Romney ewes
with North Country Cheviot rams, and has
been widely exported. Also called Kent
rookrook noun a crow-like bird which causes
much damage to crops
rookeryrookery /�rυkəri/ noun breeding place
for a colony of rooks
roostroost /ru�st/ noun a place where birds
rest at night � verb to sleep on a perch at
night
roosterrooster /�ru�stə/ noun a cock, a male
domestic fowl (especially US)
rootroot noun a part of a plant which is
usually under the ground and absorbs
water and nutrients from the surrounding
soil � verb (of a plant) to produce roots �
The cuttings root easily in moist sand.
root croproot crop noun a plant that stores edible
material in a root, corm or tuber and is
grown as food (NOTE: Root crops include
carrots, parsnips, swedes and turnips.
Starchy root crops include potatoes,
cassavas and yams.)

‘Some 40 acres of root crops are grown for
sheep feed over the winter and the cereals
from 40 acres of combinable crops are also
used on-farm.’ [Farmers Guardian]

root harvesterroot harvester noun a machine for
lifting root crops out of the ground, e.g. a
sugar beet harvester
rooting compoundrooting compound noun a powder
containing plant hormones (auxins) into
which cuttings can be dipped to encourage
the formation of roots
rooting depthrooting depth noun the depth of soil
from which plant roots take up water, or
the depth of soil to which roots reach
rootletrootlet /�ru�tlət/ noun a little root which
grows from a main root
rootstockrootstock /�ru�tstɒk/ noun 1. same as
rhizome 2. a plant with roots onto which a
piece of another plant is grafted. � scion
root systemroot system noun all the roots of a plant
rosemaryrosemary noun an aromatic herb (Rose-
marinus officinalis) used for flavouring
and also as a source of oil used in soaps and
cosmetics
rotrot verb (of organic tissue) to decay or
become putrefied because of bacterial or
fungal action
rotary cultivatorrotary cultivator noun a mounted or
trailed machine with a shaft bearing a
number of L-shaped blades. Rotary culti-
vators are used for stubble-clearing,
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seedbed work and general land reclama-
tion and cleaning.
rotary mowerrotary mower noun a machine used for
cutting grass and other upright crops.
Rotary mowers have two or four rotors
each with three or four swinging blades.
The rotors rotate in opposite directions and
leave a single swath of cut grass.
rotary parlourrotary parlour noun the most expensive
and complex of the four milking systems,
where the cows stand on a rotating plat-
form with the milker in the middle. The
operator may work on the inner or outer
side of the circle. � abreast parlour,
herringbone parlour
rotary sprinklerrotary sprinkler noun a machine used
for irrigation purposes. Sprinklers can be
fitted with fine spray nozzles for protection
of fruit crops and potatoes against frost
damage.
rotaterotate verb to grow different crops from
year to year in a field (NOTE: The advan-
tages of rotating crops include: different
crops utilising soil nutrients differently,
pests specific to one crop being discour-
aged from spreading, and some crops
such as legumes increasing the nitrogen
content of the soil if their roots are left in
the soil after harvesting.)
rotating flailsrotating flails plural noun parts used on
manure spreaders to distribute materials
and on machines for cutting crops or grass
verges. Used also in mixing machines such
as composters.
rotating tinesrotating tines plural noun spikes used
on machines such as rotavators and power
harrows for cultivation purposes. They are
also used on machine pick-ups.
rotational grazingrotational grazing noun the movement
of livestock around a number of fields or
paddocks in an ordered sequence. Also
called on-off grazing

‘While set stocking has been an extremely
popular and successful grazing system for
many years, there is now considerable
evidence to suggest that rotational grazing
can give greater grass growth throughout
the season.’ [Farmers Guardian]

rotation designrotation design noun a method of
conserving soil nutrients in organic
farming by planting different crops in
different years
rotation of cropsrotation of crops noun same as crop
rotation
rotavatorrotavator /�rəυtəveitə/ a trademark for a
type of rotary cultivator

rotavirusrotavirus /�rəυtəvairəs/ noun a wheel-
shaped RNA virus that causes diarrhoea in
piglets, calves and foals
rotenonerotenone /�rəυtənəυn/ noun the active
ingredient of the insecticide derris
RothamstedRothamsted /�rɒθəmsted/ the site of
the Agricultural Experimental station,
established in 1843 by John Bennett
Lawes. The station specialised in research
into plant nutrition, and demonstrated the
importance of nitrogen, phosphorus and
potassium to plants. Today it is important
for its research into biotechnology and is to
a large extent sponsored by the BBRSC.
RouenRouen /�ru�ɒ̃/ noun a breed of table duck.
The drake has a green head and neck, rich
claret-coloured breast and grey-black
body. The female is mostly brown.
Rouge de l’OuestRouge de l’Ouest /�ru�� də �lwest/
noun a breed of sheep originating in
France. Also called Red
roughageroughage /�r�fid�/ noun 1. fibrous
matter in food, which cannot be digested.
Also called dietary fibre 2. animal feed-
ingstuffs with high fibre content, e.g. hay
or straw
Rough FellRough Fell noun a hardy moorland
breed of horned sheep, closely related to
the Swaledale. It has a dark-coloured face
with irregular patterns. The wool is of
coarse quality.
rough grazingrough grazing noun unimproved
grazing, found in mountain, heath and
moorland areas
rough stalked meadow grassrough stalked meadow grass noun
a type of grass, highly palatable but low in
production compared to ryegrass; common
in lowland pastures on rich moist soils.
When found in cereal crops it is treated as
a weed.
rough terrain vehiclerough terrain vehicle noun a vehicle
specially designed to travel over difficult
ground. Abbr RTV
round and round ploughinground and round ploughing noun a
system of ploughing in which fields are
ploughed from the centre to the outside or
from the edge to the centre
round balerround baler noun a tractor-drawn
machine which straddles the swath with a
pickup cylinder. The crop is passed over a
system of belts to form a round bale; when
the bale is complete, twine is wrapped
round it and it is thrown out of the
machine.
roundsrounds plural noun circular walls built to
protect sheep from snow drifts
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roundworm /�raυndw��m/ noun a type
of worm with a round body, some of which
are parasites of animals, others of roots of
plants
Roussin

Roussin /�ru�s�n/ noun a breed of sheep
imported into the UK from France
row crop

row crop noun a crop planted in rows
wide enough to allow cultivators between
the rows. Most farm crops are drilled in
rows, in preference to broadcasting.
row crop tractor

row crop tractor noun a lightweight
tractor with a narrow turning circle and
adjustable wheel track widths, used by
market gardeners and farmers who grow
row crops
Royal Agricultural Societies

Royal Agricultural Societies plural
noun an alliance between the Royal Agri-
cultural Society of England, the Royal
Highland and Agricultural Society of Scot-
land, the Royal Welsh Agricultural Society
and the Royal Ulster Agricultural Society.
Abbr RAS
Royal Agricultural Society of England

Royal Agricultural Society of
England noun an organisation whose
main task is running the annual Royal
Show held at The National Agricultural
Centre, Stoneleigh, Kenilworth, Warwick-
shire. Abbr RASE
Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons

Royal College of Veterinary
Surgeons noun a body which organises
the examinations for veterinary surgeons
and represents them. Abbr RCVS
Royal Horticultural Society

Royal Horticultural Society noun a
national society which organises the
Chelsea Flower Show and has permanent
gardens at Wisley in Surrey. Abbr RHS
Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals

Royal Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to Animals noun a UK
charity that runs centres to take care of
animals in distress and lobbies the govern-
ment on animal welfare legislation. Abbr
RSPCA
Royal Society for the Protection of Birds

Royal Society for the Protection of
Birds noun a UK charity that works to
ensure a good environment for birds and
wildlife. Abbr RSPB
royalty

royalty noun a payment made to plant
breeders for the use of seed of registered
plant varieties
RPA

RPA abbreviation Rural Payments Agency
RQ

RQ abbreviation respiratory quotient
RRA

RRA abbreviation Rothamsted Research
Association

RSPBRSPB abbreviation Royal Society for the
Protection of Birds
RSPCARSPCA abbreviation Royal Society for
the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
RTVRTV abbreviation rough terrain vehicle
rubbed seedrubbed seed noun same as graded
seed
rubberrubber noun 1. a material which can be
stretched and compressed, and is made
from a thick white fluid (latex) from a
tropical tree 2. the rubber tree, a tropical
tree grown for its latex. In commercial
practice, trees are grafted onto suitable
rootstock.
RubusRubus /�ru�bəs/ noun a genus of plants
including cane fruits such as raspberries
and blackberries
ruddleruddle /�r�d(ə)l/ noun a red colouring
material on a harness worn by rams so that
ewes which have been mated will be
marked and identified
Rules of Good HusbandryRules of Good Husbandry plural
noun an unwritten set of ‘rules’ which, if
they are deemed to have been broken by a
tenant, can give a landlord the excuse to
evict him
rumenrumen /�ru�mən/ noun the first stomach
of ruminating animals such as cows, sheep
or goats, all of which have four stomachs.
It is used for storage of food after it has
been partly digested and before it passes to
the second stomach. � abomasum,
omasum, reticulum
rumen liquorrumen liquor noun a concentrated
liquid found in the rumen of an animal,
used to test the digestability of feed or the
nutrient balance of an animal’s diet
ruminantruminant /�ru�minənt/ noun an animal
that has a stomach with several chambers,
e.g. a cow

COMMENT: Ruminants have stomachs
with four sections, the rumen, the reticu-
lum, the omasum and the abomasum.
They take in foodstuffs into the upper
chamber where it is acted upon by bac-
teria. The food is then regurgitated into
their mouths where they chew it again
before passing it to the last two sections
where normal digestion takes place.

ruminationrumination /�ru�mi|�neiʃ(ə)n/ noun the
process by which food taken to the
stomach of a ruminant is returned to the
mouth, chewed again and then swallowed
runrun noun 1. an enclosure for animals, e.g.
a chicken run 2. an extensive area of land
used for sheep grazing � verb to keep
animals
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runch

runch /r�nʃ/ noun a common weed
(Raphanus raphanistrum). Also called
wild radish
runholder

runholder /�r�nhəυldə/ noun a farmer
who owns a sheep run
runner

runner noun a long shoot that grows side-
ways from a plant such as a strawberry,
ending in a tuft of leaves which will take
root
runner beanrunner bean noun a garden bean
(Phaseolus coccineus) grown exclusively
for the fresh trade
runoff

runoff /�r�nɒf/ noun 1. the flow of rain-
water or melted snow from the surface of
land into streams and rivers 2. the flow of
excess fertiliser or pesticide from farmland
into rivers � Nitrate runoff causes pollution
of lakes and rivers. � Fish are extremely
susceptible to runoff of organophosphates.
3. the portion of rainfall which finally
reaches a stream

‘A land drain gravity-feeds the dirty water
(together with runoff from the yards and
field drains) into a settling lagoon situated
away from the farm to avoid the smell.
The water then flows into the adjacent
dirty water reservoir where it is stored
until required.’ [Dairy Farmer]

runoff rate

runoff rate noun the amount of excess
fertiliser or pesticide from farmland that
flows into rivers in a specific period
runt

runt /r�nt/ noun 1. a small individual
animal, one that it is smaller than average
for its kind 2. the smallest animal in a litter
Rural, Agricultural and Allied Workers

Rural, Agricultural and Allied
Workers noun full form of RAAW
rural affairs

rural affairs plural noun the activities
and concerns of rural communities
rural area

rural area noun an area in the country-
side where the main activities are farming
or forestry and where relatively few people
live
rural depopulationrural depopulation /� |�rυərəl
�di�pɒpjυ |�leiʃ(ə)n/ noun the loss of popu-
lation from the countryside due to various
causes, including decline in agriculture
and increased mechanisation
rural development

rural development noun a programme
of activities undertaken to ensure that rural
areas remain economically and socially
sustainable
rural development agency

rural development agency noun an
official body set up to develop policies and
oversee rural development

rural development policyrural development policy noun a set
of aims and guidelines issued by an
authority, used when planning rural devel-
opment
rural economyrural economy noun farming and other
businesses in rural areas
Rural Enterprise SchemeRural Enterprise Scheme noun a
system of government support for the
adaptation and development of the rural
economy, community, heritage and envi-
ronment. It is part of the England Rural
Development Programme.
rural environmentrural environment noun the country-
side
Rural Inspectorate WalesRural Inspectorate Wales noun the
organisation that is responsible for admin-
istering CAP schemes in Wales. Abbr RIW
Rural Land RegisterRural Land Register noun a digitised
map of all registered land parcels in the
UK, kept by the Rural Payments Agency.
Abbr RLR
Rural Payments AgencyRural Payments Agency noun the
organisation that is responsible for all CAP
schemes in England and for some schemes
in the rest of the UK. Abbr RPA
rural planningrural planning noun same as country
planning
rural recreationrural recreation noun same as country-
side recreation
Rural Stewardship SchemeRural Stewardship Scheme noun in
Scotland, a scheme of payments to
encourage farmers to be involved in the
protection and enhancement of the envi-
ronment, to support sustainable rural
development and to maintain the pros-
perity of rural communities
rural sustainabilityrural sustainability noun the act of
trying to make sure that rural development
does not use too many natural resources or
cause other damage
rural tourismrural tourism noun holiday and leisure
activities carried out in the countryside
rurbanrurban /�r��b(ə)n/ adjective referring to
areas that combine the characteristics of
agricultural activities found in rural zones
with those of suburban living areas and
industrialised zones

COMMENT: Rapid extension of urbanisa-
tion the world over has created areas
that have both urban and rural character-
istics. Land planning specialists talk
about ‘rurban areas’ and the ‘rurbanisa-
tion’ process.

rushrush noun a common weed (Juncus)
growing near water, in moors and marshes,
of little nutritional value
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russet /�r�sit/ noun a type of dessert
apple with a rough brown skin
russeting

russeting /�r�sitiŋ/ noun the formation
of brown patches on the skin of an apple �
Cox’s Orange often have some russeting
on them, the amount depending on the
weather conditions
rust

rust noun a fungal disease that gives
plants a reddish powdery covering
rustle

rustle verb to steal livestock, especially
cows and horses
rustler

rustler /�r�s(ə)lə/ noun a person who
steals livestock � a cattle rustler
rustling

rustling /�r�s(ə)liŋ/ noun the crime of
stealing cattle or horses

rutrut noun a period of intense sexual activity
that occurs in males of various mammals
such as cattle, sheep and particularly deer
ryerye noun a hardy cereal crop grown in
temperate areas. Latin name: Secale
cereale.
ryegrassryegrass /�rai�rɑ�s/ noun a term for a
most important group of grasses

COMMENT: Many varieties of hybrid rye-
grass are now used. They are crosses
between perennial and Italian rye-
grasses, and often also tetraploids.

RyelandRyeland /�railənd/ noun a rare breed of
sheep. It is a medium-sized animal, white
faced and without horns. The sheep has a
very symmetrical shape and a thick growth
of wool.
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SS symbol sulphur
SaanenSaanen /�sɑ�nən/ � British Saanen
sacksack noun a measure of capacity, particu-
larly for cereals, equal to four bushels.
Also called coomb
saddlesaddle noun 1. a leather seat for a rider
placed on the back of a horse 2. a coloured
patch on the back of an animal such as a
pig which looks a little as if the animal is
carrying a saddle 3. the part of a shaft-
horse’s harness that bears the shafts
saddlebacksaddleback /�s�d(ə)lb�k/ noun 1. a
breed of pig now known as the British
Saddleback 2. any pig with a white saddle,
such as the American-bred Hampshire
breed
saddle bowsaddle bow noun a high part of a saddle
in front of the rider
safety cabsafety cab noun a protective cab fitted to
a tractor to prevent injury to the driver if
the tractor turns over
safflowersafflower /�s�flaυə/ noun an oilseed
crop (Carthamus tinctorius) grown mainly
in India. The oil is used in the manufacture
of margarine, and the residual oilseed cake
has a limited use as a livestock feed.
saffronsaffron noun a spice obtained from the
dried flowers of the crocus plant Crocus
sativus
sagesage noun an aromatic herb (Salvia offic-
inalis), the leaves of which are dried and
used for flavouring
sainfoinsainfoin /�s�nfɔin/ noun a forage
legume very similar to lucerne, grown
mainly in areas with calcareous soil
SalerSaler /�seilə/ noun a hardy breed of
French cattle, found in the Cantal depart-
ment of central France. The animals are
reddish in colour and are reared both for
meat and for milk production. The Saler is
one of the best French suckler cows.

salinationsalination /�s�li |�neiʃ(ə)n/ noun a
process by which the salt concentration of
soil or water increases, especially as a
result of irrigation in hot climates. Also
called salinisation
salinesaline adjective referring to salt
salinisationsalinisation /�s�linai |�zeiʃ(ə)n/, salini-
zation noun same as salination
salinisedsalinised /�s�linaizd/, salinized adjec-
tive referring to soil where evaporation
leaves salts as a crust on the dry surface
salinitysalinity /sə|�liniti/ noun the concentration
of salt in an amount of water or soil
salivasaliva noun a clear fluid secreted by the
salivary glands into the mouth, and
containing water, mucus and enzymes to
lubricate food and break down starch into
sugars

COMMENT: Saliva is a mixture of a large
quantity of water and a small amount of
mucus, secreted by the salivary glands.
Saliva acts to keep the mouth and throat
moist, allowing food to be swallowed
easily. It also contains the enzyme ptya-
lin, which begins the digestive process of
converting starch into sugar while food is
still in the mouth.

salivarysalivary /sə |�laiv(ə)ri/ adjective referring
to saliva
salivary digestionsalivary digestion noun the first part
of the digestive process, which is activated
by the saliva in an animal’s mouth
salivary glandsalivary gland noun a gland which
secretes saliva
salivatesalivate verb to produce saliva
salivationsalivation /�s�li |�veiʃ(ə)n/ noun the
production of saliva
SalmonellaSalmonella /�s�lmə|�nelə/ noun a genus
of bacteria found in the intestines, which
are acquired by eating contaminated food
(NOTE: Different species cause food
poisoning and typhoid fever.)
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salmonellosissalmonellosis /�s�lməne|�ləυsis/ noun
a disease caused by Salmonella bacteria
salsifysalsify /�s�lsəfi/ noun a plant with a long
white root which is used as a vegetable
saltsalt noun sodium chloride as part of the
diet � a salt-restricted diet � He should
reduce his intake of salt. � verb to preserve
food by keeping it in salt or in salt water

COMMENT: Salt forms a necessary part of
diet, as it replaces salt lost in sweating
and helps to control the water balance in
the body. It also improves the working of
the muscles and nerves. An adequate
intake of sodium chloride is necessary to
all animals. Grass is relatively poor in
sodium and its high potassium content
induces secretion of sodium in urine.
This loss causes a craving for salt, which
may be supplied by salt licks.

salt poisoningsalt poisoning noun a disease of pigs
usually caused by inadequate provision of
water, but which may also be caused by
increased salt in the ration. Pigs become
constipated before twitching, fits and
death.
saltysalty adjective 1. containing salt � Excess
minerals in fertilisers combined with natu-
rally saline ground to make the land so
salty that it can no longer produce crops. 2.
tasting of salt
sandsand noun fine grains of weathered rock,
usually round grains of quartz, found espe-
cially on beaches and in the desert
sandstonesandstone noun a sedimentary rock
formed of round particles of quartz
sandy soilsandy soil noun soil containing a high
proportion, approximately 50%, of sand
particles (NOTE: Sandy soil feels gritty.
These soils drain easily and are naturally
low in plant nutrients through leaching.
They are often called ‘light’ soils, as they
are easy to work and also ‘hungry’ soils
since they need fertiliser. Market
gardening is particularly well-suited to
sandy soils.)
SAOSSAOS abbreviation Scottish Agricultural
Organisation Society
sapsap noun a liquid carrying nutrients
which flows inside a plant
saplingsapling noun a young tree
sappysappy /s�prəυ/ adjective referring to tree
trunks or branches, or wood, that are full of
sap
sapro-sapro- prefix decay or rotting
saprophagoussaprophagous /sə |�prɒfə�əs/ adjective
referring to organisms that feed on
decaying organic matter

saprophytesaprophyte /�s�prəfait/ noun an
organism that lives and feeds on dead or
decaying organic matter, e.g. a fungus
saprophyticsaprophytic /�s�prə|�fitik/ adjective
referring to organisms that live and feed on
dead or decaying organic matter
sapwoodsapwood /�s�pwυd/ noun an outer layer
of wood on the trunk of a tree, which is
younger than the heartwood inside and
carries the sap. � heartwood
SardinianSardinian /sɑ�|�diniən/ noun an impor-
tant breed of Italian sheep which provides
milk for the manufacture of cheese
SASSAS abbreviation set-aside scheme
satellitesatellite noun a man-made device that
orbits the Earth, receiving, processing and
transmitting signals and generating images
such as weather pictures
sativussativus /s� |�ti�vəs/, sativa, sativum
adjective a Latin word meaning ‘sown’ or
‘planted’, used in the generic names of
many plants
saturatesaturate verb to fill something with the
maximum amount of a liquid that can be
absorbed � Nitrates leached from forest
soils, showing that the soils are saturated
with nitrogen.

COMMENT: When continuous rainfall
occurs for long periods, the soil becomes
saturated with water; no more water can
enter the soil and it ponds on the surface
or runs off down slopes.

saturationsaturation /�s�tʃə|�reiʃ(ə)n/ noun the
point at which air contains 100% humidity
� The various types of fog are classified by
the manner in which saturation is reached.
savoysavoy /sə|�vɔi/ noun a type of winter
cabbage with crinkly leaves
sawdustsawdust noun powder produced when
sawing wood. Sawdust is used both as a
mulch for plants and as bedding for
animals.
sawflysawfly /�sɔ�flai/ noun a family of insects,
the larvae or caterpillars of which cause
serious damage to fruit and crops. They
include the apple sawfly, gooseberry
sawfly, pear and cherry sawfly and rose
sawfly.
saw-toothed beetlesaw-toothed beetle noun a dark
brown beetle which lives in stored grain.
The eggs are laid in the grain and the larvae
feed on it, causing mould.
scabscab noun 1. a disease of which the scab
is a symptom. It affects the skin of animals.
2. a fungal disease of fruit and vegetables,
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including potato scab and apple and pear
scab
scabiesscabies /�skeibi�z/ noun a very irritating
infection of the skin caused by a mite
which lives under the skin
scaldscald noun 1. a defect in stored apples,
where brown patches appear on the skin
and the tissue underneath becomes soft 2. a
bacterial disease of sheep. It causes lame-
ness in lambs.
scalescale noun a thin membranous leaf struc-
ture
scaly legscaly leg /�skeili le�/ noun a disease
affecting the legs of poultry, caused by a
mite which burrows under the leg scales
causing considerable itching. Large hard
scales develop on the unfeathered parts of
the legs.
scarscar noun a mark left on the skin surface
after a wound has healed
scarecrowscarecrow /�skeəkrəυ/ noun a figure
shaped like a man, wearing old clothes, put
in fields to keep birds way from growing
crops
scarifierscarifier /�sk�rifaiə/ noun a machine
with tines which stirs the soil surface
without turning it over
scarifyscarify /�sk�rifai/ verb 1. to stir the
surface of the soil with an implement with
tines, e.g. a wire rake, but without turning
the soil over. Lawns can be scarified to
remove moss and matted grass. 2. to slit the
outer coat of seed in order to speed up
germination
SCFSCF abbreviation 1. Scottish Crofting
Foundation 2. separate concentrate feeding
SchistosomaSchistosoma /�ʃistə|�səυmə/ noun a
fluke which enters the patient’s blood-
stream and causes schistosomiasis
schistosomiasisschistosomiasis /�ʃistəsəυ |�maiəsis/
noun a tropical disease caused by flukes
taken in from water affecting the intestine
or bladder. Also called bilharziasis
Schleswig-Holstein systemSchleswig-Holstein system
/�ʃlesvi� �hɒlstain �sistəm/ noun a
system of cereal cultivation practised in
North Germany, giving high average yields

COMMENT: The system involves careful
management of the crop and includes
high seed rates and high amounts of fer-
tiliser. Crops are carefully monitored and
visited each day. Disease is controlled
by spraying.

SchwarzkopfSchwarzkopf /�ʃvɑ�tskɒpf/ noun a
breed of German sheep found mainly in
Hesse and Westphalia

sciarid flysciarid fly /�saiərid flai/ noun a pest
(Bradysia) affecting greenhouse pot
plants. The larvae feed on fine roots
causing plants to wilt.
scionscion /�saiən/ noun a piece of a plant
which is grafted onto a rootstock
scleroticsclerotic adjective referring to the hard-
ening and thickening process in plant cell
walls that makes stems woody
sclerotiniasclerotinia /�sklerə|�tiniə/ noun a soil-
borne disease affecting many crops,
including potatoes, oilseed rape and peas
Scots pineScots pine noun a common commer-
cially grown European conifer. Latin
name: Pinus sylvestris.
Scottish Agricultural Organisation SocietyScottish Agricultural Organisa-
tion Society noun a consultancy agency
which promotes and advises on joint
ventures between Scottish farmers. Abbr
SAOS
Scottish BlackfaceScottish Blackface noun a very hardy
breed of small mountain sheep. The fleece
gives a long coarse springy wool, valued
for making carpets. Older ewes are crossed
with Border Leicester rams to give Grey-
face hybrids.
Scottish Crop Research InstituteScottish Crop Research Institute
noun a company which researches ferti-
lisers and plant growth regulators, pests,
pesticides and the genetic modification of
crops. Abbr SCRI
Scottish EnterpriseScottish Enterprise noun the main
economic development agency for Scot-
land, dealing with education, communica-
tions and the expansion of businesses.
Abbr SE
Scottish Environment Protection AgencyScottish Environment Protection
Agency noun a public body with respon-
sibility for the protection of Scotland’s
natural landscape and resources. Abbr
SEPA
Scottish Executive Environment and Rural Affairs DepartmentScottish Executive Environment
and Rural Affairs Department noun
the department of the devolved Scottish
Executive government which deals with
farming, the environment, animal welfare
and rural development in Scotland. Abbr
SEERAD
Scottish halfbreedScottish halfbreed noun a crossbred
type of sheep obtained by using a Border
Leicester ram on a Cheviot ewe. They are
used widely in lowland Britain.
Scottish Natural HeritageScottish Natural Heritage noun an
official body responsible for the conserva-
tion of fauna and flora in Scotland
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scourScottish Rural Property and Busi-
ness Association noun a group which
represents the interests of Scotland’s rural
businesses. Abbr SRPBA
scourscour verb to wash wool to remove
grease and contaminants
scouringscouring noun diarrhoea in livestock. It
may be a symptom of other diseases such
as Johne’s disease, dysentery or coccidi-
osis, or it may simply be due to a chill or to
poor diet.
SCPSCP abbreviation sustainable consump-
tion and production
SCPSSCPS abbreviation Suckler Cow
Premium Scheme
scraperscraper /�skreipə/ noun a steel-framed
attachment for a tractor. It has a rubber
scraping edge, and is used for heavy duty
work, clearing slurry from farmyards.
scrapiescrapie /�skreipi/ noun a brain disease of
sheep and goats. Affected animals twitch,
then suffer intense itching and thirst. They
become extremely thin, and death follows.
It is a notifiable disease.
screenscreen noun a hedge or row of trees
grown to shelter other plants, to protect
something from the wind or to prevent
something from being seen � verb 1. to
pass grain through a sieve to grade it 2. to
protect plants from wind, e.g. by planting
windbreaks
screeningsscreenings /�skri�niŋz/ plural noun
grains which are small and pass through
the sieve when grain is screened
screwwormscrewworm /�skru�w��m/ noun a fly
similar to the bluebottle, but dark green in
colour, common in Central and South
America. It devastated cattle in the USA in
the 1950s, but has now been eradicated
there.
SCRISCRI abbreviation Scottish Crop
Research Institute
scrubscrub noun 1. small trees and bushes 2.
an area of land covered with small trees
and bushes
scrublandscrubland /�skr�bl�nd/ noun land
covered with small trees and bushes
scursscurs /sk��z/ plural noun small horns that
are not part of the animal’s skull but are
attached to the skin
scutchscutch /sk�tʃ/ noun same as couch
grass
scythescythe noun a hand implement with a
long slightly curved blade attached to a
handle with two short projecting hand

grips. Scythes are now used for cutting
grass and were formerly used for reaping.
SDASDA abbreviation Severely Disadvan-
taged Area
SeSe symbol selenium
SESE abbreviation Scottish Enterprise
seakaleseakale /�si�keil/ noun a plant of the
cabbage family whose leaves are used as
vegetable
seasonseason noun 1. one of the four parts into
which a year is divided, i.e. spring,
summer, autumn and winter 2. the time of
year when something happens � the mating
season 3. the oestrus period of a female
animal � in season ready for mating
seasonalseasonal adjective referring to or occur-
ring at a season � seasonal changes in
temperature � Plants grow according to a
seasonal pattern.
seaweedseaweed noun any of the large algae that
grow in the sea and are usually attached to
a surface
SecaleSecale /si|�keili/ noun rye
secateurssecateurs /�sekə|�t��z/ noun a cutting
tool, like small shears with sharp curved
blades, used for pruning
secondsecond adjective coming after the first
secondarysecondary adjective 1. less important
than something else � a secondary reason
2. coming after something else �
secondary thickening of stems in plants �

primary, tertiary
secondary substancessecondary substances plural noun
chemical substances found in plant leaves,
believed to be a form of defence against
herbivores
second cutsecond cut noun grass which has been
cut a second time in the season for hay or
silage
second early potatoessecond early potatoes plural noun
the crop of potatoes that follows the first
early crop
secondsseconds plural noun grain of medium
size
secretesecrete verb (of a gland) to produce a
substance such as a hormone, oil or
enzyme
secretionsecretion noun a liquid which is
secreted
sedentary agriculturesedentary agriculture noun subsist-
ence agriculture practised in the same
place by a settled farmer
sedgesedge /sed�/ noun one of a number of
grass or rushlike herbs of the family
Cyperaceae, common in marshlands and
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poorly drained areas. They have minimal
nutritional value.
sedimentary rockssedimentary rocks plural noun rocks
which were formed by deposition of loose
material such as sand and gravel, mainly in
water
seedseed noun a fertilised ovule that forms a
new plant on germination � verb 1. (of a
plant) to produce offspring by dropping
seed which germinates and grows into
plants in following seasons � The poppies
seeded all over the garden. � The tree was
left standing to allow it to seed the cleared
area around it. 2. to sow seeds in an area �
The area of woodland was cut and then
seeded with pines. � to seed itself to sow
seeds naturally and grow the following
year 3. to drop crystals of salt, carbon
dioxide and other substances onto clouds
from an aeroplane in order to encourage
rain to fall

COMMENT: EU regulations require all
seed sold to farmers to be tested and to
be guaranteed to meet certain standards
of purity and to be free from pests and
diseases.

seedbedseedbed /�si�dbed/ noun an area of land
tilled to produce a fine tilth, firm and level,
into which seeds will be sown. Some crops
such as potatoes do not need a fine tilth and
a rough damp bed is preferable.

‘While delaying drilling into April will
lose some yield potential, seedbeds should
not be forced or losses will be even
greater. Patience is key where soils need to
dry out.’ [Farmers Guardian]

seedbed wheelsseedbed wheels plural noun a set of
wheels bolted onto the front of a tractor
which will give even compaction and a
uniform sowing depth
seed-borneseed-borne adjective carried by seeds
seed-borne diseaseseed-borne disease noun a disease
which is carried in the seed of a plant
seedboxseedbox /�si�dbɒks/ noun 1. a box in
which seeds can be planted for cultivation
in a greenhouse 2. the part of the plant head
which contains the seeds
seedcaseseedcase /�si�dkeis/ noun a hard
outside cover that protects the seeds of
some plants
seed certificationseed certification noun the testing,
sealing and labelling of seed sold to
farmers. This ensures that the seed is free
from disease and from weeds.
seed coatseed coat noun same as testa

‘Subsequently the grain is passed through
a crimping machine which cracks the seed
coat and applies an additive. The grain can
then be ensiled in layers and compacted in
a silo as for grass silage.’ [Farmers
Guardian]

seed dormancyseed dormancy noun a period when a
seed is not active
seed dressingseed dressing noun the treatment of
seeds with a fungicide and/or an insecti-
cide to prevent certain soil and seed-borne
diseases
seed drillseed drill noun a machine consisting of a
hopper carried on wheels with a feed
mechanism which delivers grain to seed
tubes

COMMENT: Most seed drills are designed
to plant seed in prepared seed beds.
Drills for cereals and grasses sow the
seed at random, while precision drills,
used mainly for sugar beet and vegeta-
ble crops, place seed at preset intervals
in the rows. Precision drills are also
called ‘seeder units’.

seederseeder /�si�də/ noun a machine for
sowing seeds
seeder unitseeder unit noun a seed drill which
sows the seed separately at set intervals in
the soil
seedheadseedhead /�si�dhed/ noun the top of a
stalk with seeds, either in a seedcase or
separately attached to the stem
seeding yearseeding year noun the calendar year in
which the seed is sown
seedlessseedless /�si�dləs/ adjective with no
seeds
seedless hayseedless hay noun hay obtained from a
grass crop after threshing out the seed-
heads
seedlingseedling noun a young plant that has
recently grown from a seed
seed mixtureseed mixture noun seeds of different
plants supplied by seed merchants to
farmers to produce a new ley. It will
include grasses and legumes.
seed plotseed plot noun same as nursery plot
seed potatoseed potato noun a potato tuber which
is sown to produce new plants. In the UK,
these are grown mainly in Scotland, and
produced under a certification scheme (the
Seed Potato Classification Scheme).
seed rateseed rate noun the amount of seed sown
per hectare shown as kilos per hectare
(kg/ha)
seed ripenessseed ripeness noun the stage at which
the seed can be harvested successfully
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seed royaltiesseed royalties plural noun money paid
by seed growers to breeders of seeds
seed treeseed tree noun a tree left standing when
others are cut down, to allow it to drop
seeds on the cleared land around it
seed trialsseed trials plural noun tests of new seeds
to see if they germinate correctly
seed weevilseed weevil noun a pest affecting
brassica seed crops. Seeds are destroyed in
their pods by the larvae.
seepseep verb (of a liquid) to flow slowly
through a substance � Water seeped
through the rock. � Chemicals seeped out
of the container.
seepageseepage /�si�pid�/ noun slow oozing out
of ground water from the soil surface
SEERADSEERAD /�si�r�d/ abbreviation Scottish
Executive Environment and Rural Affairs
Department
selectselect verb to identify plants or animals
with desirable characteristics such as high
yield or disease resistance as part of the
activity of breeding new varieties
selectionselection noun 1. the process of identi-
fying plants or animals with desirable
characteristics such as high yield or
disease resistance as part of the activity of
breeding new varieties 2. an individual
chosen from a group in a breeding
programme on the basis of distinctive char-
acteristics
selective herbicideselective herbicide, selective weed-
killer noun a weedkiller which is designed
to kill only plants with specific characteris-
tics and not others
selective pesticideselective pesticide noun a pesticide
which takes toxic action against specific
pests without affecting the growing crop
seleniumselenium /sə|�li�niəm/ noun a trace
element, an essential part of the diet for all
animals. White muscle disease is the
symptom of selenium deficiency.

‘Northumberland-based suckler producer
Charles Armstrong agrees that breeding
herd health status is vital for maximising
calf returns. His 400-cow suckler herd are
blood sampled every year for copper and
selenium status, as well as for appropriate
vaccination regimes.’ [Farmers Weekly]

self-blanching celeryself-blanching celery noun a variety
of celery where the stalks are naturally
white, and do not need to be earthed up
self-contained herdself-contained herd noun a dairy herd
which breeds its own replacements, the
calves being kept and reared

self-feedself-feed verb to take a controlled
amount of feed from a large container as
required
self-feed silageself-feed silage noun a feeding system
where stock feed from silage, the amount
of silage available being centrally
controlled
self-fertileself-fertile adjective referring to a plant
that fertilises itself with pollen from its
own flowers
self-fertilisationself-fertilisation /�self �f��təlai|

�zeiʃ(ə)n/, self-fertilization noun the
fertilisation of a plant or invertebrate
animal with its own pollen or sperm
selfingselfing /�selfiŋ/ noun same as self-ferti-
lisation
self-pollinationself-pollination noun the pollination of
a plant by pollen from its own flowers.
Compare cross-pollination
self-purificationself-purification noun the ability of
water to clean itself of polluting substances
self-raising flourself-raising flour noun a type of flour
with baking powder added to it
self-regulatingself-regulating adjective (of an
ecosystem) controlling itself without
outside intervention � Most tropical rain-
forests are self-regulating environments.
self-seededself-seeded adjective referring to a
plant that grows from seed that has fallen
to the ground naturally rather than being
sown intentionally � Several self-seeded
poppies have come up in the vegetable
garden.
self-sterileself-sterile adjective referring to a plant
that cannot fertilise itself from its own
flowers
self-sufficiencyself-sufficiency noun a simple tradi-
tional way of farming with little use of
modern technology that provides only
enough food and other necessary materials
for a family
self-sufficientself-sufficient adjective 1. able to
provide enough food and other necessary
materials for a family, often by means of a
simple traditional way of farming with
little use of modern technology � We’re
self-sufficient in salad crops from the
garden in the summer time. 2. able to
provide the required quantity of a product
locally or for yourself, without needing to
purchase or import it � The country is self-
sufficient in barley.
sell-by datesell-by date noun a date on the label of
a food product which is the last date on
which the product should be sold and can
be guaranteed as of good quality
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semensemen noun in mammals, a thick pale
fluid containing spermatozoa, produced by
the testes and ejaculated from the penis
semi-semi- prefix 1. half 2. partly
semi-diggersemi-digger noun a type of mouldboard
on a plough
semi-mountedsemi-mounted adjective referring to an
implement which is supported by a tractor
but also has its own wheels
seminalseminal /�semin(ə)l/ adjective referring
to semen or to seed
seminal propagationseminal propagation noun the
process of growing new plants from seed
or from tubers such as potatoes
seminal rootsseminal roots plural noun the
secondary roots of a plant which support
the primary root. This root system is then
replaced by adventitious roots.
semiochemicalsemiochemical /�semiəυ|�kemik(ə)l/
noun a chemical released by animals, espe-
cially insects, as a means of communica-
tion, e.g. a pheromone
semolinasemolina /�semə|�li�nə/ noun a coarse
flour made from wheat after the fine flour
has been ground. It is used to make
puddings.
senescencesenescence /si |�nesəns/ noun the
process of growing older. � plant senes-
cence
sentientsentient /�sentiənt/ adjective capable of
feeling and perception (NOTE: Since 1997
EU law has recognised that animals are
sentient, and this concept lies behind the
animal welfare codes that set out guide-
lines for the treatment of farm animals in
the United Kingdom.)
SEPASEPA abbreviation Scottish Environment
Protection Agency
sepalsepal /�sep(ə)l/ noun a part of the calyx
of a flower, usually green and sometimes
hairy
separate concentrate feedingseparate concentrate feeding noun
a winter feeding system for livestock in
which the animals are allowed free feeding
of roughage and concentrates are fed sepa-
rately in restricted quantities. Abbr SCF
separated milkseparated milk noun milk from which
the cream has been removed. Also called
skimmed milk
septic tankseptic tank noun an underground tank
for household sewage that is not connected
to the main drainage system and in which
human waste is decomposed by the action
of anaerobic bacteria

septoriaseptoria /sep|�tɔ�riə/ noun a fungal
disease which affects the leaves of wheat
crops
sericulturesericulture /�serik�ltʃə/ noun raising
silkworms for the production of silk
serveserve verb of a male animal, to mate with
a female
serviceservice verb of a male animal, to mate
with a female
sessilesessile /�sesail/ adjective attached
directly to a branch or stem without a stalk
� The acorns of a sessile oak tree have no
stalks or very short stalks.
setset noun 1. a seed potato 2. a seed onion
3. a badger’s burrow � verb 1. to harden �
The resin sets in a couple of hours. 2. to
form fruit or seed 3. to plant something
set asideset aside verb to use a piece of formerly
arable land for something other than
growing food crops
set-asideset-aside noun a piece of formerly
arable land used for something other than
growing food crops
set onset on verb to foster an orphaned animal
to another female, as a lamb onto a ewe
set stockingset stocking noun a grazing system
associated with extensive grazing. Live-
stock graze an area where they remain for
an indefinite period. This is the traditional
practice in Britain.
set toset to noun an orphan lamb given to a
foster mother
Severely Disadvantaged AreaSeverely Disadvantaged Area noun
land which is extremely poor and difficult
to farm. Abbr SDA. � disadvantaged area
sewagesewage noun waste water and other
material such as faeces, carried away in
sewers. Also called sewage waste
sewage sludgesewage sludge noun the solid or semi-
solid part of sewage
sexsex noun one of the two groups, male and
female, into which animals and plants can
be divided

COMMENT: In mammals, females have a
pair of identical XX chromosomes and
males or have one X and one Y chromo-
some. Out of the twenty-three pairs of
chromosomes in each human cell, only
two are sex chromosomes. The sex of a
baby is determined by the father’s
sperm. While the mother’s ovum only
carries X chromosomes, the father’s
sperm can carry either an X or a Y chro-
mosome. If the ovum is fertilised by a
sperm carrying an X chromosome, the
embryo will contain the XX pair and so
be female.
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sex linkagesex linkage noun an existence of charac-
teristics which are transmitted through the
X chromosomes
sex-linkedsex-linked adjective referring to a genet-
ically inherited characteristic that appears
in only one sex
sex organssex organs plural noun organs which are
associated with reproduction and sexual
intercourse
SFASFA abbreviation Small Farms Associa-
tion
SFPASFPA abbreviation Scottish Fisheries
Protection Agency
SFPSSFPS abbreviation Single Farm Payment
Scheme
SGMSGM abbreviation Standard Gross Margin
shadeshade noun a place sheltered from direct
sunlight
shade plantsshade plants plural noun plants which
prefer to grow in the shade
shadingshading /�ʃeidiŋ/ noun the action of
cutting off the light of the sun � Parts of the
field near tall trees suffer from shading.

‘In Scotland, shading of weed growth by
late-drilled wheats was more important in
the spring and early summer than in
southern Europe where growers placed
more importance on preventing weed
growth in the winter and early spring.’
[Farmers Guardian]

shaggyshaggy adjective referring to an animal
such as Highland cattle which has long hair
shankshank /ʃ�ŋk/ noun the lower part of a
horse’s leg between the knee and the foot
shareshare noun same as ploughshare
sharecroppersharecropper /�ʃeəkrɒpə/ noun a
tenant farmer who pays a part of his crop to
the landlord as a form of rent
sharecroppingsharecropping /�ʃeəkrɒpiŋ/ noun a
system of land tenure, whereby tenants pay
an agreed share of the crop to the landlord
as a form of rent
sharefarmingsharefarming /�ʃeəfɑ�miŋ/ noun a joint
enterprise between a party with an interest
in the land and another party involved in
farming operations. Usually one party
provides the capital and the other the farm
management inputs such as labour and
equipment.
sharp eyespotsharp eyespot noun a soil-borne
fungus (Rhizoctonia solani) affecting
cereals, which can cause lodging and
shrivelled grain
shavingsshavings plural noun thin curled pieces
of wood removed when planing, used as
litter for animals

sheafsheaf noun a bundle of corn stalks tied
together after reaping (NOTE: The plural is
sheaves.)
shearshear verb to clip the fleece from a sheep

COMMENT: Shearing nowadays is done
with electric shears. Using these, a
skilled shearer can fleece a ewe in under
two minutes. Shearers often work in
gangs. The fleece is clipped off in one
piece. That of a longwool breed may
weigh over 10kg.

shearershearer /�ʃiərə/ noun a person who clips
the fleece off a sheep
shearlingshearling /�ʃiəliŋ/ noun a young sheep
which has been sheared for the first time
shearsshears plural noun large clippers used to
shear a sheep
shedshed verb 1. to separate one or more
animals from a flock or herd 2. to let leaves
or grain fall
sheensheen noun the bright shiny appearance
of a surface, used of fruit, animals’ coats,
meat, etc.
sheep

sheep noun a ruminant of the genus Ovis,
family Bovidae. It is one of many domesti-
cated varieties, farmed for their wool, meat
and milk.

COMMENT: Most sheep in the UK are kept
for meat, and milk production is relatively
unimportant. Wool is an important by-
product of sheep farming in the UK, but
is the main product of sheep in some
other countries, such as Australia. In
2005 the total sheep population of the
UK was approximately 40 million,
accounting for 30% of all sheep in the
EU member states. Sheep are kept
under a wide range of environmental and
management conditions, from coastal
lowland areas such as Romney Marsh to
the upland areas of Wales, Scotland and
the North of England. Lambs from the
upland areas are moved to lowland
farms for fattening. In the UK, a great
many breeds of sheep have survived
and there are some 50 recognised
breeds as well as a variety of local types
and many crossbreds. More recently, the
introduction of continental breeds has
increased the variety. A broad classifica-
tion into three main categories may be
made: the long-woolled breeds which
include the Romney, Lincoln and Leices-
ter; the short-woolled breeds including
the Southdown, Dorset Down and Suf-
folk, and the mountain, moorland and
hill breeds which include the Cheviot,
Radnor, Scottish Blackface, Swaledale
and Welsh Mountain.
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Sheep Annual Premium SchemeSheep Annual Premium Scheme
noun until 2005, a subsidy for breeding
ewes (NOTE: Now superseded by the
Single Payment Scheme.)
sheep-dipsheep-dip noun a chemical preparation
used in a dipping bath to disinfect sheep to
control diseases such as sheep scab

COMMENT: All sheep in Britain are dipped
for scale once a year, following the min-
isterial decision to have a single national
dip. Dipping ceased to be compulsory in
the UK in 1992. It is illegal to buy organ-
ophosphorous sheep-dip without a cer-
tificate of competence.

sheepdogsheepdog noun a breed of dog trained
and used by shepherds in controlling sheep
sheep kedsheep ked /�ʃi�p ked/ noun same as
sheep tick
sheep maggot flysheep maggot fly noun a type of fly
that lays its eggs on the wool of sheep. The
eggs hatch into maggots that burrow into
the flesh causing a condition known as
‘strike’.
sheepmansheepman /�ʃi�pmən/ noun a shepherd,
a farm worker who looks after sheep
sheepmeatsheepmeat /�ʃi�pmi�t/ noun a term used
in the EU for meat from a sheep or lamb
sheep poxsheep pox noun a highly contagious
viral disease. Symptoms include fever, loss
of appetite, difficulty in breathing and in
the final stages scabs and ulcers appear. It
is a notifiable disease.
sheep runsheep run noun an extensive area used
for sheep grazing, especially in New
Zealand and Australia
sheep scabsheep scab noun a serious disease of
sheep, caused by a parasitic mite, which
results in intense irritation, skin ulcers, loss
of wool and emaciation. It is a notifiable
disease.
sheep’s fescuesheep’s fescue noun a species of grass
useful under hill and marginal conditions
sheep’s sorrelsheep’s sorrel noun a common weed
(Rumex acetosella)
sheep ticksheep tick noun a small wingless
dipterous insect, parasitic on sheep. Also
called sheep ked
sheep walksheep walk noun an area of land on
which sheep are pastured
sheet erosionsheet erosion noun erosion that takes
place evenly over the whole area of a slope,
caused by the runoff from saturated soil
after heavy rainfall
shelf-lifeshelf-life noun the number of days or
weeks for which a product can stay on the
shelf of a shop and still be good to use

sheltershelter noun a structure or feature
providing protection from wind, sun, rain
or other weather conditions � verb to
protect something from weather conditions
shelter beltshelter belt noun a row of trees planted
to give protection from wind

‘Over the years the family has carried out
extensive improvements, putting in shelter
belts, new buildings, land drainage and
farm road layouts.’ [Farmers Guardian]

shelterwoodshelterwood /�ʃeltəwυd/ noun a large
area of trees left standing when others are
cut, to act as shelter for seedling trees
shepherdshepherd noun a person who looks after
sheep
shepherd’s purseshepherd’s purse noun a common
weed (Capsella bursa-pastoris) in gardens
and market gardens, found particularly
among vegetables and root crops. Also
called pepper and salt
ShetlandShetland /�ʃetlənd/ noun 1. a rare breed
of cattle, native to the Shetland Isles. It is
medium-sized, black and white, with short
legs, short horns and a bulky body. 2. a
breed of sheep, native to the Shetland Isles.
The colour varies from white, through grey
and black to light brown; the ewes are
polled and the rams horned; it produces
fine soft wool of high quality, used in the
Shetland wool industry. A small Shetland
ewe yields a fleece 1.5–2 kilos in weight.
3. a breed of pony, used as a riding horse
for children
shifting cultivationshifting cultivation noun 1. an agricul-
tural practice using the rotation of fields
rather than of crops. Short cropping
periods are followed by long fallows and
fertility is maintained by the regeneration
of vegetation. � fallow 2. a form of cultiva-
tion practised in some tropical countries,
where land is cultivated until it is
exhausted and then left as the farmers
move on to another area

COMMENT: In shifting cultivation, the
practice of clearing vegetation by burn-
ing is widespread. One of the simplest
forms involves burning off thick and dry
secondary vegetation. Immediately after
burning, a crop like maize is planted and
matures before the secondary vegeta-
tion has recovered. Where fire clearance
methods are used, the ash acts as a fer-
tiliser.

shigellashigella /ʃi|��elə/ noun a bacillus which
causes dysentery
shinshin noun 1. the lower part of the foreleg
of cattle 2. the upper part of a ploughshare
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shire horseshire horse /�ʃaiə hɔ�s/ noun a tall
heavy breed of draught horse. The coat
may be of various colours, but there is
always a mass of feather at the feet.
shiveringshivering /�ʃivəriŋ/ noun an affliction of
the nervous system with involuntary
muscular contractions, usually of the hind
legs. It is a progressive condition found in
horses.
shockshock noun same as stook
shoddyshoddy noun a waste product of the wool
industry. It contains up to 15% nitrogen
and is used as a fertiliser, particularly in
market gardens.
shoeshoe verb to make, fit and fix horseshoes
to the feet of a horse
shootshoot noun 1. a new growth from the
stem of a plant 2. part of a young seed
plant, the stem and first leaves which show
above the surface of the soil � verb to kill
something with a gun
short-day plantshort-day plant noun a plant that
flowers as the days get shorter in the
autumn, e.g. a chrysanthemum. Compare
long-day plant
short duration leyshort duration ley noun a ley which is
kept only for a short time
short duration ryegrassshort duration ryegrass noun a class
of grasses which are important to the
farmer, including Westerwolds, Italian and
Hybrid. These grasses are quick to estab-
lish and give early grazing. They are used
where persistency is not important.
short-grain riceshort-grain rice noun varieties of rice
with short grains, grown in cooler climates
such as Japan. See Comment at rice
shorthornshorthorn /�ʃɔ�thɔ�n/ noun a breed of
cattle, with short horns

COMMENT: In the 18th century, Charles
Colling used many of the breeding prin-
ciples established by Robert Bakewell to
develop the shorthorn breed, which
became the most common in Britain and
remained so for over a hundred years. It
has later developed into three different
strains: the Beef Shorthorn, the Dairy
Shorthorn and the Lincoln Shorthorn.

short rotation coppiceshort rotation coppice noun varieties
of willow or poplar which yield a large
amount of fuel and are grown as an energy
crop

‘Though there are plenty of bio-feedstocks
around, for example short rotation
coppice, few can be cost- and carbon-
effectively turned into transport fuel.’
[Arable Farming]

short tonshort ton noun US same as ton
shredshred verb to tear something into tiny
pieces � Farmyard manure is shredded
before being spread on fields.
shreddershredder noun a machine for shredding
waste vegetable matter before composting
shrivelshrivel verb to become dry and wrinkled
� The leaves shrivelled in the prolonged
drought.
ShropshireShropshire /�ʃrɒpʃə/ noun a medium-
sized breed of sheep with a black face and
heavy fleece, now rare
shrubshrub noun a perennial plant with several
woody stems
shrubbyshrubby /�ʃr�bi/ adjective growing like a
shrub
sicklesickle /�sik(ə)l/ noun a curved knife-
edged metal tool with a wooden handle,
used for harvesting cereals
sidelandsideland /�saidl�nd/ noun a strip of land
left at the side of a field during ploughing.
It may be ploughed up with the headlands.
side rakeside rake noun a machine which picks
up two swaths and combines them into one
before baling
sidewalk farmersidewalk farmer noun US a farmer who
cultivates land some way away from his or
her house in a town
sievesieve noun a garden implement with a
base made of mesh or with perforations
through which fine particles can pass while
coarse material is retained. Compare
riddle � verb to pass soil, etc. through a
sieve to produce a fine tilth, or to remove
the soil from root crops such as potatoes
silagesilage /�sailid�/ noun food for cattle
formed of grass and other green plants, cut
and stored in silos

COMMENT: Silage is made by fermenting
a crop with a high moisture content
under anaerobic conditions. It may be
made from a variety of crops, the most
common being grass and maize,
although grass and clover mixtures,
green cereals, kale, root tops, sugar beet
pulp and potatoes can also be used. Tri-
als indicate that very high-quality grass
silage can be fed to adult pigs.

silage additivesilage additive noun a substance
containing bacteria and/or chemicals, used
to speed up or improve the fermentation
process in silage or to increase the amount
of nutrients in it
silage effluentsilage effluent noun an acidic liquid
produced by the silage process which can
be a serious pollutant, especially if it drains
into a watercourse
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silage liquorsilage liquor noun a liquid which forms
in silage and drains away from the silo
silage towersilage tower noun a container used for
making and storing silage
silksilk noun a thread produced by the larvae
of a moth to make its cocoon (NOTE: It is
used to make a smooth light fabric.)
silkssilks plural noun the long thin styles of the
female flowers of the maize plant
silkwormsilkworm /�silkw��m/ noun a moth larva
which produces silk thread
silosilo noun a large container for storing
grain or silage

COMMENT: There are many different
types of silo. Some are pits dug into the
ground, others are forms of surface
clamp, while built silos are towers which
may be either top- or bottom-loaded and
are built of wood, concrete or steel.

silopresssilopress /�sailəυpres/ noun a poly-
thene ‘sack’ into which silage is forced. As
the sack fills up, it gradually grows longer
and when completely full is sealed. A
‘sack’ may contain up to 80 tonnes of
silage.
siltsilt noun 1. soft mud which settles at the
bottom of water 2. particles of fine quartz
with a diameter of 0.002 – 0.06mm
silty soilsilty soil /�silti sɔil/ noun soil containing
a high proportion of silt. Such soils are
difficult to work and drainage is a problem.
silver-laced Wyandottesilver-laced Wyandotte noun a dual-
purpose breed of poultry. The feathers are
silvery, with black edges, especially on the
tail.
silvi-silvi- /silvi/ prefix trees or woods
silvicidesilvicide /�silvisaid/ noun a substance
which kills trees
silviculturesilviculture /�silvik�ltʃə/ noun the
cultivation of trees as part of forestry
SimmentalSimmental /�siməntɑ�l/ noun a breed of
cattle originating in Switzerland, the
colour of which is yellowish-brown or red.
It is a dual-purpose breed, with a high
growth rate potential and good carcass
quality.
Single Farm Payment SchemeSingle Farm Payment Scheme
noun � Single Payment Scheme
single flowersingle flower noun a flower with only
one series of petals, as opposed to a double
flower
Single Payment SchemeSingle Payment Scheme noun an
initiative under the CAP which calculates
farmers’ subsidies with reference to the
amount of land used in production, as well
as the total eligible livestock or crop

output. It replaces individual subsidy
schemes. Abbr SPS
single-sucklingsingle-suckling verb a natural method
of rearing beef cattle, where calves are
permitted to suckle their own mothers
singletonsingleton /�siŋ�(ə)ltən/ noun a single
offspring
singlingsingling /�siŋ�(ə)liŋ/ noun 1. the process
of reducing the number of plants in a row
2. the process of reducing the number of
plants from a multigerm seed to a single
plant
siresire /saiə/ noun 1. the male parent of an
animal 2. a male animal selected for
breeding
sisalsisal /�sais(ə)l/ noun a tropical plant
(Agave rigida) which yields a hard fibre
used for making binder twine and mats
sitesite noun a geographically defined area
whose extent is clearly marked
Site of Special Scientific InterestSite of Special Scientific Interest
noun in England, Wales and Scotland, an
area of land which is officially protected to
maintain its fauna, flora or geology. Abbr
SSSI
Sitka spruceSitka spruce /�sitkə spru�s/ noun a
temperate softwood coniferous tree, that is
fast-growing. It is used for making paper.
Latin name: Picea sitchensis.
six-tooth sheepsix-tooth sheep noun a sheep between
two and three years old
skim coulterskim coulter noun the part of a plough
which turns a small slice off the corner of
the furrow about to be turned and throws it
into the bottom of the one before. It is
attached to the beam behind the disc coul-
ters.
skimmed milkskimmed milk, skim milk noun milk
which has had both fat and fat-soluble vita-
mins removed. It is used as a milk substi-
tute for calves and lambs.
skinskin noun the outer layer on an animal,
fruit or vegetable
skin spotskin spot noun a potato disease causing
pimple-like dark brown spots which can
harm the buds in the eyes of seed tubers
slaked limeslaked lime noun same as hydrated
lime
slapmarkslapmark /�sl�pmɑ�k/ noun the herd-
mark allocated by Defra, put on both
shoulders of a pig. There are no specifica-
tions on the size of the slapmark, but it
must be legible.
slash and burn agricultureslash and burn agriculture noun a
form of agriculture in which forest is cut
down and burnt to create open space for
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growing crops. Also called swidden
farming (NOTE: The space is abandoned
after several crops have been grown and
then more forest is cut down.)
slatted mouldboardslatted mouldboard noun a type of
mouldboard which breaks up the soil as it
is being ploughed
slaughterslaughter noun the killing of animals for
food (NOTE: Animal welfare codes lay down
rules for how animals should be slaugh-
tered to ensure that they are not caused
any avoidable and unnecessary pain or
distress.) � verb to kill animals for food
slaughterhouseslaughterhouse noun same as abattoir
Slaughter Premium SchemeSlaughter Premium Scheme noun
until 2005, a subsidy that provided direct
support to all producers of domestic cattle
(NOTE: Now superseded by the Single
Payment Scheme.)
slender foxtailslender foxtail noun same as black-
grass
slingsling noun a type of harness that is used to
support the weight of an animal that is
suffering from some kind of disability
slink calfslink calf noun a calf born early, before
the normal period of gestation is complete
slipslip noun a small piece of plant stem, used
to root as a cutting, or in budding � verb (of
an animal) to miscarry
sloesloe /sləυ/ noun the wild plum Prunus
spinosa. Also called blackthorn
sludgesludge noun 1. a thick wet substance,
especially wet mud or snow 2. the solid or
semi-solid part of sewage
sludge compostingsludge composting noun the decom-
position of sewage for use as a fertiliser or
mulch
slugslug noun an invertebrate animal without
a shell. It causes damage to plants by
eating leaves or underground parts, espe-
cially in wet conditions.
slug pelletslug pellet noun a small hard piece of a
mixture containing a substance such as
metaldehyde which kills slugs. Slug pellets
are usually coloured blue-green.
sluicesluice noun a channel for water, espe-
cially through a dam or other barrier
slurryslurry /�sl�ri/ noun liquid or semi-liquid
waste from animals, stored in tanks or
lagoons and treated to be used as fertiliser

‘All the slurry from the cows and pigs is
spread on the grass and maize ground.
Regular soil testing is used to check the
nutrient content, but there is seldom any
need for artificial fertiliser.’ [Farmers
Weekly]

COMMENT: Slurry can be spread on the
land using pumps, a pipeline system and
slurry guns. More often, slurry spreaders
are used, which can load, transport and
spread the material. New regulations to
control the pollution from slurry were
introduced in 1989. These require the
base and walls of silage clamps to be
impervious. An artificial embankment
must be constructed around slurry tanks.
Silage clamps in the middle of fields with
covers held down with rubber tyres will
be banned.

slurry gunslurry gun noun a powerful spraying
device that spreads slurry. Compare rain
gun
slurry injectorslurry injector noun a tractor-hauled
machine which injects slurry into the soil
slurry spreaderslurry spreader noun a machine which
spreads slurry
small and medium-sized enterprisessmall and medium-sized enter-
prises plural noun organisations that have
between 10 and 500 employees and are
usually in the start-up or growth stage of
development
Small Farms AssociationSmall Farms Association noun an
organisation which represents the interests
of small farmers on a national scale. Abbr
SFA
smallholdersmallholder /�smɔ�lhəυldə/ noun a
person who farms a smallholding
smallholdingsmallholding /�smɔ�lhəυldiŋ/ noun a
small agricultural unit under 20 hectares in
area
small nettlesmall nettle noun a weed (Urtica urens)
which is common on rich friable soils. It
affects vegetables and other row crops.
Also called annual nettle, burning nettle
SMDSMD abbreviation 1. soil moisture deficit
2. standard man day
SMEsSMEs abbreviation small and medium-
sized enterprises
smokesmoke verb to preserve food by hanging
it in the smoke from a fire (NOTE: Smoking
is used mainly for fish, but also for some
bacon and cheese.)
smooth-stalked meadowgrasssmooth-stalked meadowgrass
noun a species of grass which can with-
stand quite dry conditions. It is a perennial
grass with smooth greyish-green leaves
and green purplish flowers.
SMRSMR abbreviation Statutory Management
Requirement
smudgingsmudging /�sm�d�iŋ/ noun the process
of burning oil to produce smoke to prevent
loss of heat from the ground and so to
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minimise or prevent frost damage to crops
and orchards
smutsmut /sm�t/ noun a disease of cereal
plants, caused by a fungus, that affects the
development of the grain and makes it look
black
snailsnail noun a mollusc of the class Gastro-
poda. It is a pest which can be controlled
by molluscicides.
snap beanssnap beans noun US beans which are
eaten in the pod, e.g. green beans or French
beans, or of which the seed is eaten after
drying, e.g. haricot beans. As opposed to
broad beans or Lima beans, the seeds of
which are eaten fresh.
SNF percentageSNF percentage abbreviation solid-
not-fat percentage
snoutsnout noun the nose and mouth of some
animals, including the pig
snow mouldsnow mould noun a fungal pre-emer-
gent blight and root rot of cereals (Micro-
nectriella nivalis)
snow rotsnow rot noun a white mould growth
affecting wheat, causing leaves to turn
brown and shrivel (Typhula incarnata)
soakawaysoakaway /�səυkəwei/ noun a channel
in the ground filled with gravel, which
takes rainwater from a downpipe or liquid
sewage from a septic tank and allows it to
be absorbed into the surrounding soil

‘It is essential to investigate the history of
the site to avoid the risk of flash flooding,
and to ensure that the old clay land drain
system is fully operational and accessible.
If it discharges into soakaways it should be
diverted if possible into open ditches.’
[Farmers Weekly]

SoaySoay /�səυei/ noun a rare horned breed of
sheep which sheds its fleece naturally,
thought to be the link between wild and
domesticated breeds. The short hairy
fleece is tan or dark brown. (NOTE: The
breed originally came from the island of
Soay in the Outer Hebrides.)
sodiumsodium noun a chemical element which
is a constituent of common salt and essen-
tial to animal life
sodium chloridesodium chloride noun common salt
soft fruitsoft fruit noun a general term for all
fruits and berries that grow on bushes and
canes, have a relatively soft flesh, and so
cannot be kept, except in some cases by
freezing. Typical soft fruit are raspberries,
strawberries, blueberries and blackberries,
and the various currants.

soft rotsoft rot noun a bacterium, Erwinia caro-
tovora, which affects stored potatoes and
carrots. The cell walls dissolve causing the
vegetables to become mushy, slimy and
foul-smelling.
soft wheatsoft wheat noun wheat containing grains
which, when milled, break down in a
random manner. Soft wheats have less
protein than hard wheats and have poor
milling qualities.
softwoodsoftwood /�sɒftwυd/ noun 1. the open-
grained wood produced by pine trees and
other conifers 2. a pine tree or other conifer
that produces such wood. Compare hard-
wood
soilsoil noun the earth in which plants grow. �
chernozem, loess, podsol, subsoil,
topsoil

COMMENT: Soil is a mixture of mineral
particles, decayed organic matter and
water. Topsoil contains chemical sub-
stances which are leached through into
the subsoil where they are retained.
Without care, soils easily degrade, losing
the few nutrients they possess and
become increasingly acid or sour.

soilagesoilage /�sɔilid�/ noun green forage
crops that are cut and carried to feed
animals grazing on unproductive pastures,
in order to supplement their diets. Crops
commonly used for soilage are clovers and
lucerne.
soil airsoil air noun the air content of the soil. It
contains the same gases as the atmosphere,
but in different amounts, because it is
modified by the constituent parts of the
soil. Also called soil atmosphere
soil associationsoil association noun a group of soils
associated with one area and which occur
in a predictable pattern
Soil AssociationSoil Association noun a UK organisa-
tion that certifies organically grown food
soil atmospheresoil atmosphere noun same as soil air
soil ballsoil ball noun the rooting system of a
plant, complete with the soil attached to it,
as when a plant is lifted from a pot or
seedbed
soil-borne fungussoil-borne fungus noun a fungus
whose spores are carried in the soil
soil cappingsoil capping noun a hard crust on the
surface of the soil which can be caused by
heavy rain drops or the passage of heavy
farm machinery
soil classificationsoil classification noun in soil surveys,
the classification of soils into groups with
broadly similar characteristics
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COMMENT: Soils are classified according
to the areas of the world in which they
are found, according to the types of min-
erals they contain or according to the
stage of development they have
reached. All forms of soil classification
are artificial, however, as soils vary in
three dimensions and in time. Therefore
no clear boundaries exist between soil
types.

soil compactionsoil compaction noun the process in
which soil is pressed down, e.g. by heavy
loads, and becomes very firm with little
space between its particles

‘The healthy world market price for
soybeans has led to the development of
continuous production of this crop and
consequently some problems have
developed, particularly soil compaction,
weed species development, and reduction
of soil fertility.’ [Arable Farming]

soil conservationsoil conservation noun the use of a
range of methods to prevent soil from
being eroded or overcultivated, by irriga-
tion, mulching, etc. Also called conserva-
tion of soil
soil contaminationsoil contamination noun the presence
of chemical or biological elements which
affect the soil’s natural function
soil drainagesoil drainage noun the flow of water
from soil, either naturally or through pipes
and drainage channels inserted into the
ground
soil erosionsoil erosion noun the removal of soil by
the effects of rain, wind, sea or cultivation
practices
soil fertilitysoil fertility noun the potential capacity
of soil to support plant growth based on its
content of nitrogen and other nutrients
soil horizonsoil horizon noun a layer of soil that is
of a different colour or texture from other
layers (NOTE: There are four soil horizons:
the A horizon or topsoil containing humus;
the B horizon or subsoil containing
minerals leached from the topsoil and little
organic matter; the C horizon or weathered
rock; and the D horizon or bedrock.)
soil improvementsoil improvement noun the practice of
making the soil more fertile by methods
such as draining and manuring
soilless gardeningsoilless gardening /�sɔilləs
��ɑ�d(ə)niŋ/ noun same as hydroponics
soil loosenersoil loosener noun a trailed implement
which loosens the surface of the soil
soil managementsoil management noun the study of
soil’s physical properties and how to main-
tain a healthy and functional soil system

soil mappingsoil mapping noun the process of
making maps showing different types of
soil in an area
soil moisture deficitsoil moisture deficit noun the differ-
ence between the amount of water that is in
a soil and the amount needed for crops to
grow successfully. Abbr SMD
soil nutritionsoil nutrition noun 1. the condition of
soil in terms of the plant nutrients it
contains 2. the action of putting nutrients
into soil through the application of ferti-
lisers � Use muck and some seaweed for
soil nutrition.
soil organic mattersoil organic matter noun decayed or
decaying vegetation that forms part of soil.
Abbr SOM
soil pansoil pan noun a hard layer in the soil

‘Greater resistance in digging soils of
similar texture and moisture content
indicates poor structure. Concentration of
roots indicates hard to penetrate layers or
blocks of soil. A soil pan may be present if
roots grow horizontally or do not penetrate
to any depth.’ [Farmers Guardian]

soil parent materialsoil parent material noun material
from which soil is formed
soil salinitysoil salinity noun the quantity of
mineral salts found in a soil (NOTE: High
soil salinity is detrimental to most agricul-
tural crops, although some plants are
adapted to such conditions.)
soil seriessoil series noun the classification of
soils based on their similarities, used in soil
mapping (NOTE: Soil series are defined
using a combination of three main proper-
ties: the parent material; the texture of the
soil material and the presence or absence
of material with a distinctive mineralogy;
and the presence or absence of distinctive
horizons.)
soil sterilantsoil sterilant noun something used to
remove microorganisms from soil, e.g. a
chemical or steam
soil sterilisationsoil sterilisation noun the treatment of
glasshouse, greenhouse and other horticul-
tural soils in order to kill weed seeds, plant
disease organisms and pests
soil surveysoil survey noun the mapping of soil
types using a soil classification system
SolanumSolanum /sə|�leinəm/ noun the Latin
name for the potato family
solar dryersolar dryer noun a device for drying
crops using the heat of the sun
Solari piggerySolari piggery /səυ |�lɑ�ri �pi�əri/ noun
a type of housing for pigs, with fattening
pens on each side of a central feeding
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passage, housed in an open-sided Dutch
barn
solarisationsolarisation /�səυlərai |�zeiʃ(ə)n/,
solarization noun exposure to the rays of
the sun, especially for the purpose of
killing pests in the soil, by covering the soil
with plastic sheets and letting it warm up in
the sunshine
sole cropsole crop noun a crop grown in a stand
with no other crops
sole furrowsole furrow noun the last slice cut
during ploughing
solid-not-fat percentagesolid-not-fat percentage noun a
measure of milk quality, showing the
percentages of all substances other than fat
in the milk. Abbr SNF percentage
solumsolum /�səυləm/ noun soil, including
both topsoil and subsoil
SOMSOM abbreviation soil organic matter
sootsoot noun a black deposit of fine particles
of carbon which rise in the smoke
produced by the burning of material such
as coal, wood or oil
sooty mouldsooty mould noun a fungal disease of
wheat (Cladosporium)
sorghumsorghum /�sɔ��əm/ noun a drought-
resistant cereal plant grown in semi-arid
tropical regions such as Mexico, Nigeria
and Sudan. Latin name: Sorghum vulgare.
sorrelsorrel /�sɒrəl/ noun a plant with a sour
juice sometimes eaten as a salad. Varieties
include the sheep sorrel and the wood
sorrel.
sourcesource verb to get materials or products
from a particular place or supplier

‘It was time people started buying food
more ethically, said Mr Mitchell, to give
them a sense of pride in their region. The
extra work needed to source from multiple
small suppliers was well worth it.’
[Farmers Weekly]

sour soilsour soil noun soil which is excessively
acid and hence needs liming to restore the
correct balance between acidity and alka-
linity
South DevonSouth Devon noun the heaviest breed of
British cattle, with a light brownish-red
colour. It was originally a dual-purpose
breed, but now is mainly raised for beef.
SouthdownSouthdown /�saυθdaυn/ noun the
smallest of the Down breeds of sheep. It
has a compact body and a dense fleece of
high-quality short wool. The Southdown is
an early maturing breed and produces meat
of high quality.

sowsow verb to put seeds into soil so that they
will germinate and grow � noun a female
pig. � pig, pig production
soyasoya /�sɔiə/ noun a plant that produces
edible beans which have a high protein and
fat content and very little starch. Latin
name: Glycine max. Also called soya
bean, soybean
soya beansoya bean, soybean noun 1. a bean
from a soya plant 2. same as soya

COMMENT: Soya beans are very rich in
protein and apart from direct human con-
sumption are used for their oil and as
livestock feed. After the oil has been
extracted, the residue is used as a high
protein feedingstuff. Other by-products
are soya bean milk and soy sauce, both
widely used in China and Japan. Soya
beans are widely grown in China, where
they are the most important food leg-
ume, in Brazil and in the USA.

soyoilsoyoil /�sɔiɔil/ noun an oil extracted from
the soya bean
sp.sp. abbreviation species (NOTE: The plural,
for several species, is spp.)
space allowancespace allowance noun the amount of
space a farmed animal should have in
which to move around, feed and rest (NOTE:
Guidelines on minimum space allowances
are set out in the animal welfare codes.)
spaced plantspaced plant noun a plant grown in a
row so that its canopy does not touch or
overlap that of any other plant
spacingspacing noun the process of making
places between things, e.g. between plants
in a row
spacing drillspacing drill noun a precision seed drill
spadespade noun a common garden tool, with
a wide square blade at the end of a strong
handle. it is used for making holes or
digging by hand.
spading machinespading machine noun a machine
which uses rotating digger blades to culti-
vate compacted topsoil and dig out pans
created by other cultivators
spayspay /spei/ verb to remove the ovaries of
a female animal
SPCSSPCS abbreviation Seed Potato Classifi-
cation Scheme
spearspear noun a shoot of a green plant such
as asparagus or broccoli
speciationspeciation /�spi�si |�eiʃ(ə)n/ noun the
process of developing new species
speciesspecies noun a group of organisms that
can interbreed. A species is a division of a
genus. Abbr sp. (NOTE: The plural is
species.)
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specificspecific adjective 1. clearly defined and
definite � The airframe has to be built to
very specific requirements. 2. character-
istic of something 3. referring to species. �
interspecific, intraspecific
specificityspecificity /�spesi |�fisəti/ noun the char-
acteristic of having a specific range or use
� Parasites show specificity in that they
live on only a limited number of hosts.

‘In his view the sensitivity and specificity
of the current testing method needed to be
improved in order to increase its accuracy
and research work was concentrating on
the problem.’ [Farmers Guardian]

specific weightspecific weight noun the bulk density
of a grain sample measured in hectolitres
or bushels
specklespeckle /�spek(ə)l/ noun a small spot. �

Beulah speckle face
speckled yellowingspeckled yellowing noun a disease of
sugar beet caused by a deficiency of
manganese
speedwellspeedwell /�spi�dwel/ noun a wide-
spread weed (Veronica persica) found in
cereal crops and oilseed rape. Because it
spreads rapidly it is a hazard in row crops.
spermatozoonspermatozoon /�sp��mətə |�zəυɒn/
noun a mature male sex cell that is capable
of fertilising an ovum (NOTE: The plural is
spermatozoa.)

COMMENT: A spermatozoon is very small
and comprises a head, neck and very
long tail. It can swim by moving its tail
from side to side.

spermicidespermicide /�sp��misaid/ noun a
substance that kills spermatozoa
sphagnumsphagnum /�sf��nəm/ noun a type of
moss that grows in acid conditions
spicespice noun a substance used as a
flavouring in cooking, made from the
pungent or aromatic parts of plants. Spices
are obtained from seeds, fruit, flowers,
roots, bark or buds of plants. The
commonest are pepper, mustard, ginger,
cloves and nutmeg.
spiderspider noun one of a large group of
animals, with two parts to their bodies and
eight legs. Class: Arachnida.
spikespike noun 1. a tall pointed flower head
(inflorescence) in which small flowers
without stalks grow from a central flower
stem 2. a pointed end of a pole or piece of
metal
spikedspiked /spaikt/ adjective referring to a
farm implement with spikes, e.g. a spiked
chain harrow

spikeletspikelet /�spaiklət/ noun part of the
flower head of plants such as grass,
attached to the main stem without a stalk
spike tooth harrowspike tooth harrow noun a tractor-
trailed implement consisting of a simple
frame with tines attached where the frame
members cross
spinachspinach noun an annual plant (Spinacia
oleracea) grown for its succulent green
leaves and eaten as a vegetable
spinach beetspinach beet noun a plant similar to
sugar beet, but grown for its leaves which
are cooked in the same way as spinach
spinespine noun a pointed structure that is
either a modified leaf, as in cacti, or part of
a leaf or leaf base
spinnerspinner /�spinə/ noun a device used for
harvesting potatoes. The potatoes are left
on the surface of the soil for picking later.
spinneyspinney /�spini/ noun a small wood with
undergrowth
spinousspinous /�spainəs/ adjective referring to
a plant with spines
spirochaetespirochaete /�spaiərəυki�t/ noun a
bacterium with a spiral shape

‘But there is a difference between bacteria
normally associated with foot-rot and a
type seen in the new strain. A spirochaete,
a bacterium that can penetrate the skin
surface and is more usually linked with
digital dermatitis in cattle, has been
identified.’ [Farmers Weekly]

spitspit noun the depth of soil that is dug with
a spade
splay legsplay leg noun a disorder in piglets,
which are born unable to stand properly
spoilspoil verb (of food) to rot or decay
spoilagespoilage /�spɔilid�/ noun the process of
food becoming inedible, especially
because of poor storage conditions
sporespore /spɔ�/ noun the microscopic repro-
ductive body of fungi, bacteria and some
non-flowering plants such as ferns

COMMENT: Spores are produced by
plants such as ferns or by algae and
fungi. They are microscopic and float in
the air or water until they find a resting
place where they can germinate.

sporicidalsporicidal /�spɔ�ri |�said(ə)l/ adjective
able to kill spores
sporicidesporicide /�spɔ�risaid/ noun a substance
that kills spores
SporozoaSporozoa /�spɔ�rə |�zəυə/ noun a type of
parasitic Protozoa which includes Plasmo-
dium, the cause of malaria
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spot pricespot price noun the market price for
produce or livestock at a specific time

‘If most of the feeds needed can be bought
forward during dips in the market, the end
result is a high quality, highly competitive
diet and significant feed cost savings
compared to spot prices.’ [Farmers
Guardian]

spp.spp. abbreviation species (plural) (NOTE:
The singular is sp.)
spraingspraing /spreiŋ/ noun a disease of pota-
toes spread by nematodes in the soil
sprayspray noun 1. a mass of tiny drops of
liquid 2. special liquid for spraying onto a
plant to prevent insect infestation or
disease � verb 1. to send out a liquid in a
mass of tiny drops � They sprayed the room
with disinfectant. 2. to send out a special
liquid onto a plant to prevent insect infes-
tation or disease � Apple trees are sprayed
twice a year to kill aphids.
spraybarspraybar /�spreibɑ�/ noun an attachment
consisting of a horizontal tube with
nozzles or jets, used for spraying over a
wide area
sprayersprayer /�spreiə/ noun a machine which
forces a liquid through a nozzle under pres-
sure, used to distribute liquids such as
herbicides, fungicides, insecticides and
fertilisers
spray irrigationspray irrigation noun a system of irri-
gation using sprinklers which are located
along a boom. Some booms rotate and can
distribute water over a large circular area.
spray linesspray lines plural noun a method of
distributing irrigation water using flexible
hose, mainly used for horticultural crops
spreadspread verb to put something such as
manure, fertiliser or mulch on an area of
ground
spreaderspreader /�spredə/ noun 1. a device used
for spreading, e.g. one for spreading gran-
ules of fertiliser evenly over a lawn 2. an
agent added to an insect spray in order to
make sure that the foliage is covered
uniformly
sprigsprig noun a small shoot or twig
springspring noun 1. a place where water
comes naturally out of the ground 2. the
season of the year following winter and
before summer, when days become longer
and the weather progressively warmer 3. a
metal device which, when under tension,
tries to resume its previous position �
spring-tined harrow, harrow with
spring-loaded tines a cultivator which has

tines of spring steel which vibrate in the
soil. This gives fast seedbed preparation.
springerspringer /�spriŋə/ noun a cow almost
ready to calve. Also called down-calver
springtailspringtail /�spriŋteil/ noun a primitive
wingless insect very common in soils,
where they may do damage to fine roots
spring wheatspring wheat noun wheat which is sown
in spring and harvested towards the end of
the summer
sprinklesprinkle verb to water something with
drops in a light shower
sprinklersprinkler noun a hose which sends out a
shower of drops
sproutsprout noun a little shoot growing out
from a plant, with a stem and small leaves
� verb (of a plant) to send out new growth
sprucespruce noun a temperate softwood conif-
erous tree. Genus: Picea.
spruce-larch adelgidspruce-larch adelgid /�spru�s lɑ�tʃ ə|

�del�id/ noun a relative of the aphid,
which may cause serious damage on
spruce grown for Christmas trees (Adelges
viridis)
SPSSPS abbreviation Single Payment Scheme
spurspur noun 1. a ridge of land that descends
towards a valley floor from higher land
above 2. a tubular projection from a flower
sepal or petal often containing nectar 3. a
short leafy branch of a tree with a cluster of
flowers or fruits
spurreyspurrey /�sp�ri/ noun a common weed
on arable land. Also called corn spurrey
square ploughingsquare ploughing noun a method of
ploughing suitable for large areas. A piece
of land is ploughed in the centre of a field
and then the field is ploughed in a clock-
wise direction starting from this central
point.
squashsquash noun a plant of the Cucurbita-
ceae family, e.g. a marrow or cucumber
squirrelsquirrel noun a medium-sized rodent
living in trees (NOTE: Squirrels are harm-
less as far as crops are concerned. There
are two types of squirrel in the UK: the grey
squirrel (Sciurus carolinensis) and the red
squirrel (Sciurus vulgaris).)
SRPBASRPBA abbreviation Scottish Rural
Property and Business Association
SSSISSSI abbreviation Site of Special Scien-
tific Interest
stabilisation lagoonstabilisation lagoon /�steibilai|

�zeiʃ(ə)n lə|��u�n/ noun 1. a pond used for
storing liquid waste 2. a pond used for
purifying sewage by allowing sunlight to
fall on a mixture of sewage and water
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stabilisestabilise /�steibəlaiz/, stabilize verb to
take measures to prevent soil being eroded,
especially from a hillside
stabiliserstabiliser /�steibilaizə/, stabilizer noun
an artificial substance added to processed
food such as sauces containing water and
fat to stop the mixture from changing. Also
called stabilising agent (NOTE: In the EU,
emulsifiers and stabilisers have E numbers
E322 to E495.)
stabilitystability noun the state of being stable
and not changing
stablestable adjective 1. steady and not easily
moved � a stable surface 2. not changing �
In parts of Southeast Asia, temperatures
remain stable for most of the year. � noun
a building in which horses are kept
stable flystable fly noun a fly which is like the
house fly, but with a distinct proboscis
which can pierce the skin. It breeds in
stable manure and is a serious pest to
animals as the bites cause irritation.
stackstack noun a pile of sheaves of grain, hay
or straw. Stacks can be round or square.
stagstag noun 1. a male deer 2. the male of
various animals castrated after maturity 3.
a male turkey
stages of growthstages of growth plural noun same as
growth stages
staggersstaggers /�st��əz/ noun a condition of
animals in which they stagger about, as in
looping-ill and swayback disease. Grass
staggers in cattle is caused by hypomagne-
saemia.
stakestake noun a thick wooden post, to which
a tree or shrub is attached to keep it upright
� A newly planted tree needs to have a
stake. � verb to attach a plant to a stake
stakeholderstakeholder /�steikhəυldə/ noun a
person who has an interest in something
such as a new environmental policy and is
personally affected by how successful it is
and how difficult it is to put in place

‘Officials told a recent stakeholder
meeting that this was one of the conditions
the EU had imposed, following
discussions with DARD in December over
its original Nitrates Action Programme.’
[Farmers Weekly]

stale seedbedstale seedbed noun a method of killing
weeds by using a contact herbicide just
before drilling
stalkstalk noun 1. the main stem of a plant
which holds the plant upright 2. a subsid-
iary stem of a plant, branching out from the

main stem or attaching a leaf, flower or
fruit
stalk rotstalk rot noun a disease of maize caused
by a fungus
stallstall noun a single compartment in a
stable or cowshed, where an animal can
stand or lie down
stallionstallion noun an uncastrated full-grown
male horse, especially one kept for
breeding
stamenstamen /�steimən/ noun a male part of a
flower consisting of a stalk (filament)
bearing a container (anther) in which
pollen is produced
stancestance noun � feed stance
standstand noun a group of plants or trees
growing together � a stand of conifers
standardstandard noun 1. something which has
been agreed on and is used to measure
other things by � set higher standards for
water purity 2. a plant grown on a single
long stem that is kept from forming
branches except at the top 3. a type of fruit
tree or rose tree where the stem is about
two metres high, on top of which the head
is developed � standard apple, standard
pear an apple or pear tree grown as a
standard 4. a large tree in a woodland � a
coppice with standards � adjective usual or
officially accepted � standard procedures

COMMENT: In UK orchards, standard
trees have been replaced by bush varie-
ties which are easier and cheaper to
prune, spray and harvest.

Standard Gross MarginStandard Gross Margin noun a
measure of the business size of a farm,
calculated by looking at the different types
of enterprises on the farm and how much
each contributes to the overall profit made.
Abbr SGM
standard man daystandard man day noun eight hours of
work, used as a measure for calculating
labour costs on a farm. Abbr SMD

COMMENT: One milking cow is calculated
as equal to ten SMDs, and one hectare
of barley or wheat is equal to 50 SMDs;
if a farm has less than 275 SMDs it is not
counted as a full-time farm.

standingstanding adjective growing upright
standing cropstanding crop noun a crop such as
wheat which is still growing in a field
standstillstandstill noun the keeping of animals in
the same place for 6 days to prevent the
spread of disease
staphylococcalstaphylococcal /�st�filə|�kɒk(ə)l/
adjective caused by staphylococci
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COMMENT: Staphylococcal infections are
treated with antibiotics such as penicillin,
or broad-spectrum antibiotics such as
tetracycline.

staphylococcal mastitisstaphylococcal mastitis noun a
condition of cows caused by several types
of staphylococci especially when accom-
panied by stress resulting from liver fluke
or cold conditions. Milk becomes watery
and the cow has a high temperature.
staphylococcusstaphylococcus /�st�filə|�kɒkəs/
noun a bacterium that causes boils and
food poisoning. Genus: Staphylococcus.
(NOTE: The plural is staphylococci.)
staplestaple noun the length and fineness of
fibres such as wool or cotton, used in deter-
mining quality
staple commoditystaple commodity noun a basic food
or raw material
staple lengthstaple length noun the length of the
wool fibre
starchstarch noun a substance composed of
chains of glucose units, found in green
plants

COMMENT: Starch is the usual form in
which carbohydrate is present in food,
especially in bread, rice and potatoes,
and it is broken down by the digestive
process into forms of sugar. Carbohy-
drate is not stored in the bodies of ani-
mals in the form of starch, but as
glycogen.

starchystarchy adjective containing a lot of
starch � Potatoes are a starchy food.
starterstarter noun a culture of bacteria, used to
inoculate animals or to start growth in milk
used in cheese production
State Veterinary ServiceState Veterinary Service noun a
nationwide service based in Worcester,
with 24 regional offices in the UK, set up
by the government to deliver its policies on
the health and welfare of livestock. Abbr
SVS
stationstation noun a very large farm, special-
ising in raising sheep or cattle
Statutory Management RequirementStatutory Management Require-
ment noun a set of environmental and
animal welfare requirements, which
farmers must meet to receive a Single Farm
Payment. Abbr SMR
steam upsteam up verb to feed a cow before it
calves, to prepare it for the next lactation
stecklingsstecklings /�stekliŋz/ plural noun young
sugar beet plants grown in seedbeds in
summer, to be transplanted in the autumn
or following spring

steersteer noun a castrated male bovine over
one year old. Also called bullock
steerage hoesteerage hoe noun a hoe mounted
behind a tractor and steered by the driver to
avoid crop damage
stellstell /stel/ noun a stone shelter for sheep
and cattle in upland areas
stemstem noun 1. the main stalk of a plant that
holds it upright 2. a subsidiary plant stalk,
branching out from the main stalk or
attaching a leaf, flower or fruit
stem cankerstem canker noun a fungal disease
affecting many types of plant including
oilseed rape
stem eelwormstem eelworm noun a pest affecting
cereals, in particular oats. The plant stem
swells and is prevented from growing and
producing any ears.
stemmedstemmed /stemd/ adjective with a stem
� a short-stemmed variety of rose
stem rotstem rot noun a disease caused by defi-
ciency of nutrients
stem ruststem rust noun a disease of wheat,
infecting the stem
steppesteppe /step/ noun a wide grassy plain
with no trees, especially in Europe and
Asia (NOTE: The North American equiva-
lent of a steppe is a prairie.)
sterilesterile adjective 1. free from microorgan-
isms 2. infertile or not able to produce
offspring
sterilisationsterilisation /�sterilai |�zeiʃ(ə)n/, steri-
lization noun 1. the action of making
something free from microorganisms 2. the
action of making an organism unable to
produce offspring
sterilisesterilise /�sterilaiz/, sterilize verb 1. to
make something sterile by killing the
microorganisms in it or on it � The soil
needs to be sterilised before being used for
intensive greenhouse cultivation. 2. to
make an organism unable to have offspring
(NOTE: This may be done by various means
including drugs, surgery or irradiation.)
sterilised milksterilised milk noun milk prepared for
human consumption by heating in sealed
airtight containers to kill all bacteria. See
Comment at milk
sterilitysterility /stə |�riliti/ noun 1. the state of
being free from microorganisms 2. the
inability to produce offspring
stewardshipstewardship noun the protection of the
environment for the benefit of future
generations of human beings by devel-
oping appropriate institutions and strate-
gies
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stickersticker noun a substance added to a
fungicide or bactericide preparation to help
it to stick to the sprayed surface
stigmastigma noun the part of a flower’s female
reproductive organ that receives the pollen
grains (NOTE: It is generally located at the
tip of the style.)
stilestile /stail/ noun a set of steps arranged so
that people can climb over a wall or fence
stillbirthstillbirth /�stilb��θ/ noun the birth of a
dead animal or abortion at a late stage of
pregnancy
stillbornstillborn /�stilbɔ�n/ adjective referring to
an animal which is born dead
StiltonStilton /�stiltən/ noun English blue
cheese
stipulastipula /�stipjυlə/ noun a newly sprouted
feather
stipulestipule /�stipju�l/ noun one of the pair of
wing-like growths at the base of a leaf stalk
stirkstirk /st��k/ noun a Scottish term for
cattle, both male and female, under two
years old
stockstock noun 1. animals or plants that are
derived from a common ancestor 2. a plant
with roots onto which a piece of another
plant, the scion, is grafted. � rootstock 3. a
supply of something available for future
use � Stocks of herring are being deci-
mated by overfishing. � verb 1. to provide
a supply of something for future use � a
well-stocked garden � We stocked the
ponds with a rare breed of fish. 2. to intro-
duce livestock into an area or into a farm
stock breederstock breeder noun a farmer who
specialises in breeding livestock
stock bullstock bull noun a bull kept for breeding
purposes in a pedigree herd
stock farmingstock farming noun the rearing of live-
stock for sale
stocking densitystocking density noun the number of
animals kept on a specific area of land
(NOTE: Animal welfare codes lay down
rules for the maximum stocking density
allowed to ensure that the health and
welfare of the animals or birds is good.)
stocking ratestocking rate noun a measure of the
carrying capacity of an area in terms of the
number of livestock in it at a given time,
e.g. the number of animals per hectare
stockmanstockman /�stɒkmən/ noun a farm
worker who looks after animals, especially
cattle (NOTE: Animal welfare codes lay
down rules about how well-trained
stockmen should be in order to ensure the

good health and welfare of the animals or
birds in their care.)
stockproofstockproof /�stɒkpru�f/ adjective refer-
ring to a fence which livestock cannot get
through
stockystocky adjective referring to an animal
with short strong legs
stolonstolon /�stəυlɒn/ noun a stem that grows
along the ground and gives rise to a new
plant when it roots

‘White clover’s beneficial effect may be
related to the large population of microbes
associated with its root system and the
force the roots exert on the soil in
anchoring the plant’s stolons to the
surface.’ [Dairy Farmer]

stomastoma /�stəυmə/ noun a pore in a plant,
especially in the leaves, through which
carbon dioxide is taken in and oxygen is
sent out. Each stoma in a leaf is surrounded
by a pair of guard cells, which close the
stomata if the plant needs to conserve
water. (NOTE: The plural is stomata.)
stomach digestionstomach digestion noun the part of
the digestive process which takes place in
the animal’s stomach
stonestone noun 1. a single small piece of rock
2. a hard endocarp that surrounds a seed in
a fruit such as a cherry
stone-ground flourstone-ground flour noun a type of
flour made by grinding with millstones
StoneleighStoneleigh /�stəυnli/ noun the home of
the National Agricultural Centre and
proposed site for the National Museum of
Food and Farming
stone trapstone trap noun in a combine harvester,
a trough with a trap door, which prevents
stones passing into the concave
stookstook /stυk/ noun several (usually
twelve) corn sheaves gathered together in a
field to form a small pyramid. Also called
shock
stopstop verb to remove the growing tip of a
shoot, to encourage lateral growths
storage dryingstorage drying noun a method of
drying bales of hay by blowing air through
them (NOTE: There are several methods of
storage drying. In a building with airtight
sides, air is forced up through ventilation
holes in the floor. In open barns, radial
drying or a centre duct system is used.)
storestore noun 1. a supply of something kept
for future use 2. � store cattle, stores,
store lambs cattle or lambs bred or bought
for fattening. The animals are usually
reared on one farm and then sold on to
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dealers or other farmers. � verb to keep
something until it is needed � Whales store
energy as blubber under the skin.
stoverstover /�stəυvə/ noun an inferior type of
fodder
straightstraight noun an animal foodstuff
composed of one type of food
straight fertiliserstraight fertiliser noun a fertiliser that
supplies only one nutrient such as nitrogen.
Compare compound fertiliser, mixed
fertiliser
strainstrain noun a group within a species with
distinct characteristics � They have devel-
oped a new strain of virus-resistant rice.
strakestrake /streik/ noun an attachment
bolted onto the rear wheels of a tractor to
improve wheel grip. The strake has spikes
which can be extended beyond the tyre and
which dig into the soil.
stranglesstrangles /�str�ŋ�əlz/ noun a disease of
mangolds and sugar beet. It occurs in fairly
large seedlings after singling. The stem is
severely damaged.
Strategy for Sustainable Farming and FoodStrategy for Sustainable Farming
and Food noun a scheme administered
by Defra which promotes sustainable,
ecologically sound farming methods, and
provides funding for relevant training and
modernisation
strawstraw noun 1. the dry stems and leaves of
crops such as wheat and oilseed rape left
after the grains have been removed 2. grass
which is mowed after flowering. Compare
hay

COMMENT: Straw can be ploughed back
into the soil. It is often mixed with animal
dung to make manure. Non-agricultural
uses are varied and include thatching,
making paper and making bricks. It can
be compressed into bundles to act as
fuel and in this way can be used for heat-
ing farms and small local industrial build-
ings.

strawberrystrawberry noun a soft fruit of the
Fragaria species, used as a dessert fruit,
but also preserved as jam
strawberry foot rotstrawberry foot rot noun a bacterial
disease affecting sheep, causing ulcers
straw burningstraw burning noun a cheap method of
disposal of straw, which helps to control
diseases
straw chopperstraw chopper noun a device fitted to
the back of a combine which chops straw
into short lengths and drops it on the
stubble. Chopped straw is easier to plough
in.

straw spreaderstraw spreader noun a device attached
to the back of a combine when the straw is
not wanted. The straw is spread over the
ground and then ploughed in.
straw walkerstraw walker noun the part of a combine
harvester where straw is carried away from
the threshed grain after it has been sepa-
rated from the stalks
strengthstrength noun the ability of wheat flour
to produce a yeasted dough capable of
retaining carbon dioxide bubbles until the
proteins in the bubble walls become rela-
tively rigid, which happens at about 75°C.
The milling quality of wheat is measured
by the Hagberg test.
streptococcalstreptococcal /�streptə |�kɒk(ə)l/
adjective referring to an infection caused
by streptococci
streptococcusstreptococcus /�streptə|�kɒkəs/ noun
a bacterium belonging to a genus that
grows in long chains and causes diseases
such as strangles and mastitis (NOTE: The
plural is streptococci.)
streptomycinstreptomycin /�streptə |�maisin/ noun
an antibiotic used against many types of
infection, especially streptococcal ones
stressstress noun 1. a condition where an
outside influence changes the composition
or functioning of something � Plants in dry
environments experience stress due to lack
of water. 2. a state of anxiety or strain that
can affect an animal’s health � verb to
worry an animal so that it becomes ill
strikestrike noun the infestation of the flesh of
sheep by the larvae of blowflies. It causes
extreme irritation and death can occur in a
short time. � verb to take root
string beanstring bean noun same as French bean
stripstrip noun a long narrow piece, usually of
the same width from end to end � a strip of
paper � a strip of land � verb to remove a
covering from something � Spraying with
defoliant strips the leaves off all plants.
strip croppingstrip cropping noun a method of
farming in which long thin pieces of land
across the contours are planted with
different crops in order to reduce soil
erosion
strip cultivationstrip cultivation noun a method of
communal farming in which each family
has a long thin piece or several long thin
pieces of land to cultivate
strip cupstrip cup noun a container into which the
first drops of milk are drawn by hand from
the teats of the cow before the milking
machine is attached to the udder
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stripe ruststripe rust noun same as yellow rust
strip farmingstrip farming noun a method of farming
where strips of land across the contours are
planted with different crops
strip grazingstrip grazing noun a system of grazing
which allows animals access to a small part
of the field. The rest of the field is
protected by a temporary fence, usually
electric.
stripper-headerstripper-header noun a machine which
harvests a crop such as linseed and strips
off the seedheads
strippingsstrippings /�stripiŋz/ noun the last
drops of milk from a cow’s teats at the end
of milking session
strobilurinstrobilurin /strɒ|�biljυrin/ noun one of a
group of translaminar and protectant fungi-
cides. Strobilurins are used on a wide range
of crops.
struckstruck noun an acute disease of sheep
which is a form of entero-toxaemia. It
affects sheep which are one to two years
old and is very localised. In Britain it
occurs only in the Romney Marsh and in
some Welsh valleys.
stubblestubble noun the short stems left in the
ground after a crop such as wheat or
oilseed rape has been cut
stubble burningstubble burning noun formerly, a
method of removing dry stubble by
burning it before ploughing. Stubble
burning was banned under the Crop Resi-
dues (Burning) Regulations of 1993.

COMMENT: Stubble burning has the
advantage of removing weed seeds and
creating a certain amount of natural ferti-
liser which can be ploughed into the soil.
The disadvantage is that it pollutes the
atmosphere with smoke, reducing visibil-
ity on roads and releasing large amounts
of carbon dioxide. This, together with the
possible danger that the fire may get out
of control, killing small animals and burn-
ing trees and crops, means that it is not
recommended as a means of dealing
with the stalks of harvested plants.

stubble cleaningstubble cleaning noun working the
stubble after harvest, using ploughs, culti-
vators, and harrows to free the weeds from
the soil
stubble turnipsstubble turnips plural noun quick-
growing types of turnip sown into cereal
stubble and grown as catch crops
studstud noun 1. same as stud farm 2. US a
male horse kept for breeding 3. metal nail
with a head projecting above the surface

studded roller feed drillstudded roller feed drill noun a type
of external force feed seed drill in which
fluted rollers are replaced by rolls with
studs or pegs. It is suitable for drilling most
types of seed.
stud farmstud farm noun a farm where horses are
kept for breeding
stud feesstud fees plural noun money paid to the
owner of a stud animal for servicing a
female
stumpstump noun � tree stump
stuntstunt verb to reduce the growth of some-
thing � The poor soil stunts the growth of
the trees.
stysty noun a structure for housing pigs,
usually with a small run next to it. Also
called pigsty
stylestyle noun the elongated structure that
carries the stigma at its tip in many flowers
sub-sub- prefix 1. less important than 2. lower
than
subculturesubculture noun a culture of microor-
ganisms or cells that is grown from another
culture � verb to grow a culture of micro-
organisms or cells from another culture
subdominantsubdominant /s�b |�dɒminənt/ adjec-
tive (of a species) being not as important as
the dominant species
subfertilitysubfertility /�s�bf��tiliti/ noun a situa-
tion where an animal is less fertile than
expected

‘When purchasing bulls, also consider
fertility. Subfertility in bulls can lead to a
5–10% decrease in pregnancy rate, when
compared with a fully fertile bull.’
[Farmers Weekly]

suboestrussuboestrus /s�b|�i�strəs/ noun a situa-
tion where a female animal comes on heat,
but does not show any of the usual signs
subsidysubsidy noun money given by a govern-
ment or organisation to help an industry,
charity or other organisation � The reform
will result in subsidies for farming being
replaced by payments for caring for the
environment.
subsistencesubsistence /səb|�sistəns/ noun the
condition of managing to live on the
smallest amount of resources including
food needed to stay alive
subsistence farmingsubsistence farming, subsistence
agriculture noun the activity of growing
just enough crops to feed the farmer’s
family and having none left to sell
subsoilsubsoil /�s�bsɔil/ noun a layer of soil
under the topsoil (NOTE: The subsoil
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contains little organic matter but chemical
substances from the topsoil leach into it.)
subsoiler

subsoiler /�s�bsɔilə/ noun a heavy culti-
vator consisting of a strong frame with
long tines attached to it. It is used to break
up compacted soil to allow free passage of
air and water, a process called ‘subsoiling’.
substandardsubstandard adjective not up to
standard quality � A load of substandard
potatoes was rejected by the buyer.
substratumsubstratum /�s�bstrɑ�təm/ noun a
layer of rock beneath the topsoil and
subsoil (NOTE: The plural is substrata.)
subtropical

subtropical /s�b |�trɒpik(ə)l/ adjective
referring to the subtropics � The islands
enjoy a subtropical climate. � Subtropical
plants grow on the sheltered parts of the
coast.
subtropicssubtropics /s�b|�trɒpiks/ plural noun an
area between the tropics and the temperate
zone
succession

succession noun a series of stages, one
after the other, by which a group of organ-
isms living in a community reaches a stable
state or climax
successional cropping

successional cropping noun 1. the
growing of several crops one after the other
during the same growing season 2. the
process of sowing a crop such as lettuce
over a long period, so that harvesting takes
place over a similarly long period
succulentsucculent /�s�kjυlənt/ noun a plant that
has fleshy leaves or stems in which it stores
water, e.g. a cactus
succulent foodssucculent foods plural noun feeding-
stuffs which contain a lot of water; they are
palatable and filling, and usually have a
laxative effect. Most root crops, e.g.
swedes and turnips, are succulents.
suckersucker noun a shoot which develops
from the roots or lower part of a stem
sucklesuckle /�s�k(ə)l/ verb to feed with milk
from the udder
sucklersuckler /�s�klə/ noun a calf or other
young animal which is suckling
suckler cowsuckler cow noun a cow which rears its
own calf and is later used for beef produc-
tion
Suckler Cow Premium Scheme

Suckler Cow Premium Scheme
noun until 2005, a subsidy on female cattle
forming part of a suckler breeding herd
used for rearing calves for meat production
(NOTE: Now superseded by the Single
Payment Scheme.)

suckler herdsuckler herd noun a herd of beef cattle,
where each dam suckles its own calf or
calves
sucklerssucklers plural noun flowers of clover
sucklingsuckling noun the act of nursing a calf at
the udder � single suckling, double
sucking, multiple suckling nursing one
calf, two or several calves
suckling pigsuckling pig noun an unweaned piglet
sucrosesucrose /�su�krəυs/ noun a sugar that is
abundant in many plants, which consists of
one molecule of glucose joined to one of
fructose
SuffolkSuffolk /�s�fək/, Suffolk Down noun a
breed of sheep developed from crosses
between the now extinct Norfolk Horn
ewes and the Southdown ram. It is a large
quick-growing animal with a close short
fleece and a black face which has no wool
on it. Suffolk crosses perform well under a
broad range of farming systems, being
equally effective for over-winter storing
and for intensive early lamb production.
Suffolk PunchSuffolk Punch noun a heavy draught
horse, coloured chestnut. It is shorter and
more stocky than the shire and lacks
feathers on the fetlocks.
suffrutescentsuffrutescent /sə |�fru�|�tesənt/, suffru-
ticose /sə |�fru�tikəυz/ adjective referring
to a perennial plant that is woody at the
base of the stem and does not die down to
ground level in winter
sugarsugar noun 1. same as sucrose 2. any
chemical of the saccharide group
sugar beetsugar beet noun a specialised type of
beet grown for the high sugar content of its
roots. It is cultivated in temperate regions,
and in Britain is an especially important
crop in East Anglia. The crowns and leaves
of the crop are used for feedingstuff, as is
also the residue after the sugar content has
been extracted from the roots.
sugar beet harvestersugar beet harvester noun a machine
for harvesting sugar beet, which may be
trailed or self-propelled. The machine cuts
off the beet tops, lifts the root, cleans off
the soil and conveys the beet to a hopper
which is then emptied by a second elevator
onto a trailer.
sugar beet toppersugar beet topper noun an attachment
to a sugar beet harvester which collects the
sugar beet tops. Some have choppers and
blower units, which chop up the tops and
then blow them into a trailer.
sugar canesugar cane noun a large perennial grass,
whose stems contain a sweet sap
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COMMENT: Sugar cane is rich in sucrose
which is extracted and used for making
sugar. Cane sugar is now one of the
most scientifically produced tropical
products, although cutting is still often
done by hand. Cane is grown in many
tropical and subtropical regions, in par-
ticular in the Caribbean. The principal
sugar producers are Cuba, India, Brazil,
China, Puerto Rico and Hawaii for cane
sugar, and Russia, the Ukraine, France
and Germany for beet sugar. Rum is a
by-product of sugar cane.

suitcase farmersuitcase farmer noun US a farmer who
lives some distance from his or her
holding, i.e. more than 30 miles
sulphatesulphate noun a salt of sulphuric acid
and a metal
sulphate of ammoniasulphate of ammonia noun same as
ammonium sulphate
sulphate of potashsulphate of potash noun same as
potassium sulphate
sulphursulphur /�s�lfə/ noun a yellow non-
metallic chemical element that is essential
to biological life. It is used in the manufac-
ture of sulphuric acid and in the vulcanisa-
tion of rubber. (NOTE: The usual and
recommended scientific spelling of sulphur
and derivatives such as sulphate, sulphide
and sulphonate is with an -f-, though the
spelling with -ph- is still common in general
usage.)

COMMENT: In the United Kingdom, the
removal of sulphur from the atmosphere
means that some crops such as oilseed
rape are deficient and sulphur needs to
be added to fertilisers.

sulphur deficiencysulphur deficiency noun a lack of
sulphur in the soil, leading to deficiency in
plants
sulphuric acidsulphuric acid /s�l|�fjυərik ��sid/
noun a strong acid that exists as a colour-
less oily corrosive liquid and is made by
reacting sulphur trioxide with water. It is
used in batteries and in the manufacture of
fertilisers, explosives, detergents, dyes and
many other chemicals. Formula: H2SO4.
summersummer noun the season following
spring and before autumn, when the
weather is warmest, the sun is highest in
the sky and most plants flower and set seed
summer feedingsummer feeding noun the feeding of
cattle on permanent pastures in the
summer months
summer mastitissummer mastitis noun an infection of
the udder thought to be spread by biting
flies. Cows become very ill, lameness may
occur and milk is watery and later bloody.

sunflowersunflower noun an important oilseed
crop grown in temperate areas

COMMENT: The oil extracted from the
seeds is used for cooking and for marga-
rine production. The residual cake after
pressing is a high-protein livestock feed,
and the whole plant can be fed to cattle.
It is also useful as a green manure plant.
Birds can cause serious damage to sun-
flower crops by feeding on the ripening
seeds. The main producing countries are
Russia, the Ukraine, Argentina and
Romania.

superlevysuperlevy /�su�pəlevi/ noun same as
supplementary levy
superovulationsuperovulation /�su�pər|�ɒvjυ |

�leiʃ(ə)n/ noun the process in animal
production of injecting hormones to
increase the number of eggs released by the
ovaries
superphosphatesuperphosphate /�su�pə|�fɒsfeit/
noun a chemical compound formed from
calcium phosphate and sulphuric acid,
used as a fertiliser
supplementsupplement noun something added in
order to make something more complete �
vitamin supplements � verb /�s�pliment/
to add to something in order to make it
more complete
supplementary levysupplementary levy noun in the EU, a
payment introduced to penalise milk
production over the quota level
supplementary rationsupplementary ration noun a type of
concentrate fed to livestock to supplement
feeds of hay and roots
supply chainsupply chain noun the sequence of
farmers, processors, distributors and
retailers who are involved in taking a
product from the farm to the consumer
supportsupport verb 1. to hold the weight of
something � to support the saplings with
stakes 2. to provide what is necessary for
an activity or way of life � These wetlands
support a natural community of plants,
animals and birds.
support buyingsupport buying noun same as inter-
vention buying
support energysupport energy noun the total energy
expenditure necessary for the production
of plant and animal agricultural foodstuffs
support pricesupport price noun the price at which
the EU will buy farm produce which
farmers cannot sell, in order to store it.
Also called intervention price
surface drainagesurface drainage noun the removal of
surplus water from an area of land by
means of ditches and channels
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surface-rootingsurface-rooting adjective referring to a
plant whose roots are shallow in the soil.
Compare deep-rooted
surface runoffsurface runoff noun a flow of rain-
water, melted snow or excess fertiliser
from the surface of land into streams and
rivers
surface watersurface water noun water that flows
across the surface of the soil as a stream
after rain and drains into rivers rather than
seeping into the soil itself. Compare
ground water
surgeonsurgeon noun a person who has quali-
fied in the treatment of disease by cutting
out the diseased part
surplussurplus adjective more than is needed �
Surplus water will flow away in storm
drains. � noun 1. something that is more
than is needed � produced a surplus of
wheat 2. extra produce, produce which is
more than is needed
SussexSussex /�s�siks/ noun a beef breed of
cattle, similar to the North Devon, that is
hardy and adaptable. Dark cherry red in
colour, they were originally used as
draught animals in preference to draught
horses.
sustainabilitysustainability /sə |�steinə |�biliti/ noun
the ability of a process or human activity to
meet present needs but maintain natural
resources and leave the environment in
good order for future generations
sustainable agriculturesustainable agriculture noun envi-
ronmentally friendly methods of farming
that allow the production of crops or live-
stock without damage to the ecosystem
sustainable consumption and productionsustainable consumption and
production noun the idea that agricul-
tural production should not cause environ-
mental damage, exploit workers or use up
natural resources that cannot be replaced.
Abbr SCP
sustainable developmentsustainable development noun
development that balances the satisfaction
of people’s immediate interests and the
protection of future generations’ interests
Sustainable Development CommissionSustainable Development
Commission noun an independent body
which advises the UK government on
ethical considerations in environmental,
social and economic development
sustainable energysustainable energy noun energy
produced from renewable resources that
does not deplete natural resources
Sustainable Farming and Food StrategySustainable Farming and Food
Strategy noun a strategy produced by

Defra to support farming and food indus-
tries in working towards practices that will
lead to a better environment and healthy
and prosperous communities
sustainable food chainsustainable food chain noun a food
chain from producer to consumer which is
environmentally responsible and sustain-
able at all stages
sustainable production processessustainable production processes
noun agricultural production methods
which do not damage or deplete natural
resources
sustainable productssustainable products plural noun
products which are created and supplied
using sustainable methods
sustainable societysustainable society noun a society
which exists without depleting the natural
resources of its habitat
sustainable tourismsustainable tourism noun the
management of tourist activities to ensure
minimum disruption of local infrastructure
and environment

‘CCW is looking into the idea in
partnership with the Wales Tourist Board
and others, with the aim of helping
sustainable tourism by developing
resources for visitors and local people.’
[Farmers Guardian]

sustainable yieldsustainable yield noun the greatest
productivity that can be derived from a
renewable resource without depleting the
supply in a specific area
SVDSVD abbreviation swine vesicular disease
SVSSVS abbreviation State Veterinary Service
SwaledaleSwaledale /�sweildeil/ noun a very
hardy breed of sheep, with distinctive
twisting horns and a black face with a
white nose, which originated in the North
Pennines of Yorkshire. The fleece has an
outer layer of long coarse wool and an
inner layer of fine dense wool. The
Swaledale ewe is the mother of the popular
lowland ‘mule’ ewe when mated to the
Blue-faced (Hexham) Leicester ram.
swampswamp noun an area of permanently wet
land and the plants that grow on it
swamplandswampland /�swɒmpl�nd/ noun an
area of land covered with swamp
swampyswampy /�swɒmpi/ adjective referring to
land that is permanently wet
swardsward /swɔ
d/ noun a cover of grasses
and clovers which makes a pasture
sward height record padsward height record pad noun a
notebook in which the height of a sward is
recorded
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swardsmanswardsman /�swɔ�dzmən/ noun a farm
worker who looks after or grows pasture
swarmswarm noun a large number of insects
such as bees or locusts flying as a group �
verb (of insects) to fly in a large group
swathswath /swɒθ/ noun 1. a row of grass or
other plants lying on the ground after being
cut 2. a row of potatoes which have been
lifted and left lying on the ground
swath turnerswath turner noun a haymaking
machine used to move individual swaths
sideways and turn them over at the same
time, so making the drying process faster.
It is also used in wet conditions to scatter a
swath to dry it more quickly.
swayback diseaseswayback disease /�sweib�k di|�zi�z/
noun an often fatal disease of lambs caused
by copper deficiency in the ewe’s diet.
Lambs become unsteady and unable to
walk. The disease is often a problem when
there has been no snow during the winter.
swedeswede noun a vegetable (Brassica ruta-
baga) with an swollen root. An important
forage crop, it is grown for feeding sheep
and cattle, either in the field or as winter
feed for housed livestock. Swedes have a
slightly higher feeding value and keep
better than turnips, so they are often lifted
and clamped.
Swedish Red and WhiteSwedish Red and White /�swi�diʃ
red ən �wait/ noun a dual-purpose breed
of cattle found in Central and Southern
Sweden. The animals are cherry red in
colour with white markings.
sweeper bullsweeper bull /�swi�pə bυl/ noun a bull
used to serve cows that have not been arti-
ficially inseminated
sweet cornsweet corn noun a type of maize in
which the grains contain a large amount of
sugar rather than starch. It is grown for
human consumption. Also called corn on
the cob
sweetenersweetener noun an artificial substance
such as saccharin added to food to make it
sweet
sweet potatosweet potato noun a starchy root crop
grown in tropical and subtropical regions

COMMENT: The sweet potato is valuable
as famine food in parts of Africa and
South America. The main producing
countries are Indonesia, Vietnam and
Japan. In the Southern USA, the tubers
are called ‘yams’. The plant has no con-
nection with the ordinary potato.

swellswell verb to grow fat � The rain will help
the grapes to swell.

swidden farming

swidden farming /�swid(ə)n �fɑ�miŋ/
noun same as slash and burn agriculture
swill

swill noun waste food from kitchens,
formerly used for pig feeding but banned
after the foot-and-mouth outbreak of 2001
swine

swine noun a collective term for pigs
swine erysipelas

swine erysipelas noun an infectious
disease of pigs caused by bacteria. Symp-
toms include inflammation and skin
pustules. The red marks on the skin are
diamond-shaped, from which the disease
gets its common name of ‘diamonds’. It
occurs especially in hot muggy weather
and in its acute form can be fatal.
swine fever

swine fever noun a notifiable disease of
pigs. Its symptoms are fever, loss of appe-
tite and general weakness, and it can be
fatal. The disease was eradicated in
Britain, but some further cases have
occurred. Also called pig typhoid
swine vesicular disease

swine vesicular disease noun a virus
infection similar to foot and mouth disease,
but which only attacks pigs. It is a notifi-
able disease and infected animals are
compulsorily slaughtered and movement
licences apply.
swinging drawbarswinging drawbar noun a moveable
drawbar which is used to pull heavy trailed
equipment
swollen shoot

swollen shoot noun a viral disease
affecting the cocoa tree (NOTE: swelled –
swollen)
SWT

SWT abbreviation Scottish Wildlife Trust
sycamore

sycamore noun a large hardwood tree of
the maple family. Latin name: Acer pseu-
doplatanus.
symbiont

symbiont /�simbaiɒnt/ noun one of the
set of organisms living in symbiosis with
each other. Compare commensal
symbiosis

symbiosis /�simbai |�əυsis/ noun a
condition where two or more unrelated
organisms exist together enabling both to
survive. Also called mutualism

‘The bacteria, a group of 80 different
strains that live in symbiosis, are
incorporated into the slurry and combat
the anaerobic bacteria normally found in
slurry pits and which are thought to be
responsible for gas emissions and
unpleasant odours.’ [Farmers Guardian]

symbiotic

symbiotic /�simbai |�ɒtik/ adjective
referring to symbiosis � The rainforest has
evolved symbiotic mechanisms to recycle
minerals.
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symbioticallysymbiotically /�simbai |�ɒtikli/ adverb
in symbiosis � Colonies of shellfish have
parasites that live symbiotically with them.
symptomsymptom noun a change in the func-
tioning or appearance of an organism,
which shows that a disease or disorder is
present
symptomaticsymptomatic adjective referring to a
medical symptom � The rash is sympto-
matic of measles.
syndicatesyndicate noun a group of people or
companies working together to make
money
syndromesyndrome noun a group of symptoms
and other changes in an organism’s func-
tions which, when taken together, show
that a particular disease or disorder is
present
synthetic insecticidesynthetic insecticide noun an insecti-
cide that is made artificially from chemi-
cals that do not occur naturally in plants
systemsystem noun an arrangement of things or
phenomena that act together � a weather
system
systematicsystematic adjective organised in a
planned way
systematic ploughingsystematic ploughing noun the
process of ploughing a field by sections,
each of which is called a land

systemic

systemic /si|�sti�mik/ adjective affecting
a whole organism
systemic compound

systemic compound noun a
compound fertiliser which reaches all parts
of a plant
systemic fungicide

systemic fungicide noun a fungicide
that is absorbed into a plant’s sap system
through its leaves or roots and protects the
plant from infection by fungi without
killing the plant itself. � systemic pesti-
cide
systemic herbicide

systemic herbicide noun a herbicide
that is absorbed into a plant’s sap system
through its leaves or roots and is trans-
ported through the plant to kill the roots.
Also called systemic weedkiller
systemic insecticide

systemic insecticide noun an insecti-
cide which is taken up by a plant and enters
the sap stream so that biting insects take
the insecticide when they suck the sap
systemic pesticide

systemic pesticide noun a pesticide
that is absorbed into a plant’s sap system
through its leaves or roots and protects the
plant from pests without killing the plant
itself
systemic weedkiller

systemic weedkiller noun same as
systemic herbicide
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tabanidaetabanidae /tə|�b�nidai/, tabanids plural
noun a family of horse flies with strong
antennae, which are often large and fly
fast. Most females suck blood and attack
large mammals such as cattle with their
blade-like jaws.
TabanusTabanus /tə|�beinəs/ noun any of the
tabanidae
table birdtable bird noun a poultry bird reared for
meat
table chickentable chicken noun a chicken raised for
eating rather than producing eggs
tacktack noun 1. harness equipment 2. � on
tack taken from or by one farmer to graze
on another farmer’s fields � He takes 360
store lambs on tack in the autumn to
remove surplus grass.
tackroomtackroom /�t�krυm/ noun a room for
storing harness equipment. The tack
should be kept in damp-free conditions.
TaeniaTaenia /�ti�niə/ noun a genus of tape-
worm
tagtag noun a label attached to an animal to
identify it
tailbitingtailbiting /�teilbaitiŋ/ noun a form of
behaviour, especially associated with pigs,
in which an animal bites the tail of another
animal. The cause is not known but could
be due to bad housing.
tail corntail corn, tailings /�teiliŋz/ noun grains
of corn of inferior size
tailpiecetailpiece /�teilpi�s/ noun an extension of
the mouldboard of a plough which helps to
press down the furrow slice
tainttaint /teint/ verb to give an unpleasant
taste to food
taketake verb to grow successfully
take-alltake-all noun a disease of wheat and
barley, causing black discoloration at the
base of the stem, premature ripening and
white ears containing little or no grain

(NOTE: This is also called ‘whiteheads’,
although whiteheads can be caused by
other diseases.)
tall fescuetall fescue noun a very hardy perennial
grass often used for winter grazing in hilly
or less fertile areas
tallowtallow /�t�ləυ/ noun a cattle by-product
produced by rendering down all the ined-
ible waste, used in the manufacture of soap
and formerly incorporated into animal
feeds
TamworthTamworth /�t�mw��θ/ noun a breed of
pig, red-gold in colour, which makes the
animal almost immune to sunburn

COMMENT: Tamworths are widely
exported to the USA and Australia
because of their ability to stand hot sun-
shine. They are hardy and can thrive on
the roughest land.

tantan verb to convert animal skins to leather
tandem parlourtandem parlour noun a milking parlour
where the cows stand in line with their
sides to the milker
tanktank noun 1. a large container for storing
fluid � water tank � fuel tank 2. a large
container for liquid, part of a spraying
machine
tankardtankard noun a variety of mangel
tankertanker noun a truck used to carry liquids
such as petrol or milk
tank mixtank mix noun the process of mixing
several pesticides into one mixture to be
used as a spray

‘Removal of the majority of green material
will reduce the risk of blight infection
following flailing although advice is to
include an appropriate fungicide in the
tank mix to protect from tuber blight.’
[Farmers Guardian]

tannintannin /�t�nin/, tannic acid /�t�nik
��sid/ noun 1. a brownish or yellowish
compound formed in leaves and bark
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(NOTE: Tannins in forage plants, especially
peas and beans, prevent nutrients from the
plants being fully absorbed by the grazing
livestock.) 2. a substance capable of
changing animal hides to leather, which is
resistant to decay, by precipitating the
gelatin in the hides as an insoluble
compound. All tannins are obtained from
plants, including tea, and the bark and galls
of oak.
tanningtanning /�t�niŋ/ noun the process of
converting animal skins to leather

COMMENT: Hides are soaked in a mixture
of chromium salts and after a certain
period of soaking they become leather.

taptap noun a pipe with a handle that can be
turned to make a liquid or gas come out of
a container � verb to remove or drain liquid
from something
tapewormtapeworm /�teipw��m/ noun a parasitic
worm with a long flattened segmented
body that lives mainly in the guts of verte-
brate animals, including humans. Class:
Cestoda.

COMMENT: Tapeworms enter the intes-
tine when a person eats raw fish or meat.
The worms attach themselves with
hooks to the side of the intestine and
grow longer by adding sections to their
bodies. Tapeworm larvae do not nor-
mally develop in humans, with the
exception of the pork and dog tape-
worms, Taenia solium. Tapeworms sel-
dom need treatment in livestock,
although sheepdogs should be wormed
regularly.

taproottaproot /�t�p |�ru�t/ noun the thick main
root of a plant which grows straight down
into the soil (NOTE: A taproot system has a
main root with smaller roots branching off
it, as opposed to a fibrous root system
which has no main root.)
taretare /teə/ noun 1. same as vetch 2. the
weight of a container or of the packaging in
which goods are wrapped
TarentaiseTarentaise /�t�rən |�teiz/ noun a breed
of dairy cattle from the Savoie region of
France. The animals are yellowish fawn in
colour, with black muzzle, ears and tail.
target pricetarget price noun the wholesale price
within the EU that market management is
intended to achieve for certain products
such as wheat. It is linked to the support
price.

COMMENT: Target prices are set in terms
of fixed agricultural units of account,
which are converted into different
national currencies using adjusted

exchange rates known as ‘green rates’
(in the UK, the ‘green pound’). A system
of levies on non-EU agricultural imports
is used to protect target prices when they
are set above the general level of world
prices. In addition, the EU has estab-
lished an internal price support system
based on a set of intervention prices set
slightly below the target price. If the level
of supply is in excess of what is needed
to clear the market at the target price, the
excess supply is bought by the Commu-
nity at the intervention price, thereby pre-
venting overproduction from depressing
the common price level.

tarifftariff noun a duty or duties levied by a
government on imported or sometimes
exported goods
tar oiltar oil noun a winter wash used to control
aphids and scale insects on fruit trees
tarragontarragon /�t�rə�ən/ noun an aromatic
plant (Artemisia dracunculus) of which the
leaves are used for seasoning
tasseltassel noun 1. a male flower of the maize
plant 2. an appendage of hair hanging from
the neck of male turkeys � verb to produce
a tassel � The crop tasselled early.
tattootattoo noun a mark made on an animal’s
body to identify it
TBCTBC abbreviation total bacterial count
teatea noun the dried leaves of one or more
shrubs of the Camellia family, of which the
commonest is Camelia sinensis

COMMENT: Tea is one of the hardiest of
all subtropical plants. The plants are
pruned to form low bushes and to
encourage the production of leaves and
help plucking. The principal tea-produc-
ing countries are India, Bangladesh, Sri
Lanka, China, Indonesia and Japan.

teaser ramteaser ram noun a vasectomised ram,
used to stimulate ewes by ‘non-fertile’
mating prior to the introduction of fertile
rams
teatteat /ti�t/ noun a nipple on an udder. In
cattle there are four quarters to the udder,
each drained by a teat.
teat chapsteat chaps plural noun sores on the teat,
probably due to abrasions caused by the
milking machine
teat cupteat cup noun a tube forming part of a
milking machine, which fits over the teat
of the cow
teat dippingteat dipping noun a measure for control
of mastitis in cattle. The teats are dipped in
a cup containing an iodophor disinfectant.
Technical CommitteeTechnical Committee noun a
committee appointed by the UK govern-
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ment in 1965, which reviewed the welfare
of animals kept under intensive livestock
husbandry systems
technologytechnology noun 1. the use of scientific
knowledge to develop machines and tech-
niques for use in industry 2. machines and
techniques developed using scientific
knowledge � The technology has to be
related to user requirements.
teddertedder /�tedə/ noun a machine used to lift
and loosen a swath, enabling air to circu-
late through the cut crop

COMMENT: Tedders may be mounted or
trailed, and some are of the rotary type
with spring tines which rotate on a verti-
cal axis and move the crop sideways.
Others, overshot hay tedders, have a
rotor with a series of spring tines which
lift the crop over the rotor and back to the
ground.

teddingtedding /�tediŋ/ noun the process of
spreading by lifting the swaths of new-
mown grass in haymaking, so as to expose
more grass to the sun and air and make it
dry more quickly
TeeswaterTeeswater /�ti�zwɔ�tə/ noun a breed of
longwool sheep with a dark muzzle. It is
used to provide rams for cross-breeding
with Swaledale ewes to produce the hybrid
Masham.
tegteg /te�/ noun a sheep in its second year
TelemarkTelemark /�telimɑ�k/ noun a Norwegian
breed of dairy cattle. The animals are red
with white patches.
tel queltel quel /�tel �kwel/ adjective referring to
the weight of any type of sugar in tonnes
temporary grasslandtemporary grassland noun arable
land sown to ley for a limited period
tenanttenant noun a person who pays rent for
the use of a farm and land owned by a land-
lord
Tenant Farmers AssociationTenant Farmers Association noun a
group formed to represent the interests of
tenant farmers on a national scale. Abbr
TFA
tendertender adjective 1. soft or susceptible to
damage 2. referring to a plant which
cannot tolerate frost
tenderisetenderise /�tendəraiz/, tenderize verb
to make meat tender by keeping it for a
certain time in cold conditions, by
applying substances such as papain, by
injecting with enzymes, etc.
tenderometertenderometer /�tendə|�rɒmitə/ noun a
device used for testing vining peas to see
how firm they are, so allowing harvesting
to take place at the right time

tendontendon noun a strip of connective tissue
that attaches a muscle to a bone
tendriltendril /�tendrəl/ noun a stem, leaf or
petiole of a plant modified into a thin
touch-sensitive organ that coils around
objects, providing support for climbing
plants
terminalterminal adjective referring to a shoot or
bud at the end of a shoot
terminal sireterminal sire noun a sire used in cross-
breeding, whose progeny will possess a
high rate of growth and good carcass
quality, but will not be suitable for
breeding themselves
terraceterrace noun a flat strip of land across a
sloping hillside, lying level along the
contours � verb to build terraces on a
mountainside � The hills are covered with
terraced rice fields.

COMMENT: Terracing is widely used to
create small flat fields on steeply sloping
land, so as to bring more land into pro-
ductive use, and also to prevent soil ero-
sion.

terrace cultivationterrace cultivation noun hill slopes cut
to form terraced fields which rise in steps
one above the other and are cultivated,
often with the aid of irrigation
terrainterrain noun the ground or an area of land
in terms of its physical surface features �
mountainous terrain
terra rossaterra rossa noun a red soil that develops
over limestone, found in Spain, Southern
France and Southern Italy
terrierterrier noun a record of land held and its
occupation and use
tertiarytertiary adjective coming after two other
things. � primary, secondary
Teschen diseaseTeschen disease /�teʃən di |�zi�z/ noun
a virus disease of pigs caused by an enter-
ovirus. It is a notifiable disease which
causes fever, paralysis and often death.
testatesta /�testə/ noun the tough protective
skin around a seed which protects the
embryo inside. Also called seed coat
testicletesticle /�testik(ə)l/ noun same as testis
testistestis /�testis/ noun one of two male sex
glands in the scrotum, producing sperm
(NOTE: In mammals, including humans, the
paired testes also secrete sex hormones.
The plural of testis is testes.)
tetanustetanus noun an infection caused by
Clostridium tetani in the soil, which affects
the spinal cord and causes spasms which
occur first in the jaw
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COMMENT: Livestock, especially horses,
can be affected by the disease. People
who work on the land or with soil, such
as farm workers or construction workers,
should be immunised against tetanus.

tethertether noun a rope, chain or halter, used
to tie up animals � verb to tie up an animal
with a rope or chain, so that it cannot move
away
tetracyclinetetracycline /�tetrə|�saikli�n/ noun an
antibiotic used against various bacterial
diseases
tetraploidtetraploid /�tetrəplɔid/ noun forms of
grass and clover with larger seeds and a
larger plant than ordinary grass and clover.
Deep green in colour, they are lower in dry
matter, palatable and digestible. There are
also tetraploidal varieties of wheat. (NOTE:
The number of chromosomes has been
doubled from the normal diploid state in
ryegrasses.)
Texan angora goatTexan angora goat noun a breed of
goat with very fine hair, imported from
America
TexelTexel /�teksel/ noun a breed of sheep
from the North of Holland, used to cross-
breed as a flock sire
TFATFA abbreviation Tenant Farmers Associ-
ation
TGETGE abbreviation transmissible gastro-
enteritis
t/hat/ha abbreviation tonnes per hectare
thatchthatch /θ�tʃ/ verb to cover a roof with
reeds, straw, grass or other plant material �
Reeds provide the longest-lasting material
for thatching. � noun a covering for a roof
made of reeds, straw, grass or other plant
material � birds nesting in the old thatch
theavestheaves /θi�vz/ plural noun female sheep
between the first and second shearing
theoretical field capacitytheoretical field capacity noun the
rate of work that would be achieved if a
machine were performing its function at its
full-rated forward speed for 100% of the
time
therophytetherophyte /�θerəυfait/ noun an annual
plant that completes its life cycle rapidly in
favourable conditions, growing from a
seed and dying within one season and then
surviving the unfavourable season in the
form of seeds (NOTE: Many desert plants
and plants growing on cultivated land are
therophytes.)
thiabendazolethiabendazole /�θaiə|�bendəzəυl/ noun
a substance used to worm cattle

thiaminethiamine /�θaiəmin/, thiamin noun
vitamin B1, found in yeast, cereals, liver
and pork
thicketthicket noun a wood of saplings and
bushes growing close together
thinthin verb to remove a number of small
plants from a crop, so allowing the
remaining plants to grow more strongly
thinningsthinnings /�θiniŋz/ noun small plants
removed to let others grow more strongly
thistlethistle noun a perennial weed (Cirsium
arvense, Cirsium vulgare) with spiny or
prickly leaves, which grows as an erect
plant and has large purple or white flower
heads
thoraxthorax /�θɔ�r�ks/ noun 1. a cavity in the
top part of the body of an animal above the
abdomen, containing the diaphragm, heart
and lungs, all surrounded by the rib cage 2.
the middle section of the body of an insect,
between the head and the abdomen
thornthorn noun 1. a sharp woody point on
plant stems or branches 2. a plant or tree
that has sharp woody points on its stems or
branches
thornlessthornless /�θɔ�nləs/ adjective referring
to a plant without thorns � He developed a
new thornless variety of blackberry.
thornythorny /�θɔ�ni/ adjective with thorns
thoroughbredthoroughbred adjective, noun (refer-
ring to) a horse that is bred for particular
characteristics, in particular, a horse bred
for racing
thousand grain weightthousand grain weight noun the
weight of a thousand grains, used as an
indicator of grain quality
thousand-headed kalethousand-headed kale, thousand-
head kale noun a variety of kale grown for
feeding to livestock, usually in the winter
months. It has many branches and small
leaves. The dwarf thousand-head produces
a large number of new shoots during the
winter.
threadwormthreadworm /�θredw��m/ noun a thin
parasitic worm which infests the large
intestine. Genus: Enterobius.
three-point linkagethree-point linkage noun a method of
coupling implements to a tractor. Auto-
matic couplers for three-point linkage
permit implements to be attached rapidly
and safely.
three-times-a-daythree-times-a-day noun a milking
system in which cows are milked three
times a day. Using this system can increase
milk yields.
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threshthresh /θreʃ/ verb to separate grains from
stalks and the seedheads of plants
threshing machinethreshing machine noun a machine
formerly used to thresh cereals, now
replaced by the combine harvester
threshold pricethreshold price noun in the EU, the
lowest price at which farm produce
imported into the EU can be sold. This is
the price in the home market below which
the government or its agencies must buy all
the produce offered by producers for sale at
that price.
thriftthrift /θrift/ noun good health in an
animal

‘PMWS is a complex disease. The
devastating impact seen in newly affected
herds is well recognised. But it may be
difficult to distinguish from other causes
of ill thrift if present at a low level.’
[Farmers Weekly]

thriftythrifty /�θrifti/ adjective referring to an
animal which is developing well
thripsthrips /θrips/ noun an insect that is a pest
of vegetables. Thrips operate on the under-
side of leaves, leaving spots of sap or other
liquid which are red or blackish-brown.
Typical examples are the onion thrips,
grain thrips and pea thrips.
thrivethrive verb (of an animal or plant) to
develop and grow strongly � These plants
thrive in very cold environments.
throwthrow verb to give birth to young
thrunterthrunter /�θr�ntə/ noun a three-year-old
ewe
thrushthrush noun a disease affecting the frog
of a horse’s hoof
ThuyaThuya /�θu�jə/ noun the Latin name for
cedar
thymethyme noun a common aromatic Mediter-
ranean plant (Thymus) used for flavouring
soups, stuffings and sauces
ticktick noun a tiny parasite that sucks blood
from the skin. Order: Acarida.
tick beantick bean noun a small bean (Vicia faba
L), usually used for feeding to horses and
other animals
tick-borne fevertick-borne fever noun an infectious
disease transmitted by bites from ticks. In
cattle, the disease causes loss of milk yield
and a lower resistance to other diseases. In
sheep it causes fever, listlessness and loss
of weight. Abortions may occur as a result
of tick-borne fever.
tick pyaemiatick pyaemia /�tik pai|�i�miə/ noun a
disease affecting young lambs resulting in
limb joint and internal abscesses

tied cottagetied cottage noun a house which can be
occupied by the tenant as long as the tenant
remains an employee of the landlord
tiertier noun a range of things placed one row
above another, e.g. the arrangement of
cages in a battery
tilapiatilapia /ti|�l�piə/ noun a tropical white
fish, suitable for growing in fish farms
tile drainingtile draining noun a means of draining
land using underground drains made of
clay, plastic or concrete. Special machines
called ‘tile-laying machines’ are available
for this work.
tilltill verb to prepare the soil, especially by
digging or ploughing, to make it ready for
the cultivation of crops
tillagetillage /�tilid�/ noun the activity of
preparing the soil for cultivation
tillertiller /�tilə/ noun a shoot of a grass or
cereal plant, which forms at ground level in
the angle between a leaf and the main
shoot. True stems are only produced from
the tillers at a later stage in the plant’s
development.
tilleringtillering /�tiləriŋ/ noun the process of
developing several seedheads in a plant of
wheat, barley or oats (NOTE: Tillering leads
to the production of a heavier yield, and
can be induced by rolling the young crop in
the spring when it begins to grow. Tillering
is used to compensate for poor establish-
ment. It is also important in grasses.)
tilthtilth /tilθ/ noun a good light crumbling
soil prepared to be suitable for growing
plants � Work the soil into a fine tilth
before sowing seeds.
timbertimber noun trees which have been or are
to be cut down and made into logs
timberlinetimberline /�timbəlain/ noun US same
as treeline
TimothyTimothy /�timəθi/ noun a palatable
tufted perennial grass (Phleum pratense).
It grows on a wide range of soils and is
winter hardy. It is used in grazing mixtures
and as a hay plant in conjunction with
ryegrass.
tinetine /tain/ noun 1. a pointed spike on a
cultivator or harrow. Types of tine include
rigid, spring-loaded and spring. 2. a sharp
prong of a fork or rake
tinedtined /�taind/ adjective with tines � a
spring-tined harrow
tine harrowstine harrows plural noun sets of curved
tines sometimes used when the soil surface
is caked or compacted. A tine harrow will
break up the soil to depth of several inches.
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TipulidaeTipulidae /ti |�pju�lidi/ noun a family of
insects including crane flies and their
larvae, leatherjackets, which destroy plant
roots
Tir CymenTir Cymen noun an agri-environmental
scheme for Wales, closed to new entrants
since 1998
Tir GofalTir Gofal noun an agri-environmental
scheme for Wales, established in 1999
tissue culturetissue culture noun 1. plant or animal
tissue grown in a culture medium 2. a
method of plant propagation which repro-
duces clones of the original plant on media
containing plant hormones
titletitle noun 1. the right to hold goods or
property 2. a document proving a right to
hold property
title deedstitle deeds plural noun documents
showing who is the owner of a property
TMRTMR abbreviation total mixed ration
toadstooltoadstool noun a fungus that resembles
an edible mushroom, but which may be
poisonous
tobacco mosaic virustobacco mosaic virus noun a virus
affecting both tobacco plants and tomatoes
tocopheroltocopherol /tɒ|�kɒfərɒl/ noun one of a
group of fat-soluble chemicals that make
up vitamin E (NOTE: It is particularly abun-
dant in vegetable oils and leafy green
vegetables.)
toe-intoe-in noun the shorter distance between
the bases of the front wheels of a tractor,
compared to their tops. Toe-in improves
steering performance and reduces wear on
the front tyres.
ToggenburgToggenburg /�tɒ�ənb���/ noun a small
Swiss breed of goat, which is pale brown in
colour with white markings on face, legs
and rump. In Britain it has been developed
into a larger, darker animal, which is a
good milker with a long lactation period.
tolerancetolerance noun the ability of an
organism to accept something, or not to
react to something � plants with frost toler-
ance
toleranttolerant adjective not reacting adversely
to something � a salt-tolerant plant
tolerant varietytolerant variety noun a variety of crop
which has been developed to withstand a
disease or attacks by certain pests
toleratetolerate verb not to react adversely to
something
tolerationtoleration /�tɒlə|�reiʃ(ə)n/ noun the
ability to tolerate something, or the act of
tolerating something � poor toleration of
high temperatures

tomatotomato noun an important food crop that
produces a round fruit with a bright red
skin and pulpy flesh with many seeds. The
ripe fruit are used in salads and many
cooked dishes, and also pressed to make
juice and sauces. Large quantities are also
canned.
tom turkeytom turkey noun a male turkey
tonton noun 1. a unit of measurement of
weight, equal to 1016kg. Also called long
ton 2. US a unit of measurement of weight,
equal to 907kg. Also called short ton
tonnetonne noun a unit of measurement of
weight, equal to 1000kg. Also called
metric ton
top dressingtop dressing noun a fertiliser applied to
a growing crop
topknottopknot /�tɒpnɒt/ noun a tuft of hair on
the top of an animal’s head, found in
certain breeds of cattle and sheep
top link sensortop link sensor noun the mechanism by
which most draught controls sense the
draught on a tractor implement. It uses the
top link of the three-point linkage.
toppertopper /�tɒpə/ noun a machine used to
cut the tops off sugar beet. � pasture
topper
topper unittopper unit noun a unit forming part of a
two- or three-stage system, with a chopper
and blower unit
toppingtopping noun the process of cutting the
leaves and stems from the sugar beet root.
It must be done accurately, as overtopping
reduces yield.
topstops plural noun leaves and stems of
plants such as sugar beet which are cut off
and used as fodder for cattle and sheep or
made into silage
top-saving attachmenttop-saving attachment noun an
attachment to a topper unit which collects
the tops of sugar beet after they have been
cut off
topsoiltopsoil /�tɒpsɔil/ noun the top layer of
soil, often containing organic material,
from which chemical substances are
washed by water into the subsoil below
total bacterial counttotal bacterial count noun a system of
calculating the strength of an infection by
counting the number of bacteria present in
a sample quantity of liquid taken from the
animal. Abbr TBC
total mixed rationtotal mixed ration noun a winter feed
for livestock involving mixing of concen-
trates with roughage and allowing the
animals free feeding of the mix. Abbr TMR
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ToulouseToulouse /�tu�lu�z/ noun a medium-
large grey and white breed of goose, which
originates in France
towtow verb to pull another wheeled vehicle
or implement
towbartowbar /�təυbɑ�/ noun a strong bar at the
back of a car or tractor, to which another
vehicle can be attached to be pulled along
tower silotower silo noun a tall circular tower used
for storing silage
Townshend, Viscount Townshend, Viscount (1674–1738)
an 18th-century Norfolk landowner. Nick-
named ‘Turnip’ Townshend, he did much
to make the Norfolk four-course rotation
system popular.
tox-tox- /tɒks/, toxi- /tɒksi/ prefix poison
toxaemiatoxaemia /tɒk|�si�miə/ noun blood
poisoning. � pregnancy toxaemia
toxictoxic adjective referring to a substance
that is poisonous or harmful to humans,
animals or the environment
toxicitytoxicity /tɒk|�sisiti/ noun the degree to
which a substance is poisonous or harmful
� They were concerned about the high level
of toxicity of the fumes.
toxico-toxico- /tɒksikəυ/ prefix poison
toxicologicaltoxicological /�tɒksikə |�lɒd�ik(ə)l/
adjective referring to toxicology � Irradi-
ated food presents no toxicological hazard
to humans.
toxicologisttoxicologist /�tɒksi |�kɒləd�ist/ noun a
scientist who specialises in the study of
poisons
toxicologytoxicology /�tɒksi|�kɒləd�i/ noun the
scientific study of poisons and their effects
on the human body
toxicosistoxicosis /�tɒksi |�kəυsis/ noun
poisoning
toxic substancetoxic substance noun a substance that
is poisonous or harmful to humans,
animals or the environment
toxintoxin noun a poisonous substance
produced by microorganisms. � mycotoxin
toxoplasmosistoxoplasmosis /�tɒksəυpl�z |�məυsis/
noun an infectious disease affecting ewes,
which causes pregnant animals to abort
t/pat/pa abbreviation tonnes per annum
TPOTPO abbreviation tree preservation order
tracetrace noun a very small amount of some-
thing � There are traces of radioactivity in
the sample.
traceabilitytraceability /�treisə|�biliti/ noun the
concept that each stage in the supply chain
from farm to consumer can be traced so

that the quality of the food can be guaran-
teed

‘A new survey has found Welsh food is
riding high among consumers who are
identifying and asking for local produce
when eating out – and seemingly do not
mind paying that little bit extra.
Commissioned by the Welsh
Development Agency and carried out by
Beaufort Research, the survey also
highlights the importance of traceability,
with consumers said to be increasingly
interested in the origin of their food.’
[Farmers Guardian]

trace elementtrace element noun a chemical element
that is essential to organic growth but only
in very small quantities

COMMENT: Plants require traces of cop-
per, iron, manganese and zinc. Humans
require the trace elements chromium,
cobalt, copper, magnesium, manga-
nese, molybdenum, selenium and zinc.

tracestraces plural noun side-straps or chains
by which a horse pulls a cart or implement
tracklayertracklayer /�tr�kleiə/, tracklaying
tractor noun a heavy-duty caterpillar
tractor, used mainly for earthmoving and
drainage work
tractortractor /�tr�ktə/ noun a heavy vehicle
with large wheels used for a range of tasks.
On farms it is mainly used for pulling culti-
vation and spraying equipment.

COMMENT: The general-purpose tractor
does most of the work on arable and live-
stock farms and may have either two- or
four-wheel drive. Lighter tractors, usually
two-wheel drive models, are used by
market gardeners. More powerful four-
wheel drive tractors are needed for
ploughing and heavy cultivation. The
heaviest tractors are tracklayers, or
‘crawlers’, which are used for very heavy
work and on heavy soils. Besides pulling
trailed implements such as balers, for-
age harvesters and drills, the tractor’s
hydraulic system can be used to raise
and lower mounted implements and
operate lifting and loading equipment.
The hydraulic system provides the
power for fertiliser spreaders, hedge
trimmers and a variety of other imple-
ments. Medium-sized tractors develop
40–60hp, while large models can
develop as much as 200hp. Very mod-
ern tractors have in-cab computers
which can tell the driver how much
ground has been covered, and how
much fuel has been used, and can even
advise on the gear which will give the
most economic use of fuel. In the UK,
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since 1970, all new tractors must be fit-
ted with an approved protective cab or
frame to prevent the driver being
crushed in accidents where the tractor
rolls over.

tractor-mounted loadertractor-mounted loader noun a
loader which is mounted on a tractor, and
not trailed
tractor vaporising oiltractor vaporising oil noun a fuel
formerly used in many tractors, but now
replaced by diesel oil. Abbr TVO
Trade Union Sustainable Development Advisory CommitteeTrade Union Sustainable Develop-
ment Advisory Committee noun a
forum for consultation on environmental
issues between the Government and the
main TUC-affiliated trade unions in the
UK. Abbr TUSDAC
trafficabilitytrafficability /�tr�fikə|�biliti/ noun the
ability of soil to take machinery or stock
without significant soil damage. It is
related to the soil water content.
trailtrail noun 1. a path or track � created a
new nature trail in the forest 2. a mark or
scent left by an animal � on the trail of a
badger � verb to pull another wheeled
vehicle or implement
trailed implementstrailed implements plural noun imple-
ments such as harrows which are pulled
behind a tractor. See Comment at mount
trailertrailer noun a machine used for carrying
purposes. Trailers are of the two-wheel or
four-wheel types, and are used for carrying
cereal and root crops, and for general use
on the farm.
trailingtrailing adjective referring to a plant
whose shoots lie on the ground
traintrain verb to make plants, especially fruit
trees and climbing plants, become a certain
shape, by attaching shoots to supports or
by pruning
tramlinetramline /�tr�mlain/ noun a path left
clear for the wheels of tractors to drive
over. They are used as guidemarks for
spraying and when applying fertiliser so
that damage to crops is kept to a minimum.
trans-trans- /tr�nz/ prefix through or across
transgenesistransgenesis /tr�nz|�d�enəsis/ noun
the process of transferring genetic material
from one organism to another
transgenictransgenic /tr�nz |�d�enik/ adjective 1.
referring to an organism into which genetic
material from a different species has been
transferred using the techniques of genetic
modification 2. referring to the techniques
of transferring genetic material from one
organism to another � noun an organism
produced by genetic modification

‘Meanwhile in New Zealand the
government has given the green light for
further research with transgenic cows,
despite objections from anti-GM and
green groups. The research is part of a long
term programme to develop milk capable
of treating multiple sclerosis.’ [Dairy
Farmer]

transhumancetranshumance /tr�ns |�hju�məns/
noun the practice of moving flocks and
herds up to high summer pastures and
bringing them down to a valley again in
winter
translaminar fungicidetranslaminar fungicide
/�tr�nzl�minə �f�ŋ�isaid/ noun a fungi-
cide that is absorbed into a plant’s system
through its leaves
translocatetranslocate /�tr�nslə|�keit/ verb to
move substances through the tissues of a
plant
translocated herbicidetranslocated herbicide noun a herbi-
cide that kills a plant after being absorbed
through its leaves
translocationtranslocation /�tr�nsləυ |�keiʃ(ə)n/
noun a movement of substances through
the tissues of a plant

‘Timing of application is crucial and must
be when the weed and grass are growing to
ensure good control and minimal check to
grass growth. Grass should not be grazed
for seven days or cut for 28 days after
application to allow translocation to take
place.’ [Dairy Farmer]

transmissible gastro-enteritistransmissible gastro-enteritis noun
a very infectious disease, which mainly
affects very young pigs. Abbr TGE
transmissible spongiform encephalopathytransmissible spongiform
encephalopathy noun the name given
to the group of spongiform encephalopa-
thies which affect animals or humans,
including scrapie and BSE. Abbr TSE
transmittransmit verb to pass on a disease to
another animal or plant � Some diseases
are transmitted by insects. (NOTE: trans-
mitting – transmitted)
transpirationtranspiration /�tr�nspi |�reiʃ(ə)n/ noun
1. the loss of water from a plant through its
stomata 2. the removal of moisture from
the soil by plant roots, which pass the
moisture up the stem to the leaves

COMMENT: Transpiration accounts for a
large amount of water vapour in the
atmosphere. A tropical rainforest will
transpire more water per square kilome-
tre than is evaporated from the same
area of sea. Clearance of forest has the
effect of reducing transpiration, with an
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accompanying change in climate: less
rain, leading to eventual desertification.

transpiretranspire verb (of a plant) to lose water
through stomata � In tropical rainforests,
up to 75% of rainfall will evaporate or
transpire into the atmosphere.
transplanttransplant noun 1. taking a growing
plant from one place and planting it in the
soil in another place 2. a plant taken from
one place and planted in the soil in another
place � verb to take a growing plant from
one place and plant it in the soil in another
place
transplantertransplanter /tr�ns |�plɑ�ntə/ noun a
machine for transplanting seedlings, espe-
cially used for planting brassicas

COMMENT: There are two types of trans-
planter. One is the hand-fed machine,
where a worker feeds seedlings into the
machine as it passes over the field. The
other is the automatic transplanter,
where seedlings are raised in special
containers and placed in the machine
before transplanting starts.

transporttransport noun 1. a system of moving
things from one place to another � road
and rail transport � an integrated trans-
port policy Also called transportation 2.
the activity of moving something from one
place to another (NOTE: Animal welfare
codes lay down rules on how animals and
birds should be treated during transport in
order to ensure that their health and
welfare is good.)
traytray noun a flat shallow container, usually
made of plastic, in which seeds can be
sown in a greenhouse
treetree noun a plant typically with one main
woody stem that may grow to a great
height
tree farmingtree farming noun the growing of trees
for commercial purposes

COMMENT: Schemes have been started
to grow trees on surplus agricultural land
to provide fuel for wood-burning power
stations. Farmers will be paid to plant
genetically engineered poplars and wil-
lows. 90,000 tonnes of dry wood are
expected each year. Grants are availa-
ble to cover some of the costs of estab-
lishing short rotation coppice as an
energy crop.

treelinetreeline /�tri�lain/ noun 1. a line at a
specific altitude, above which trees will not
grow � The slopes above the treeline were
covered with boulders, rocks and pebbles.
2. a line in the northern or southern hemi-

sphere, north or south of which trees will
not grow
tree nurserytree nursery noun a place where trees
are grown from seed until they are large
enough to be planted out
tree preservation ordertree preservation order noun an
order from a local government department
that prevents a tree from being cut down.
Abbr TPO
tree ringtree ring noun same as annual ring
tree stumptree stump noun a short section of the
trunk of a tree left in the ground with the
roots after a tree has been cut down
tree surgeontree surgeon noun a person who
specialises in the treatment of diseased or
old trees, by cutting or lopping branches
trefoiltrefoil /�tri�fɔil/ noun a leguminous plant,
the thin wiry form of a small-flowered
yellow clover, sometimes grown in pasture
mixtures. It is a useful catch crop, and
thrives in marshy acid soils.
trematodetrematode /�tremətəυd/ noun a fluke, a
parasitic flatworm
tremblestrembles noun same as louping-ill
trenchtrench noun a long narrow hole in the
ground
trenchingtrenching /�trenʃiŋ/ noun a method of
double digging which loosens the soil to a
depth of two feet, twice as deep as in plain
digging
trialtrial noun a test carried out to see if some-
thing works well
triazinetriazine /�traiəzi�n/ noun one of a group
of soil-acting herbicides, e.g. Atrazine and
Simazine. Maize is tolerant to these
substances. (NOTE: Triazines will no longer
be approved for use in the UK after
December 2007.)
triazoletriazole /�traiəzɒl/ noun one of a group
of systemic, protectant and curative fungi-
cides, e.g. tebuconazole or myclobutanil.
Triazoles can be used on a wide range of
crops.
trichinosistrichinosis /�triki|�nəυsis/, trichiniasis
/�triki |�naiəsis/ noun a disease caused by
infestation of the intestine by larvae of
roundworms or nematodes, which pass
round the body in the bloodstream and
settle in muscles. Pigs are usually infected
after eating raw swill.
trichlorophenoxyacetic acidtrichlorophenoxyacetic acid
/�traiklɔ�rəυfen |�ɒksiə |�setik ��sid/ noun
a herbicide which forms dioxin as a by-
product during the manufacturing process
and is effective against woody shrubs
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(NOTE: This herbicide is no longer
approved for use in the UK.)
TrichomonasTrichomonas /�trikə|�məυnəs/ noun a
species of long thin parasite which infests
the intestines. Trichomonas foetus is a
cause of infertility in cattle.
trickle irrigationtrickle irrigation, trickle system noun
same as drip irrigation
trifoliumtrifolium /trai |�fəυliəm/ noun the
crimson clover (Trifolium incarnatum), a
plant which does best on calcareous loams
and is grown after cereals as a catch crop.
It is planted in mixed herbage as a winter
annual for forage, particularly for sheep.
trifuralintrifuralin /trai|�flu�rəlin/ noun a
commonly used herbicide incorporated
into the soil before planting a wide range of
crops (NOTE: It is under review for with-
drawal from use in the European Union.)
trimtrim verb to cut off the end parts of some-
thing, e.g. the shoots from a bush or a
hedge, usually to give the object a neater
shape
trimmertrimmer /�trimə/ noun an implement for
trimming hedges
trimmingstrimmings /�trimiŋz/ plural noun small
pieces of vegetation which have been cut
off a hedge when trimming
trip devicetrip device noun a device used to sense
when a person is too close to a hazard and
isolate the hazard before contact can occur.
Trip devices can take the form of trip bars,
as used on some rotating arm bale wrap-
pers.
triple-purpose animaltriple-purpose animal noun a breed of
animal, usually cattle, which is used for
three purposes, i.e. for milk, for meat and
as a draught animal
tripodingtripoding /�traipɒdiŋ/ noun the process
of drying hay on a wooden frame in the
field. It is rarely practised in the UK, but
still common in some parts of Europe.
Tripoding is also used as a means of drying
out peas.
triticaletriticale /�triti |�keili/ noun a new cereal
hybrid of wheat and rye. It combines the
yield potential of wheat with the winter
hardiness and resistance to drought of rye.

COMMENT: Increasingly used in the UK,
triticale replaces winter and spring feed
barleys. It has a high level of disease
resistance and a reduced demand for
chemical fertiliser. The name is made up
from the Latin words for wheat (Triticum)
and rye (Secale).

TriticumTriticum /�tritikəm/ noun the Latin
name for wheat

trocartrocar /�trəυkɑ�/ noun a pointed rod
which slides inside a cannula to draw off
liquid or to puncture an animal’s stomach
to let gas escape, such as in the treatment of
bloat
TrondheimTrondheim /�trɒndhaim/ � Blacksided
Trondheim
tropicaltropical adjective referring to the tropics
� The disease is carried by a tropical
insect.
trottertrotter /�trɒtə/ noun a foot of a pig or
sheep
troughtrough noun 1. a long narrow area of low
pressure with cold air in it, leading away
from the centre of a depression 2. a long
narrow open wooden or metal container for
holding water or feed for livestock
trough spacetrough space noun the length of trough
that should be allowed per animal in an
enclosure, so that they each have space to
feed comfortably

‘Troughs should be no more than 500
metres apart, otherwise there is a risk that
the distance that the cow is required to
travel for a drink will impinge on
production. Trough space should be
sufficient to allow 15% of the herd to drink
at one time.’ [Farmers Guardian]

truck farmingtruck farming noun US a term used to
describe intensive vegetable cultivation at
a considerable distance from the urban
markets where the produce is sold
trugtrug /tr��/ noun a low fruit or garden
basket made of willow strips fastened to a
strong framework of ash or chestnut
trunktrunk noun the main woody stem of a tree
trusstruss /tr�s/ noun 1. a bundle of hay or
straw 2. a compact cluster or flowers or
fruit such as tomatoes
tryptophantryptophan /�triptəfn/ noun an essen-
tial amino acid
TSETSE abbreviation transmissible spongi-
form encephalopathy
tubertuber /�tju�bə/ noun a swollen under-
ground stem or root, which holds nutrients
and which has buds from which shoots
develop � A potato is the tuber of a potato
plant.

COMMENT: Potatoes, cassavas and
sweet potatoes are all tubers from which
new shoots develop.

tubercletubercle /�tju�bək(ə)l/ noun 1. a small
raised area on part of a plant or an animal
2. a small tuber
tuberculintuberculin /tjυ|�b��kjυlin/ noun a
substance which is derived from the
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culture of the tuberculosis bacillus and is
used to test cattle for the presence of tuber-
culosis
tuberculin testingtuberculin testing noun the testing of
cattle for the presence of bovine tubercu-
losis
tuberculosistuberculosis /tjυ |�b��kjυ|�ləυsis/ noun
an infectious disease caused by the tuber-
culosis bacillus, where infected lumps
form in tissue and which affects humans
and other animals. Cattle and pigs are more
commonly affected than other species. It is
a notifiable disease.

COMMENT: Tuberculosis in cattle has
been eradicated in the UK, by a policy of
tuberculin testing and the slaughter of
animals which react to the test. Bovine
tuberculosis is a notifiable disease and
can affect certain wild animals, in partic-
ular badgers. Infected badgers are
believed by some people to be able to
transmit the disease to cattle though this
has not been proved.

tuberoustuberous /�tju�bərəs/ adjective 1. like a
tuber 2. referring to a plant that grows from
a tuber
Tull, Jethro Tull, Jethro (1674–1740) an 18th-
century gentleman farmer. He invented the
mechanical seed drill and the horse-drawn
hoe.
tunneltunnel noun a long enclosure, covered
with a semicircular roof
tunnel clochetunnel cloche noun a long continuous
covering over rows of plants, usually made
of plastic
tunnel dryingtunnel drying noun a method of storage
drying of hay, where the bales are stacked
in the form of a tunnel over a central duct
through which unheated air is blown
tuptup /t�p/ noun an uncastrated male sheep
� verb to serve a ewe
turbaryturbary /�t��bəri/ noun a place where turf
or peat is dug for fuel
turfturf noun a surface earth covered with
grass, with its roots matted in the soil
turkeyturkey noun a large poultry bird raised for
meat (NOTE: The adult males are called
cocks or toms, the adult females are
hens.)
turnipturnip noun a brassica plant that has a
swollen root, is an important forage crop
and is also used as a vegetable

COMMENT: Turnips can be harvested by
machine and stored outdoors in clamps.
In milder areas they can be left growing
in the fields and used when needed. Tur-
nips are often grazed off in the field.

turnip-rooted cabbageturnip-rooted cabbage noun same as
kohlrabi
turn outturn out verb to put animals out to
pasture, after they have been kept indoors
during the winter � The ewes are turned
out in March.
turn out timeturn out time, turnout noun a season,
usually in the spring, when animals which
have been kept indoors during the winter
are let out to grass
TUSDACTUSDAC abbreviation Trade Union
Sustainable Development Advisory
Committee
tussock grasstussock grass noun a coarse grass
growing in tufts
TVOTVO abbreviation tractor vaporising oil
twice-a-daytwice-a-day noun a milking system in
which cows are milked two times a day
twigtwig noun a small woody growth from the
branch of a tree, bearing leaves, flowers or
fruit
twintwin noun one of two babies or animals
born at the same time from two ova ferti-
lised at the same time or from one ovum
that splits in two � twin embryos embryos
of twin young, used in ET
twinetwine /twain/ noun a strong string used
for binding bales � verb to coil round a
support
twin lamb diseasetwin lamb disease noun same as preg-
nancy toxaemia
twinningtwinning /�twiniŋ/ noun the act of giving
birth to twins
twintertwinter /�twintə/ noun a two-year-old
ewe
twisttwist noun a disease of cereals and
grasses which causes malformation of the
leaves and stalks due to the growth of
internal fungus. This may prevent the ear
emerging from its sheath (Dilophospora
alopecuri).
twitchtwitch noun 1. same as couch grass 2.
same as louping-ill
2,4-D2,4-D noun a herbicide that is absorbed
into a plant through its leaves and is espe-
cially effective against broadleaved weeds
growing in cereals
two-sward systemtwo-sward system noun grazing
system where the area being grazed is kept
separate from the area being conserved for
cutting
two-toothtwo-tooth noun a sheep showing two
permanent incisors, approximately 18
months old
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UU symbol Good (in the EUROP carcass
classification system)
udderudder noun the mammary gland of an
animal, which secretes milk. It takes the
form of a bag under the body of the animal
with teats from which the milk is sucked.

COMMENT: In the cow there are four
glands, each with a teat. In the ewe there
are two glands, each with a teat, and in
the sow there are two glands per teat
and from 12 to 20 teats.

udder oedemaudder oedema noun a livestock disease
in which the udder becomes swollen, prob-
ably due to increased pressure in the milk
vein around the time of calving. It can be
caused by excess sodium in diet.
ugliugli /���li/ a trademark for a citrus fruit
similar to a grapefruit, but of uneven shape
UHTUHT abbreviation 1. ultra heat treated 2.
ultra high temperature
UHT sterilisationUHT sterilisation noun sterilisation of
milk at very high temperatures. Milk
which has been treated in this way may be
stored for periods of up to one year.
UKASTAUKASTA abbreviation United Kingdom
Agricultural Supply Trade Association
UKBAPUKBAP abbreviation United Kingdom
Biodiversity Action Plan
UKEPRAUKEPRA abbreviation United Kingdom
Egg Producer Retailer Association
ulcerulcer noun an open sore in the skin or in
mucous membrane, which is inflamed and
difficult to heal
ulceratedulcerated /��lsəreitid/ adjective
covered with ulcers
ulcerationulceration /��lsə|�reiʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. a
condition where ulcers develop 2. the
development of an ulcer
UlmusUlmus /��lməs/ noun the Latin name for
elm
Ulster WhiteUlster White /��lstə �wait/ noun a breed
of pig popular for bacon production in

Northern Ireland. It is quite rare today,
having been replaced by the Large White.
ultra heat treatedultra heat treated adjective (of milk)
treated by sterilising at temperatures above
135°C, and then put aseptically into
containers. Ultra heat treated milk has a
much longer shelf-life than normal milk.
ultra high temperatureultra high temperature adjective
referring to something such as milk which
has undergone a process of sterilisation at
very high temperatures. Abbr UHT
ultramicroscopicultramicroscopic /�ltrə |�maikrə |

�skɒpik/ adjective too small to be seen
with a light microscope
ultrasonicsultrasonics /��ltrə |�sɒniks/ noun using
high-frequency sound waves to tell what is
below the skin of a live animal. By using
ultrasonics, it is possible to tell the amount
of fat layers and the muscle area.
umbelumbel /��mbəl/ noun a flower cluster in
which the flowers all rise on stalks from
the same point on the plant’s stem, e.g. on
a carrot or polyanthus
umbelliferumbellifer /�m|�belifə/ noun a plant
belonging to the Umbelliferae
UmbelliferaeUmbelliferae /��mbə |�lifəri/ noun a
family of herbs and shrubs, including
important food plants such as carrot,
parsnip and celery
umbelliferousumbelliferous /��mbə|�lifərəs/ adjec-
tive referring to a plant of the Umbelliferae
unavailable waterunavailable water noun water in the
soil which is held in the smallest soil pores
and so is not available for plants
uncastrateduncastrated /��nk� |�streitid/ adjective
referring to a male animal which has not
been castrated. Also called entire
unchittedunchitted /�n|�tʃitid/ adjective referring
to seed which has not been chitted
uncropped landuncropped land noun land on which
crops are not currently being grown or
have never been grown
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uncultivateduncultivated /�n|�k�ltiveitid/ adjective
not cultivated � uncultivated land and
semi-natural areas � The field was left
uncultivated over winter to allow ground-
nesting birds such as skylarks to nest and
rear young.
under-under- prefix 1. below or underneath 2.
less than or not as strong
undercoatundercoat /��ndəkəυt/ noun a coat of
fine hair under the main coat of some
animals
underdeveloped countriesunderdeveloped countries
/��ndədiveləpt �k�ntriz/ plural noun
countries which have not been industrial-
ised
under-drainunder-drain noun a drain under the
surface of the soil, e.g. a mole drain or pipe
drain
underfeedingunderfeeding /��ndə |�fi�diŋ/ noun the
action of giving an animal less feed than it
needs

‘Regular condition scoring has raised
awareness of underfeeding of cows in
early lactation, says Mr Ward. He also
points out that acidosis problems were not
helping.’ [Farmers Weekly]

undergrowthundergrowth noun shrubs and other
plants growing under large trees
undershot wheelundershot wheel /��ndəʃɒt �wi�l/
noun a type of waterwheel where the wheel
rests in the flow of water which passes
underneath it and makes it turn. Compare
overshot wheel (NOTE: It is not as efficient
as an overshot wheel where the water falls
on the wheel from above.)
undersowundersow /��ndəsəυ/ verb to sow a
grass mixture after an arable crop has
established, so that both develop at the
same time. Cereals are most often used as
cover crops.
understoreyunderstorey /��ndəstɔ�ri/ noun the
lowest layer of small trees and shrubs in a
wood, below the canopy
undulant feverundulant fever /��ndjυlənt �fi�və/
noun same as brucellosis
unenclosed landunenclosed land /��ninləυzd �l�nd/
noun an area of land without any walls or
fences round it
UNEPUNEP abbreviation United Nations Envi-
ronment Programme
UngulataUngulata /��ŋ�ju� |�lɑ�tə/ plural noun
grazing animals which have hoofs, e.g.
cattle, sheep, goats and horses
ungulateungulate /��ŋ�jυleit/ adjective having
hoofs (NOTE: Ungulates are divided into
two groups, odd-toed such as horses or

even-toed such as cows.) � noun a grazing
animal that has hooves, e.g. a horse
unheatedunheated /�n|�hi�tid/ adjective referring
to something which is not heated
unheated glasshouseunheated glasshouse, cold glass-
house noun a glasshouse with no heating
unimprovedunimproved /��nim |�pru�vd/ adjective
referring to land which has not been well
looked after, and has not been improved by
fertilising and proper husbandry
unionunion noun the point of contact between
a scion and stock in a grafted fruit tree
unisexualunisexual /�ju�ni |�seksjuəl/ adjective
describes a plant which has either male or
female flowers, but not both
unitunit noun 1. a component of something
larger 2. a quantity or amount used as a
standard, accepted measurement � The
internationally agreed unit of pressure is
the millibar.
unit costunit cost noun the cost of one item,
calculated as the total product cost divided
by the number of units produced
United Kingdom Agricultural Supply Trade AssociationUnited Kingdom Agricultural
Supply Trade Association noun
former name for Agricultural Industries
Confederation
United Kingdom Biodiversity Action PlanUnited Kingdom Biodiversity
Action Plan noun the United Kingdom’s
response to the Convention on Biological
Diversity in 1992, which contains plans to
conserve threatened species and habitats.
Abbr UKBAP
United Nations Environment ProgrammeUnited Nations Environment
Programme noun an organisation which
promotes international cooperation in the
sustainable use of resources. Abbr UNEP
United States Department of AgricultureUnited States Department of Agri-
culture noun a department of the US
federal government, which deals with agri-
cultural matters. Abbr USDA
unit of accountunit of account noun a currency used
for calculating the EU budget and farm
prices
unit of fertiliserunit of fertiliser noun 1% of one
hundredweight
unnecessary pain, unnecessary distressunnecessary pain, unnecessary
distress noun any suffering caused to
livestock which can and should be avoided,
instances of which will cause a farm to fail
quality and subsidy-related inspections.
Abbr UPUD
unpairedunpaired /�n |�peəd/ adjective referring
to a chromosome which is not associated
with another chromosome of the same type
� an unpaired X chromosome in males
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unpalatableunpalatable /�n|�p�lətəb(ə)l/ adjective
having an unpleasant taste
unpasteurisedunpasteurised /�n |�p�stʃəraizd/,
unpasteurized adjective referring to
something such as milk which has not been
pasteurised � Unpasteurised milk can
carry bacilli.
unploughed landunploughed land /��nplaυd �l�nd/
noun land which has not been ploughed
unsaturated fatunsaturated fat noun a fat which does
not have a large amount of hydrogen and so
can be broken down more easily
unthriftyunthrifty /�n|�θrifti/ adjective not
thriving or not growing well
untreated milkuntreated milk /�n|�tri�tid milk/ noun
milk which has not been treated and which
is sold direct from the farm to the public
(NOTE: In the UK this is called ‘green top
milk’ and sales are now banned.)
unweanedunweaned /�n|�wi�nd/ adjective refer-
ring to a young animal which has not yet
been weaned
upgradeupgrade verb to make improvements to a
herd by repeated crossing with superior
males
uplandupland /��plənd/ noun an inland area of
high land � The uplands have different
ecosystems from the lowlands. � adjective
referring to an upland � upland farming
upland cropupland crop noun a crop that is grown in
hilly areas
upland farmupland farm noun same as hill farm
uptakeuptake noun the taking in of trace
elements or nutrients by a plant or animal

‘Poor rooting is responsible for poor
nutrient uptake and drought stress during
the growing season. This phenomenon is
not unique to just direct drilled crops, but
the system exaggerates the problems
which can be diluted by tillage.’ [Arable
Farming]

UPUDUPUD abbreviation unnecessary pain,
unnecessary distress
urban fringeurban fringe noun an area of land use
where the urban activities meet the rural,
usually a source of conflict between towns-
people and farmers
ureaurea /jυ |�ri�ə/ noun a popular fertiliser
used as a top dressing to supply nitrogen.
Formula: CO(NH2)2.
uric aciduric acid /�jυərik ��sid/ noun a chem-
ical compound which is formed from
nitrogen in waste products from the body
urineurine noun a liquid secreted as waste
from an animal’s body
UrticaceaeUrticaceae /���ti |�keisii�/ noun a family
of shrubs and herbs with stinging leaves
such as the common stinging nettle (Urtica
dioica)
urticariaurticaria /���ti |�keəriə/ noun an allergic
reaction, e.g. to injections or certain foods,
where the skin forms irritating reddish
patches
uterusuterus noun an organ inside which the
eggs or young of animals develop (NOTE: In
humans and other mammals it is often
called the womb and has strong muscles to
push the baby out at birth.)
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vaccinatevaccinate verb to use a vaccine to give a
person immunisation against a specific
disease � She was vaccinated against
smallpox as a child.
vaccinationvaccination /�v�ksi |�neiʃ(ə)n/ noun the
action of vaccinating someone against a
disease. � immunisation (NOTE: Originally
the words vaccination and vaccine
applied only to smallpox immunisation, but
they are now used for immunisation
against any disease)
vaccinevaccine noun a substance which contains
the germs of a disease, used to inoculate or
vaccinate someone against it � The vet is
waiting for a new batch of vaccine to come
from the laboratory. � New vaccines are
being developed all the time.

COMMENT: A vaccine contains the germs
of the disease, sometimes alive and
sometimes dead, and this is injected into
the animal so that its body will develop
immunity to the disease. The vaccine
contains antigens, and these provoke
the body to produce antibodies, some of
which remain in the bloodstream for a
very long time and react against the
same antigens if they enter the body nat-
urally at a later date when the animal is
exposed to the disease.

vacciniavaccinia /v�k|�siniə/ noun same as
cowpox (technical)
vacuum silagevacuum silage noun silage placed in
large polythene bags, usually by a baler
specially adapted for this purpose. Air is
excluded, so preventing the development
of moulds and the green crop is conserved
in succulent form.
vagal indigestionvagal indigestion /�vei�(ə)l
�indid�estʃ(ə)n/ noun a disease of live-
stock due to malfunction of the vagus
nerve which controls the activity of the
stomach and intestines
valinevaline /�veili�n/ noun an essential amino
acid

value addedvalue added noun the difference
between the cost of the materials
purchased to produce a product and the
final selling price of the finished product
(NOTE: In agriculture, activities that add
value include butchering, milling wheat or
turning milk into cheese.)
vanillavanilla noun a tropical climbing plant
(Vanilla planiolia) which produces long
pods, used for flavouring in confectionery
variable premiumvariable premium noun an extra
payment which varies according to
production quality
variantvariant noun a specimen of a plant or
animal that is different from the usual type
variant CJDvariant CJD noun a form of Creutzfeldt-
Jakob disease which was observed first in
the 1980s, especially affecting younger
people. Abbr vCJD
variegatedvariegated /�veəriə�eitid/ adjective
referring to a plant with different-coloured
patches
variegationvariegation /�veəri |��eiʃ(ə)n/ noun a
phenomenon in some plants where two or
more colours occur in patches on the leaves
or flowers
varietalvarietal /və |�raiətəl/ noun a variety of
cultivated plant such as a grapevine
varietyvariety noun a named cultivated plant � a
new variety of wheat Also called cultivar
vasectomisevasectomise /və|�sektəmaiz/, vasect-
omize verb to perform a vasectomy on an
animal
vasectomyvasectomy noun an operation to cut the
duct which takes sperm from the testicles,
so making the animal infertile
vCJDvCJD abbreviation variant CJD
vealveal noun meat of a young calf fed solely
on a milk diet, slaughtered between three
and fifteen weeks old
veal crate systemveal crate system noun an intensive
method of veal production, where calves
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are kept in crates. It was abandoned in the
UK, but is still practised elsewhere.
vectorvector /�vektə/ noun an insect or animal
which carries a disease or parasite and can
pass it to other organisms � The tsetse fly is
a vector of sleeping sickness.

‘Despite their leanings towards infected
milk Defra still cannot rule out pigs eating
infected wildlife as source of the infection
– badgers are well known to be vectors of
the disease, as are deer.’ [Farmers
Guardian]

veerveer verb 1. (of the wind) to change in a
clockwise direction, in the northern hemi-
sphere � Winds veer and increase with
height ahead of a warm front. Opposite
back 2. to change direction, especially as
in an uncontrolled movement � The
aircraft veered off the runway into the
grass.
vegetablevegetable noun a plant grown for food,
especially plants grown for leaves, roots or
pods or seeds that are usually cooked �
Green vegetables are a source of dietary
fibre.

COMMENT: The main vegetable crops
being grown on a field scale are broad,
green and navy beans, vining and dried
peas, Brussels sprouts, cabbages, car-
rots, cauliflowers, celery, onions, turnips
and swedes and potatoes. In 2005,
139,010 hectares of potatoes and
48,043 hectares of other vegetables
were cultivated for human consumption
in England and Wales.

vegetable oilsvegetable oils plural noun oils obtained
from plants and their seeds, which are low
in saturated fats
vegetable proteinvegetable protein noun protein
obtained from cereals, oilseeds, pulses,
green vegetables and roots, which provides
for the feeding requirements of both
humans and livestock
vegetarianvegetarian noun a person who does not
eat meat � adjective referring to vegetar-
ians or their diet � He is on a vegetarian
diet.
vegetationvegetation noun 1. plants that are
growing � The vegetation was destroyed by
fire. � Very little vegetation is found in the
Arctic regions. 2. the set of plants that is
found in a particular area � He is studying
the vegetation of the island.
vegetativevegetative /�ved�itətiv/ adjective refer-
ring to plants � The loss of vegetative cover
increases the accumulation of carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere.

vegetative propagationvegetative propagation noun the arti-
ficial reproduction of plants by taking
cuttings or by grafting, not by seed
venisonvenison noun meat from deer
ventilateventilate verb to cause air to pass in and
out of a place freely
ventilationventilation noun the process of air
passing in and out of a place freely � A
constant supply of air for ventilation
purposes is always available from the air
conditioning system.
ventilatorventilator /�ventileitə/ noun a device
that causes fresh air to pass into a room or
building
ventricleventricle /�ventrik(ə)l/ noun 1. a
chamber of the heart that receives blood
from the atria and pumps it to the arteries
2. one of the cavities of the vertebrate brain
that connects with the others and contains
cerebrospinal fluid
verandahverandah /və |�r�ndə/ noun a type of
housing for poultry or pigs with a slatted or
wire floor, through which the droppings
fall
vergeverge noun 1. the edge or boundary of
something 2. an area of grass and other
plants at the side of a road � Roadside
verges, especially motorway verges, offer
security from human disturbance, and the
wildlife quickly adapts to the noise and
wind generated by passing vehicles.
vermicidevermicide /�v��misaid/ noun a
substance that kills worms
vermiculitevermiculite /v�� |�mikju�lait/ noun a
substance that is a form of silica processed
into small pieces. It is used instead of soil
in horticulture because it retains moisture.
vermifugevermifuge /�v��mifju�d�/ noun a
substance used to get rid of parasitic
worms in the intestines of livestock
verminvermin noun 1. an organism that is
regarded as a pest � Vermin such as rats are
often carriers of disease. � pest (NOTE: The
word vermin is usually treated as plural.)
2. insects such as lice which live on other
animals as parasites
vernalvernal /�v��n(ə)l/ adjective referring to
the spring
vernalisationvernalisation /�v��nəlai |�zeiʃ(ə)n/,
vernalization noun 1. a requirement by
some plants for a period of cold in order to
develop normally 2. the technique of
making a seed germinate early by refriger-
ating it for a time
verroaverroa /və|�rəυə/ noun a disease which
affects bees
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vertebratevertebrate /�v��tibrət/ noun an animal
that has a backbone � adjective referring to
animals that have a backbone � compare
(all senses) invertebrate
vertical-looking radarvertical-looking radar noun radar
equipment used for analysis of features
such as insect populations and movement.
Abbr VLR
verticillium wiltverticillium wilt /�v��ti|�siliəm �wilt/
noun a plant disease caused by a fungus,
which makes leaves become yellow and
wilt. It is a notifiable disease of hops, and
also a serious disease in lucerne and
clovers.
vetvet noun same as veterinary surgeon
vetchvetch /vetʃ/ noun a leguminous plant
(Vicia sativa). Vetches can be sown with
oats as an arable silage. Also called tare
veterinarianveterinarian /�vet(ə)ri |�neəriən/ noun
US same as veterinary surgeon
veterinaryveterinary adjective referring to the care
of sick animals
Veterinary Investigation Diagnosis AnalysisVeterinary Investigation Diag-
nosis Analysis noun a method of data
recording and retrieval for veterinary diag-
nostic laboratories. Abbr VIDA
Veterinary Laboratories AgencyVeterinary Laboratories Agency
noun an executive agency of Defra which
diagnoses, tracks and researches disease in
animals. Abbr VLA
Veterinary Medicines DirectorateVeterinary Medicines Directorate
noun an executive agency of Defra which
regulates the development and use of veter-
inary medicines. Abbr VMD
veterinary scienceveterinary science noun the scientific
study of diseases of animals and their treat-
ment
veterinary surgeonveterinary surgeon noun a person
who is qualified to give medical treatment
to animals
Veterinary Surveillance StrategyVeterinary Surveillance Strategy
noun a 10-year initiative by Defra to
monitor animal diseases in farms, so that
the information can be used to plan future
health and welfare practices
V-graftV-graft noun a method of grafting, where
the stem of the stock is trimmed to a point,
and the stem of the cutting is split to allow
it to be fitted over the point of the stock
VIVI abbreviation Voluntary Initiative
vibriosisvibriosis /�vibri|�əυsis/ noun a venereal
disease in cattle which leads to a high inci-
dence of infertility and abortion. It can be
prevented by vaccination.
vicevice noun a bad habit in an animal, e.g.
the habit of biting other animals’ tails

ViciaVicia /�visiə/ noun the Latin name for
beans such as broad beans
VictoriaVictoria /vik|�tɔ�riə/ noun � plum
VIDAVIDA abbreviation Veterinary Investiga-
tion Diagnosis Analysis
vigorousvigorous adjective growing strongly �
Plants put out vigorous shoots in a warm
damp atmosphere.

‘Tight grazing is the cheapest and most
effective way to encourage tillering,
particularly during spells of rapid growth.
Keep grazing down to 4–5cm to encourage
tillers and give grass a competitive
advantage over less vigorous grasses and
weeds.’ [Farmers Guardian]

vigourvigour noun strength and energy (NOTE:
The US spelling is vigor.)
vinevine noun 1. a plant that supports itself by
climbing up something or creeping along a
surface 2. a flexible stem of a vine plant 3.
same as grapevine
vine cropsvine crops plural noun crops (Cucur-
bitaceae) such as cucumber, marrow,
gourds and melons, which are annuals and
produce long trailing shoots and heavy
fleshy fruit
vinerviner /�vainə/ noun a machine for
harvesting vining peas
vineyardvineyard noun a plantation of grapevines
viningvining /�vainiŋ/ noun the harvesting of
peas for processing
vining peasvining peas plural noun peas used for
canning or freezing
violet root rotviolet root rot noun a common disease
of sugar beet in which a violet-coloured
fungus (Helicobasadium purpureum)
grows on the surface of the root. It lowers
sugar content of the plant.
viralviral adjective referring to or caused by a
virus � a viral disease
viral strikeviral strike noun any apparently new
virus disease, borne by wind or vectors,
which travels through a wide area causing
devastating effects for a time, especially in
large livestock units
virginvirgin adjective in its natural state,
untouched by humans � Virgin rainforest
was being cleared at the rate of 1000
hectares per month.
virgin landvirgin land noun land which has never
been cultivated
virusvirus noun a microorganism consisting of
a nucleic acid surrounded by a protein coat
which can only develop in other cells, and
often destroys them
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COMMENT: Viruses produce disease in
man, animals and plants. Many common
diseases such as measles or the com-
mon cold are caused by viruses; viral
diseases cannot be treated with antibiot-
ics, which only destroy bacteria. Viruses
can be transmitted from one animal to
another, reproducing the same disease.
Insects, particularly aphids, transmit cer-
tain virus diseases in plants.

virus pneumoniavirus pneumonia noun � enzootic
pneumonia
virus yellowsvirus yellows noun a disease of sugar
beet and mangolds as a result of which the
leaves turn yellow and the sugar content is
greatly reduced. Crops are most at risk
when virus-carrying aphids infest the
plants at the two-leaf stage.
visceraviscera /�visərə/ plural noun the internal
organs, in particular the intestines and
other contents of the abdomen
vitaminvitamin noun a substance not produced in
the body, but found in most foods, and
needed for good health

COMMENT: Vitamins are a group of chem-
ical compounds found in a variety of
foodstuffs, which are necessary for the
healthy regulation of physical processes
in an animal’s body. Vitamin deficiencies
in animals can cause serious health
problems and, once identified, can be
cured by the use of mineral supplements
either as an individual simple substance
or by complex mixtures added to normal
rations and supplied according the ani-
mals’ needs.

vitamin Avitamin A noun a vitamin which is
soluble in fat and can be synthesised in the
body from precursors, but is mainly found
in food such as liver, vegetables, eggs and
cod liver oil. Also called retinol

COMMENT: Lack of Vitamin A affects the
body’s growth and resistance to disease
and can cause night blindness. The pri-
mary source of this vitamin is the green
plant. It is of great importance for dairy
cows: lack of the vitamin leads to retar-
dation of growth in young stock and in
adult animals appears to lower their
resistance to infectious diseases.

vitamin Bvitamin B1 noun a vitamin found in
yeast, liver, cereals and pork. Also called
thiamine
vitamin Bvitamin B2 noun a vitamin found in eggs,
liver, green vegetables, milk and yeast.
Also called riboflavin
vitamin Bvitamin B6 noun a vitamin found in
meat, cereals and molasses. Also called
pyridoxine

vitamin Bvitamin B12 noun a water-soluble
vitamin found especially in liver, milk and
eggs but not in vegetables, and important
for blood formation, nerve function, and
growth. Also called cyanocobalamin
(NOTE: A deficiency of B12 causes perni-
cious anaemia.)
vitamin B complexvitamin B complex noun a group of
vitamins which are soluble in water,
including folic acid, pyridoxine and ribo-
flavine
vitamin Cvitamin C noun a vitamin which is
soluble in water and is found in fresh fruit,
especially oranges and lemons, raw vege-
tables and liver. Also called ascorbic acid
(NOTE: Lack of vitamin C can cause
anaemia and scurvy.)
vitamin Dvitamin D noun a vitamin which is
soluble in fat, and is found in butter, eggs
and fish (NOTE: It is also produced by the
skin when exposed to sunlight. Vitamin D
helps in the formation of bones, and lack of
it causes rickets in children.)
vitamin Evitamin E noun a vitamin found in vege-
tables, vegetable oils, eggs and wholemeal
bread
vitamin Kvitamin K noun a vitamin found in green
vegetables such as spinach and cabbage,
which helps the clotting of blood and is
needed to activate prothrombin
viticultureviticulture /�vitik�ltʃə/ noun the culti-
vation of grapes
viviparousviviparous /vi|�vipərəs/ adjective 1.
referring to an animal such as a mammal or
some fish that give birth to live young.
Compare oviparous 2. reproducing by
buds that form plantlets while still attached
to the parent plant or by seeds that germi-
nate within a fruit
VLAVLA abbreviation Veterinary Laboratories
Agency
VLRVLR abbreviation vertical-looking radar
VMDVMD abbreviation Veterinary Medicines
Directorate
VOCVOC abbreviation volatile organic
compound
volatile oilsvolatile oils plural noun concentrated
oils from a scented plant used in cosmetics
or as antiseptics
volatile organic compoundvolatile organic compound noun an
organic compound which evaporates at a
relatively low temperature. Abbr VOC
(NOTE: Volatile organic compounds such
as ethylene, propylene, benzene and
styrene contribute to air pollution.)
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Voluntary Initiative

Voluntary Initiative noun a five year
programme of measures aimed at mini-
mising the environmental impact of crop
protection products. It was introduced in
2003 under agreement between the agri-
culture industry and the government to
prevent the introduction of a pesticide tax.
Abbr VI
voluntary restraint agreement

voluntary restraint agreement noun
an agreement by which farmers agree not
to spray in windy conditions. Such agree-
ments are not legally binding. Abbr VRA

volunteervolunteer, volunteer plant noun a plant
that has grown by natural propagation, as
opposed to having been planted � Volun-
teer cereals are a problem in establishing
oilseed rape.
vomiting and wasting diseasevomiting and wasting disease noun
a disease of piglets, symptoms of which
include vomiting and loss of appetite
VRAVRA abbreviation voluntary restraint
agreement
VulgareVulgare /v�l |��ɑ�ris/, Vulgaris adjective
a Latin word meaning ‘common’, often
used in plant names
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wageswages plural noun money paid to an
employee for work done
wall barley grasswall barley grass noun a weed
(Hordeum murinum) found in grassland
walnutwalnut noun a hardwood tree of the genus
Juglans, with edible nuts. The timber is
used in furniture making.
WAOSWAOS abbreviation Welsh Agricultural
Organisation Society
warble flywarble fly noun a parasitic fly whose
larvae infest cattle. Infestation by warble
fly is a notifiable disease.

COMMENT: Eggs of warble flies are laid
on the legs or bellies of cattle. On hatch-
ing, the maggots burrow into the skin
and cause swellings on the back of the
animal. When adult, the maggots leave
the body through the skin and fall to the
ground to pupate. They cause severe
irritation, loss of condition and in young
animals may cause death.

warbleswarbles /�wɔ�b(ə)lz/ plural noun swell-
ings on the backs of cattle caused by the
warble fly
ware growersware growers plural noun farmers who
grow potatoes for consumption, not for
seed
ware potatoesware potatoes plural noun potatoes
grown for human consumption, as opposed
to those grown for seed

COMMENT: Ware potatoes are used in
many ways: for crisps, chips, canning
and dehydration. Good quality ware
potatoes should not be damaged or dis-
eased, should not be green in colour,
and should be between 40 and 80mm in
size.

warfarinwarfarin /�wɔ�f(ə)rin/ noun a substance
used to poison rats, to which many rats in
some areas are now resistant
warpingwarping /�wɔ�piŋ/ noun a farming prac-
tice which permits a river to flood low-
lying land to cover it with silt in which
crops will be grown

wartwart noun a small often infectious
growth, caused by a virus, that appears on
the skin of an animal, or a similar growth
on a plant
wart diseasewart disease noun a notifiable disease
of potatoes, in which warts appear on the
surface of the tubers, and develop into
large eruptions which may become larger
than the potatoes themselves
WASKWASK abbreviation Welfare of Animals
(Slaughter or Killing) Regulations 1995
wastewaste noun material that is thrown away
by people or is an unwanted by-product of
a process � household waste � industrial
waste � adjective without a specific use
and unwanted � Waste products are
dumped in the sea. � Waste matter is
excreted by the body in the faeces or urine.
� verb to use more of something than is
needed

‘There are estimated to be 300000 tonnes
of non-natural wastes produced on
agricultural holdings in England and
Wales each year. These include a wide
range of materials such as waste
packaging, silage plastics, metal, tyres,
oils and animal health products.
(Agricultural Waste: Opportunities for
Change. Information from the
Agricultural Waste Stakeholders’ Forum
2003)’

wastelandwasteland noun an area of land that is no
longer used for agriculture or for any other
purpose � Overgrazing has produced
wastelands in Central Africa.
waste limewaste lime noun lime obtained from
industrial concerns after it has been used as
a purifying material
waterwater noun a liquid which forms rain,
rivers, lakes and the sea and which makes
up a large part of the bodies of organisms.
Formula: H2O. � verb to give water to a
plant
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COMMENT: Water is essential to plant and
animal life. Water pollution can take
many forms: the most common are dis-
charges from industrial processes,
household sewage and the runoff of
chemicals used in agriculture.

water abstractionwater abstraction noun the diversion
or removal of water from any surface or
underground source for some purpose,
such as for irrigation
Water Act 1989Water Act 1989 noun an Act of Parlia-
ment which made it an offence to cause a
discharge of poisonous, noxious or
polluting matter or solid matter to any
controlled water under the responsibility of
the National Rivers Authority. Controls are
also in force to ensure that silage, slurry
and fuel oil installations are of adequate
standard.
water balancewater balance noun 1. a state in which
the water lost in an area by evaporation or
by runoff is replaced by water received in
the form of rain 2. a state in which the
water lost by the body in urine and perspi-
ration or by other physiological processes
is balanced by water absorbed from food
and drink
waterbowlwaterbowl /�wɔ�təbəυl/ noun a
container for water in a stable or loose-box
water buffalowater buffalo noun a large buffalo with
a grey-black coat and long backward-
sloping horns (Bubalus bubalis), which is
kept for its meat and used as a draught
animal especially in Asia
water catchmentwater catchment noun the act of rain-
water being collected in a place, whether
naturally (in a surface pool) or deliberately
(using a water catchment system)
watercoursewatercourse /�wɔ�təkɔ�s/ noun a
stream, river, canal or other flow of water
waterfowlwaterfowl /�wɔ�təfaυl/ plural noun birds
which spend much of their time on water,
e.g. ducks
Water Framework DirectiveWater Framework Directive noun a
basis for future policy decisions in the
European Union, setting objectives for
water use and management and waste
water disposal. Abbr WFD
waterloggedwaterlogged adjective referring to soil
that is saturated with water and so cannot
keep oxygen between its particles (NOTE:
Most plants cannot grow in waterlogged
soil.)
water managementwater management noun the careful
and appropriate use of water
water meadowwater meadow noun a grassy field near
a river, which is often flooded

water melonwater melon noun a plant of the genus
Citrullus vulgaris with large green fruit
with watery pink flesh
water meterwater meter noun a device that records
the amount of water that passes through a
pipe, e.g. to monitor the water intake of
animals
water millwater mill noun a mill which is driven by
the power of a stream of water which turns
a large wheel
watershedwatershed noun a natural dividing line
between the sources of river systems,
dividing one catchment area from another
water-solublewater-soluble adjective able to dissolve
in water
water tablewater table noun the area below the soil
surface at which the ground is saturated
with water
waterwheelwaterwheel /�wɔ�təwi�l/ noun a wheel
with wooden steps or buckets that is turned
by the flow of water against it and itself
turns machinery such as a mill wheel or an
electric generator. � overshot wheel,
undershot wheel

COMMENT: Waterwheels have two pur-
poses. When placed over a moving
stream, the wheel is turned by the pres-
sure of the moving current and so drives
machinery, as in a watermill. In the sec-
ond case, the wheel is also placed over
a moving stream, but the water collects
in the buckets on the wheel, which, as it
turns, raises the full buckets and tips the
water into an irrigation channel.

watery mouthwatery mouth noun a disease affecting
new-born lambs
WATOWATO abbreviation Welfare of Animals
(Transport) Order 1997
wattlewattle /�wɒt(ə)l/ noun 1. rods and twigs
woven together to make a type of fence 2.
a piece of fleshy skin hanging down below
the throat of birds such as the turkey
weanwean verb to remove a young animal
from the milk source of its mother.
Weaning is common at 5 weeks.
weanerweaner /�wi�nə/ noun a young animal
which has been weaned, especially a
young pig
weatherweather noun daily atmospheric condi-
tions such as sunshine, wind and precipita-
tion in an area � verb to change the state of
soil or rock through the action of natural
agents such as rain, sun, frost or wind or by
artificially produced pollutants
weatheringweathering noun the alteration of the
state of soil or rock through the action of
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natural agents such as rain, sun, frost or
wind or by artificially produced pollutants
weatings

weatings /�wi�tiŋz/ plural noun a by-
product of milling wheat, made up of brans
of various particle sizes and varying
amounts of attached endosperm, which is
used as a feedingstuff. Also called wheat-
ings
web conveyor

web conveyor noun a machine used to
move material along a moving web; found
on all types of harvesters and some
processing machines
wedge

wedge noun � Dorset wedge silage
weed

weed noun a plant that grows where it is
not wanted, e.g. a poppy in a wheat field
(NOTE: Some weeds are cultivated plants,
for example oilseed rape growing in hedge-
rows.)

COMMENT: Weeds compete with crops
for nutrients and water; the presence of
weeds can lower the quality of a crop
and often make it more difficult to har-
vest. Some weeds may taint milk when
eaten by cows and some are poisonous
and can affect livestock. Weeds also
harbour pests and diseases which can
spread to crops. Chemical control of
weeds is an additional cost, but weeds
can be controlled by good rotations and
tillage treatment.

weed beet

weed beet noun a type of beet which is
regarded as a weed because it produces
seeds as opposed to roots which can be
harvested. Weed beet affects sugar beet
crops and can harbour rhizomania. It is
controlled by limiting bolters and so
preventing cross-pollination. The most
effective control is by hand-pulling bolters.
weedkiller

weedkiller /�wi�dkilə/ noun same as
herbicide
weevil

weevil /�wi�v(ə)l/ noun a kind of beetle
which feeds on grain, nuts, fruit and leaves.
The larvae of grain beetles feed on the
stored grain where they also pupate.
Weil’s disease

Weil’s disease /�weilz di|�zi�z/ noun a
sometimes fatal disease of humans caused
by Leptospira bacteria, caught from the
urine of infected cattle or rats
welfare

welfare noun the fact of being happy,
healthy and well-looked-after
welfare code

welfare code noun an official set of
rules for making sure that animals are
healthy and happy in a particular situation,
e.g. in quarantine, or when being trans-
ported

welfare legislationwelfare legislation noun a law or set of
laws that makes it illegal to cause harm or
distress to animals while caring for them
Welfare of Animals Order 1997Welfare of Animals (Transport)
Order 1997 noun a piece of legislation
which sets out the minimum standard of
welfare for animal in transport, including
guidelines on vehicle condition, journey
times and necessary documentation. Abbr
WATO (NOTE: New EU legislation on
animal welfare in transport is due come
into force in 2007.)
Welfare of Animals Regulations 1995Welfare of Animals (Slaughter or
Killing) Regulations 1995 noun a
piece of legislation which sets out rules
under which animals should be slaughtered
or killed, including making it an offence to
cause unnecessary pain or distress during
the slaughter process. Abbr WASK (NOTE:
The original regulations from 1995 have
been regularly updated, including updates
in 1999, 2000 and 2003.)
Welfare of Farmed Animals Regulations 2000Welfare of Farmed Animals
(England) Regulations 2000 noun a
piece of legislation which sets out guide-
lines for the humane treatment of animals
on farms, including separate schedules on
the treatment specific types of animals
such as laying hens, cattle or pigs (NOTE:
This legislation also requires that anyone
attending to farm animals should have full
knowledge of the relevant animal welfare
code for that type of animal. Similar pieces
of legislation are also in place for Scotland,
Wales and Northern Ireland.)
wellwell noun a hole dug in the ground to the
level of the water table, from which water
can be removed by a pump or bucket
WelshWelsh adjective referring to a breed of
pig, white in colour, with lop ears. It is one
of the older breeds of British pig.
Welsh blackWelsh black noun a hardy dual-purpose
breed of cattle formed when the northern
Anglesey strain was bred with the Castle-
martin strain. Welsh blacks produce a
reasonable milk yield and very lean meat.
Welsh half bredWelsh half bred noun a cross between
a border Leicester ram and a Welsh moun-
tain ewe
Welsh mountainWelsh mountain noun a hardy breed of
sheep, well adapted to wet conditions. The
animals are small with white faces and
very fine fleece, and only the rams have
horns.
Welsh muleWelsh mule noun a cross between a
Blue-faced Leicester and a ewe of one of
the Welsh mountain breeds
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WensleydaleWensleydale /�wenslideil/ noun 1. a
longwool breed of sheep. The animals are
large and polled, and the skin of the face,
legs and ears is blue. Wensleydales are now
rare, but are still found in Yorkshire. 2. a
type of hard white cheese
Wessex SaddlebackWessex Saddleback noun one of two
saddleback breeds now joined with the
Essex Saddleback to give the British
Saddleback, a dual-purpose breed of pig,
now rare
WesternWestern noun same as Wiltshire horn
Westerwold ryegrassWesterwold ryegrass /�westəwəυld
�rai�rɑ�s/ noun an annual type of ryegrass,
which is a fast-growing summer crop
wet-feedingwet-feeding noun a method of feeding
livestock such as pigs in which the animal
has access to dry feedingstuffs and water at
the same time
wetherwether /�weðə/ noun a castrated male
sheep
wetlandswetlands /�wetl�ndz/ noun an area of
land which is often covered by water or
which is very marshy
wet mashwet mash noun mash feed mixed with
water
wet pluckwet pluck noun the process of removing
the feathers when the carcass is wet. This is
easier than dry plucking, but may harm the
skin.
WFAWFA abbreviation Whole Farm Approach
WFDWFD abbreviation Water Framework
Directive
WFUWFU abbreviation Women’s Food and
Farming Union
wheatwheat noun a cereal crop grown in
temperate regions. Genus: Triticum. (NOTE:
Wheat is one of the major arable crops.)

COMMENT: The two main species of
wheat grown are Triticum aestivum
which is grown for bread flour, and some
varieties of which produce the most suit-
able flour for cakes and biscuits, and
Triticum durum which is grown for pasta.
Cereal drilling usually takes place in the
UK between September and April. Win-
ter wheat usually yields higher quantities
than spring wheat and is harvested
before it. Spring wheat varieties are
grown in those areas with more extreme
climates as they are the quick-maturing
varieties. Spring wheat is grown in the
prairie provinces of Canada, in the Dako-
tas and Montana in the USA, and in the
more northerly parts of the steppe wheat
belt in Russia. Winter varieties account
for about three-quarters of the total out-
put of wheat in the USA, and over 80%

of exports. The state of Kansas grows
30% of the hard red winter wheat grown
in the USA.

wheat blossom midgewheat blossom midge noun a pest
that affects wheat
wheat bulb flywheat bulb fly noun a fly whose larvae
feed on the roots of wheat. The central
shoot turns yellow and dies.
wheatfeedwheatfeed /�wi�tfi�d/ noun same as
wheat offals
wheatgermwheatgerm /�wi�td���m/ noun the
central part of the wheat seed, which
contains valuable nutrients
wheatingswheatings /�wi�tiŋz/ plural noun
another spelling of weatings
wheatmealwheatmeal /�wi�tmi�l/ noun brown flour
with a large amount of bran, but not as
much as is in wholemeal
wheat offalswheat offals noun the embryo and seed
coat of the wheat grain, used as animal
feed
wheywhey /wei/ noun a residue from milk
after the casein and most of the fat have
been removed. Whey is used as pig feed.
whipwhip noun a short stick with a lash
attached, used to control horses
whip and tongue cuttingwhip and tongue cutting noun a form
of graft in which the stock and scion are cut
diagonally to form large open surfaces
with a small notch in each. The surfaces
are bound together tightly with twine.
whipwormwhipworm /�wipw��m/ noun a variety
of worm affecting pigs, especially weaners
Whitbred shorthornWhitbred shorthorn /�witbred
�ʃɔ�thɔ�n/ noun a breed of white beef
cattle
white bird’s-eyewhite bird’s-eye noun same as chick-
weed
white cloverwhite clover noun a type of perennial
clover (Trifolium repens). There are
several varieties including the large-leaved
variety suitable for silage or hay and the
small-leaved variety which is quick to
establish and keeps out weeds and other
grasses.
white corpusclewhite corpuscle noun a blood cell
which does not contain haemoglobin
White-faced WoodlandWhite-faced Woodland noun a large
hill breed of sheep, with white face and
legs and pinkish nostrils. The ram has
heavy twisted horns. Found mainly in the
South Pennines, it has been crossed with
other hill breeds to give them its size and
vigour. Also called Penistone
whiteheadswhiteheads /�waithedz/ noun same as
take-all
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White LeghornWhite Leghorn noun a laying breed of
poultry
white lupinwhite lupin noun a new strain of lupin
(Lupinus albus) that is able to withstand
cold. Seeds are 40% protein and at least
12% edible oil.
white mulberrywhite mulberry noun a tree grown for
its leaves, on which silkworms feed
white mustardwhite mustard noun a crop grown to
increase the organic content of the soil by
using it as a green manure
White ParkWhite Park noun a rare breed of cattle,
white in colour with either black or red
muzzle, eyelids, ears and feet. It is one of
the most ancient breeds of British cattle.
White Plymouth RockWhite Plymouth Rock noun a large
heavy breed of table poultry
white rotwhite rot noun a fungal disease of onions
and leeks. The leaves turn yellow and a
white mass appears on the bulb.
whiteswhites noun same as metritis
white scourwhite scour noun a disease affecting
young calves
White WyandotteWhite Wyandotte /�wait �waiəndɒt/
noun a dual-purpose breed of poultry
whole cropswhole crops plural noun crops used for
silage which do not need wilting
Whole Farm ApproachWhole Farm Approach noun an offi-
cial system of communication between the
Government and farmers which is more
streamlined and aims to avoid duplicated
information and ‘red tape’. Abbr WFA
wholefoodwholefood noun food such as brown rice
or wholemeal flour that has not been proc-
essed and so contains the vitamins,
minerals and fibre that are removed by
processing
wholegrainwholegrain /�həυl�rein/ noun a cereal
grain containing the whole of the original
seed, including the bran
wholemealwholemeal noun flour that contains a
large proportion of the original wheat seed,
including the bran
wholesalewholesale adjective, adverb selling in
bulk to shops, who then sell in smaller
quantities to individual buyers
wholesale seed merchantwholesale seed merchant noun a
merchant who sells seed in bulk
wildwild adjective not domesticated
wild boarwild boar noun a species of feral pig,
common in parts of Europe, but extinct in
the UK. Wild boars are preserved for
hunting, but are now bred on farms. Their
meat is dark, with very little fat, and is of
high value.

wild chamomilewild chamomile noun same as
mayweed
wild cropwild crop noun a crop which is harvested
by man, but not cultivated, e.g. wild berries
or herbs
wildlifewildlife noun wild animals of all types,
including birds, reptiles and fish � Planta-
tions of conifers are poorer for wildlife
than mixed or deciduous woodlands. � The
effects of the open-cast mining scheme
would be disastrous on wildlife, particu-
larly on moorland birds.
wildlife reservewildlife reserve noun an area where
animals and their environment are
protected
wild oatswild oats plural noun several species of
annual weeds, including (Avena fatua) and
(Avena ludoviciana), found among cereal
crops, and now largely controlled by selec-
tive herbicides, although manual weeding
or roguing is also used
wild onionwild onion noun a perennial weed
affecting cereal crops, beans and rape.
Also called crow garlic
wild radishwild radish noun same as runch
wild white cloverwild white clover noun a variety of
small-leaved white clove which is slow to
get established, but is an essential part of a
long ley. It is drought resistant and very
productive.
WilliamWilliam /�wiljəm/ noun � pear
willowwillow noun a temperate hardwood tree
that often grows near water. Genus: Salix.
(NOTE: Willow is sometimes grown as a
crop and is coppiced or pollarded to
produce biomass for fuel.)
wiltwilt noun 1. the drooping of plants partic-
ularly young stems, leaves and flowers, as
a result of a lack of water, too much heat or
disease 2. one of a group of plant diseases
that cause drooping and shrivelling of
leaves (NOTE: It is caused by fungi,
bacteria, or viruses that block the plant’s
water-carrying vessels.) � verb to droop or
shrivel through lack of water or great heat,
or to cause or allow plants to lose firmness
in their stems and leaves so they are suit-
able for use as silage
wiltingwilting noun limpness found when plant
tissues do not contain enough water. �

permanent wilting point
Wiltshire cureWiltshire cure /�wiltʃə �kjυə/ noun a
special method of mild curing and
smoking sides of bacon over wood fires
Wiltshire hornWiltshire horn noun a distinctive white-
faced breed of sheep, with curled horns. It
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grows a coat of thick matted hair and is
found in the Midlands and Anglesey. It is a
hardy breed, producing rapid-growing
lambs. Also called Western
windwind noun air which moves in the lower
atmosphere, or a stream of air � The
weather station has instruments to
measure the speed of the wind.
windbreakwindbreak /�windbreik/ noun a hedge
or line of trees, planted to give protection
from the wind to land with growing crops
wind chill factorwind chill factor noun a way of calcu-
lating the risk of exposure in cold weather
by adding the speed of the wind to the
number of degrees of temperature below
zero
windmillwindmill /�windmil/ noun 1. a construc-
tion with sails which are turned by the
wind, providing the power to drive a
machine. � panemone 2. same as wind
turbine

COMMENT: Windmills were originally built
to grind corn or to pump water from
marshes. Large modern windmills are
used to harness the wind to produce
electricity.

windrowwindrow /�windrəυ/ noun a row of the
cut stalks of a crop, gathered together and
laid on the ground to be dried by the wind
windrowedwindrowed /�windrəυd/ adjective refer-
ring to a crop which has been lifted and left
in a swath
windrowerwindrower /�windrəυə/ noun a machine
which lifts a crop such as potatoes and
leaves it in a swath on the surface of the
soil
windrow pick-upwindrow pick-up noun a pickup mech-
anism which lifts a crop into a harvester
wind turbinewind turbine noun a turbine driven by
wind

‘According to Mr Schultze, there are over
16,500 wind turbines in German fields,
though new developments were slowing
due to resistance from environmental
groups. Farmers were therefore turning
increasingly to biogas plants, producing
electricity and heat for their own
businesses and for local communities.’
[Farmers Weekly]

wingwing noun 1. one of the feather-covered
limbs of a bird or membrane-covered limbs
of a bat that are used for flying 2. an
outgrowth on a seed case of seeds such as
sycamore dispersed by wind 3. the lower
part of the ploughshare behind the point

winnowwinnow /�winəυ/ verb to separate grain
from chaff. Originally this was done by
throwing the grain and chaff up into the air,
the lighter chaff being blown away by the
wind.
winterwinter noun the season of the year,
following autumn and before spring, when
the weather is coldest, the days are short,
most plants do not flower or produce new
shoots and some animals hibernate � verb
to spend the winter in a place
winter burnwinter burn noun leaf burn in winter
winter feedingwinter feeding noun a system of
feeding livestock during the winter
months, giving them feeds of hay, silage
and concentrates
winter greenswinter greens plural noun hardy varie-
ties of Brassica which are grown for use
during the winter
winter hardywinter hardy adjective able to survive
through the winter outside
wintering groundswintering grounds plural noun area
where birds come each year to spend the
winter
winter killwinter kill noun the death of plants in
winter
winter washwinter wash noun an egg-killing spray
applied to fruit trees in the dormant winter
period. Tar oil is the commonest winter
spray.
winter wheatwinter wheat noun wheat of a variety
sown in the autumn or early winter months
and harvested early the following summer
wireweedwireweed /�waiəwi�d/ noun a common
name for ‘knotgrass’ (Agriotes lineatus)
wirewormwireworm /�waiəw��m/ noun the shiny
thin hard-bodied larvae of the click beetle,
which feeds on the roots of cereals and
other plants
witherwither verb (of plants, leaves, flowers) to
shrivel and die
witherswithers /�wiðəz/ noun a ridge between
the shoulder blades of an animal
withstandwithstand verb not to be affected by �
some plants can withstand very low
temperatures
woldswolds /wəυldz/ plural noun areas of low
chalk or limestone hills. Wolds are charac-
terised by having few hedges and no
surface water.
Women’s Food and Farming UnionWomen’s Food and Farming
Union noun an association for women in
farming, focusing on sustainability and
environmental considerations. Abbr
WFFU
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wood noun 1. a large number of trees
growing together 2. a hard tissue which
forms the main stem and branches of a tree
3. a construction material that comes from
trees
wood alcohol

wood alcohol noun same as methanol
wood ash

wood ash noun ash from burnt wood, a
source of potash
wooden tongue

wooden tongue noun same as actino-
bacillosis
woodfuel

woodfuel /�wυdfju�əl/ noun wood
which is used as fuel
woodland

woodland /�wυdlənd/ noun an area in
which the main vegetation is trees with
some spaces between them
Woodland Grant Scheme

Woodland Grant Scheme noun an
agri-environmental scheme aimed at
ensuring good management of forests and
woodland
woodlot

woodlot /�wυdlɒt/ noun a small area of
land planted with trees
woody

woody /�wυdi/ adjective referring to
plant tissue which is like wood or which is
becoming wood
wool

wool noun soft curly hair, the coat of the
domesticated sheep. Wool is also produced
by goats and rabbits.
wool ball

wool ball noun a mass of wool found in
the first or fourth stomachs of lambs. Small
amounts of wool swallowed by the lamb
collect to form a ball which can increase in
size until it blocks the stomach and causes
death.
wool fat

wool fat noun lanolin, a fat which covers
the fibres of sheep’s wool
woolsorter’s disease

woolsorter’s disease /�wυlsɔ�təz di|

�zi�z/ noun same as anthrax
work

work verb to cultivate land
workability

workability /�w��kə |�biliti/ noun the
ability of soil to be cultivated. It is an inter-
action between climatic conditions and the
physical condition of the soil.
work days

work days plural noun the number of
days when land can be worked with accept-
able risk of damage to soil structure during
the main activities of tillage, drilling and
harvesting. Heavy soils have fewer work
days than light soils. In general, good
ground conditions exist when the soil is
below field capacity.

World Food Programme

World Food Programme noun part of
the Food and Agriculture Organization of
the United Nations. The programme is
intended to give international aid in the
form of food from countries with food
surpluses.
World Trade Organization

World Trade Organization noun an
international organisation set up with the
aim of reducing restrictions in trade
between countries (replacing GATT). Abbr
WTO
World Wide Fund for Nature

World Wide Fund for Nature noun
full form of WWF
worm

worm noun 1. an invertebrate animal with
a soft body and no limbs, e.g. a nematode
or flatworm 2. an invertebrate animal with
a long thin body and no legs that lives in
large numbers in the soil. Also called
earthworm � verb to treat an animal in
order to remove parasitic worms from its
intestines
worm cast

worm cast noun waste earth rejected by
an earthworm
wormer

wormer /�w��mə/ noun a substance used
to worm animals such as cattle
worms

worms plural noun a condition in which
an animal is infested with parasitic worms
which can cause disease

COMMENT: Parasitic worms infest most
animals, but especially cattle and sheep,
and can be removed with anthelmintics.
Wormed cattle may give higher yields of
milk than untreated animals, but tests
are not conclusive. Various substances
are used in worming, such as thiabenda-
zole or fenbendazole.

worrying

worrying noun the chasing of sheep and
other livestock, by dogs which are not
controlled by their owners
WTO

WTO abbreviation World Trade Organiza-
tion
WWF

WWF noun an international organisation,
set up in 1961, to protect endangered
species of wildlife and their habitats, and
now also involved with projects to control
pollution and promote policies of sustain-
able development. Full form World Wide
Fund for Nature
Wyandotte

Wyandotte /�waiəndɒt/ noun � White
Wyandotte
wych elm

wych elm noun � elm
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X chromosomeX chromosome noun a chromosome
that determines sex. � Y chromosome
xeno-xeno- /zenəυ/ prefix different
xenobioticsxenobiotics /zenəυbai|�ɒtiks/ plural
noun chemical compounds that are foreign
to an organism
xero-xero- /ziərəυ/ prefix dry
xeromorphicxeromorphic /�ziərəυ |�mɔ�fik/ adjec-
tive referring to a plant which can prevent
water loss from its stems during hot
weather
xerophilousxerophilous /zi |�rɒfiləs/ adjective refer-
ring to a plant which lives in very dry
conditions
xerophytexerophyte /�ziərəfait/ noun a plant
which is adapted to living in very dry
conditions
xeroserexerosere /�ziərəυsiə/ noun a succession
of communities growing in very dry condi-
tions
xylemxylem /�zailəm/ noun the tissue in a plant
which transports water and dissolved
minerals from the roots to the rest of the
plant. Compare phloem
yardyard noun 1. a unit of length in the US and
British Imperial Systems equal to 3 ft or
0.9144 m. Abbr yd 2. an open space in a
farm, surrounded on three sides by barns,
stables and farm buildings
yard and parlouryard and parlour noun a system of
housing dairy cattle in yards and bringing
them through a parlour for milking
yarryarr /jɑ�/ noun same as corn spurrey
yarrowyarrow /�j�rəυ/ noun a common weed
(Achillea millifolium) which can cause
taints in milk. Also called milfoil
Y chromosomeY chromosome noun a chromosome
that determines sex, carried by males and
shorter than an X chromosome. � X chro-
mosome (NOTE: A male usually has an XY
pair of chromosomes.)
ydyd abbreviation yard

yearlingyearling /�jiəliŋ/ noun an animal aged
between one and two years
yeastyeast noun a single-celled fungus that is
used in the fermentation of alcohol and in
making bread
yellow cereal flyyellow cereal fly noun a pest which
affects early-sown wheat crops and causes
the death of the plant’s central shoot
yellow dwarf virusyellow dwarf virus noun a fungal
disease affecting barley, and also wheat
and grass. The leaves turn red and yellow
and yields are reduced. The disease is
carried by wingless aphids and the
common name for it is ‘BYDV’.
yellowingyellowing /�jeləυiŋ/ noun 1. a condition
where the leaves of plants turn yellow,
caused by lack of light 2. a sign of disease
or of nutrient deficiency

COMMENT: Yellow diseases are often
caused by viruses, but may also be
caused by bacteria and fungi. Yellowing
is a common symptom when there is a
deficiency of elements which are impor-
tant to chlorophyll production, such as
iron and magnesium.

yellow rattleyellow rattle noun an annual weed
(Rhinanthus minor) found in grasslands
yellow rustyellow rust noun a fungal disease
(Puccinia striiformis) of cereals, mainly
affecting wheat and barley. Yellow
pustules form on leaves, stems and ears.
Also called stripe rust
yellowsyellows /�jeləυz/ noun 1. a general term
for any plant disease in which the leaves
become yellow 2. jaundice in animals
yeltyelt /jelt/ noun a young female pig
yewyew /ju�/ noun a coniferous tree or large
shrub (Taxus baccata)

COMMENT: All varieties of the British yew
tree are poisonous and stock which eat
the leaves or berries suffer vomiting and
in severe cases die.
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yew poisoningyew poisoning noun poisoning through
eating yew berries or leaves
YFCYFC abbreviation Young Farmers’ Club
yieldyield noun the quantity of a crop or a
product produced from a plant or from an
area of land � The usual yield is 8 tonnes
per hectare. � The green revolution
increased rice yields in parts of Asia. �
verb to produce a quantity of a crop or a
product � The rice can yield up to 2 tonnes
per hectare. � The oil deposits may yield
100000 barrels a month.
yoghurtyoghurt, yogurt, yoghourt noun soured
milk in which fermentation is accelerated
by the introduction of specific bacterial
microorganisms
yokeyoke noun 1. a wooden crosspiece
fastened over the necks of two oxen 2. a
pair of oxen
yolkyolk noun 1. the yellow central part of an
egg 2. greasy material present in sheep
wool
YorkshireYorkshire /�jɔ�kʃə/ noun a breed of large
white pig, similar to the Large White. This
name is not much used in the UK.
Yorkshire fogYorkshire fog noun a weed grass
(Holcus lanatus) able to grow under poor
conditions. It is unpalatable and of little
value.
Young Farmers’ ClubYoung Farmers’ Club noun a social
organisation for young farmers. Abbr YFC
Zadoks scaleZadoks scale noun a scale used to show
the growth stages of a plant from germina-
tion to ripening
ZeaZea /ziə/ noun the Latin name for maize
or corn
zebuzebu /�zi�bu�/ noun a humped cattle of the
tropics; a domesticated Asiatic cattle breed
with a pronounced shoulder hump and
prominent dewlap. In the USA, it is called
a ‘Brahman’.
zero grazingzero grazing noun the practice of
harvesting forage crops and taking the
green material to feed housed livestock

zero tillagezero tillage noun a technique using
herbicides instead of tilling the soil before
sowing an arable crop by direct drilling
zigzag harrowzigzag harrow noun a light harrow used
for final seedbed work, and also for
covering sown seeds. The frames are
zigzag in shape, with short tines bolted to
them.
zinczinc noun a white metallic trace element,
essential to biological life. It is used in
alloys and as a protective coating for steel.

COMMENT: Zinc deficiency in plants pre-
vents the expansion of leaves and inter-
nodes; in animals zinc forms part of
certain enzyme systems and is present
in crystallised insulin.

zoo-zoo- /zəυə, zu�ə/ prefix animal
Zoonoses OrderZoonoses Order /�zəυə|�nəυsi�z �ɔ�də/
noun an order under which the presence of
conditions such as salmonellosis and
brucellosis, which affect both animals and
humans, must be notified
zoonosiszoonosis /�zəυə|�nəυsis/ noun a disease
that a human can catch from an animal, e.g.
tuberculosis and disorders caused by
Salmonella bacteria

‘The USDA considers TB to be a serious
zoonosis which is dangerous to humans. It
is seen as a grave threat to the cattle
industry that will debilitate cattle and
cause exports to be stopped.’ [Farmers
Guardian]

zoophytezoophyte /�zəυəfait/ noun an animal
that looks like a plant, e.g. a sea anemone
zootechnologyzootechnology /�zu�əυtek|�nɒlədzi/
noun the use of modern technological
advances in animal breeding to increase
quality and production
zucchinizucchini /zυ |�ki�ni/ noun an Italian or
American name for courgettes, the fruit of
the marrow at a very immature stage in its
development, cut when between 10 and
20cm long. Zucchinis may be green or
yellow in colour.
zygotezygote /�zai�əυt/ noun a fertilised ovum,
the first stage of development of an embryo
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Weights and Measures

Conversion tables: Metric - Imperial

Length: 1 millimetre (mm) = 0.0394 in.
1 centimetre (cm) = 0.3937 in.
1 decimetre (dm) = 3.9370 in.
1 metre (m) = 1.0936 yds
1 kilometre (km) = 0.6214 mile

Weight: 1 milligram (mg) = 0.0154 grain
1 gram (gm) = 0.0353 oz
1 kilogram (kg) = 2.2046 lb
1 tonne (t) = 0.9842 ton

Area: 1 cm² = 0.1550 sq. in.
1 m² = 1.1960 sq. yds
1 are (a) = 119.60 sq. yds
1 hectare (ha) = 2.4711 acres
1 km² = 0.3861 sq. mile

Capacity: 1 cm³ = 0.0610 cu. in.
1 m³ = 1.3080 cu. yds
1 litre = 0.2200 gallon
1 hectolitre = 2.7497 bushels

Conversion tables: Imperial - Metric

Length: 1 inch (in.) = 2.54 cm
1 foot (ft) = 0.3048 m
1 yard (yd) = 0.9144 m
1 rod = 4.0292 m
1 chain = 20.117 m
1 furlong = 201.17 m
1 mile = 1.6093 km



Weights and Measures continued

Conversion tables: Imperial - Metric

Weight: 1 ounce (oz) = 28.350 g
1 pound (lb) = 0.4536 kg
1 stone (st) = 6.3503 kg
1 hundredweight (cwt) = 50.802 kg
1 ton = 1.0161 tonnes

Area: 1 sq. in. = 6.4516 cm²
1 sq ft = 0.0929 m²
1 sq. yd = 0.8361 m²
1 acre = 4046.9 m²
1 sq. mile = 259.0 ha

Capacity: 1 cu. in. = 16.837 cm³
1 cu. ft = 0.0273 m³
1 cu. yd = 0.7646 m³
1 pint = 0.5683 l
1 quart = 1.1365 l
1 gallon = 4.5461 l
1 bushel = 36.369 l
1 fluid ounce (fl. oz.) = 28.413 cm³

US measures

Dry measures 1 US pint = 0.9689 UK pint
1 US bushel = 0.9689 UK bushel

Liquid measures 1 US fl. oz. = 1.0408 UK fl. oz.
1 US pint = 0.8327 UK pint
1 US gallon = 0.8327 UK gallon



Agricultural Land Classification

Grade 1 high quality, suitable for intensive arable farming (roots,
cereals, vegetables) and horticulture

Grade 2 medium to high quality, suitable for arable farming and
intensive grazing (dairy cattle)

Grade 3a/b medium quality, suitable for hardwood forestry and
rotational cropping

Grade 4 medium to poor quality, suitable for rough grazing (beef
cattle and sheep), softwood forestry and limited cereal
cropping

Grade 5 poor quality, very rough with rocky outcrops, suitable for
grazing (hardy breeds) and very limited cropping

Nitrogen fertilisers

Nitrogen content
(approximate)

Chemical: Ammonium nitrate 33.5%
Ammonium sulphate 20.5%
Anhydrous ammonia (liquid) 82%
Aqua ammonia (liquid) 25%
Calcium nitrate 15.5%
Diammonium phosphate 18%
Low-pressure solution (liquid) 39%
No pressure solutions (liquid) 30%
Urea 45%

Organic: Alfalfa meal 2.5%
Bloodmeal 13%
Cattle manure 0.5%
Chicken manure 0.9%
Cottonseed meal 6%
Fish emulsion 5%
Fish scrap 9%
Hoof and horn 14%
Sheep manure 0.9%



Gestation periods

months days
Cow 9 283-284
Ewe 4-5 144-150
Sow 3 114
Mare 11 340
Goat 4-5 144-150

Oestrous cycles

length of oestrus interval between
Cow 18 hours 21 days
Ewe 36 hours 17 days
Sow 45 hours 21 days
Mare 120 hours 21 days
Goat 40 hours 20 days

Zadoks Scale

0 Germination 5 Inflorescence
00 dry seed 52 ¼ of inflorescence visible
05 root emerges 54 ½ of inflorescence visible
07 shoot emerges 56 ¾ of inflorescence visible

58 inflorescence complete
1 Seedling
11 first leaf unfolds 6 Anthesis
12 second leaf unfolds 65 ½ of anthesis complete
13 third leaf unfolds 69 anthesis complete

2 Tillering 7 Milk development
21 main shoot, one side shoot 75 medium milk
22 main shoot, two side shoots

8 Dough development
3 Stem 85 soft dough
31 one node
32 two nodes 9 Seed ripening

91 kernel hard
4 Boots 93 kernel loose
43 boots visible 95 dormant seed
49 awns visible 96 viable seed



World Commodity Markets

Argentina Bolsa de Cereales, Buenos Aires grains
Australia Sydney Futures Exchange wool, cattle, electricity
Austria Wiener Börse raw skins and hides,

leather, driving belts,
technical leather products,
timber

Brazil Bolsa de Mercadorias & Futuros gold, coffee, alcohol,
sugar, cotton, cattle,
soybean, corn

Canada Winnipeg Commodity Exchange canola, canola meal, feed
wheat, flaxseed, feed
barley

China Shanghai Gold Exchange gold
Shanghai Futures Exchange copper cathode, aluminium

ingot
France MATIF (Marché a Terme European rapeseed futures,

International de France) milling wheat futures, corn
futures, sunflower seeds

Germany Südwestdeutscher Warenbörsen grain, fodder, oilseed, eggs
(Mannheimer Produktenbörse, roughage, potatoes, fuel oil
Stuttgarter Waren- und
Produktenbörse, Frankfurter
Getreide- und Produktenbörse,
Wormser Getreide- und
Produktenbörse)

Warenterminbörse, Hanover potatoes, hogs, wheat,
rapeseed, heating oil,
recyclable paper

Bremer Baumwollbörse cotton
Hong Kong Chinese Gold and Silver Exchange gold, silver
Hungary Budapest Commodity Exchange grain, livestock, financials
India Tobacco Board, Andhra Pradesh tobacco

Coffee Board, Bangalore coffee
Central Silk Board, Mumbai silk
Tea Board of India, Calcutta tea
Cardamom Board, Cochin cardamom
Coir Board, Cochin coir
Rubber Board, Kerala rubber

Italy Borsa Merci Telematicade bergamot orange, essential
Mediterraneo oil of bergamot, tangerine,

orange, lemon, mandarin,
grapefruit, oil, wine



World Commodity Markets continued

Japan Central Japan Commodity gasoline, kerosene, eggs,
Exchange azuki beans, soybeans

Hokkaido Grain Exchange corn, soybean, soybean
meal, azuki bean, arabica
coffee, robusta coffee, raw
sugar futures

Kanmon Commodity Exchange broiler, corn, soybean,
redbean, refined sugar

Kansai Commodities Exchange frozen shrimp, coffee,
corn, soybeans, azuki
beans, raw sugar, raw silk

Osaka Mercantile Exchange aluminium, cotton, rubber
Tokyo Commodity Exchange aluminium, gold, silver,

platinum, palladium,
gasoline, kerosene, crude
oil, rubber

Tokyo Grain Exchange corn, soybean, coffee,
raw sugar, redbean

Tokohashi Dried Cocoon Exchange silk cocoons
Kenya Coffee Board of Kenya coffee

East African Tea Trade Association tea
Kenya Tea Development Authority tea

Malaysia Malaysian Rubber Board rubber
Malaysia Derivatives Exchange crude palm oil, interest rate

futures, government
securities futures

Netherlands Euronext, Amsterdam pigs, potatoes
Singapore Singapore Commodities Exchange rubber, coffee
U.K. Liverpool Cotton Association raw cotton

Euronext LIFFE cocoa, coffee, sugar,
(London International Financial wheat, barley, weather
Futures and Options Exchange) futures

London Metal Exchange aluminium, copper
International Petroleum Exchange crude oil, gas oil, natural

gas
USA Mid-American Commodity gold, silver, platinum

Exchange
Kansas City Board of Trade wheat, natural gas, stock

indexes
New York Board of Trade cocoa, coffee, cotton, sugar
(NYBOT, parent company
of Coffee, Sugar & Cocoa
Exchange, New York Cotton
Exchange, New York Futures
Exchange)



World Commodity Markets continued

USA cont. New York Mercantile Exchange crude oil, gasoline, heating
(NYMEX) oil, natural gas,, propane,

coal, gold, propane, silver,
platinum, palladium, copper,
aluminium

Chicago Board of Trade corn, oats, soya bean oil,
wheat, soya beans, rough
rice, gold, silver, Treasury
bonds, Treasury notes,
other  interest rates, stock
indexes

Chicago Mercantile Exchange beef, dairy, forest,
e-livestock, hogs, crude
oil, natural gas, weather
futures,
chemical futures, foreign
currencies

Minneapolis Grain Exchange spring wheat
BrokerTec Futures Exchange government securities
Merchants Exchange barge freight rates, energy

products
NASDAQ LIFFE securities futures
FutureCom cattle








